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Economic Relief Package-ReopenLB Survey Update
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On April 28, 2020, the City of Long Beach (City) announced the launch of the "Reopen LB" online
survey to seek input from residents, workers, and business owners about how to safely reopen
the local economy once Governor Newsom's order indicates it is safe to do so. On May 4 th , the
ReopenLB survey was closed after receiving 15,258 responses. Staff provided a preliminary
update to the City Council on May 5th . The purpose of this memorandum is to provide the City
Council with additional information regarding survey results, and a complete list of the open-ended
responses converted into an accessible format for public review.
BACKGROUND
The ReopenLB survey was opened for seven days, between April 28 th and May 4th . The survey
included 19 questions, grouped into 3 categories: (1) Worker; (2) Resident-Not Employed; and,
(3) Business Owner. Participants were asked to provide feedback about what activities they felt
were safe for reopening, what they could do to make those activities safer, and what the City could
do to help create a safe environment for reopening. For a complete list of survey questions please
see Attachment A.
RESPONSES BY ZIP CODE
The ReopenLB survey was distributed via email, social media, online advertisement, and City
Council Offices newsletters. The following table summarizes the number of survey responses
received , broken down by Zip Code. For a visualization of geographic distribution of survey
responses, including a breakdown per 10,000 residents, see Attachment B.
Zip Code
90803
90808
90802
90815
90807
90804
90814
90805
90806
90813
90810

Responses
2,232
1,976
1,854
1,671
1,216
1,116
1,074
1,055
776
754
345
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PREFERRED ACTIVITIES

ReopenLB survey participants were asked to select from a list of 23 (including "other'') activities
they felt could open safely. The following table provides a summary overview of the activities that
were selected most across all categories of survey participants. The most popular activities
include outdoor recreation and beaches, which received over 9,000 responses each. The most
unpopular activities, receiving less than 1,000 responses, include public events and senior
centers.
Activity

Outdoor Recreation
Beaches
Parks
Small Scale Retail
Office Work
Personal Groomino
Car Dealerships
City Facilities
Park Community Centers
Libraries
Dine-in Restaurants
Small Gyms
Large Scale Retail
Religious Organizations
Child Care Facilities
Schools
Large Gyms
Other
Movie Theatres
No Changes
Large Public/Private Gatherings
Public Events (concerts, etc.)
Senior Centers

Workers

Businesses

5,525
5,356
5,962
4,255
4,306
4,097
3,904
3,884
2,356
3,405
2,789
2,762
2,375
2,083
2,088
1,942
1,888
1,651
1,605
1,748
1,125
1,000
934

1,576
1,527
772
1,354
1,309
1,294
1,250
1,175
1,635
997
961
959
798
720
751
684
597
465
509
235
364
371
317

Residents

2,253
2,154
860
1,781
1,568
1,676
1,549
1,595
2,466
1,456
1,125
1,061
672
917
795
826
371
690
642
636
929
406
464

Total

9,354
9,037
7,594
7,390
7,183
7,067
6,703
6,654
6,457
5,858
4,875
4,782
3,845
3,720
3,634
3,452
2,856
2,806
2,756
2,619
2,418
1,777
1,715

See Attachment B for a visual breakdown of the most popular activities and the activities that
received the least amount of support for immediate reopening.
RESPONSE TO REOPENING PREFERRED ACTIVITES

After asking participants to identify specific activities they felt could reopen safely, the ReopenLB
survey asked participants the following question (depending upon respondent type):
•

Worker - My priority is to return to work with respect to capacity limits and physical
distancing (Y/N).
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•

Resident (Not Employed) - My priority is to return to these activities with respect to
capacity limits and physical distancing (Y/N)

•

Business Owner - My priority is to return to these activities with respect to capacity limits
and physical distancing (YIN)

The table below provides an overview of their responses broken down by participant group and
age group.
Participant
Business Owner
Resident
Worker
Age

18-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60 and up
Not disclosed

No
228 (10.6%)
541 (14.9%)
2,467 (24.2%)

Yes
1,914 (89.4%)
2,079 (85.1 %)
6,595 (72.8%)

No
691 (27.3%)
1,051 (26.3%)
680 (22.3%)
371 (15.5%)
341 (13.9%)
102 (25.8%)

Yes
1,838 (72.6%)
2,946 (73.7%)
2,367 (77.7%)
2,023 (84.5%)
2,120 (86.1%)
294 (74.2%)

OPEN ENDED RESPONSES

The survey included six open-ended questions, dependent upon whether the participant was a
worker, a resident (not employed), or a business owner. These questions asked how to create a
safe environment for returning to work, general activities, or reopening their business; and, what
the City can do to help. A total of 20,296 responses were received to these questions, and are
broken down by the type of survey participant as follows:
•
•
•

Workers:
15,861 responses (Attachment C)
Residents: 2,747 responses (Attachment D)
Businesses: 1,688 responses (Attachment E)

NEXT STEPS

ReopenLB is one of many efforts by the City Council to engage with the community and develop
strategies to offset the economic impacts of COVID-19. Other opportunities directed by the City
Council to provide public input regarding the reopening of the local economy include:
•

Passing a comprehensive Economic Relief Package to support working families and local
small businesses impacted by COVID-19 on April 141h;

•

Creating an informal Economic Recovery Advisory Group to recommend strategies for
safely reopening the local economy on April 21 st ;
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•

Establishing a Hospitality Recovery Task Force to provide City management with best
practice recommendations for restarting the local hospitality sector on April 27th ;

•

Hosting public updates about economic recovery efforts at Economic Development and
Finance Committee meetings on April 30 th and May 15th ; and,

•

Establishing a new hotline for business owners and workers, 562.570.4BIZ (4249), which
is staffed from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on weekdays.

Results from the ReopenLB survey will be shared with each of these efforts to inform economic
recovery efforts in a way that is consistent with community priorities and public input. Please visit
www.longbeach.gov/4BIZ for a full list of resources for businesses and workers, as well as
updates regarding opportunities for input.
EQUITY LENS

To promote language access, the survey was translated in English, Spanish, Khmer, and Tagalog.
Reaching a diverse set of survey participants was a priority of the City but was limited by the short
timeframe that the survey was open and the method of distribution online. Online distribution is
both timely and cost efficient but requires that the City has email contact information for survey
participants, and that respondents have the hardware, software, and internet access necessary
to complete the survey. Given more time, staff would have printed the survey in multiple
languages and distributed the survey to every household in Long Beach.
CONCLUSION

Although public input through the ReopenLB survey is extremely valuable, decisions regarding
reopening spaces must be in alignment with Governor Newsom's Stay at Home order and the
Long Beach Health Officer's orders. City staff will continue to analyze survey results and provide
ongoing insights to the City Council and advisory groups developing recommendations for
economic recovery from the COVID-19 emergency.
Thank you for your consideration of this important matter. Please contact me at (562) 570-5282
or by email john.keisler@longbeach.gov with additional questions regarding ReopenLB.
ATTACHMENTS: A: R EOPENLB SURVEY QUESTIONS
B: REOPENLB SURVEY OPEN-ENDED RESULTS
C : WORKER RESPONSES
D : RESIDENT RESPONSES
E : B USINESS OWNER RESPONSES
CC:

CHARLES PARKIN, CITY ATTORNEY
LAURA l. DOUD, CITY AUDITOR
REBECCA G . GARNER, ACTING ASSISTANT CITY MANAGER
TERESA CHANDLER, INTERIM DEPUTY CITY MANAGER
KEVIN J. J ACKSON, DEPUTY CITY M ANAGER
AJAY KOLLURI, ACTING ADMINISTRATIVE DEPUTY TO THE CITY M ANAGER
MONIQUE DE LA GARZA, CITY CLERK
DEPARTMENT DIRECTORS

ATTACHMENT A: REOPENLB SURVEY QUESTIONS
INTRODUCTION
The City of Long Beach is seeking input from residents and business owners about reopening
the Long Beach economy once the Governor’s order indicates it is safe to do so. Your
feedback will be used to help decision makers set priorities about how to safely reopen the
city for business and leisure activities. Your contact information may only be used for
follow-up questions from City staff if needed.
The deadline to submit your survey responses is by Monday, May 4, 2020 at 5:00PM (PDT).
1. Name
2. Email
3. Zip Code
4. I identify with the following race/ethnicity:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

American Indian/Alaska Native
Asian
Black/African-American
Hispanic /Latino
Pacific Islander/ Native Hawaiian
White
Prefer not to disclose

5. I identify with the following gender:
a. Male
b. Female
c. Nonbinary
d. Prefer not to disclose
6. l am within the following age range:
a. 18 – 29
b. 30 -39
c. 40 – 49
d. 50 – 59
e. 60 and up
f. Prefer not to disclose
7. I am a:
a. Worker
b. Business Owner
c. Resident-not employed
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ATTACHMENT A: REOPENLB SURVEY QUESTIONS
WORKER
8. Activities I feel can open safely are:
a. Beaches
b. Car dealerships
c. Child care facilities
d. City facilities (City Hall, administrative facilities)
e. Dine-in Restaurants
f. Large gyms
g. Large public/private gatherings
h. Large scale retail
i. Libraries
j. Movie theatres
k. Office Work
l. Outdoor Recreation
m. Park Community Centers
n. Parks
o. Personal Grooming
p. Public events (concerts, movies, meetings)
q. Religious organizations
r. Schools
s. Senior Centers
t. Small Gyms
u. Small scale retail
v. No Changes
9. My priority is to return to work with respect to capacity limits and physical distancing
a. Yes
b. No
10. Yes: I can safely return to work with respect to capacity limits and physical distancing by
doing
11. The City could support me safely returning to work by addressing the following existing
barrier
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ATTACHMENT A: REOPENLB SURVEY QUESTIONS
RESIDENT (not employed)
12. Activities I feel can open safely are:
a. Beaches
b. Car dealerships
c. Child care facilities
d. City facilities (City Hall, administrative facilities)
e. Dine-in Restaurants
f. Large gyms
g. Large public/private gatherings
h. Large scale retail
i. Libraries
j. Movie theatres
k. Office Work
l. Outdoor Recreation
m. Parks
n. Park Community Centers
o. Personal Grooming
p. Public events (concerts, movies, meetings)
q. Religious organizations
r. Schools
s. Senior Centers
t. Small Gyms
u. Small scale retail
v. No Changes
13. My priority is to return to these activities with respect to capacity limits and physical
distancing
a. Yes
b. No
14. Yes: I can safely return to these activities with respect to capacity limits and physical
distancing by doing
15. The City could support me safely resuming these activities by addressing the following
existing barrier
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ATTACHMENT A: REOPENLB SURVEY QUESTIONS
BUSINESS OWNER
16. Activities I feel can open safely are:
a. Beaches
b. Car dealerships
c. Child care facilities
d. City facilities (City Hall, administrative facilities)
e. Dine-in Restaurants
f. Large gyms
g. Large public/private gatherings
h. Large scale retail
i. Libraries
j. Movie theatres
k. Office Work
l. Outdoor Recreation
m. Parks
n. Park Community Centers
o. Personal Grooming
p. Public events (concerts, movies, meetings)
q. Religious organizations
r. Schools
s. Senior Centers
t. Small Gyms
u. Small scale retail
v. No Changes
17. My priority is to return to these activities with respect to capacity limits and physical
distancing
a. Yes
b. No
18. Yes: I can safely re-open my business with respect to capacity limits and physical
distancing by doing
19. The City could support me safely reopening my business by addressing the following
existing barrier
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ATTACHMENT B

Responses by Zip Code

ATTACHMENT G

ATTACHMENT B

Responses Per 10k

ATTACHMENT G

ATTACHMENT B

ATTACHMENT G

Responses by Participant Type

ATTACHMENT B

ATTACHMENT G

Responses by Activity
(114,552 Total)

ATTACHMENT B

ATTACHMENT G

“Other” Responses by Activity
(53,570 Total)

ATTACHMENT B

ATTACHMENT G

Common Terms-WORKERS

Rake Index: measures frequency and co-occurrence with
other words.

ATTACHMENT B

ATTACHMENT G

Common Terms-RESIDENTS

Rake Index: measures frequency and co-occurrence with
other words.

ATTACHMENT B

ATTACHMENT G

Common Terms-BUSINESSES

Rake Index: measures frequency and co-occurrence with
other words.

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
QUESTION #10 - Yes: I can safely return to work with respect to capacity limits and physical distancing by doing:
6 feet apart and mask. Businesses to make sure employees/customers follow this order at all times.
6 feet apart and wear a mask. business should do what the grocery stores do, letting a limited number of customers inside with social
distance and masks for the virus to not take more lives. DO NOT open large gatherings this will increase the numbers inf
6 feet apart and wear mask. Perhaps businesses can follow what has been working.. like grocery stores,pharmacies and Home
Depot/Lowes format. ONLY allow a certain number in and they MUST wear masks with social distancing otherwise people can't go inside
6 feet apart and wearing masks. Businesses need to re open to save our economy however they need to do so by keeping everyone safe!
Busineses need to make sire everyone wears masks, stay 6 feet apart and perhaps take temperatures. The virus is still out
6 feet apart,mask and perhaps employer taking temperatures of employees. Businesses such as restaurants only allowing a certain number
inside as do grocery stores now. Large scale establishments such as schools or sports arena concerts should not open in
6 feet apart,wearing masks and perhaps temperatures can be taken to make sure people are not sick with this virus. Many have it and don't
know they have it and can spread it.
Employers and businesses being provided Hand washing education, education on modes and ways viruses and Infection are spread, not
going to work when ill with symtoms that may be infectious, access to mask, hand sanitizer available at , businesses and
face masks hand washing and temps taken at clock in. Covid testing. Need to implement extra allowances in sick time policy so people
aren’t afraid to call in sick for various reasons
I know many of us have been able to work remotely entirely, but with no childcare this is almost impossible. We are homeschooling and
working, and many for families with two parents in essential industries i worry about their situation. I am also concern
I work for a Private ESL school in Placentia, I have an auto immune disease and I don't feel comfortable to return to work. I don't see how
can we do a physical distance from students. I am not sure what I am going to do if governor will allow to open th
I work in a large retail company and a manager and I believe it will be difficult to return back to work due to the vast amount of a person's
interactions with customers and other employees. Certain precautions need to be in place such as a protective s
I work outside of the city. I look forward to continuing the safety guidelines of wearing face mask while in public places.
limit the amount of people
limit the number of patrons allowed to enter the building at one time / continue disinfecting and face-covering practices
My employer qualify under essential business
with.
not quite sure the bases of question
Sanitary practices
Sing respectful and conscientious
social distancing in place with masks. People need to follow this for everyone's safety.
social distancing of 6 feet,wearing a mask and businesses taking everyone temperatures. The virus is still with us, due to stay at home
order everyone is inside so therefore numbers have stabled. If you open up large gatherings numbers will rise in death
wearing a mask , staying home if sick
wearing face masks/gloves / practicing social distancing
Whatever is required by the government to proceed safely.

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
I'm in outside sales-wearing a mask when needed, keeping 6 feet apart from my clients
(Question #9 is really unclear.) I ride the Metro from L.B. to DTLA, so that part is huge. I work in a public building that holds -- maybe a
thousand people? Certainly hundreds. Once the deaths start decreasing, I'm happy to go back if it's safe. Until th
.....wearing mask where required and makes sense....hand sanitizing....etc.
...Knowing there is mass-testing with regular reporting on the city wide results.
...my work 6ft apart and maintaining a clean desk.
...wearing mask, no hand shaking, disinfecting all hard surfaces daily, being aware of personal distance to other people, and avoidance of
sick people. I would rather stay at home through June 30th to completely flatten the curve but I am fortunate to be
...when my place of work establishes strict guidelines regarding room capacity, use of personal protective equipment (e.g., N95 masks), and
field research involving human subjects.
.Wearing a Mask
.Good Hygiene & Desinfectant supplies
? not sure I understand this question?
As a college faculty member, I can work from home teaching online. Employees like myself who can work from home, should do so,
allowing others who can’t telework to go back first.
disinfection.
….exercising good judgement. Government does not need to intervene by dictating 'proper' behavior.
1. Social distancing (at least 6ft from everyone)
2. Wearing face masks
3. Temperature checks daily prior to people allowed to enter work building
4. Staying home if sick with any cold/flu like symptoms no matter how mild to protect others
5. Basic hand
1. wear a face cover
2. Practice social distancing
1. Wear mask
2. Wash hands frequently and use hand sanitizer liberally
3. Stay home if ill
1/2 the staff there one day and 1/2 the staff the next
1/2 work from home
13ft apart with no more than 15-20 people in the office
30 second hand washing or sanitizer regularly (entering & exiting a new environment), masks in confined spaces with others where we're
closer than 6ft - at least for the first reintroduction weeks so we can see how the virus behaves. Continue to stay away
4 or less employees, 10 or less patrons, will distancing orders in place, mask. gloves, routine cleaning.
50% capacity within the office and no meetings
6' apart
6 feet

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
6 feet apart
6 feet apart and a mask with business taking temperatures of employees ti make sure they ate not sick.
6 feet apart and a mask. Companies need to require this from every one (staff/customers) we need to safely re open our economy.
6 feet apart and a mask. The virus is still out there people can't think once lockdown is lifted they can gi to normal life. I just dont see that
happening for a while. Dr. birx(from corina virus team) said:Birx warned that as some states begin to reopen,
6 feet apart and mask just like essential business do now ( grocery stores) Avoid LARGE gatherings for now like schools,concerts,sports
Malls as this is only going to bring more infections at this time.
inside with mask and 6 feet apart
healthy and not healthy.
6 feet apart and masks. People need to do this for our community to save lives
6 feet apart and masks. Re open business like grocery stores due business by limiting people inside 6 feet apart and mask.
6 feet apart and not coming in if sick
6 feet apart and washing my hands
6 feet apart and wear a mask. Re opening our economy is needed to not get into a depression however virus is still out there. City officials
need to be smart about this process. Slowly open by small limited number of people. Ex; how grocery stores have do
6 feet apart and wear mask. Everyone needs to do this for everyone to be safe!
6 feet apart and wear masks when social distancing is harder to do.
6 feet apart and wearing a mask. Avoid large gatherings to re open at this time due to virus is still out there. Small gatherings can happen
and retail,businesses to do what Costco and other grocery stores do by social distance and limited number of peop
6 feet apart and wearing masks. Re open small scale business for now to help our economy. Large scale business should open later due to
larger crowds like schiols sportung arena and concerts.
6 feet apart at all times and wearing a mask at work at least for the first few weeks or months until further assessment can be made if
COVID numbers have decreased by a significant number.
for
6 feet apart mask and employer takung employees temoerature. Virus is still out there i dont want to get it nor pass to family members.
6 feet apart masks and temperatures being taken for everyone that enters buildings
6 feet apart masks and temperatures being taken when entering buildings
numbers are after doing so.
6 feet apart with masks just as Home Depot and grocery stores do now.
6 feet apart with masks. Business can re open on small scale follow what grocery stores have done. Do not re open large scale just
yet...look at what happened in Newport Bch. People didn't follow guidelines. Just re open small scale business with guideli
6 feet apart, frequent hand-washing, staying home if with fever or syptomatic.
6 feet apart, wear a mask and provide customers do the same. Re open as how grocery stores and pharmacies conduct business. They do
not let anyone in without a mask,and must maintain 6 feet apart. Avoid opening large gatherings at this time due to larger
VIRUS IS STILL OUT THERE!
6 feet apart,masks, temperatures being taken of everyone entering a building.
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6 feet apart,wear a mask and employer or business establishment taking temperatures of everyone entering. The virus is still out there. The
ONLY reason why numbers are stable is because everyone is inside due to stay at home order. The minute you re open
our health and families.
6 feet apart,wear mask .. we need to SLOWLY re open so we do not get in a depression financially. Avoid large gatherings for now just re
open small crowd businesses. Businesses should do what pharmacies and grocery stores are doing. Keeping people at 6 fe
6 feet apart,wear mask and businesses to take temperatures of people entering facility.
everyone can be safe.
6 feet apart. wear a mask and have businesses make sure customers do this.
6 feet apart/mask. All business establishments MUST do this. Limit number of people inside follow what costco has done. Lines outside
business.only allowing a certain number inside 6 feet apart/masks
6 feet apart/mask. Ha e business require 6 feet and masks for everyone that enters building. For example like Target Costco stores. They
only let in a limited number inside with 6 feet apart/masks.this can also be dine with other retail stores and restaur
6 feet apart/masks. Employers need to require everyone do this along with customers.
6 feet between workers
6 feet between....mask
6 feet distance
6 feet distance and masks
6 feet distance, prompt hand washing, and mask outdoors when around people.
6 feet distancing
6 feet distancing and limiting how much people are in a certain area
6 feet distancing with a 20 person capacity
6 feet of space between workers, masks and other PPE as required.
6 feet signs for consumers. gloves and masks for employees
6 feet social distancing, mask wearing
6 feet with a mask is mandatory for all to get our economy running again. This insures safety measures for everyone. Grocery stores seem
to work.limit number inside 6 feet and mask. This approach should be for all.
6 feet, limited # of people in office
6 feet’s distancing must be a mandatory. Public hand washing and office hand sanitizers.
6 foot distancing continue wearing mask. My job should have every room constantly disinfectant daily. Should provide mask and gloves. I
feel all business should have to hire one security guard at entrance of every facility no matter what it is. Restaurant
6 foot distancing. Face masks. Extra cleaning
6 foot distancing/masks
6 foot rule & washing my hands while wearing a face mask
6 foot separation and availability of a mask/face covering.
6 foot spacing, wearing mask
6 ft and mask

ATTACHMENT C
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6 ft apart and not going out to unnecessary places
6 ft apart for awhile
6 ft distance hand washing face mask home when sick
6’ distancing, masks, gatherings of fewer than 10
6-10 ft
6ft apart, schedule meetings with one client at a time, face masks, keeping office clean and disinfect often, etc.
6ft apart, wear a mask, wash hands, and wear clothing that can be easily washed (scrubs)
6ft away, wearing a face mask, and washing hands.
6ft away, wearing a mask and sanitizing during and after each client
6ft deep apart
6ft distance
6ft distance and disinfecting high traffic areas
6ft distancing. Staying home if Ill. Mouth cover wear.
6ft or divider and mask
6ft rule , wearing mask and just being considerate
6ft, masks, washing hands, wiping down doors, counters 30 min
A combination of working from home and office hours by working with co-workers to schedule opposite days (we have a small crew).
A daily disinfection of our office and maintaining a 10 foot “social distance perimeter” around each employee.
A daily disinfection of our office and maintaining a 10 foot “social distance perimeter” around each employee.
A full return to work would not feel right without a vaccine...
a gradual reopening starting with most essential businesses to see what the impact is on hospital care.
A limit on the amount if customers allied in a retail store at a time.
a lot more testing for everyone
appropriate signs to inform people of plan.
a reduction is classroom size to accommodate social distancing for students and staff.
a staged return to work with a work from home option.
A test for active virus
Abiding by CDC recommendations
appropriate.
Abiding the 6ft rule.
Able to return to work and maintain distancing currently
Able to work 6 feet apart , face mask & sanitizing.
Absolutely . Gym wise. We need physical activity to boost immune system for viruses
Absolutely NOT should people go back to work with limited capacities! We need a shelter in place to assure that businesses are being
properly cleaned and that standards of operation EVERYWHERE are being adjusted to suit current environments making it safe
Absolutely not!

ATTACHMENT C
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Absolutely not. And I think it’s absurd for the city to ask for people’s opinion on a safety matter.
Absolutely not. And I think it’s absurd for the city to ask for people’s opinion on a safety matter.
Absolutely not. My work is operating illegally right now.
Access to quick & reliable COVID-19 testing, office setup facilitating social distancing + capacity limits, employer provided health & safety
materials (face masks, hand sanitizer, etc.), clear employer regulations around working modifications (i.e. limit
trained and dedicated employee.
Acknowledging how I honestly feel, if I feel any sort of symptoms then I should stay home. I will wear a mask in my carpool and my office is
small enough to keep social distancing.
Active hand washing, proper environmental cleaning, temperature checks
Add lines like Costco, 6’ feet apart, at all government run facilities, and public businesses. Provide non N95 masks and Provide Hand
sanitizer (Like when entering an emergency room at a hospital)Stations/dispensers/Or Warm Hand washing stations at gove
adding more shifts with less people in each.
adhere to social distancing and sanitizing spaces.
Adhering to capacity limits, physical distancing, hand sanitizers or wash areas provided within establishments that can be easily accessed,
wear mask appropriately, cleaning up after myself as long as there are cleaning supplies provided.
adhering to pre and post wiping down of public touch zones, wear mask, restrain from physical contact where sanitation material available
Adhering to social distancing standards
Adhering to social distancing, face masks, sanitizing and continued working from home as necessary.
health.
adhering to the social distancing 100%
Adhering to the social distancing guidelines and utilizing appropriate PPE
Adjusted shifts so that my work area is less staffed
Administering vaccines
Administrative work
After each client disinfect EVERYTHING. And wear a mask.
Agencies/companies should work out a schedule for their workers in which each worker will be physically present at the workplace only a
few days within the work week and the rest will be work from home. At the workplace especially in the case of shared wo
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agreed
Agreed
Agreed. We know the guidelines and will respect them.
ALL employees and customers to always wear PPE at all times. 6 feet apart. Sanitizer everything all the time!
All employees should wear a mask (and maybe gloves) and have plastic shields/barriers separating desks.

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
all I can to disinfect surfaces, wear appropriate PPE, monitor my own personal health before reporting to work each day, staying home if I
have any symptoms, and taking a COVID test whenever available.
All MEDICAL indications in respect to COVID19
All must wear a mask with hand sanitizer readily available
All new law regulations
All of the above.
All participants should be wearing mask, following physical distancing with limited space and capacity.
All participants wearing masks, limits to room and space capacity.
all requirements in place, social distancing, wearing a mask, gloves when needed. Sanitizing areas every 30 minutes, and adhearing to the
mandated regulations. It is imperative we still keep everyone safe and take precautions.
All social distancing guidelines
All suggested social distancing, sanitizing, safety wear, etc.
All the precautions they’ve told us like, washing hands, staying 6 feet apart, etc.
all the things I am already doing as an essential healthcare worker
All wearing masks and gloves... keep social distance in place
All workers are wearing masks, maintaining distance, with possible temperature checks.
Allow only a limited number of people inside the aquarium of the pacific at a time. Require guest to wear a face mask.
Allow personal spacing and maintain a clean atmosphere
Allowed to telecomute 3x a wk and physically go into the office 2x, with all staff alternating days as to allow for physical distancing.
Allowing a few people in the business at a time. Not open for too long just yet.
Allowing citizens making decisions based on suggested rules
Allowing essential company employees to return. Keep non-essential remote.
Allowing half the staff to continue to work from home
Allowing people to work from home if able to minimize people at the work place.
Allowing private businesses and citizens to make their own decisions. Government intervention is not necessary.
Allowing that those who do not want to return to work/go out are permitted to continue to work at home, utilize technology for meetings/court
appearances/etc., asking that everyone participate in social distancing, stay home if people are sick.
minimize contact.
Alot of work causes close encounters i dont feel safe
Already a full-time work from home employee.
Already an essential worker. Practice social distancing and practice good hand washing hygiene.
Already at work as essential
Already been working
Already can do so, my office has cubicles appropriately distanced
Already full time at LBWD, distancing with ppe, heavy disinfection of shared equipment.
Already in place

ATTACHMENT C
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Already in place, masks, gloves, 6’ distancing, sanitize everything,
Already practicing social distancing, wearing a mask, sanitizing often
Already work downtown part time as an essential government worker, no problem with social distancing and care
Already worked from home.
already working
Already working
Already working
Already working
Already working
Already workingAlready working as an essential worker
Already working at LA harbor office with physical distancing.
Already working from home
Already working from home. I expect our company will continue to work from home for a while even after most restrictions are lifted.
Already working in essential business
Already working, utilizing social distancing, face masks
Already working. Essential worker.
Also, monitoring employers body temperature and other symptoms before entering the work place.
Alternate between telecommuting and office work dates to limit number of people in the office
Alternate days of work, reduce capacity, take temperature checks
Alternate work schedule, mixed with telecommute, and tall-size cubicle.
Alternating days at the office, still limiting the number of workers and visitors in an office within any 24 hour period
Alternating days in an office for different employees and being able provide appropriate cleaning supplies.
Alternating employee in office days, though my job entails the public coming in for appointments and thus I feel telemedicine needs to
continue for the time being to maintain employee and public safety.
Alternating hours between my colleagues so that less than 10 people are in the office at one time. Everyone will be required to wear masks.
Work from home whenever possible and only go into the office if necessary.
Alternating schedule
Alternating schedules of employees working on certain days in the office
Alternating shifts. Half the staff in the office one week, the other half telecommute. The next week, switch it up.
cleaning during the day.
wear.
Alternating work from home to keep interaction with coworkers and clients down
Alternating work in office/at home scheduling
alternating workers in the office and teleworking so that density in the office is lower than usual and coworkers can keep physical distance
from each other. Supply the office with plenty of disinfectant products so that desks, the kitchenette and shared
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Alternating working from home and going to the office
alternative schedule
alternative scheduled days in office with coworkers and wearing face masks when walking through open hallways.
Alternative schedules at schools. I am a teacher.
alternative scheduling
Alternative work schedules to allow distancing in the office.
Although work is a priority, preventing the spread of the virus is more important
Always wearing a face mask and keeping my distance from other people.
Always wearing a mask and having hand sanitizer and disinfecting wipes handy.
am an essential worker
kept in place, i would feel safe
Am currently working remotely and can continue to do so for as long as needed.
And cooperating with what is required, using face coverings, washing hands, disinfecting and cleaning up my work area
And copious hand washing
And do away with capacity and social distancing requirements as quickly as possible. It’s not a sustainable solution. Second hand smoke
kills more people in LB than Covid.
And masks required. That goes for my responses above too. Masks required. No mask no service. Wear the mask properly. Shake Shack
employers wear under the most and manager removed mask to talk. That fears use of the mask
And removing masks.
Any office building trying to return should be mandatory to wear mask inside. If building opens staff and clients should also be wearing mask
at all times. No more than 10-20 people per day so maybe those who can work from home should stay home and those
masks worn at all times.
Anything
Anything in open air space should open. Why risk opening dine in restaurants/bars/theater/shops when this can easily be done at home via
takeout/Netflix/online shopping? Just allow small groups under 10 to gather to be in the home/outdoor space to enjoy
Anything necessary
Anything necessary
Anything necessary
Anything necessary
Anything with gloves on and a mask
Anywhere where you can be 6 feet apart
Appropriate 6ft spacing for students sitting in desks of classrooms and gym locker rooms
Appropriate distancing in office
Appropriate suggestions as outlined by state health officer.
architectural design
Are you serious? Shouldn't this be where you advise me on how to be safe?
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Arranging work areas to give space, wear masks, limit number of people per shift, leave doors open to avoid touching knobs in office, if
anyone feels sick or has temp they cannot work that day at office and can work from home.
As a bartender, I think by implementing counter service style serving, sanitizing tables and ordering station between customers, minimizing
capacity, and enforcing social distancing while ordering food we can operate as safely as take out or drive thru
As a bartender, we thrive with a packed house, not sure that type of work will suffice for me in the future. Half capacity would allow for
space for customers but would impact our ability to earn. So many uncertainties.
As a college educator, I cannot return to face-to-face classes as keeping social distancing in a large classroom size is limited.
Small businesses that can maintain the number of customers inside at once, such as dog grooming or personal grooming, would
As a cosmetologist we have been trained, prior to this pandemic, on proper disinfection and sterilization of implements, and proper client
protection. Since this pandemic began, we have added more protections for both the stylist and our clients. If anyone
As a health care worker, I am working, so I will address my concerns instead. I worry that my patients, especially vulnerable ones will be
affected if we open too soon. When the lockdown first went into effect, but beach was still open, people were not at
As a healthcare worker, I've already been working. I don't feel it is safe to unlock all restrictions. It puts healthcare workers in jeopardy.
As a high risk person, I do not believe it is safe for me to return to work until the curve is flattened and there is no more risk of catching
Covid-19. I have not left the house in 3 weeks and I am still staying/working at home.
As a lash artist there is no way to respect physical distancing because I am very close to a clients face although i do wear face masks
As a nurse who administers direct care to school children with diabetes, I would NOT be able to maintain physical distance. However, with
school districts currently engaging in home learning through the end of the academic year, I am able to work remotely
As a Physical Education teacher with 54 students per class period and 4 classes per period in the locker room, it is not possible. Please
help us to address and reduce class size for PE classes.
As a preschool teacher, I feel there are a lot of issues to work through before returning. Social distancing etc is unrealistic with young
children. It's detrimental to their well-being too as they need physical contact to meet emotional and health and hy
As a realtor, we have strict guidelines in place for interacting with clients face-to-face. I feel like I could do my job safely.
As a server in a high volume restaurant, patrons should have their temperature taken and should be advised that a server will not approach
the table unless everyone is wearing a mask.
As a teacher I do not feel that I personally should be back in a over populated classroom. However many jobs can re-open with capacity
limits and physical distancing just like what is in place now at Target, Home Depot, Grocery Stores, etc.
As a teacher of special education, I fear we do not have the physical space to maintain physical or social distance in the classroom or on
school premises. In special education specifically, students do not have the awareness of keeping hands out of mout
As a teacher returning to work is difficult. The governor mentioned sessions. So maybe when classrooms are smaller and we have safe
settings would I feel safe to go back to work.
As a teacher this is impossible.
As a teacher this might be difficult to do as I have on average 34 students per classroom. I don’t believe physical distancing is possible by
students due to the large numbers of them in small areas.
As a teacher, I am currently working from home doing distance learning. Schools may reopen in the fall, but may require staggered
schedules, which would result in shorter or fewer school days for students. This would have to be approved by state government
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As a teacher, I do not feel safe going back to work as it is difficult to have children interacting safety not only with each other, but with
teachers and staff that could potentially be at risk.
As a teacher, I do not see capacity limits and physical distancing possible in my profession, although it could work well for others.
As a teacher, I know there will have to be tremendous change around the traditional school day. Perhaps we will implement a hybrid
teaching model - move to alternate attendance days or stagger start times while keeping a home learning component to education
As a teacher, I won't feel truly safe enough to return to work until there is better treatment, better testing, or a vaccine. Many children simply
can't help but put things on their mouths and touch things. I would feel safer if class size was reduced.
As a therapist who works in a small office, I do not have the option of maintaining 6 ft from clients, and much of therapy is about nonverbal
communication, so masks would be a hindrance to the process. I would not be able to feel I was doing a good job.
As a worker/resident, I would not feel comfortable dining in anywhere yet unless tables were spaced at least 8 feet apart. As a parent, I
hope LB is considering staggered teaching in order to keep desks at least 6 feet apart and keep classroom size limite
As an educator, schools are not set up to allow students in primary to safely distance themselves nor do the children have the control to do
so even after this continued practice with the stay at home order.
recreating.
as an esential worker I already do what your specialist say are required
As an essential worker I have been working in the office everyday.
As an essential worker, I have already returned to work. I am a software engineer. For the most part, I only come into contact with people
passing in the hall. It's a lot less dense than a grocery store.
should continue to stay at home.
As long as company adhere to standards set by government.
As long as everyone at work is tested prior to coming back.
when this is all over.
As long as social distances and precautions
As long as social distancing is enforced, hand washing, sanitizing stations are made available at all businesses and work places, and masks
are expected to be worn, I feel it is appropriate to begin opening businesses back up.
As long as stores and places limit and social distance for clients
As long as the social distancing of 6 feet is given at work, and masks are worn by employees, I feel safe. Businesses might have to adjust
to fewer customers in store, beaches and parks should be opened if residents can keep 6 feet distance.
As long as the work area has have sufficient personal distancing, availability to PPE, sanitizing & testing.
As long as there are clear and specific guidelines that business’ have to follow. Oversight by the city, and a tip line for concerned citizens
and employees to report unsafe environments.
As long as there is room for social distancing water and soap for washing your hands, hand sanitizer and maybe shorter hours or work
weeks and maybe cubicle separators or plexi glass to keep people safer
As long as there is social distancing and wearing of masks
As long as we have proper space between seating and cleaning in the building
As much as I can to physical distance and wash my hands or use hand sanitizer.
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As much as I can via phone.
accounts.
As much telecommuting as my employer will allow; working with my office door closed; keeping a mask in my car and bag at all times;
staying home if I feel the slightest bit ill; participating in telephonic instead of in person conferences.
As much work as possible from home
As of right now, we are too close in office space for all of us to return.
As people are already not abiding by the regulations I have no faith they will keep the required distance or wear masks or take any
precautions to prevent the spread of covid-19 if allowed to return to work. I made my monthly trip to the grocery store
as we’ve been doing... wearing masks and maintaining a good distance. Everything needs to be cleaned properly and frequently.
Ask parent’s to not send their kids to school when they are sick (I work at a school)
Assist with childcare
At LBCC where I work we are in our own offices or cubicles and it would be simple to implement standard sanitization and physical
distancing policies. We should still limit large gatherings/meetings
At this moment I am working from home and unsure if my employer is prepared for the social distancing at this point
At this time, I do not agree with this statement.
At this time, I do NOT think it’s safe to go back to work. However, were I in that position, I would want all employees, employers, and
workplace visitors / customers to wear masks, be accountable for at least 10-15 feet of physical distancing, and be req
At work they split out shifts from one schedule for everyone to 2 shifts splitting everyone in half. Helps feel a lot safer.
Available hand sanitizer, available face masks
avoid large gathering business to open. Do 6 feet and masks. Business to follow grocery stores,pharmacies and home depot stores lay out
during this time. ( allow certain number of people in,6 feet apart and masks)
Avoiding in close contact with others
Avoiding in person meetings. Limiting the break room chairs. Alternating staffing so office building is always at half of usual occupancy.
Individuals can work without socializing in person.
Avoiding large gatherings of people until we have a plan to facilitate a surge in covid19 cases and/or treatment to prevent death.
Avoiding physical contact with people and frequently touched surfaces.
Awareness of my environment, personal responsibility, by implementing social distancing measures to protect myself and those around me.
balancing the number of days I work in my physical office with the number of days I telecommute each week. I think this decrease in foot
traffic to common areas (elevators, stairwells, bathrooms, cafeteria etc.) will be very helpful.
Bar hopping with aliens.
Barbers and hairstylists can wear masks. Stations and all utensils can be sterilized between clients. These are workers with little options for
unemployment or other benefits. Who’s cutting your hair?
Barbers and hairstylists can wear masks. Stations and all utensils can be sterilized between clients. These are workers with little options for
unemployment or other benefits. Who’s cutting your hair?
available to use for everyone.
Be 6ft apart from coworkers, have protection around my workspace ie. High cubicle walls, consistant cleaning of all work areas
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be cautious of my surroundings and maintain distance from others
Be extra diligent with sanitizer, hand washing
mask & safe distancing.
Be smart.
Because I work from home
Been patient
Being 6ft apart
Being a non-clinical but essential hospital employee, I'm already allowed to work. Employees who are able to work from home, whether all
or part of the time, are allowed to do so. This is key. Also, employees who need to go to the office get assessed f
Being a teacher and keeping things clean and germ free.
Being able to move my desk at an appropriate distance and to wear a face mask
Being aware of my surroundings and not getting too close to people.
And wear a mask.
Being aware of others, good hygiene as before, washing hands, having public areas more clean and sanitary. I feel that that will be a new
and expanded expense for the city to have clean bathrooms, and areas for the public to wash their hands. And if you a
Being aware of space and using hygienic practices more often
Being Careful, wearing a mask if I feel necessary.
Being careful. The Covid is not going away and we can not shelter in place for ever. Look at Sweden for an example. We have acted to
ensure hospitals have capacity. The total number of sick is unavoidable. Let us not be silly.
being cautious with my hygiene
proper hygiene.
Being in retail in Walmart. Move away from crowded areas and come back to that area at a later time
Being me. I am a scientist by profession, and have seen all the data. My personal chances of needing a hospital bed simply by not having
any underlying condition are 0.0000198%.
Being mindful of everything I touch, washing my hands, wearing a mask and staying home if I show symptoms
Being more cautious and continue to work on good hygiene.
Being prepared with PPE, being patience, social distancing, adapting to changes and respecting our elected officials except the President
who can’t run the office so he dictates and micro manage others that are experts in their respective fields.
customers, and taking breaks.
Being respectful of the reality of what is out there. Maintain respectful distancing. Consider masks as necessary. Making proper decisions
especially when others are involved.
Being responsible, washing hands, wearing ppe, monitoring my own health and maintaining social distancing
Being responsible.
Being safe
Being safe
being safe and using common sense and be responsible
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Being smart about how I interact with people and what i do to keep myself and everyone around me safe.
Being smart and thinking critically
being tested both for antibodies and for Covid-19.
Being tested for the virus regularly, wear masks, gloves, and limit physical proximity.
Being thoughtful
Being trusted by my government to social distance, wash my hands and avoid at risk individuals.
Being vigilant of my surroundings, using masks and sanitizing hands before and after touching objects.
Best case scenario, but not hell bent on this.
Better hygiene and disinfecting practices in the workplace
Better training on how to wear face coverings. I have seen people wearing then very ineffective way, ie not covering their nose and gaps
against the face. Requirements for business to have hand sanitizer. Allow business to refuse customers that do not
Biking to work, wearing a mask, washing my hands. I feel confident that my workplace (Laserfiche) would not force me to come back until
the risks were more manageable and I felt comfortable.
Bring back half the staff and make sure masks are provided. Also, provide disinfectants and hand sanitizer
bus driver
Business by appointment only or online preorder pickup
Business opening need to incorporate social distancing and masks.
Businesses must analyze physical considerations impacting distancing. ie doorways, co-worker spacing, & customer queue space
availability. City or county must issue guidelines as precondition to open.
By abiding to all safety and social distancing protocols.
By allowing a certain amount at a time with a 6 feet distance
By always wearing a mask and maintaining social distancing. Also by getting adequate rest and eating nutritious food.
by appointment
By appointment only admission for capacity control. Masks for the public required prior to entry. I work in a retail business.
By appointments only, limiting the amount of people in a small area, cleaning machines/chairs/desks immediately after being touched.
By arranging office work spaces to maintain physical distance guidelines when attending meetings and conducting work activities.
By being allowed to work from home
staying home.
By being careful
By being mindful of my safety and the safety of others.
By Being Safe and wearing a mask and keeping everything Clean
By consistently practicing responsible hygiene, washing my hands, maintaining reasonable social distancing, not going into work if I don’t
feel well, and being considerate to those around me.
By continuing social distancing and not being a closed room with people who are constantly being exposed to others
By Continuing to practice social distancing, washing my hands, covering your mouth when coughing
by continuing to wear a mask, hand washing regulary
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By continuing to wear face mask and limit touching public surfaces that are not cleaned and monitored between touches.
reopening businesses, etc.
By continuously using the sanitation facilities available at my work. By maintaining a safe distance from all persons unless necessary.
By doing the right thing and staying home until a treatment or vaccine it's found.
by doing what is now required of us in supermarkets and restaurants while getting takeout: make, physical distancing, gloves as needed.
By doing what?
Personally found this survey not very clear. Questions were vague and difficult to respond to in a meaningful way.
By eirkibg 6 ft apart.
By ensuring the area I work in is clean and it’s patrons are doing their part to practice proper hygiene.
By following all of the health and safety guidelines issued including wearing face masks, remaining home if sock, getting tested.
By following all recommended health official guidelines.
by following Cal/OSHA standards and the LB Health Dept. Social Distancing Protocol.
By following city mandates. Washing hands, being careful about keeping a reasonable distance (5-6ft) from others, disinfecting surfaces,
and distancing from vulnerable population.
By following social distancing and keeping my work area clean
By having classes reduced or outdoors.
By having explicit guidelines that minimizes interactions and contact, outlines cleaning/sanitizing requirements, communicates how/when the
business last was checked and cleared to be open for business.
By having proper PPE and ensuring my staff does as well. Cleaning routines in addition to that.
By having some workers spending a couple of days a week working from home, on a staggered schedule, and reconfiguring offices. With
retail and small restaurants, it again would be about reconfiguration.
by the city to encouraging businesses that have allowed employees to work from home to continue to do so after May 15th. If businesses
can serve customers rem
By having the proper face mask and gloves.
other.
by keeping a six feet distance from people at all times, wearing a mask, washing my hands frequently and using gloves when needed.
By keeping my distance, sanitizing my work area, and hands.
By keeping my employees in separate offices
By keeping physical distance, wearing a mask at all times, and limiting daily contact with other people. We dont want another wave.
By keeping with social distancing and wearing a mask or face covering when in places that keeping a distance is hard. Also there should be
a limit on how many people are allowed in all businesses at one time.
By knowing the sterilization procedures
By law enforcement not allowing homeless to completely block walkways and sidewalks.
By limiting the capacity of a given room. Workers should be at least 8 feet apart to allow for movement within their space. Businesses that
cannot accommodate should leave all or some of their employees at home (furloughed or working from home).
By limiting the number of people allowed in stores. Having people take their temp before entering shops and restaurants maybe?
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By listening to the government less and more on the clinical/health side that knows what they are talking about
By maintaining social distancing, maintain scrupulous personal hygiene (hand washing) and wearing a face mask. I feel strongly that, at
this point, we are all informed and know what we need to do to prevent the spread of this virus.
By making masks a requirement and limiting the amount of people allowed inside
By making sure there are only 2 or 3 people and physical distancing needs to be at least 6 ft apart the further away the better.
By making sure work place areas are kept clean and sanitary.
by management/admin being aware of exactly what I do and what potential risks are, and addressing them with me
By modifying my work to stay apart from others
By only going into work a couple days a week and wearing a mask at work and washing and hand sanitizing frequently
by physical distancing. If people can still work from home, I think date should change to May 30.
By practicing safe levels of hygiene, respecting distance for the elderly, and staying at home if I feel any symptoms of COVID-19.
By practicing social distancing and having strict safety/sanitation protocol and required the usage of face mask everywhere and not just on
essential places like markets, restaurants and etc .
By reopening Long Beach in phases would be a smart way to avoid the spread of Covid-19 and determine what things can be implemented
and changed for the overall Cities protection.
By staying home through the end of the school year, and continuing with social distancing in the fall (I.e., fewer students in classrooms)
By staying home. Until there is better testing and medicine this is crazy.
By staying in my own office most of the time, staying closed to the public, meeting with people who absolutely must come onto the premises
in the outdoor courtyard at a safe distance.
By staying six feet away from people. Keeping face to face contact a minimum.
By taking in consideration the 6ft distance, plexiglass in registers, providing sanitizers.
By taking responsibility for my own health as a thinking adult and following the guidelines established by my place of employment.
By using gloves and face mask.
BY USING GLOVES, MASKS, GEL SANITIZER AND DISINFECTING WIPES TO PREVENT CONTAGION
By using social distancing, webex meetings, washing hands wearing a mask around others. Keeping my area clean.
BY WAITING ANOTHER FULL MONTH before opening anything!
By wearing a face covering, by having the space designated with markers as to where I can sit/stand.
By waiting until experts say it is safe
By washing my hands, staying home if I get sick, and disinfecting my work area.
By wearing a mask
by wearing a mask and keeping my space sanitized.
By wearing a mask and respecting social distancing.
By wearing a mask and social distancing
By wearing appropriate face covering and personal hygiene.
By working from home, I have an office job I could easily complete from home and it should stay this way.
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Covering mouth when coughing or sneezing as usual common courtesy
Can not return safely.
Can not yet return to physical work. Teacher.
Can’t do so at all times, so won’t return until something changes
Cannot as a teacher and too much contact
the teachers and staff???
Cannot return to work due to health risk from covid
Cannot safely return yet.
capacity limits and physical distancing
Capacity limits should not be a mandated limit we can follow social distancing on our own!!! Let is back to work!!
Capacity limits to start. But we should work remotely as long as we can, some business can function in this fashion better than others
CDC recommendations
Changing class sizes in classrooms. Wearing masks. Disinfecting and washing hands often. Sick people stay home.
Changing seating arrangements at our open office plan
Changing store hours, layout, face mask requirements, gloves, new operating system of bringing in new product, less staff, more cleaning
supplies, allotted time to disinfect all surfaces, new daily roles for each staff member including someone disinfectin
check points at entrance for major tour sites, malls and theater. Checking for body Temps and masks. Hand sani given out.
Check staff temperature each morning
Checking temperature
Social distancing
Limit on the amount of people allowed in
comfortable returning to work
Chief Administrative Officer/President Catholic High School
Choice of working from home or safe social distancing at work
Choosing certain activities I feel or say to open was difficult decision because at first I was selecting based on my own needs. However,
after reviewing the list a few times; I began to select activities that would require a limited amount of gatherings
Class size reduction
Classroom size reduction. Split day school schedules. Hygiene opportunities. Hand sanitizer at all entrances to buildings.
Cleaning every hour, wearing masks and taking temperatures before letting people in
cleaning of work areas, wearing a mask, sitting at a distance from others
Cleaning standards, wearing a mask, and physical distancing.
closed and stuffy.
Cleaning work area and washing hands
Cleanliness, Social distancing, wear mask and be aware of those around me for all of our safety.
Clear directives are a must before opening.
Client correspondences via TeleVideo in private work (medical) office
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Closed walk ins into lobby. Pick ups outside warehouse gate
Closing my office door, washing my hands frequently, using sanitizer all the time, wearing a mask and talking to coworkers 6 feet apart.
Combination of remote and in-person work
Come on.....Just as I expected, this survey is skewed to obtain the he types of responses you want to receive. Read how questions 12 and
13 are worded. This survey is bullshit!
Coming in 2 to 3 times a week. Staggered days with staff.
Coming in in different shifts
Committing to social distancing in the office to include no use of community kitchen facilities, ie coffee machines, microwaves, tables, etc
Common courtesy as we everyone should have been doing previously.
Washing hands frequently, coughing into arm or tissue, respect of personal space, staying home when sick.
Common sense
Common sense
Common sense
Common sense
Common sense distancing, wearing a mask, and having plenty of hand sanitizer.
Common sense precautions
Common Sense protection and distancing
common sense with regard to Covid
Common sense, Using masks, distancing, and basic hygiene as needed.
Common sense.
Common sense. Elderly and at risk residents should continue to social distance not the majority of residents.
Common sense. Good Hygiene
sanitary.
Companies with large staff minimizing shifts. I feel it’s super important when in a work place we work together as teams to adapt to social
distancing so that we do not have another outbreak. Health and safety comes first.
Company allows remote work until we feel it's safe
Company has enough space that we can Accommodate everyone working 6 feet apart
Complete re-haul of the education system.
Confirmed appt time with customer, clear understanding of dental office or meeting area Health & Safety protocols, PPE &
handwashing/hand sanitizer SOP, and disclose to participants if I have allergies, or something non-contagious or that would cause fear
Conscious social distancing and face masks
Consistently practicing social distancing while out in public. Wear a face mask at all times, and diligently sanitize shared spaces.
constant disinfecting and making sure co workers dont come to work if they are sick
Constant hand washing and face mask requirements.
Constant hygiene routines such as hand washing and maintaining a respectful distance between people.
CONSTANT SANITIZING OF MATERIALS, AND COMMON AREAS
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Constucion
Contact tracing, more testing, antibody testing, reducing/adjusting schedules to make physical distancing possible.
Contact tracing. Wearing masks. Hand sanitizing stations.
Continually practicing social distancing at work & limiting the number of physical workers / customers at locations
needed. Washing hands, etc.
Continue fade masks, hygiene, social distance
Continue hand hygiene, cover cough and sneeze, stay home if sick, and adhere to 6 foot social distancing for time being.
continue personal hygiene and distancing. I work from home and visit retail customers for order taking. I'm doing this remotely now but
believe with proper precautions it can be done in-person safely as well.
Continue remote work when possible
Continue social distancing and face covering.
Continue social distancing be careful practices. Wear masks.
Continue social distancing guidelines (ex: limiting capacity, enforcing 6 ft distance) and best health/hygiene practices
Continue social distancing, everyone wear a mask within 6' of each other, mark line increments at 6' if waiting in line, post social distancing
info/questions if you are sick/symptoms, expand business services outside as much as possible (restaurants/stor
Continue to practice distancing, hand washing, mask wearing. Staying home if one is sick.
Continue to require employers to enforce capacity limits and physical distancing.
Continue to require face masks in public. Continue to limit essential businesses
Continue to telecommute and go to the office when needed on rotating basis
Continue to telework as much as possible. Start to open up my medical clinic for patients utilizing masks and physical distancing for those
patients who need exams and urgent care.
Continue to use mouth covers, 6 feet apart and strictly enforcing capacity in buildings of work.
Continue to wear a face mask, stay appropriately social diatanced + disinfect surfaces I come in contact with.
center.
Continue to wear mask ,clean.sanatize work space.
Continue to wear mask. Have temperature checked prior to entering my office. Have an opportunity to still work from home 2 x a week.
Continue to wear masks
Washing hands often
Using hand sanitizers
Social distancing
Continue to wear protective gear and wash hands.
essential worker.
Continue to wok from home
Continue to work from home.
Continue to work remote from home (legal secretary). I currently have a doctor's note allowing me to continue working from home which I
had to get in order to avoid my employer's initial instruction of April 2, 2020, requesting that I return to the offic
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Continue to work remotely.
Continue using masks, washing hands constantly, distanced if possible from coworkers
continue using video conferencing, people need to use at least cloth face coverings
Continue wearing a face mask when working in close proximity to others.
Continue wearing a mask. Work providing Clorox wipes and hand sanitizer. And my children returning to work when it is safe. Unable to
return to work if children are at home.
Continue wearing face masks and staying 6ft apart
Continue wearing mask if within 6 ft from someone , strict hand washing and placing disinfectant solitons in every entrance of businesses,
do not come to work if you have symptoms such as fever , cough or diarrhea. If exposed to someone with COVID or if f
Continue wearing PPE, donning and doffing PPE appropriately and good hand washing at the hospital.
Continue with masks and hand washing,
Continue with working remotely.
Continue work remotely from home
Continue working from home with minimal onsite meetings at the office until this clears. However, special considerations should be made for
those Long Beach residents that work in other areas such as Orange County or any city outside of Long Beach. Most r
Continue working from home.
Continue working remotely
continued PPE, physical distance (our offices are spaced), and some remote work.
Continued use of hand washing and sanitizing, use of face masks when needed, only going to work when healthy.
Continued work from home with minimal office visits as needed.
continues social distancing. STAYING AT HOME
Continuing as I am with social distancing and only going to the offie when necessary.
Continuing face covering, disinfecting every 10-15 minutes
continuing practicing social distancing, wearing mask when needed, washing my hands often and disinfecting the office often.
Continuing social distancing.
continuing to abide by social distancing guidelines and by being a responsible and respectful citizen
continuing to do business via zoom meetings, keeping 6ft back from the few people in my office; washing and santizing hands frequently
and continuing to wear the mask/protective gear when in the presence of others.
Continuing to enforce social distancing and sanitation procedures.
Continuing to have required face coverings, gloves, phyical distancing, no use of office kitchen/ break rooms or pantry. No access to large
conference rooms, easy access to hand sanitizers, disinfectant wipes, limit hours in the office, limit people in th
Continuing to manage & limit capacity limits, ESPECIALLY when indoor environments.
should be the law.
CONTINUING TO PRACTICE RESPECTABLE SOCIAL DISTANCING WITH CUSTOMERS OR STRANGERS I DO NOT HAVE CLOSE
TIES OR BONDS WITH. KEEPING A CLEAN AND TIDY WORKPLACE.
continuing to practice social distance
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continuing to practice social distancing and wear protective gear, wash hand often and sanitize the work place.
Continuing to practice social distancing, washing hands and maintaining sanitized environment
Continuing to socially distance, wear masks, and to sanitize surfaces as well as our own hands often throughout the shift.
Continuing to stay 6 feet apart, wearing masks and constant sanitation
Continuing to telecommute and working an alternate work schedule that allows me to maintain distance while providing service
continuing to use face masks and limiting the number of people working in an office at the same time
Continuing to wear a mask and gloves
continuing to wear a mask and gloves, staying home if feeling sick in any way, eating lunch at my desk.
Continuing to wear a mask and practice good hygiene
Continuing to wear mask
Continuing to wear mask at work
Continuing to wear masks and face coverings, maintaining social distancing, hand hygiene, and rigorous sanitation
continuing to wear masks, respect other's 6 ft boundaries
Continuing to wear masks, wash hands, using lysol/disinfecting products in my area.
Continuing to wear my masks, cleaning hands hourly or as soon as possilbe.
Continuing to wear PPE
continuing to work from home
Continuing to work from home as I am a nonessential employee with the ability to do so.
Continuing to work from home as my physical presence is not essential in the office. Practice social distancing and wear a mask when my
presence is require on site (which is not currently the practice because it’s a small office/business).
Continuing to work from home whenever possible
continuing to work from home, and only going to the office for brief periods of time when it's likely others won't be around
Continuing to work from home, limit office visits, wear a mask while in a public place
Continuing to work from home.
Continuing to work from home.
Continuing to work remotely
continuing to work remotely
Continuing to work remotely and minimizing the days to work IN the office .
Continuing to work remotely as much as possible & physical distancing while on site
Continuing to work remotely at least through the summer
Continuing to work remotely should that be an option. Continuing to use ppe and maintaining a distance from co workers when possible.
Requires testing for returning to work.
Continuing WFH until I receive testing for antibodies or the majority of population (over 70%) has tested negative already.
Continuing with safe practice by wearing mask and keeping distance.
Continuing work from home more often than previous schedule
Controlling access
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coordinating with my office certain days to work remotely and certain days to work in the office.
Corporate speaking: Thankfully my job can be done remotely, but if I had to return physically, I would expect a new arrangement of seats to
be 6ft apart from co-workers, or would expect to have team members rotate each week (Example: 1 of 2 team managers
Correct
Correct our city needs to reopen. So many families and businesses are reliant on their jobs. Not sure why stores like Target, Lowe's etcc..
(All big corporations) are considered "essential business," but small business and filming is shut down? Smaller
Cosmetologist are required and licensed in sanitation protocol.
Covering face / social distance
covering my mouth when coughing or sneezing
Covering up with an the best mask i can possibly obtain. Making sure to always be at least 6 feet from others. Making sure to get checked
out as soon as i have symptoms. Making sure to touch as little as possible. I think it is also important to make ther
Covid is fake no one needs to be staying home or social distance PERIOD
COVID testing to ensure not positive, washing my hands consistently and wearing a mask
limit in person meetings in conference rooms and trainings/events
covid19 is still with us. WE NEED TO BE SAFE! require 6 feet distance and masks for everyone or more lives will be impacted. Until they
find something that can help us with covid 19 we need to think about social distance and masks as the normal way of li
Covid-19 testing ramped up exponentially
Creating a hybrid work environment that has me work from the office a few days per week while working from home on the other days. This
will allow staffing schedules to adjust to these requirements.
Creating a new floor plan and protocol for screening and social distancing
Creating a plan of the office of where everyone should be and possibly alternating days people are in the offfice/working from home
Curbside pick up only
Curbside services
Currently a healthcare manager, physical distancing already in place and will continue.
Currently able to work remotely. Our office spacing is currently being reimagined with additional spacing.
Currently employed as a health care worker
Currently employed as a healthcare worker
Currently employed in the hospital
Currently have still been working due to being classified as essential infrastructure. Has involved wearing masks when in contact with
individuals within 6 ft for 10 minutes or more. Minimized in-office work by working from home 2/3 of the time. I'd expec
Currently I am teleworking. If we can have the office split into coming in on different days that way all workers are not in at once. So we still
telework but start to come in to the office 1-2 times a week.
Currently I cannot return to work because I live with parents who are immune compromised.
Currently still working. office closed to public.
currently teleworking in my capacity as a disaster service worker for LA County; no need for additional precautions personally
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Currently work for a grocery store and currently practice safe physical distancing. Capacity limits are generally practiced because the store
isn't full to capacity more than half the time.
Currently working
Currently working
Currently working
Currently working
Currently working
Currently working
Currently working as an essential worker.
Currently working for essential business
Currently working from home so I am able to work and safely remain physically distant
Currently working in healthcare.
businesses as usual.
Currently working remotely from home.
Currently working wearing a mask and social distancing. Citations to those breaking social distancing
currently working with physical distancing.
Currently working, the same limits required for grocery stores can be applied to other businesses
Currrently considered essential, so no changes to current policy of working for me
Daily temperature and symptom checks for employees and clients, social distancing, disinfecting work environments, sufficient sick leave for
employees and options for people with preexisting conditions or who live with a vulnerable individual to continue
Daily Temperature Testing and enforced distancing in the office.
Definitely Yes!
Depending on my employer to make changes in the working environment where only a limited percentage come into work.
Depending on the space they provide us, our office is undergoing remodeling so we have been in a cramped small space with cubicles right
next to each other. If they can provide less cubicles in these areas and spread work-spaces across LB State University
Desk work
Different work shifts to limit contact.
Difficult as a teacher
Disagree. I have been working remotely and will favor a hybrid or remote-heavy schedule going forward.
Disagree. My workplace would have to make many changes to fit requirements
Disclosing where is exposure occurs and testing everyone
Disinfecting regularly, wearing masks, physical distancing
Disinfection of work spaces/ before employees return to work, and continuing. Limiting the number of employees,- number to be
increased IF the numbers of infections remains the same or decrease. Wearing gloves, NOT shaking hands, and keeping a d
Distance an strict rules by the city
Distance and face covering
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Distance learning
Distance learning Distance learning and avoiding gatherings of people
Distance learning. I’m a teacher.
Distance markings in establishments, face mask required, more testing.
Distancing
distancing
Distancing
distancing & masks
Distancing and hand-washing. Masks should not be mandatory unless in small spaces.
Distancing and protective mask
Distancing mask hand sanitizers
the stance says.
distancing of minimum 6 feet, wearing a mask, not sharing cups, plates, work tools, keeping all public spaces and machines (copiers,
printers) continually wiped down with disinfectant
Distancing would not be possibly if I had to return to work as normal
Distancing, disinfecting work space, frequent hand washing, limit touching as possible
Distancing, Masks and hand washing
Distancing, masks, higher disinfecting standards
Distancing, sanitizing,
Distancing, sterilizing the office regularly, frequent hand washing, and other methods we have been taught to do during phase 1.
Distancing, wearing a mask
DISTISTANCING & STAYING HOME IF NOT FEELING WELL. WASHING HANDS & BEING TIDY.
divider screen, cleaning, masks, gloves, 6 feet apart from employees and customers. Stay home if sick policy.
Do All we are doing now to go to work, till the end of June. Then everything goes back to normal way of life.
Do not fall for this re-open BS! It's not safe. If you can't provide PPE for essential workers, like grocery store employees, then don't even
begin to think you can open schools, churches, and senior centers.
Do not need this. If others feel it is needed will comply, but it is one thing to flatten the curve and another to quarantine everyone.
Do not open
DO NOT OPEN CALIFORNIA
Do not reopen- Its too soon
Do YOUR fucking job and surround yourself with advisors that know what the fuck they are doing.
and people who lost jobs.
Doing it now with social distancing and done working from home.
Doing just that
Doing much as we are today. Limits on numbers. No general public
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Doing my part to stay away from vulnerable people, and adhering to safety precautions in general. Long Beach is about to be the most
booming city in CA, let’s keep the momentum going!
sharing of community food)
Don’t feel it is safe to return to work yet.
Don’t know how I teach 5 year olds
Don’t understand question
Don’t understand this question
Don't know. Am a teacher.
Dont understand the question. I am working from home.
driving commute instead of public transit, as public transit is and will continue to be one of highest risk exposure areas.
Driving my own car, which would mean I would have to a top taking public transportation.
Due to my age and risk for covid19, I do not feel safe returning to my parttime job in a school setting outside the Long Beach area.
Due to my company’s business nature, I can / will try to continue working from home as much as possible BUT I would agree if we meet
social distance limits and additional measures, we could start having access to some places...
Due to the nature of my job, I am deemed an essential worker but even then, I have practiced social distancing and even when I have to
buy necessary items. I still feel we are not a safe enough state to do a major reopen.
Earning a living
Easy because this virus is like any other flu. Obesity kills more people every year.
Elementary Teacher-Alternative schedule. 1/2 kids in the morning, 1/2 in afternoon for social distancing in the classroom. Disinfect in
between. DO NOT start until end of August.
Emphasis on good hand hygiene, cleaning surfaces and covering mouth and nose when coughing/sneezing. These are more important than
staying 6ft apart and masks. We have lost track of that premise.
Emphasis on remote on-screen meetings. Employer way need to implement staggered work at home schedules for employees to maintain
production while adhering to social distancing guidelines.
continue to do so.
employers making sure the workspace is cleaned every day, that we are distanced appropriately and that anyone not feeling well or have
been with someone not feeling well or with a fever follows the guidelines and does not come to work.
Employers must hold a meeting with employees indicating that they are to use masks and wash hands frequently. It needs to be
emphasized that if anyone feels ill in any way (body aches, fever, fatigue, etc) they are to stay home until symptoms are gone. Em
Employers providing hygienic tools and PPE if required
Employers should encourage telecommuting when ever possible, ensure accommodations that allow for 6 ft distancing, employees must
provide mandated PAID sick leave for all employees
employing face coverings and sanitizing efforts
enabling the above options to be opened so I can continue to work.
Encourage hand washing, don’t touch face, stay home if sick.
Encouraging customers to stand 6 feet apart, only let in people with masks, limit how many customers come in
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encouraging every business to have as many employees as can be productive work from home
encouraging social distancing
Encouraging telecommuting where possible.
Enforce mask wearing
enforce people to wear masks.
enforce social distancing and masks
Enforce wearing masks,
enforce wearing of masks, temperature checks;
set expectations with respect to longer wait times and/or other limitations or restrictions
enforcement of social distancing. Education on spread of COVID-19. Contact tracing.
enforcing 6 ft separation at work, if handling clients/customers with a plexi-glass wall barrier, frequent cleaning of all high-touch areas
multiple times a day, all employees and clients/customers must wear masks, hand sanitizing stations must be present
enforcing mask-wearing, availability of hand sanitizers, enforcing physical distancing, at workplaces: if workers are sick they HAVE to take a
sick-leave or work from home with full pay
Enforcing social distancing. Utilization of face masks, gloves and hand sanitizer.
Enforcing socials distancing & capacity limits.
enforcing the phased approach to opening up as defined by our medical professionals. Help businesses make decisions on what is safe.
(if I go on a test drive with a car dealer, is it OK if we are masked together in the car on a test drive?)
Enhanced personal and object cleaning, refraining from close distances to others for extended periods of time, monitoring physical health
and refraining from social situations if symptomatic.
Enough space to have distancing
enstating safe encounters guidelines
Ensure all staff and clients engage in appropriate social distancing, wearing masks, fever testing and additional testing if any fever and
additional symptoms have been reported.
Ensure businesses are able to provide 6 feet distance between individuals. Do not enter establishments without masks on.
Ensure employees & public are using Ppe & the possibility of taking both employees and customers temperature
Ensure everyone following the capacity limit, I will have self awareness and communicate my concerns about safety of myself and others
Ensure proper and frequent sanitization, social distancing and wearing face coverings
Ensuring awareness and kind enforcement
Ensuring co-workers and I are symptom-free.
Ensuring customers and employees wear masks
Ensuring I maintain a distance of 6 feet from individuals.
Ensuring masks are worn, proper social distancing, etc
Ensuring my co-workers do not exhibit symptoms, my employer checks our temperatures on a regular basis, proper distancing is garanteed,
masks and gloves are provided, work-from-home options are available, employees who do not feel safe to return are not p
Ensuring physical distancing is maintained and ticketed if not followed.
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Ensuring safety measures such as distancing my desks from my coworkers, participating in daily temperature and symptoms screenings
and abide by stay at home orders to prevent infection of COVID.
Ensuring senior leadership respect social distancing - ie no meetings in small meeting spaces. And allow employees to wear masks.
Ensuring social distancing, temperature checks and masks
Ensuring testing is widely available and having a better understanding of how to limit infection.
Ensuring that I and all my co-workers have masks for the near future
Spread people out within the office
Make cleaning fluids (soap and hand sanitizer) readily available at offices
Ensuring that I remain socially distanced from my coworkers and am hyper vigilant about hand washing and mask wearing
all of the above are put in place.
Ensuring that my workplace has a plan to keep people physical-distancing and keep the workplace sanitized regularly.
work space.
Ensuring that the workplace has adequate space (desks, offices, meeting rooms, etc.), that allows employees to continue maintaining an
appropriate distance and separation. This can be done through staggered shifts, and rearranging existing spaces, includ
Ensuring the PPE are provided by employers in accordance with the correct PPE usage guidelines.
Assurance and concrete evidence of increased effort in ensuring that work place is clean and sanitized.
If possible, use utmost effort in establishing work f
Ensuring there are PPE and BSI gear available for those who need it along with businesses providing blocks and dividers and guaranteed
access to wash rooms and cleaning products.
Essential worker
Essential worker
Essential worker
Essential worker - still employed as before.
Essential worker have not stopped
Essential worker in municipal government (City of Los Angeles)
Essential worker, so working and maintaining physical distancing
Essential worker. Yes.
Essential worker; Registered Nurse. N/a
Essential worker—none of this applies to me
Essential workers remain working from home while non-essential workers continue to work from home.
Even before COVID-19, my work was mostly remote (teaching online & Zoom meetings) now all of my meetings are Zoom. I could attend
some in-person meetings by wearing a mask and avoiding hand shaking.
Every business has to make changes to ensure social distancing and protecting the employees.
Every one needs to have masks, keep distances, hand washing available. Staff safety must come first
Every one wear mask, six feet distancing, temperature checks every day. Testing available if symptoms present or exposed to Covid
person. Proper sick leave for everyone otherwise people will go to work sick because they have financial needs.
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Every organization and company needs to have strict sanitation and distance measures in place in between each set of clients or
customers. I think outdoor activities and spaces could potentially be the safest thing to reopen first if everyone is truly adh
Everyone continues to wear a mask and hand sanitizers/ability to wash/clean hands is more prominent and easily accessible in public. And
those who can, continue to limit outings.
I wish everyone would stay quarantined though, but I feel people are gettin
Everyone going to work MUST wear a mask and wash hands every hour (if working at a desk. Food service should wash hands constantly).
Maintain a safe distance from coworkers.
Everyone is already spread out in my office and we all have windows, so we can likely open safely, but "likely" isn't the same as actually
safe. I think the opening should go very slowly to protect everyone. Unemployment was approved for a minimum of 13 w
everyone must do social distancing! Covid19 is still in our community. We MUST be smart and safe. Anything with LARGE gatherings can
not happen this soon as our community will be jeopardy! School,concerts anything with large gatherings should remain close
Everyone must wear a mask
Everyone must wear a mask, and there is adequate ventilation in closed spaces.
Everyone needs to be tested before anything can reopen.
Everyone needs to wear masks and stay spread out from each other when visiting businesses.
Everyone required to wear face masks, temperature and symptom checks, hand washing stations available, hand sanitizer available,
frequently touched areas being cleaned frequently
Everyone should wear masking whether your outside in public or going into a building- it should be mandated to wear masks. If you aren’t
your not allowed in the building and police should fine people for not complying. Going up $20 for each fine.
Everyone wear facemasks
Everyone wear masks and keep distance
Everyone wear masks. Institute temperature checks. Urge anyone not feeling well to stay home from work. We must continue with our lives.
We must continue to educate our children. We must continue to be humans. We are responsible and understand the risks.
Everyone wearing a masks and sanitary equipment etc. Fewer clients and distancing
everyone wearing masks and maintaining 6 ft distance from co workers
Everyone wearing masks and social distancing
Everyone wearing masks, protocols for hand washing and making sure if people are sick they are not coming into work
Everyone wears a medical face mask . If supply is short , buy them from China , they have huge stock now .
workers from on to off site work
Everyone wears masks. Plexiglass barriers. Sanitizer usage
Everyone, must practice cleanliness at all times. If you touch something wash your hands. If you are sick stay home. Jobs must provide paid
time of for all employees to keep sick people from coming to work in fear of loosing income
Everything as normal.
everything back to normal like it use to be prior to Covid-19.
Everything I can to distance myself and wear protective gear.
everything I'm doing now and have been doing for the past 6 agonizingly long weeks.
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everything in accordance with the local government.
Everything in my power to work from home when possible and to increase space between employees
gloves if needed, etc.
COVID 19.
Everything that we can to ensure that the pandemic won’t have another outbreak shortly after reopening the city.
Everything the same as it was before... the precautions are becoming comical.
Everything we did before using common sense. If I am sick I will stay at home. I am currently being deprived of a physical, a haircut,
entertainment, walks on the beach, using the bike path, routine dental, positive mental health, surfing, and making a re
Everything we have been told to do...masking, washing hands, social distancing.
Exactly that, although I prefer to resume my work from home.
Exactly that; physical distancing, still wearing masks and disinfecting of the work environment consistently.
etc.
Exactly what I was doing before the unconstitutional shutdown of the city, county, and state.
Exactly what is being done now. Keep everything closed!
Exactly what the healthcare officials recommend.
ExCtly what we all have been doing. Practicing clean hygiene, and not shaking hands.
Exercise daily and also following the advice given by epidemiologist leaders such as the CDC (such as not congregating in high-traffic
areas). I’ll not congregate in our work kitchen, I’ll accept toilet paper as a vital resource not to be boarded. Finally
Exercising common sense
Expand telecommuting.
Temperature checks at the office.
No desk sharing. Create barrier between desks.
Janitorial staff disinfecting common items that are touched throughout the office (increase sanitation).
Protective masks mandatory.
Allow telecommutin
Extending the quarantine for at least one more month in LA county. Make sure everyone gets tested in the meantime. Check the status of
the curve and if okay reopen in stages by mid to late June.
Extending the shelter in place order
Extending the stay at home order for as long as possible
Extensive testing and temperature measuring every day. Strict adherence to wearing masks.
extra effort in maintaining social distancing, proper use of personal protection equipment, observing extensive personal hygiene.
Extra hand washing, extra distance between myself and the public, etc.
extra precaution like wearing masks washing hands
Extra precautions cleaning, distancing
Extra sanitation - particularly high touch areas; limiting people density within stores to enable social distancing; everyone wearing a face
mask for the short term; lean into public health guidance as to when face masks in public can be loosened
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Extreme distancing
EXTREMELY reduced class sizes. I am a high school math teacher and honestly don’t know how this is going to be possible without some
sort of leeway from the State about minute requirements for students.
face coverage, washing hands, work from home
face covering, social distancing
Face coverings
Face coverings and good hygiene
Face coverings, physical distancing, temperature checks, symptom screening
Face coverings, reduced capacities, increased hygiene, medical screening, temperature checks,
face coverings, sanitizing my work area, good hygiene
Face coverings/ masks, frequent hand washing, spaced work stations
Face mask
Face Mask
Face mask 6 feet sanitizing
Face mask and distancing
Face mask and social distance 6 feet required
Face mask and social distancing.
Face mask wearing, and some distancing.
Face mask, cleanliness, washing hands frequently
Face mask, social distancing, limited on-site work hours
Face mask. Gloves and hand sanitizer available
Face masks
Face masks , keep the distances , wash or keep my hands clean
Face masks / coverings to be required to be worn in all public areas, buildings and retailers.
Face masks and 6 feet standard
Face masks and distancing
Face masks and social distancing inside office
face masks hand washing and not a lot of customers
Face masks should be worn
Face masks, individual workspaces, social distancing protocols
face masks, requiring hourly cleaning, requiring 6 ft distance
Face masks, social distancing of 6’ or more, but not yet. Still too early
Face masks, social distancing wherever it's needed. Staggered entrance times or starting times.
Face masks, staggered work hours, social distancing, reduced client appointments
Face Masks, temp checks of guests and employees, minimize capacity of my workplace
Face masks, zoom meetings, hand sanitizer and frequent hand washing
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Face shields, masks, daily fever checks and hand sanitizer and hand washing monitoring or reporting
facial covering, frequently hand washing
Facial coverings and heightened personal hygiene
Facial coverings and social Distancing and limiting capacity
Facial coverings, physical separation, disinfectant, and being smart!
Facial masks and social distancing measures; limiting capacity in all venues to ensure social distancing is followed. Temperature testing for
child care facilities and senior centers to ensure they are being safely protected.
False
Fewer customers in each shop.
fewer people in office, masks, social distancing, hand sanitizer, open windows, frequent cleaning amd handwashing, sending sick people
home, monitoring temperatures of all before entry, elevator passenger limits,
Fewer students in my classroom, breaks for hand washing because I do not have a sink in my classroom.
Finding a new office space
Finding extra space at work for staff and clients to spread out and practice safe distancing
fındıng work
Fine with working from home.
Flattening the curve and making sure there are no more deaths
Flexible work hours
flexible work schedules that still retaining the ability to telecommute and continuing to remain closed to the public for physical appointments,
only by phone and electronically with physical meetings only for reasonable accommodation.
Flexing schedules to ensure physical distancing can be achieved.
Floor plans need to be altered to ensure Social Distancing. Facilities need to offer washing stations and hand sanitizers at all entrances.
follow all city guideline if there is still any.
Follow all safety and health guidelines
Follow CDC guidelines and the CA governor guidelines.
Follow city’s rules. For 6 feet. Wash hand with senitaizer. Face mask and gloves.
Follow guidelines: signs that shows 6 ft distance, face mask and gloves mandatory, only 3 people at once in the store, etc.
Follow social distancing
Follow social distancing rules and to continue with the face coverings and by limiting total capacity for customers at a time.
Follow the employers policy. 1. Staggered office schedule 2. Temperature checks
Follow the guidelines . And be tested . We need more access to testing .
Follow the science
Follow the social distance guide lines
following all guidelines, such as wearing masks, physical distancing, capacity limits...etc.
Following all medical guidelines for virus protection
Following all PPE
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Following all protocol that is given to us.
Following all safety advice of distance masks gloves washing hands and using disinfectants often
Following all safety precautions by cdc.
Following ALL the Essential Business guidelines. This has Worked very well for my team (I manage an essential business) for 4 weeks with
no cases so far. Rigorous following of distancing, sanitization, and limiting customer traffic is critical.
Following any and all guidelines set out by the cdc and dr. Fauci
following any requirements, practicing social distancing, wearing a mask, extra cleaning/sanitation
Following capacity guidelines, masks, temp checks
Following CDC and WHO guidelines pertaining to social distancing.
Following CDC guidelines
Following cdc guidelines of social distancing.
Maintain in washing hands, cover cough and nose sneezing.
Following city and state guidance.
Following company guidelines about distancing and disinfecting surfaces
Following COVID-19 guidelines provided by Health Department and expert advice
Following current guidelines per CDC
following current practices in place in my work setting
Following current social distancing constructs.
Following distance rules, wearing masks, and most importantly not touching my face/ washing my hands.
Following distancing and health protocol (washing hands, not touching things we don’t need, face mask)
Following distancing and limited capacities
Following distancing guidelines, hand -washing and using common sense to minimize contact.
one time.
Following documented medical guidelines, proper social distancing and proper hygiene protocols.
Following employer rules of hygiene and masks when leaving work area. Keeping area clean and using joint equipment with gloves
Following established guidelines
Following good hygiene procedures. Self-quarantining if sick.
Following guidelines
following guidelines for social distancing, hygiene, and if businesses limit numbers of customers.
Following guidelines of social distancing and trying to keep the place sanitized.
Following guidelines, wearing a face, washing hands often, staying home if feeling sick
Following health and safety guidelines that are set up for my work place.
Following health professionals' guidelines.
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Following mandates
Return workers in shifts/not all at once
Wear protective gear
Employers should provide all necessary equipment and safety gear
Following my companies contingency plan
Following my workplace protocol. Wearing a mask. Washing my hands. Keeping 6 ft distance from others
Following my works' rules
Following national guidelines.
Following office protocol as it relates to sanitizing procedures, social distancing etc
Following procedures and having the proper equipment.
following protocols established by CAR, California Association of Realtors, which I am a member as a Long Beach area Real Estate Agent.
Always wear a mask when in public and gloves if showing a house, use wipes & hand sanitizer, only 2 people at one time
Following public health protocols
Following recommendations
following recommendations. We both work at community colleges so expect a phased reentry
Following recommended guidelinesc- mask - wash hands - distancing
Following rules
Following safe guards (eg, wearing a face mask, observing social distancing guidelines, implementing limitations to work related activities,
following proper hand washing and health hygiene).
healthy and safe.
following safety guidelines
Following safety guidelines and ensuring compliance
Following safety precautions such as wearing masks, washing hands, using hand sanitizer, maintaining a distance of 6ft at all times or when
possible, frequently disinfecting any public or common areas, decreasing amount of people within any small or confi
Following sanitation guidelines, wearing masks/gloves (proper usage of course)
Following sanity rules.
Following shelter at home order
Following social distance
Following social distancing guideline and washing my hands; taking my temperature daily.
following social distancing protocol, wearing a mask when needed and following sanitary/safety guidelines.
Following social distancing protocols, wearing a face covering, sanitizing hands upon entry and exit of businesses
Following social distancing to the best of my ability and wearing masks when necessary.
Following the 6 feet rule and wearing face masks when walking around the office.
Following the CDC guidelines
following the CDC guidelines
Following the CDC guidelines and making sure the business/work area supplies and supports it's employees.
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Following the CDC recommended health procedures.
Following the city and state current guidelines
Following the city guidelines regarding COVID-19.
following the current social distancing guidelines by wearing a face covering and maintaining distance
following the distance rule, wearing my face mask.
Following the given rules for social distancing
following the guidelines
Following the guidelines and keeping a safe distance
Following the guidelines of municipal leadership
following the guidelines set forth by the governor and/or mayor
following the guidelines.
Following the health guidelines outlined by the CDC.
Following the instructions giving to us from Medical professionals and the state and national government.
Following the laws put in place
following the leadership of my job
Following the protocol my school has put together. We’re a small private school (Maple Village) with small class sizes (8-16)
Following the rules masks and gloves
Following the safety protocol
Following the same precautions as I have been following as directed.
following the science and the statistics and no going back to work unless we see a continuous plateau or lessening of cases
Food i work in portuguese bend
Food service with take out options only.
For a period of time just going from work to my home. Respecting social distancing in my work, wearing a mask and sanitizing. Reduce the
amount of clients I see a day and spacing out their appointments.
For all residents to be tested before returning to work and carry results and give copy results to HR of their work or owner so everyone will
be cleared and return to work, like a immunization record example.
For me, a staggered schedule would be great - half of my team in 1 week, plus the other half the next week. Or similar.
For one of my primary gigs, I often work in a small studio shared with one other adult and her child. The environment is clean, and there is
plenty of room for social distancing. It would be easy to wipe down surfaces often, and there are clean facilities
For question 9, my prior would be for people to return to work as much as possible within safe limits recommend by the experts. I am able to
do almost all of my job from home for a short period but need to travel to various offices/locations eventually. I
For teachers- 10 kids every 2 hours in the classroom M-Th. Friday’s at home. Send kids off with a sack lunch that includes breakfast for the
next day. Disinfect desks between groups.
For those where telework is an option (like me), I believe the 100% telework should continue indefinitely until a vaccination is available.
Capacity limits and physical distance are too difficult to enforce when 1) we work in cubicles and masks have to b
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For those who’s job allows for a successful productivity, while utilizing small capacity limits and physical distancing. And there should be
consideration to whether the work environment is essential or not.
Fortunately, I will be returning to work to an employer that has been safely following the rules. I'm confident that taking by taking the
necessary precaution (face mask, washing hands, keeping safe distances) coupled with what my employer is doing to p
Frequent cleaning some distancing in the office.
Frequent cleaning, electronic payment or no touch systems, social distancing, and limiting people in store. Also face coverings.
frequent disinfection of hands and desk, low attendance meetings, telecommute approximately half the week.
Frequent hand washing, wearing a mask, limiting interactions with fellow workers, avoiding touching your face, avoiding physical contact
with others and sanitizing your work station and related equipment, phone, computer and cell phone.
our school.
Frequent hand washing. Avoiding common areas as much as possible. Reducing exposure to individuals with whom I do not dwell with
upon my return from areas which are reopening.
Frequently hand washing!
Frequently washing my hands and not working if I have a fever.
Full population testing and contact tracing.
Full time student at LBCC. Not ready to stop staying at home and social distancing. I'm petrafied of getting the coronavirus.
if feeling sick.
General safety measures masks, hand washing distancing
Getting a vaccine
Getting an adequate supply of PPEs as I work in a school health office and will no doubt see sick kids.
getting back to normal. Preventing the overwhelming of hospitals has past. They were not overwhelmed.
time to get back to life
Getting tested weekly, wearing a mask, staying 6 feet away from coworkers, staying home if I feel sick.
Give me the rules, just let me go back to work. This is ridiculous.
Giving space in building to keep the distance during work time.
Giving workers PPE and not allowing too many people into any business at one given time.
Gloves and mask if needed
Going
Going back to work for people who are not essential is completely irresponsible and dangerous to everyone’s health.
Going back to work for people who are not essential is completely irresponsible and dangerous to everyone’s health.
Going during at non peak hours
going to my job site.
Good distance
Good hygiene
Good hygiene and mandatory cleaning of workspace daily along with a face mask
Good hygiene and working from home.
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neighborhood
Good personal hygiene, proper nutrition education to eat the right foods that support a healthy immune system. To exercise at least 30
minutes per day, which supports good heart health. Don't eat processed foods and excessive sugar. Don't watch CNN or mai
Good practices
guarantee that I will be at least 6' away from co workers and not have so many people in and out of the office
Guidelines giving by the city regarding social distancing.
Habd washing ...masks
Hairstyling
Half capacity each day could return to my office and rotate in and out of work from home, while also being required and continuously
encouraged to practice physical distancing.
Half capacity restaurant and diligent sanitizing
Half days, due to lack of childcare
half of staff in attendance at any given time. Flip schedules to allow 50% reduction in attendance at a time. Double professional cleaning of
facilities and provide cleaning supplies to each worker. Require masks for closer than 10 ft interactions. Allow
Half work from home. Take different shifts to thin out workers all at once.
hand hygiene and social distancing measures like video chat, etc
Hand hygiene, respecting distances, and continuing to cover coughs and sneezes (mask).
Hand hygiene, social distancing, disinfecting, wearing a mask
Hand hygiene.
Hand sanitizer and 6 ft apart
Hand sanitizer or washing hands when necessary and keeping distance with each other .
Hand sanitizing practices. No In-person meetings.
hand sanitizing, limiting face to face contacts and primarily telecommute and work with customers on the phone and computer
Hand sanitizing, social distancing and/or face covering.
Hand washing
Hand washing
Hand washing and being 10+ feet away from others
Hand washing stations more accessible
spaces.
Hand washing staying in my office and not having others enter. Precautions put in place by my employer include additional cleaning shifts
for high touch surfaces, disinfecting wipes made available for the same surfaces, masks.
Hand washing
Enforcing businesses for employee/clients to wear masks, physical distancing and daily disinfecting spaces
Hand washing, 6ft rule, not attending meetings in a small room with many participants.
hand washing, cleaning, sanitizer, stay home of ill.
Hand washing, distancing, being careful
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start to feel ill.
Hand washing, gloves, masks, etc. Limiting amount of clients in the building at one time.
Hand washing, standing 6 feet away, minimizing meetings, working from home on some days.
Hand washing, using hand sanitizer, physical distancing
Hand washing, wearing a mask, social distancing.
Hand-washing and avoid touching the face
Hand-washing,
Handwriting and mask only if I am in a high risk group
has everyone been tested? What scientific data do you have to suggest reopening?
the ammount of interaction
as well.
Have been working all along
Have been working and doing it the entir etime
Have been working doing Togo. Maybe start small gyms, self care, dine in, as appointment reservation only to limit capacity.
Have limited employees per day by staggering days in the office. Work from home other days. Spread out in office.
Have my own officw
Have school so I can send my kids
Have staff telecommuncate at home if they are able too. Remain our 6 Feet apart.
having a face mask on while disinfecting anything that I touch or someone else has touched. There should also be a cleaning staff that
regularly disinfects common areas such as restrooms, kitchens, and conference rooms.
Having a flexible work from home policy
having a mask and gloves and 6ft apart
Having a suppressed immune system, I would prefer to telecommute at this time.
Having a window installed. Exp. bank teller window
Having access to a mask, sanitizer, gloves, and staying six feet away,
Having access to adequate disinfectant products and disposable face masks.
Having access to supplies and materials that would aide in the prevention of COVID, masks, gloves, sanitizer... paid time off
within the office.
Having all employees wear masks and keep that physical distance
Having alternate work days/schedules
having cleaning supplies/sanatation options, focusing on video conferencing
Having common sense and being sanitary
having companies let employees return to work in tiers. not all at once, but have a strategy that follows the curve. As much as I want to
return to work and not have to work from home anymore, I don't want the curve to flatten but then rise up again with
Having employers have laws and rules to take care of their employees
having enough protective equipment available, hand sanitizer, increased disinfectant cleaning of facilities, testing easily available
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Having everyone get tested before going back to work.
having everyone tested before coming to an area where there would be any sort of gathering... such as schools, restaurants, etc
Having everyone wear masks
Having everyone wear masks and provide a lot of handwashing or sanitizer
Having fewer children in my classroom
Having good hygiene and staying home when sick.
Having it be an option to return to the office, not mandatory. I feel safer working from home for the foreseeable future and would only need
to go in to the office for very few reasons.
Having masks, hand sanitizers , hand washing breaks, and definitely social distancing
a vaccine.
Having more implementation regarding social distances. Other things need to be done than just SD.
having my employer enact requires safety measures
Having my employer require mask and that all who approach me stay 6 feet away. Also the capacity limits is vital!
Having my job take these seriously.
Having my work pace marked off moved from other workers. We could work every other desk spread out.
Having proper masks and having all supplies for disinfecting daily
Having proper safety equipment. I work in an office where confidentiality is necessary and it is difficult for appropriate spacing.
Having resources for employers, such as taking temperatures.
Having sanitizer available at all times
Having schools open, so I can work from home and be productive. Don’t get me wrong, homeschooling our kids is very “productive” just not
in terms of my employer. I’d also like to note, Lowell is doing an AMAZING job at providing us with at home lessons! T
Having social distance
Having space between empoyees.
Wearing face mask.
Ensuring employers are allowing frequent hand washing.
Ensuring employers are providing a clean safe work environment.
Providing a city phone number that employees can report employers that are following c
Having spaces designed for social distancing. Having constant sanitizing
Having staggered hours, Wearing a mask and keeping 6 feet of distance between coworkers
Having staggered schedules, letting people who can or would prefer work from home. Work places will need to have spacing between
workers, masks will probably be needed in the common areas. They will have to figure out how to safely let people do things li
Having the most vulnerable (over 65 with medical conditions) stay at home while healthy and younger people can get on with life.
Having the office sanitized. People in the work force tested. Distancing in the workplace.
grandparents .
grandparents .
having the work areas disinfected and enforcing everybody to wear a face mask.
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having wipes/gloves/masks available possibly have temperature taken prior to entering facility each day.
Hazmat suit will be durable.
Health precautions that are in place.
health screenings at open locations
health symptom monitoring, wearing a face mask, and regularly washing hands
Healthcare worker. Haven’t stopped working
Helping creating and fostering an environment in which everybody is accountable for keeping healthy and safe practices when interacting
with others. Helping and doing my part in keeping streets, walkways, and roads, public transportation and parks clean.
Herd immunity. Test for antigens and antibodies and let folks get back to life if they don’t have pre-existing conditions.
Home office
Home office, taking little time in the office if they need to pick up something
honestly I’m not sure-I’m a teacher.
even before Clovid-19
How will the trains work? Can we maintain safe distances?
Husband and I own a restaurant. Figure out such tables we can “open” for 50% capacity.
Hygiene, ample wipes and scrubs and disinfectant, social distancing, masks, etc.
Hygienic practices that are reccommended by the CDC to keep myself and others healthy.
I am a nurse so we are doing our best
I am working at St Mary Hospital
I a, am essential worker so have been working.
I absolutely believe workers can return to work with proper physical distancing and following best practices with hand washing, masks when appropriate, and those that feel sick should stay home or work from home to not put others at risk.
I absolutely can return to work with physical distancing, mask and sanitary precautions
I actually already work from home so my distancing will be fine
I agree
I agree only if it is safe to do so. safety first before any work place can open,
I agree this
I agree this
should try to reopen slowly.
I already am at work, I am an essential worker for a utility contractor and we have all been working this entire time.
I already commute to work because I am an essential employee at an essential business.
I already telecommuted as a family lawyer and I have high risk factors as does my family and young baby so it is not safe for me.
I already work at home and have thankfully continued working but I feel people need to return to work to care for their families, with
precautions. Those that are at risk or worried can chose to stay home.
I already work for an essential business that serves low-income residents, and one thing I observe is that people are anxious to resume
their normal lives, but not at the cost of their health. They are respectful of our need to enforce lower room capacity
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I already work from home so I do not need to go to a work place. If I did social distancing and wearing a mask would be important. Also
taking temperatures before entering a business.
I already work from home and am currently working with no change.
I already work from home and my job is not at risk
I already work from home full time
I already work from home full time so this is not applicable.
I already work from home prior to closures
I already work from home, so no changes for me..
I already work from home, so this doesn’t really apply to my situation
I already work from home.
I already work from home.
us working at my company.
I already work remotely so no changes
I already worked from home 2 to 3 days per week, so there’s not much difference. However, I’m not looking forward to going back to a high
density/populated office that receives heavy traffic from professionals who have been on planes and traveling non sto
I already worked from home.
I also have the option to work from home
I always work remotely. No change for me.
I am "essential" so am already doing it.
I am 65 and working from home, my husband is 70 and retired. Even though we are completely healthy with no under-lying conditions, we
have been confined to our home since March 9. I am becoming increasingly depressed. We need to loosen the restrictions
I am 68 years old and working everyday. I wear mask, sanitize/wash hands frequently, avoid crowds and observe social distance when
talking and meeting co-workers and other people.
they need during this time.
I am a bright person and this question is hard to answer based on how it’s worded. Not sure what you are asking.
I am a Cal State professor so I will be part of a big plan! My daughter is planning to work for Parks and Rec summer day camp.
I am a college professor . I would like to return to work with respect to the above but cannot do so in a safe manner.
I am a consultant and feel safe being able to work, its more that work is not available.
THE BEST WAYS TO DO SO IS GOING ELECTRONICALLY, SETTING UP APPOINTMENTS FOR DROP OFFS OR RECOVERIES,
HAVING MORE AVAILABILITY TO WASH OUR HANDS,
I am a emergency room nurse. This does not apply
I am a essential hospital empowerment, you can all still STAY HOME!!!!
I am a essential worker
I am a essential worker who has been working with modifications with in the guidelines
I am a freelance writer and work at home.
I am a front line essential worker terrified that Long Beach will open too soon.
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I am a frontline healthcare worker
I am a frontline worker...
I am a grocery manager, already working through the pandemic
the use of face masks.
I am a hair stylist,, so social distancing would be a little tough. But myself or my clients can wear a mask. I would also use Clorox wipes on
all contact furniture ie. chairs, shampoo chairs and shampoo bowl. I have a disinfectant spray to use on clipp
I am a hairdresser so I am committed to my community and my own health and safety. Because my work is hands on I don’t feel
comfortable until we see some serious decline in everyday occurrences of Covid.
I am a health care worker (inpatient nurse practitioner) and can therefore not follow such guidelines
I am a health care worker at Kaiser, we are continuing to work.
I am a healthcare employee and have been working during the entire pandemic.
I am a healthcare worker and I do not have a suitable answer to this as I have continued working.
I am a Healthcare worker currently working
I am a healthcare worker so I’m still working.
I am a high school teacher and do not feel I can safely go back to work until all social distancing restrictions are lifted.
I am a high school teacher and do not feel I can safely return to work
I am a high school teacher in a different city. I am unsure of the safest way to reopen secondary schools.
I am a high school teacher so this option would be impossible.
I am a hospice nurse. I am working.
I am a makeup artist. I don’t see how that could be possible.
I am a massage therapist and I still do not feel safe working yet
I am a middle school teacher and am currently providing online learning opportunities to students. I can’t see returning to classrooms in the
near future trying to establish safe distancing procedure. I have 35 in each of my 5 classes.
I am a nurse and have been working this entire time.
I am a nurse impacted by low census
I am a nurse so I am currently working.
I am a nurse so it doesn’t really matter to me
I am a nurse. I already go to work in a hospital
I am a Nurse. It's difficult to distance myself from my patients.
I am a nurse. So I have to abide by the rules.
I am a nurse. We will have PPE for the amount of patients we will see in our outpatient center. Starting slow with few patients daily.
I am a nurse... it’s too soon to reopen
I am a nurse; have not been out of work
I am a physician with public health training and a Long Beach homeowner. None of that stuff is safe except maybe outdoor recreation with
proper distancing. I really hope LB will not weigh people's uninformed opinions about what they think is safe too heav
I am a preschool teacher and am wondering how physical distancing will be possible with 3- to 5-year-olds.
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I am a professor at CSULB. So long as class sizes are kept appropriate to maintain physical distancing, I will have no problem returning to
work. For classes with enrollments too large to allow physical distancing, they should be run by alternative method
I am a Realtor and have no desire to return to business as usual. I am very responsible and will abide by any rules the City has placed.
I am a Registered Nurse and work as a contractor for SART (Sexual Assault Response Team) in LB and surrounding cities/counties. I have
still been working although I have had fewer cases this past month as crime in general has dropped during the pandemic.
I am a remote contractor in web development and have not needed to stop my work during the Safer at Home initiative.
I am a resident of LB and employed in LB. I have continued to work as I am an essential worker in social servicex.
I am a restaurant manager, bartender, and server. It is absolutely impossible to maintain physical distancing whatsoever.
I am a RN so N/A
I am a RN, so this does not apply to me! I do think healthy individuals can return to work while practicing safe social distancing though.
I am a RN. We don’t social distance at work. Not realistic. None of my coworkers have gotten sick.
I am a school teacher for LAUSD. I teach Elementary Dance so no I do not think it is wise to open anything when the numbers are
increasing. The science just doesn't support it. I don't understand it. I see people disregarding it and having people over f
I am a school teacher so it's complicated
I am a second grade teacher in the city and am really concerned about how we can keep the kids away from each other. I would rather
continue with online teaching until the virus is complete gone.
I am a Stage 3 breast cancer survivor that recently finished radiation treatments. I do have serious concerns about being around large
groups and the possibility of contracting an illness that could make my survival thus far pointless. If physical distanc
I am a teacher (DUSD) and we are engaged in a pretty successful distance / online learning program and will be for the balance of the year
so my priority is to continue to stay safe at home / work from home. For other businesses / work, perhaps more resou
I am a teacher (Elementary). There is little chance of keeping appropriate distance even with half of my class of 35 in attendance at a time.
I am a teacher (not in LBUSD)
I am a teacher and am really unsure of how we can be physically present on campus and maintain safety with social distancing.
I am a teacher and can work from home until there are appropriate measures in place so schools are safe for students and teachers.
I am a teacher and can work from my classroom while students continue to learn from home until August.
I am a teacher and have been working with a Distance Learning format and could extend this into the Fall semester if need be
I am a teacher and that would not be possible with the amount of students I come in contact with in a single day.
I am a teacher and the state administrators have decided that we wwill not be going back to work until August 2020
I am a teacher and the students need to be in class. Online learning for kindergarten is not a good idea. Parents need to get back to work
as well. They did not sign up to be homeschool teachers!
I am a teacher and we need to ensure we have tested and all social distancing protocols are in place.
I am a teacher and working via teaching online
I am a teacher of 35 students in a self-contained classroom. Returning to work at this time is unsafe.
I am a teacher so I can return first of Sept. safely (hopefully)
I am a teacher so I do not believe I can effectively return to work under these limitations. However I do think that it is possible for others.
I am a teacher so I do not know what physical distancing will look like.
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I am a teacher so I know that isn't possible at this time.
I am a teacher so I’m not sure what this will look like in the fall.
I am a teacher so it will be problematic until they figure out how to stagger kids.
I am a teacher so many things regarding this are out of my control.
I am a teacher so these details have not been worked out yet.
I am a teacher so this would be difficult
I am a teacher so unfortunately I can't return to my closed school. In the future, smaller class size would help.
I am a teacher, 185 students, small classrooms. It would be extremely difficult to distance myself from 35 students in each class.
I am a teacher, and am having a hard time imagining anything other than distance learning until we have reliable treatments or tracing and
testing, and ideally a vaccine. However, as we learn more about what "safer" looks like, I'm willing to be flexible
I am a teacher, and hope starting in late August/early September will be a long enough wait to open with the regular schedule, however,
increase cleaning and sanitizing, and maybe extending recess times to allow students more time to wash hands frequently
I am a teacher, if class sizes are reduced and we wear masks that might work
I am a teacher, so at this moment I am working from home. School districts need to be prepared before we return to our classrooms. New
air filters should be installed, classrooms should be cleaned and disinfected on a daily bases and checking students tem
I am a teacher, so I don't expect to return until August. I hope to be cleared to resume normal schedule and classroom atmosphere, but I
will follow whatever protocols are decided by then.
I am a teacher, so I don't think we are quite there yet.
I am a teacher, so I will need a lot less students in my class. I teach fourth grade and right now am allowed to have 36 students in my room.
Thinking only about 12 could fit if they need to be 6 feet apart.
I am a teacher, so we would just have to make some changes. Please respect our right to make our own responsible choices,
I am a teacher, we are teaching remotely.
I am a teacher.
I am a teacher. Capacity limits, acceptable cleanliness practices, and physical distancing are impossible.
I am a teacher. I am currently teaching FROM HOME & ONLINE.
social distancing.
I am a teacher. I don’t think it would be possible without significantly reducing class size.
I am a teacher. I would like to get the antibody test. I have a clean bill of health and always put hand sanitizer on the children before they
enter the classroom. I can see cutting class size and limiting group projects until we get past this virus. Focu
I am a teacher. Unless we change the system dramatically, I cannot see returning to classrooms of 30 plus kids. Please let actual teachers
have input on this on not just blanket statements from our governor who obviously doesn't realize what public schoo
I am a teacher. We are not capable of doing so at the moment.
I am a teacher. We cannot do social distancing in a classroom.
I am a university professor. Classrooms are not safe at this time.
I am a veteran school employee and administrator and I can say with certainty there is no way to safely reopen schools without a massive
budget influx. Distance work/learning is going to have to continue to maximize safety and reduce liability within our
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I am a work at home employee already. I feel businesses that have distancing and capacity limits in place should be allowed to re-open
I am a work at home employee even prior to COVID19
I am able to complete my job from home without going into the office, but I think some employers will be able to support in-office staff if
proper HVAC systems, cleaning procedures and social distancing measures are in place. I personally would prefer to
I am able to maintain distancing and regularly clean surfaces I interact with
I am able to telecommute and a vulnerable member of society so I would still not feel comfortable going back to work in my office
I am able to work from home and be as productive as being in the office. So, I do not require re-opening for me to work.
I am able to work from home so this doesn’t apply. I do want people out of work to be able to return as long as it is safe to do so.
I am able to work from home why risk getting sthe ci or dying
I am able to work from home without interruption.
I am able to work from home, but can visit customers and my office while still wearing a mask and keeping physical distance of 6 feet.
I am able to work from home.
I am able to work from home.
I am able to work from home.
I am able to work from home.
I am able to work from home. I work at a high school.
I am able to work remotely; However we all need to get back to work. The virus is not going away and the point of the quarantine was to
flatten the curve. We've done that, and now we need to prevent a Great Depression which would be 20 times more catastro
I am agreeable to masks in public places, temperature checks, and increased sanitation of public places.
I am already a telework employee for the government. So I will continue to work from home as I have in the past.
I am already an essential worker practicing safe social distancing so still to continue to do that in my workplace
I am already an essential worker practicing safe work habits and social distancing
I am already an essential worker where they have limited capacity on a given shift and we respect social distancing
I am already doing this as an employee of an essential service/business
I am already going into work as an essential worker. We do not have clients come to our office and I interact with limited employees daily.
I am already working .... two days tela commuting and two days at a juvenile correctional facility!
I am already working at an essential business
I am already working -essential worker
I am already working from home and could continue doing so with the occasional trip to the office.
I am already working from home.
I am already working in health care
I am ALREADY working in healthcare (hospital setting).
I am already working, MemorialCare Med Ctr Long Beach. We require all employees to wear masks, 100% compliance with hand hygiene,
limited access to areas with COVID+ tests, nonessential employees working from home.
I am already working. Outside. Delivering packages. Have been for the last 2 months with no risk
I am already working. Wearing masks when interacting with others and keeping distance from others, and keeping my work space clean.
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I am also able to work from home so have continued to work.
I am an academic and I am working safely from home without problem. I trust my university to make good decisions about how and when to
return to campus safely, more than I trust the City of Long Beach. I would like to see Long Beach safely provide for its
I am an Academic Counselor at a large university and have my own office, so I would be comfortable if I can return to work and only be
expected to work from the comfort of my office and not meet with students, faculty, or other staff in person. Maybe keep
I am an anesthesiologist and ICU MD dealing directly with COVID19 patients.
Me going to work is a risk to myself and me going anywhere else is a risk to whoever is there. My priority is public safety. It has to be.
I am an attorney and am currently making remote appearances. I do not believe we could safely resume to the same capacity as before.
I am an e-commerce manager and if required to work I can do so from home. At work we have our own cubicles.
I am an elementary school teacher. I'm not sure what physical distancing would look like in a classroom/school setting.
I am an emergency responser my work duties have not changed
I am an employes hospital staff
I am an ER RN and working on the frontlines.
I am an essential employee and have been working since this started. Wash hands! Wear a mask! Stay home if sick! Don’t rely on gloves!
I am an essential employee in a small office. I am already working and practicing social distancing at work.
I am an essential employee, and with social distancing and face coverings we are able to function well.
I am an essential employee.
I am an essential employee. I do not want to get anyone else sick.
place at the same time.
I am an essential grocery store worker. Reopening too quickly puts not only the community at risk, but myself, my family, and my coworkers.
I want everyone to be able to come out of this with as little economic loss as possible, but I also want to make su
I am an essential healthcare worker and have been going to work with patients the entire restricted time period, but if certain low volume
(people inside) business can open with adherence to guidelines and also if some offices can open with workers taking
I am an essential hospital worker at St. Mary Medical Center and have been consistently working throughout the Covid Pandemic.
I am an essential worker
I am an essential worker
I am an essential worker (bank) and have continued working but go strictly to work and return home. I go for 1-5 grocery items once a week
in and out with gloves and mask very early in the morning.
I am an essential worker (bank) and have continued working but go strictly to work and return home. I go for 1-5 grocery items once a week
in and out with gloves and mask very early in the morning.
I am an essential worker (emergency physician at Long Beach MemorialCare Medical Center)
I am an essential worker (healthcare). We are engaging in social distancing measures, non-essentials are working remotely, and wearing
masks. Hand sanitizer is everywhere in the offices and clinics.
I am an essential worker and am still working. We practice social distancing and wear masks in shared spaces. However, we are a small
health clinic; I don’t trust most offices to practice proper precautions, thus I wouldn’t reopen businesses until we have
I am an essential worker and have been working
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I am an essential worker and have continued to work while social distancing, mask wearing and daily temperature/symptom screening
I am an essential worker and have not missed a day since the outbreak
I am an essential worker and I have continued to work during COVID-19
I am an essential worker and I think if we hold off for a while longer at least 3-4 to reopen that will be so much safer. We are not ready yet.
What is wrong with people. Don't they get it, it's to dangerous right now.
the city to reopen right now.
I AM AN ESSENTIAL WORKER AND WE ARE PRACTICING SOCIAL DISTANCING
I am an essential worker at hospital, wearing mask full time to be safe.
I am an essential worker at Walmart
I am an essential worker but agree that certain businesses would be able to open with distancing/cleaning practices
I am an essential worker but feel that some business can operate with social distancing limits.
I am an essential worker but masks are required, physical distancing enforced and frequent handwashing and hygiene practices are
strongly recommended. I ensure I comply with them all.
I am an essential worker in finances. I am able to work meeting those requirements
I am an essential worker in grocery stores. I think that stores are doing their best to limit the amount of people in at one time, people have to
wear masks, etc., but people are still not social distancing in the stores. They are still reaching over othe
I am an essential worker in healthcare but many work outside of their home on tele-care.
I am an essential worker in the medical field taking xrays on COVID-19 pts. The media and government are way off and blowing everything
out of proportion, open our city up you political hacks.
I am an essential worker so have been working throughout. Wear masks and maintain social distancing. Track the virus and quarantine
when needed. When the numbers are going down start the reopen slowly and incrementally.
I am an essential worker so I am already going in to work. We wear masks and practice physical distancing from each other and wash
hands and disinfect surfaces frequently.
I am an essential worker so I am working most days, but offices and businesses should be able to open after making accommodations for
social distancing and limiting the number of people in space at one time.
I am an essential worker so I am working.
I am an essential worker so I have been working
i am an essential worker so im still working
I am an essential worker so this does not apply to me
I am an essential worker that has not stop working on my job.
I am an essential worker that hasn't stopped going to work.
I am an essential worker who is currently using these practice at my work location.
I am an essential worker, but believe that the public can safely return to work by wearing masks, being provided tools for hand hygiene and
knowing that there are enough testing facilities. Perhaps the reopening should still have gathering limitations suc
I am an essential worker, but I am able to work remotely 80% of the time and when I go in we wear masks and are able to stay 6 feet apart.
I am an essential worker, I have been at work this whole time.
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I am an essential worker, I have continued to work during this pandemic.
I am an essential worker, my company has tried to implement social distancing but we are still at risk with no Hazard Pay. The company
only cares about their bottom line, hours have been cut and we are being asked to overwork ourselves to cover less ppl o
I am an essential worker, no change
I am an essential worker, so I am already working
I am an essential worker, so I have been working. It is often hard to maintain distance as there are pinch points and past habits of personal
space. Employers don't take seriously enough masks and spacing policies /practices. This would also go for places
I am an essential worker, so I’ve been working this whole time.
I am an essential worker.
I am an essential worker.
I am an essential worker.
I am an essential worker.
I am an essential worker.
I am an essential worker. Capacity limits and physical distancing already in place
I am an essential worker. Never stopped work.
I am an essential worker. Access to masks, hand sanitizer, sinks, and hand soap; thorough cleaning practices; and ability to social distance
has been essential in keeping myself and my colleagues safe.
I am an essential worker. I work for Smart&Final. My employer has a good physical distancing policy in place.
is available.
I am an Instructor teaching currently laboratory Zoom classes. I feel I can safely return to work and provide PPE and sanitize classrooms
before and after classes. My position includes training new laboratory personnel for future employment in hospital
I am an online teacher now. I do not think reopening schools will be safe or helpful to our heros at the front lines. I would love to go back to
in person work, but feel it would inundate our hospitals this soon.
medispa located here in LB.
I do not believe that large scale events such as concerts etc should reopen this year. I he
I am an RN and I do not think LB should reopen
I am and will continue to follow CDC guidelines. I believe that implementing frequent hand washing of at least 20 seconds, with social
distancing (at least 6 ft.) and wearing a face covering can and will keep me safe.
I am at work and we are respecting physical and social distancing. Working for Public Health. I believe if it is safe; it should open up. It’s
hard in everyone but safety is first. If its not safe; then don’t open.
I am both a City of Long Beach Employee and Resident...I feel that our City Leaders are making the best decisions for us and respect the
decisions. I am very lucky to be able to telecommute at this time.
I am capable of working from home... I do not want to return to the office until specific plans are in place for sanitizing the work place each
day after work, keeping social distance and limiting the amount of people in the work place
I am comfortable returning to work with some additional cleaning and equipment provided. I would plan to open the office but limit or stagger
people in and let those with any concerns or health issues, continue to work remote for now,
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I am concerned about returning to work as there are home visitors/social workers in the office who deal directly with clients on a daily basis.
I believe until the risks or contraction are drastically reduced with face- to-face and one-on-one contact it i
I am concerned about what measures will be put into place for staff members at CSULB when we return. I believe work could still be
partially done remotely to maintain distancing and want to remain distanced from my coworkers, many of whom were not taking
I am considered an essential employee and have been fortunate to receive support in the form of PPE by my employer. I feel that opening
the city/state prematurely can have detrimental effects.
sanitize surfaces, limit travel,etc)
I am considered an essential worker and have not been allowed to stop working during this pandemic.
I am current working and we are abiding social distancing and wearing PPE
I am currently a essential worker at the. Ank
I am currently an essential worker but working from home. We cannot have clients on-site at this time.
I am currently an essential worker, and feel safe in my line of work as I am only in contact with one set of people. But in order for others to
safely return to work, there needs to be increased monitoring of "sick" symptoms as people may not disclose th
I am currently an essential worker, and I would feel more safe if 6ft social distance continues to be put fourth, no more then 6 people in
break room, punch clock is disinfected hourly, management doesn’t try and hide infected employees.
I am currently an essential worker, working at a cogen Power Plant, for Janechek and Associates for cities of Whittier, and Santa Maria. I
work most of the time around 2 other coworkers who have no regard or respect to wear face masks or give each other
I am currently considered an essential worker since I work at a fast food restaurant it disturbs me so much how my employer worries so
much more about making profit by offering coupons and introducing new deals. Our restaurant has had times where they hav
I am currently continuing to work, I work at Miller Children's Hospital
I am currently employed and my company is practicing physical distancing while still helping our clientele and the general public
I am currently employed in an office as an essential business and feel more employees could safely return
I am currently employed. And we do practice physical distancing.
I am currently following all city and county guidelines regarding PPE and the office I work at is allowing worker's to work from home to
reduce the amount of people in proximity to one another.
I am currently front line responder. Our company is 💯💯 % keeping us safe in our work environment
I am currently furloughed but if my company asks me to come back to work, I can maintain social distancing and wear a mask.
I am currently reporting to work...
Some measures have been set in place such as physical distancing but since we are all under one roof it does not feel safe.
I am currently still working in my normal capacity and at my normal work location in LA and we are honoring social distancing in the office as
well as good health habits as outlined by the CDC. My employer is providing everything needed to remain safe and
daily.
I am currently unsure “when” or
“How” to do this safely without a possibility of a vaccine in play and ensuring people will not get sick.
I am currently what is considered an essential worker ( I would for the county of Los Angeles) and as much as I would like things to go back
to normal I feel we are not ready. The numbers are still rising at an alarming rate and most people don’t take soc
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I am currently working
I am currently working
I am currently working and there is no safe distancing. People do not respect social distancing. It should not be about, “I want to go out but
you can stay home if you want”. This argument is irrelevant because the moment businesses open up, then people w
I am currently working as a doctor with kaiser.
I am currently working as a Marine on Seal Beach. We are able to work in shifts that allow for appropriate social distancing where half of the
crew works from home one day the other half works the office, then we rotate. Each crew cleans all surface areas
I am currently working as a physical therapist and using PPE
I am currently working as an essential worker at the port of Long Beach.
I am currently working as health care worker
and equipment after every use.
I am currently working at a Diagnostic manufacturing company.
I am currently working at a long term care facility
I am currently working at Delta Air Lines with physical distancing, masks, and enhanced sanitation. I believe most businesses can reopen
with the enhanced guidelines that I have written above, and advanced testing.
I am currently working at home.
I am currently working does not apply to me- I work in healthcare.
I am currently working from home and do not want to see mobs of people storming the beach nearby
I am currently working from home, and I wouldn't feel safe having to go back into an office building until there is a widely available treatment
or vaccine, if I tested positive for having the antibodies, or if new cases dropped significantly.
followed.
I am currently working from home.
I am currently working from home. Much preferred to stay this way.
I am currently working in a skilled nursing facility
I am currently working in healthcare
I am currently working in Hospital
I am currently working in Huntington Beach and feel the social distancing for now is enough
I am currently working in Orange county and we are practicing social distancing and wearing masks
I am currently working part time still at a doctors office. Even with limiting patients in the schedule it is a struggle to sanitize everything
touched/used by patients. It take a full staff to do so. Taking temps when clients walk in, multiple phone scre
I am currently working preparing taxes virtually.
I am currently working remotely, and will be able to continue to work while respecting physical distancing. The only challenge is child care.
With continued limitations to child care, work is challenging for my spouse and I. However, I also believe that
I am currently working with no physical distancing. That is the way it should be. We are ready as a community to return to how things were.
I am currently working with physical distancing in place.
I am currently working.
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I am currently working.
I am currently working.
I am currently working. By limiting hours and amount of people entering establishments.
I am currently working. Physical distancing, sanitation measures, and masks are used
I am currently working. The front office clerks are on a telecommuting schedules and management all have their own offices to best
practice social distancing. During times when we must gather, we are still respecting the social distancing protocols as w
I am currently working. I am a director of nurses at Long Beach Memorial and run the Covid-19 floor. I am perfectly confident and fine that
we can re open our city in a 2 to 3 weeks. With distancing in place in restaurant, personal grooming, gyms etc
I am currently working. I am a frontline worker - Registered Nurse for Department of Health Services
I am currently working. I am required to wear a mask at all times while at work.
I am currently working; I keep my distance by staying in my office, eating lunch on my own, taking walks to get fresh air, and wearing a
mask when working close to other employees.
I am currently working-never stopped.
I am deciding not to return to work while working remotely from home.
I am esential worker
I am essential and have been working
I am essential and have continued to work (hospital)
I am essential worker (healthcare) and have been working during this pandemic.
I am faculty at CSULB, and my criteria for re-opening campus to face-to-face learning leans heavily on the capacity to test staff, students,
and faculty often, and to implement physical distancing, as classrooms are extremely packed and older buildings ha
I am fortunate enough to be working practicing social distancing while we are considered an essential service business is waaaay down and
we are on the work share program now.
while respecting physics distancing.
I am fortunate to be able to work from home.
I am fortunate to work from home at this time and do not feel comfortable to return to the office at this time.
I am fortunate to work from home.
I am fully able to work remotely for an indefinite period so this is not my priority.
I am grateful to work for a very small business where there are only 3 of us. At this time, doesn’t seem an issue to work in separate areas of
warehouse, but I understand some companies can not accommodate this.
I am ILWU and work at ITS in the POLB. We are essential and have been working throughout. Our union and employers have successfully
made sure we can work by physical distancing and extra cleaning of equipment and offices. I believe if other offices were f
I am in a risk group and will work from home until a vaccine becomes available.
I am in a senior group with underlining health issues… Ask so I’m high-risk…
So is my brother and several of my family members and friends… I’m afraid that if they see everything going back to normal that they won’t
realize how important it is for those o
I am in an office by myself
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I am in health care worker and have been working.
I am in healthcare at Long Beach Memorial, and actively with appropriate PPE and physical distancing.
I am in law enforcement and have not stopped working. It can be done safely.
I am in the beauty industry and as much as I would like to return to work. I feel that I would put myself and my clients at risk. I would feel
comfortable returning to work when CDC determines it to be safe.
I am lucky and work out of my home
I am not felling safe yet to return to work. I have some friends with minor symptoms positive for COVID that had been out in the public, not
knowing they were carriers. It’s just not safe yet.
I am not sure what the changes will be . I am a child care worker, as a sub and a full time student. I also serve part time, but am not sure if
reopening with restrictions will be worth returning to my restaurant. Possibly looking into new work.
enforced.
I am privileged where I can choose to work remotely. So if I can do my part by staying home, I will
I am really hoping that our government makes sure that we are in a place that we won’t have a rise in cases before opening up!
resumption to normalcy
I am self sufficient and can maintain social distancing easily.
more room between us.
I am still currently working
I am still currently working
don’t wear them.
I am still currently working, my temperature is taken every morning prior to beginning work and a face mask must be work while on-site at all
times. Only one employee per vehicle is allowed and there has been no mass gatherings (people eating lunch toget
I am still going into the office full time, and feel safe.
I would just like the beaches and parks open to help w/ stress.
I am still going into work. My employer did not make it possible to us to telecommute. I'm in an office with about 10 people. I wear a mask all
the time but not all employees adhere to that.
I am still working
I am still working and actively going into work (essential job).
I am still working but from home.
I am still working but only to complete essential services. I work for CSULB and am still receiving my full salary. However, I work in isolation
and think it’s necessary for all workers to minimize their presence on campus if we wear masks and comply with
doing so throughout
and mouth.
I am still working I am essential. we keep our distance and wear masks.
I am still working now
I am still working so staying at home hasn't affected me.
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I am still working so staying at home hasn't affected me.
I am still working so staying at home hasn't affected me.
I am still working so staying at home hasn't affected me.
I am still working, clinical/hospital setting, self distancing and 6ft away while checking in patients, lots of hand sanitizing, hand washing and
mask wearing 8 hours a day. Also we get screened, our temperature checked before we enter our building.
I am still working, essential employee for the City of Costa Mesa.
I am still working, in the healthcare industry. I believe many offices could probably resume work while either wearing a mask or staying 6
feet apart, or both. In settings where that can't happen, they should not reopen.
I am still working.
I am still working... Able to telecommute.. Would like to continue to telecommute
I am still working; my company is considered essential.
I am strong, healthy, and practice social distancing. I could make my own decisions and choices as to protecting myself and others.
I am teleworking safely.
I am terrified to return to work. I work at a Goodwill - no way we can do curbside delivery given the nature of our stock - random donations,
all of which are "one of a kind" require shoppers to enter the store and to try on clothing and look through har
I am thankfully able to work from home.
I am the Administrator of an Assisted Living and Memory Care community in a nearby zip code. We are briefed daily on the pandemic from
a healthcare standpoint. I know this is an economic hardship on many in our city and state, but we are not yet read loca
I am told that we (CSULB) will not be returning to work until at least June.
I am very fortunate in that I am an educator and have been able to transition to working from home. Returning to campus, while an absolute
necessity to maintain any semblance of actual education, is a virtual impossibility because classroom and other faci
I am WFH essential employee who sometimes goes to the office, if needed.
I am working already. RN
I am working and following the social distancing/mask guidelines & washing hands. I believe if more folks return to the workplace these
guidelines, and any new ones enacted, must be strictly enforced.
I am working and wear masks and attempt to maintain distancing at work.
I am working as a flight attendant while they have no social distancing on the plane.
teller and reception windows.
I am working at an essential business.
I am working at this time.
I am working daily. I am a school administrator in LBUSD and work onsite M-F 2/3 day and from home the other 1/3 day.
I am concerned that small businesses that closed will not be able to reopen financially. I hope there is financial support for them.
I am working from home
I am working from home
I am working from home and continue to after the city reopens
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I am working from home and don’t need to go in to my office downtown LA
I am working from home and I go in once a week. This virus is not over and I understand the economic situation but the risk is to high. Long
Beach is already the highest in la county.
I am working from home and it's going well. However, yes we could go back to work at my office easily with capacity limits and physical
distancing - we are in cubes so it's like that anyway.
I am working from home and live close to my office. I can continue working from home and go to the office as needed. There are enough
people in my situation that will lessen the amount of people in the office. That way our payroll, AP and other departme
I am working from home and my regular office job is not in Long Beach
I am working from home and think it is wonderful.
I am working from home and won't gain much by returning to a physical office if certain activities and events don't restart. I think this can be
made available with physical distancing practices and hybrid in person and online options.
i am working from home as a nurse RN till 5/30/2020 to be extended as needed
I am working from home currently and can do so without hindering my productivity (in fact the opposite is true). However, my employer is
dependent on large retailers to maintain payroll and I am likely to be furloughed or laid off if a meaningful restart
I am working from home right now and I am happy to continue to do so if it means saving lives in the long run. I am willing to donate directly
to the city of Long Beach to make up for sales tax losses as money is never more important than our collective h
I am working from home so this doesn't really apply to me. I don't understand the policy of closing very large open public lands (parks,
beaches etc) but telling everyone they can go for a walk or a ride and putting them all on sidewalks. There's a lot of
I am working from home. The ability to return back to my office is less important.
I am working from home.
I am working full time from home already. No need to return to my company’s office.
I am working I’m a caregiver but my husband is not and events is how he works! If those can be done in some capacity and convention
center brings workers back. He’s a groundskeeper doesn’t make since as you why they aren’t working!
I am working in a ~ 2,000 sq ft office with 5 people mostly observing physical distancing throughout the workday.
I am working now
I am working now
I am working now and safely keeping physical distance
I am working now- health care
I am working remotely for a company based in riverside county - but still would not feel safe going back to any workplace
I am working remotely, and normally I work in Los Angeles, not Long Beach.
I am working, I am an RN.
I am working. I run a Substance treatment residential & outpatient center. We observe social distancing as best as we can.
I am working... I am an Infection Preventionist at a Hospital
Others could potentially be phased back to work in stages with accountable social distancing and separation where possible, focus on Hand
hygiene education and accountability (perhaps as an OSH
I am worried about returning to work because of the number of people my job requires to meet with in person.
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I been at work throughout this pandemic since I am an essential worker.
I believe everyone can do their part by following the safety guidelines recommended by the CDC. I believe social distancing is actually social
isolation for many in our community. This will have long-term, harmful affects on our most vulnerable population
I believe hand hygiene is the most important and affective way. Mask are ineffective unless using N95 mask and you have to be fit tested.
Small particles in the air can still travel into cloth mask and homemade mask.
who comes in to wear a mask.
I believe if we’re capable of working from home, we should continue to do so.
I believe it should be a law that is passed that requires us to where a face mask at all a times if you are not inside of your home and failure
to do so you can and will be sited for it and social distancing should remain and I think if we do that everyth
I believe my office could handle that capacity.
I believe only office work that does not require contact to large groups or public should reopen with safe precautions within themselves.
I believe physical distancing at work needs to be strictly followed and enforced. I think some worksites where physical distancing cannot
consistently be possible should require employees and maybe customers get tested for COVID19.
I believe positions that are able to work from home should continue to help restrict the number of employees in a building. Require masks
to be worn by everyone. If not there should be fines imposed to the company. Companies need to have a policy in pl
I believe so.
I believe that for those who can telework, we should. We can improve the environment and limit traffic accidents by limiting cars on the road.
As for mental health, we should reopen those businesses that provide a service that a person can't get at home
schedule
I believe we can as long as every business is diligent when it comes to continuing to social distance for as long as this is over and
customers adhere to these policies and follow what the CDC is saying. If we have to wear masks for the rest of the year s
I believe we need to follow what the governor is outlining for back to work.
I belong to a smaller gym...studio, Executive Fitness, in Naples and feel due to the awareness of the owners and patrons we will all workout
responsibly! Physical fitness equates to mental fitness/health equally!
I can and am working from home - it’s very easy for me to continue working from home beyond shelter on place
I can and would prefer teleworking for some weeks
I can because I work as a construction inspector and can work safely while practicing social distancing.
I can but because business is slow I'm not sure when I will be rehired.
I can but don’t feel comfortable since I work with a lot of incoming traffic and prefer to continue working remotely
I can but I think that social distancing should be extended. I love Long Beach too much to see the people get sick.
I can but simply because we have shifted to an online virtual sales platform. It's a no contact approach.
I can but what about everyone else who obviously doesn't care.
I can complete my job remotely, but more importantly can't return to work without childcare options.
I can continue working remotely which provides my employer with more a lower overhead and higher work output from me.
I can do my job from home.
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I can do my work virtually
I can easily do my work remotely. Businesses need to consider this. I work for a nonprofit. So management could adjust the requirements
and allow work from home. At least alternate shifts where some work mornings while others work evenings. Everyone doesn
I can easily work from home so my work has not been interrupted by COVID-19
I can efficiently do my work from home, so I would continue to do so until it was safe to re-open all businesses.
I can just work from home with my role.
I can keep distance easily
I can not
I can not
I can not as a public school teacher
I can not go back to work because I won't be able to keep the distance from the people I work with in school.
I can not return to office but am work from home
I can not return to work in an office setting safely at this time until adequate tests are easily and freely available for myself and my family.
I can not, I work at Disneyland. But I think there are a lot of things that can be reopened while maintaining safe practices
I can not. I move equipment to Costco road shows. It would be too dangerous at this time.
I can not. I work with children in a public school, ages 3 years to 11 years. I have been coughed, sneezed and accidentally spit On in my
work as a speech language pathologist. I feel that if I returned to work, small children would not be complIant with
I can only do minimal work at this time due to nature of my independent contractor work which involves a lot of interviewing of people in the
jails and their homes as MSW. I have tried to apply to PUA which became active today, however, it is absolutely
I can remain working from home
I can return safely by wearing a mask and sanitizing my workstation regularly as well as restricting my movements in the building. However I
am 60 and immune compromised so think I should be one of the last to return.
I can return to work by safely following the guidelines outlined by my company in regards to what our new policies are concerning capacity
limits, safe distancing, company supplied PPE, on-site Medic and WFH choices. I work at the Designory in downtown Lo
I can return to work safely if I am part of a limited schedule of people who return at the same time (Shifts with fewer people).
I can return to work safely with physical distancing but I won't be able to do that without school or childcare for my kids.
I can return when schools are sorted out in a safe manner for all those involved in their everyday operations.
I can safely continue to work from home.
I can safely perform my duties without the city intervening.
I can safely respect physical distancing by working from home (my productivity and work has not suffered). I do not think I can follow those
guidelines when working a desk job in the office unless changes are made.
need strict guidelines
I can safely return to work but that isn't my number 1 priority.
schedules.
ARE DOING.
I can safely return to work with respect to capacity limits and physical distancing
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I can safely return to work, period. No other accommodations or adjustments are necessary.
I can safely work from home.
I can safely work in my office that is separate from others.
I can social distance and wear PPE
I can speech coach on-line and don't feel safe to see clients (or Airbnb guests) in my home, or to visit client's home.
I can stay in my office with the door closed!
office environments.
I can telecommute, which should be strongly encouraged by the city even when limits are lifted that would legally allow businesses to open.
If you can continue to telecommute, it should be done through summer.
I can telecommute. I don't see the point of trying to physically be at work. But basic care needs to re-open (dentist, gynecologist...)
I can telework for many engagements but also have in-person meetings which take place in closed environments. If we move those
outdoors and everyone wears masks then those could potentially resume
I can wear protective gear when close one on one, I can clean surfaces, and sit staggered at resturants.
I can work at home.
I can work fine from home.
I can work from home
I can work from home
I can work from home
I can work from home
I can work from home
I can work from home and also social
Distance when needed
I can work from home and our office can stagger hours
safe at home than sorry later.
i can work from home as long as i need. work is no issue, so my answer isn’t as helpful here
I can work from home for the foreseeable future
I can work from home for the next year if needed and would happily do so.
If I had to go to work, I would want people to wear masks, disinfect things everyday, no meetings more than 5 people. Ability to close my
office door when I see fit and refuse one
I can work from home indefinitely and occassionally go to the office in respect to capacity limits and physical distancing.
I can work from home more frequently.
I can work from home so I feel safer doing this.
done on trains
I can work from home, so not an issue for me
I can work from home.
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I can work from home.
I can work fully remotely currently.
I can work in my workplace safely when it's just employees, but with the public would be too hard to manage proper social distancing. We
get a lot of homeless so they like to congregate near each other
I can work remote or in the office, if not everyone comes to work at the same time.
I can work remote so I plan to continue that as long as I need to be safe.
I can work remotely.
I can work remotely.
I can. I don’t want to.
I can. Our company will practice alternate days of working at home and in office.
physically distance at this time.
I can’t I set up concerts for a living.
I can’t I’m a nurse and I have lupus so It’s very important for this to be under control. See they don’t talk about nurse that are already
compromised. That can’t make money now.
testing is widely available.
I can’t safely return to work as a non clinical staff member at a hospital. I would be putting myself and the patients I interact with at risk. I
would be using hospital PPE that should be reserved for clinical staff who are on the frontlines.
I can’t since I’m a teacher and I see 180 kids a day, so it’s virtually impossible. For that reason schools are on my list of places I wouldn’t
feel safe at, nor do I think they should re-open yet.
I can’t! I’m a teacher, and in a small room with 40 other people and a different 40 people each hour. There is not safe way to return until
large gatherings are considered not a threat.
I can’t. I work in a classroom setting.
I can’t. I work in an industry where physical and social distancing would be impossible.
I can’t. I work in retail and do not feel safe
I can’t. I work in the restaurant industry, and I don’t see how we can serve guests from a distance, safely. I also don’t see how guests would
enjoy the experience. Especially if they have to be masked. How would they sip drinks or eat safely?
I can’t. Keep this closed and save lives.
I cannot
I cannot and should not
I cannot because I am immunocompromised
I cannot because I do hair and that is not distancing at all.
I cannot because I work in a school. There is no way to safely socially distant as classrooms are filled to capacity.
I cannot comfortably return to work until my safety is ensured because I am a bartender.
I cannot do that I am a caregiver
I cannot due to my child's school being closed.
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I cannot I work at Hyatt regency downtown I am a worker in the tourism industry and being a worker of the house keeping department. I feel
there is not a safe way yet to approach the covid matter without proper PPE, and a new implementation of cleaning sa
I cannot return safely. Over 300 people are in my office and shared space is too confined
I cannot return safely. Over 300 people are in my office and shared space is too confined
I cannot return to my work until nursing homes, ALF’s, senior centers and senior buildings are safe for visitors. In the meantime I will
continue to work remotely to keep seniors safe.
I cannot safely return to work
I cannot safely return to work and continue to practice social distancing.
I cannot safely return to work at this time
between other people.
I cannot safely work in my current office
I cannot, I work at a school.
I cannot.
I cannot.
I cannot. I am a hairstylist.
I cannot. I am a teacher for LBUSD. How am I going to social distance in a classroom of 35?!?!? I am very concerned about going back to
work in the fall. I then pose a risk to my parents and in-laws, all who are over 65, and they play an important role in
I cannot. I am a teacher for LBUSD. How am I going to social distance in a classroom of 35?!?!? I am very concerned about going back to
work in the fall. I then pose a risk to my parents and in-laws, all who are over 65, and they play an important role in
I cannot. I work in the event industry and am shaking hands 99 percent of the time.
I cannot. I work in the film industry where liberties are taken on all matters of safety codes. I would not feel safe in the slightest.
I cannot. I work with hundreds of students on a daily basis and would not feel safe.
I cannot. I'm a restaurant server and unable execute my duties while maintaining appropriate distance from members of the public.
I can't because I work at a hospital and lost my job over this. Not enough pts because of pause on surgeries.
I can't physically distance because I work with children
I can't really return very soon. I am a massage therapist and esthetician. I need to have direct contact up close and personal with clients and
will be in closed spaces with them.
I can't, I'm a teacher for students with severe special needs
control and be effective.
I can't. I'm a preschool assistant. It requires too much intimate interaction with small children (toileting, feeding, care) to be done safely until
we get an effective treatment in place. Children are terrible at handwashing and there are too many surfac
I continue to work through COVID19 as I am a front line worker.
I continued my employment throughout the stay at home order
I could do this at my job if we were to return at 50% capacity.
I currently am working
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I currently am working and have been for the past three weeks and we maintain social distance, wear protective gear and do not let
customers in to the store. This should be maintained.
I currently am working and practice social distance at work.
I currently am working for the government and right now I work every other day from home alternating every other Friday
I currently am working remote from home
I currently can not. I’m a server in a restaurant and there’s no way to keep employees safe by physically distancing from the guest.
I currently can work remotely.
I currently do work outside the home (hospital)
I currently work and cannot afford to quit my "essential" job to shelter in place.
I currently work as a RN at Memorial
I currently work as an essential worker for a grocery store.
I currently work at the hospital
I currently work from home and don't feel that enough residents are taking the social distancing seriously, so I think the stay-at-home order
should last throughout the summer.
I currently work in a hospital as an essential worker
I currently work in a private school caring for essential worker’s children
I currently work outside of Long Beach and am able to easily work remotely.
contained.
i currently work solo maintenance easily managing social distancing with current regulations. The non-emergency service is doing what it
can to respond to safety calls about people breaking guidelines.
I currently work, dental.
I deliver food as an essential worker. I need masks and hand sanitizer!
customers, no contact.
I dint feel safe to return back to work
I disagree with opening businesses or public spaces. If Congress isn’t going back to work then we should t either.
I do all my work from my home office.
I do believe businesses and establishments may re-open if and only if all businesses are guided by and strictly follow the protocols
implemented now: social distancing, masks, gloves, and frequent hand washing and businesses operated at 25% capacity. I do
I do home visits and do not think it’s safe to go back to that . Continue doing phone calls for now seems reasonable.
I do not believe it is safe to return to work, but it is my priority. This includes staggered return to work times, social distancing (i.e., elevator
and conference room protocols), protective equipment, temperature checks and continuing to reinforce prac
I do not believe we can safely return to work at this time. 500,000 *known* cases have emerged since April 10, and 800,000 since April 1 -all while almost all of America has been staying at home. Opening up again will create massive new infections.
I do not feel comfortable doing this right now.
I do not feel comfortable returning to work we deal with older patients and we have to be very close to them to put eye drops we are
exposing the elderly and our selfs no matter how many precautions we take we can still be exposed as well as the patients.
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I do not feel I can return to work safely yet in terms of the virus
I do not feel I can safely return to work. I work at various schools at a different school district (not LB) and I don't feel comfortable returning
to this work environment at this time.
I DO NOT feel it is safe at this time go back to work. Especially when we currently have over 50,000 Covid19 deaths. 10,000 people have
died with in the last week here in the U.S. and we are not even over the peak.
I do not feel ready or safe to do so
I do not feel safe going back to work at this point in time.
I do not feel safe returning to the office (Irvine) until the numbers are consistently going down.
I do not feel safe returning to work knowing others are still being infected
I do not feel safe returning to work or sending my children to school until we have a vaccine available.
I do not feel safe returning to work right now. I work in the casino and sit right by players. Those players have no respect for people as it is.
They go to the casino when sick and will cough all over you.
I do not feel that at this time, it's safe to leave quarantine.
I do not feel that the virus has peaked yet. We don’t have enough information. Or testing. Or treatment.
I do not feel that we are in a position to return to work in any capacity yet. Until total numbers have started to drop then and only then
should people return to work. And then start with a plan to return some staff.
I do not support reopening LB right now
curve.
I do not think it is safe at this time. I feel like things are getting worse now. maybe it will be safe after 3-4 more months and then having
masks and gloves mandatory and keeping as many limits and distancing possible.
I do not think it is safe to return to work. More importantly, public health experts, epidemiologists and others far more well versed advise
against it. There is a second wave coming. Today the U.S. saw a huge increase in deaths, this is without a doubt a
I do not think returning to work is essential at this time. I am working from home and am able to do this with no issues.
I do not think we should reopen so early. This is coming from a LB resident who lost ALL of her income in an instant. Believe me, I am
feeling it... But I do not want the city to make the grave mistakes others are making ie. FL, all because of pressure fr
I do not think we should return to (physical) work until there is a significant downturn in the virus, AND when scientific/infectious disease
experts dictate that it is absolutely safe to do so. Also, question #11 is very poorly worded, and I am not sure
I do not trust business executives to make choices that appropriately prioritize employee safety over financial profit.
I do not want our office to come back anytime soon. Not until better testing and tracking is in place.
I do not want to return to work
I do not want to return to work unless there is widespread testing for everyone, every citizen, regardless of their health status, syptomatic
and asymptomatic. Anti body test must also be available.
I do NOT want to rush back into normal activities.
(Slightly off topic, I am answering this survey twice as I didn’t understand the direction of your questioning upon first viewing). I feel we
should not open too soon but that larger areas such as parks
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I do not wish to go back until this pandemic is nearly over.
I do not work in LB, but reside here. I work in Irvine and plan to keep working from home due to underlying medical issues.
I do not work in Long Beach
coworkers.
I do project based work, mostly out of state, so I will not feel comfortable flying and staying in hotels for a long while.
I do t understand this question
I don’t agree with re-opening yet: testing is inadequate, therapy nonexistent (although I feel strongly that Long Beach should look to attract
reputable antibody testing companies and convalescent plasma labs) and the virus levels still too high in the co
I don’t believe I can safely return to work even with capacity limits and social distancing until there are enough testing kits for the public and
sufficient access to PPE for hospitals and healthcare workers
over money.
strengthening is the long term solution
I don’t believe there’s a safe way to return to teaching 100+ students per day until we have a much greater testing capacity.
I don’t believe we are ready to return, if things are getting better it’s because of these restrictions.
I don’t feel I can
I don’t feel I can safely return to work right now because of the risk of exposure to Covid 19.
I don’t feel safe going back to work unless it’s part time work from home to avoid being around everyone at my office.
I don’t feel safe returning to work, or anywhere in general until there’s a vaccine
I don’t know
I don’t know how it’s going to work due to I’m an employee at Disneyland.
I don’t think anyone should be out working yet, this pandemic is still going on , only getting worse.
I don’t think being around others is smart until we have a vaccine
are at steak here.
I don’t think I can safely return as a server
I don’t think I can. I’m pregnant and don’t want to risk infection.
I don’t think it is safe to return to work anytime soon.
I don’t think it should be allowed yet too many people don’t follow rules
I don’t think it would be the appropriate time to go back to work. Until cases are diminished
I don’t think it’s safe to go back to work now at all. I think everything should stay closed until next January at least if not longer.
I don’t think it’s safe to return to work, even with plexiglass barriers for cash registers. I don’t believe enough people are taking this
seriously. It’s hard to force proper social distancing when too many want to act like it’s business as usual
I don’t think so
I don’t think so
clients that are 60 plus in age.
I don’t think this is possible yet at my job
I don’t think we can
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I don’t understand how I’m supposed to feel safe returning to work as a teacher. There are still people spreading the virus and we cannot
trust teenagers to socially distance.
I don’t understand question 11
I don’t work in the city of Long Beach
I don't believe it is safe to return to work until everyone can get tested.
I don't believe that's it feasible nor wise to ease current social distancing restrictions. The potential for a larger, more aggressive second
wave that will affect more people, and by extension, more businesses will be increased if we do so.
I dont feel confident my employer will enforce sufficient social distancing standards .
I don't feel I can return to work with physical distancing because of the nature of my job. I sell clothes and hand pieces of clothing back and
forth to customers while they are shopping. I take payment in the form of cash or credit card, and I don't see
I don't feel like I can safely return to work yet. I am a middle school teacher. I have over 35 students in each class rotating each period.
They sit at tables (because I don't have individual desks) and they would not be able to have safe distance from o
I don't feel like it is time for the city to reopen completely. There needs to be time where most businesses are closed and people are actually
staying home to prevent the spread. Right now, that is not happening, so how can the city even think about reop
i don't feel safe
I don't feel safe from others by returning to my physical workplace.
I don't feel safe returning to normal life yet.
I don't feel safe returning to when there a new cases and deaths still occurring everyday. We need to do our part by staying home to keep
people safe until there's a cure or vaccine.
I don't know.
I don't need to do anything, because I am not scared of getting some little bug that isn't gonna hurt me. My personal risk is very very low.
I dont see a possible way to return to work and respect physical distancing.
I don't think businesses have set up the requirements to be able for us to go to work safely.
I don't think I can do that as a teacher at this moment.
I don't think it is safe to return to work office setting with cubicles close by with small cubicle walls. If they do return us they should put up
larger cubicle walls or shields. And the fact that you have to touch a lot of items that everyone else touch
I don't think It's possible as In work for the LBUSD. Especially since I work with 3-5 year special needs children.
I don't think it's safe for me to work as a respite care worker but I am considered essential. I haven't been to work for a month because with
safer at home parents don't need my services. I'm actually a little relieved that I haven't had work because I'm
I don't think it's time until we have more widespread testing available to everyone
I don't think we can.
I don't understand
I don't understand question. I don't think I am in control of when I can return to work-Government decision.
distancing options in my job.
I don't understand the question fully.
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I don't understand the question.... but I think we already have a blueprint for opening non-essential retail, just follow the rules already in
place for the ones that are open. As far as beaches go, we could start by opening only on weekdays...
I don't understand this prompt
I don't understand this question
I don't understand this question. Why does it start with Yes?
practices recommended by the who
I don't understand what is being asked here.
I dont work in Long Beach
I feel as if I can, but I’ve been in enough group projects to know that even if I’m doing all of the work right that someone else will slack.
I feel as though the questions posed in this survey are not adequately written and cannot be answered in a meaningful way - they seem
unfinished and unclear as to what the city is actually looking for in terms of information. Please feel free to reach ou
I feel I cannot because I work at a restaurant
I feel it safe with no additional precautions. Number of cases and deaths don't support additional precautions.
I feel like masks should be a requirement of everyone. There’s still a lot of people going into places of business without them. Capacity
limits are important, as well, and hold businesses accountable for ensuring that the rules are followed.
I feel like you explained my answer above. Yes, I can safely return to work and continue to physically distance doing so.
I feel people should continue to stay home if able
I feel safe in my work environment as it is a controlled environment at work. ( city worker airport office for city of Long Beach). I do not
believe other environments can guarantee this for others.
I feel safe returning to work once there is medicine to treat COVID-19 widely available (12 mos-18 mos?)
I feel that EVERYONE should be wearing masks, I am hopeful that personal spas/salons may open with a smaller clientele of other people
and a disinfectant clean after each visit. I believe that there are still some walking around without masks they should
I feel that it would be safe to return to work with the current capacity limits and physical distancing protocols put in place.
the economy.
I feel that we need to wait until the curve has flattened.
I feel very unsure about how it'll be safe for restaurant workers.
I fell ill in late February. I have taken a serological test, and I hope to see the results soon. Contrary to statements made by the Chinese
Health Organization (WHO), having antibodies does confer a great deal of immunity.
I go into peoples houses and am an essential worker so nothing changes for me and its impossible to maintain social distancing
not feel safe going back to work.
I have a compromise immune system and need to earn salary from home.
I have a job that can be done remotely with some challenges. I am also an individual who has a compromised immune system so I think in
order to return to work as usual there would need to be proper cleaning and sanitizer available, i believe i can safety
I have a job that I can really do everything from home and although I live in Long Beach I work in a high rise in downtown LA. If I went into
the office everyone should where masks when walking around the office, there should be limited people in the off
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I have a pre-existing conditions health problems, diabetes, high blood pressure and high cholesterol and heart disease. So I am not ready
to back to work in a Nursing home Facility. I don't want to get infected and die young..
I have a private office and will wear a mask
I have a work-from-home option until needed
I have already been at work, as an essential business, and we are doing a fantastic job of physically distancing. We’ve been gone so far as
to hang plastic between people back on March 6.
I have already been working through the coronavirus epidemic in a facility of about 90 people in a medical device company. We wear
masks, distance as much as possible and disinfect frequently. So far everyone has been safe and healthy.
I have already returned to work at a daycare and we are following all social distancing protocols.
I have already returned to work, working in Orange County. With simple distancing and sanitation is even safer than it is during flu season.
We all need to get back to work, including all businesses.
I have already, my job is essential, but don’t want to go to places unnecessarily. Keep them close until safe for all.
I have always been a remote working so this doesn’t apply to me.
I have always worked from home
I have always worked from home, I believe we should follow governor newsomes newest released plan
hands often.
I have and are currently working in the office of an essential business
I have been able to work from home during the entirety of this and would be happy to continue doing so. My industry has not been affected
very negatively by this as I work in animation.
I have been at work
I have been going into work once a week. My company has limited number of people working in the office to 5 spread out, but our office is
normally a 75 person office. So I feel if we have a return to work there would have to be stipulations.
I have been going to work for an essential business (foodservice)
I have been going to work,
time just to stay safe.
I have been safely working at my job because they put a tremendous amount of effort into social distancing and cleaning. Not a lot of places
can ensure the same type of committed effort, so this is why until progress in medical fields to ensure a solution
I have been WFH since 3/20/20
I have been working , I’m a nurse.
I have been working a modified schedule. Our staff works in shifts alternating from in office to remote to keep distancing
I have been working around hundreds of people since the outbreak and not one of us has contacted Covid 19. As a Safety Professional it is
much appreciated that businesses start opening back with of course all people covering their mouths when they cough a
I have been working as a healthcare worker.
I have been working due to my job being considered essential. I wish the city would encourage employers to further support working from
home. At the same time, working from home will not be fully effective until child care facilities open back up.
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I have been working during the closures at Armstrong Gardens to provide curbside pick up and have felt comfortable with the majority of our
customers. I look forward to reopening the stores with a limited number of customers allowed to enter so we can try
I have been working for an essential service, Meals on Wheels, throughout the shutdown.
i have been working from home for 6 weeks and will continue to do so until we are able to return safely to our offices.
I have been working from home for over 7 years so my personal situation does not apply.
I have been working full time in an office under those conditions
I have been working normal hours, no change in my employment. Long Beach is not ready to re-open. I believe that mandatory stay at
home is necessary to really see a change. Once everyone returns to “normal” the number of infection will increase.
I have been working on and off practicing physical distancing and other safety measures.
I have been working remotely and can continue to do so
I have been working the entire time
I have been working the whole time
home was issued in March.
I have been working through this whole thing, at Animal Care Services. Already knowing how hard it is to maintain distancing I think it is
going to be very hard to trust businesses that they are complying. I would not feel safe yet, knowing that our numb
I have been working throughout. I work in healthcare. All returning to work should mask, 6 ft distance, have health screening upon entry and
adhere to hand washing requirements. Specifics will vary according to the specific business.
I have been working thru this
I have been working, I am essential.
I have been working, I work in the emergency department within a hospital.
I have been working. I work for the US Guard. We have been practicing distancing and wearing PPE. Those who can stay at home do so.
I have grave concerns about people in my office bringing in Coronavirus/COVID19. Anyone who has worked in an office knows that if one
person gets a cold, or the flu, it can spread to everyone who sits near them and works locally on their team.
I have learned a lot the past several weeks about self distancing and disinfecting
I have leukemia so I'm not sure what to do and I'm a senior.
I have maintained employment for the most part.
I have my own office in a suite. I can distance easily.
I have my own office. Avoiding direct contact with shared interfaces like does, elevator buttons
I have never stopped working. They divided the shift into two shift to have less people in the building. We are using face masks and our
temperatures are checked before entering the building. Everyone has been following the 6 ft apart and wash hands advic
I have no clue. I cant rly say how much physical distancing or capacity limit we need to prevent the spread of covid-19
completely flatten.
I have no idea since people still refuse to wear masks and gloves
I have not stopped working as a longshoreman
• maintaining 6-ft distance between coworkers and myself whenever possible • when that's not possible, wearing face coverings •
meticulous hand hygiene • d
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I have private office so no issues
I have remained an “essential”worker throughout
I have retired
I have studied osha, CDC and WHO guidelines and can create a safe environment for employees by increasing cleaning, creating flexible
shifts, encouraging video calls, wearing masks when social distancing is not possible, encouraging hand washing and provi
I have the ability to work from home so not necessity.
I have the privilege of being able to work from home, but many don't. I think small businesses are really hurting, but while large businesses
have not been. Opening up small businesses would relieve foot traffic from large ones, and this could in turn red
I have to- the Courts are going to re-open and my employer will be sending me PPE so I can do appearances. But does that mean I’ll be
any safer when I see my 71 year old mother? No. Am I still worried about catching it myself and getting her sick? Of cour
I have to wait until the VA has less inpatient COVID19 cases. Our research is shut down until then.
couldn’t go to school.
I have two health conditions that place me at risk.
I have two jobs. I work for CSULB doing web design. I'd like to continue working from home indefinitely doing that. My other job is as a
performer in a band. My income has been cut in half as a result of not being able to perform. I'm not sure how to safe
I have worked from home for 5 years and continue to do so.
I have worked from home for 6 years, and office environments are truly not needed to run a successful business. It reduces traffic,
accidents and time away from our families. Remote work benefits every part of society and we should reward the companies wh
I have worked remotely for 3 years.
I haven’t stopped working.
I haven’t stopped working. Practicing social distancing, additional sanitizing and mask wearing.
I haven't stopped working as I am deemed an essential worker. Being in the field I can safely say that it is crucial that physical distancing
guidelines can be maintained and it's feasible at this time due to the Safer at Home protocol. Upon opening up al
I haven't stopped working but it is with social distancing guidelines and mask.
I haven't stopped working, so no effect on me.
I haven't stopped working.
I honestly do not believe one can
I hope
I hope to be able to work from home if possible and avoid any gatherings until there are no new cases in Long Beach for a week.
I hope to return to my job as a nanny as long as the families for whom I work also enforce social distancing rules.
I just feel trapped in my house
I just want to go back to work. I've been unemployed for 6 weeks. I'll go bankrupt if i don't get back to work and lose everything I've worked
my butt off for. Stop arguing and start opening business up.
I just want to wait. I want to wait until it is safer. I don't think we should try to reopen much of anything until at least June. I do not want to
experience a second wave or relapse. I want to wait long enough, so that we will not have to do this again
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I know residents will not obey physical distancing or capacity limits as I have seen numerous people not following the rules in grocery
stores, outdoors, beaches etc. Reopening will cause more people to be sick.
I like working from home
guidelines
experiencing outbreaks
I live with compromised immune system. I want to return to work when it’s safe. I experienced Acute Hypoxemic Respiratory Failure, in April
2019, after catching Bronchitis from a coworker. I could have died. I still have shortness of breath while trying t
I manage a small cardio kickboxing gym here in LB. I can safely operate the business by: maintaining 6ft separation between people in
small group classes, the mats/floor will have markers to indicate it. Keep group classes to no more than 12 people. I on
I manage a warehouse, i easily keep ppl 6 feet apart
I manage Makeup accounts for multiple stores. I just don’t know how makeup is going to be sanitary with people touching things and trying
things on. I defiantly don’t feel safe applying makeup on clients. Macy’s the makeup can be a little more controlled
i miss the bar
I never quit working, just went to virtual classes. Physical distancing would be difficult in the packed classrooms that we have.
I never stopped working as the government deemed I am "essential" due to working in a grocery store.... though the people that come into
the store still do not understand the concept of social distancing or the need for a mask so yeah... thanks for that
day.
I tested negative last week. Take normal precautions just like a flu!
I never stopped working.
I never stopped working. Cloth masks are completely worthless for stopping the spread, and in fact make it more likely for the wearer to
contract a virus. Gloves have the same effect considering almost nobody uses them properly.
I never stopped working. Defense industry - physical separation, staggering shifts, work days, disinfectants.
I never stopped working. I was considered essential.
I never stopped working. I was considered essential.
I never stopped working. We practice safe distancing and my hours were reduced from full time to part time 3x a week.
I never stopped working. We practice safe distancing and my hours were reduced from full time to part time 3x a week.
I normally work from home
I only see cases increasing in the 3rd District? I hear the virus is aerosolized? Masks maybe?
I only work with 4 other people and our desks are all very far apart. We can make efforts to sanitize surfaces and wear masks if necessary.
the virus is completely gone.
I personally can’t because I work around a big amount of people, disneyland.
I personally can’t because the size of my workplace is too small to physically distance from coworkers and customers.
I personally think it's too soon to reopen. The numbers are continually rising in cases, so I don't see how reopening is going to help the
situation. I would hate to see a relapse with double the number of victims. I understand small businesses need to
still remains stay at home.
I prefer to continue to work from home
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I prefer to stay at home until I believe its safe. I have a 3 year old daughter and I have to protect myself in order to protect her.
I prefer to work from home until the COVID numbers go down significantly.
I prefer to work remotely as it is easy in purchasing
I prefer we do not return
I previously worked from home and will continue to do until I feel it’s safe to travel again.
I probably can because our office is big and only has 7 employees but I will assess situation when that time comes. I have been able to work
from home. I would prefer infection rates to be less than 5/day and testing in place to allow each infection to be
I rather wait another month.
I really don’t know how I could answer this.
I reside and work in Long Beach, the company I work for is looking into adding the plexi-glass between cubicles for safety because
distancing is needed. while many of us want to get back to the office. we are all fully functional and operational working f
I returned to work last week. I have been trying to follow the capacity limits and physical distancing by keeping distance from my coworkers,
sanitizing and disinfecting areas that are used and touched on a consistent basis, wearing a face covering at wor
I rideshare to minimize human contact and my employer (assisted living facility) has already implemented physical distancing policies
regarding employees/outside vendors/visitors.
I said no to this question.
I am a preschool teacher and I don’t feel safety to go back to work. Young children don’t know how to do distance, covering their mouths,
they cough on teachers face. Teachers we going to get sick, and when we get sick supervi
I share a small office, therefore, I do not feel safe to return to work.
I stay away from people anyways i am not a people person
I still feel very uncomfortable being in an office space with a minimum of 10 people, only air conditioning as a means of air circulation, no
fresh air, & I have a compromised immune system. This gives me so much anxiety!!!!!
i still work
I still work
I still work I do in home care
I strongly it's too soon to re-open
I sure can
I teach and my classroom of 30 kinders can't safely distance.
I teach at a special education school. Whether the students will practice safe distancing is questionable and they would not wear masks.
presently are following a good guide.
If we were to return to teach, I would say mandatory temperature checks, wearin
I teach at LBCC and will
Be working remotely for the foreseeable future, which I believe is the right decision.
I teach at LBCC. There’s no reason why I can’t go to my office. My office mate have staggered office hours so I literally work alone.
I teach at the elementary level. I cannot return to work now and keep students and self safe. It's too soon.
I teach at Wilson hs. I want to try to respect physical distance, but I have up to 30 students at a time... I will wear a mask.
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I teach college. Need to see what's going to happen with class size ... elevators ...
I teach elementary school, so it’s not happening any time soon.
I teach for LAUSD, unless we reduce class sizes significantly safely returning to work will not be possible until there is a vaccine.
I teach from home.
I teach high school at Poly, so it is not up to me how districts are opening. I would love to see a small group 10 kids per class that come to
school 1x week and I have 4 classes per day = 40 kids per day and up to 200 students per week. This would allo
I teach online, so I am not impacted by the need to distance physically.
I teach online.
how to play and work together.
I teach yoga and it would be very easy to keep everyone 6 feet apart.
I teach, so it would be difficult without massive adjustments to classroom capacity. Online seems the wisest choice.
I telecommute at this time and don’t believe we can safely open until we are sure our medical facilities can handle an increase in activity. If
you can be sure we can handle an increase in positive cases then and only then should we open up more. Frankl
I think at this point we all know what we have to do in order to be safe. Wear masks, keep our 6 feet apart distance from others, don't go out
in public if sick, wash hands, use hand sanitizer.
I think closing fast food places will dramatically decrease the rise in coronavirus cases as a lot of these new procedures at these fast food
places (like the window) aren’t really doing much and are mostly for show.
groups- that would be great
I think having the temperature taken, health form survey filled out and signed, wearing a mask with limited amounts of people in areas is
fine with products to clean hands available for public contact areas.
I think I can but most people won’t
I think if we have staggered schedules (particularly for us who are teleworking) that would be fine if we normally are in an office. No one
should be in a sardine office situation with cubicles that are super close. How about taking people's temperature
I think it should be optional not forced
I think it’s too early to go back to work, even with social distancing in place.
I think it's still too early and too dangerous to reopen so soon.
I THINK IT'S TO SOON TO RETURN TO WORK. COVID IS STILL ON THE RISE.
I think people that can work from home, as I can now, should still be required to do so for the first wave. Not because I don't sympathize and
tell people to try it out but because it will greatly reduce the footprint and allow a gradual reopening of smal
I think public schools should stay closed, but private schools may be able to accommodate social distancing.
I think that if we continue to wear masks, as well as making sure that we are creating a respectful space from other people it would help. As
well as not having to many people in one place.
I think the stay at home order and essential businesses should be as it is and nothing should change as of now.
I think the the covid is fake. It's about control
I think there has to be 6 feet between everyone, priority on WFH where possible. Retail should be curbside or perhaps shopping by
appointment in small groups. Capacity in grocery stores needs to be reduced and people should walk only in one direction thro
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they are necessary outdoors.
Protect seniors, nursing homes, hospitals.
I think this would be possible with staggered schedules
I think those who can continue to work from home should do so.
I think those who can continue to work from home should do so. For those who are unable to work because they need to be physically
there, preventative measures should be put in place to prevent outbreak when they finally go back to work. Cleaners and hand
I think we are safe
I think we should stay at home
I think we should stay home a bit longer. I think we still need to work on flattening the curve.
I think we will rotate when people go to the office
I travel a lot for work and when I'm not traveling, I work from home. I can work and respect capacity and physical distancing.
I trust the right decisions will be made. I am a LBUSD teacher
I use Belmont Shore to launch and land my kite. The sport is very individual and it is perfect when it comes to social distancing. For safety
reasons, all kites always maintain safe distance from each other, which normally is way more than currently recom
I want to be required to work from home. My employer will NOT do the right thing to ensure distancing
I want to but I am unsure how to perform my job safe enough.
I want to keep my job safe because I love what I do but feel that my job requires me to not social distance so it worries me.
I was already working from home before the pandemic.
I was laid off and would like to look for work in Long Beach.
I was laid off do not feel my company will call me back
I was laid off do not feel my company will call me back
stipulations
I was working remote before the shelter in place, and will be working remote after restrictions are lifted.
I wear face covering have hand sanitizer and respect distances - and wear gloves where appropriate
I wear personal protective equipment at my job as I am a health care worker
I will abide by the rules imposed but I believe I am safe in any and all settings.
I will be smart with my distancing and stay home if sick.
I will carry hand sanitizer around with me
I will continue to work from home as long as possible
I will continue to work from home.
I will continue to work from home. I'm NOT going back into my office until the curve flattens and/or we have a vaccine.
I will continue working Online
I will have to continue to work from home to care for my school
Aged children since there are no schools or summer camps being offered.
office.
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frequently.
I will stay at social distance. Thank goodness I am able to at my current job. I do have my own office and for the majority of the time. It is
just me in the office until my boss comes in and the technicians come back from a job site. Even then, we keep o
I will take care of myself, I dont need limits. Let me work and resume my life.
I wk from home but have been furloughed.
I won't feel safe returning to work until the curve starts showing a decline, not just a flattening.
I work and practice social distances and face covering
I work as a bartender at a dive bar with food. There will be hazards to infecting myself and other constantly. How do you keep an area at
“safe”, where many many people are in and out, putting things in their mouth and hands and noses, and the workers are
I work as a bartender so in order for my industry to go back to work, I feel as tho we should all be dawning masks and gloves with limited
business hours and capacity in order to ensure a safe environment for us and our patrons
I work as a caregiver
I work as a city employee, I am already working
I work as a mediator for LA county superior court at the Long Beach courthouse. I can do my job safely from the courthouse if the court
uses existing technology to have my clients appear by phone.
I want to go back to do my job and support families, but
I work as a teacher, and am fine sticking to remote. I feel like schools need to wait till fall.
I work as a teacher. I cannot safely return to work without significant changes to school operations.
a challenge.
I work as an EMT so this is irrelevant
I work as an Equipment Technician for CSULB and much of my work can be done alone. My primary concern is for my wife who works at a
local preschool. Young children cannot understand, nor maintain social distancing, and opening up schools and daycare cen
I work at a boxing gym. Even with physical distancing and capacity limits I’m not sure if we can limit the spread of germs.
I work at a community college and we will be online in the fall.
I work at a hospital and I do NOT believe we should lift the stay-at-home order or reopen businesses.
vaccine is created
I work at a middle school where there are over a thousand students and staff. Social distancing is impossible.
I work at a mortuary in Santa Ana and have not stopped working.
I work at a preschool, and social distancing with 4 and 5 year olds is next to impossible. I'm unsure of how that will all work.
I work at a private school. We are working on opening safely.
I work at a public high school - as much as I want to stop doing online learning, I think it would be extremely difficult to keep kids and
teenagers following protocols like physical distancing. I think schools should be very cautious about reopening too
I work at a restauran. I believe if parties that come in together are separated by 6 feet from other parties we could return. Reservations only.
I work at a restaurant and I think we could lessen the people in the dining room, space them six feet apart, wear gloves and masks while
working, etc. I think after May 15th -- the limit originally set -- would be amazing. Especially if it's possible to t
I work at a restaurant, even with capacity limits I will still be exposed to dozens of customers throughout my shift
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I work at a school and I would be curious to know how social distancing would be practiced in such a close environment. Especially in
schools where student/teacher ratios are so large and the district budget doesn’t seem conducive to hiring more personnel
I work at a school and it is not safe to have the students packed in so closely. Business that open need to have 6 ft waiting lines and
capacity limits on who enters like some are currently doing. Masks must be REQUIRED. Portable Hand washing stations at
I work at a school and things will have to look significantly different in order for us to reopen and observe safe, social distancing and to not
reverse the progress we have made to flatten the curve by sacrificing our way of life for the last six weeks.
I work at a school site ( LBUSD ), the number of students will need to be limited, because of recess time and lunch also class rooms only
have so much room. So the reduction of students on site and everyone will need PPE's.
I work at a school site. Without federal/state financial support, the district can not afford to accommodate the smaller capacity limits needed.
And trying to enforce social distancing among large crowds of teens would be nearly impossible.
I work at a school so I am not sure how the school year will look yet, but I will make sure to keep a safe 6 foot distance, wash my hands,
wear a mask and continue to do my part by listening to the rules.
I work at a school. I feel like schools are too crowded to reopen and kids spread viruses so easily because they don’t always understand.
I work at a school. If the school is able to limit the amount of students in a space and maintain daily cleaning, I will feel somewhat safe to go
back to work. I will also have to meet students in an open area and not in my office or I will require studen
I work at a school. It’s closed for now. I share an office with 1 other person
I work at an elementary school and believe it is not possible to return to work until we have eradicated COVID 19. We would put the lives of
our students, staff, and faculty at risk. We need to continue to home school our children until there is a vaccin
I work at CSULB and can do most of my work online or with other modifications. It will be a compromise but it is worth it for safety.
the lines, etc.
I work at Disneyland. There’s little hope or practicality in opening any time soon.
I work at Fullerton College, I think returning now would be a mistake.
I work at home
I work at home typically
I work at home. Now conducting meetings via Skype
I work at large concert venues, we are not ready for those to open.
I work at LBUSD that would be up to the district.
I work at lo g beach vintage etc .
I work at South Coast Repertory. The remainder of our season is cancelled but a small staff could and should be allowed back to work to
begin defining and implementing the necessary changes for a post pandemic world. This should be applied to the small
I work at St. Mary's...always use protection
I work at Starbucks who have been following CDC guidelines and make their employees feel comfortable returning to work.
others.
should be low building capacities.
I work at the convention center and believe that we can social distance safely with smaller conventions/meetings
I work at the Long Beach Convention Center, I feel it is not time to consider opening it back up
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I work at the port, I have been working. We are taking the proper precautions.
I work at the post office and we have markers on the floor where people are to stand in line businesses can continue that practice
I work at the schools as school nurse. I think the nurses will be important at each school site when the schools open to advise regarding
handling of sick students and staff as well as providing a safe environment for school staff and students. Key elem
I work at the university. I would love fine returning to work and the students stay at home.
I work at Trader Joe’s. I don’t think anything else can be done.
I work at UCLA (away from Long Beach).
Opinion: Wearing face masks, disinfecting the area once at midday and once at the end of the day.
I work closely with children
I work directly with the public. I'm not sure I can return back to work and actually work with people until it is deemed safe by health officials.
I work face to face with adults with disabilities. We were already practicing social distancing prior to the stay at home order, this will continue.
distance.
distance.
I work for a city and have been coming into work every day, wearing a mask and maintaining physical distance.
quarantine
I work for a larger company, so I’m working from home til at least July
I work for a non profit at local elementary schools- I won’t be able to work until schools open
I work for a preschool. The office can limit the interaction between coworkers.
room between guests.
I work for a school. Schools should not open til fall
I work for a small audio video company with 6 employees.
I work for a small manufacturing company with 3 employees me included.
I work for a tech company, so cubes are on top of each other.
I work for AT&T as a field tech so I have been working thru the pandemic
major consideration.
I work for city of LA and am essential. So I am still working.
I work for LA County Dept of Health Services at a clinic in LB. We never closed, but immediately implemented social distancing regulations
and drastically scaled back the # of patients allowed in the facility
I work for LA County. Our offices are closed to the public and the number of employees who can be in the office at a time is limited. We
must wear masks. This works very well. Many businesses can implement much of this by limiting how many people can en
return to finish up work.
I work for LBUSD as a substitute teacher & Distancing should be put in place along with less students on campus. For instance only 9th
graders go to school on Mondays and each day has a different grade level for now.
I work for live theatre and entertainment organizations. If we don’t get back to work arts organizations will not be around. Every month that
goes buy cost money with no revenue coming in. Live events will not have money to produce future projects if we c
I work for Long Beach school district. Class sizes need to be smaller and stagger pickup and drop off times.
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I work for parks rec and marine and would like to open all recreation facilities with a lessened number of participants
I work for the city and am at work presently.
I work for the city. I’ve assisted in the support of COVID-19 related needs. However, I’ve also worked with our team for the past nearly two
months from home very successfully and see no need for us to rush back to the office as there is no economic effec
I work for the County parks and rec. We cannot open community centers for regular indoor programming because working with kids and
other public residents social distancing won't work.
I work for the school district and I don’t think it’s safe to return as there are up to 30 kids inside small classrooms, not enough cleaning
supplies and hand sanitizer to protect ourselves.
I work for the school district so I have to follow their guidelines
I work for the U.S. Federal Government so we’ve taken measures to come back using the presidents 1-3 phases
I work from home
I work from home
I work from home
I work From home
I work from home
I work from home
I work from home
I work from home
I work from home
I work from home
I work from home
I work from home
I work from home
I work from home
I work from home
I work from home
I work from home
I work from home
I work from home
I work from home
I work from home & will continue to do so. Addtl will not be traveling for at least the next 6 months.
foreseeable future.
I work from home all the time
I work from home already and can continue to do so indefinitely
I work from home already, so it isn’t a change for me.
I work from home already, so this doesn’t really apply.
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who will return.
I work from home and am not in contact with people other than family with whom I live
I work from home and have not stopped working.
I work from home anyway in medical sales, but would like to have my life return back to normal.
I work from home anyway.....
I work from home but I’d like to able to walk on the beach while social distancing
I work from home but my husband is not working
I work from home but travel Internationally I will discontinue travel til later in the year.
I work from home but we still need to flatten the curve and social distance no matter how how hard.
I work from home currently. I work for a hospital.
I work from home for now.
I work from home full time and my concern isn’t going to the office
enforced.
I work from home n/a
I work from home normally so nothing
I work from home normally so return to work is not an issue for me personally.
I work from home normally so this is not an issue but restoration of certain businesses will go a long way to my being able to go back to get
full-time work again as we are in reduced hours mode due to businesses not needed our services as much during the
I work from home normally, so my employment has actually not been affected directly. I'm happy continuing the lockdown for as long as
necessary, but am sensitive to the needs of people who are out of work while it goes on, and can't afford it. Unfortunate
I work from home normally, so this is not relevant to me, but I would like to see people be able to return to
I work from home now. Potentially permanently.
I work from home or travel to job sites where proper sanitizing is required, enforced, audited regularly.
I work from home so I can already work. When not at home, I work in an office on technology products. I need to keep safe distancing from
others who may spread coronavirus for another few months so that our city can continue to scale treatment options.
I work from home so I’m fortunate enough to not have to be in a physical location. I would want to see how leisure and retail activities are reopened before feeling comfortable frequenting certain establishments. I personally don’t feel comfortable bei
I work from home so it’s not really an issue for me. Though, as eager as I am to return to normal life, I’d rather wait until we are extra extra
sure it’s safe to than be sorry later on.
I work from home so most fortunately my work has not been personally affected in that regard,
I work from home so no issue with the current climate
I work from home so no issue with the current climate
I work from home so this does not affect me.
I work from home so this does not affect me.
I work from home so this is not an issue.
I work from home so this isn’t an issue
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I work from home, but business has declined significantly due to the pandemic.
I work from home, but feel better going out with a mask and gloves and everyone else is too.
I work from home, but from what I see in my limited engagement with the public right now, about 40% of people are not doing their part, and
lifting restrictions will encourage the idea that mandates are for "other people".
I work from home, but I would support it if the people can safely return to work by wearing mandatory masks and enforced by employment
and they practice distancing. Masks should also be mandatory outside at all times. We cannot depend on the people to do
I work from home, but if I didn't, I would want to wear a mask in an indoor setting, distance myself from others, and wear gloves that were
frequently changed in industries such as food service.
I work from home, but my husband works in tv production, and they would need to have a ton of regulations in place to safely restart.
I work from home, I am OK! :)
I work from home, my roommate works at a bar. We need to pay the rent
I work from home, my work life has not changed.
I work from home.
I work from home.
I work from home.
I work from home.
I work from home.
I work from home.
I work from home.
I work from home. However, I will not leave my house until I feel safe. My boyfriend who lives with me is out of work because of the virus.
I work from home. But travel Internationally, currently not traveling.
I work from home. Does not apply.
I work from home. I would rather not go out to work until a proper treatment has been identified
I work from home. I’m already good.
I work from home. I’m already good.
I work from home. This does not apply.
I work from home. This is why I answered “No” for question #9. I have a satellite office in Costa Mesa, but the space is too small to ensure
the current social distancing requirement.
I work in a private office. I am almost never working within 6 feet of someone for more than a couple of minutes. With the occasional use of
a mask, all should be well. It is very low risk.
I work in a bar and people are close to use what makes us think we can’t catch it.
I work in a bar so returning to limited capacity could be financially hard
I work in a big office so I suggest waves of either floors or departments who are allowed back in so we don't all go at once. Something
similar should work for businesses in the city. Malls/ Entertainment/ Restaurants can wait a little more. Or Restaurant
I work in a cubicle by myself. No other person is within 6 feet. If so, masks should be required
I work in a different county, and the restaurants I serve have not been distancing properly, but I can keep mine.
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I work in a hospital and am unable to social distance.
I work in a hospital. We have several covid patients. I feel it is too soon to open the City of Long Beach.
distancing.
distancing is important.
I work in a low volume staff office. My wife works in the personal grooming industry as a hair dresser. He salon has already discussed
limiting traffic during the early days of the re-open and how to address ongoing concerns.
current guidelines.
I work in a power plant and have continued working to keep the lights on
I work in a psych hospital. there is no social distancing
I work in a public Library and when Social distancing first began I witnessed it not being done or not being done properly. Number of cases
still rising, so I'm not ready for places to open
I work in a public school and classrooms are overcrowded and cannot accommodate social distancing. There is also no guarantee students
can abide by the rules. They are children who have been out of school and separated from friends for a long time. I am a
I work in a school and don’t feel safe re-opening schools. Kids have a difficult time keeping distance and washing hands properly.
to work.
I work in a school- tbd
I work in a school. Not sure it can be opened and respect social distancing.
I work in a sit-down fine dining restaurant, so I don't feel comfortable going back to work until there is a known vaccine. I don't believe that
spacing our guests out and wearing facial coverings will work, because I don't think our restaurant will be ab
I work in a skilled nursing facility and practice physical distancing.
I work in a small doctors practice and believe that as long as we limit patients we see and have access to PPE we can continue working.
waiting longer
I work in an essential business. My desk is more than 6 ft from another employee.
office clean.
I work in an nonprofit organization and capable of working remotely. Going into the office at this time is only for printing and supply need to
work from home. I don't see us serving our residents at the office how we would normally organize.
I work in an office - however, I can telecommute.
I work in an office and am capable of social distancing. But necessary measures to amount of people in office must be limited
I work in an office and would continue to work from home to keep distance
I work in an office in Irvine. I could probably return to work under orders requiring masks, gloves and continued distancing.
I work in an office in Los Angeles— my priority is to not physically return to work as I am able to work from home, but rather protect myself
and those around me from the virus by adhering to laws and regulations put in place.
I work in an office in my own cubical, I feel it’s is plenty safe to go back with the same restrictions we had before “stay inside” order. I am
capable of working from home but not sure my company will allow it.
I work in an office in Orange County, but I would feel safe to return if we were on a staggered schedule so that we were rotating half staff in
office, half staff working from home. If all staff was there at the same time, social/physical distancing would
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I work in an office setting and am not sure how physical distancing can work realistically.
I work in an office setting that could allow for limited consistent contact between employees and could have effective distancing policies in
place. However, my office has responded well and has been productive under work from home orders, so a hybrid ret
I work in an office so I’m not sure. Also, we NEED MORE PARKING
I work in an office space with 200 other people. The building has no windows and many of us share an actual office while others are in side
by side open areas. There is no feasible way around this. However, we have successfully worked from home for the pa
I work in an office with an open floor plan and coworkers less than 6 feet away facing me. I also do not have a laptop. The only way I would
feel comfortable going back is if we could safely be 6 feet apart, wear masks while inside and alternate days so n
I work in an office with cubicle walls. All workers sit 6 ft a part.
mask all day.
staggered.
I work in an office, we're essential to the fuel industry. We have been practicting work from home rotations, social distancing in the office,
use of technology for meetings, sanitization protocols, monitoring the office, training, and on-going communica
I work in an open office that is the exact opposite of social distancing. We get each other sick all the time. Plus the 37,000 students on a
crowded campus we are surrounded by people. Even going to the bathroom would require a line.
I work in child care for CSULB. I can’t understand how working with children 6 months to 5 years of age that we could be following social
distancing guidelines. Children need diapers changed, care, and help plus contact with their caregivers. How can youn
I work in construction. We have not stopped working. We are currently wearing face masks, but that was only implemented 2 weeks ago.
Yes it is outdoors, but the work sometimes requires me to be closer than 6 feet from my coworkers. Nobody has come down wi
I work in corporate live events/conferences. I suspect they won’t be happening for a while.
I work in Events and Large Gatherings. I work at Convention Centers and cannot return to work until it is clear to reopen. I do not want to
risk my life by going back to work pre maturely.
I work in health care so I am working still.
I work in healthcare so I will do my best within my limits.
I work in healthcare. I don’t think we should reopen large areas where it is hard to control social distancing. Once the CDC determines it is
safe. We shouldn’t open business rapidly. We need to gradually open business. Places were people can do appointme
19.
I work in Lakewood mall, i don't think being at risk so someone could buy a cool tee shirt is necessary.
I work in large scale department store. Having As little interaction with customers as possible by having curbside delivery or ship to
customer only. Having employer supply ppe and disinfectants for employees. Giving employees time to wash hands on a regu
I work in Los Angeles. I'm not sure my opinion counts for people employed in Long Beach.
I work in my own tiny office so there isn't room for anyone else.
I work in Orange County and may be able to return to work with limits in place such as part time in the office and part time at home.
I work in real estate, so work from home, but office meets with clients is on a schedule.
I work in restaurant , there is no safe place to hide from the virus.
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I work in retail and deal with the public. Our locations sell items that people want to buy but do not have to have. We are a second hand
store that sells clothing and second hand items. I feel that it will be hard for people to stay 6 feet apart and l
I work in retail and social distancing would be non existent if I returned.
capacity limits I. Those stores
I work in retail where a lot of items can be exchanged between myself and the customer without knowing if it's clean. No clear yes or no
I work in schools in Special Education (mild-moderate and moderate to severe-but mostly mod to severe) which requires me to often be
closer to individuals than the 6ft restriction. It would also be difficult to do so when working with young children in mo
I work in small places with few people so I feel I can return when the studios I work at reopen
I work in the dental field and I would feel safer if there was a limit to the amount of patients we saw per day .
For others I think it would be beneficial to stay home longer. But staying home longer and protecting the public means people need to start
getting unemployment or t
I work in the film industry; they are trying to create protocols for us to return to work safely, but maybe not until September.
I work in the grocery industry. We have in place a robust enhanced cleaning regimen and require use of masks and physical distancing. We
are extremely diligent about the cleaning, at least at my store we are. It’s up to everyone to do their part and be di
I work in the healthcare field so I’m not affected as far as going to work. But I see first hand how serious this virus is and it’s too soon to
reopen LB. How about free COVID-19 testing for all of LB residents instead of reopening too soon and having mor
I work in the hospitality industry and I do not want to go back to work until it's safe.
i work in the laboratory at cedars sinai med center we are already practicing precautionary measures for covid
I work in the medical field and we wear mask, practice hand hygiene at all times and 6 feet apart from my colleagues
I work in the medical field so we are still working but with less staff in office to practice social distancing.
I work in the operating room of hospitals so this is not always possible but there is PPE.
I work in the school districts as an itinerant service provider and do not believe physical distancing is sufficient enough to open schools.
Although I'd love to see smaller class sizes finally put into effect, kids are still learning to sneeze into their
I work in the school nurse office and i will begin to limit the amount of students in my office and prioritize students with fevers.
I work in Torrance, so this may not be applicable, but the business I work at has under 20 employees and most have offices with doors that
close. I feel like we should be able to return and just stick to ourselves and do social distancing in the bathroom
I work in Torrance.
I work large scale retail so maybe just a limited capacity of guests
I work mostly from home anyway, and my only out-of-home work is at conferences (all canceled) and in schools (now online).
I work now and its IMPOSSIBLE to stay 6 feet from my co-workers and some people on the street dont stay 6 feet either
cracking down on them .
I work on the port so I am still working
I work online from home, but I worry for friends and neighbors. It’s not safe to return to work, but America does not have a system that
allows for people to survive except from paycheck to paycheck. Please find a way to help everyone make money safely.
I work online.
I work out of a person’s home as a nanny so it’s a little difficult
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i work out of my home but i fly many miles a year
I work outside of Long Beach in an Essential capacity. But if I did work in a sector in LB that was closed, I'd hope to be able to resume work
with all of the necessary safety precautions in place. 33% capacity in restaurants, very tight controls in salon
I work part-time in a two person Doctor’s office so not an issue.
I work primarily remotely but when I do go to my office it is a safe distance from others.
I work remote already, so this would not effect me
I work remote. I don't go into an office
I work remotely
I work remotely - this does not apply
I work remotely ..work hasn't been impacted by Covid.
I work remotely anyway
I work remotely anyway, but my husband manages a restaurant and is really worried about the Governors suggestion to limit capacity.
Basically, he told me that for their store to stay open, it needs to be full capacity. So maybe you can negotiate agreement
I work remotely but am still employed. I can safely go back to work with all individuals tested and a vaccine.
are nonessential.
I work remotely from home so I am already working safely.
I work remotely now and are able to continue to do so with minimal office days.
I work remotely so number 9 is not applicable.
I work remotely to begin with, so I will continue to do that once my company re-opens.
I work remotely.
returning to work before it is safe.
I worked from home even before the shutdown, but I don't think that everything can open up so quickly. There are people out there who
already don't follow the rules, so they may think it's an even bigger free for all if restrictions are lifted.
I worked from home pre-pandemic.
dramatically.
I would feel comfortable returning to the work space as long as the require to wear masks, physical distancing, daily disinfection of facilities,
and a split scheduled use of facilities are in place and honored. If this can’t be put in place, then I chose
I would feel more safe if there was a vaccine that was actively being worked on
I would have answered unknown to the question 9, as i want to do what’s safest as my priority. I am a child therapist with Starview
community services within Lbusd. I am currently doing my job through tele health, which is working to keep me and my client
yet.
I would like to have stagger shifts at my work place as we sit too close together. But I work in OC
Latinx communities.
I would love to return to work but there are still too many opportunities for continued viral spread. Some examples: Elevators are too small
for 2 people to ride safely (not to mention having to push the buttons), stairwells are too narrow if 2 people enc
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I would minimize physical time with other workers, which I can do easily due to the fact that at my workplace, I have my own office. I would
wash my hands often, follow social distancing rules in common areas and sanitize highly touched surfaces often.
A
I would only be comfortable with reopening if everyone has free PPE and comprehensive testing.
I would only consider this safe after a vaccine
I would prefer the city controls the COVID-19. THEN go back to work.
I would prefer to continue to work from home
I would prefer to continue to work remotely from home.
I would rather be extra cautious as I work at a restaurant in a hotel and I would not feel comfortable working and being exposed to the virus
right now. I would take the extra days/weeks to make sure I don’t put anyone at risk, and no one puts me at risk
I would rather not have a second wave or third wave.
I would rather stay home and work until it’s safe. I am in no rush to go back to work in an office.
I would rather wait until we know exactly how.. Where.. When of the virus before getting back to normal.. There's still too many questions
I would support the idea of people returning to the workplace, but for those that need to continue working from home I think that should still
be an option - as long as they can perform their duties remotely.
i"m working now
I’d rather not
I’d rather offices stay closed and working from home be encouraged.
I’ll start with some basics that I’m sure you’re aware of but absolutely need to be part of the re-opening process.
1) No one should be forced to return to work (i.e. make a decision between risking their lives and that of their family or going bankrupt).
I’ll What I need to to keep everyone safe, including only going out when needed, and continuing to wear a mask when going out.
I’m a barista in Seal Beach and I’m working currently. We are take-out only, and we have masks and a sneeze guard. However, I believe we
should close the restroom to customers and serve them outside the store.
fall.
I’m a cook, and I drive Lyft. It’s difficult to keep distant.
I’m a dog walker. I wear a face mask and avoid people who don’t
I’m a firefighter, I’ve been working.
I’m a healthcare worker in position as a CPT I (lab assistant and phlebotomist) I can’t social distance.
I’m a healthcare worker. I think we need to be regularly tested for COVID
I’m a high school teacher, I know it isn't safe to go back to work. There’s no way to practice social distancing in over crowded classrooms.
I’m a nurse at a large hospital. Still working.
I’m a nurse I’m already at work
I’m a nurse so I’m still working.
I’m a nurse. Physical distancing is not an option.
I’m a registered nurse so I’m still working. Please don’t open anything yet.
changes.
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I’m a school teacher. I think it’ll be too hard to respect social distancing in large populated places like this, too soon.
I’m a special ed teacher - Hand washing, keeping social distancing, staying home if symptomatic, testing for immunity; however, we have
NO SPACE for distancing in classrooms (especially in special ed)
I’m a teacher in Long Beach. Bottom line is that it needs to be safe to return to schools and place large amounts of children in small spaces.
I’m a teacher so I think it will be safe by Aug/Sep to return to school. But, my husband can do his entire job from home, in this case,
employees and not employers should dictate when they come back into the office.
I’m a teacher so I’m not returning to work until next school year.
I’m a teacher so it would be difficult to maintain social distancing
I’m a teacher so that depends on how many students are in my class.
I’m a teacher with small classes. We will be safe.
I’m a teacher, so who knows??
I’m a teacher, that seems doubtful.
I’m a teacher, very difficult
I’m a teacher, very difficult
I’m a teacher. I won’t feel safe until Theresa vaccine.
I’m a work at home. Does not apply.
I’m able to work from home and would not feel safe anyone being out and about until we are fully cleared by medical professionals.
I’m actually working as a cashier at a 7 eleven, and I’m a student. I believe that we are still at risk and if the city wants to reopen all business
and public facilities it will take us backward. Some essential businesses can continue open with extreme p
I’m already a remote worker, so WFH hasn’t been anything new for me.
I’m already an essential worker responding to my worksite daily.
I’m already an essential worker.
I’m already an essential worker. I’ve read multiple accounts across the country that the Covid 19 deaths are being padded. Which makes
this entire thing absolutely ridiculous.
I’m already at work
I’m already at work as an essential worker.
I’m already teleworking for the county of Los Angeles, working in public health on a Covid 19 project.
I’m already working
Firefighter
I’m already working as a grocery shopper
I’m already working as a registered nurse at a hospital
I’m already working at City Hall. I appreciate and depend on it being closed to the public for now.
I’m already working in healthcare
I’m already working.
I’m already working. Essential workforce.
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I’m already working. I’m a psychotherapist working through telehealth which I feel comfortable with. I do not feel comfortable seeing clients
face to face. I’m also teaching at a college online. I would not feel comfortable holding class in person.
I’m already working: essential worker
I’m an “essential” worker and was not given the opportunity to stay home
I’m an airline worker, unfortunately it isn’t possible.
I’m an at home caregiver for a paraplegic so I’m already working.
I’m an attorney and can work remotely from home. But I want to see all of the other business open as they can all, at a minimum, implement
the same procedures as Home Depot or Ralph’s with the use of gloves and masks. Nail salons and hair salons can do th
I’m an editor and have been working throughout quarantine
I’m an essential business so we have been working since the SAHO.
I’m an essential employee. I’ve maintained working. I wear a mask at all times while I’m out of the house and stay 6ft away from people.
I’m an essential healthcare worker so we already respect capacity limits and physical distancing
I’m an essential healthcare worker. Doesn’t apply to me
I’m an essential hospital worker, so already working
I’m an essential transportation worker using PPE
I’m an essential worker and haven’t lost my job during this, in fact I’ve been working more. I hope the priority of our city is safety not money.
I don’t think anything should begin to reopen until June at the soonest, and even then a very slow and limite
and possibly wearing masks.
and possibly wearing masks.
to adopt him
I’m an essential worker —-RN.
I’m an essential worker.
I’m an essential worker. I work for Frontier Communication we were given documents stating we were to continue working.
I’m an essential worker—not even the CDC knows enough about the virus to reasonable keep anyone safe.
I’m at work already and having everybody there would make it impossible to do social distancing.
I’m at work doing my social distance
I’m concerned about returning to work until we better understand the virus
I’m concerned about returning to work until we better understand the virus
I’m concerned about returning to work until we better understand the virus
I’m concerned about returning to work until we better understand the virus
I’m concerned about returning to work until we better understand the virus
I’m concerned about returning to work until we better understand the virus
I’m concerned about returning to work until we better understand the virus
I’m contracted and work in a hospital so I will continue to work remotely for a while.
I’m currently working
I’m currently working and at my job we are safely following the physical distancing
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I’m currently working as an essential employee
I’m currently working at the hospital and we wear a mask and keep our distance when we can. And we limit visitors.
I’m currently working from home
distancing.
I’m currently working.
I’m currently working. Disappointed on how many people aren’t taking this seriously
I’m distance teaching & I think it needs to stay that way. The concept that there will be a second wave is very compelling.
I’m essential so I am still working in an office.
I’m essential worker for a dispensary and I wish we would close. I don’t even wish to be at work right now and I have to be.
I’m essential. I work in healthcare. This does not apply as I haven’t stopped working.
I’m in an office. We might need to move desks further apart. Maybe don’t allow congregation in break room.
I’m in construction so I have been working.
compulsive masks.
I’m in sales .. I get paid off commission .. you guys are killing me
I’m nervous that when Long Beach opens back up people will not adhere to the social distancing and many people will get sick. I have
young children who has weak immune systems and CAN NOT get sick.
I’m not comfortable being carrying dirty dishes and half eaten food
I’m not out of work and am a remote employee
I’m not sure as I’m a teacher. The little ones get sick very easily and then pass any illness to other children and then their families.
I’m not sure it’s possible because people do not notice when they’re violating social distancing rules, or they simply do not care. I work at
CSULB and both staff and students seemed unable to keep their distance even in non-crowded areas, when the sixI’m not sure... I’m a teacher .
I’m okay teaching online
I’m really not sure. I work on a college campus, so I think this will require at least (a) more cleaning and disinfecting; (b) where needed PPE
for faculty/staff; (c) appropriate class sizes to accommodate physical distancing in classrooms; and (d) antibo
I’m still working
I’m still working run errands and walk dogs for seniors I no longer go in their house
I’m still working since I work in healthcare
I’m still working.
I’m still working. I didn’t get to shelter at home.
I’m still working.. I’m a healthcare worker
I’m working from home with no restrictions. I support opening with social distancing.
I’m working from home. Our office has too many people, spaced too closely. It’s safer to work from home.
I’m working remotely already
I’ve been working and so far have had zero cases because we are being safe wearing mask, plexiglass, capacity limits, 6ft distancing, strict
sanitation, avoiding densely populated areas.
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I’ve been working the entire time, for a private preschool in OC, serving frontline workers families. We’ve been following new ordered
student to teacher ratios and distancing, along with new cleaning/sanitizing protocols.
I’ve been working this whole time. Both at home and limited driving to my office in LA (no contact with co-workers). I can/will continue to do
so and safely keep my distance from others until it is deemed safe
Iam a essential worker
If a person feels sick, stay home. Take workers temperature when arriving at work.
If authority requires my company to do so
If everyone is complying yes
If everyone practices social distancing and wears masks
if I and all staff are given approved PPE to wear and physical distancing is established to keep everyone safe
If I have to but I dont see the need to have any restrictions
If it’s a small place people 6 ft apart and with PPE even if not health care. PROPER PPEwith n95 masks and very limited amount of people
in the office. Kind of makes it a moot point since enough money may not be generated to stay open. Heath first!!!!!!
If my company can implement social distancing in the office.
If my employer makes it a requirement for all staff to where mask and they make the adjustments in the office for social distancing.
IF my employer, in Long Beach, actually enforces and respects the need to distance.
If people continue to work masks and continue to wash hands
If possible spit shift half employee A Shift, work from home one day. B Shift come in to work, continue till the numbers go down. automatic
sanitizer throughout. wearing mask and physical distancing.
If specific guidelines are in place, such as, gloves, masks, 5ft min spacing.
If staff was reduced in my office and space was maintained or shifts staggered
If staggered schedules. 15 am students 15 afternoon.
If the elderly or ill need to isolate that's fine, otherwise everything should go back to normal.
What do you mean by "my priority is to return to work with respect to capacity limits and physical distancing"?
I have listened to and read multiple experts
if there are proper protocols put into place to protect myself and my loved ones
If they provide a clean working environment, required employees and customers to wear a mask
If we are simply discussing office environments, then workstations should be divided at least with partitions (no Bull-Pens), Restroom
facilities should have touchless fixtures and dispensers / disposable gloves can also be available in restrooms for thos
If we do not allow walk-ins then yes. We would need to adjust our operations.
If we have staggered schedules or spaced-out cubes, I'm not sure about restrooms or public transportation to and from work
If we see a significant decline in the infection rate as more testing becomes available, that's when we should reopen Long Beach more.
Logically we will see a spike as testing becomes more available, but this is because more people have it than we realize
If you are healthy you should be able to resume all activities. Hygiene should be kept diligent at all times.
If you are sick, stay home.
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If you work in environment were you work with 10-50 co-workers in an area where you work in cubicles making sure that there's space in
between, that is, having some workers work from home so it makes one empty space between cubicles who are there working,
i'll continue to work from home.
I'll need barrier at my front desk. I work for charter school in Long Beach, I am front person
I'm a Bartender at Applebees, so minamal bar guest and stools and wear a mask
I'm a City employee, I already am
I'm a college teacher, and online teaching is not nearly as good for my students as in-person discussions (nor is it as good for me, despite
not having a commute right now), but schools would definitely be a place where contagion would occur, so we should
I'm a dental hygienist, so proper PPE and proper air circulation with proper air filters.
I'm a grocery worker so this is already my life.
Im a health care worker and currently working.
I'm a healthcare professional. My work place has performed all recommended sanitization and social distancing measures.
I'm a healthcare worker and have been reporting to work. I do not agree with letting our children return to school.
I'm a healthcare worker. Stay home. People are dying.
I'm a hospital RN, and never stopped working
I'm a massage therapist and most of my work is done with chair massage in a corporate setting. I would feel safe working with clients using
a face mask and gloves. But I wouldn't feel comfortable doing so until after the cases of covid have stabilized for
Im a nurse so we are already practicing 6 feet seperation at the least
Im a nurse. I already do everything I can: frequent hand hygiene, wearing face coverings and social distancing.
I'm a personal trainer, so my profession is very close contact and Hands-On, and I do not feel safe doing so yet... I will continue to host only
online meetings with my clients until I feel it is safe to resume in person meetings
I'm a professor at CSULB. I feel that there can be a return to the classroom for moderate (<40) sized classes, with appropriate hygiene,
health, and physical distancing. Meaning, everyone should be well; everyone should take their temp and do a self welln
I'm a public school teacher and I don't believe it's currently safe to resume public school in-person.
I'm a retired physician who works part time/per diem for L.A. County. I could return to work via telehealth and likely will, but won't enjoy it in
the same way I enjoy direct interaction with patients.
I'm a teacher and hope to start in August as planned.
I feel that by then our situation will be much better.
I'm a teacher so I accept I likely won't be returning to work this school year.
I'm a teacher so smaller class sizes would be essential. Along with lots of cleaning supplies provided
I'm a teacher with LBUSD and working from home.
I'm a teacher, so this will take a lot of careful planning before sending everyone back to school. Require masks to be worn by all and
frequent hand washing and sanitizing would be best. Also, less students at school.
I'm a teacher. A recent study in the UK found that children under 10 neither get the virus or carry it. Schools need to reopen. If school
employees are in an at-risk group, then they should be given the choice to remain at home. https://news.sky.com/story
I'm a teacher. Smaller class sizes are always a better idea. Now they would have to be very small.
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I'm already an essential worker. We do not follow health guides as strictly as we should and it is rather concerning.
Im already at work at a hospital
I'm already at work, we follow all the guidelines but it couldnt hurt to have the seating arranged to enforce social distancing mandates.
I'm already working (essential)
I'm already working as a remote employee for my out-of-state company. Work from home is my standard work environment.
Im already working at a bank. While we can control inside, Many times before opening we have a mass gathering outside our doors with NO
social distancing. I would like to see more help before we get there. The first and third of the month are always the b
I'm already working in public admin in downtown l.a.
I'm already working, but we are alternating days between co-workers
I'm already working. It is hard to control physical distancing with those that just don't care.
I'm an essential business worker, so I have continued to work.
I'm an essential grocery worker that is already at work.
I'm an essential in healthcare, I've been working.
I'm an essential tier 1 worker
I'm an essential worker
I'm an essential worker
public.
Im an essential worker and have been working.
I'm an essential worker in my industry and have been practicing these aspects already.
I'm an essential worker, still working.
I'm an essential worker. I've been working all through this.
I'm an independent contractor that works from home, so I'm able to social distance easier than most.
I'm and "essential" worker with a modified remote/go to work schedule. I'm currently working, but still feel we need to work remotely until
the number of deaths significantly reduce or we could have a rebound effect like the pandemic of H1N1 in 1918. W
I'm capable of being intelligent, educated, and hygienic.
I'm currently doing this as an essential business
what.
I think some things need to reopen for people's sanity and mental health. We can't be sheltered for forever. Th
i'm currently telecommuting but willing to go into work by following the basics (masks/face covering, hand washing, etc)
I'm currently working
I'm currently working as an RN at LBMMC
I'm currently working at an essential business
I'm currently working onsite (majority are at home) and at home.
I'm currently working.
I'm currently working.
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I'm essential and have been going to work this whole time and will continue. We have purchased no touch thermometers for all of our sites
and will follow CDC and public health guidelines.
I'm essential. I have been working this whole time
I'm fortunate my job can be done in its entirety at home thanks to technology.
I'm fortunate that I'm a legal assistant in a law firm where all attorneys have been working remotely for the last 4-1/2 weeks. It's working
well. I'm also there to get people back online if they kicked off the VPN.
I'm fortunate to be working remotely.
I'm higher risk so I probably won't go back to work until the cases rate are much lower.
I'm in the film/TV industry, so ... no.
I'm longshoreman in the ports of Long Beach and LA. We've never stopped working. We're so called essential workers. We follow all
guidelines in place by the government to be in public safely. Social distancing and PPE..and also we disinfect our equipment
I'm lucky, I'm still working, and currently WFH. I'll return to the "office" when it safe not to have to wear masks. To me that means... not just
a flattened curve, or a rounding curve, but a curve that has projected down for weeks, and does not rebound
I'm not sure what to put here - I'm not the one making the rules for my employer?
Im not sure. Im a teacher and am concerned about class sizes and the fact minors may be asymptomatic. Online learning has been
incredibly difficult to engage students, about 10% are showing up regularly and completing assignments. Im not sure what the w
I'm not sure. I work in an office where the entire space is open seating with few windows that open. Even with capacity limits, I am
concerned breathing in the ac air. Everyone always caught each others cold and flu during those seasons so there wouldn't
I'm really concerned about air circulating in office buildings and classrooms spreading the disease. When offices crank their ac against the
summer heat, it's going to spread droplets around.
I'm still working
I'm still working
Im still working and physical distancing is being implemented as well as masks/cleanliness
I'm still working currently (in healthcare)
I'm still working for a medical office and I feel it is too soon to reopen until people start following the stay and home order. Too many people
are at the beach parks without social distancing or wearing masks
I'm unclear on questions 9 and 10.
I'm Workin on Monday s when no body else is there
Im working
I'm working at home & will resume at the office according to my company, local & state rules/guidelines
Im working from home
I'm working from home, and will social distance, we will return after 06/08/2020 to LBCC.
I'm working remotely currently.
Implementing social distancing and wearing masks should be added as required things if we are to return to work.
Implementing strong sanitation standards and safety processes
Implementing work from home a few days a week on a rotating schedule so the office isn’t at 100% capacity like before.
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Imploring those with symptoms or those around people with symptoms to stay home, as well as those at risk to exercise greater caution
such as face masks or avoiding crowded areas.
Impossible with my job. Airline employees. Mass testing for everyone. Masks required.
Impossible, hairdresser
Impossible, my company of hundreds is located in a skyscraper of thousands.
Impossible.
In a classroom it’s impossible
hand sanitizer, social distancing.
In a restaurant I feel that it is imperative to have significant physical distancing of guest. I would personally feel comfortable returning to my
work at Parker's Lighthouse if I was provided with proper PPE (facial coverings, hand sanitizer) and if phy
In an office environment// more Space between desks or barriers so desk neighbors can’t cough or sneeze on you
In my office, We can self regulate the number of people in the office to remain safe. I believe that more of the above business types can
also be opened, than I indicated, through self regulation. Firmly believe that testing and contact tracing is an imp
In- person work is not necessary for my position so the risk seems unjustified.
in some cases
In the some way still do what we are doing but with a little freedom to do things
Increase immune system support, eating healthy, resting and hand washing
INCREASED HAND HYGIENE, MASKS AS NEEDED
Increased hand washing requirements for all employees, disinfecting all surfaces, wearing face covering (staff and clients).
Increased sanitation. Wearing a masks and have my clients wear masks.
Increased testing, very minimal contact with others, 6 ft distance capabilities, wearing masks, limited people in these places.
Increasing construction
Increasing social distance to 8 feet, wearing 2 to 3 ply cloth face covering within 15 feet of others, require businesses to disinfect their
facilities prior to individual customer use (i.e. keypads, counters, tables, chairs, etc), require businesses to
Individual cubicles 6 feet apart. Hand washing and sanitizing stations more accessible. Use of face coverings. Stay home if sick.
Initially require masks and 6' social distancing. Perhaps temperature readings upon entry. Business should re-open to 25 - 50% capacity.
Business should be freed from covid19 liability but not negligence...... customers should be required to have proper h
Install pled glad shield enclosing sure, require masks, limit number of people in area, require sanitizers, clean all equipment every few hours
It
It can work if we try
It can’t be done. I work in pharmacy/retail and it’s almost impossible to function effectively. People get close to you to talk, you have to work
in small spaces. This is all with social distancing orders on place.
It depends... I either work from home (no changes needed) or have to travel by plane to another location. I think my biggest exposure risks
are on plane flights, so I would want to see spacing and masks on the flights.
It has to be enforced, and I don’t think my boss will care too much. Also they are making us bring our own masks.
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It is more important to fight the virus with the economic support of our government while staying at home rather than attempting to tiptoe
around the virus by slightly opening up and risking a stronger outbreak.
It is not possible to work in my work environment and social distance
It is not safe to return.
It is not safe yet. We need to remain at home.
it is not safe!
It is possible to maintain social distancing in careers that do not allow crowds
(sun).
enact your own precautions.
In regards to the general population in which the factual numbers from the CDC and
IT IS TOO EARLY TO REOPEN! RENT FORGIVENESS. HOUSING FOR ALL. HAZARD PAY. RENT FORGIVENESS. HOUSING FOR
ALL. SICK PAY. DEBT FORGIVENESS. NO DETENTIONS.
It is unclear what respondents are being asked to do, here.
It will be safer to interact in public spaces if the City provides portable hand washing stations in front of parking lots, businesses, and parks
so we can wash as soon as we get out of cars/busses/bikes, and again as soon as we leave the store/resaurant/
It won’t be let’s return to business as usual but maybe transition folks back to telecommuting half days.
It would be hard to return to work , I work at the Hilton downtown and we have a lot of employees, I’m a mother of two and my youngest is 6
months and id be to scared to go to work and come home to my kids .
It would be impossible in my line of work to keep social distancing and sanitation requirements.
It would be nice to see selected high risk patients with spaced out appointments so they are limited to exposures.
It’s impossible to return now. People refuse to follow simple guidelines.
spaces like elevators.
It’s not rime to reopen. People are not respecting the stay in house orders. Please don’t respect the social distancing. I feel if the cities are
reopened it going to create domino effect and the numbers will peak again causing the pandemic to become more
It’s not safe yet
It’s not safe yet
It’s possible
be out has about on the streets.
It’s too early
It’s too early to open the state
It’s too early to return to work. We need to fight the virus and reduce the cases. Opening back up now will result in a second wave.
It’s too soon. I have the privilege of working from home, thankfully! I understand many cannot do the same, hold off on collecting rent and
collecting on loans instead of bending to capitalism. The needs and well being of the people should be prioritized
It’s too soon. My office is open cube space so social distancing is not possible. I’m very worried.
If classroom sizes were smaller, maybe they could not sit as close. We only have about 3 classes per day since we are block schedule,
disinfe
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Its impossible. If things open up I won't be spending any money.
It's not up to me as I work at a university. However, I don't expect that we will be back on campus until the fall.
Its over i didn't die. Open it up
should remain in place.
pedestrian metropolis
I've actually been working still since the stay-at-home order was still issued. I have been working a lot without a coworker for the majority of
my shift, but when I am with my coworker, my distancing is more than 6 feet when we are working during our bri
I've been at work. I'm essential. Based on my experience, neither of these has been successful.
I've been working during the entire Stay At Home order along with 80 other people that, as adults, have managed to social distance and use
PPE all on our own without government officials having to baby sit us.
I've been working since this started.
I've been working under Covid-19 conditions and respect these conditions.
Jheny R Molina
Just being respectful of peoples space, which I know is a stretch and practicing simple hygiene in terms of sanitizing, not going out if you
aren't feeling well, respecting that people are having different approaches to this.
is getting back out there.
just outline the criteria and businesses will figure it out safely
Just use 6 feet of separation everywhere for a month. Masks are known to be ineffective, are not 100 perfect safe and are pointless and
unsafe to continuously breath your own particles.
keep 6 feet apart,wear a mask avoid re opening large scale groups such as schools,sports and concerts at this time as virus will spread
rapidly through these areas. Follow what grocery stores have done, that seems to work.
Keep 6 feet away from each other, wear masks all the time
keep a safe distance, wear masks when necessary
Keep distance and face masks
Keep distance and wear masks and wash hands
Keep my distance, wash hands regularly.
keep social distancing with 6feet apart and everyone wearing masks. Perhaps even take temperatures when entering buildings. There are a
lot of people that may have corona virus and can infect others that can die.
Keep the 6' distance, washing hands after touching something that someone else may have touched.
Keep the distance
Keep the stay at home nothing has changed the virus is still killing people.
Keep wearing mask even if we have to wear for a year
Keeping 6 feet apart at all times
Keeping 6 feet apart wearing masks and temoeratures being taken to make sure people don't have this deadly desease.
Keeping 6 feet apart, installing see thru barriers at my desk
Keeping 6 feet apart, wearing a mask, engaging in frequent hand washing and wiping down my work area before and after I start work.
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keeping 6 feet apart,wear a mask and perhaps have businesses take people temperature before entering the building. Corona Virus isn't
gone, it is still out there the only thing that has changed is the population staying inside. Our economy needs to get ba
Keeping 6 feet away and wearing a mask while in the office.
frequently.
Keeping 6 foot difference, washing hands, staying home if sick, using hand sanitizer, meetings with Zoom or other, reduce face to face
meetings, no guests at office, masks available if desired.
Keeping 6 foot distance between work stations. Associates wearing masks when at work. Closing lunchroom meeting areas or one person
to a table designed for up to six people.
keeping 6 ft away
Keeping 6 ft away from others
Keeping 6 ft distance, wearing a MASK ALL THE TIME IN PUBLIC.
Keeping 6 ft distancing and making sure people at work are not sick.
locations.
Keeping 6ft a part, wearing masks, wearing gloves, washing hands when needed.
Keeping 6ft apart from other co workers
Keeping 6ft away and wearing masks
safe for me.
Keeping 6ft distance and wearing a face mask
Keeping 6ft physical distance from clientele. Frequently cleaning workspace with hospital grade disinfectant and cleaning commonly
touched areas afterevery use. Providing disposable ogloves to clientele
frequently.
Keeping a 6-foot distance and wear a face mask in a room or office while other people are present.
Keeping a 6foot distance. Wearing a mask
Keeping a distance between co- workers and their clients. Hairstylists are always maintaining cleaning and sterilization standards. Wearing
a mask , and as much as it is possible having the client do the same. For the most part clients are facing front ,
Keeping a distance of 6 feet and stay home if I'm sick
Keeping a distance, wear gloves, and masks.
Keeping a distance, wearing a mask, hand washing
keeping a distance, wearing a mask, not coming in when sick, and by sanitizing materials properly
Keeping a limit of kids per class
so as needed.
Keeping a safe distance
keeping a safe distance from others
vaccinated to go back to work.
Keeping a safe distance, wearing a face-covering, and gloves.
Keeping a safe distance, wiping down surfaces, wearing a face mask inside.
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Keeping a social distance as much as possible.
Keeping a social distance, wearing gloves and a mask
Keeping a special distance and wear a mask
keeping an appropriate distance and practicing hygiene standards.
Keeping apart from others and Lysol
Keeping appropriate distance between others and wearing facial covering when within close proximity.
Keeping area sanitized, wearing a mask, distancing
Keeping at least 6 feet away from co-workers & wear the appropriate masks
Keeping clean hands and wearing PPE and keeping a distance
keeping cleaning supplies handy.
keeping current mask precautions and distance precautions while maintaining common area clean
Keeping deliveries no contact.Make PPE widely available. Testing resources.
Keeping distance
Keeping distance
Keeping distance
keeping distance and ppe
Keeping distance and wearing my protect gear.
Keeping distance between employees. Maintaining disinfecting and cleaning supplies. Monitoring employees and health.
Keeping distance from others, wearing mask, frequently washing hands and surfaces
keeping distance of at least 6 feet
regular hand washing
regular cleaning crew sanitizing
having masks available for wearing and for giving to guests or co-workers as the need may arise
having testing available if faced with a possible contamination situa
keeping distance, mask , and proper disinfectant available for door, restroom and kitchen area.
Keeping distance, no big meetings
Keeping distance, wearing a mask as needed, washing frequently.
Keeping distances from others around me. Sanitizing desks, chairs, equipment
Keeping distancing, wearing masks and enforce prevention (hand washing etc)
Keeping employee numbers down and working in an office
keeping everyone 6 ft apart and wearing mandatory face coverings.
Keeping everyone safe means shelter in place
Keeping everyone with underlying conditions and the elderly isolated
Keeping face masks on for a little while longer
Keeping hands/work space clean. Keeping distance to others. Not coming to work if feeling sick.
Keeping my distance
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Keeping my distance and staying home when I feel sick
Keeping my distance and wear a face mask
Keeping my distance and wearing a mask
Keeping my distance from colleagues, wearing a mask, and washing my hands.
Keeping my distance from other co-workers, keeping clean hygiene as I did prior.
Keeping my distance from others, wearing my face mask, washing my hands frequently and any other suggested preventative measures
Keeping my distance from people.
Keeping my distance keeping clean not going to work if any sick symptoms come upon me related or non related to covid-19
Keeping my distance, wearing a mask if necessary and continue washing hands and Sanitizing areas needed
Keeping my distance..wearing a mask also
Keeping my distancing
Keeping my office clean. Checking in with clients on how they feel their health is. Washing my hands frequently and providing hand
sanitizer. Keeping the flow of people in and out at a minimum so there are no.crowds in waiting area
keeping my office door closed at all times, with no contact with other staff, which is almost impossible.
keeping my personal distance
Keeping myself and work are clean
Keeping myself safe .
keeping our social distancing, don't congregate in offices, wear masks as needed, wash hands OFTEN, if you are sick stay home, take
temperatures at office if needed before work
keeping physical distance and temperature checking
Keeping physical distance aswell as prioritizing sanitation
Keeping safe distance with stations separate 6 feet apart and wearing proper attire (mask and gloves)
Keeping safe distance, maintaining infection control practices like wearing mask, hand hygiene
Keeping safe distance, maintaining infection control practices like wearing mask, hand hygiene
Keeping several feet of distance between myself and my peers.
Keeping six feet distance from other people and wearing a mask and protective gloves
Keeping social distance
Keeping social distance
Keeping social distance and wearing a mask.
Keeping social distance from coworkers and wearing a mask
Keeping social distance, if I feel sick staying home, wearing masks when necessary, washing hands
Keeping social distance, washing hands frequently and wearing a mask when I closer proximity to other workers less than 6’ away
Keeping social distance, wear a mask, wear gloves if necessary.
Keeping social distance, wearing mask
Keeping social distancing
Keeping social distancing and wearing mask 24/7
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Keeping space by distancing and keeping hygienic conditions. Common sense.
Keeping students at the respected distance and having the desks and chairs whipped down after every class
Keeping the current guidelines
Keeping the people at most risk HOME.
Keeping the strict 6 ft rule and wearing masks when around others, hand washing and antibacterial availability
Keeping to myself or shaking people's hands
Keeping up with the 6ft apart rule and having tk wear a mask
Keeping work area clean.
Keeping your distance and have a mask on at all times..
Kids back in school or in summer camps
Knowing if / and when I do not feel good to stay at home. Keep hands washed.
Laid off due to COVID 19
Large office area
Large scale testing and making decisions based on science
large scale testing with results
Less people allowed in one place
Less people in restaurants and disinfecting every 30 min
Less students , half in the Morning half in the afternoon
distance a part.
Less touching contact, such as with gloves
Let’s social distance and wear masks
Letting us go back to work, no changes to usually space or quantity of people
light scheduling only and lock door and allow scheduled appointments only
Likely by wearing a mask and having updates on the current COVID-19 status from the city.
Limit amount of people in 1 gathering
Limit amount of people in building. Encourage work from home when possible. Extra cleaning of high touch surfaces (copiers, handles,)put
up plexi spit guards around workspace
Limit amount of people in stores, temperature checks at entrances, appointment only where necessary. I work in healthcare, and am unable
to safely return to work currently.
Limit amount of workers and customers based on business sq ft.
Limit capacity and physical distance is a must for schools for example if a high schools hold 4,000 students cut to 2,000 15 students per
class each class from 6 or8 classes cut to 4 or 3 each class 40mins long students must wear gloves and mask. Hair /n
Limit capacity. Return in small groups. Limit areas of access. Prioritize who returns and when. Limit the number of days in the office to two
or three days to start. Some people may perform all their duties at home - and maybe do a better job there. Clea
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Limit exposure to others
(I work from home anyway so my work has not been impacted)
home where possible.
Limit number of employees. Stager employees hours and days off. Utilize work at home options
Limit number of people in a facility so they can be safely spaced apart. I believe Masks are a very important tool. An employee of
establishment would need to be assigned and responsible to oversee. This works now for markets and Costco.
Limit number of people in office
Limit numbers in stores, offices. Distance awareness and positioning. Require and supply mask and protective wipes and sanitizers.
Limit occupancy, wear gloves and mask around people
Limit people , safety measures like mask and gloves
Limit people around me and social distancing
Limit the amount of people in the lobby to two at a time. Schedule appointments 20 minutes apart.
Limit the amount of people inside workspace and continue to practice social distancing, wearing masks ect
partitions between cubicles.
Limit the number of employees per day at a workplace. For example, limit to 50 people per day per 50,000 Square foot facility. Provide
business guidance for employee symptom screening each time they enter a facility. The same set up can be applied to othe
Limit the number of students in class.
limit the number of students in the room.
Limit unnecessary public contact.
limited access to student and reduction to on campus classes
Limited capacity
limited days/hours of work, and city, county, state regulation and orders strictly enforced.
Limited entry with social distancing in office. Face masks and wipe downs of high touch areas.
limited interaction with business associates. Small company, should not be that dificult.
Limited number of employees in office , no visitors in office
Limited number of folks in the office
limited number of people, require mask
Limited occupancy
Limited people within the setting
Limited seating in restaurants, monitoring how many people are in business, wearing masks
Limited time on campus, PPE and social distancing, virtual classes.
Limited to 3x per week on site, the remainder remotely
Limited workers at any given time. Swing shifts & mix of working from home & in office
Limiting # of people allowed in one space at the same time. Keeping the 6ft distancing.
limiting access to the office by appointment only and requiring disinfectant after each client and wearing a mask
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Limiting amount of people
Limiting amount of people allowed in facility. Making masks mandatory making social distancing mandatory
Limiting bar/restaurant capacity if you must. People should chose to go out at their own risk, much like the choice to drive a car or drink
alcohol, both of which are oftentimes fatal. Instead of requiring people to stay indoors alone, perhaps they should
limiting capacity and keeping masks a requirement
Limiting capacity only taking appointments and no double booking
Limiting capacity to allow for appropriate distances. Customer limits,
limiting capacity, constant cleaning, require masks,
Limiting capacity, sanitizing all areas after service, taking precautions with masks and gloves
Limiting capacity, wearing PPE, social distancing.
Limiting classroom sizes, providing protective gear to faculty, staff, and students,
Limiting clients in the facility at one time. Cleaning after each client.
Limiting contact with coworkers
limiting contact with others and following proper hygene
Limiting customers and everyone wear a mask
Limiting customers in store, plenty of room to distance, stay behind counter, lots of cleaning/sanitation
Limiting customers. Keeping areas clean wearing mask and gloves
Limiting Employees, alternating shifts with less hours
Limiting face to face meetings and interactions with large groups.
Limiting guests
Limiting how many clients are in the building at a time
Limiting how many people are in a office
office.
Limiting in person direct contact, installing plexiglass barriers.
Limiting my contact
Limiting number of children in and around an area at once
Limiting number of clients who enter the building, and maintaining physical distancing by marking floor (much like grocery stores).
Limiting number of customers at one time.
Limiting number of employees and customers at any given time. Ensuring social distancing
Limiting number of patients in our waiting room
Limiting number of people allowed in business at a time
Limiting number of people allowed inside the bank, limiting transactions and staying 6 feet apart
limiting number of people within a locale; limiting work hours; including multiple shifts for greater employment and accessibility to services
for more people - but fewer at a time; limit entrance to library similar to that currently of grocery stores; m
Limiting number of team members in the office at once, expanding permanent remote and virtual work options, limit communal food and
kitchen access, mandate additional sanitizing procedures and resources, and implement wearing of masks and other protective
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Limiting people in place of work
Limiting people per square foot. Enforcing masks. I think a curfew could help keep order. Grants or funding made to the beauty industry to
make improvements to help protect worker and client.
I’m worried that Antibody testing could be useless. For e
Limiting the amount of activities or places I travel whether it is visiting an office building, retail environment, and outdoor parks. Continuing to
practice social distancing and wearing a mask. Limiting travel to non-essential places to once a week (if
limiting the amount of patients we see daily and by testing each on of them
Limiting the amount of people allowed in buildings.
Limiting the amount of people coming inside and checking temperatures of everyone and not allowing anyone sick to work.
Limiting the amount of people I seee
Limiting the amount of people I will be exposed to as well as being cautious of sanitation before after and during seeing a client.
Limiting the amount of people in any given room/area to safely distance, making sure everyone wears a mask. I am currently still working in
an essential business, and we are planning to continue those safety measures until further notice.
Limiting the amount of people in the building at one time
Limiting the amount of people in the space. Wearing masks. Distancing.
Limiting the amount of people, face coverings, practicing social distancing, & regular sanitation of workspace.
Limiting the capacity of costumer and following the safety guides
Limiting the distance and volume of students in the department office
limiting the number of colleagues and students I interact with, or limiting the number of people in the same room. Also, I might be safe at
work if we create cleaning/handwashing protocols and all commit to wearing masks or other necessary PPE.
Limiting the number of customers in my restaurant
Limiting the number of customers into the space
Limiting the number of days in the office and permit wfh
limiting the number of employees who come in each day, requiring (and having the business provide) the necessary protective and cleaning
equipment, enough time to thoroughly clean between visits/people/shifts
Limiting the number of guests in the office and clearly delineating 6 foot boundaries.
Limiting the number of people from the public allowed to enter the building.
public areas at least until June.
limiting the number of people in the building
limiting the number of people in the building, having PPE, and barriers.
Limiting the number of people in the office
Limiting the number of people working in the office at one time. Maybe rotate staff. I am able to work remotely well, so I personally only
need to go into the office once a week to do tasks that I can only accomplish at the office
Limiting the number of physical therapy patients I see so less people are in the clinic at one time.
service and social distant work.
Limiting the number of students in a class.
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limiting the number of workers and guests in the office. Require masks be worn. Require social distancing. encourage the use of technology
and have as many workers as possible work from home.
Limiting the numbers of people allowed to park in the parking lot and come inside the facility, mandatory requirement that masks be worn,
requiring that people inside the facility can only go in one direction so that it is not necessary for them to pass t
Limiting those who have been diagnosed as positive and recoporated from going about normally. This could cause another flare up.
Limiting who comes in and out of my resource center, cleaning/disinfecting surfaces and safe/clean working practices
Limiting work to what can be completed within a single office per person. Alternating personnel working in-office and working from home.
Implementation of changes to event attendance.
Limits physical distance, have the opportunity to wash hands frequently
lines at the door 6 ft apart. only a few in at a time
Listen to QUALIFIED professionals about when and how people should return to work.
Listening to experts.
Lives are more important than the economy!
Living my life.
Long Beach residence have done a fantastic job maintaining distance.
Look i a
as they see fit
Lost my job because of covid so I'm not sure
Lost my job, due to coronavirus.
guards to protect each other
Lowering capacity limits indoors and enforce a city wide mask requirement as well as social distancing enforcement
Luckily, I am able to work from home without much impact on my productivity.
Lysol
maintain 6 feet apart from others and wear a mask. The virus is still out there I strongly believe why our numbers have stabilized is because
we have all been home for 2 months. Please re open safely by re opening some not all businesses. For example do t
Maintain 6 feet wear a mask. Re opening smaller scale businesses will help our economy. Busineses can do what our grocery stores do.
Allow a certain number in with masks and 6 feet apart.
maintain 6 ft distance. wear a mask
Maintain a clean environment
maintain current orders for face coverings and hand washing
Maintain distance continue wearing a mask
Maintain safe distance. Pretty easy!
Maintain social distancing. My work place limits one person per table during breaks and provides sanitizers around the work place and
gloves if needed along with face masks
Maintain social distant, face masks, limit the number of people.
maintaining 6 feet apart and wear masks. People need to do this for everyone to be safe!
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Maintaining 6 feet distance and wearing a mask
Maintaining 6 feet distance between colleagues and wearing a mask.
Maintaining 6 feet distance, wear masks at all times, disinfect after ourselves
Maintaining 6 feet distance. Limiting crowds to 10 or fewer. Increasing transactions to non-face to face (increase use services online).
Maintaining 6 feet is separation and wearing a face covering
Maintaining 6 feet of distance, wearing a mask, washing my hands and using hand sanitizer.
Maintaining 6 feet, continue face masks
Maintaining 6 foot rule.
maintaining 6 foot social distancing recommendation, washing hands frequently, limiting in person meetings when possible
Maintaining 6+ft distance from others, washing hands, and avoid touching surfaces (door handles) when it is possible.
Maintaining 6-10 ft distance from peer and wear face mask at all times in the office or in contact with people who I do not live with
contact
Maintaining a 6ft distance limit and practicing recommended hygiene.
Maintaining a one person at a time occupancy in my workplace.
Maintaining a safe distance and wearing a face mask
Maintaining a safe distance away from peers and still wearing face mask and gloves.
Maintaining a safe distance, washing my hands and wearing a mask.
Maintaining a safe distance.
Maintaining a steady decline in cases for perhaps a month or two
Maintaining adequate distance, disinfecting high traffic areas, wearing masks, following the guidance of health experts.
Maintaining all social distancing - making sure all coworkers understand what that means
maintaining appropriate hygiene and distancing
maintaining distance and make it mandatory that anyone experiencing any cold or flu like symptoms stay at home
Maintaining distance and regularly sanitizing my work station.
Maintaining distance, washing all frequently used surfaces such as doorknobs,railings,handles,and extra.
Maintaining good hygiene and following local and government guidelines.
Maintaining my own personal hygiene related to my personal needs.
Maintaining physical distancing, wearing a mask, washing hands, not going if feeling ill, using common sense.
minimizing
Maintaining proper hand washing techniques, decreasing face touching.
maintaining safe distance from colleagues, only working from my own desk
Maintaining safe distance, wearing masks, and employing heightened hygiene measures (i.e. hand washing stations).
Maintaining safe distances, staying at home when having either cold or flu symptoms. Avoiding crowded areas.
Maintaining sanitation and disinfecting commonly used areas. Keep stricter capacity of people entering stores such as Costco and Trader
Joe’s. Be cautious and advise people to stay home or where mask when out.
Maintaining social distance
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Maintaining social distance, frequent hand washing, staying home until fever free for 72 hours
Maintaining social distancing
Maintaining social distancing
Maintaining social distancing and staying at home when possible. No unnecessary trips to places because of boredom.
maintaining social distancing and wearing a face mask.
Maintaining social distancing washing hands frequently
Maintaining social distancing, wearing a mask, washing hands regularly, and disinfecting my area regularly. Only working at the office when
necessary. Perhaps working from home 80%, working in office 20%. Restricting in-person meetings.
Maintaining space, masks, and hand washing
Maintaining the 6 ft recommended between me and others, washing my hands and using hand sanitizer.
Maintaining usage of a mask- proper hand washing and adequate distancing.
Maintaining usage of a mask- proper hand washing and adequate distancing.
maintaining(sanitizing) office /business on a daily - continue using zoom for meetings- use online services preferably or schedule
appointments to control the number of people in the space.
Maintaning social distancing and face masks
Major changes in how schools operate. I’m a teacher.
Major changes to daily routines, schedules, procedures
Make sure employers implement social distancing at work and require face masks until deemed lower risk.
Making appointments to barbers, nail salons, and restaurants.
making certain we are 6ft in distance, wearing mask and hand sanitizer is at the entrance of every building or room.
Making free virus and antibodies testing widely available. Free vaccinations when available.
Making it a point to social distance and wear a mask.
Making it mandatory for patients to wear masks in our waiting room, and use hand sanitizer upon entry
Making it mandatory for establishments to require mask to be worn and proper seating distancing.
Making sure all businesses have mandatory masks required sign and social distancing rules posted.
Only allowing limited amount of people to enter for the safety of everyone even.
Making sure businesses are adhering to social distancing and providing their employees with guaranteed paid sick leave, increased
cleaning, proper PPE if necessary, and changes to layouts to adhere to social distancing
Making sure desks are at least 6' apart. Lunchrooms should be kept closed. Bathrooms, limited number of people access
Making sure face coverings are required, all business must provide hand sanitizers & soap, and people must continue abiding 6 ft social
distancing at all times (this means limiting amount of people in restaurants, movie theaters, and retail stores).
making sure facilities are maintaining high levels of sanitation, testing a wide number of residents
distancing feet rule.
Making sure larger employers are protecting employees
Making sure my work is prepared
Making sure others still respect distancing and sanitation.
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Making sure people are properly distancing with audible reminders
Making sure sanitizing station are in place and fade masks
Making sure social distance is taken seriously and masks with hand washing. If you feel sick or have family members/people you've been
around who is sick then stay home.
Making sure that all retailers both large and small are respecting social distancing. having my employer insure that meeting rooms and
work areas are set up in a way to allow/encourage physical separation
Making sure that I and colleagues are 6 ft apart and all things are kept sanitary.
Making sure that if I am sick to stay home, making sure coworkers are not sick and if they are to send them home. Making sure that we
keep practicing social distancing, wearing masks, wiping down and disinfecting our work areas periodically, everyone sta
Making sure that nobody will have to stay away from each other.
Making sure the company is following distancing guidelines, providing protections, and wearing masks.
Making sure there is space between me and my coworkers.
making sure to steer clear of others in hallways and common areas, sticking to my office mostly, washing hands frequently.
Management Using the seating chart as a guideline for very limited number of workers on the floor. Adjust their schedules to maybe one or
two weeks on and one or two weeks off (telecommuting). Ask workers to voluntarily telecommute if they can or prefer.
mandate masks worn by all; sanitizing frequently used areas on a regular basis; frequent handwashing (every half hour); temperature taking
and screening upon arrival to work every day; for those who can work from home still requiring that they work from h
Mandated protocol from management. Currently a grocery store employee and we have many systems in place like separated break room
tables, masks, people walking around to police us to make sure we and customers are abiding
Mandating everyone wear masks. Have stores and venues take temperatures before people enter. Allow college to socially distance in
classrooms by having half of students zoom in from home and other half attend class in person.
Mandatory employee safety meetings to ensure we're all being safe and are equally informed and understand protocols
Mandatory face masks and strict distancing and disinfecting
Mandatory hand hygiene, social distancing, and all workers should have a “refresher” education on hand hygiene.
Mandatory Masks and 6 ft Social Distancing
Mandatory masks at all time within the workplace.
mandatory masks at work, enhanced cleaning, and enforced capacity limits in private and public offices
Mandatory masks, mandatory hand sanitizers, mandatory monthly testing of all employees at businesses employing more than 20 workers.
Manufacturing
Many (but not all) of my patient appointments via telemedicine.
Many people can work remotely from home using computers and phones. This is terrific. The workers I am thinking about mostly right now
are healthcare workers. California is not ... enough to listen to President Trump and the mayor of Las Vegas and deci
Mask
Mask and 6 feet apart. Grocery stores seem to have a good plan during this time. They only let inside a certain number of people in who
wear a mask and are 6 feet apart with a plexi glass at cashier window.
Mask and 6-foot distancing
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Mask and cleaning
Mask and gloves
Mask and gloves safe distance
Mask and shield and hand sanitizer employees and visitors
Mask and social distancing
mask and space
Mask wearing and social distancing
Mask wearing, distancing
mask wearing, thorough cleaning daily, and regular hand washing.
Mask went out in the community. Good hygiene Before and after I leave my house or place of work.
Mask worn, temperature taken, hand washing, testing
Mask, distancing, hand washing and purel
Mask, distancing, temp checks, and other precautions
Mask, gloves when needed, avoiding crowds
Mask, hand washing, physical distance, surface washing, COVID-19 testing, contact tracing
Mask, no contact physically, maintain distance
Mask, proper hygiene, staggered work schedule to limit number of people.
Mask, washing hands, hand sanitizer, limiting my visits to really only what I need.
Mask. Distance from others
mask. frequent handwashing. work from home as much as possible. access to testing if necessary.
Mask. Hand washing. Temperatures taken daily.
Mask; keep distanced, avoid crowded spaces
masking everyone and wearing gloves.
Masking upon entry and exit as well as whenever in the same department when 6' or less distancing is not feasible. I currently am working
in a department of a hosptial where I practice this.
Masking, distancing and respecting.
Masking, extra hand washing areas
Masking, gloves and social distancing..
Masking, Keeping 6ft distance, or cubicles or private offices.
patient.
Masks
Masks
Masks
Masks and gloves
Masks and gloves
masks and gloves when needed; hand sanitizer
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masks and hand sanitizer readily available. There needs to be widespread free testing.
Masks and health monitoring
Masks and Safe Distancing
masks and social distancing
Masks and social distancing
Masks and social distancing are always required.
Masks and staggered work shifts until little to no covid is affecting people.
masks and temperature testing
Masks and the 6ft distancing
Masks and washing hands, not touching face
Masks Hand sanitizers and/or gloves a must. Start with half shifts.
Masks masks masks, 6 foot separation,
Masks need to remain a main in order and social distancing to open additional businesses. Unfortunately, eating in a restaurant you cannot
wear a mask, so it poses another issue.
Masks regular required hand washing. Require sick pay compensation for employees showing symptoms
Masks required. Sanitizer availability.
More space working area.
Masks should still be required at all times.
Masks
Face shields
Distancing people as much as possible
Masks!
Masks! Thorough regular cleaning! Mutual respect for fellow humans!
Masks, 6 feet distancing if possible and making masks in retail, malls, and any indoor establishments mandatory until a vaccine is available.
Masks, 6 ft distancing, healthcare, reduced hours for reduced exposure
masks, 6 ft distance, proper hand washing
Masks, and monitoring capacity based on the size of the business/venue, etc
Masks, and social distancing with ample hand washing facilities
Masks, distance
Masks, distance
Masks, distance, zoom,
masks, distancing, alternate schedules
Masks, distancing, reduced contact
Masks, distancing, taking temperatures AND Enforcement. Also, only if testing, PPEs, and sufficient sanitizer and cleaning is available.
Masks, gloves and only healthy people
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Masks, gloves and real social distancing. Social distancing is not being followed by many people and I am not safe going out for my weekly
essential grocery shopping. I don’t see how I can be safe at work when others don’t follow the rules.
Masks, gloves and washing hangs regularly
Masks, gloves, distancing
Masks, gloves, limit personal interaction, distance minimum 6’. Wash wash wash hands
Masks, gloves, social distancing
masks, hand sanitizer at entrance that everyone is required to use for entry
Masks, hand washing, distance,
Masks, keeping distance, washing hands.
test for antibodies.
Masks, more public hand washing stations etc
Masks, plexiglass barriers, line spacing markers, reduced occupancy, gloves
masks, regular hand washing,
Masks, sanitizer, disinfectant, social distancing
masks, sanitizer, gloves
masks, social distancing, and washing hands
Masks, social distancing, cleaning work areas with disinfectant
Masks, Social Distancing, Sanitizing
masks, staggered schedules, telecommuting
Masks, sufficient cleaning, distancing from others, minimizing gatherings (meetings - keep it mostly remote).
Masks, temperature taking in closed spaces.
Masks, washing hands Fter all contact, practicing 6ft of distance with strangers
Masks, washing hands. Limit close personal contact
Masks, washing hands. Limit close personal contact
Masks, washing hands. Limit close personal contact
Masks, washing hands. Limit close personal contact
Masks/ keeping 6 feet away/washing hands
Masks/gloves, extra ckeaning, sicial distancing, capacity limits
Mass testing
Mass testing before opening back up, waiting for number of deaths and cases to go down
Mass testing before opening back up, waiting for number of deaths and cases to go down
May this experience serve as a new way of working
maybe
Maybe
Maybe
Maybe
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Maybe
Maybe just allowing half of the capacity that each resturant or business has.
Maybe limiting patrons and hace strict distancing plans. But not sure if it’s possible.
Maybe not. I work at a high school in a classroom as a one on one for a student who has special needs.
Maybe switching off who goes in and who works from home to have half the people there
maybe, I am high risk
Meaning of question not clear. Please compose question differently.
measures that are in place
Medical sales to audiologist & ENT offices wearing Mask & social distancing
Medical work at a cancer facility, wearing gloves and a mask at all times, bleaching all surfaces excessively throughout the day, etc.
Meetings not larger than 10, if not necessary tele-work.
Might be difficult in my office.
Might have to reorganize the workspace to accommodate social distancing
Minding the 6 foot or more safe distance.
minimal meetings with clients
exercise.
minimized and restricted contact with students while wearing gloves and masks. Majority of things can be done thru email.
protectiveness.
Minimum 6ft distance, washing/sanitizing frequently, wearing face masks
Mistakenly answered #9 - I work from home anyway, so the question regarding work does not affect me.
Modified/staggered schedules with my coworkers.
Modifying drop off & pick up routine, heightened safety and personal hygeine protocols.
Modifying my schedule, changing office layout and seat assignments
monitor health, maintain distance, wear mask, frequent cleaning of work surfaces, wash hands frequently, use of hand sanitizer, use of
stylus for touch-pad photocopiers, one-person per elevator, no-gathering in kitchen/break rooms
Monitoring people coming in and out to maintain physical distancing
Monitoring temperatures of people and making adjustments to the physical environment as to which I work in.
More businesses should close for a full 2 weeks & pay their employees sick leave. I think that, if the quarantine is stricter and everyone
stays home, then the virus will cease sooner.
more classrooms, more teachers and less students per class.
More distance between work spaces, wearing masks when in close proximity to people.
More enforcement on requiring people to masks and maintain physical distance,
and washing my hands.
certain meetings in person.
More people die of the flu every year...
More precautions for human interaction
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more sanitized work equipments, limiting how many people go in store's, and wearing masks till there are no covid cases.
More sanitizing and opportunities for hand washing
more small group teaching and small group instruction
more telework
more testing
more testing
More testing - ensure everyone who returns to work is tested and is negative for Covid-19.
more testing to be sure I am negative or have antibodies.
More time at home. More work from home
More WFH than before - staggering employees on site at any given time - changing interior footprints (cubicles, etc.) to keep people 6+ feet
apart - no office sharing. If someone can work from home effectively., however, they should continue to do so.
More work from home.
Most everyone is capable of self-regulating. Show some respect to the people who elected you. We know how to keep ourselves safe and
don’t want government over stepping its boundaries. Children under ten are shown not to spread the virus. Keep an eye on t
Most jobs have cubicles or offices separating staff. There are very few places where you sit in row and rows of desk like the old typing
days. Cubicles provide separation and people rarely just bunch up together.
most likely not yet. I'd rather the city, county, and state take it's time to reopen based on availability of testing, true decreased numbers of
covid-19 cases / not just flattening the curve. Seeing too many people already taking liberties around Long Be
most likely not, but I can work from home
Most of my work from home and going to the office as little as possible.
most of my work online (though many don't have this privilege), wearing a mask and gloves at all times, disinfecting all surfaces frequently,
and maintaining social distancing religiously.
Most of my work remotely and going into the office when my employer decides it is safe to do so with a limited number of employees and
with an added effort to clean and disinfect common areas.
SYMPTOMS. QUARANTINE THE ELDERLY AND PEOPLE WITH UNDERLYING CONDITIONS. AND OPEN UP OUR CITY .KEEP THE
MASK RULES IN PLACE FOR A WHILE. I THINK THI
Moving desks, setting up plexiglass partitions similar to the Cashman Wakefield model
multi shifts in order to practice physical distancing
Must make sure everyone does social distances if 6 ft and masks to avoid this community to get worse.
My back office at work (hotel) has few persons in place. I generally have no direct contact with general public/hotel guests.
My best extensive cleaning measures and utilizing precaution.
my best in following the guidelines to keep everyone safe and not putting myself or others in risk
My best to adhere to the basic guidelines of social distancing
My best to continue my use of face masks and gloves.
my best to follow news reports, note the reduction of new Covid 19 cases, continue to believe in herd immunity. Test people for symptoms
or antibodies as they return to work and alow us to remain free and in control
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my best to follow the 6 foot rule.
My best to limit touch, wash hands
My biggest concern is child care along with capacity and social distancing. Staggered work schedules to allow for care
My business would need to likely have our team work in shifts to reduce the number of employees in the room at a given time, limit
conference room meetings (to a certain capacity), improve the ventilation/air flow in our office and employ comprehensive cl
My company already has a thorough plan established to safely open business- Amusement Park
My company evaluates based on government restrictions
to the office
My company has been on work from home status since mid-March without a loss of productivity. 25% in-office capacity is appropriate with
social distancing (alternating days, etc), and should be used only for workers who need to be in-office for specific c
My company has CDC safety guidelines in place already
My company sent the whole company home. This is feasible and would like it to stay this way until everyone can be tested
My concern is restaurants and other businesses won’t be able to remain open if you limit capacity . Their profit margin was very small to
begin with. We have flattened the curve, open the business
My current job at PetSmart is not closed currently, however some areas of the business are shut down. I would like to see training classes
being reopened and some other businesses that can maintain social distancing procedures once we can do so safely. My
My due diligence to keep a safe distance away from coworkers.
My employees are worried how to safely use an elevator with distancing, let alone concern re close quarters, and that any safety measures
(masks, gloves, hand sanitizer) would need to be purchased by employees, as we cannot acquire these items
My employer (not in Long Beach) has put together a comprehensive 3-stage office reopening plan. I am in a health risk group and will be
allowed to continue teleworking. I will continue to stay Safer at Home, wear a mask when in proximity of others with
My employer has provided me the ability to work from home.
my employer is trying to implement this
My employer provides social distancing and safe working conditions
My employer providing guidance and PPE to effectively make me and my customers safe.
My employer will likely continue to implement work from home.
My employer will stagger employees in the office and working from home while focusing on min 6' distancing, proper hygiene, hand
sanitizer, face masks in the office, high use of video conferencing tools, etc.
my job
my job as a responsible citizen and waiting for doctors and scientists to say it is safe to do so. I work in a bar and as much as I want to start
working again I really don't see it happening with all of the people I see disobeying physical distancing and
My job can be done from home
My job can be done from home with no issue.
own office)
My job is actively working on this and I am happy with their plan of action
My job is already doing so
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My job is already uniquely remote and low interaction. I could return though I work in Los Angeles City not LBC
My job is capable of 100% remote work.
My job is essential and I am unable to maintain social distancing at all times
My job is essential and we have been following all of the guidelines and safety protocols
My job is fully capable of working from home. This is a non-issue for me.
My job is in travel and tourism. Impossible to put meaningful measures for distancing.
My job is in travel and tourism. Impossible to put meaningful measures for distancing.
My job safely.
My job, I work at a golf course which already has a lot of social distancing.
live normal life. Its so simple.
My job; taking care of myself and respecting others
My line of work will not allow for 6 feet between people or maintain sanitary standards as it is in clothing retail.
My normal job
My normal routine
My job has less than 50 people in our work area & desks are separated
My office has less than 20 people. Most people have their own private office. We could easily adjust our schedules and limit office capacity
at any one time to 7-10 people. We could easily work while staying significantly more than 6 feet apart. Key would
My office is already equipped for social distancing based on where it's located.
My office is large and there's only 7 of us. It would not be difficult to arrange people 6+ feet apart. Additionally, hourly wipe downs of
surfaces and equipment, use of masks and gloves as needed, and leniancy with our work from home policy would be util
My office is not set up for distancing and we cannot provide services and be safe.
My office is set up for social distancing. Continue to practice good hygiene and wash hands and be aware of surroundings.
My office is spread out so it is safe to have people come back
my office is too small to do this
order ends.
My office seats my colleagues less that 3 feet apart from each other. Unless this is modified and there is screening for those that might be
asymptomatic, I am not comfortable returning to office work.
my office work
My part
My part and exercising all of the above.
My part and respecting the new normal.
My part by stay home as much as I can, only going to the places I need to go (work, grocery store) and stay as clean as I possibly can.
my part by wearing face masks, washing my hands and using common sense when in public in regards to the covid-19 virus.
My part in continuing to practice social distancing and sanitizing my work area constantly.
My part in maintaining everything safe and clean
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My part in maintaining good hygiene and making sure to do my part in keeping everyone safe
my part in making sure I am not sick before going to work. Temperature checks, wearing masks, frequent sanitation.
my part in making sure I follow the CDC guidelines, which are wearing a mask and washing my hands.
when at work.
my part in practicing social distancing and continuing the use of face masks/face covers.
My part in staying self aware.
My part in still wearing a mask, and keeping a social distance.
My part in using PPE while outside in the community
My part time n wearing masks and keeping proper hygiene.
my part to be wise and respectful of others space
My part to continue social distancing and always wearing protective gear.
my part to ensure the safety of myself and others.
My part to keep proper hygiene by hand washing and wearing proper PPE as well as keeping a safe 6 ft distance from others at all times.
My part to keeping myself and those that I come into contact with safe.
My part to practice good hygiene, social distance and help with keeping my work area clean.
My part to protect myself and others around me by wearing the correct PPE equipment
My part to sit 6 feet apart, doing my part for wearing a mask, proper hygiene such as washing hands, cleaning my area
my part to stay far away from people and wear a mask at all times
my part to stay home. You're risking not only the lives of innocent bystanders, who will be infected because they're forced to return to work
or lose their jobs, you're risking the lives of our frontline heroes. I do NOT want anything, outside of essentia
My part with extra hand washing and maintaining social distancing.
My part with social distancing
My part.
My part.
My part. Simple stuff like...Washing my hands, using hand sanitizer and covering my mouth with my arm when i sneeze.
My place of employment will most likely stagger return to work at the office for employees. I am alone in my physical office but run multiple
meetings throughout the week in a small office. Masks will be worn by both employees
My priority is my kids safety
my safety, not finances
My priority is the health and well-being of myself and my fellow residents. Any reopening without vaccinations and widespread testing will
needlessly expose people to COVID-19. This is of particular concern to me as I provide direct customer service for w
My priority is the safety and health of my family. Returning to work in an office would be possible if the staffing was based on staggered
shifts: 50% at home/50% at the office
should stay safe.
My priority is to be safe. I am a preschool teacher and I’m concerned how to keep us all safe. Preschool age children have no idea how to
social distance. I’m also concerned that cleaning supplies are very hard to find so keeping my classroom clean and sa
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My priority is to listen to the public health experts and what they are telling us about when and how it is safe to reopen. Politics and public
pressure must not guide these decisions.
My priority is to preserve my life and the lives of the people I love.
My priority is to return to work but I rather wait till the lockdown is over. I’m not trying Spread the virus. Nor do I want to get it.
My priority is to return to work when it is considered safe. When that is the case then I can return to work. I do feel businesses that are
stand alone or open air malls, could open with distance and number of people allowed in business controlled. I just
My priority is to return to work, however I do not feel it is safe to do so at this time
My priority is to stay alive healthy - not to return to work.
My priority is to work but more importantly is to stay safe which I can do so by working from my home office.
My supervisor is doing a GREAT job providing a safe and respectful work place. She. is. amazing.
My usual job. No accommodations needed since I work in an office.
My work
my work (teaching) cannot respect that distance in person--classroom size would influence this
My work allows us to work from home.
My work at my desk. I have a personal office. I’m an admin asst at a private school.
My work can be done partially remotely, so we would split the work days to never have greater than 50% of the staff present
My work does not require me to interact with too many people.
My work has already put social distancing and other plans in place
employees on site safe.
My work has high contact with people...no.
My work in the dental environment is not safe without extensive PPE which doesn’t seem to be available.
My work involves crowds, so it's not possible to do safely at the moment.
My work is done remotely
My work is essential i have not stopped working
My work is not dependent on a physical space and I can continue to hold remote meetings and work from home as needed.
My work is not possible with social distancing. It is not safe until a vaccine is developed and made freely available.
My work is opening up next week.
My work practices social distancing
my work remotely mainly but come in to print/get resources quickly
My work was not affected by covid-19
My work would need to provide PPE and get a manual dishwasher so I am not handwashing glassware people are drinking from. Also not
having chairs at the bar top. But then I would not make money because if people are not sitting at the bar I can’t create a
My workplace has already taken measures to ensure a safe work environment
My workplace has been open the entire time of the Shelter At Home order but I made the decision to not go into work cause I did not want
to put my elderly father at risk. The workplace has less than 25 employees with tight quarters. With that said, I do n
Myself a favor and not dialing this back until a proven treatment or vaccine.
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N/A
N/A
n/a
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
n/a
N/A
n/a
N/A
N/A
N/A
n/a
n/a
n/a as I am a school teacher and there won't be any students.
N/A - Already at work
N/A - essential hospital worker, currently working still
N/A - I am a full-time telecommuter
N/A - I am working from home
N/A - I don't think it's safe yet.
N/A - I work from home regardless of the stay at home
N/A - I work in a high school. Should not return to campus until every household is tested so we know who should stay home and monitored
N/A - yes - essential worker (I am an Emergency medicine physician)
N/A
I work outside of Long Beach.
N/A
I've been working from home before this whole thing started.
N/A I am a full time teleworker for an "essential" employer
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N/A I am currently working
N/A- I am still working.
My priority would by hygiene and staying clean, not so much social distancing.
N/A I am working as an essential employee
n/a i do not feel safe going back to work
N/A I work at LBCC. I don't believe it's safe enough yet.
N/A work from home
N/a work in healthcare
N/A working from home
N/A
Port worker
N/A, currently working from home
N/A, I'm a healthcare worker, I never did stop working...
N/a. 3 of us are crammed into an office and we would not be able to maintain a 6 foot distance during our day there.
N/A. I am an essential worker.
N/A. Setting limit for number of people allowed in building/rooms.
N/A. Working from home - no rush to go back to the office.
N/a... Medical professional. Have been working
N/A; i'm an essential worker at UCLA
N/A—I’m an RN & Public Health Nurse.
However, my daughter’s mental health, being on the autism spectrum & our living in an apartment, would be better served having access to
our local park/swings, with visible city presence/monitoring in place to ensure
NA
na
na
NA I am a currently working, ICU RN
NA, already working. I’m an essential worker.
NA, I can continue to work remote
Necessary precautions
necessary precautions such as PPE.
Need good testing and clear guidelines on staying home if sick, have fever, respecting social distancing and other safety precautions
Need to think about this more.
Never stopped working
Never stopped working
Never stopped working - just started working from home even more.
For an office worker, wear masks, keep distance as much as possible even video call in office and wash hands a lot.
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new office organization to keep the social distance of 6 feet consistent. Requiring everyone to wear facemasks
No
No
No
No
No
No
no
No
No
No
No
No
no
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
no
No
No
No
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No
No
No
No
No
No
No
no
No
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No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
no
No
no
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
NO
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No
no
no
No
NO
no
No
No
No
No
no
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No - it is a small office with lots of employees and air conditioning.
No - my office is an open-office environment and colds spread like wildfire BEFORE covid-19. It is obvious we are reopening nationally
prematurely and are setting ourselves up for a massive re-infection.
No - people are not following the physical distance and my job doesn’t require me to physically be there.
control for disease.
No accommodations are needed.
No Answer
No but I’m an RN so have no choice
No changes
No conference room meetings. Staggered telecommuting schedules.
No direct customer contact for now- mail order and internet service only. Too many people are ignoring mask usage and proper distancing.
No face to face appointments
No hand shaking and wearing a mask and sitting a few feet away from others. Staying home when I am sick.
No I am a hairstylist
No- I am a school teacher and do not see how schools can maintain social distancing at this time.
No- I am an elementary school teacher
No I can not
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No i can not safely do my job which is server at high end steakhouse.
No I can not safely return to wrok.
No I can not.
conditions.
No I can’t because I’m a teacher.
No I can’t but it is my priority when it is safe so do everything I can to make it safe
No I can’t I work at a bar and it’s not possible
No I can’t I work for LBUSD and my opinion is that there is no way to capacity limits And physical distancing for Elementary kids the kids
won’t understand that they have to be 6 feet away from their friends
No I can’t I work in live entertainment
too soon
No i cannot
No I cannot & this is why I choose to work from home. I remember trying to “social distance” from sick co-workers back in December &
within 2 days got sick as a dog! Overall malaise, sore throat, then a cough that not only kept me awake at night, but ling
No I cannot return safely. I work in downtown Los Angeles, on a building with over 2000 attendees, recycled central air system, and I have
pre-existing conditions. I'd rather continue working from home.
No I cannot return to work until there is a vaccine.
No I cannot.
No I cannot. It is not safe to return to work
No I cannot. Neither should it be thought about until we can guarantee availability of tests at a high level.
No I can't return. There has been no wide spread testing. People aren't observing wearing masks or social distancing. I think living near the
beach is like being in a petry dish, heat, humidity, living in close quarters in an apartment complex. I work in
No I can't until this is 100% safe and we can take this serious as it can harm more people.
No I don’t feel comfortable at this time. My workplace in Long Beach is compact and wouldn’t allow for social distancing among employees.
No I don't see how I can return to an office setting and also maintain physical distancing. I prefer to continue to work from home
No I will not feel safe to return to work until there is an immunization as my job as a teacher puts me and my students in jeopardy. I teach
265 students and my class size is 54 each period.
No I work at a nursing university and with 60 students per class I would never be able to practice social distancing
No I work at a school
No I work at Disneyland so I want make sure everything is it before I return
No i work Special Ed moderate severe
No I’m home care worker
No in person appointments at this time.
No in-person meetings, no office visits and making sure that all common contact areas are cleaned throughout the day. However, I've been
telecommuting with no drop in efficiency. The City should look into retaining the telecommuting schedule for employees
No it’s not time . Stay on lockdown
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No limits, no social distancing. Open Now!
No limits. Crisis is past.
No longer shaking hands. No hugs. Constantly washing hands. Wearing a mask
No matter what safety precautions I or anyone take, it only takes one person to mess it all up. And LB, as much as I love my city, has far
more than one person ready to do that.
No more than 10 people in a space and proper sanitation
No more than 5 -10 people.. just keep doing social distancing.. make an appointment for certain services
No more than one person per 60 square feet of office space. 6 foot distancing required.
No my job is crowded, and I work in LA
at this time.
No need for any limits, For months scared people will stay away anyway, businesses will not reach capacity for months if ever. If this closure
last any longer there will be nothing to reopen. Most deaths are in closed nursing facilities. Protect these bet
no not at this time i work for a business all working on the same floor at over 200 people within 3 feet of each other in constant meetings
No- not everyone will follow proper social distancing and we will get another wave of the virus.
No one should return to school, work or public activity until there are no reported new cases of COVID-19 in our county.
No people do not care. People are ignorant
No physical touch allowed. Physical meetings having the ability to have 6 feet distance with required gloves and masks anywhere outside of
my personal space and a committed nightly cleaning staff.
No problem just wear a mask your wasting our life by not opening !!!
No ready to return, high cases and deaths
No restrictions/can’t be enforced
No return unless there is testing for everyone and it is repeated daily.
I will not enter a building unless there is daily proof.
No socialization with others. I can work from home and prefer that.
No to great of exposure in University setting.
no to very limited face to face contact with clients, keeping distance from coworkers, washing hands regularly, and sanitizing surfaces.
no too dangerous.
No we have to many students we cannot keep the social distance required for safety.
No we should not be returning to work until a proven treatment is made readily available to the public
no working remotely from home
No
I am faculty at CSULB
No!
No! It is NOT safe to be around people that can transmit the virus to me therefore to my family.
No! This will cause mass spreading.
No! We should not be reopening. Numbers are rising. This is dangerous and negligent of the city to reopen. What a disappointment.
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No, I cannot return safely even with physical distancing and lower capacity. I work in a closed office building with 9 floors in one building
and 6 elevators. I work on the 7th floor with 200 people. We have an open office environment (no one has a close
No, unable to safely physical distancing if I return to work.
No, as an autoimmune disease inflicted individual, i do not believe we are at that point yet
No, as I use public transportation to go to work and I’m sure many of the Long Beach constituents do as well, by opening up stores we will
begin to mass gather in the vehicles for public transit risking many life’s and further spread of COVID-19.
cases.
No, I am a behavior therapist and must work in close proximity to others.
No, I am a hair stylist, cannot maintain social distancing while working.
NO, I am a HS teacher
No, I am a preschool teacher.
No, I am a preschool teacher.
No, I am a teacher
No, I am a teacher and it would be challenging to maintain physical distancing in a classroom
No, I am a teacher at the LBUSD. I do not want to enter a classroom with 35 teenagers in a small room.
No, I am an elementary teacher, that is impossible to do currently.
No, I am in a room with four other individuals
No, I am in hospitality and do not feel comfortable with people being near me at this time.
no, i believe it is TOO soon to open up and once we do the virus is going to spike and we are going to have to close again due to ignorant
people just not wanting to follow rules, as it is some people don't respect the fact that we have to wear masks.
No, I can not. I work at a church. Churches are comprised mostly of old people. Old people don't seem to be able to respect physical
distancing or even follow the guidelines. Despite the warning not to gather and with services suspended, the old people co
No, I can not. The building set up does not allow for physical distancing.
No, I can’t physically distance if I’m required to return to work because I’m a professor. Therefore, I don’t feel safe doing so.
No, I cannot as a high school teacher things will need to change
No, I cannot because I work for LBUSD and they are closed for the remainder of the year.
No, I cannot but I am an essential employee.
No, I cannot safely return to work as a mental health clinician because my office does not permit 6-feet of social distancing with clients.
Also, there is high density of employees in my office and common areas would need to be significantly configured (
No, I cannot. Hazard pay for employees whose work entails large crowds. teachers, hospitals, etc
No, I cannot. My job has a lot of people in a small office. I am then required to go business to business in the city. On average I talk to about
70-90 people a day. My mother is high risk and this would be dangerous
No, I do not believe this is true. COVID-19 will only spread and is putting the lives of others at risk.
No, I do not feel comfortable returning to work yet.
apart?!
No, I don’t feel safe returning until there is a vaccine
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being tested.
No, I don't feel safe. I am a diabetic and my employer is not hands on to protecting us or gives any options or is understanding
No, I don't think there is the appropriate social distancing at my work.
facilities are a prime example of that.
due to my occupation.
is over.
No, I teach high school and we should not allow that many people to gather in one place. Modificatios will need to be made to open schools.
No, I value safety over money.
NO, I will not be in close proximity with others at least through mid-June. I don't think its safe given that the virus is still here and expected to
make a resurgence with the return to "normal". As for the the choices on the previous page regarding am I
No, I work as a therapist with children in the community. I travel from home to home providing services. It would not be safe for me to do
this. I could potentially take germs from one home to the next over and over. I worked all over the city and surroun
No, I work at a locked psych hospital but can do my job remotely at home.
No, I work at a mall as a sales associate. Very hard to social distance and do my job.
No, I work at a school.
No, I work at a warehouse and everyone does not practice physical distancing
no, I work in Santa Monica and we're still on lock down
No, I work with an after school program our main priority is to interact with others constantly
No, I work with young children who doesn't really understand social distancing and keeping a mask on. Before the outbreak of COVID-19,
parents still send sick students to school and transmit it to others. This case will be the same with COVID-19 in scho
No, I’m a bartender how would I be able to serve somebody from 6 feet away? Most of my patrons are senior citizens as well.
teachers and students.
No, I’m a teacher.
No, I'm a barber and feel like it's too soon to have face to face contact with numbers still growing.
No, I'm a teacher
No, I'm a teacher and social distancing will be impossible.
No, it is not possible
six ft. distance.
No, its too soon to return to work, especially being out and around other people. I really think it will affect our community in a bad way and
more people will be exposed and die. Just like schools, some companies if they can should set up their work on
No, my job requires close contact
No, my job requires direct contact with people with disabilities while in the community.
No, my job requires working within close proximity of others.
No, my wife is a chemo patient.
No, not as I worked before. Significant modifications would need to be made first to ensure my and the public’s safety.
No, not enough testing or research has made it clear to reopen facilities.
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No, not possible.
No, people are dying. Old and young
No, people can’t be trusted. People don’t listen.
No, physical distancing isn't possible at my job. There will be a second surgery in cases and I don't want to be a part of it.
No, physical distancing will not be effective in MOST jobs
No, quarantine should continue, the epidemic is still going on
No, some dine in restaurants do not have the staff to have a doorman or host to limit numbers of people entering the establishment. Tables
may sit 6ft apart but servers are forced to enter that space with every customer they come in contact with.
No, still working from home until further notice
No, the school setting is not ideal for social distancing, cleanliness, or
no, there are way too many people in this building.
No, this doesn't apply to my job. Working remotely has been fine.
no, this is scary. Stop rushing the process.
No, this virus is going to spike in the next weeks not get safer to return so you can get your hair cut.
No, too many employees in the same room with many customers coming from all over Long Beach
No, we are not yet ready to open up for the sake of the economy. We have not yet seen a decline in new cases and new deaths. It is
irresponsible to jeopardize the lives of thousands of people because we are stir crazy. We need to wait it out until there a
No, we need more time without contact of others and follow the stay at home guidelines
No, we need to stick this out for awhile longer. To open now would make this whole quarantine we did for nothing!
No, we need to wait
No, why should there be limits and physical distancing if the virus is only deadly for the elderly in Long Beach! People working around
seniors should be the ones with limits and distancing!
No, would be difficult in my work place without major changes to the workplace
No, would be difficult in my work place without major changes to the workplace
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No. I do not feel safe going to work until most everyone is tested and we have data on who has tested positive for COVID-19.
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No. I do not think it is time to re-open until the curve flattens more. We are now seeing countries that had reopened are experiencing a
second wave. It would be reckless on our part to re-open knowing these facts.
No. I'm a public school teacher. My classroom is not very big with 35 students crammed in. There is no room for social distancing at all.
No. My building has 11 stories, with 4 elevators, and 4000+ employees. Logistically it would be very difficult to practice social distancing.
No. We should stay sheltering as long as needed.
control.
No. As of right now it's too soon to reopen the city during the pandemic. There are still a lot of people sick due to COVID-19 and a lot of
lives at risk. Both my parents and my brothers are at high risk if the city reopens. My little sister has autism, s
No. Because no one should have to be a ‘worker bee’ at this time. The stresses physically and mentally. So once the pandemic is fully
cleared and a vaccine for those who wish to take it is made available then stuff can be resumed.
No. Being a child/family therapist often means touching shared surfaces (I.e. games, toys, art supplies, etc)
No. CDC Guidelines have NOT been met.
No. Close Long Beach.
VACCINE
No. Have you read the news?! Cases are still increasing in Long Beach. Sponsoring return to work is insanity.
No. I am a groomer at Petsmart LBX. IT IS NOT SAFE.
No. I am a Kindergarten teacher. Newsome and others brlieving schools can open is idiocy.
No. I am a teacher and classrooms are not large enough to allow distancing.
No. I am a teacher and I usually have 24 students in a classroom with me in tight quarters. I would not be able to perform social distancing.
No. I am a teacher.
No. I am high risk on many levels and I am the only caretaker for my son. Death is not an option.
No. I can work from home.
No. I can’t. We all can’t. We need more time. We don’t need this to get worse. Or a “second wave”.
No. I can’t. We all can’t. We need more time. We don’t need this to get worse. Or a “second wave”.
No. I can’t. We all can’t. We need more time. We don’t need this to get worse. Or a “second wave”.
No. I cannot safely return to work for several reasons. 1. The facilities lack proper ability for social distancing. 2. The bathrooms will
definitely not allow for proper distancing. 3. The only real reason I would physically go to work is for in person m
No. I don’t feel safe without vaccine or proper medical treatment of virus due to pre-existing health conditions. Fear is that premature
reopening of city will cause either a increase or rebound of new Co-vid 19 cases. Maintain further lockdown
No. I don’t feel safe working at a restaurant with a large volume of the public in close quarters.
No. I have underlying medical conditions.
No. I work at a college, there’s too many people on campus.
No. I work at a high school with thousands of kids.
No. I work at a LBSUD middle school as a pet time employee. It’d be impossible.
No. I work at a school and it can be a cesspool.
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No. I work at a university all class online. No reason for me to be in a building with others when we have all done our jobs virtually and can
continue to do so while the students are also off campus. American University of Health Sciences does not have t
No. I work at Taste on Broadway as well as a chemist in Maywood. I still work as a chemist but I don’t think reopening a small business with
incredibly limited capacity is the best idea when the risk of spreading is still so high. Better to get unemployme
No. I work at whole foods.
No. I work in a large office building where people are close together in cubicles and collaborative spaces.
No. I work in construction and there are a lot of people onsite
No. I’m a hairstylist and don’t feel it’s safe to open at this time.
No. I’m high risk
No. If even guidelines are in place, the reality is that they will be hard to respect or enforce. Too soon.
a ton of us.
No. It is not safe to return.
No. It is unclear what this means.
NO. KEEP EVERYONE HOME.
No. Listen to the medical experts, the end. I don’t want Long Beach to become the next epicenter of New York V2. You do not need my
opinion, I am a private citizen, I am not a virologist, I am not a doctor, why in the world do you think I should be part o
No. Most of my clients live near 2nd street and Manhattan Beach. I cannot provide service for autistic services IF I am aware that they're out
there having "alley get togethers and getting MOM WINE DRUNK." Where are the cops? Shouldn't this be a citation?
NO. My job at a retail store requires large groups of people entering the facility to turn a profit and that would not satisfy the social
distancing regulations set by the federal government recommendations.
No. My priority is to not get others sick and to support healthcare workers.
No. No one is safe yet. Second wave can be coming!
No. Not at this time. Having family members with preexisting conditions, it is not worth risking my own and their safety... Especially if things
get worse, hospitals will let people with preexisting conditions die for the sake of “healthier” individuals.
No. Our office is open plan and it is not safe.
No. Returning to work (on site) would place myself and others at higher risk of exposure/spreading COVID-19-19
No. Solidarity with the working class. We shouldn’t be sacrificed as a control group for testing a going back to “normal” scenario
No. The Aquarium of the Pacific (where I work) has too many people employed, and has too many guests.
No. The city should maintain safer at home orders. Opening now would cause a 2nd wave worse than the first and prolong this madness
way longer than if we stayed sheltered for just a few more weeks.
No. There is no available vaccine for the virus so it's not safe. The risk is death.
No. Virus is still rampant.
No. We are nowhere near to containment.
No. We should continue social distancing and working from home if possible. Delivery services should continue to be allowed to work.
NO. With the current numbers of cases in the community and level of testing I can not safely return to work.
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No...I am a teacher
Reopening schools will require testing for all above everything
In a small confined space..it would not matter if social distances and capacity limitation applied... during the entire route no one is going to
come on the bus to disinfect and
No: As a server, it is impossible to physically distance yourself safely to take an order and actually hear what they are saying. With a mask
you would be unable to read their lips in a loud environment.
No: I can not safely return to work because I work 1 on 1 with students ages 3 years old to 22 years with mental, physical, and social
disabilities along with respiratory diseases in their homes and classrooms. I have been seriously ill from working withi
No: My job does not physically permit myself to follow proper social distancing or capacity limits
No; I work too closely with others.
no????? essential workers being labeled heroes just makes them martyrs for money stop this??????? long beach is better than this!
Non essential workers must stay home.
None
None
None - I work closely with people and expect to wait longer before returning to work.
None. I work with 60 individuals in a common area.
None. It is not safe. We should do more testing, if anything we should look across seas and look at how they fixed the problem. Shut down
for a week or a couple days completely and test people in those days, flatten the curve as a priority.
Non-Essential businesses should stay closed until this major health disaster became under control. It is still not under control and many
people out there neglected to follow the protection rules from Covid-19. Nobody will die if they do not cut their hai
Nope
Nope, I don't think is an appropriate time to reopen anything yet. People are still dying.
Nope.
Nope. I’m a teacher.
Normal from before covid. Best practices are to keep those that are at risk quarantined
Normal job, no problems with social distancing
Not a question
Not able to do this safely yet. Lots of reconfiguring classrooms and set up for safety for my students and faculty.
Not all people would do de social distance please do not open yet
Not an issue for me as I always have worked from home.
Not applicable as I am able to work from home
Not applicable, healthcare worker, never stopped working.
Not applicable, I work from home.
Not applicable. I am an essential worker who can function remotely
Not at this point in time we need more research touch at risk. I do not want to start over for lack of knowledge.
Not at this time
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Not at this time, I can get more done working from home and feel safer not going back to the office yet.
Not at this time. I’m in no hurry to re-open. Let the data & steep decrease in COVID cases lead decision making.
Not at this time. It is too soon for things to be reopening with the progress being made.
Not being there to socialize and just strictly focus on what the job is? staying in my designated area, not sharing personal or desk items,
having cleaning and sanitizing items for each worker to clean their areas and disinfect throughout the day, wearing
Not by doing but, by having fewer people together.
Not carpooling. Communication of email/messaging/video calls.
Not comfortable returning to work as I work at a spa.
Not currently
Not easily done as an elementary school teacher
Not enough to supply to fight covid-19
Not entirely sure what this question is asking (sorry!), but I am able to return to work once our employers allow us to do so. My business
was not closed, but in attempting to adhere to the guidelines set in place by the state/city, we've closed our offic
Not for at least a week maybe more.
Not going to any risky locations and continuing to choose what is safe or essential to expose myself to.
Not going to work if sick as well as not having other employees that are sick allowed at work
Not going to work until there are less cases. There’s a million in US. We should not work.
Not having all employees come back at once. Space it out and have rules that everyone must wear mask and try to distance themselves.
Not holding meetings. Spacing myself, wearing a face mask, and having sanitizer at my desk and using common sense.
Not in my line of work.
Not in the immediate but I understand for essential workers
not needed. The economy needs to be open.
Not opening dine in , we need to continue as we are just drive thru and take out orders to go.
Not possible
Not possible
Not possible
Not possible at this time
Not possible for large businesses at this time.
NOT POSSIBLE IN CUSTOMER SERVICES
Not possible in my line of work.
Not possible yet. I work at a high school with 4,000 kids.
Not possible. As a sub teacher, I work with children who are too young to be trusted to respect physical distancing or even basics like
covering their sneezes and washing their hands.
Not possible. I work at a public high school; which means thousands of people including students, faculty, and staff. Please don't rush the
reopening of schools. Our society is not used to virtual education but I'd rather have that than a disaster in our
Not possible. Probably wait longer until there aren’t MORE huge numbers of flare ups or you’ll actually be murdering people.
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Not presently
HOW - Smaller class sizes. Face to face 4 days - 1 day home learning? We only have a nurse on campus 1 day a week. Nurse assistant
only part time. Take te
Not really sure about this, but can our libraries have drive through pick up for online reservations if they cannot open safely?
Not really, we all sit super close together in one room.
Not really. People don’t seem to do a good enough job social distancing
Not really. Work in school district
Not reporting if feeling sick, minimized touching, masks, gloves, cleaning, washing hands
Not right now, no. We are far from that. Opening up Long Beach would be a grave mistakes marked by deaths of many.
Not safe to return now.
Not safe to return to work at all since I have an auto immune disorder
not seeing client's at their home, only in the office where I can clean between sessions. And limited amount of people going to the office per
day, like maybe switching out who is in the office certain parts of the day.
Not shaking hands.
Not sharing offices. Alternating with office mate. Keeping distance from others.
Not sure
Not sure - want to see LB create a program to check businesses' covid-19 mitigation plans prior to reopening.
I will not enter, let alone spend money at, any local business that doesn't have mitigation protocols clearly in place and enforced.
not sure how
Not sure how this can happen for a school environment.
Not sure how to answer because the issues are so complex...
not sure if i drive amd serve subpoenas i make 30 to 60 stops and interact with alot of different people very closely
Not sure if I'm reading this prompt correctly...
I can safely return to work with respect to capacity limits and physical distancing by continuing to remain at least 6 feet away from all
individuals, wearing a face mask when in shared spaces, staying ho
Not sure what this question is asking
Not sure yet
Not sure yet school classroom sizes are too large.
Not sure, don't feel 100% safe yet
Not sure, other than current rules in place, like social distancing, masks, and washing hands.
Not sure.
Not sure.
Not sure. I’m a teacher of small children who don’t really understand precautions yet.
Not sure. Some of my classes have 40 students.
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Not sure. Work as a counselor at LBCC. Configuration of office space would need to be different for face to face student appointments.
Not sure... work for a school
Not sure...I work for a high school.
not til vaccinations
Not touching anyone and face and sanitize
Not touching coworkers, washing hands regularly, and not using communal things like couches
Not unless my office undergoes environment changes.
Not until a vaccine is available
Not until a vaccine is developed and the spread of Covid-19 has ceased
Not until it is completely safe. And then still requiring a mask be worn by all.
Not until it is safe to return. Once the infection rate has completely dropped and there are no more outbreaks.
Not until proper testing numbers and if recovered can become ill again is clear.
Not until suggested by the healthcare and Mayor
Not until testing is provided for everyone and companies are required to provide safe working environments following CDC guidelines.
Not worried. Own office
Not worth the risk. No job is. Especially after seeing my company lay off 24 people these past few weeks with half them serving 20+ years.
No notice no severance no nothing.
not yet
Not yet
Not yet
Not yet
Not yet
Not yet
guidelines for teaching.
Not yet, I am telecommuting most days with furloughs day coming for the next fiscal year
Not yet.
Not yet. I am in furlough
Not yet. I feel we need another month Atleast
Not yet. Not until guidelines are put in place and people a physically distancing themselves
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
want to do.
nothing and not returning to work and staying at home instead.
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Nothing at this time. I am a teacher.
back
Nothing different.
nothing different.
Nothing different. I'm already working.
Nothing if early antibody tests are accurate and much greater a percent of the population has had the virus than fave coverings, hygiene,
social distancing, and protecting/isolating the vulnerable is all that is in order.
Nothing in my power.
Nothing more than I am doing now. I mostly work from home anyway.
nothing new.
nothing until there are no new cases in the city/county for at LEAST a week.
Nothing will flatten the curve or slow down if we do not enforce Stay at Home policies. Really enforce it. Kentucky and Florida are examples
of what happens when you try and lift or go light on the lockdown. If you care for Long Beach residents, and human
Nothing yet. We need to wait until doctors and professionals have better information.
NOTHING! DON’T OPEN YET!!!
Nothing, I can work from home.
Nothing, I just wanna go back to normal, this is all such an overreaction.
Nothing, my company will reopen when it's safe and will mandate social distancing within the office.
Nothing. Back to normal
can go about our business.
Nothing. As a teacher, I would be more apt to get Covid19 from my students' since most of their parents are still working. We would be in an
enclosed classroom with no air conditioning in the warm days. Best to wait until the school year starts to return.
Nothing. City should tighten - or at the very least continue closures until the danger of Covid19 is absolutely gone.
nothing. I believe it is too soon.
Nothing. I will need to work from home. I work at the aquarium
Nothing. It’s not time to return to work yet.
Nothing. We should start closed until widescale testing is available.
Nowq
Number nine is worded poorly. If it was a choice between opening the economy without any adjustments to capacity in the work place or
physical distancing or opening with adjustments to capacity and physical distancing then I would go with the latter choic
Number of people inside testaurants and disposal utilities
Obeying mayor’s and medical advisers. Employers providing covid 19 testing continues provide PPE clean embiroment.
Obeying the law.
Obeying the rules that are put in place for our safety
Obeying the six door rule and wearing a mask, I guess.
Observance of clean habits and sanitizing surfaces
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observance of proper health and hygiene.
Observing distance protocols and sanitation precautions with employees.
Obviously physically distancing would need to be enforced and people who are sick in any way would need to stay home.
Obviously, what I normally do: keep my distance from coworkers and customers because then it may be considered harrassment.
Occasional shifts inside the office while working from home for the majority of the time
Occasional telework/staggered work schedule/ wearing masks when around others
of course! We do have to be prepared to help businesses knowing their capacities will be limited for a while.
Offering more telework where available, alternate staff in office/teleworking to keep offices at lower than usual occupancy,
Office cubicles does not allow for distancing
Office has less than 15 employees & well spaced - if need to speak w co worker
1.wear mask or 2. call co workers ext instead of in person
office staff.
Office work
Office work
Office work
Office work in my cubicle.
Office work in my own office
office work wearing masks, additional sanitation, & social distancing if there is a safe care program for my school-age children available
office work with social distancing, frequent cleaning/disinfecting, and mask use
Office work, controllable environment, not public facing.
Office work. It’s easy to spread out or work in shifts
Office/library work
offices need to be separated in groups. Group A works onsite for 2 weeks, while Group B works from home. Switch every 2 weeks. All
social distancing rules must be followed
Offices that already by design have social distancing, or can implement it, businesses that can successfully control capacity easily
Offices that can support remote work should allow employees to continue working remotely, or have 50% of the office staff come in each
day and the other 50% work remotely to reduce the daily office population. And that should continue indefinitely to help
OH YES.
Old and immune comprised people should stay at home. Everyone else should return to normal.
On following procedures and directions in protecting myself and others.
Once it's safe for 65 and older
Once the vaccine is available
Once we see the cases of Covid-19 drastically drop
One customer at a time mask wash hands customers bring there own products
One on one while masked
one one one or small group pilates based exercise with equipment.
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One person per office, open space desks 6 plus feet apart with sneeze guards.
One stylist at a time, one customer at a time with proper cleaning in between.
Online classes before we return to work.
Online teaching
Online teaching
online Teaching my high schoolers until 2021
Online work!
Only a few of us going into the office at a time, rotating days. Wear a mask? Take temp walking in door
Only a number about of people in our store
Only a number about of people in our store
slowly and smart.
Only allowing a certain number of bn people in and face mask needed.
Only because my office is small, but the office building would really need to step up cleaning.
only by immunizing, controlled testing on sight
*I am a teacher who works with TK/Kinder aged students. physical distancing nearly impossible at this age
*I live with/care for mom who has a compromised immune system (cancer) and can't risk exposure
only curbside pick up
Only doing essential activities and working from home when possible.
Only essential employees should work.
Only if continue to work from home.
Big office buildings make no sense right now
Only if employers can provide the proper protective equipment without having to ration or reuse contaminated items
Only if I have a safe place to have my children to go.
I would like my children to continue their education or attend summer camps, but in re-configured settings to minimize social contact. Over
crowded classrooms have never been okay, and especially not
Only if the data and science says it is safe. We can space employee work stations but only if it is safe.
only office work with less than 10 people
Only open libraries for pick up/drop off services. Personal grooming with masks and only 1:1 service (staggered shifts for multi-staffed
facilities). Parks for use of trails, no congregating/loitering/clumping.
Only to essential places.
Only virtual work
only what I have to be doing. Going to the movies or getting my hair done any time soon is no where near a priority
Only working from home until herd immunity is achieved. I will not return without protection, and proof that schools are safe for the whole
community. Anyone who says otherwise is selfish and a potential murderer.
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Onsite testing
Open daycare centers
OPEN EVERYTHING! NO LIMITS!
Open it all back up - allow individuals to decide their movements. Encourage use of masks and universal precaution measures.
in the stores WITH MASKS
Open the economy
open up everything. People are adults and can take precautions that are needed for their famlies. They can continue to voluntarily stay
home if they want. This is America. You have the right to voluntarily stay in your own home. It does not affect anyone
OPEN UP THE CITY - STOP WITH ALL THE RESTRICTIONS.
OPEN UP THE CITY - STOP WITH ALL THE RESTRICTIONS.
MY RIGHTS ARE BEING VIOLATED.
OPEN UP THE CITY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!WITH NO RESTRICTIONS WHO ARE YOU TO TELL ME HOW TO LIVE MY LIFE LET PEOPLE USE THIR COMMON SENSE.
- IF PEOPL
Open us
Opening back up prior to a vaccine is like creating a peeing section in a pool
Opening businesses with phases of continued lessening of the stay at home order as COVID cases decline.
Opening office buildings
Opening sports and recreational businesses and childcare
opening summer camps for the kids so I may return to work and they can return to some normalcy.
Operating under special hours, allowing only a limited amount of people into facility, all wear masks
Orders are currently in place at my place of employment with the Los Angeles County Department of Mental Health
Our best to social distance
Our boss has plans in place. But as an early childhood educator, it all depends on enrollment
Our business plans when all safe to have half staff at office and half still at home but start with only leaders first and work way up to half. If
safe September may be all staff return
Our company is fully remote and will slowly phase back employees once data comes out about the curve flattening.
drop in cases for 14 days.
Our Los Angeles team consists of three people; spacing and distance aren’t an issue.
Our office already has work spaces more than 6ft apart
Our office is three people, we have our own office from each other respectively.
Our office staff can return to work maintaining social distancing but we are also a charter middle school in Long Beach and cannot imagine
how we can maintain health with students returning before a vaccine.
Our workspaces are all much more than 6’ apart and we can sanitize all shared spaces after each persons use
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Outdoor dinning
Packaging sales
Part of the essential workforce
Part time work from home. Departments able to work from home continue to. Half capacity for all things open. Maybe even less.
Partial remote work
Partial remote work or the option to continue to work from home
Partial reopening - not everyone goes in at once
People are dying from this. No one should be going anywhere.
People are not children that need to be handheld. We've followed the directives so far, but it's time to let people get back to providing for
their families before our livelihoods are completely destroyed.
People are still getting sick and showing up to work. I don't believe that people will be safe returning to work.
Ideally everyone would have temp checked before shifts. Sanitize office space with disinfectant throughout the day etc. But with central air
People capacity and sanitation of establishments to national standards
People not following social distancing and using correctly PPE
People wear masks whenever around other people
People will die if we reopen. We will be like New York. The blood will be on the hands of those in power.
number.
Personal protection
Personal protection
Personally I cannot but I believe others can
personally no i will not be able to return to work till there is a vaccine... My husband has a terminal illness and covid would kill him..
Personally, I can work from home so I think I should continue. But, wearing masks and continuing to respect physical distancing will help.
Most of us will still be precautious of going in public places but its time to slowly start getting life in progress
Personally, I need better health insurance. I have had private insurance for years until I lost my FT job 2 years ago. Now I am on Medi-Cal
and frankly, it is frightening. I don't feel like I am treated as an individual, I am part of the pack. I am worrie
Personally, I work outside of Long Beach in a sports arena, which will more than likely not reopen until 2021. I can, however, say that the
weeks before large gatherings (and my job) were postponed, I felt great deals of anxiety & stress every single goin
Phased openings, protective equipment, social distancing , shorter hours
physical distance is not a realistic goal for people who work in kitchens and small spaces. This question is unrealistic for a long term plan.
I can safely return to work but many people can't.
Physical distances
Physical distancing
physical distancing & everyone wearing masks
Physical distancing and protection by wearing mask.
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Physical distancing and regular hand washing and/or hand sanitizer- I think people forget that the distance of 1 meter or more apart should
be sufficient to address distancing based on physics, ie gravity pulls platelets to the ground
physical distancing and wearing a mask.
Physical distancing between desk
of development.
Physical distancing needs to be in place in order for myself to feel safe having patients back at my ADHC I work at.
at school.
Physical distancing when possible, placing on mask when if upon facing a crowd, mask when in close proximity to others.
touching dirty public objects
physical distancing when possible; encouraged but not forced mask wearing
Physical distancing, face masks, and extreme caution
Physical distancing, hand sanitizers, face mask, vaccine, medicine.
Physical distancing, masks, and circulation of fresh air, not recirculation. Everything should be guided by health and scientific guidelines.
Physical distancing, masks, cleaning surfaces
Physical distancing, protective equipment and having the proper testing available at all times.
Physical distancing, temperature checks, masks, limited interactions with the public.
Physical Distancing, utilizing PPE
Physical distancing, wearing masks, limit number of customers
Physical distancing, wearing masks, using hand sanitizer, using sanitizing wipes on all surfaces, etc
Physical distancing.
physical distancing. Masking makes me feel I am unable to breathe even though that is the first key thing in prevention of illness.
Physical distancing; mask wearing; mandatory periodic and continued testing
Physical separation, facilities to allow hand washing, masks as warrentied (indoors).
Physical work environment changes.
Provide barriers between us and customers. (Acrylic) have mandatory handwash stations at entrances.
placing barriers between clients and myself and creating smaller groups
Please don’t do this. It’s too soon to do this.
Please help by keeping in place 6 feet apart and masks. This is crucial for our safety. Fines should be in place for those that don't follow
this. It is deadly. Just like being on the phone while driving.
Please open hair salon, restaurants and churches
POCA GENTE EN EL LUGAR..
LIMPIEZA DEL ÁREA O LOCAL..
HORARIOS LARGOS
Possible if supplied with ppe
possibly Q
possibly, if workers take turns coming in to ensure physical distancing can still be maintained
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Possibly. But I work in a small office
Post protocols and add in physical changes and procedures the keep all safe.
posting written protocols in regards to distancing, wearing of masks/shields, no gathering greater than 2 people in a small room, increased
proportional to size of gathering area allowing for proper distancing. Creation of discrete work stations able to
PPE
PPE and common sense. Heightened disinfection protocols.
PPE and no contact transactions.
PPE while interacting closely and keeping distance.
PPE, distancing, cleaning, and regular testing of all employees (read that as daily). If you can get the testing going for employees daily, and
get the results back within 24 hours you can with reasonable assurance allow some people to go back to work. I
Ppes
PPEs for everyone. Physical distance
Practice good Personal hygiene
Practice physical distancing and avoid large groups of people.
Practice safe distancing and disinfecting as much as possible.
Practice safe distancing. Use hand sanitizers after any interaction where germs can be transmitted. Use masks only when necessary. I am
on furlough, but my job as a concierge at a golf club had young, middle age and tons of active seniors. They desperatel
temperatures before entering.
All Small businesses are necessary and Essential if they limit # of people in a facility and p
Practice safety measures
practice social distancing and be aware of cleanliness of my surroundings.
Practice social distancing and having the right ppe for everyone.
Practice social distancing, good hygiene, and limited occupancy.
Practice social distancing, using masks, etc
practices such as remaining 6 feet away from others, washing my hands, wearing a mask in same-room meetings and staying home at any
sign of feeling sick. Overall, being a good citizen to my coworkers and my own family.
Practicing all cdc guidelines while ensuring my employer does the same.
Practicing clean habits ( hand washing, mask wearing, no hands on face, disinfecting surfaces regularly, carefully monitoring and/or
reporting the health of other employees)
Practicing cleaniness
Practicing good hygeine, wearing a mask.
practicing good hygiene and limit amount of people in aress.
Practicing good hygiene and staying away from others if I'm sick
practicing good hygiene as always.
Practicing good hygiene.
Practicing good hygiene. Maintaining social distance
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Practicing personal hygiene and awareness. If individuals who are at high risk feel they should not be reintroduce, then allow them to
continue quarantine. The remainder of society can operate and not affect them.
Practicing physical distance of 6 feet
practicing safe distancing, wearing a face covering and using sanitizer provided at each facility that is open.
Practicing safe social distancing and helping guide children into understanding what’s happening.
Practicing safe social distancing, responsible hygiene, not going into work if I don’t feel well, respecting the personal space of others, taking
extra measures to keep a clean work environment
Practicing safety always- distancing, masks, etc
practicing safety precautions like physical distancing, wearing a mask, staying home if I don't feel well
Practicing self distancing and wearing mask
Practicing social distance
Practicing social distance wearing mask and gloves and regularly disinfecting work areas and restrooms
practicing social distancing & taking extra steps to sanitize every time necessary
Practicing social distancing & wearing a mask.
Practicing social distancing and ensuring everyone wears personal protective equipment
practicing social distancing and making sure to sanitize my work areas regularly.
Practicing social distancing and mindfulness.
More hand sanitizing/ washing stations. In San Francisco, I saw a ton of stations to sanitize your hands but there are none here. The ones
at the gas stations are empty as well here.
Practicing social distancing and ppe. If this must still be required, we shouldn’t chance reopening everything until we know it’s safe.
Practicing social distancing and utilizing video conferencing
Practicing social distancing by spacing work office desks far apart
Practicing social distancing guidelines as in the following: washing hands, 6 feet distancing, and capacity limits.
Practicing social distancing While at work
practicing social distancing, and proper precautions.
Practicing social distancing, washing hands,
Practicing social distancing, wearing personal protective equipment as well as regular hand washing/sanitizing. The challenge will be
breathing in circulated air (air conditioning).
Practicing social distancing.
Practicing social distancing. Constantly washing hands and sanitizing workspace
Practicing the recommended social distancing, wearing face coverings, frequently washing hands, etc.
Practicing Universal Precaution
Precautions must still be taken
Precisely by following capacity limits and physical distancing
Pre-existing assurance from public health officials that a large percentage of the population has been tested, including visitors from areas
that never enacted/relaxed early stay at home orders; both of which is to ensure the working class is not at incre
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Presently working as a RN in acute care facility
pretty much nothing. I can try to social distance but without fastidious cleaning it’s worthless.
Previous question: My priority is the safety of our most vulnerable.
And yes, I always work from home, I’m fine.
Primary care medical office
Private offices
distancing
Probably not. I'm a community college professor (in a non-LB district). It's hard to envision returning to an enclosed classroom anytime
soon. I'd have to have my class sizes reduced by more than 50% to maintain safe social distancing. But a classroom tha
promoting online learning and emphasize the need to to hold equitable learning to all the students in the Long Beach area.
Proper cleanliness
come in
Proper hand washing anytime in contact with something possibly contaminated. Having a mask on to remind myself to not touch my face.
Maintaining appropriate distance, air hugs to all my loved ones.
Proper hygiene & social distancing.
Proper hygiene and be highly aware of my surrounds for social distancing
proper hygiene and wearing a mask if social distancing is not possible.
Proper masks and sanitation
Proper ppe
proper PPE protocol
Proper PPE when working around patients
Proper PPE, flexible sick time off in case of illness. Lots of hand sanitizers, access to hand washing, surface disinfectants, masks.
Proper PPE, limited number of people allowed in, alternate work from home days with the rest of the employees
proper protocol such as workers and customer wearing mask, workers wearing gloves, disposable gown and proper sanitation of facilities
with reduced capacity at all times. I am a healthcare worker, we are already doing these precautions to prevent the spre
Proper sanitation procedures
Proper sanitation stations (increased housekeeping protocol), mandatory Covid testing for all employees, mandatory pay for sick leave
(Covid or non covid cases), mandatory masks and mandatory temperature taking (to be taken daily upon arrival at work).
Proper social distancing
Properly ppe
is good for immunity:)
Protective gear, social distancing, as many precautions as necessary
Protective PPE, Lower capacity limits
environment.
environment.
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Provide Testing
Providing cleaning supplies that are easily accessible to workers request. Maintaing shared common areas clean such as kitchens:
refrigerators, microwaves, toaster, restrooms, copy rooms, conference rooms.
Providing masks
Providing Masks, Sanitizing Stations, And a dedicates staff that will sanitize counters throughout the day. Implementing work schedules that
will allow employees to rotate. for example putting a limit to shared offices, kitchens, providing clear shields a
Providing physical carriers when possible
Providing PPE, for all work areas. Testing all, if testing is available and accessible.
Providing sanitation and cleaning supplies to clean surfaces between each person who works and comes in to the office
Providing services at 6 feet proximity
Providing social distancing, Handwashing stations, enforcement of mask wearing, plexiglass between customers and employees
Public safety should be prioritized. City/State health officials should be able to perform inspections and spot-check procedures for any publicserving or walk-in business (similar to letter-grade inspections for restaurants). Temperature checks and other
prevent this everywhere else.
Putting on. Masks and keeping 6 feet from co workers and kids.
Putting safe practices in place that keep social distances
Putting up walls at our work space, to divide cubicles. No interaction with people or kids.
Q #9 is not applicable because I work from home anyway so this has not impacted me either way, and going back to work won't change
things for me personally so I can't answer this question fairly.
Question 9 and 10 are unclear/confusing
question worded ambiguously but yes
Railcar Inspecting
Rapid Testing and Vaccines
rational social distancing and obvious hygiene
Re opening is not a good idea until there ain't cases being open
Real Estate Agent....I am always working.....everything right now is social distancing..
Rearrange office layout.
reasonable distancing
Reasonable practice of common sense.
Reasonable sanitation
Reasonable social distancing/cleanliness/face masks where appropriate.
reasonable spacing and numbers based on recommendation by the world health organization
Reduce on site capacity to maintain distance.
reduce rooms capacity
Reduced capacity limits and strict face mask requirements.
Reducing capacity by staggering shift, reorganize offices/workspace, implement more cleaning breaks
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Reducing class size and staggering attendance
Reducing class sizes, staggered pick up/drop offs for schools
reducing number of people on campus at one time
Reducing the number of workers physically during office hours by having some work from home during the week.
Registered Nurse at VA Long Beach . I was not out of work
Regular disaffection of common areas e.g bathrooms, break areas, doors and everyone should use some sort of face covering while in
public/private spaces where there is the possibility of coming in close contact with another individual.
Regular hand washing and good hygiene
Regular office work
Regular precautions including washing hands, social distancing, wearing a mask as needed.
Regular sanitizing and making testing widely available for everyone
Reinventing our entire business model (dine-in restaurant)
Remaining 6 feet apart
Remaining 6 feet away from a person when possible. Wearing a mask.
Remaining 6 ft away as much as possible, no physical touch, regular deep cleaning of facility.
Remaining under stay at home orders until the threat of covid19 is completely abolished.
Reminding those with poor health, respiratory issues, and the elderly to stay home. Getting tested for antibodies and offering to run errands
for those at risk of test is positive.
remote work from home
Remote work from home
Remote work from home
essential businesses.
Remote working
Reopen schools. Have the youngest students (kindergarten through 2nd) return first because it is harder for them to learn by distance
learning, keep older kids at home because it is easier for them to learn by distance learning. If parents of younger ki
Reopening many businesses gradually while still maintaining social distancing similar to what essential businesses are doing now.
Reorganization of office space
representative work
Require everyone to wear masks.
Require face masks to be worn at all times.
Require physical distancing, virtual meetings, enhanced facilities cleaning, good hygiene
require temperature check upon arrival to work.
Required mask and cut occupancy of individuals in half
Required use of masks in all places of employment.
requiring a mask, making businesses have the option of work from home, and by making businesses require hand sanitizer stations
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Requiring all employees to wear a mask, whether they want to or not, keep at least 6ft or more apart, have staff meetings at a distance or
have some staff work at home and others at the office and switch it up.
Requiring all residents to wear masks, encouraging temperature taking at public places, continuing to expand testing and tracing, identifying
at risk populations and continuing to require them to stay at home, educating the community about proper hand was
Requiring anyone that goes out wear a mask. No Exceptions.
people
sanitizers throughout office
Requiring face masks, encouraging regular hand washing, regular sanitizing of shared work spaces / tools
Requiring face masks. Social distancing. Limiting capacity at restaurants/movie theaters, etc.
requiring masks and enforcing physical distancing by penalizing businesses that do not ensure that guidelines are followed.
Requiring masks and gloves to be worn when traveling throughout common areas and public places. Limiting the number of individuals in
an elevator at one given time. Increasing the cleaning and sanitation practices in large office buildings and within th
Requiring masks and persistent cleaning of surfaces.
symptomatic employees.
Requiring masks, handwashing, increase sanitation and additional cleaning by office janitorial staff.
Requiring the use of the masks
Having regular disinfecting of the building
Social distancing to continue to be a norm
requiring the wearing of masks
Reducing the number of individuals who gather and ensuring proper physical distance is upheld
Having proper sanitation products readily available
Hourly cleaning and disinfecting procedures
Residents have to respect protocol and guidelines in place, otherwise returning to work or school will be counter productive. I do not want
my children to become ill. I would like open spaces to gradually reopen, such as parks, beaches, & essential city f
Respect others space
Respect physical distancing
Respectful distancing and personal hygiene
Respecting cdc guidelines
Respecting others spaces, wearing a face covering, washing hands often and using hand sanitizer
lifted.
lifted.
Respecting people’s personal space. Cleaning our own areas daily or multiple times a day.
Respecting Social distance guidelines
respecting the distance
responsible behavior like: washing my hands, keeping my work area clean, wearing my mask, staying home if I do not feel well.
responsible social distancing and always wear a mask. Respecting other's space is a priority.
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Restaurant workers comprise a large portion of the workforce. Due to the virus, restaurants can only operate in limited capacity, thus,
limiting the ability for workers to work. Restaurants already have two tiered sanitation inpsections in the form of cit
Restricting businesses to 1/4 capacity of that posted by fire Marshall.
Restricting contact with persons that I do not know.
Restricting the amount of people per sqft of the establishment and observe social distancing by defining spots where people should stand or
areas were people should be (like standing lanes to checkout are doing with tape on floor). People are relaxing th
Restricting the amount of students in my preschool classroom
Restructuring how I manage/arrange my Music Resource Center at CSULB with respect to capacity, sitting and computer workstation
positions. Studying and using technologies.
Resume in my work and it’s normal capacity because it’s with young children and the risk is very low.
Retired Military Official.
Retrofitting cubicles, etc. Call Center is in Industry, multi billion dollar gas producer.
Returning to work for many will be possible as long as physical distancing and wearing protective equipment is enforced
riding the elevator alone, wearing a mask in public areas, washing hands frequently.
Rotate office staff or allow to work remotely.
Rotating days with my office mates so we are not all in the same space at the same time.
Rotating days working from home and in the office with those that don't nearest to me.
Continuing to host all meetings virtually and keeping all conference rooms closed
Keeping communal food areas closed, i.e break room, kitchen, and courtyard
Having h
Rotating employees by shifts etc
Rotating schedules and distancing
Rotating schedules and distancing measures
Rotating staff time to office and remotely working at home to capacity limits under 10 working in the building at any given time. Provide PPE
essentials for staff and clients. operate client interaction outside open tent area w/ protective gear and 6 foot
Rotating with staff the days I work in the office and working at home to ensure that we can stay 6 feet away from others
Rotating work schedules to include work from home options to keep social distancing standards. All equipment will be sanitized daily and
PPE will be provided for those that need it.
rotating working from home and in the office to allow the office to be partially full for social distancing.
Rotation schedules
Rotation shifts - with work from home options
Rotations
Rotations at the office.
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Running enough buses so that social distancing is possible for residents without cars. Making sure cars continue to obey speed and traffic
laws despite less traffic, so that it is safe to walk and bike for residents who aren’t yet comfortable taking trans
Safe distancing
Safe distancing
Safe distancing
Safe distancing and wearing a mask
Safe practice of mandatory masks, and constant hygienic practice.
currently have regarding safety.
Safety by everyone being tested so we know our status. Mandate continuing 6 ft distancing & Mask for protection.
people before returning to work.
Safety precautions
Safety proto calls.
Safety social distancing, disinfectant, limit customers, wear mask, wash hand.
Sales consultant at a car dealership
Sales rep - visiting retail stores
Korea as done.
Sanitary & distancing efforts
Sanitation laws, social distancing, slower pace work day to make sure those are implemented correctly
Sanitization, social distancing
do not touch face
Sanitizing and distancing. Facemasks required at all these facilities.
Sanitizing any work area and wearing a mask if necessary.
Sanitizing before & after each use. Cleaning staff on hand
Hand cleaner & equip cleaner on the floor
Masks
Mat sanitizing
Sanitizing my work area
Having less students in my class
Use social distancing
Provide educators with the face masks, gloves and adequate protection
Sanitizing the areas more frequently. Taking temperatures before entering.
Sanitizing work area, wearing mask, keeping distance between others.
Sanitizing work equipment such as break room, coffee maker, fridge, copier, printer, conference room. Ever hour clean desk or cubicle
area just incase some touch your belonging with out knowing. Arrange work area staying 6 feet apart.
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-sanitizing workspace
-frequently hand washing
-coughing/sneezing into inner elbow
increasing capacity in phases
Sanitizing, hand washing, giving physical space, staying home if sick
Sanitizing. Mask wearing and social distancing. Permit telework in office settings
Scattered schedules where not everyone is in office on the same days. limiting numbers of people visiting the office each day.
scattered work shifts, remote work a couple of days a week
scheduled disinfecting of communal surfaces several times a day. Ensuring all employees have access to, and use, hand sanitizer.
Scheduled work days
Schools can have masks required. Plus hands and surfaces clean through out the day.
Science.
requirement when inside buildings.
Screenings, masks and shields. More sick leave pay. Stricter cleaning and sanitation requirements.
See #11
See below. I am currently working from home full-time and while I can effectively do my work, I miss social interaction. I am also in the
Covid high-risk group, so I need to be careful to prevent exposure.
self care, washing hands, stay home when unwell. Perhaps limit the capacity and gradually increase to normal capacity rate within few
weeks. People needs to be trained about proper cleaning and cross contamination, less knowledge leads to fear. People sh
self employed and work in home
Self monitoring and practicing respect to capacity limits and physical distancing. I also feel teleworking is beneficial for parents with children
who lack safe and trustworthy childcare.
Separating clients, not having a full staff so there aren’t as many guests, no company waiting til service is finished, no waiting area
separation of working areas, working shifts, wearing masks.
serving needs of seniors-food distribution; information and referral
Sessions with families outdoors or making sure to keep 6ft distance and wearing a mask
Set strict safety guidelines to the employees and public. Limit access to public buildings as we see at supermarkets.
setting a schedule that can have 10people or less on each floor throughout the day.
Setting expectations with colleagues
Setting new guidelines for hospitality workers through social distancing, glove usages, maybe masks or limited occupancy.
setting requirements that must be followed
Setting up floor plans for personal distancing with my staff, splitting shifts, letting those work from home who need to.
Shelter in place
Shield cube, face protection
shifts, some workers are before noon and some afternoon, or every other day
shopping, working.
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Should be optional and not mandatory for those that don't feel comfortable
Showing common sense in respect to reasonable social distancing and awareness of personal health.
Showing up
Significant physical distancing - optimally, 30 feet and those present in public wearing masks, with available hand sanitizer.
Signing something that makes hygiene and cleanliness a mandatory thing in the workplace.
Similar practices in retail that we are doing for the businesses currently open.
Spread out furniture and tables.
Since I work for a Park Community Center I do not feel safe outside of the facility because of the large Homeless population who practice
no mask wearing or physical distancing and who refuse any assistance from the outreach workers for shelter. Therefore
Sitting 6 feet apart from my co- workers.
Sitting 6 feet apart or more from my co-workers. Not sharing an elevator, wearing a mask and gloves, and using hand sanitizer often
Sitting at my desk and working.
sitting away from anyone in our work space.
sitting more than 6 feet away from coworkers, and wearing a face mask when less than 6 feet away.
Six feet away desk
Skeleton crew, flexible schedule, social distancing and masks
Slowly opening the office, limiting numbers of attendees for meetings, thorough and frequent cleaning.
Slowly trickling the team back into the office.
Small capacity and slowly increase. Even opening restaurant outside areas to start opening restaurants again.
Small office rotation of total number of workers. Maintaining office populations to smaller limits, people will congregate to socialize after
being isolated for so long and keeping in building population low and slowly expand will be useful
Small retail can require masks, social distancing, and contactless payments, etc
Small retailers, hair and nail salons can follow the same protocols that Billings Hardware on 2nd Street in Belmont Shore is following by:
A: Limiting number of customers in the store
B: Masks are required
C: Spraying sanitizer on the hands as customers
Small scale openings
smaller class sizes, temperature and other medical measures taken daily, thorough daily cleaning, provided gloves, hand sanitizer and mask
Smaller public school class sizes
Smart stuff
So long as good sense (face masks, hand washing and social distancing, i.e. 6 feet apart) are used.
Social Distancing and follower govenor guidlines
Social destancing
social distacing and no physical contact and healthy
Social distance
Social distance and face mask
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Social distance and handwashing
social distance and wear masks
social distance in place.. like what is being done at grocery stores. everyone wears masks and are 6 feet apart. Limiting the number of
people inside.. 1 goes out the other goes in. This is so we don't have an increase in deaths like New York. It got out
Social distance in the office, mask if closer than 6 feet, wipe down surfaces with disinfectant at least daily, some people telecommute
Social distance.
Social distancing
Social distancing
social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing
social distancing
Social distancing - mandatory facemask
Social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing & regular disinfecting
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Social distancing (i.e. reducing capacity % numbers when in retail/public/dining facilities), masks in public spaces where 6 ft distance is not
always (100% of time) possible. Keeping office numbers down to 10-15? or less at one time, in one area. Stagge
Social Distancing 6 feet apart
Social distancing 6 ft apart and face covering
Social Distancing 6ft . Masks and just being smart.
Social distancing and adhering to limit of people inside the business
Social distancing and being safe. Wash hands
Social distancing and being safe. Wash hands
Social distancing and consistency with sanitizing work space
social distancing and continued hand sanitation
Social distancing and employers providing masks and hand sanitizer
Social distancing and following health guidelines
Social distancing and following preventing measures to slow the sharing for germs
Social distancing and frequent sanitation of work stations.
Social distancing and hand washing
Social distancing and hygiene.
Social distancing and just living life. All this pandemic stuff of being away from our friends and family is taking a toll on my health
Social distancing and maintaining good hygiene.
Social distancing and mask both mandatory
Social distancing and masks
Social distancing and masks
Social distancing and masks
Social distancing and masks
social distancing and masks is all we need
close nursing homes to the public
Social distancing and only going out when it’s essential.
social distancing and personal hygiene
Social distancing and personal responsibility.
Social distancing and practicing good hygiene
social distancing and sanitizing my work area through out the day
Social distancing and washing hands checking temperatures
Social distancing and washing hands frequently and still wearing mask around others
Social distancing and wearing a face mask. Washing my hands. Not going out if I feel sick.
Social distancing and wearing a mask during my shift and sanitizing after each guest.
Social distancing and wearing a mask.
Social distancing and wearing a mask.
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social distancing and wearing a mask.
Social distancing and wearing face masks
Social distancing and wearing gloves and a mask
Social distancing and wearing mask and washing hands
Social distancing and wearing mask.
Social distancing and wearing masks at all times.
Social distancing and wearing PPE
Social distancing as a teacher will be difficult in a classroom
Social distancing as in working without partners
Social distancing at work and practicing a cleanliness environment
Social distancing by limiting the amount of employees in my office to 10 or less at any given time
Social distancing by limiting the amount of employees in my office to 10 or less at any given time
Social distancing by limiting the amount of employees in my office to 10 or less at any given time
states otherwise
quarantine with basically a full staff.
Social distancing in the office.
Social distancing is a joke. Reopen our city and return our freedoms.
Social distancing is the key thing.
Social distancing is useless. Caalifornia "lock down" is a joke. We have done nothing to help. This is pointless and you are a fool at best
and a fascist at worst. The United State of America is a free fucking country. I will never wear a mask or soc
Social distancing masking
Social distancing measures - face masks - limited occupancy.
don't have the virus.
Social distancing practices
Social distancing practices currently in place, minus staying at home
social distancing proper cloves and mask keep hands clean
Social distancing wearing a mask in large crowds. Disinfect areas often.
Social distancing when possible or wearing a mask. Limit occupancy at store to 1/2 capacity, golf course should have 20 minutes between
start times and no carts plus only one person in the pro shop at a time, movie theaters could seat every other row with
social distancing while I continue to work from home and travel
Social distancing while in public businesses, counting to keep everything sanitize, following the ‘No mask, No service’ rule, create new ways
in order for people to receive services with pandemic still going on.
Social distancing while singing and in church.
Social distancing while wearing PPE
Social distancing with strangers
social distancing
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Social distancing
Testing
PPE
Social distancing, cleaning continuously
social distancing, altering work schedule to limit occupant count in office spaces
Social distancing, alternate work from home schedule if not enough space for employees to work in same area and observe 6 ft rule,
employer provide sanitation and handwash solutions.
social distancing, and sanitation
Social distancing, appropriate sanitizing and cleaning
Social distancing, creating different methods to meet with residents, continue using my mask, and disinfecting all services at all times.
Social distancing, everyone wear a mask, have portion of staff work from home 2 to 3 days per week so office is not overcrowded.
Social distancing, face covering, cleaning my workspace, temperature checks.
Social distancing, face coverings when social distancing isn’t possible. Disinfecting surfaces and washing hands often.
Social distancing, face mask, sanitizing on a regular basis
social distancing, face masks
Social distancing, frequent hand washing and cleaning worksite.
social distancing, hand washing and wearing a mask.
Social distancing, hand washing, wearing masks
scientist/doctors consider it safe.
Social distancing, mask, hand washing breaks and sanitizing services. Limit on customers.
social distancing, masks, & hand washing
Social distancing, masks, gloves
Social distancing, masks, washing hands
Social distancing, partial working from home for staff, increased cleaning and mask requirements
Social distancing, PPE
Social distancing, PPE protection
Social distancing, proper hand washing and basic hygienic routines.
contact with a positive person
Social distancing, proper safety precautions (masks, temperature regulation)
Social distancing, sanitizing, and disinfecting my work area, wearing a mask or face covering during work hours.
Social distancing, staggered work hours and days
social distancing, staggering work schedules so not everyone is in the office at the same time, separating work stations by 6 ft. or more,
wearing masks if we have to be around people less than 6 ft., providing hand sanitizer accessible to everyone, still
Social distancing, using a mask, and continuously and religiously washing my hands.
Social Distancing, video conferencing, wearing face masks, constantly washing my hands, limit in-person meetings.
Social distancing, washing hands and sanitizing your hands
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social distancing, washing of hands, wearing a mask, taking temperature as we enter gathering, etc...
Social distancing, wear a mask
Social distancing, wearing a face mask, & performing frequent hand hygiene at work. Already do that at the hospital I work in.
Social distancing, wearing a mask, and sanitizing
social distancing, wearing a mask, being respectful of others space
Social distancing, wearing a mask, not going out if I don’t feel well, vigilant hand washing , hygiene, and disinfecting.
Social distancing, wearing a mask.
Social distancing, wearing masks and gloves.
Social distancing, wearing masks and remain aware that this virus is not over & can cause continuous spreading if not staying safe.
social distancing, wearing masks, and also ensuring proper hand hygiene.
social distancing, wearing masks, staggering shifts, working from home once or twice a week.
social distancing, working 50/50 home and in the office
Social distancing,facemasks and frequent handwashing.
Checking my temperature prior to starting working daily
Social distancing.
Social distancing.
down.
social distancing. I am also able to work remote.
Social distancing. Masks don't actually do the job. And in fact, create a false sense of security.
social distancing. staying in my office
social distancing. wear mask when appropriate
Social distancing. Wearing a mask. Washing hands often.
Social distancing/ 6 feet apart; wear masks, symptom screenings.
Socil distancing is increased
Some employees working from home on alternating days
some form of virus testing
workers in the office.
Some kind of social distancing is needed.
Some kind of social distancing is needed.
Some kind of social distancing is needed.
Some planning to ensure we are social distancing in my call center
some poeple to work from home on a rotating schedule
Some what.
Some work from home days and some office days
some work remotely but also informing others about social distancing practices.
Sorry, I don't really understand the question.
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Sorry, I don't understand this question.
And I would say open the items above with strict rules about capacity and clenaing.
Sorry, this question is phrased in a confusing manner.
Space out desks/cubicles. Rotate days in the office (MWF or T Th as opposed to M-F). Limit how many people can be in the building at
once. Everyone wear masks inside buildings and install hand sanitizer inside every entry/exit. Sanitize facility each week
Spacing desks 6 ft apart. Cleaning desks and shared spaces frequently, hag sanitizer around office, work from home days
Spacing distance between the students in my classroom.
Spacing my office making sure each employee can observe social distancing.
Spacing of desks, increased hygiene
Spacing out desks 6’+
Spacing, masks, gloves, plenty of disinfectants, and sanitizer.
Spacing, wear a mask
Specific guidelines by business type; retail has a set of needs, restaurants another, meetings another, parks another etc. Ramp up the
dialogue around temp checks at arrival. Long Beach has done an excellent job on making testing available, but this is a
Spending time in the sun helps to keep people happy and warm and weakens the virus. I think distancing is very important, but I also think
there is a lot of space outside our homes.
Split day for classrooms with disinfecting in between
split shifts
Splitting time between working from home and at work to reduce staff onsite and increase social distance. Maintaining a clean work
environment, and advising people to stay home when they are ill.
Spread out workstations and sanitize meeting rooms
conference rooms.
Staff can rotate between onsite and remote work, to allow for social distancing. Masks can be worn when they need to be in closer contact-for example personal grooming services.
Staff working remotely and with special precautions in place
Stagger employees on different days so there isn’t too many people all at once. Everyone must wear a mask at work.
Staggered appointment schedules, limiting only 3 patients in the waiting room at a time, requiring patients to wear surgical masks
throughout their appointment, incorporating telehealth when possible (this is limited by Medicare's restriction on speech th
Staggered days at the office
Staggered hours including work at home options certain days of the week.
Staggered re-entry
Staggered remote work to meet capacity limits; masks; having unlimited sick days (doctor’s note after a certain number maybe)
etc
staggered schedule with my coworkers, wiping down all surfaces
Staggered schedules, work shifts. Majority can continue to work from home.
Staggered seating, hourly cleaning.
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Staggered shifts
Staggered shifts
Staggered shifts, frequent disinfecting
Staggered staff and social distancing of work stations
staggered times for my classes that I teach
Staggered work at home days, masks in (or closure of) community areas such as kitchens, and masks in bathrooms, changes to physical
spacing footprint of desks to allow social distancing.
Staggered work hours
Staggered work hours, disinfecting, social distancing.
Staggered work hours. Combination of work from home and in the office
Staggered work schedule, expand use of virtual meetings compared with pre-covid
sheltered. Keep washing hands.
Staggered work schedules, working from home when possible, wearing masks
Staggering employee office days, providing PPE
Staggering employee shifts and enforcing face coverings
The rules need to be enforced.
Staggering hours/days of who needs to be in the office
Staggering my schedule with my coworkers to ensure practical social distancing.
Staggering schedules, for example taking turns going to work to the office. Limiting the amount of visitors to the school office.
staggering schedules, limiting office size, limiting people at work to at least less than 20
Staggering shifts and controls physical distance and altering my social activity
staggering shifts, masks,, cleaning of work area, spacing of employees
Staggering the days we go in with my colleagues so that there are no more than 3-4 of us at any time.
Staggering the need to be in office location and working from home
staggering the workforce - maybe 2 days in the office / 3 days work from and expand from there. Keep all surfaces wiped clean and
continue to practice physical distancing as well as mandatory wearing of masks.
staggering who comes to work when
staggering work from home days
Staggering work hours for employees in open areas or wearing masks. Hospital employees are already doing this.
Staggering work in the office and work at home shifts with coworkers, using PPE and practicing good hygine
Staggering work shifts
Staggering work times or days in the office. Mixed with working from home a few days a week. Wearing masks in the workplace and social
distancing. Finding alternatives to in person meetings especially when social distancing can not be accomplished.
Staggering work times, having staff alternate home/office work days.
Staging shifts
Stand 6 feet
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Stand 6’ away, wear a mask, and minimize how many guests are in a space
hands constantly
Standing six feet away
Start with restrictions and ease up as you go
workspace
Stay at home
STAY AT HOME
STAY AT HOME
Stay at home and work from home
Stay away from people.
Stay clear of others and wear a mask.
Stay home
Stay home save lives!
Stay home when sick, wash hands often, use hand sanitizer / masks. There is no real reason that Long Beach should not reopen. Also our
government officials need to be more positive and encouraging about how well Long Beach has weathered this - obviously
stay in my office and wearing a face mask
Stay in my own office
stay in office, virtual meetings, ride elevator alone
Staying 6' away
Staying 6 feet
Staying 6 feet apart
Staying 6 feet apart and wearing a mask
Staying 6 feet apart and when that is not possible wear a mask, when communicating keeping my distance, frequent hand washing and
hand sanitizer at my work place and sanitizing my work area each day.
Staying 6 feet apart from others and continue wearing face coverings
staying 6 feet apart from others or wearing a masks when not possible
Staying 6 feet apart, santizing,disinfecting, wiping down high touch areas. Keeping a limit of people allowed inside by square footage .
Requiring businesses that want to be open provide proper personal protection equipment for their workers . Face masks
Staying 6 feet apart, washing hands after every interaction with anyone, anything.
staying 6 feet apart.
Staying 6 feet away from co- workers and staggering office hours
Staying 6 feet away from my co-workers, continue washing my hands, and to make sure to stay home if I am sick.
staying 6 feet away from other, washing hands often, wearing a mask, sneeze into armpit
Staying 6 feet away from others and constantly washing my hands and cleaning my work area with disinfecting wipes.
Staying 6 feet away from people
Staying 6 feet distance from all employees am wearing appropriate attire for example face mask and gloves
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Staying 6 ft apart and wearing a mask when talking to others
Staying 6 ft away from my coworkers
Staying 6’ apart, wearing a mask, washing hands
Staying 6feet apart from each other and work safely always keep in mind to ware your mask and gloves and 6 feet apart.
Staying 6ft apart
staying 6ft away from other, wearing masks, and washing my hands.
Staying 6ft away from ppl continue washing hands and wearing a masks
Staying 6ft away, wear mask in public and hand sanitizing
Staying a good distance from fellow employees
Staying a safe distance (minimum 6 feet) from other employees. Continuing to have virtual meetings (even if we are back in office). Wear
masks and continue to sanitize all shared equipment, such as copy machines. Wash hands regularly and avoid cross conta
Staying a safe distance away from coworkers and also buying sanitizing products for my desk and others.
Staying apart
Staying at home and working from home
Staying at home if I don’t feel well and washing hands frequently wearing masks when I’m close proximity with others
Staying at home part time
Staying at home until the virus de contagious rate diminishes
Copy Machine)
Staying away at 6 feet away from coworkers
Staying away from others not living in my home.
Staying away from
“ High Risk “ people - In fact - High risk people need to stay locked down until a vaccine is here Staying clean, wash hands consistently, wearing face mask
Staying distant and clean
Staying distant and clean
Staying healthy and taking necessary precautions
Staying healthy.
Staying home
Staying home
STAYING HOME
STAYING HOME
Staying home a bit longer
Staying home if I am sick, wearing a mask, talk the least possible
Staying home if I don’t feel well
staying home if I get sick.
Staying home if I’m not well and wearing a mask when in groups of people if not possible to keep physical distance at all times
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Staying home if I'm sick or feeling ill.
Maintain proper hygiene
Staying home unless essential.
Staying home until the level of new viral infections subsides.
Staying home until the rate of infection lowers.
Staying home until the virus is contained enough so that we may all be able to return to regular activities safely. We do not need to rush to
re-open and risk a spike in cases that will ultimately delay our school year and every day routines even further.
Staying home when I’m sick and keeping a cleaning work cubical.
Staying home when not feeling well and wearing a mask.
staying home when you are not well, wearing masks inside public facilities, having the permanent option to telecommute when needed.
staying in my cubicle
Staying in my office
constantly work and home area.
Staying in my office and avoiding gatherings of people
Staying in my office and continuing to do meetings by computer/ zoom. More worried about small businesses in Long Beach. Concerned
about 2nd street and the amount of businesses that continue to close.
Staying in my office and distancing from others
Staying in my office and limiting common areas
staying in my office and wearing a mask when going near others
Staying in my office by myself
Staying in my office, washing my hands, wearing a mask, each person wiping in the public bathroom spaces as they use them
Staying in office or designated area. Clean as I go. Limiting contact in certain gathering areas like break room , smoke area
Staying inside until everything opens back up and is safe.
Staying my distance and sanitation
Staying my distance, possibly wearing a face mask as in the workplace, washing hands periodically, sanitizing work stations
Staying my office, but not seeing students face-to-face.
Staying safe distance. Constant sanitize and wash myself and area around me. Wearing masks whenever near people.
Staying six feet apart and wearing a mask if closer
Staying with the distancing,wearing a mask and washing my hands frequently
Staying within 6 feet of others and enforcing standards with customers
Sticking to: home, office, grocery, beach until the curve has flattened dramatically and has stabilized.
Still 6 ft separation at all time. Check temperature prior to gaining access anywhere. Still enforce face covering.
Still currently working
Still currently working
Still currently working split office shift to reduce amount of employees.
still wear mask gloves, and use throw away dishes
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Still wearing mask use gloves and social distances also limits on customers.
Still wearing my face mask and keeping social distancing
Still working
Still working
Still working - health care professional
Still working at an essential business while taking the proper precautions in the office
Still working remotely occasionally, distancing when in the office, avoiding larger meetings, staying home if any concerning symptoms
stricly following guidelines and wearing mask all the time. testing too.
Strict physical distancing measures at all open businesses, with enforcement resources.
Strict physical distancing.
Strong enforcement
exhibit safe behaviors.
Strongly Disagree
Strongly suggesting face masks in public. Masks required for grocery shopping specifically. Allow all businesses to require customers to
wear masks, IF THEY CHOOSE. Social distancing requirement is mostly unnecessary with face masks.
sure
Survey is not well worded. At this time there are still too many cases out there with no medication or vaccine. Prevention is best. If people
can work at home, they should be allowed to do so until a vaccine or medical treatment for COVID is available
Survey question bias aside, requiring increased personal hygiene (washing hands/providing sanitizer), increased facility cleaning
requirements (sanitizing surfaces), and where “social distancing” can’t or is difficult to achieve, simply require a mask.
suspending rent and mortgages for residents until such time that we can return to mostly normal function.
Systems in place, and clearly communicated, that address social distancing. Increased access to no-contact options.
Take temperatures prior to entering, social Distancing, washing hands and disinfectant.
Take turns who goes to the office.
Taking a limited number of stylists/ clients in our hair salon. Following strict disinfection protocol between each client. Clients and stylists
wearing masks and gloves while performing services.
Taking breaks or lunch in different hours, taking distances from others, flexible schedule... etc
Taking extra precautions in sanitizing and keeping my distance
Taking extra precautions to reduce physical contact and closeness with other people. Wearing masks, advising sick and susceptible people
to remain home, sanitizing work spaces more often, and being considerate of others private space.
Taking limited clients with both the client and me the service provider wearing facial masks & having the client was hands/ sanitize prior and
after service as well as me the service provider.
Taking measures to limit space between people, ensuring cleanliness of surfaces, minimize physical contact between people in all situations
Taking ownership of my behaviors
Taking people’s temperatures
Taking precautionary measures such as washing hands and using hand satirizer. No need for masks.
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Taking responsibility for my own health and following CDC guidelines for good hygiene and Social Distancing
Taking turns to go in the office with other coworkers.
Taking vitamins and eating right to ensure that my immune system stays strong and does it's job.
Teacher in the university (CSULB) and having classes that stay a decent distance away from each other. Can be done with smaller class
sizes (under 20), bigger classes, or teaching outside. In-person contact is critical with teaching and the future will no
Teaching
Teaching
Teaching
Teaching all students to follow directions the first time and stop touching everything. I think schools need to reopen.
teaching virtually.
Telecommute
telecommute option, office configuration, web conferencing instead of in person meetings
telecommuting
any given time.
Telecommuting and minimal interaction with personnel.
Telecommuting and occasional visits to the office (as needed).
Telecommuting as needed
Telecommuting on a rotational basis by safely distancing office staff.
Telecommuting on alternative days.
Telecommuting or better space design in my office.
Telecommuting or wearing masks and having hand sanitizers handy.
telecommuting when possible. keep the number of employees in the office to a minimum. Provide masks, sanitizer.
Telecommuting.
maintaining social distancing.
Telecommuting/alternate days when reporting to office so that safe distances can be maintained.
telecomuting only
telehealth and protective gear for therapy sessions with kids
Telework
Telework
Telework
telework when possible, wearing a mask and having disinfectants.
Telework, adjusted schedules
Telework.
Telework. Limit people in office by rotation.
Teleworking
Teleworking
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Teleworking
Teleworking and alternating schedules with coworkers.
Teleworking for those who can. Limited shifts with lots of social distancing in place for those who cannot telecommute.
option priority.
Temp checks. Masks
Temperature
Temperature checks, enforced social distance, deep sanitation often, no one allowed to work sick, masks, low capacity limits. I want to work
but my health and safety and that of my family and community is FAR more important. I don’t think we’re ready and
Temperature checks, logging who is in the facility, hand washing, cleaning throughout the day, sitting a safe distance apart.
temperature checks.
when symptoms are observed
Temperatures are taken before entering and face masks are required along with proper spacing.
Temporarily reduce max capacity ratings in order to support physical distancing, for example, maybe ½ the rates limits
Terraced work hours
Test everyone. We need to know who has the virus and who doesn’t. Plan accordingly.
Tested Every other week.
Testing
Testing
Testing
Testing all employees prior to return to work. Mandatory to Wear masks, and implement new sanitary procedures in the workplace.
can go home safely.
Testing all it residents that live within the city before fully reopening.
testing and face masks
Testing everyone at least preferably twice or more a week.
testing everyone!!!! Make EVERYONE WEAR MASKS.
Testing is freely available to any and all individuals as many times as desired.
testing is needed at the work place. In addition, rules must be established in regard to distancing and waring of masks in the work place.
testing is widely available to EVERYONE, no matter socioeconomic status
Testing myself, cleaning my area. Also, making sure I am constantly sanitizing myself.
Testing Testing Testing. Proper safety equipment, city orders and inspections.
testing! and setting up ways to control distancing.
Testing, masks and distance
testing, masks, sanitizer, small groups that can fit in the facility within the limits of social distancing.
Testing, roll out return to work, wear face masks in common areas i.e. lunch room, copier, rest room, away from desk.
Testing, seating and standing distance requirements, masks, increased cleaning
Testing, tracing and quarantining if needed.
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Testing. I’d like to know the people around me are negative.
Thankfully, I can continue to work from home. However, if the economy doesn't pick up and the local agencies aren't able to continue to
move forward with the transportation projects that they had identified in their transportation plan, then I will be ou
Thankfully, I have never stopped working. I work at LAX and social distancing is a challenge, but it is a must!!
That is merely impossible. LBC has been doing an excellent job. My concern is the businesses and people not taking proper actions to
ensure social distancing and preventing the spread.
in the office space.
That will depend on the school I teach at.
That would be extremely difficult if not impossible for my job
That would be VERY hard since I’m a teacher.
That’s almost impossible, be responsible please.
stagger?
That’s my priority, but my job wouldn’t allow for safe social distancing always.
That's bad english and doesn't make sense.
the 6 feet apart , face mask.
The band is lifted
The broken supply chain is what is affecting my ability to work.
The city needs to implement city wide testing and contact tracing. Only then can anyone be remotely safe. The responsibility cannot be
placed solely on individual residents and "social distancing". Not in the long term.
The common sense approach
The company I work for has put me on furlough until further notice.
The company I work for is essential so my schedule has remained largely unchanged. For others, I think re-opening the city too soon could
be a repeat of what happened during the 1918 Spanish flu epidemic, namely cities like San Francisco where a resurgen
The covid guidelines of realities hygiene, physical distancing and facial coverings are sufficient
The exact same distancing and rules we’ve been given.
The exact thing I’m doing - working from home.
The fear of getting sick is overwhelming and causes anxiety. People will be constantly putting others at risk due to their negligence of social
distancing and wearing a mask. Opening the city to early just puts many people on borrowed time and will eventu
The following guidelines already presented to us... washing hands, wearing masks, 6ft distance etc
the following such as wear a face mask and practice social distancing.
The following: keeping 6 ft distance from co-workers, practice of hood hygiene, clean workspace consistently, common sense
the following: the wearing of masks by everyone must be legally binding and subject to first offense ticket; second offense, larger ticket;
third offense, an even larger ticket. You get the idea.
the mask, social distancing, hand washing, disinfecting should all be observed. Option to those who are just as efficient at home to
continue to do so, but those with no option should be considered to reopen.
the most. wtf kind of question is this?
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The next indicated and logical action. Don’t be unhygienic and don’t get in people’s spaces. Don’t enter the workforce if feeling under the
weather. Me, my bosses, my clients are not in fear or delusion.
The number of customers needs to be limited. Only people that need to be there should be there.
The number of pts we see in the office
The opposite and staying at home. The economy will recover. People don't come back from the dead.
The protocols given, hand sanitize, wash hands, and keeping distance within one another
The question answers itself
the recommended face covering and maintaining social distance.
The right thing. Avoid any unnecessary contact
The risk is not as high as we’re led to believe. It’s safe by doing nothing. Research.
the routine as follows to keep myself healthy and safe.
distancing.
The same as everyone else. Covering my face and staying healthy.
The same as the restaurants/fast food and the grocery industry is doing
The same as we are already practicing social distancing while shopping at grocery stores. This wouldn’t be any difference.
The same cleaning requirements as hospitals. Continuing to wear a mask in public areas
The same safety orders put in place, such as, social distancing, requirement of 6 feet distancing, checking temperature before entrance,
requirement of face masks in a public setting, routine wipe downs and cleansing of surfaces.
The same thing we have been doing, wearing a mask and gloves.
the same thing we've been doing, I am an airline employee and we have been making it work with personal protective equipment, copious
amounts of surface cleaning, and practicing social distancing.
The same things I had been doing during quarantine and logging where I go and keep the number of places I go to limited.
the same we have been doing. I am a teacher and am concerned about moving too quickly towards lifting physical distancing. I do not
believe that the county of LA is moving in this direction and am unsure why the city of Long Beach is moving more quickly t
The scale up approach is needed with monitoring. First, outdoor activities can take place with face mask+ social distancing; this means
monitoring too. Car Dealerships, outdoor malls, shopping centers, restaurants with a drive-up option. Enclosed spaces(
the testing for the virus before returning to work to make sure I am not a carrier for the disease.
protect myself against vivid-19
the things required to maintain healthy personal hygiene.
than public health and well-being.
The way this question is worded doesn't make much sense, but I think what it's getting at is: I can personally observe physical distancing
and wearing facial covering in my day-to-day tasks, but honestly I am fairly certain my work and many of my colleagu
The whole shut down is nearly a political stunt to shut down the economy.
the workplace does not offer sufficient physical distancing
There has to be a rule set in stone that people have to be 6ft away, sanitizer at each station and maybe do a rotation of employees if the
facility is 50+ people to ensure no one can get contaminated by the virus.
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There is enough space in my office building to practice physical distancing
there is no further need to keep us indoors !
There is no need for me to return to the work office. I can work from home. Not an advocate for doing this too quickly.
There is no possibility of physical distancing at my work
There is no reason for those to return to an office setting, if they can work remote. It doesn’t make sense. The key is to reduce exposure
wherever possible, Limit return to at work locations as a must have, then design workflow plans. Maximize people tha
There is no reason to rush reopening ... do not proceed until medial authorities determine it to be advisable
There is no safe way to return to work. So many objects are touched & breathed on. Many people now aren’t even wearing masks, they
really won’t once we open everything !
There is nothing I can do until widespread testing and effective treatment are available.
There is nothing that can be done at this point in time to make it safe to return to work.
There is nothing that needs to be done. Victims of this virus are almost entirely old people and people with underlying health conditions.
Those people need to isolate. Not the rest of us who are healthy and fit.
clients at risk.
what they want.
There must be reduced capacity, physical distance, and masks anywhere we can't maintain distance and in enclosed areas.
There’s no guarantee that workers will be safe and the poor are disproportionately affected.
There’s no need for capacity limits and physical distancing for the majority of the population. Those with an underlying health condition
should be proactive by protecting themselves; and be able to make their own decision on how to engage the public or w
They need to re lay things out but this is bullshit
things such as not go in when feeling sick, wipe down work area more often, wash hands, not shake hands, and wear a face mask if needed
things with common sense in mind. The elderly and those that have underlying health issues should be careful.
Think remote work should still be an option
needed.
This can't be done until we have 2 weeks virus free. Especially with how lax orange county has become I expect things to go backwards
This depends on how my employer makes arrangements for employees to return without endangering their health. This might involve varied
work shifts, half of the work force still work from home while the other half comes into the office and this would switc
This does not apply to me as I am a healthcare worker and currently working. My suggestion for workers in other sectors: 1)wear masks
while at work, 2)frequent hand sanitation, 3)frequently sanitize workstations, 3)staggered schedules if applicable (ex: s
This doesn't apply to me since I've already been working remote for the last one and a half years and I will continue to do so going forward.
This doesn't apply to me. I have been teaching for a local university via online methodology.
This is a foolish question which shows just how out of touch you folks are with the issue at hand. I am able to work remotely. The industry I
work in is medical devices, specifically sterilization. We will NOT reopen our CA offices based on any factors
This is a terribly worded question and I don't know how to answer it.
This is absolutely ridiculous. Nothing should be open since we are not cured of this and people are continuing to get this deadly virus. The
only reason we open up is because of money hungry people who value dollars over human lives.
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This is insane. Everything should remain closed until there is a vaccine or therapeutic.
This is not a reasonable survey. There is are no caveats to opening. None should be opened normally. All could be opened with multiples
reductions and stipulations. If you just say, opened, people will treat it like a free for all.
This is ridiculous. There have been 600 people now who have HAD the virus in a city of 550k people. If this is so deadly, why aren't
essential workers (food stores, grocery markets, etc) and first responders calling out sick in droves or dying off? This i
make this happen.
This is very difficult in many service industries. Serving food, grooming and salons. How can social distancing be obtained? I understand
masks are recommended when social distancing is not obtainable, but the how are the public’s homemade and low quality
This is what I don't get. If EVERY Person can get tested, then you will be able to isolate those who test positive. Everyone else should be
able to go about their lives and function pretty normally. But everyone has to be tested. Tested has to be easy and
This isn't a question? But since it would appear off the data in the Long Beach Coronavirus Dashboard we have yet to plateau (nevermind
decrease) in the number of cases or deaths, I'm not sure why it would be in the public interest to reopen yet.
This needs to be a decision for epidemiologists and other pandemic experts. The community's health should be decided by random
residents in an online survey. I am incredibly disappointed in my city right now to even receive this email.
This question is poorly written. If you are asking if I am ready to return to work right now, as long as capacity and distancing restrictions are
in place, the answer in no. We need more time, maybe four more weeks before this could be considered.
This question is unclear. I would say that some rules that should be implemented upon the stay at home lift includes: hand washing stations
outside of open buildings/around parks/other public spaces and they must be used upon arrival and before leaving, s
This question is unintelligible and I’m unable to answer.
This question isn’t super applicable as I work in education and will not be to work on-site for the remainder of the school year.
this question seems cut off... but I will be continuing to work from home... maybe indefinitely...
This question wording is confusing.
This statement does not apply. I work from home and prefer to work from home out of safety for myself and others.
This whole pandemic has been a hoax. The numbers are no different from the seasonal flu. CDC is marking up the death reports to make it
seem worse. Even still the Data shows that this virus is not as deadly as the media makes it out to be. This has been p
This whole thing is a fraud.
This would be acceptable.
Those 2 restrictions are good enough
Those 2 things
Those low at risk, wearing masks, monitoring distancing when possible, had washing and plenty of PPE and had sanitizers everywhere. I’d
say have everyone tested but that doesn’t seem possible.
to continue to practice social distancing and washing hands.
To eliminate the risk and second wave, it is best to hold off as we are barely getting a little control over the situation with more testing and
ventilation. Schools should not be opened for k-12 as kids do not know and keep in mind to distance themselve
Too risky, working from home is safe with less exposure
Too soon to open without strong plans.
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Too soon. Will likely trigger a second wave
Touchless entry into businesses, and minimal contact with other patrons.
Training while keep distance in between me and my client .
True
Typical washing of hands, social distancing
Unable to practice physical distancing- building too small
Uncertain. I'm not a medical field scientist.
Under limited of people capacity enter the building.
Under what timeline?
Understanding that while it is an issue, I honestly we feel we’ve been living with it for months with no real issue prior to lock down. As long
as people wash hands, act safely, there shouldn’t be a reason not to return to normalcy. Not a “new normal” I’m
Unfortunately I work in Event Management, so until we no longer need to social distance, I cannot return to work. However, I feel we can
EASILY go to the beaches, parks and use the bike paths along the ocean with regard to social distancing. I think it
Universal mask requirement, physical distancing wherever possible, hand washing, temperature checks.
work sick.
Universal precautions, using PPE, Having a clean and safe environment. Ensuring that my clients are healthy and protected. Understanding
how the virus is spread and having current information about the progress of the virus.
Unknown
Unknown currently, my company is still putting measures into place and currently everyone is working from home.
Unknown up to employer
Unknown, office is over 150 people
testing and PPE is available for all.
Unless the majority of the economy is opened up for business, of course with social distancing, there will be severe economic problems for
people and businesses as well as for city, state and federal government budgets. The actual Covid virus data (not
Unsure
Until everyone is safe and healthy.
Until numbers have stabilized and are no longer rising, full PPE including face shield and N95 if one returns to work at all. Priority is on the
containment of the spread, on public health, not the economy.
Until there is a vaccine or free testing with prompt turnaround- I am not going anywhere.
Until there is a vaccine or more are tested for antibodies, I am honestly not comfortable returning back to work where I don’t know where my
colleagues have been. I work in an office and have my own office where I am distanced, but I’d rather continue wor
Until we know who and where the infection is it is not safe
Until we really hit the curve I believe the city should open
Until we see a reduction in COVID19 cases.
Untrue, in my position, I cannot return to work and effectively provide therapy to the population I work with. I work with children 1.5 years of
age through 18 year ago olds with developmental disabilities (autism, speech delay, intellectual disability).
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Up to my employer, but hard to return to work if kids can’t go to school like normal
USE OF PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT; USE OF CONTACT TRACING
Use of PPE and ensure capacity limits and physical distancing within my store
Use PPE, temperature checks, and limited but distanced Interactions
capacity. Encourage telework.
Using a face covering when working with multiple people. Also with the use of good hygiene.
Using a face mask and maintaining physical distance.
using a mask
Using appropriate protection, checking customers in, and asking a questionnaire before entering.
Using California State, Los Angles County and City of Long Beach guidelines.
using common sense
using common sense
using common sense
using common sense
Using common sense
using common sense
Using common sense
Using common sense and utilizing CDC best practices regarding disease transmission.
Using common sense when I’ll, social distancing, good hygiene.
Using common sense, i.e. washing hands, staying home if sick, respecting people’s personal space, etc.
Using common sense, keeping your distance, and not going to work when not feeling well.
Using common sense, something sorely lacking in city hall
Using common sense, wearing a mask in stores, and washing my hands
Using common sense.
Using common sense. Be sure to get plenty of rest and take breaks to go outside. We don't shut down for the Flu! Only Seniors and
people that have a compromised immune system should be fearful. It's absolute nonsense how CA has handled this crisis. For
Using common sense. Washing my hands frequently. Disinfecting my work area. Wearing a mask while around others.
outdoor areas
Using common sense; washing hands frequently, wearing a mask indoors or when near the elderly; staying home when feeling ill.
Using face covering and social distancing
Using face coverings and having sanitary stations available nearby or for those that visit the facility. Each entrant should properly be
covered and sanitize before entering a place of business with multiple people.
Using face masks, hand sanitizers and keeping the distancing as a precaution
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Using facemask
Washing my hands
Using hand sanitizer
Practicing social distancing (6-feet)
Using gloves and masks and sanitation
Using hand sanitizer, wearing a mask, keeping distance, washing hands, covering sneezing and cough.
Using mask and limiting group meetings to still hold online and continue with modified schedule where workforce starts different times
Using mask, hand washing, maintenance of physical distance and sanitizing all equipment.
Using mask, limiting time frames for business
Using mask, staying in my office space
Using masks, gloves and social distancing
Using PPE
using PPE
Using PPE and distancing from others.
Using PPE for myself
Using proper ppe and face coverings. Respecting the 6ft distance required.
Using reasonable safe guards.
Using social distancing and enforcing use of mask and sanitizers
using the mask and gloves
Using the ppe we are currently using while shopping
Using the precautions e
already in place. ( Social distancing, masks, gloves)
Using universal precautions plus usage of face masks and sanitizers
Utilize full space of room by separating desks
Utilizing safety precautions and continuing self sanitation measures
Vaccines for all and testing for all.
Very important and achievable
Very little.
Video and phone appointments
Virtual meetings with families if anyone feeling sick. Wear a mask, sit with appropriate distance.
Virtual office work, face to face interactions with 10+ft separation whenever possible and a lot of ventliation, masks whenever fewer than
10ft away and/or in an poorly ventilated or small space, hand sanitizer plentiful next to doors and common spaces, p
Virtual work from home
Wait longer.
Waiting a few months
Waiting a mask and washing hands frequently
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Waiting enough time to let social distancing work
Waiting for a greater drop in new cases occurs
waiting for a vaccine
Waiting for employer to make changes
waiting for governors conditions to be met!
waiting for my employer to tell me when I can come back and what the restrictions are
Waiting for the flatting status of the curve as per health and scientific proof dictates
Waiting for the professionals (public health officials, doctors, epidemiologists) to tell us it’s reasonably safe.
waiting for vaccine
Waiting in line to enter, spacing out
WAITING TO RESPONSIBLY CURVE THE VIRUS
Waiting until it is safe to do so.
Waiting until June or July. Temperature checks, sanitizing, face masks, social distancing
Waiting until major milestones outlined are met (major increases in testing (we have none in the Shore district), decreases in cases, etc).
For eventual work, support telecommuting (now that we’re all used to it and see it can work), require masks, Major
Waiting until medical experts have advised it is safe to return to work.
Waiting until public health officials/ virologists say it is safe to do so. I work in a restaurant in a hotel that sees many international and
American travelers. Reopening too early would mean we still get no guests/business and fail as a company.
waiting until the epidemic is contained
with others then
Waiting until the spread of the virus is shrinking and testing is widely and readily available to everyone regardless of qualifying symptoms
Ware face mask when not able to maintain physical distancing. Do meeting via conference call or Video calls
Wash hands and avoid coughing on others of cotageois
Wash hands, wear a protective face covering and stay 6ft apart.
Wash hands. Don’t touch face.
Wash your hands frequently, and stop contamination of people wearing gloves!!
Washing hands
washing hands
washing hands
Washing hands and keeping distant. To be honest I don't want to wear a mask but would if I was told to do so.
Washing hands and limiting physical contact
Washing hands and possibly wearing a face mask.
Washing hands and possibly wearing a face mask.
Washing hands and sanitizing, add more sick time for people, offer more free and low cost testing
Washing hands and sick people stay home
Washing hands and social distancing. Testing of everyone you work with in close proximity
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Washing hands and wearing mask
Washing hands and wearing masks
Washing hands constantly and keeping a good distance where I can still do my job
washing hands every 30 minutes, using proper PPE, and using 6ft social distancing.
washing hands for 20 seconds, distancing from others within 6 ft, disinfect areas after using, wearing mask
Washing hands frequently
NATURALLY
Washing hands frequently, not shaking hands with others
Washing hands frequently, sanitizing regularly, keeping my distance, staying home if feeling ill
Washing hands frequently, staying in my office, not having too many people in my office at one time.
Washing hands frequently, wearing masks and not shaking hands
Washing hands more often, maybe wearing a mask
Washing hands often. Not going in when feeling ill and asking co workers who are exhibiting symptoms to remain at home.
Washing hands regularly and practicing covering your mouth and continue wearing gloves.
washing hands regularly, staying home if feeling ill. Our cubicle/office areas are already 6' + apart from one another.
Washing hands regularly, wearing a face covering, staying a respectful distance from others to limit exposure.
washing hands
Physical distance
Maintain sanitary guidelines and recommendations
Washing hands
Sneezing in my elbow
Social distancing
Washing Hands, check temperature
Washing hands, maintaining distance from others, closely following protocols in each facility.
Washing hands, mask social distancing
Washing hands, masks, staying clean. Not going to giant groups of people
Washing hands, not touching face, social distancing
Washing hands, social distancing
Washing hands, social distancing 6 ft from each other, wearing mask
washing hands, social distancing, N95 face masks when around others
washing hands, staying home if ill.
Washing hands, using protective gloves and face mask.
washing hands, wearing a mask, staying home if I'm sick, sending people home if they are sick
Washing hands, wearing gloves and mask
Washing Hands, wearing mask
Washing Hands, Wearing Mask when needed.
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Washing hands, wearing masks keeping distance
washing hands, wearing masks, social distancing, telecommute, etc.
Washing hands. Staying a safe distance between people
Washing hands..stay home if feeling sick with cough or sneezing..mask
Washing my fng hands!!!!!
washing my hands
Washing my hands
Washing my hands
Washing my hands
Washing my hands
Washing my hands
Washing my hands
Washing my hands and checking my temperature
Washing my hands and disinfecting areas frequently and staying at home if I am not feeling well.
Washing my hands and not touching my face
Washing my hands and wearing a facemask until we flatten the curve
Washing my hands and wearing a mask, if I must be less than 6 feet away.
Washing my hands and wearing a mask. Moving my desk so I am 6ft away from others.
Washing my hands at all time.
6 foot distance.
Wearing a mask at all time.
Sanizting every time I’m physical contAct with some one or other people belongings
Washing my hands every 20 mins and seating people two tables apart (every other table)
Washing my hands every 30 minutes. Sanitizing my work area (desk, light switch, door knobs, computer, printers etc.) Wearing a mask,
having my manager put me in an office where i don't have to share with my coworker.
Washing my hands frequently and covering my coughs and sneezes. If I feel sick I will be staying home.
Washing my hands frequently and staying home
If I’m sick.. you know like the same common sense stuff I practiced before this pandemic
Washing my hands frequently for 20 seconds with soap and hot water, using a paper towel or tissue to open doors, avoiding contact or
being within 6 feet of coworkers/clients, and staying home if I have any symptoms, like cough, fever, or sore throat.
Washing my hands more frequently
Washing my hands often and wiping common areas often
Washing my hands often and wiping common areas often
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well-being
Washing my hands wearing a mask and gloves as well as using social distancing when able to.
Washing my hands, staying home if I'm sick, maintaining my distance from coworkers
don’t see the reason.
Washing my hands, keeping distance and strengthening my amenities by being with people. Also, keeping sex offenders locked up! Nt
letting criminals out who have not served their time!
Washing my hands, keeping my distance from co workers by keeping myself in my office
exposure as much as possible.
Allowing
Washing my hands, staying home when I’m sick
Washing my hands, wearing a mask and distancing
washing my hands,Wearing a mask,
Washng my hands and not sneezing on anybody or what some might consider- basic good hygiene!
Watching the data and science. It still is unclear how this virus is transmitted.
We are a large Child care facility, we will unfortunately have to cut back on the number of children we aloud back into our facility
We are a small office and can sit at least 6 feet apart.
We are adults and free Americans. The government officials that we voted for have no right to take away our liberties.
We are looking at how to do exactly that at my place of employment.
We are not ever safe. We live on a rock orbiting a nuclear explosion. Safety is an illusion.
weeks.
We are working remote since March. Our company mandated WFH until May 31. It may be extended.
We can keep our distancing with working and public park that can open.
We can open but maintain social distancing and if employers provide protection.
We can open most aspects of our community, if mask guidelines are enforced
We can return to a "new normal" wearing masks and practicing social distancing guidelines. People need to also use common sense and do
their best to stay home if they are to feeling well. Obviously, short of martial law, there is no way to control that, s
We can't. Medical professionals are telling everyone it's still not safe and I'm not willing to risk thousands of deaths just because the city is
losing money. It's a disgusting kind of moral calculus that lets you think that we can do this safely when th
We cap clientele
We do not have enough data about a second surge yet. People in our neighborhood have not been social distancing their children, and our
postal workers and cops in our neighborhood aren't wearing masks. I don't think it's safe yet.
We do not nees physical distancing. The 2 month data on COVID-19 is compelling. If you are under 50 with no preexisting conditions you
are more likely to win the lottery than die from COVID-19. If you are elderly with preexisting conditions or sick you sh
We don't have that many employees in our office and our desks are already at least 6 feet apart (we're pretty spaced out). If needed we can
come in on alternating days while wearing masks in the office and other days, still work remote. Most office enviro
we have a large office for a small workforce so social distancing is not a issue for us. we are all in separate offices within our office.

ATTACHMENT C
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We have a staff of under 10 people. It goes without saying that there will be ease in maintaining mandated requirements. However since our
non profit relies heavily on large gathering events to raise funds for families in critical medical need, those rest
We have all learned to keep our distance.
we have already cut the workforce in half. No other requirements needed.
We must have laws in place to regulate businesses and how many people are there at a time. I work in a large office space with over 1,000
people and do not feel comfortable returning to work with everyone there all at once. My office and many others are o
We need free testing for all residents of the city (irrespective of that the county is offering). And we need more testing sites and expedited
handling of ALL test results. These must be in place now and for at least the next 12 months. Any discussion of
walking down the sidewalk, etc
We need real guidelines
We need to have sufficient testing for every single person before I go back to work.
We need to not destroy our economy and go into a great depression. This is where we are heading.
We need to stay at home
We need to stay quarantined until COVID 19 has been stabilized and keep only the essential stores and first responders open.
We rent office space at LBCC and we work in a building that accommodates social distancing very well.
We should be able to return to work as normal
We should extend this as long as possible for our personal safety many people can still work from home
We should not be opening anything yet because this pandemic is not done yet. It is barely starting at the skilled nursing facility that I work
on...7 patients and 4 nurses currently tested positive.
We should not be returning to work yet, the curve has not flattened enough.
We should remain closed in order to prevent a second wave of cases.
We should take all precautions in following this horrifying & quickly spreading virus. We should remain CLOSED.
We should wait this out in order to get rid of covid 19
We shouldn’t yet
We still need to figure how to open safely since I'm a preschool teacher.
physical distancing.
We will need to wear PPE (correctly).
We will not be able to function safely without a vax.
Wear a face mask and close my office door
Wear a mask
Wear a mask
Wear a mask
Wear a mask
Wear a mask
Wear a mask
Wear a mask and distance.
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Wear a mask and limit capacity inside buildings. There should be regulations on how many people are inside a building at a time.
Wear a mask and maintain social distancing as possible. Wash hands
Wear a mask and socially distance
Wear a mask and wash my hands
wear a mask if moving around in office/work environment.
Wear a mask wash my hands
Wear a mask when I have to be within 6 feet of someone; Utilize professional common areas with when meeting with multiple people, not
small offices and then have additional cleaning between meetings instead of just at end of day
Wear a mask
Wear a mask, clean hands
Wear a mask, keep 6ft away from others, stay home if not feeling well, wash them hands often.
Wear a mask, practice social distancing, screen workers for symptoms.
Wear a mask, sanitize areas I come in contact with, distance from others
Wear a mask, stay 6ft apart, wipe down surfaces I touch, wash my hands regularly
Wear a mask, wash hands and make sure others do the same.
Wear a mask, wash my hands, refrain from touching my face and refrain from touching other people.
Wear a mask. Carry hand sanitizer.
Wear a mask. Wash hands frequently. Stay home if sick.
Wear Face mask all the time.
Wear face mask and social distance
Wear face masks, keep distance from others.
Wear mask 😷😷
Wear mask
Wash hands
Distancing
Wear mask and 6 feet distance. Companies need to make sure all employees follow this as well as customers.
Wear mask and glove while maintaining distance
Wear Mask and gloves and maintain 6ft distance
Wear mask and gloves, seat on separated office available in our worksite.
Wear mask and proper cleaning
Wear mask at all times. No shared kitchen. Cleansing measures in restrooms.
office.
Wear mask in and out
Wear mask, gloves, and keep a distance
wear mask, wash hands frequently
Wear mask, wash hands.
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Wear masks all the time and wash hands.
Wear masks and frequent use of disinfecting wipes on high touch surfaces and hand sanitizer.
Wear masks and frequent use of disinfecting wipes on high touch surfaces and hand sanitizer.
way
Wear masks and social distancing. Wash hands and practice practice great hygiene
Wear masks in large crowds and hospitals. Keep few feet distance from others outside home.
wear masks when in close proximity to others, avoid contact, hand washing
sanitizer, wipes, etc.)
wear masks, keep distance from people, no contact with others, proper hand washing
wear protective gear
Wearing a face cover, keeping 6ft away
Wearing a face covering and staying six feet apart.
wearing a face covering in public, maintaining a distance of 6 feet around others, working in private cubicles or offices
wearing a face covering when I must be within 6 feet of others, staggering work schedules to space out workers' contact, enable work from
home when possible, retail should limit number of people allowed in store at any time and require face coverings for
Wearing a face covering while maintaining physical distancing.
bacteria and viruses spread and thrive.
wearing a face covering, maintaining 6' separation from colleagues. Washing hands and having hand sanitizer available at many locations
in my office anywhere there are shared surfaces.
wearing a face covering, washing hands frequently, staying home when feeling ill, and keeping physical distance.
Wearing a face mask
Wearing a face mask
wearing a face mask and 6ft social distance
Wearing a face mask
Practice Social distancing 6ft
Was hands and use sanitizer frequently
Wearing a face mask a must and limiting the employees in each department, so we can keep are distance.
Wearing a face mask all the time (very important) until I’m safe at home. Wash my hands and respect social distance
Wearing a face mask and constantly washing my hands. Social distancing as much as possible and avoid coming in to work if feeling ill.
Wearing a face mask and hand sanitizer and using extra pro coution
Wearing a face mask and maintaining a 6 feet distance with all people. Limited amount of staff each shift
Wearing a face mask and maintaining a 6 feet distance with all people. Limited amount of staff each shift
Wearing a face mask and sanitizing the room after each patient.
Wearing a face mask and social distancing.
Wearing a face mask and staying at a safe distance from others.
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Wearing a face mask at all times, maintaining social distance as much as possible, limiting the capacity of places of business, requiring
frequent cleaning, requiring ample air flow
Wearing a face mask at most times, following CDC guidelines, getting tested when more kits are available.
Wearing a face mask or face shield, social distancing. But what about the restaurant? I can’t practice physical distancing with customers.
I’m a server, but I don’t want pickup a plate that contain saliva. I think take out and delivery will do. Maybe a se
Wearing a face mask or face shield. Spacing the work stations and staggering hours for workers.
Wearing a face mask when closer than 6 feet from coworkers
Wearing a face mask, alternating days so there are less people in the office, wearing gloves for common use areas such as a copier and
fridge, reconfiguration of office floor plans. (More distance in-between employees without desks that don't have partit
Wearing a face mask, keep a minimum of 6 feet from others and not going to work if I feel sick in any way.
wearing a face mask, keep six feet apart and wash my hands a lot and don't touch my face.
wearing a face mask, keeping 6 feet distance from others, frequent hand washing and sanitizing of surfaces.
wearing a face mask, keeping my hands clean, not touching my face.
Wearing a face mask; manipulating seating, and providing for alternating work from home days to maintain social distancing.
Wearing a facial mask and washing my hands.
Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
wearing a mask
wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
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Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
Washing hands often
Social distance
Wearing a mask
Washing or sanitizing hands
Wearing a mask & having hand sanitizer available
Wearing a mask & keeping my distance
Wearing a mask & keeping my distance
Wearing a mask & using hand sanitizer
Wearing a mask all day, staying 6' apart from others however I am going to try to work remotely as I have asthma. I feel like seniors and
people with asthma and underlying health conditions should be encouraged to work remotely when possible.
Wearing a mask all the time
Washing hands
Staying home if sick
Wearing a mask and allowing only small numbers of people to be co-located at any one time.
Wearing a mask and alternate schedukes
Wearing a mask and being cautious. Everyone at my job is very separated.
Wearing a mask and being open about symptoms if feeling sick.
Wearing a mask and continue with social distancing.
Wearing a mask and distance
Wearing a mask and distancing myself. However a non essential employee should be allowed to work from home
Wearing a mask and emplement social distancing.
Wearing a mask and ensuring that everyone in the building and in Long Beach wears a mask when they leave their home (other than in
their car) but this includes walking and running outside.
Wearing a mask and everyone else should be required to wear one as well.
Wearing a mask and frequent hand washing.
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wearing a mask and frequent hand washing. However, I do not feel I can safely return as I work in a casino at a card table and I can’t
prevent people from standing around me.
Wearing a mask and gloves
wearing a mask and gloves
Wearing a mask and gloves
Wearing a mask and gloves
Wearing a mask and gloves
Wearing a mask and gloves and distancing myself. I have diabetes.limit people in stores
Wearing a mask and gloves and keeping a safe distance from others.
Wearing a mask and gloves and only allowing a certain amount of people in at a time
Wearing a mask and gloves and washing my hands often.
Wearing a mask and gloves depending on job type
Wearing a mask and gloves.
Wearing a mask and gloves. To ask folks to practice social/physical distancing is impossible.
wearing a mask and going outside on a regular basis throughout the day.
wearing a mask and hand washing. No in person meetings. Currently working at home.
Wearing a mask and having a workstation apart from my coworkers
Wearing a mask and having access to other PPE
Wearing a mask and having enough testing available
Wearing a mask and having sufficient disinfectants
keeping their distance.
Wearing a mask and instill social distancing and cleaning area more
Wearing a mask and keep distance from people.
wearing a mask and keeping 10 feet away
Wearing a mask and keeping 6 feet apart. Have employers require everyone to wear a mask and 6 feet apart.
Wearing a mask and keeping a safe distance.
Wearing a mask and keeping an appropriate distance from other people. In addition, practice proper hygiene.
Wearing a mask and keeping distance
Wearing a mask and keeping distance from colleagues.
Wearing a mask and keeping far away.
Wearing a mask and keeping my work area clean.
wearing a mask and keeping six feet distance
Wearing a mask and keeping social distancing
Wearing a mask and limiting capacity
Wearing a mask and limiting domestic travel
Wearing a mask and limiting the number of occupants. Using alternate lanes so customers can maintain social distancing
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wearing a mask and limiting unnecessary travel.
Wearing a mask and maintain social distancing.
Wearing a mask and maintaining 6 ft between me and my coworkers at the office.
Wearing a mask and maintaining distance
Wearing a mask and maintaining distance with others. No touching (handshakes) and regular cleaning of shared surfaces
Wearing a mask and maintaining six feet of physical distancing
Wearing a mask and maintaining social disgracing
wearing a mask and maintaining social distance
Wearing a mask and maintaining social distance.
time.
Wearing a mask and physical distancing.
Wearing a mask and physically distancing until we flatten the curve and continue to see daily declines in those getting sick
Wearing a mask and practicing 6 feet social distancing if needed.
wearing a mask and practicing distance
Wearing a mask and practicing proactive hygiene awareness
wearing a mask and practicing social distancing from my colleagues
Wearing a mask and safe distancing
Wearing a mask and sanitizing hands and items that would come in contact with others
wearing a mask and sanitizing often
wearing a mask and social distancing
Wearing a mask and social distancing
wearing a mask and social distancing
Wearing a mask and social distancing
wearing a mask and social distancing at all times
Wearing a mask and social distancing by moving my desk
Wearing a mask and social distancing, eating your lunch in your car or cubicle and no physical meetings.
Wearing a mask and social distancing.
Wearing a mask and socoal distancing
Wearing a mask and staggering times.
Wearing a mask and standing 13+ more feet apart
Wearing a mask and standing 6ft from others
Wearing a mask and staying 6' away from people
Wearing a mask and staying 6 feet apart
Wearing a mask and staying 6 feet apart from any other co workers
Wearing a mask and staying 6 feet away
Wearing a mask and staying 6 ft apart. Using hand sanitizer and washing hands several times a day.
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Wearing a mask and staying 6ft
Wearing a mask and staying at least 6ft away from each other
Wearing a mask and staying away from others
Wearing a mask and staying in my own office. Having hand sanitizer on hand. There wasn't a section for comment on the section for areas
to safely open, so I'm going to add it here. The areas I checked can all open, but they just need to use masks and f
Wearing a mask and staying in safe distance of people.
Wearing a mask and staying six feet a part
Wearing a mask and taking necessary cleaning procedures seriously.
Wearing a mask and taking precautions
Wearing a mask and taking sanitary precautions
Wearing a mask and taking temps
Wearing a mask and using hand sanitizer
Wearing a mask and using hand sanitizer.
Wearing a mask and using sanitizer. And having the students wear masks and use sanitizer in small groups spread out (3-4) students.
Wearing a mask and washing hands
Wearing a mask and washing hands
Wearing a mask and washing hands
Wearing a mask and washing hands frequently
week.
week.
Wearing a mask and washing my hands
Wearing a mask and washing my hands/sanitizing.
wearing a mask and washing/sanitizing hands.
Wearing a mask and working from home majority of my time
wearing a mask and working remotely on alternating days
Wearing a mask around others when not able to keep 6 ft apart
Wearing a mask at all times
wearing a mask at all times and carrying antibacterial on my person as well as being sure to only participate in area activities that can allow
for appropriate social distancing.
Wearing a mask at all times and following capacity limit .
Wearing a mask at all times and remaining a safe distance from others
Wearing a mask at all times and remaining a safe distance from others
Wearing a mask at all times in the store.
wearing a mask at all times, hand washing, social distancing
wearing a mask at all times, in and outside of buildings, maintaining social distancing, and wearing gloves.
wearing a mask at minimum
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Wearing a mask at work and socially distancing at work and during meetings. Would parking be safe at lots that have an attendant? A lot
of my customer meetings have parking lots with attendants.
Wearing a mask daily and ensuring I keep my distance from folks, and to consistently wash my hands.
home.
Wearing a mask especially if I have mild cold symptoms. Stay home if you’re sick with a fever.
Wearing a mask for one.I am already at work wearing a mask therefore this is no problems.
Wearing a mask if amongst others, washing and santisizing hands and desks, sitting and standing a distance from others, avoiding group
meetings in enclosed spaces, no air travel. Staying home if you do not feel well in the least to be on safe side.
Wearing a mask if needed
Wearing a mask if within 6 ft and maintaining 6 ft as the foal
wearing a mask if/when necessary, proper hand washing and hygiene
Wearing a mask in public and trying to stay 6 feet away from others
Wearing a mask in public areas as I have done thus far. Carrying hand sanitizer and practicing social distancing
Wearing a mask in public spaces, regularly disinfecting my home and work space, and maintaining 6 foot distance while around others.
Wearing a mask in the office (and requiring others to do so, washing hands frequently, staying in my office the majority of the time, keeping
social distance from others in the office, allow some staff to work from home and on rotating days.
Wearing a mask inside close spaces and otherwise maintaining distance from others.
wearing a mask inside enclosed facilities and washing my hands/using hand sanitizer.
Wearing a mask more physical distance at work
wearing a mask or face covering and sanitizing after each guest also wearing gloves
home.
Wearing a mask sand use common sense. Hand sanitizer etc
Wearing a Mask to all public places and staying 6 Ft away from anyone, washing my hands all the time and staying safe and healthy.
Wearing a mask washing hands and maintaining proper distancing
Telecommute whenever possible.
Wearing a mask when around other co-workers, wiping down work area throughout the day and staying home when not feeling well.
Wearing a mask when around others, having a staggered schedule of when people are in the office, and frequent hand washing.
wearing a mask when I am not the only one in the office, gloves if needed, and keeping both sanitizer and wipes on hand to keep the area
clean and sanitized. As a musician I am not that lucky, as many venues do not have the space to allow musicians to ade
wearing a mask when I might possibly encounter someone as well as being conscious of staying 6 feet minimum from someone while
wearing a mask. But it only works if all workers at a facility participate.
Wearing a mask when in other peoples areas. Insisting that those coming into my office also wear masks. Encouraging regular hand
washing limiting going into other peoples areas.
Wearing a mask when necessary, practicing social distancing and using sound judgement
Wearing a mask when not in my own office; distancing by at least six feet when in presence of others; stay home if I feel sick.
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Wearing a mask when within 6ft proximity of other workers, sanitizing surfaces that I touch - for example if I get coffee in the breakroom, I
will santize the any surface I touch, and wash my hands before leaving the breakroom, keep hand sanitizer nearby
wearing a mask when within six feet of another person, washing hands frequently.
small office.
Wearing a mask while at work.
Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
Constant washing of hands
Maintaining social distance
Wearing a mask
Access to hand washing/sanitizer
Staggered hours
Wearing a mask
checking temperatures
Wearing a mask
Frequent hand washing
Maintaining 6 feet of distance
Wearing a mask
Safe distance
Universal precautions
Wearing a mask
Staying 6 feet apart from people
Wearing gloves
Wearing a mask
Staying 6 ft apart
Working staggered hours from other or working PT from home
wearing a mask
testing
wearing a mask, but I need to see people, interact with people, please!
Wearing a mask, carrying sanitizer, keeping my distance , and not sharing desks not office supplies unless wiped between users
Wearing a mask, changing where I sit at work.
Wearing a mask, constantly washing hands, not touching anybody, not touching my face.
commonly touched surfaces
Wearing a mask, continuing to wash my hands and not touch unclean surfaces in public places
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wearing a mask, creating a touch-free environment,
wearing a mask, decreasing capacity by half- working at home half the week;
Wearing a mask, disinfecting common areas and surfaces, bringing back 50% of office workers.
Wearing a mask, distancing desks
Wearing a mask, distancing employees desks at least 6 feet away, Offering petition shields. Staggering times employees are to work
Wearing a mask, distancing in the workplace.
Wearing a mask, extremely limiting contact with the general public.
Wearing a mask, frequent hand washing, respecting social distancing ... however, this will be tough in a school with 1000 students
wearing a mask, frequently washing hands, and moving my work space a safe distance from other employees.
wearing a mask, gloves, and sanitizing my work space
Wearing a mask, gloves, hand sanitizer, and staying 6 feet apart
wearing a mask, good hygene, and respect for others.
Wearing a mask, hand hygiene, keeping 6 ft from next employee.
wearing a mask, hand washing/sanitizing, social distancing
Wearing a mask, having access to hand sanitizer, washing my hands regularly.
Wearing a mask, having hand sanitizer present, and practicing social distancing.
Wearing a mask, having hand sanitizer readily available and limiting the number of employees in an office.
Wearing a mask, insuring there is a 6 ft distance between myself and others, wash my hands or use hand sanitizer every 30 mins.
am sick.
wearing a mask, keeping distance, and washing my hands often.
Wearing a mask, keeping door closed, minimal contact with fellow coworkers, completing phone interviews vs. in person.
Wearing a mask, keeping my hands clean, respecting social distancing, altering the way the office I work in is laid out
wearing a mask, keeping safe distance from co-workers, washing hands frequently, using hand sanitizer, staying home if I don't feel well,
maybe working alternate shifts/days to minimize the number of people working at one time, etc.
Wearing a mask, knowing not to touch my face until I've safely washed my hands or used sanitizer. The only problem with this is I work with
school children with special needs who I will be in close contact with and cannot use a mask all day without proble
Wearing a mask, leveraging hand sanitizer, staying 6 feet away, limiting my outdoor interactions with other people, washing hands.
wearing a mask, limiting # of customers in Stores
wearing a mask, limiting in-person meetings, maintaining social distancing
Wearing a mask, limiting in-person meetings, washing hands and surfaces often.
wearing a mask, limiting office socialization, and practicing increased hygiene.
Wearing a mask, only entering elevators with one other person (2 max), avoiding crowds, keeping at least 6 feet distance from other people.
Wearing a mask, practice social distancing, abstaining from group meetings (continue to Zoom), an abundance of sanitary options,
thorough janitorial services throughout the day. My concern is enforcement.
Wearing a mask, practicing good hand hygiene.
Wearing a mask, practicing physical distancing and good hygiene
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Wearing a mask, regular sanitation at COB everyday and no sharing of cubicles or common areas like meeting rooms
Wearing a mask, remaining 6 feet away from others, regularly washing my hands
wearing a mask, reorganizing our office to have everyone 6 ft apart
Wearing a mask, sanitizing hands, work areas and common areas.
Wearing a mask, sanitizing surfaces on a regular basis, allowing for space between work stations.
Wearing a mask, sanitizing surfaces, & washing hands.
Wearing a mask, sanitizing work spaces, physical distancing.
Wearing a mask, setting up work sites specific to allow distancing. Increased cleaning etc. I am currently working with my company with 42
locations to come up with a list of how the future of the workplace will look and how we need to alter our physical
Wearing a mask, shield and that people wash hands and sanitizer
Wearing a mask, sitting further away from other employees, and washing my hands frequently.
wearing a mask, social distancing
wearing a mask, social distancing
Wearing a mask, social distancing
Wearing a mask, social distancing throughout all parts of my life.
Wearing a mask, social distancing, washing and sanitizing hands regularly
wearing a mask, staggering shifts (in my case, class times on campus), holding small meetings with colleagues
Wearing a mask, staying 6 feet away from people.
Wearing a mask, staying 6 feet away, someone constantly sanitizing the area exclusively.
Wearing a mask, staying home if I feel sick, maintaining social distancing as much as possible
Wearing a mask, temperature checks
Wearing a mask, using gloves when appropriate, minimizing close contact, using hand sanitizer regularly, staying home if feeling unwell
Wearing a mask, using hand sanitizer and washing hands at regular intervals, disinfecting surfaces and shared spaces at regular intervals.
wearing a mask, using hand sanitizer, 6 feet distancing
Wearing a mask, washing hands
Wearing a mask, washing hands and cleaning sanitizing shared workspace/restrooms
wearing a mask, washing hands and sanitizing frequently and keeping 6' distance.
work if feeling any symptoms.
wearing a mask, washing hands for 20 seconds often, keep 6 ft distance from others and wiping down surfaces.
Wearing a mask, washing hands frequently and abiding by the recommended 6” space allowance
wearing a mask, washing hands frequently, physical distancing of 6 ft, mindfulness and care
Wearing a mask, washing hands often, keeping a 6ft distance between coworkers.
Wearing a mask, washing hands or using hand sanitizer, temperature checks, staying home if feeling ill with no repercussions, perhaps
employers could survey employees daily to see if anybody in their home is ill, undergo anitbody testing
Wearing a mask, washing hands practicing distancing.
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Wearing a mask, washing hands regularly, and working in an environment with a set-up that is conducive to social distancing, (I.e. cubicle
spaces being 6 ft part, having less people in the office at one time to be able to practice physical distancing).
WEARING A MASK, WASHING HANDS, NO TOUCHING OTHERS
Wearing a mask, washing hands, not going to work if I were to feel ill
Wearing a mask, washing hands, staying at home if feel sick.
other participants
Wearing a mask, washing hands.
Wearing a mask, washing my hands and respect 6 feet personal space.
Wearing a mask, washing my hands regularly.
Wearing a mask, washing my hands, distancing myself from guests, constantly cleaning areas that have been touched by guests/staff
Wearing a mask, we all have our own offices so socially distanced, fewer worker in warehouse to allow for proper distance
wearing a mask, wearing gloves, staying 6 feet away, sanitize my self and my workspace.
Wearing a mask, working from home when able, washing hands regularly.
Wearing a mask.
Wearing a mask.
Wearing a mask.
Wearing a mask.
Wearing a mask.
Wearing a mask. STaying 6 feet from people.
Wearing a mask. Appropriate sanitation of shared spaces/equipment. Proper physical distancing
Wearing a mask. Having meetings in larger conference rooms vs small office.
Wearing a mask. Keeping a safe distance from others. Using only personal supplies, not sharing with others.
Wearing a mask. Reduced staff in office at least 6 feet apart.
Wearing a mask. Social distancing.
time. I prefer a slower roll out.
Wearing a mask. Staying 6 feet apart. Wiping down my area with disinfectant when I arrive and leave.
Wearing a mask. Staying 6 feet away from others. Fortunately, I can already work under these parameters.
Wearing a mask. Staying 6 feet away from people.
Wearing a mask. Using Zoom for meeting when possible.
Wearing a mask. Washing hands
Wearing a mask. Washing hands.
Wearing a mask. We are spaced out already where I work
Wearing a mask/ face covering and washing hands
Wearing a mask/currently working
Wearing a mask; hand washing regularly; physical distancing
wearing a mask; observing physical distancing
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Wearing a mask?
Wearing a mask? Not sure. I work for LBUSD, LBCC, CSULB, & CSUF in classrooms.
Wearing a masking and having disinfecting wipes hand sanitizer at all times and having people 6 feet away as well as limiting the amount of
people at my work place also my employer taking our temperatures to make sure employers aren’t going to work sick
Wearing a masks and having zoom meetings
Wearing a masks and social distancing
wearing a masks, follow rules and always washing hands.
Wearing a protective mask and gloves if needed, keeping distant from coworkers. Keeping the work environment clean.
Wearing appropriate PPE and also giving PPE to my clients
Wearing appropriate PPE and practicing social distancing. My work can rearrange the layout of the office to allow for a safe space.
Wearing appropriate PPE provided by employer and in a clean environment
Wearing effective PPE
Wearing extra safety gear such as gloves.
Wearing face and continue social distancing
Wearing face cover, wiping down hard surfaces and being able to wash my hands frequently.
Wearing face cover.
Wearing Face covering and being mindful of my proximity to others
Wearing face covering.
Wearing face coverings, being aware of those around me
day
wearing face coverings, wiping down surfaces regularly, and regularly washing my hands.
Wearing face mask
wearing face mask & gloves
Wearing face mask ,eye protection body temperature screening and social distancing .
Wearing face mask and distancing ourselves
Wearing face mask and frequently cleaning high contact surfaces.
Wearing face mask and gloves
wearing face mask and keep the 6 feet minimum distance from others when possible, washing hands frequently and avoid touching my face
Wearing face mask and keeping 6 ft from other employees
Wearing face mask and keeping 6ft physical distance.
Wearing face mask and social distancing
Wearing face mask at work.
Wearing face mask
Lots of hygiene
Safe distancing
Wearing face mask, frequently washing hands and using hand sanitizer.
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wearing face mask, washing hands regularly, sitting further away in meetings.
Wearing face mask, washing hands, wiping down surfaces, having a telecommuting schedule so not everyone's in the office at the same
time, enhanced cleaning schedule.
Wearing face masks
Wearing face masks
Wearing face masks
Wearing face masks and continue distancing.
Wearing face masks and gloves at work areas, use sanitizers, frequent washing and maintain physical distancing at all times. Have
everybody tested before being allowed to work.
with
Wearing face masks and hand sanitizer
Wearing face masks and provide Covid 19 testing. Also, allow people that can work from home to continue to work from home.
Wearing face masks and public responsibility for own sanitizing.
Wearing face masks and social distancing as well as limiting the number of people in our small thrift shop.
Wearing face masks and temperature checks at the front doors prior to entering. In working in a cubical setting, I feel safe enough to sit
there since our cubes are equally and safely distanced from one another.
wearing face masks anytime I leave home
wearing face masks at employments and do not allow anyone to come to work with symptoms of illness (runny nose, sneezing, coughing).
Seating must be arranged to respect physical distancing and employees shall continue to avoid physical meetings and face t
Wearing face masks if not eating or drinking while on a break.
wearing face masks in areas where I interact with other workers. frequent hand washing.
wearing face masks when social distancing is not possible.
Wearing face masks, practicing social distancing, ensuring my children have access to safe and available schooling and/or childcare
Wearing face masks, washing hands and 6 feet physical distancing.
Wearing face masks, washing hands frequently, social distancing.
Wearing face masks, washing my hands frequently and being mindful of myself and others.
Wearing face masks. Minimal physical contact with others. Social distancing
wearing facial masks and continue social distancing
Wearing gloves & masks more often and keeping 6’ distance
Wearing gloves and mask
wearing gloves and mask and keeping 6ft distance
wearing mask
Wearing mask
Wearing mask
wearing mask
Wearing mask & staying 6 feet distance
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wearing mask , washing hand frequently, using hand sanitizer. Limiting the number of individuals in an office.
Wearing mask and Covid 19 testing.
Wearing Mask and following capacity/distancing guidelines
Wearing mask and gloves
Wearing mask and having distance between me and Co workers. Also the office need to be cleaned with disinfectant daily and as needed
Wearing mask and keep 6 inches apart
wearing mask and keep social distance
Wearing mask and keeping 6ft
Wearing mask and keeping distance, and making sure that i'm not in a business or area with more than 10 people at one time.
Wearing mask and keeping distant
Wearing mask and maintaining distance
Wearing mask and maintaining office clean- door handles at all times
Wearing mask and Social distance
Wearing mask and social distancing
wearing mask and social distancing
Wearing mask and social distancing
Wearing mask and washing hands
Wearing mask and washing hands.
Wearing mask as necessary, telework and staggered work schedules.
My boss would have to implement having plexiglass added to tables for when customers come in, having our work stations move to at least
6 ft apart from each other.
Wearing mask at all times while being in a public place. Washing hands. Keeping distance .
Wearing mask at work
wearing mask at work areas.
Wearing mask hand hygiene and daily temp. Bring lunch and stay with my work area and others stay in there work zone.
wearing mask keeping distance from others and limited contact
Wearing mask keeping social distance
wearing mask throughout office
wearing gloves when interacting with things not in my personal workspace
physical distancing
Wearing mask washing hands and keeping 6ft away
Wearing mask when around others or in shared spaces, washing hands, sanitizing, 6 feet distance.
wearing mask when in contact with others, social distancing, having access to cleaning supplies to disinfect work and public spaces
Wearing mask when necessary and disinfecting when appropriate.
with others.
Wearing mask, gloves when needed, fewer customers in a space, *public wearing masks inside or in line
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wearing mask, hand washing, sanitizer, distancing when not wearing a mask, and anyone ill must stay home.
Wearing mask, having minimal physical contact, and getting temperature taken prior to entry into establishments.
Wearing mask, maintaining 6 ft social distance
Wearing mask, no large gatherings/meetings
Wearing mask, probably gloves, has 6 feet between customers, try to respect others if I am sick , But at the end of the day I’m not sure if
everybody else will respect and be respectful to everyone,
Wearing mask, respecting social distancing
Wearing mask, sanitizing
Wearing mask, screening of temperature and not coming to work if sick. It is imperative to disinfect workplace more often for health safety.
Wearing mask, social distancing, not shaking hands, washing hands often.
Wearing mask, social distancing.
Wearing mask, staggered work schedule, work from home
Wearing mask, staying a certain feet distance apart, and cleaning.....
Wearing mask, temperature checks, clearly marked distancing
wearing mask, using handsan and insisting others do the same
Wearing mask, washing hands often, not touching my face, keeping distance from others when possible.
wearing mask, washing hands, available hand sanitizers & if someone is sick, that person shouldn’t go to work.
Wearing mask.
Wearing mask. Checking temperature. Staying home.
Wearing mask. Gloves. Distancing.
Wearing mask. Hand washing.
Wearing mask. Have employers provide disaffecting wipes and hand sanitizer.
Wearing mask. Physical distance. Hand washing
Wearing masks
WEARING MASKS
Wearing masks
wearing masks
Wearing masks
Wearing masks
Wearing masks
Wearing masks
Wearing masks
wearing masks - teleconferences, staggered shifts
Wearing masks
Washing hands often
Distancing from other workers
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Wearing masks and avoiding all close contact with co-workers.
Wearing masks and being responsible with my interactions
Wearing masks and checking temperatures upon entry
Wearing masks and continue to wash hands
Wearing masks and continuous hand hygiene and disinfection practices
Wearing masks and employers taking temperatures
Wearing masks and ensuring proper hand washing and encouraging everyone to not touch his/her/their face.
Wearing masks and gloves
Wearing masks and gloves
Wearing masks and gloves
Wearing masks and gloves and disposing of gloves at trash receptacles to be places near all entrances/exits
Wearing masks and gloves at all times and have glass shields between any area that requires close contact.
Wearing masks and gloves limiting how many people can be in the store at a time and closing earlier
Wearing masks and gloves while at work. Limit the number of employees in the building and limit the number of customers in the building
Wearing masks and gloves. Maintaining social distancing practices
workers.
wearing masks and keeping at least 6 feet away from other workers.
Wearing masks and keeping distance with coworkers
Wearing masks and keeping my social distancing
Wearing masks and keeping safe distances. Taking temperatures in restaurants before entering.
Wearing masks and keeping social distancing, which will be hard in most blogs. And elevators
wearing masks and limited people in waiting rooms
Wearing masks and limiting physical interaction
Wearing masks and maintaining distance
wearing masks and maintaining distance when possible
Wearing masks and other forms of PPE, maintaining 6 ft away from people
public and businesses.
Wearing masks and proper personal hygiene.
wearing masks and rearranging my schedule so not everyone is in the office at the same time
department actually monitor it.
Wearing masks and social distancing
Wearing masks and social distancing
Wearing masks and social distancing
Wearing masks and social distancing from co workers and customers
Wearing masks and staying 6 feet apart penis
Wearing masks and staying home when sick with a fever.
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to work from home.
Wearing masks and working alternate schedules with my office mate. Work half time at home and half time at office.
Wearing masks at work, the city having adequate testing capacity for health experts to track the spread of the disease.
Wearing masks in public and avoiding large groups of people
open.
Wearing masks is key
Wearing masks keeping 6ft apart when working and eating lunch wash hands and disinfect work area.
wearing masks on mass transit, having high-vulnerability groups isolated (over 80, those in assisted living/nursing homes, those with
susceptible pre-conditions). Everyone else should be free to move and associate as before.
Wearing masks or gloves, staying within 6 feet, taking temperatures before entering close spaces
in the office.
wearing masks properly at all times and requiring all customers to do the same. no touching your face while inside store. requiring
employees to get tested before returning to work. and having each guest use sanitizer upon entering store.
respect this.
Wearing masks still even if open at least till it’s safer.
Wearing masks washing hands and staying 6 ft away like everybody knows
Wearing masks when dealing with customers.
Wearing masks when near others, space and distance between workers.
Wearing masks when not at my desk
wearing masks when required, keeping distance
wearing masks while at work and making sure no one is at work sick.
Wearing masks while out in public if social distancing is not possible
Wearing masks!!! It is proven in other countries that it prevents spread of covid-19. Korea never closed their businesses and wore face
masks to slow the spread and they had zero new cases yesterday and single digits for many weeks.
Wearing masks, adjusting office space to create more distance between people, staggering workers schedules or even rotating people in
the office eg 50% of staff is in the office one week and working from home the next, and the other half does the opposite
Wearing masks, and maintaining 6' separation.
wearing masks, changing work hours, changing office set up to keep safe distance from co-workers
Wearing masks, cleaning surfaces regularly, limiting the number of people in the elevators, and staggering times for employees to come in
throughout the day. Many of us have the means to work remotely for half the day.
Wearing masks, clear parameters set in place for work zones.
wearing masks, frequently washing hands
Wearing masks, gloves staggering class time smaller class size hand washing stations cleaners available for clean surfaces. Consistently
cleaning high traffic or touch areas
Wearing masks, gloves, and social distancing- but not before it’s time.
Wearing masks, gloves, and social distancing, using hand sanitizer, cleaning areas after every use
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Wearing masks, gloves, disinfectant
Wearing masks, gloves, social distancing, and limiting the number of ppl in small spaces / offices.
Wearing masks, good hand hygiene, less people at a time inside a business.
regularly.
Wearing masks, hand sanitizer and distancing
Wearing masks, hand sanitizing etc
Wearing masks, hand washing, hand sanitizer.
Wearing masks, if you are sick, STAYING HOME should be mandatory.
Wearing masks, keep 6ft distance, washing hands frequently
wearing masks, keep social distancing, checking temperatures before entering any facility
Wearing masks, keeping 6' apart from coworkers.
Wearing masks, keeping 6-8 feet away from co-workers. If I’m feeling ill - coughing etc. don’t go to work.
Wearing masks, keeping distance and respect for others, wiping down areas and workstations on a regular basis
Wearing masks, keeping distance, etc.
Wearing masks, keeping social distancing, keeping gatherings small (10 people or less)
regularly.
Wearing masks, limit number of persons in small areas, PPEs for workers who have to be in close contact with customers such as barbers
Wearing masks, limiting capacity
Wearing masks, limiting number of people in retail stores
wearing masks, limiting outside exposure to daily living rather than larger entertainment functions
Wearing masks, limiting the number of people inside the business and taking less appointments and or reservations.
Wearing masks, limiting the routing of papers from person to person, using software instead of paper. Social distancing at meetings. Daily
cleaning of conference room furniture, office furniture, bathrooms, kitchens, etc.
Wearing masks, maintain social distancing
Wearing masks, maintaining 6ft distance
wearing masks, maintaining distance on public transport system, at place of work
Wearing masks, maintaining physical distance, staying home when under the weather
Wearing masks, minimum 6 feet distancing, more washing stations.
Wearing masks, more cleaning, limited capacity inside businesses, curbside pickup and drop off, worker distancing through flexible hours
and swing shifts. Using outdoor areas and having access to sidewalks etc.
Wearing masks, observing 6' rule, limit meetings to fewer than 10 employees or as many as can be while 6' apart.
Wearing masks, practicing social distancing, etc.
Wearing masks, safe distancing, washing and sanitizing hands, not touching my face
Wearing masks, sanitizing hands with supplies available to us, staying a decent distant away from contact with each other.
Wearing masks, sanitizing surfaces, outsourcing work to working remotely, communicating electronically
Wearing masks, sanitizing, keeping distance from others
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Wearing masks, social distancing
facilities
Wearing Masks, social distancing having temperature taken and wearing gloves
Wearing masks, social distancing, checking temperature when reporting for work.
Wearing masks, social distancing, wearing gloves
Wearing masks, social distancing.
wearing masks, staying 6 feet apart, whatever else the experts recommend
Wearing masks, staying at least 6 feet apart, staying home if sick
wearing masks, staying clean, keeping hands washed & surfaces cleaned and distancing safely
wearing masks, staying home when ill, protecting others in the working environment. I am a high school teacher who sees over 130
students daily, how will the physical space provide the correct distancing?
place
Wearing masks, using disinfectant wipes, hand sanitizer and some social distancing.
Wearing masks, using hand sanitizer
Wearing masks, washing hands
Wearing masks, washing hands frequently, bringing my own water from home, disinfecting surfaces frequently.
wearing masks, washing hands regularly after talking and handling each guest or wearing gloves, increasing sanitizer use
disinfecting regularly,
Wearing masks, washing hands, disinfectinf surfaces, distancing from others
Wearing masks, washing hands, extra cleaning/sanitation of surfaces, keeping 6’ distance from others.
wearing masks, washing hands, keeping work areas clean and separate. limit meetings to still online or phone.
Wearing Masks, Washing Hands, Not going to Work if feeling sick, and maintaining social distancing.
Wearing masks, washing hands, physical distancing
wearing masks, washing hands. However, I am not comfortable with sending students back to school with no working treatment or vaccine.
Young children will not want to wear masks and expecting them to social distance from their friends is unrealistic. C
wearing masks, zoom meetings,
wearing masks.
Wearing masks. Increasing sanitation, ensuring there are no crowds, so a lot of crowd control.
Wearing masks. keeping hand sanitizer with me. Constantly wash hands.
Wearing masks. Washing hands.
Wearing masks.
Using hand sanitizer
Disinfecting the office daily
Wearing masks; flexible working at home and gradually working more at office over time (phased approach); maintain virtual meetings.
Wearing my mask
Wearing my mask
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Wearing my mask and adhering to all guidelines
wearing my mask and washing my hands
wearing my mask and washing my hands every hour
wearing my mask and washing my hands frequently, wiping down handles and other high-touch areas daily
Wearing my mask at all times in the workplace, frequent and thorough hand washing, and social distancing where possible.
Wearing my mask in public places and washing my hands more frequently. If I am sick, I will stay home. I will spend time with the same
group of people rather than visit different groups of people. I will choose to sit outside in a restaurant or take my fo
wearing my mask when in common areas in the office and keeping with social distancing guidelines
making sure to wipe down common surfaces
wearing gloves when handling documents/paperwork
wearing my mask!!
Wearing my mask, cautiously washing my hands, reminding people to stay 6 feet away
Wearing my mask, gloves, carrying hand sanitizer and keeping 6 feet distance.
Wearing N95 masks and only working 4-5 hours with limited contact to others staff and alternative work days.
wearing nose and face covering when social distancing cannot be practiced, washing of hands before and after activities, using the hand
sanitizer before and after the copy machine, refraining from touching my face and multiple areas that are publicly acce
Wearing personal protective equipment, social distancing, and washing hands.
Wearing ppe
Wearing ppe
Wearing PPE
Wearing PPE and keeping my distance from people. Practising good hygiene.
Wearing PPE and keeping social distancing.
Wearing PPE and limiting entrances to hospitals, no visitors
Wearing PPE and staying home when sick
clients to wear masks.
wearing ppe and use of telephone and other communication
Wearing PPE at work and public areas
Wearing PPE, constant sanitation, no more than 6 people in a location with no less than 6 feet in between each person.
Wearing PPE, limiting the amount of people in my work, reduced hours, implementing sanitation practices
Wearing PPE, maintaining 6ft distance, healthy habits
Wearing PPE, regular hand-washing, physical distancing, and staggered schedules.
Wearing PPE, social distancing, precautions such as taking a temperature, spreading out workspaces.
wearing PPE, washing hands?
Wearing PPE's and using hand sanitizers.
Wearing PPG
Wearing proper mask and keeping 6-ft distance. Getting rid of lunchroom/kitchen
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Wearing proper Ppe
wearing proper PPE and following social distancing precautions
Wearing proper PPE and practicing the recomended social distamcing guidelines
Wearing proper PPE. Face mask, and gloves.
wearing protection and sanitizing things, I work at a bar so just pickup only no standing around with tables set 6 ft apart
Wearing protective gear
Wearing protective gear and also following the six feet procedures.
Wearing protective gear while dealing with customers and sanitizing my workplace regularly.
WEARING PROTECTIVE MASKS
Wearing protective protection. Maintain a distance between people at work. Wash hands throughly throughout my shift.
wearing regulated masks and gloves
continuously sanitizing all public spaces
Wearing the proper protective coverings mainly masks and gloves. Making sure guests and coworkers are doing the same.
Wearing the proper protective gear, mask and gloves as well as trying to keep my distance from others.
Wearing. Mask and staying 6ft away from co workers. Im a nurse.
Wearng a mask, not touching my face, washing hands, keeping in mind that the world doesn't revolve around me.
Wearning a mask while going out, washing my hands frequently and adhering to CDC guidelines.
well by following the rules, but there is not PPE available for dentistry.
how to avoid the 6 ft rule.
Well, I work for a public school so I don't feel it is safe to return to work yet.
We're adults. We'll be fine.
We're not ready. Not sure how this would be done without a vaccine.
We're really not ready to open up if we're still getting upticks in cases. This isn't Florida. Let's not make their mistakes.
Wfh a few days a week
Wfh partly, go into office partly. Keep safe distance using masks, cleaners. It will be an emotional challenge, my partner is high risk.
What a reasonable and prudent man would do take the appropriate safety measures and applying common sense. By safety measures I am
refering what we have been doing the last two months, use face masks and keep your distance, handwashing.
What critical workers are already doing.
What ever necessary to be safe
What has been working so far. Stay at home!
what I can to be protected and have enough space to be social distanced.
distance.
what I do now... I work as an RN in the ICU at MemorialCare Long Beach, and yes, I work in the COVID+ units.
What I gotta do to stay safe.
What I’ve already been doing, washing my hands.
What I’ve always done- practice food hygiene
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What I’ve always done. Good hygiene. Wash hands. No face touching. I have no underlying health issues. Am not at risk and would likely
show no symptoms even if infected. Like most healthy people. Therefore I would not contribute to any stress on the healt
What I'm currently doing, go in early wear a mask, follow safety guidelines.
What is asked for from me as a worker.
what is asked of me by the CDC and regulating government.
What is expected of me in taking precautions to avoid getting sick or getting others sick
what is necessary to keep others safe
what is needed to maintain a minimum of 6ft distancing and continuing to frequently wash my hands.
what is per CDC recommendation and maintaining a clean environment.
what is recommended based on data for flattening of the curve.
What is recommended.
what is required to ensure the safety for others around me by following all health guidelines provided by the county, city and employer.
What is safe.
What is safely required
What is suggested
What I've always done
what I've always done to maintain good hygiene in the work place. Come on, guys . . . . really?
What kind of question is this. Nice wording lmao
What medical experts have been saying to do all this time
What my constitutional rights warrant.
What my employer instructs me to do
What needs to be done
home if I don’t feel well
and necessary
What people who I interact with directly ask me to do. If a person approaches me wearing a mask, I will assume they are a high risk person
and I will give them 6ft of space and only engage them if invited to.
what President Trump and his team have laid out as safe working practices.
What the CDC recommends
filters.
What the City recommends and distancing myself.
What the employer has in place.
What the school district I work for puts into action.
WHAT THE SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY RECOMMENDS not what ever the public agrees is safe.
This survey is not likely to provide any significant recommendations, If it appears to have provided any, PLEASE have the good sense to run
them by a doctor, an epidemiolog
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What was laid out by my company prior to safer at home. No overlap in shifts; work stations were already moved for proper social
distancing. Wear a mask when others are near.
What we are asked to do at this time.
WHAT WE ARE CURRENTLT PRACTICING
What we are currently doing, use common sense, wear a mask and social distance.
What we are currently doing, wearing a mask and using common sense.
What we are doing now seems to work. I'm willing to continue with it.
What we had been doing in March. Those who are able to telecommute can and limit the number of staff on each floor. We MUST limit the
number of people in the break room. That is the most important at my work.
what we have been doing by staying home. My work would entail working with the public and touching many surfaces putting myself and
others at risk to those who do not take this seriously and continue to use unsafe practices in socializing and understandin
What we must all do is to protect ourselves, others and follow our Governor law and regulations in order to reduce and control the virus.
So, that we are all can get back to our daily life again. We are all in this together let help protect one another.
What we’ve been doing.
What we've been doing. This is working from home and going into the office 2-3 a week with everyone being staggard.
What we've been doing. Wear masks and stay 6ft away.
What you should have been doing before this.
What’s required
What’s the question?
Whatever I am required to do by my employer.
whatever I can to create a a safe environment for myself, coworkers, and customers.
Whatever is deemed necessary so that we may all return to a normal routine
whatever is necesaary.
whatever is prudent. I don't need the government to decide that for me.
Whatever is reasonable. Hygiene especially.
Whatever it takes
Whatever it takes to ensure proper hygiene
Whatever it takes. Make rules specific to each type of business and educate the business owners and consumers. Unfortunately, it will have
to be treated as a privilege, which can be taken away if rules are not followed.
whatever limitations are put in place-ie: staggered scheduling, PPG, etc.
Whatever my university suggests we do to maintain social distancing.
Whatever social distancing practices the CDC recommends
Whatever the business wants
Whatever the CDC recommends
Whatever the circumstances dictate.
Whatever the establishment or business asks of me
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Whatever the school district requires
Whatever they make me do when I get there
Whatever’s needed, but we should still keep social distancing in place. Are we sure the curve has flattened???
Whats smart. People with certain preexisting health conditions and people over 60 should stay home.
When I mentioned schools functioning at 50% capacity, I meant 1/2 the students attend school in the morning hours then the other 1/2 will
attend school in the afternoon hours (6-12th). Elementary: rotate students indoor/outdoor at a reduced schedule time.
When medical experts determine it is safe, not public opinion poll
continue doing so.
When testing has reached a widespread level.
When the number of active cases of Covid-19 lowers tremendously or diminishes completely, along with the number of deaths in Long
Beach I will feel safe enough to return to work and regular schedule.
When the time is right my company will
Flow is in so it’s safe and all
Protective measures will be taken
When we have enough testing, tracing and hopefully a timeframe for a vaccine.
When we have testing available to everyone who wants to go back to work. When we can assure that vulnerable populations are safe. And
most importantly after we see how Georgia and some other stages are doing. We don’t want to go first.
Where I work I can’t safely return until there is no more threat of another outbreak.
While wearing PPE
wide scale antibody testing with highly accurate tests
Widescale testing for virus and antibodies and phased return schedules. Seating and standing distance requirements.
Widespread testing; flexible options that allow for work from home as the need arises (exposure, showing symptoms, care of family
member), infrastructure that provides time/space for appropriate hygiene measures
Will continue to work from home.
willing down surfaces and keeping a physical distance
Willing to do temperature checks but be judicious, wear a protective face mask, social distancing but wish it could be 3 feet vs. 6 feet apart,
require hand washing upon entering (or hand sanitizing) and send reminders to wash hands every hour. Smart, ca
Willing to retrun to work at CSULB with respectful limits
Wiping equipment in building very often maintain 6 feet and wear a mask.
With everything going on I’ve still have my job, thankfully. What I’ve done is wear masks everywhere and gloves.
With my job we work closely with clients so social distancing is not possible but we can limit the amount of people in the building.
With out testing everyone this is not safe
With screen
With social distance and wearing a mask.
With some minor modifications, yes
With the proper procedures
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With therapeutics only. as I worked in a busy hotel restaurant.
Without regard to constitutional rights and personal choices.
Without widespread testing and vaccines in place to fight covid19- I do not feel it is a wise decision to open workspaces. Companies who
have the ability to be remote or online should leverage this capability. We want to keep our children, elderly, those
Work 6 feet away from other, wearing masks and gloves.
Work a couple days at the office a couple at home
Work at a food bank in OC and continue to apply physicial distancing and use PPE.
Work at home
Work at home
Work at home
Work at Home continues
Work at home still. When at office contine to weqt mask
Work by appointment and see one patient at a time.
work by appointment only
Work for LBUSD. Class size may have to change. Some could be doing outside activities, while others work inside. Then swap.
Work from home
Work from home
Work from home
Work from home
Work from home
Work from home
Work from home
Work from home
Work from home
Work from home
Work from home
work from home (I have no absolute need to be in one physical location for my job).
work from home (teaching)
Work from home already
Work from home and only meeting when necessary
Work from home and zoom calls when needed & practice social distancing with a mask
hand sanitizer to workers.
Work from home is best, perhaps staggered work shifts
Work from home some days
Work from home with minimal office meetings in physical space.
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Work from home, when appropriate, and also do all I can to make sure I’m keeping myself, and those around me, safe though washing
hands, disinfecting, and wearing a mask when I’m with others.
work from home, zoom calls and conference calls
docusign
email
Work from home. Or if I need to go into the office I can wear a mask and keep my distance from others.
Work from home. See next question for the way back to offices, factories, etc...
Work from
Home
Work from
Home when I don’t need to be in the office.
capacity or nothing.
Work in healthcare so able to work personally, but know that countless individuals are being adversely impacted by shutdown and shelter in
place guidelines. The projections were vastly overstated, and feel the sooner we can re-open our communities the bet
Work in LA.
Work in my office and not allowing client's to come for in-person meetings for now. If necessary to do in-person
meetings, face masks are mandatory.
Work in my office which is physically distanced from other offices.
Work in senior living already have tons of changes and precautions
Work in separated settings or from home.
Work in the office of a HomeHealth agency with only 4 to 5 people in 4 separate office sections. Occas nurses come in to pick up supplies.
We would be able to easily distance ourselves and wear masks at all times. I am an RN that checks nurses’ work. I ha
Work mandates social distancing and does. Not encourage large meeting. Have employees respect social distancing
Work places need to commit to sanitizing and cleaning all common areas regularly, maintain safety precautions including requiring
individuals to wear masks at all times and do not come to work sick under any circumstances
Work remotely
Work remotely and distance at office
Work remotely most of the time.
work remotely or requiring and enforcing physical distancing and wearing of masks, limit hours of operation, stagger staff working hours
Work remotely prior to Covid19
work space cubical exceed minimum social distance requirements, and clearance are maintained such as grocery stores & hardware stores.
work spaces/retail/restaurants need to be physically re-configured to allow for social distancing as much as possible
work where I wash hands often, keep physical distance from others when possible, monitor my own health and stay home if feeling sick.
Workers able to telecommute/perform their work remotely should continue to do so. Businesses should be encouraged and supported in
shifting as many job positions to longer-term remote as possible for the ongoing safety of the remote worker as well as thos
Workers six feet apart and masks.
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Working alone in a personal office with no visitors. However, shared spaces will bathrooms will be an issue.
Working as a hairstylist with a mask and gloves and completely sanitizing everything between each client.
Working at California State University Long Beach it is not feasible to return to work until COVID-19 is erradicated.
I am able to work remotely for the foreseeable future.
Working at home is the only way I feel comfortable
working at night driving a truck with no other occupantd
capacity.
Working behind closed door. Limiting access to co workers
working different hours, working from home,
Working from him using PPE and social distancing when in public
Working from Home
Working from home
Working from home
Working from home
Working from home
Working from home
Working from home
Working from home
Working from home
working from home
Working from home
working from home
Working from home
Working from home
working from home
Working from home
Working from home
Working from home
Working from home
working from home
working from home
working from home
Working from home
working from home
Working from home
Working from home
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Working from home
Working from home
Working from home & wearing protective gear otherwise
Working from home and minimizing physical return to work
Working from home and working on a rotating schedule in and out of office.
Working from home as much as possible until we have a vaccine or better social distancing/sanitization processes.
masks.
Working from home full time
working from home if it's possible.
working from home is a better option for me.
Working from home is working fine for me.
Working from home more.
Working from home or staggering work schedules to allow a limited amount of people at work at any given time
I work with.
Working from home several days a week, wearing masks, avoiding communal areas.
Working from home should be prioritized, but if you must return to a physical facility it should be mandatory to physical distance
Working from home should definitely be an option for those who are afraid to go back in risk of catching what’s going on.
Working from home some days, ensuring
Working from home when needed and returning when it is absolutely safe to. My job is doable from home, I have no problem waiting until
there’s either more testing or available treatments.
Working from home when possible, adhering to mask wearing, handwashing, and 6ft+ distancing.
Working from home when possible, masks at other times
Working from home where possible, rearranging work stations to maintain safe social distances, limiting public entry by requiring
appointments, reducing occupancy rates for restaurants, gyms, events, etc.
Working from home with digital tools (I am currently doing this)
Working from home!
Working from home, continuing to practice social distance and use a mask.
Working from home, limiting my travel outside of work destination. Continue cleaning protocall
Working from home, only going to office for materials or updated resources not provided via email.
Working from home, otherwise mask, sanitizer, and distancing
Working from home.
Working from home.
working from home.
Working from home.
Working from home. Enforcing capacity limits, take turns rotating who goes into the office vs who works from home.
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Working from home. I work in a shared office complex and do not feel safe going into the office at this time due to shared HVAC systems,
shared elevators, doors, common areas, etc.
Working from home. Wearing masks when running business errands in public spaces.
Working from home..stay 6 feet apart and wear masks when going out. Covid19 is still out there just open slowly dont open everything at
once..it is a silent killer we cant see therefore be smart and safe
Working in a school it may be difficult to continue to practice social distancing.
working in an area with few coworkers or taking alternating shifts.
working in isolation
working in my office
Working in my own office space... Wearing a face mask and constantly cleaning my hands and area.
Working in shifts, limiting number of people in office
Working less, maybe more from home. No meetings, less than 10 in office. Masks and soap a necessity! No physical contact
Working mostly remotely.
Working now
working online
Working online until the COVID-19 curves have been flattened for Long Beach, Los Angeles County, and the State of California (at
minimum; I do however worry about state-to-state & international population movement and COVID-19). Returning to the office wi
Working only in my office
Working part time instead of full time for now, not seeing so many clients per day. Safely giving myself enough time to clean and disinfect
my station and chair because I am a barber. Not having so many people inside the shop. Disinfecting before, during
working remotely as much as possible.
working remotely from home
Working remotely from home
Working remotely is the ideal case. Working in person only for small businesses with a small number of employees, schools and
colleges/universities can continue with online teaching. Universities have a large dense population of diverse students from all
Working remotely.
Working remotely.
working six feet apart from co-workers
working with limited staff members at a time
working with my employer to change business programming and reconfigure the layout of our facility to encourage distance
Working with youth and adult soccer players, following guidelines set and relaying this to the coaches, parents and players on changes to
training structure if deemed safe to do so. Coaches will have to get creative in training sessions, challenges faced
Workstations/offices more than 6 ft apart. Eating lunch in same separate workspace. Conduct large meetings via Zoom rather than in small
meeting room or large social distances spaces
Would not feel safe at work currently
of an incoherent data grab.
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Yea alright
Yea and doing now when I shop at grocery stores.
Yeah I can
Yes return to work
conference calls
Yes I can and it is very important for be to work to support myself and family. I do not receive any unemployment or any public assistance.
I need to work so I can buy food and pay for othe necessities to stay alive.
Yes - self employed - work from home.
Yes !
Yes . As long as we’re doing it in stages that will continue to help fight and overcome Covid .
Yes and additional cleaning precautions.
Yes and making sure that wearing masks is compulsory. No exceptions.
Yes as long as we implement social distancing, temperature check, disinfection protocols
Yes as my job within reason does not have to make me work close to other people
Yes businesses should be able to be adults, be responsible, and respectful of all orders in regards to social distancing and PPE
Yes but I believe we shouldn’t return to work until it’s been three to four weeks without one new case of Covid19
Yes but I work in Orange County
Yes but most of my work is on phone
Yes but there are likely a lot of physical changes and/or policies that need to happen.
could safely operate
Yes can return to work and adhere to social distancing.
yes currently working
Yes distancing n no hand shakes
Yes I am an essential workee and have never stopped working
Yes- I am an essential worker
warrant this aggression.
Yes I am capable, but more specifically I truly do not feel comfortable if I had to return on 5/18
Yes I am currently working with these restrictions at an essential office job.
Yes I am designated my own office and can distance my employees to be 6 ft apart on cubicles.
Yes I am open to new guidelines to be safe
Yes I am ready to go back to work. And I’m confident that I’ve had Covid 19 back in January when I was coming back from a trip to Spain.
Yes I believe my company can balance re-populating our office while balancing social distancing by partially continuing remote work and
partially allowing employees back into the office.
Yes I can
Yes I can
Yes I can
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Yes I can
Yes I can
Yes I can
Yes I can
Yes I can
Yes I can abide by that
Yes I can and feel safe returning to work IF capacity is monitored
Yes I can and have been working in a clinic where we are practicing social distancing and checking temperatures upon arrival.
Yes I can as long as safety measures are set.
yes I can do this
Yes I can I have been working ever since. You have to follow precautions
Yes i can please up Long Beach.
Yes I can respect physical distancing at work, but I can also easily work remotely, which I will continue to do post Stay At Home mandate.
My priority is my health, my family’s health and my community’s health.
Yes I can return as long as the 6 feet distances and wearing a mask stays in effect.
Yes I can return back to work but with a lot of safety measures.
Yes I can return to work this unnecessary pandemic has gone on for far too long any longer and I will end up homeless I need my job back.
Yes I can work from home however I am in the hospitality industry in which no one is traveling
Yes I can.
Yes I can.
Yes I can.
Yes I can.
Yes I can. Photo/video media work
Yes I could but I don’t feel comfortable doing so.
Yes I could return to work and respect distancing
Yes I feel comfortable with this and wearing a mask.
Yes I feel it's time to return to work
Yes I have returned to work but it part time.
Yes I have. People don't listen tho I see everyone out with no mask or a care in the world about everyone's safety
Yes I teach tennis here in Long Beach.
Yes my clinic has adequate PPE and has already staggered patients appropriately
Yes my company is taking all the necessary precautions
Yes or can easily telework
Yes please.
Yes respect a social distance
Yes that’s fair.
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Yes we CAN go back to work with restrictions on space/capaicty/etc!
Yes we have individual offices which will respect social distancing guidelines
Yes we know to wear masks and do social distancing
Yes we need to go back to work. We are destroying California
Yes with continued safe distancing and no over crowding of work or public spaces
Yes with mandatory mask on and social distances
Yes with part time office and part time work from home to minimize risk.
Yes with physical distancing
Yes with PPE and respect to guidelines including sanitizing environment often
Yes with strict limitations
Yes
Yes!
Yes! We need to work! We need to get back to being productive members of society! We are laying down a horrible foundation for young
people by not working and relying on public assistance.
Yes, & those who feel unsafe can make the choice to continue to self quarantine
Yes, as a flight attendant I will do my best to distance people on flights.
Yes, as long as employers and employees follow physical distancing.
Yes, as long as physical distancing takes place. But I work at Cabrillo HS and I’m not sure how physical distancing will work in a school.
yes, as long as workers are scheduled in different time slots to avoid to many people.
Yes, at home office, but not physically meeting with clients.
Yes, but as of right now, no.
Yes, but I’m a teacher, schools are closed for the school year.
downtown Long Beach.
Yes, can return safety to work
Yes, everybody should be able to return to work. Physical distancing should not be forced but a choice. All health precautions that have
been recommended to help stop the spread of COVID-19 related similarly to thy of any other Virus that goes around. Ple
Yes, however I do not work in Long Beach. I feel certain office spaces can safely distance, depending on their size.
Yes, I am currently working as an essential employee
Yes, I am a healthcare worker in a SNF
Yes, I am a licensed cosmetologist and have been trained on Barbacide (sanitizing) certification.
Yes, I am also able to work from home, so I am not swayed financially by this decision.
Yes, I am going to wear a mask at all times and social distance myself
Yes, I can easily go to work as I’m an essential federal government employee
Yes, I can safely return to work and practice distance - former Air Force Hazmat tech I know what to do to work safely.
Yes, I can, but for the safety of others I shouldn't. DO NOT reopen LB
Yes, I can.
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return to work.
Yes, I have been working this whole time in an office with limited people.
Yes, I mainly work from home.
Yes, I never stopped working
Yes, I work for Scan Health Plan, and I work from home doing case management by phone and computer.
Yes, I work from home.
Yes, I work from home.
with telecomuting
Yes, I’m ready to go back to work. I’m going crazy. Yes, I’ll follow safe distancing.
Yes, I’ve been working in a modified capacity but still working smartly with appropriate distancing.
Yes, if and only if State Board Regulations along with California laws are upheld fully by the salon.
yes, if they take a temperature of employees working
yes, my office is very small so we have adequate space to social distance
Yes, my office take precautions so everyone at work is safe
Yes, our office has enough space to safely distance, and our work would allow for it as well.
Yes, our organization has enough space to maintain physical distancing, although our large group meetings will be challenging.
yes, physical distancing criteria and health safety measures: taking temperature , physical distance between customers and coworkers and
appropriate precautions would make me feel secure enough to go back to work.
Yes, please allow us to do the right thing. We are all adults and should be treated as such. We all understand what's at stake and have
been conditioned by the government to fear others(stay 6 feet or more from every human) and wear masks. We may never be
masks.
yes, social distancing must be in place for the well being of all of us. 6 feet apart and masks
Yes, standards must be raised. No work if sick.
Yes, that's correct.
Yes, this can be done with capacity limits and physical distancing
Yes, this can be done.
Yes, we are responsible human beings and can emulate and should have emulated countries like South Korea that treated their citizens
with dignity and allowed them to self quarantine and resume business and not tank their entire lives work. Bear in mind th
Yes, with safety precautions.
Yes, with the city looking to open fully all businesses without restrictions sooner than later
Yes, with the right protocol.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
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Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
yes.
yes. I think it should have never been closed
Yes. As long as coworkers wear masks at all time and we don't congregate anywhere like the kitchen or water cooler.
Yes. Back at work and wearing a mask while keeping distance and avoiding touching my face.
Yes. California will die without this city. Ours beach cities need us to get on board. Plus we have a health department. I think this city
more prepared to deal with any covid issue, which has been minimal in comparison.
Yes. I can also effectively work from home for as long as needed.
Yes. I currently am working from home. We cannot allow those who cant to be economically devastated by this event. We must open safely
with distancing, masks, extra cleaning, whatever it takes. No more taking away our rights to work and live. Those who w
Yes. My company has a plan for social distancing.
Yes. We are a small company only 5 employees with 2 stories
Yes. Absolutely
Yes. As a musician I am able to return to work performing as long as there are still distancing and capacity protocols to be followed at the
bars/restaurants/venues at which I am performing
yes. But my job is for a theme park.
Yes. But my staff can't. They work in cubicles where as i work in a personal office
our office.
Yes. I am currently able to work from home based on my works capabilities
Yes. I am doing so already
Yes. I can continue to work from home
Yes. I currently am working under social distancing standards to the best of my ability.
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Yes. I only feel comfortable returning with those measures being implemented.
yes. I work in healthcare
Yes. I work in hospitals in a non-clinical role so this is a non-issue.
Yes. I’ve been working as an essential worker during this pandemic. Must practice social distancing.
Yes. My employer has implemented a screening process.
Yes. Respect space and still practice social distancing.
Yes. We have all been practicing physical social distancing and know what is expected now. I believe certain businesses can re-open with
capacity limits and other precautions as necessary.
Yes. When its safe to return to work. At the moment, I dont feel its safe to return.
Yes. With clear social distancing measures put in place, and extra cleaning/sanitizing in personal work spaces and shared spaces.
Yes. With proper protections I believe we can open some businesses and recreation spaces
Yes. Within limits suggested by experts.
You can’t
You cannot because people can be asymptomatic can continue to pass the disease. I am asthmatic and fear for my life.
You don't own the city. You are an employee charged with managing the city infrastructure as we see fit.
yes
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QUESTION #11 - The City could support me safely returning to work by addressing the following existing barrier:
to be safe than sorry.
Somehow monitor the restaurants. I have picked encountered a packed waiting area
Masks limit capacity sanitation
Figuring out how to keep students and teachers safe
Distancing, providing ppe, testing everyone before they reopen business
Ensuring people are wearing masks if sick or showing symptoms
Putting restrictions on what we should be wearing and enforcing social distancing.
The biggest barrier to returning to office work is the issue of child and elder care. As has been seen in the close quarters of nursing homes,
the work force are the ones that are bringing in the virus. I’m fearful child care centers will have virus carri
Unfortunately I lost my job so I’m not sure what to say. If my employer received more grants I would likely still have a job. He was too scared
to take the PPP and SBA EIDL because he didn’t think he would get forgiveness or be able to pay off the debt.
Provide nonprofit medical facilities with protective equipment
Helping provide gloves and signs for 6 foot rule
Allowing non essential business to open
Making PPE optional
Sneeze guards and 6ft distance
n/a since i'm an essential worker
Acquiring an FDA approved vaccine and or medication for COVID-19
Keep with social distancing and masks
Addressing the homeless who ARENT wearing masks, continuing to trash the streets and get them away from MHA in the east village
Addressing the homeless who ARENT wearing masks, continuing to trash the streets and get them away from MHA in the east village
Unless the city is giving full on hazmat suits to workers there is no way people should be returning to work
Widespread testing.
Limiting outside contact
Sanitizing entering places .. wear masks when needed
Testing everyone before going back to work
Finding a vaccination
I work in an elementary school cafeteria. I do not want to return to work until it is safe to do so. Hundreds of kids come through the lunch
line. I run the computer and am always having to bend down near the kids faces to hear what they are saying, get t
I'm a nurse and really feel we should stay closed
a big challenge is child care but i don’t know the right answer for managing that right now.
Making masks mandatory for entering any store/restaurant/establishment.
Making sure our safety is what helps you make the decision.
Enforcing stricter stay at home orders.
I have to pay rent if it ia not being canceled
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workplace sanitation, testing for everyone, contact tracing aggressively, masks for all, limited capacities.
Assessing crowds and not allowing for buildings to become filled with people in order to keep social distancing in place
We flattened the curve. We need to be cautious but also protect the vulnerable. As antibody comes online build herd immunity.
Punishing people for wearing masks, not respecting social distancing, ignoring mandates (the beach, parks, etc.), and in general, dragging
this out longer than it needs to because they can't be decent human beings who think about people other than themsel
Allowing City staff to continue to telecommunicating if they are able to perform their duties by remote methods. This would limit the number
of staff at City Hall, Port Admin Bldg, and other facilities.
n/a I work in a different city
Do not put people at unnecessary risk until antibody and traditional tests are available for the majority. We do not need to open too soon
and do exactly what we are trying to avoid.
The City cannot support everyone. It's a high price to pay for peer pressure from other cities to reopen.
Yes start fining people close parks
-continue social distancing
-leave everything open and not close by others
Wash hands
Contact Testing
The need for contact tracing including testing
Keeping schools closed until proof of a viable testing system, contact tracing, and enforced social distancing can be shown.
Making sure all places require proper sanitation to be upheld, social distancing still maintained, and masks still to be worn.
More sanitation
Providing a vaccine for COVID-19.
reduced number of patrons allowed in stores/establishments. The entire "safer"at home order.
Throughly clean buildings with option of wiping down during the day
Including light switches and door knobs
businesses
Enforcing face mask in grocery stores and areas of close contact because not everyone is with the program.
We aren’t ready to re-open. Parks and beaches are fine there’s plenty of space. Nothing else
Giving students the option to continue online / zoom classes if they don’t feel safe doing face to face if schools re open. Give students the
option to refrain from the largest gathering to keep my co workers and family members safe
Schools reopening in the fall
more testing
Continuing to require mask use in high volume areas and continue to require distancing
There is no rush. Take our time and do not feel pressure from businesses or people to return before it is time.
Testing.
I don’t work in the city of Long Beach
We need more antibody testing.
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School openings
Not opening the city back up until we know the virus has stopped spreading.
I think we should open when the time is right for everyone
I think we should open when the time is right for everyone
I think we should open when the time is right for everyone
I think we should open when the time is right for everyone
I think we should open when the time is right for everyone
I think we should open when the time is right for everyone
Allowing MORE TESTING! So that people who are NOT infected, can go back to work!
PPE should be provided to workers and physical distancing must be enforced in the workplace. When possible, workers should continue to
work at home. Personally, I believe I could work partially at home and partially in the office but do not believe CSULB
Social distancing and enforcing it by law.
Providing no-touch/foot door openers to CSULB.
People should get fined for not wearing masks or following rules. I see many people walking around with no protective gear.
Keep social distancing in effect managed by the public not regulated.
Work from home should always be an option.
Employers providing protective gear, proper sanitation requirements
Shields for employees should be mandated everywhere. Regardless of the job type, of you are working with the public there should be a
shield or something similar to limit the spread of not just coronavirus but ANY bacteria and virus.
Social distancing and limiting gatherings
Too many people are still not following recommendations as it is. I fear it will get out of hand
More testing for EVERYONE regardless of symptoms.
Remain with social distancing
I don’t work in Long Beach
I’m a front line worker in healthcare. We do not want to see another surge in the virus. Granted I’ve been working this whole time, I value life
and think things should stay closed longer until we have a better grasp on this pandemic
Testing and isolating positive cases
Students go to school in shifts.
possible we can feel safe by putting sanitized cleaning station at the work station outside upon entering like it has been done to some
places around local area and businesses.
I am at work but I would like the city to realize that as workers we would like a bit of relaxed policies such as going to the beach for a walk or
opening small businesses such as nail salons with less than occupancy allowed(maybe by appointment only). Ma
I don’t think it can be safely respected
Allow people to return to work.
Make masks mandatory everywhere, or at least allow organizations/businesses to require guests/customers to wear masks.
Childcare facilities opening.
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creating posters outlining mandatory social distancing rules for businesses to display at their entrance
Keeping everything closed and for take out only for the foreseeable future.
Vaccine and testing
It frustrates me that so many people are outside acting like this is a vacation. I think enforcement should be more strict. And once it’s safe
and smart to reopen, still enforcing masks and social distancing.
Reopen the city.
Transportation
More testing and knowledge about immunity (and a vaccine)
Testing is freely available to any and all individuals, as many times as desired.
Limit number of people in certain areas
Making it harder to contract Covid-19
Make sure everyone is wearing a mask!
nothing
These dumbass people not taking this serious.
It’s too early
Keeping social distancing and face masks in place.
Disneyland is a crowded place .
Making sure that there is a real workable plan for all schools and businesses. And that there would be known consequences for businesses
that don't follow the plan.
The only things to open should be offices where social distancing can be practiced if people HAVE to go to work. Otherwise we shouldn’t be
opening anything yet until everyone, symptomatic or asymptomatic, can get tested so we know who needs to stay home.
Giving time to those who don’t want to rush back and won’t be penalized for thinking of their health first
I don’t work in Long Beach (I live here), I can’t think of any barriers other than the obvious ones we all face.
I don’t have that answer at the moment
Plexiglass at teacher desk with camera that projects teacher to big screen for students.
As mentioned, being confident that your testing capacity is at an adequate level. Right now the primary barrier I see is the level of risk we
are willing to take. I would rather hold off on removing barriers if it is the best long term decision.
Maintaining social distance and holding us accountable to follow all guide lines
I think one of the barriers for many people will be opening up jobs without providing for safe childcare.
provide more options for health care workers and other essential workers that work around the clock. Hold these large corporations
accountable for making sure basic needs items are saved and available for essential workers.
Make businesses that open be responsible for enforcing the guidelines and the police able to enforce the rules or impose fines on those in
violation so that they take it seriously. Both companies and in public.
Quotas on amount of people allowed inside a business like the Aquarium.
Contact tracing. Supply help.
switching each week.
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i think we need to be locked down until all of us are safe
Social distancing in the work place.
Showing lower to no covid 19 cases or deaths. We don’t have a vaccine as of yet and I am afraid people will still carry the virus and
continue to expose others to it. Even if you continue social distancing or limiting capacities l.
No more barriers
See above
having people stay home
Work with the governor to require ALL passenger airlines flying into or out of California to require masks for all passengers at all times.
Flight crews are at increased risk, with few in government willing to help protect us.
I feel the need to increase testing is paramount. If we are able to identify who has covid 19 and who dosbt we can create a plan to return to
normalcy within reason. I understand this is difficult but I firmly believe that we need people being tested in o
Setting a population limit in certain areas and ensure they are enforced
allowing for social distance at work. I work in a small office with many people close to each other
make the public wear masks
Continuing the work you are doing now
Staying home is good
Making sure there are requirements businesses must meet and post at their door to confirm they are adhering to the rules (I.e. limited
capacity, PPE, sick leave, etc) and submitting their plans to the city before being allowed to open.
Everyone should still continue to keep distances, keep masks in, if sick stay home.
Allowing me to work remotely as much as possible in order to limit in-person interaction with people
from home.
I work at CSULB, to return safely by fall, I would want ample testing and notification of exposure, social distancing in classrooms.
Stay at home order
None I work for a company that is employee owned. Myself and my fellow owners will continue assist each other in social distancing and
rotating duties as needed. Not one person in our organization 90810 has become ill.
Opening businesses with capacity limits
City mandated limits of folks in a certain space at a time.
Testing for antibodies
Opening back up prior to a vaccine is like creating a peeing section in a pool
I would like to see this stay in place through May 31 to see if things decline. Death is on rise and we need the numbers to be lower prior to
re opening offices more than 10 people employed.
Smaller classroom sizes
carrier/spreader.
Practice social distancing, must have ppe’s, practice good hygiene, limit the capacity
Increase bus service again.
Providing weekly testing
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It’s not safe yet. We need to remain at home.
I do not work in Long Beach.
Better public education, better research, transparency of government and updates
No large gathers start slow with small limit capacity and follow grocery protocols. Until a vaccine.
Everyone should stay home!
Lift the stay at home order
from everyone.
Provide protective gear
Further assist with making a vaccine. Provide Masks and disinfecting wipes.
Mental Health Access
add hand washing stations to playgrounds and school cafeterias
We are not ready to open. There will be a huge second wave of infection.
Hand wash stations / PPE
Why open up things when the number of cases continue to rise
Social distancing
Agreed
by continuing to provide support the schools.
Disposable PPE supplies.
Making sure it's SAFE to return as I live with our elderly grandmother and I have a 4 year old that has asthma. I work for a Hotel by Marriott
currently Furloughed due to it being a courtyard and most of our guest are business stay. Currently with the sta
Open Bars and Restaurants
Regular testing (infection and antibody) of restaurant employees will help protect the public from employees but does nothing to protect me
and my coworkers from the public.
enforcement of practicing distancing and continuing the disinfecting and cleansing practices at businesses
I don’t have anything for this. The virus needs to be decreased more before I feel safe enough to go back to work.
limiting the amount of people at one site
sanitation and physical distancing
Forcing businesses to maintain cleanliness and abide by the guidelines provided by our local government. Follow through with handing out
fines to those that are not abiding by the guidelines, that includes not only businesses but also holding ourselves (t
It’s too early to open the state of california
Having testing available for anyone that needs it
Social distancing, more test, and having more ppe available for everybody at a resonable price.
Random inspections from city employees to ensure businesses follow protocol.
More testing, maintaining bulk of stay at home order
Controlling large crowds that gather at businesses.
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How to make others who are sick to maintain their safe distance so they don't feel they need to go to work even when sick. Some people
don't have income anymore and will go to work even when not feeling good should work be open to go back.
Wait until it is safe, then re-open public schools, then return to work.
don’t have it.
Make 6 feet of space mandatory at workplaces, people should wear masks, no gatherings in workplaces
I see the Hospitals have fewer patients than normal
Not sure
No transparency or requirements to adhere to protection measures.
Proving the necessary Lysol , mask. Staying away from co workers 6 feet away. Maybe in June everything will be better..
Social distancing and mandatory mask wearing
I work outside of COLB, in Newport Beach.
We need mandatory testing for all citizens. That is the only way we can accurately know who has the virus and who doesn’t. Non
symptomatic people can be walking around spreading it to others
Frequent testing, tracking apps to be notified if someone I was near tested positive for Covid-19
Co workers in office and protection barriers.
Waiting until vaccines are publicly available and widely distributed. The economy means nothing if we are dead.
testing for antibodies. Testing for the virus.
Issuing an order
Giving more resources to child care centers so they can reopen.
Continuing to enforce social distancing which means businesses need to remain closed until the cdc states otherwise
Contact tracing and testing.
Respect the capacity limits and physical distancing by 6 feet apart
N/A. I am fortunate enough to work at home during this time.
I work at Whole Foods and they’ve taken great precautions to keep us workers safe. My main concern is I wish stores would limit the
amount of people coming in and have all customers coming in wear a mask.
Supporting temperature checks at all places of work and at ll gatherings, providing masks to all residents.
city wide PCR testing available for everyone regardless if symptomatic. antibody testing if and when it can effectively prove immunity.
That they are opening the city up again to salvage the local economy and prioritizing saving capitalism over saving lives.
Testing
Having the capacity to test anyone who needs a test and making sure all healthcare workers have sufficient and easy access to PPE
See above
None. I work at CSULB, and am not sure it will be safe to return to work even in Aug. Instead, I need support to work from home (childcare?
Availability of outdoor spaces to take my kids beyond our neighborhood walks/bike rides). I do not feel it will be
Plexiglass barrier are service counters, funding disinfectant supplies and PPE.
Hand sanitizer mandatory at entrance of store and throughout
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I do go out for doctor appointments but the big thing they could do is reopen places that are assisting seniors and disabled adults with
finding work and more affordable housing.
Upholding or implementing social distancing laws, higher standards of maintenance of anything open as well as keeping the amount of
people inside limited in order to reduce to number of interactions.
Not opening at all. Actually enforcing tickets to people who show up at beaches. Provide free mask to people who are seen without one, not
a ticket. Learn from things that other countries are doing who are already recovering from this.
The city is doing what it needs. People need to get on board!
Let’s not give in until this is done!
Busy talking about frontline workers and forget about the mail carriers that had to walk outside everyday, deal with customers that dont keep
6 feet away and is impossible to keep 6 feet from my co-workers. The people at home is getting an extra 600.00 a
Keep 6ft order in place
Allowing us to go back!
Social distancing, mandatory use of face masks whenever entering buildings that are public
No barriers
Wait until testing infrastructure is in place and we have good information about the risks.
Not sure what this questions is asking. you might want to reword it :)
feel safer.
and free for everyone.
Mine is controlled in-house
Testing for everyone
Current barriers are sufficient.
Social distancing guidelines/suggestions for an office environment (elevator use, possible staggered use of telecommute/those in the office,
use of PPE being recommended, but at discretion of individual)
Opening the city back up and getting folks back to work is important. However, keeping everyone safe is more important. We simply cannot
even begin to open the city without enough test data that shows it is a prudent thing to do.
Social Distancing to be followed strictly.
N/A
Open businesses up. Virus is not worth starting a depression. Vast majority of deaths in Long Beach at convalescent homes with seniors
who have existing conditions. Why penalize everyone else? Somehow we’ve lived through previous epidemics without lockdo
N/A
Confirm I am not surrounded by virus carriers or possible carriers. Is this even possible?
feel safer at work.
n/a
Ensure that employees that are sick do not come in to work and everyone respect healthy interactions.
N/A :I have already returned to work
N/A - essential hospital worker, currently working still
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No barrier. Continue with slow phased release
I do not work in the city of Long Beach
I have been at work
Opening businesses
Remind people that this does not mean life as usual and that this is an amended state of opening and people must remain vigilant.
The City, while extremely admirable in its resolve, efforts and intention, isn’t capable of the scale required to address this problem.
I don't work in Long Beach but if the stay at home order is listed, I might be able to return to work.
I would feel safer if they required masks and enforced social distancing, particularly for these chain stores who can definitely afford to
restrict the number of customers coming into retail spaces. Reopen public open-air spaces like parks and beaches, bu
I’m at work
The curve has to fully flatten first. Endorse low capacity at restaurants when they are able to open. NO malls. Small retail maybe 2 people
at a time. Masks will be needed for quite some time.
I think the city is doing as best as they can. I believe most of my fellow citizens are respectfully managing their way through the crisis. We
need to do this until we know for sure it is safe.
Imposing the use of face covering and social distancing in all public places - and ENFORCING the order. If you don’t or can’t enforce
guidelines, then why have them at all? Many people disregard the safety of others in favor of social defiance. I think th
I need masks and hand sanitizer
It's best if we keep the safe at home order
Masks
Not until a vaccine is available
Clarity as too what areas of Long Beach are most affected.
I don’t think the barriers should be lifted. All the Karen’s need to stop being selfish and get over the fact that they can’t get their haircut.
Their hair looks terrible anyways. How dare people continue to be crybabies about how they can’t go to the god
In consideration of school closures and other dependent care situations, a plan that incorporates a phased return to work plan that ensures
business needs are met while providing maximum flexibility for employees.
none
Yes I believe if we take the correct measures, we can be okay.
Prove that the city/state is ready for robust testing, contact tracing, and follow-up quarantine can be done at scale in an adequate manner to
prevent resurgence while waiting for vaccine availability. If treatments emerge that can reduce the severity of
N/A
As a classroom teacher at Wilson High School I would need masks, hand sanitizer, sanitizing wipes (especially for chromebooks) and
smaller class sizes. Teachers should not be expected to pay for these materials.
Access to employer provided masks and gloves and hand sanitizer. Options to continue to work from home
Access to employer provided masks and gloves and hand sanitizer. Options to continue to work from home
Access to employer provided masks and gloves and hand sanitizer. Options to continue to work from home
Access to employer provided masks and gloves and hand sanitizer. Options to continue to work from home
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Access to employer provided masks and gloves and hand sanitizer. Options to continue to work from home
I am still in work I just want to state my opinion. I think it’s important to have some cool off zones provided by the city for people when it gets
too hot like y’all usually have during the summer. There are lots of families and homeless people without a
Access to employer provided masks and gloves and hand sanitizer. Options to continue to work from home
Access to employer provided masks and gloves and hand sanitizer. Options to continue to work from home
More ppe for amazon workers and widespread testing
They shouldn’t. Keep people healthy and alive. Stay home.
Ensuring testing is widely available and having a better understanding of how to limit infection.
Testing for both COVID-19 and antibodies.
Social distancing, hand washing, wearing masks
Keep the stay at home in affect
I will have to think about this.
economy.
We need to ramp up testing and hospital capacity. I know LB has been doing a lot of work to increase testing, but we're not there yet. And
hospitalizations are still going up, not down. Additionally, given that lots of people in LB work in neighboring Los
Providing PPE, paid sick leave
Better internet, or at least more options
available vaccine, testing
The City seems to be doing a great job.
I have no needs from the city. I am an executive in my company (Torrance) leading our response and have no barriers I am unable to
remove other than ANTIBODY testing.
Allowing people to use bike paths/beaches/parks/businesses and restaurants which can have physical distancing. Also, if an owner of a
business or a patron doesn't want to go out, that's a decision they make as an individual.
6 feet distance, face and gloves provided at workplace
Opening back up the economy with common sense physical distancing protocols (e.g. 50% capacity initially until numbers can be tested)
workers wear masks.
difficult to distance.
Testing and PPE provided directly to businesses.
Open up before we all lose our jobs and our minds. Help Keep the elderly and at risk people isolated but let the rest of us start providing for
our family and enjoying life again.
N/a
Wearing masks when in common areas and utilizing social distancing. All surfaces should be disinfected 2-3 times a day. No touching any
door handles and/or keys unless they are your own.
Antibody testing
Childcare
or others
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Allowing businesses opening again, so that we can all get back to living our lives.
Continuing stay at home guidelines. Requiring masks
Giving workers hazard pay, personal protective equipment, paid sick days, time to wash their hands and right to return to their jobs.
Renter protections which will ensure people are not displaced causing people shuffling.
Providing free masks and gloves
Working on a school, with very close quarters, small classroom settings, and large people in small spaces, I would need some serious
changes to feel comfortable going back to work.
Masks should still be mandatory
None- we have orders in place to allow our community to attend the convention center. It needs to re open where I am employed so we can
generate some revenue for the city! Please re open
Everyone must be mandated to use face mask, gloves, follow social distancing rule to keep everyone around me and myself safe.
Probably more cleaning the public surface and required employers to clean more like to do disinfectant spay Lysol
Overcrowded school classrooms and ineffective policies about identifying children who are ill.
Effective policies to keep people who have underlying health conditions safe.
Giving us protection to not get laid off if we need to take leaves
Widespread testing of people with no symptoms, widespread testing for antibodies of these people as well.
Making mask mandatory while we phase returning back into society. Not having any large events.
Masks and distance
The community to realize covid will be around for years. We need to get back to normal life, we can't be in lockdown for years. If we
continue a lockdown more people will be hurt economically than by the virus. People are under the belief that after lockd
Test for virus and antibodies. Take temperatures. Randomly test all people as if an audit. Store in database. Contact trace.
Eliminating the mask wearing, it’s unnerving to not see people’s faces and makes conversation hard
Appointment only, social distancing, web based, to go.
Allowing businesses to operate responsibly and safely using personal responsibility and good judgment. Trust the public and don't treat us
like children. Those of us who are more risk averse, have compromised immune systems, or underlying health condition
Making sure that there is adequate masks, testing, and PPE/medical equipment for the hospitals.
Not applicable
I do not work in Long Beach
Keeping guidelines...keep addressing importance of washing hands and wiping surfaces. Don't let go of the mask initiative. Alot of people
don't know they are sick, so I don't know they are sick. It's just the safes option for all of us to keep the cloth m
Cleaning, Sanitization, and distancing protocols that match consistent guidelines. As it relates to professional personal care services I saw
this certificate on a call this morning. Certification is a great reciprocal way to assure business and client of
Giving out free mask to everyone and making sure those that are sick get help immediately
Limited number of people
Mandatory use of mask at work or any establisment, providing cleaning supplies, readily available sanitizer, disinfectant etc.
Enforce the option to work from home is feasible. Slowly allow the above categories to open in waves while monitoring data.
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Cancelling rent and mortgage payments. Incentives to stay home. With bills and rent, people feel the need to go to work which may
potentially be spreading disease.
Class size reduction or some sort of hybrid online learning for schools so kids can social distance.
people first.
Wearing facemask and social distancing
Keep social distancing. Keep the closures and stay at home policies. Very concerned about ports, and cruise ships in our backyard.
Limited testing
I can return w/o city assistance
Provide free PPE to every resident and test EVERYONE for free. Whether they have symptoms or not.
I believe all businesses and open areas may open up but only if they still enforce wearing masks around others.
Time
Restrictions on amount of people in a building and they must wear masks.
N/A - I am a full-time telecommuter
We should not rush into returning, safety must be first!
The amount of people infected still high, testing everyone. Even healthy looking people that can be asympthomatic carriers.
I am a virtual employee and was prior to COVID-19. I do feel people returning to work should limit close physical encounters as much as
possible with people who do not share same household.
I'm already working from home.
See answer 12
Social distancing
Fast, accessable testing is required
22 kindergarten students in one classroom
Requiring masks and providing sanitation supplies. Require temperature checks
When medical originals so to
More tests for those going back to work!
Stay at home
keep all the homeless away from all store fronts and nearing alleys etc.
Enforcement of face mask requirements
This is not a simple answer for my work environment. There are too many variables in the school setting to provide a single solution. Also,
human nature does not reside within reason; once the city begins to reopen, the masses will be less likely to act
Make sure opening things will not cause a second surge a la 1918
More COVID screening
Wide spread testing for public
Continued limits on recreational and non essential activities.
Testing available for everyone that wants it
None
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The City could support others returning to work by strictly enforcing the social distancing/masks/washing hands, and any new guidelines,
issued. Any business found in violation should be required to close immediately.
Social distancing misconduct by others.
Really pay attention to assisted living and nursing homes and high risk people .
Ensuring 6 feet apart parameters, etc
N/A
By limiting capacity/occupancy and highlighting how businesses/corporations are doing it.
The only thing I can think of is mass transit. I sometimes take the bus to work but I can ride my bike.
Safety of all and flattening the curve should be our priority. The last thing I want is for everyone to think it’s safe to go about their lives and
have a rise in Covid -19 cases. Safety first. If we can quarantine correctly and for long enough this will
Mandatory business closures
Please don’t open up so soon, as a healthcare worker.. this is not good!
The amount of hand sanitizer available.
Class size
The city could support me returning to work by making sure all equipment it’s disinfected daily and continue with social distancing and mask.
Continue to let only so many people in facilities at a time based on how big business is.
People are dying from this. No one should be going anywhere.
Entice employers to maintain the work from home flexibility that we have learned through this; vary hours for those on site.
Retail in womens fashion opening back up on a global scale.
Mass testing
Wear mask
Open more outdoor events and parks.
Providing masks to each City of Long Beach resident.
Social distancing and protective measures.
establishing easy to follow guidelines (aka you can't be yelling at a waitress b/c she needs time to sanitize your salt and pepper shakers -or they don't provide salt and pepper haha)
Yes as long as mask are mandatory
Find a cure. Provide vaccines for EVERYONE
By slowly opening with a limit capacity in specific areas
Read the above and get out of the way.
Wait longer. Pay workers to stay home safely.
Inventory of PPE for businesses to allocate to workers returning to work.
None noted.
N/A
Limit staffing and providing PPE
Let's wait until we are sure we are safe.
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still requiring masks, mass testing.
Keeping the distance intact for several months and enforced just in case.
Continuing to send updates frequently.
allowing businesses to open and recover economy
are a new reality.
Keep this lockdown for a few more months maybe until August to make sure the virus is completely passed through.
Required hand washing and mask wear.
I'm a cashier basically I'm always in touch with people. I'm normally have 6 to 10 people in my waiting room at one time. The waiting is not
big enough to keep clients 6 feet apart they are normally with in a foot of each other.
The city should put out more notice (poster, signs, commercials, billboards) about rules and guidelines with facemasks and distancing.
Reopening slowly
N/A
health inspections in regards to covid 19
Fines for people caught without masks. (or gloves)
Fines for people caught “inside” places/areas that are still closed.
Note: if we open May 15, it doesn’t mean the virus magically disappears May16 - many people still don’t take this virus seriously.
Start fining people who break the quarantine. Everyone knows there’s no (monetary) consequences for acting foolish - so why would they
stop? We have to put each other before ourselves, and that sometimes requires a bit of incentive.
More testing availability. First of all, thank you for the excellent work you are doing by increasing testing! I will not feel comfortable
returning to an office environment until I know all of my coworkers have a clear test. As I stated previously, I
N/A. I work at UCLA (away from Long Beach)
Providing PPE, requiring PPE in all businesses, especially where social distancing isn’t possible. extensive free testing, limit how many
people can enter businesses.
Coronavirus
Get as many people tested as possible.
Schools should be one of the last things to open. Keep social distancing and face covering requirements.
Listen to experts, not residents.
“Think of how stupid the average person is, and realize half of them are stupider than that.”
- George Carlin
Improved COVID 19 testing and antibody testing. Shorter time from testing to results too
Keeping safe and respecting boundaries
Make sure majority are tested and for individuals who are sick to stay home
N/A
N/A
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N/A
there is no barrier; I teach for LAUSD and am able to teach from home.
A concise information and direct instructions to the general public regarding proper hand washing rather than wearing gloves. Wearing
gloves increases cross contamination. People are better off washing hands than wearing gloves all day and also touch them
Wait as long as needed
I think my husband would be better supported at work if there was an 'everyone wear masks' rule. That would make us feel much safer.
I hope for a safe and cautious return to work for those dependent on that action for their livelihood- as long as public health is not
jeopardized. For public health and safety interests, I hope these measures are approached as conservatively as possibl
Providing cloth face coverings to all residents. Many cities in California have done this including Paramount, Hollister, and South Gate.
Testing and treatment facilities are successfully available for all.
Working to improve access to PPE and cleaning products. Many of these can be purchased locally, however many of the items that we
once took for granted are impossible to find and on back order at stores. Creating a City task force to ensure everyone gets
Ramping up the dtlb clean team, providing services to the homeless to help them from getting sick/spreading the virus
Everyone wears masks.
The virus is still out there and we don't have a vaccine yet, we need to wait. No need to sacrifice more people for the sake of reopening
businesses
N/A
Na
How do you ensure a 6ft distance from others in retail or food service? I would feel obligated, not safe, to return to work if the order was
lifted. I can’t afford to lose my job so I couldn’t say no, but I wouldn’t feel safe.
Continuing social distancing and mask wearing. More places with hand sanitizers or washing stations
They currently don’t exist and I doubt the city could support safety measures for all of its residents.
Making sure that large spaces like restaurants do you follow social distancing
n/a
Long Beach shouldn’t re open if covid still going around
Summer camp/child care for the summer. Don’t know how this can be done safely for kids though in terms of social/physical distancing. Not
sure I’m ready to send my daughter in June.
overcrowding in classrooms.
Continuing to increase testing
Testing and exposure.
Social distancing
Addressing the problem of persons who don't wear face covers in public at all.
Allow us to open so we can go back to work!
online.
Limiting the number of employees within office space
Waiting until scientists and epidemiologists, NOT small business owners, say it is safe.
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Insure that city workers with whom we have contact are masked in addition to maintaining social distancing.
When there is an actual cure/vaccine to this virus, then there should be a plan to execute/lift stay at home order. Until then, I feel reopening
businesses and recreational areas (e.g., parks and beaches) at the moment will inevitably cause an increase in
Ensure all businesses can provide appropriate PPE to employees
Housing for the homeless, opening up antibody testing sites, and providing resources on infection control precautions to the public.
The biggest barrier faced by most places is the lack of cleaning essentials such as disinfecting products(wipes and sprays) if all businesses
had access to hand sanitizer, face mask, and cleaning solution the risk of spreading the disease would be minimiz
Safe childcare assistance, monitoring social distancing/capacity limits in larger stores and public places
I am currently working from home
Do not open until we are clear and safe
barrier: lack of trust that businesses and organizations have developed effective protocols and procedures that align with local, state, and
federal precautions in regards to Covid-19 and that they have not or are not ready to equiptheir staff with the ne
Curbside pickup only
There is no way to safely open until there is a vaccine. Do not sentence us to death by easing restrictions until there is a vaccine. We need
to change how we do things. Move to distance and remote options and leverage technology. Stick to pick up and del
See #12 answer
Keep educating people.
Ensuring temperatures of people are taking at the start of work.
Correct data and accessible testing for non essential workers as well
Socialists in Government.
providing workers w masks, gloves, & sanitizer
Clear guidelines about cleaning
6 feet of separation for a month. Since there's no cure, the curve will never go away or be bent to zero. It is now a part of our society as the
seasonal flu, and at this point less deadly. We need to start living with it.
Please do not change the current safety measures until people who need surgeries can have that opportunity. If we need to prepare for a
70% surge in cases upon lifting restrictions, our family members who need back, knee, neuro and other non-COVID surgeri
opening non-essential retail and letting my drivers pick-up donations and accept donations on-site at our store to prevent dumping.
Keeping public areas and shared spaces clean
n/a
This does not apply to me personally. My out-of-city office is requiring/allowing telecommuting and I am able to perform my duties. I am
concerned for our local small businesses and for the jobs of people living paycheck to paycheck—including housekeepers
Open schools , take temperatures daily, wash hands, wear masks. Childcare same processes.
Stay distanced
N/a
Do not. Petition the federal government to provide a rent and mortgage freeze.
Free access to hand sanitizer for businesses
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No comment
I work at a large high school. It’s a larger conversation that involves a bunch of people.
More public transportation so that buses can limit the number of people on them. Lift parking restrictions, because of people who may
normally take public transportation may now drive to work. Provide a hand sanitizer station on public transit.
Testing and ppe and childcare
Until more is known about the virus, not sure you can make me comfortable enough to return to work. Need much more testing and
patients who have survived to learn enough to know what precautions work/don’t work. Reinfection is a very high risk if return
Lack of testing and tracking. Following up with people flaunting social distancing.
Providing hand sanitizer and face mask
Maintain distancing and mask in restaurants and stores
I can work from home.
Communicate to the public opening the economy and lifting stay at home orders does not mean its back to normal. Could support everyone
by stressing the importance of those who can work from home to continue to do so, stress the importance of avoiding cro
n/a (other than, obviously, no longer saying that I'm not allowed to)
I think we need to remain focused on staying closed as long as it is necessary. I don't think that we should rush into re-opening. We need
to keep our residents safe and need to listen to the doctors and to science. Please continue to focus on our heal
Maintaining the safety precautions already set in place. Bot opening everything all at once.
Provide a wide availability of testing.
more testing
More testing
As I mentioned above, I would like to see the city financially help get us what we need to upgrade our salons. We’ve been closed so long,
can we afford to upgrade now before we open? We will need to suit up like doctors. Who will pay for that? I’m Proud
Keep social distance and cover up
Continuing masks and social distancing and sanitization guidelines
Child care
I work in an essential business outside of Long Beach. At the moment, there are no barriers for me. I appreciate Mayor Garcia’s leadership
during this crisis. You’re an inspiration
removing the stay at home order in 1-2 weeks
Elevator safe distancing, more testing, cleaning, required masks, support for working from home
I am able to work from home at this point. My kids are middle school and junior college (LBCC), and we are doing all right. My husband, 53,
is out of work since Nov. 2017, from Charter, and had a job lined up to start March 20, until all the lockdowns. (H
Have the vulnerable/immunocompromised people shelter in place. All able-bodied individuals who are able to work and have a job need to
return to work. Those who return to work could wear masks and practice social distancing.
Enforcing face coverings for all when they leave their home
Open schools and childcare
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lack of space, proper protective equipment, more testing so that people who are safe to return to work know that they do not have the virus
and can spread it to their co-works/clients.
Testing for all residents.
Encourage working from home for those positions that can for an extended period of time. Offering sanitation/cleaning crews to businesses.
Hand sanitizer at every public establishment
Require masks inside businesses
Increased enforcement of masks/gloves
Finding a vaccine.
Let the business be in charge just like the grocery industry and restaurants are doing. By Occupancy numbers
Establish clear protocols that everyone must follow. Also establish metrics which must be maintained in order to keep work places open.
There must be expectation that if the number of cases increases, social distancing measures will be re-instituted.
N/A I don't work in or near Long Beach
By making it obligatory to wear a mask and for them to maintain social distance.
Just open it. I will wear mask please open up
More testing
Supplies for home care workers
Providing education on how it is scientifically and medically feasible to open back up without putting residents in danger.
n/a
we should return when this is more handled. why rush things, just to go back to square one.
Providing VERY CLEAR guidance to upper management so they can in turn understand how to make the changes needed to comply.
capacity limits and physical distancing. olny if the city will support that. otherwise keep the work place closed until safe.
Honestly, I don't know. Just keep people safe, please.
At risk people are at risk until there is a vaccine... what will you do for them ro ensure their safety?
Working from home should be an option.
For other worker’s, distancing is the key along with wearing masks. I’m afraid that if public parks, beaches, etc. are opened too soon, it will
be a repeat of Newport Beach.
By social distancing
Lower cases of positive Covid-19 testing
Too soon to open.
Priority is not returning to work, but health and safety of community.
Hazard pay and Rent Freeze is needed for all. Additionally the city needs to commandeer vacant hotel rooms and provide housing for our
homeless population as they are even more at risk.
Open businesses such as retail stores shall enforce shoppers to wear masks. If no mask is worn, service shall be refused. Businesses shall
limit the number of shoppers in at a time. Restaurants shall be limited to take out or RSVP only where seating can b
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The California governor, mayor, city councils, and representative have done a fantastic job with providing resources to the public, enforcing
the stay at home order and extending it, and implementing the necessary orders to protect and save lives. My fami
Increased testing
Opening Long Beach School District.
Just wait til it is done
Lack of free and open testing to all residents.
For real estate brokers limit agents working from the office to a minimum
inconsideration of others, I feel a lot of people are not taking this seriously and not wearing mask and keeping distance.
Can you sort out the disaster that is the federal government and the current administration?
N/A
Open the city sloooooowly but start now. Little by little. Every week expand the opening.
Opening it back
Make it a MUST for people to wear masks at all times.
None ...don’t reopen yet
If we must, make everyone wear masks at all times especially in crowded places. Aka restaurants.
owners.
See above #12.
Work spaces that adhere to distancing combined with solid cleaning/disinfecting.
More custodial staff with better disinfecting enforcement , the ones we have are short staffed, temporary and often not doing the job
correctly because there will be days we don’t even have soap in the staff bathrooms. I typically clean my own desks, phon
comprehensive test and tracing, understanding of immunity, or vaccine.
Allow businesses (offices) to open again so that I can be hired and have health insurance again
Having standards in place around contact with the public and people I’m supporting;
Having standards in place around workplace environment (number of workers, clients, etc., allowed to be present, under what
circumstances and with a safety first approach
Continue to keep everything closed to avoid another larger outbreak
Too many students packed into classrooms.
I work outside the City so it’s not necessarily applicable.
by increasing the gathering size
Making social distancing and mask wearing a requirement
None at this point as I work in Anaheim.
I think there should be mandatory hand sanitizer in front of every establishment to make it easier to kill bacteria. I don’t trust that others will
take the time to wash their hands frequently but I would feel much better with easy access to sanitation.
Internet is a utility
illness)
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Keeping things that are not safe closed til further notice. Often checking that places are making sure their employees are healthy.
Physical distancing, daily cleaning (if not more) of offices. Also the wearing of mask when dealing with the public.
Another poorly worded question

It’s too early to reopen
I am still working, I am considered essential and have been able to work remotely and when I am at office I can distance. Also wear are
using masks and gloves as needed and cleaning all work areas frequently.
Mass testing. Also the fact that I never stopped working completely, even though I’m not an essential worker, because my work didn’t
adhere to the Stay at Home order.
Do a control opening... to see if numbers go up in certain zones/areas/facilities.
I am currently working in an essential industry
Encouraging that mental health providers who provide in-home services continue to provide services via telehealth and/or telephone.
Social distance
Social distancing & PPEs availability.
None
expanding supplies for individual protections, continuing to reinforce hygiene and social distancing
being education.
N/A
mandate business owners to adhere to safety rules. monitor and follow up.
contact tracing, universal antibody testing.
Mandatory testing to return to the office. Improving the number and type of tests available. Making it optional to return to the office (for those
who can work from home).
More testing
risk spots.
City is doing a great job. Open in phases, ensuring public complies with safety requirements.
I am working as essential, if City will reopen LB, should still implement distancing, wearing mask, and gloves.
I think there should be places where events or stores should be monitored and become more organized by keeping the 6 feet protocol from
1 another. Should have help from the city or volunteers if possivle
Reinforce the need for safety... Meaningful learning happens in schools. We aren't not a free source of childcare.
In all activities I selected to open, they should be able to maintain social distance or use masks / gloves with low capacity.
returning to work.
However, I think opening up public places throughout the city slowly would be beneficial whi
More testing
N/A
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I think so small retail shops can open if limitations on bodies in the store are set, masks are worn. I don't think restaurants and other places
where people are in close proximity to each other should open yet
Ensuring every student/teacher/staff is tested prior to opening the schools....I am a middle school teacher.
Economic problems - providing more relief, rent freezes, having gathering limits, closing public spaces to prevent the spread of covid-19
Providing everyone with the required spacing (Large open spaces, and or limit dine-in capacity) and sanitizer at all entrances/exits.
I'm currently working from home and will continue to do so until there is adequate testing and reliable data to ensure for my own health and
that of the community. The City should listen to the science. Health first. I would love to be able to frequent
I trust that LBUSD is working closely with the city.
No issues currently
No issues currently
Economic problems by providing more relief. Even with social distancing does not make a difference now.
Increasing testing for those who have not shown symptoms but want to know if they have ever been exposed. As well as enforcing strict
guidelines for proper social interaction.
Finding people that don’t follow distancing guideline
Limiting the number of people in one area and how to properly clean for example at a retail store. Also providing accurate information based
on science. I would feel comfortable knowing that the number of cases are decreasing and what we can do to keep th
Testing. Ensuring that we have enough data to support the safe transition back to more lenient social distancing practices.
Provide clear rules and regulations across businesses and industries to avoid confusion.
Don’t rush. It’s more important to do th
requiring people wear masks when going out
Need increased supply of disinfectant products for use during slow/phased reopening of businesses. I would support a city phone number to
call to report sanitation violations or inappropriate social distancing or mask/face covering use at businesses. I’d
Adequate testing and contact tracing
Require wearing mask and offer testing before starting back work
Young children at home due to school closures
I don't see how patrons of restaurants or bars can wear masks. We won't dine in until there's a vaccine or effective antivirals intubation/ventilator/
N/a
Washing hands
Reducing the requirement that sick kids can be in a classroom.
I’m okay for now because I can work from home.
Testing as much as possibly feasible
Lack of enforcement of the new “norm”
Lack of enforcement of the new “norm”
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Lack of enforcement of the new “norm”
Lack of enforcement of the new “norm”
I doubt the city can fix decades of the federal government under funding the education system which has caused the over crowding, under
staffing, and poorly maintained physical structures we are stuck with.
Nothing
Seeing a steady decline vs an incline in positive patients.
Ensure social distancing is being followed
I can go back to work when I am able to see family to provide childcare. However, we want to be safe and will follow all recommendations
by the CDC, governor, etc
Testing and verifying for temperatures, Covid-19, anti-bodies In LB and at CSULB
By making sure there is a vaccine first before fully opening and lots of testing done to most if not all of LB residents
By making sure there is a vaccine first before fully opening and lots of testing done to most if not all of LB residents
N/a
n/a i work in Brea
Reduce class size dramatically or continue distance learning.
Waiting longer and providing more eviction and parking moratoriums.
Not me personally as my wife stays at home but child care is an issue for some but a major possible route of transmission/reservoir
On the closure of public areas: beaches, parks, community centers, malls, etc. They all must be reopened. Everyone in general keeps
their distance. 1) we don't want people snooping on our phones or when we input our pin code during transactions.
Sorry not understanding this question.
Making sure that the facility stays clean and sanitizer out all times. The school needs to be up to standard and it’s not
Continuing to encourage and enforce physical distancing in public areas
Continuing to educate communities on importance of public health practices and to limit the amount of non-essential activities people are
doing outside of the home. Continuing to enforce physical distancing by setting capacity limits to spaces whether the
maintaining well ventilated rooms and office spaces. enforce social distancing of 6 ft and requiring everyone within an enclosed space (ex.
office, building, etc) a mask
??
Require a 6ft social distancing with no more than 20 persons in a suite.
Only when it ‘it’s safe and we k ow we will not overload the health care system
Limiting the number of people in public spaces by having security vet people to make sure there are no gatherings larger than households
but also being creative. I think different groups can gather if they keep the required distances apart in open spaces.
I think it’s important for “open concept” offices to address the problems for employees in a giant box of a room where everyone is sitting
together and there are no real walls or partitions. Until this is addressed I have major concerns about returning to
The existing barrier? You’re kidding right? Do you even know what happened last time workers went back to work to die for big business
and all of your neoliberal capitalist agenda to care more about the economy than its workers? How bout supporting all wo
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let it be up to each employer to make those choices not government. remember we are the land of the free not a socialist country. I know
government is trying to get there but NO just NO!
Making sure people are following social distancing rules right now
Ensure that the virus is under control and contained
Supply and demand of necessary items that are crucial for my health and safety such as disinfectants and protectants. As well as a
mandatory order of masks and a distance order. The city needs to be transparent if it is safe to go out and be in public.
Employers need to increase sick days and not hold it against employees for taking sick days off. Employers should have enough coverage
to allow for these situations.
Safer at home order
Stay at home order
The ability to not gather in public places
I work for a church and I believe we can gather safely at a park or beach due to the vase amount of space and open air. The only barrier
obviously is the stay at home order closing public facilities
Stick with just opening spaces that don’t require close interaction if you must reopen places. A hair salon is not a space that needs to be
opened nor is dine-in restaurants. People can wait a little longer for those. If we must reopen, the city could sup
Hardly anyone is wearing masks
Healthcare, should I get sick. Legal ramifications for patrons that don’t respect distancing and PPE.
Re-opening small businesses, check out Israel’s model for reopening if ya’ll are interested
6 feet at all times
The desire to lift social distancing.
Recommendations for elderly and people with underlying health issues.
As a precaution recommend that people still wear masks
Offer more wide screen testing.
Work: Masks, disinfectant wipes/sprays, hand sanitizer, social distancing
Large Retail (w/more space for social distancing): Wearing masks
Small Retail: Allowing only a few people in a store at a time, wearing masks, maintaining social distancing
Parks/Be
Keep asking companies to enforce cleanliness, keeping waste and pollution to a minimum
Face masks, adequate space between people, filtration of climate control systems.
Ensuring that businesses limit the number of people in offices, asking for clients to come in by appointment only. Having employers ensure
sick leave for employees that feel ill. Limit airline occupancy, Limit bus occupancy.
I am an essential worker already.
I am a Yoga Teacher and a DJ at a casino. Neither of which I will be able to return to under even "barrier" guidelines. So its a lose lose for
me anyway. Think of the people who cannot return to their jobs until ALL bans are lifted and its safe. :(
Antibody tests so I can see if I have already had it.

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
Better data collection of COVID positive case’s demographics, open testing to everyone, antibody testing, fully understanding and reporting
the scope of infection, free access to PPE for all residents, prioritizing small businesses and nonprofits for econ
Protect our health rights, we should not be forces to be immunized for something many know so little about.
Supporting citizens to stay home until it is safe to reopen!
N/A
By creating spaces and the opportunity to socially distance until a vaccine is found.
Please ensure capacity rules in public spaces and businesses.
N/A
I am appalled at the amount of fellow Long Beach residents who have not taken the stay home order seriously. Living on Ocean we observe
individuals gathering at the park, beach, bay, using the beach path on a daily basis, without any repercussions fro
I prefer input from physical research.
Cleaning LA metro trains after every trip
Caring about our health and welfare over money.
Testing
Masks
Readily available sanitation
Soap
Hand sanitizer
Spray cleaner
Honestly, I teach outside the city, but classroom size would prevent safely returning. I know it's not possible, but a reduction in classroom
size would help learning in general for all students. Just something I thought I'd mention.
I'm not sure
I'm working as I said, but I'm also going to University. I'm a student and I hope that if I continue working I can be safe at work. Keeping the
restrictions that we have right now will keep me safe as a worker. Make sure that the owners of small or big b
Allow large-scale events to occur
Allowing me to drive to la
could be risky.
Frequently cleaning the environment, screening individuals for symptoms, and safety for all individuals.
enforced.
Just wait until this virus is under control
Hiring more teachers so the ratio of students to teacher is less and we can stagger the seats/desks to practice social distancing.
Childcare.
PPE
People need to do basic things like washing hands, not go out when sick, if coughing and sneezing be considerate and cover or stay home.
Masking in small spaces. I think the beach is a safe place.
None. It just a wait6game.

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
Enforce employers to provide essential disinfectant supplies and masks to employees
Finances, having access to financial assistance
More testing
Make sure employers provide safe, clean environment and also provides workers with protective gear (face mask, hand sanitizer, etc)
same as above.
Open up the beach/bike path from 6am to 6pm walking/bike riding only. No coolers or towels basketball games.
My work is not an essential service, but we all have separate offices. We can maintain distancing and work safely.
Wear mask
Social distancing in schools - how?
Testing to confirm no covid
Place to wash my hands Or providing sanitizer. Wear mask, no gloves thats not going to work, it will make it worse. Employers can hire a
cleaning crew while we are working till the end of June.
Expand testing
More testing.
Ensuring that companies understand that all employees including customers/clients must wear mask and gloves. Holding everyone
accountable and ensuring our duties with being considerate of others.
Nothing, go back to normal
No barriers. Just continue to work and coordinate with LA city and that will help me.
Keep us at home until we totally flatten the curve.
More testing
Keep the city closed until all is well
Extending stay at home order.
N/a
Opening small businesses
More testing
Being smart about this and not rushing into reopening--we don't want a second spike! We shouldn't cave to pressure that puts profits above
public safety. We need to support service industry workers rather than forcing restaurants to reopen prematurely a
Providing wide spread testing and anti body testing. Providing PPE.
Requiring everyone to wear a mask outside of their domicile or its yard space. It is crucial that people wear masks when in contact with
anyone in the public arena. This includes being at the beach.
Making a priority the use of face masks in public and at work until we have a vaccine
Masks while people are placing orders, socially distancing tables/capacity changes. However the full staff would still be unable to work.
Keeping servers out of work.
Same response as 12
At home office
Keep things closed until we have a cure, or a real way to keep this virus under control.

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
NA
None I could think of.
The belief that the majority of people can’t be responsible. It’s never going to be perfect, and if we don’t start relaxing some of these
guidelines, people will do it themselves.
Having a plan to guarantee the safety of students, parents and employees.
Let schools and day cares reopen!!!
Smaller capacities, restaurants must do reservation system at smaller capacities, wear face coverings,
space, etc.
Keep cleaning Procesures the same as the are now.
Have hand sanitizer or wipes available at all locations.
Mandate mask wearing every business throughout the city
testing for those not sick or with sympthoms
make specified Senior hours for shopping
Testing, getting the virus under control and not risking people’s lives. The economy is fixable, universal basic income, rent freeze, mortgage
freeze. You can’t bring someone back from the dead and human lives are more important. This survey is profoundly
Continuing to enforce stay at home orders
Continuing to enforce stay at home orders
Parking!!!
Same as above.
Testing for active infection (temp) and antibody.
Employers should continue to provide personal protective equipment for the times that employees are in the office.
n/a
provide opportunities to work from home
For me personally, none, as I always work from home. I do think safe childcare will be an obstacle for many as they return to work.
Continuing to enforce face masks while in public
Making sure the trains are clean & having better resources for homeless people so they don’t have to resort to going onto trains for safety.
There needs to also be better enforcing of the social distancing rules for groups of people because my biggest fea
The need for proper PPE supplies, the need for VERY CLEAR guidance on physical distancing of the public, requiring masks at all times
when in public spaces, providing adequate hand washing stations for workers AND public. Provide clear information to empl
Having a clear plan in place
etc.
None

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
Continuing to encourage 6 ft distance in outdoor spaces. It is necessary for residents to have time in the sun, yet they don’t seem to abide
by the necessary restrictions. We cannot control everyone, but we need to find a way to keep outdoor spaces availa
End the lockdown.
Announce ALL people going to opened businesses should have masks on. I saw video of other states where the barber had a mask but the
client didn’t. Defeats the purpose of keeping the germs somewhat contained
Every body can Work different days
I think the City is doing the right thing by providing widespread testing and employing a large team of people to conduct contact tracing.
Antibody testing, physical tracing, vaccines
Child care
none
Not sure.
Make employers follow health orders.
Yes I hope it does
Testing more residences and faster test results, thermometers for work place, disinfect supplies and reusable mask
ENFORCING social distancing guidelines/expectations.
Student numbers in a classroom
Ensuring employers/employees are being checked in on randomly to ensure they are following physical distance protocol, not allowing
those who have traveled recently to work in the office(mandatory 14-day quarantine), and taking temperatures of all enterin
week!!
The current order and wearing of masks and other precautions is not being enforced as it is. I see too many people, businesses even,
failing to comply. I’m not confident that everyone would do their part to keep everyone safe if the order were lifted.
Again, no barrier. Please continue social distancing and non essential closures until appropriate public health measures can be utilized to
detect and trace sick individuals, enforce isolation of sick individuals, and significantly decrease the number of
Waiting longer. Not to return to yet, working at one of the largest buildings in LB and all of us returning to work after a month is to soon.
Enforcing social distancing
Frequent testing
I currently work at an essential healthcare organization. For the general population, I believe that by increasing testing both swab and blood
antibody for as many Long Beach residents and workers as possible will help people feel safer returning to work.
N/A. I am a city employee, and everything that has been done for us, keeps me safe
to strict adherence of everybody wearing a face mask, social distancing and disinfecting.
Require masks indoors (except at home) and outdoors when more than one person is nearby. Keep stores operating as they are now, with
masks and limited entry, and gradually add department stores -- but no trying on clothing (women who are buying clothing t
Please make sure that before people return to work, that they are tested, and results are negative. Also, employees should be tested every
two weeks thereafter. PPE must be in place, not just one mask per week, what has been required by OSHA, etc. It’s di
allowing businesses to reopen for business
Safe practice

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
Testing everyone regardless if you he/she have symptoms or not
There is no barrier, people in an office setting are disgusting. I can personally do my job from home year round.
Limited masks, gloves, sanitation products, and testing.
Fine with working from home.
The city/people shouldn’t be reeling you, the mayor, when the city should open. If the CDC or governor state it’s safe to open than do it!
Stupidity will make matters worse and your liability credit will be shot out of the window.
Keeping interactive establishments closed. The less interaction the better
Nothing. This should be a personal decision, as long as companies involved are taking appropriate safety measures.
Keep public transportation clean at all times and only allow a certain number of people to board, or disallow people from sitting beside each
other. Keep a certain number of people working within the offices (perhaps those who are at low risk and/or live
n/a
I am able to work from home full time so I have no barriers here.
Make people wear masks. People still not wearing essential stores, require thermometers
Sufficient re-stocking of hand sanitizer and/or disinfecting wipes in stores for purchase, since we will be officially out in public. I wouldn't
want to be out working, worried about not being safe and endangering others most of the day.
Large crowds and social distancing amongst them. Not returning to school until the REGURLAR Fall starting dates (if safely possible).
Work with the County to move us all forward before lives are permanently impacted while protecting those with comorbidities.
Use actual data of the respiratory illness not the poorly built models of the so called experts... Check for temperature and obvious illness
when gathering in public places... Don't force citizens to wear a mask only to do so if they feel safer as I pre
Making class sizes smaller. Continue keeping kids at home till the fall.
Allowing child care facilities to open and/or providing child care options.
Keep people off of the beaches and from gathering in large crowds. Opening stores will be fine as long as there are people keeping limited
numbers of customers in the stores with waiting lines.
Not sure how the city can address this when businesses are private.
More testing that's preferably free for everyone
Test more people ! You will see that thousands of people have it or had it and didn’t feel sick. It’s not as deadly as it’s being reported. The
numbers are don’t add up! How many nurses are being sent home because hospitals are empty?
Required face coverings in any public place...continue physical distance practices
N/A
We need more testing for symptomatic and non symptomatic peopla as well as anti body testing.
Having good signals of fiscal distance
Continuing to share infection data, continuing their good work regarding testing (and further increasing testing and contact tracing).
Testing everyone
I am fine working from home for now. I think reopening the city should be a slow process in order to track progress or otherwise.
Providing advice and guidelines on how to do it safely, including taking temp of employees, disinfecting common areas, social distancing, etc

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
There is too much unknown still about Covid-19 and I believe that it is irresponsible to re-open any mass congregating arenas with no way
to prevent the spread of Covid-19 and no treatment other than making a patient comfortable so that they their body ca
Make wearing face mask mandatory to everybody at all times.
Stop the safe at home order
We need flexibility with childcare and work hours, and options if we want to work from home.
I do not work in LB, I work in Orange County. However I feel that the city could implement making sure that retail shops have safe distance
when paying for things and keep a safe capacity in stores. Restaurants should also wear mouth protectors when worki
N/A.
Also opening up day care and camps for kids if school does not resume.
The only barrier that is concerning is that there’s no increase in Deaths.My number one concern is to save lives. As a mother my concern is
family safety. As a worker my number one concern is that the rules will apply/implemented to everyone. Lives are ir
Keeping their employees and the public safety by maintaining distance and keeping things cleaned and sanitized.
Distancing and general hygiene
Keeping social distancing standards and making. Sure sock people stay home.
Masks required and it needs to cover nose and mouth.
I don’t need the city’s help. I can make decisions for my safety myself.
Physical distancing
No barriers. Social distancing was foolish. Education was halted. Workers were laid off. And small business have been permanently lost.
Open up everything with no barriers. Bring the community back together.
Test the limits a little by slowly opening the economy and seeing if there's a correlation to a rise in Covid-19. It's been awhile so I'm pretty
sure we have enough data. People now understand the repercussions if they don't take personal responsibility i
For works that can be done remotely should still be done remotely.
I am a teacher in LBUSD. I have 33 students in my class- I can’t imagine how my students could have social distancing with so many
students in my class, during meals etc.
Divide alphabet or last SS number. 1-2 go to work on Monday 3-4 go Tuesday 5-6 Wednesday 7-8 Thursday 9-0 Friday. The rest stay at
home. This allows social distancing.
Go community by community and test people. (Door to door)
lifting the stay at home orders for higher education
Making sure there are strict er health codes in all work space.
Increased testing for symptomatic and asymptomatic people and Contact tracing. I think the majority of citizens need to be tested.
I submitted a survey previously, but I’ve reconsidered. It’ll be hard, but saving lives is more important than making money or doing
recreational activities. People before capitalism!
Limit number of people in the office at a time, stagger working times, keep people at home most of the time. Even younger people like me
are worried for our health with breathing conditions such as asthma.
N/A as I work in Carson.
N/A

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
Nothing. Keep everything closed. And enforce the stay at home policy.
Opening up businesses
My work is not in the city. Otherwise, same as above.
Require employers to require customers wear masks even children, clean and sanitize regularly, require workers wear masks, lower
capacity inside. Restaurants can decrease capacity, require employees wear masks, create barriers around tables, allow workers
1. Identifying those who are safe (ie, if you've already had C19/have anti bodies)
2. Identifying those who are potentially in the danger zone (elderly/young)
3. Identifying those with existing compromised immune systems (not in a "Big Brother" sort of wa
Here are my thoughts. On the corner from my house there is a small strip mall. There is a chiropractor's office and a nail salon a massage
place and a barber shop. The chiropractor's is open - but honestly why can't those other businesses be opened?
Keeping it closed until we get a handle on this virus
None
See above.
I’m not sure. You already tell People to be safe and they ignore it. Maybe REALLY ticketing people who are breaking the rules.
That we can be at work and not get sick and I really don’t know how it will work for Elementary school for physical distancing And capacity
limits and if we can do this safely then I am all for going back to work on Sept 1st and not before Then it’s goi
Making widespread testing available for all.
Enforcement of physical distancing and stricter enforcement of gathering and co ducting recreational activities at parks and beaches that
are supposed to be closed. By delivering essential services to historically underserved areas of long beach among und
Enforcing consequences more firmly on those who do not follow social distancing rules.
I don't know....
NA
I believe we need to continue the stay at home measure a couple weeks longer or as advised by medical experts. I would like to go back to
work full time, however I believe it would be safer and wiser to reopen the city once our new cases of covid-19 have
Masks and limit of ppl
The city should only be reopen if the curve goes down.
Make sure people wear masks
Make all company follow safety guide lines, PPE are available to everyone. So much more can be said.
vaccines and testing available for all residents
N/A
Providing the necessary equipment .... masks, washing and sanitizer stations etc
continuing what you are doing. Los Angeles County and especially Long Beach has done a wonderful job
Opening businesses
I’m still working, but education and reinforcement remain essential, as well as continued recommendations to limit contact with others, and
to use masks whenever out of the home.
Washing your hands

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
I do not want the shelter in place order lessened to ANY degree.
I do not want the shelter in place order lessened to ANY degree.
Keep the stay at home order for longer.
get it open
Bad idea! it's still too risky. We need to just hold tight and let these numbers fall.
Require face protection, ensure all open businesses have access to hand sanitizing stations, all businesses have procedures to sanitize
public restrooms. It does not make sense we’ve allowed the Walmart’s, targets, Costco’s to continue to operate while ot
I am currently An essential worker in a hospital
By acknowledging that we (cosmetologists) are well equipped to reenter the workforce in a safe and knowledgeable way.
I work in the service industry, so it unknown at this time how anything will or even can safely work. I feel this is a pre-mature Move, a
“push” being politically driven.
Im not sure
My college will assist, not the city.
Alternate days
This does not apply to me as school closures have been mandated at the state level
I’m already an essential worker in transportation
Making sure businesses that do open follow strict capacity limits, temperature checking those that come in, doubling down on cleaning,
having large gaps between clients (for grooming related businesses) to allow for cleaning. Limiting the number of employ
More opportunities for covid-19 testing, antibody testing, and an order for those who are able; to continue working from home.
I am currently okay.
Open up retail stores and parks and recreational businesses
Provide proper guidelines to business owners and the public.
Mayor,
My family believes that you are doing well by taking care of our city during this crisis. My family got excited when you announced that you
will be increasing the testing capacity in Long Beach. If it is possible, I would highly recommend that we
None. We need to remain at home until it’s safe.
For those essential, as long safe distances are set in place by their employers
Limiting the amount of people that come into the building PER DAY as well as checking the temperature of every person that walks into the
building (including all staff personnel) Everything that was touched by a person should be wiped clean AND disinfecte
Legally mandated closed
I have to remain home.
Enforcing masks and social distancing
People working should get paid more during this crisis if you reopen everything we did to get through this would be pointless you should
make sure we beat this disease so we can all live in peace
Policing and or enforcing employers and business to follow health/safety orders.

ATTACHMENT C
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Social distancing, continue to wet masks
Availability iof PPE
Comprehensive Testing regime and data
I have not stopped working at my office job
Only if it’s safe
Treating everyone as high risk
I’m a teacher, so I’d need to know how we are going to be able to physically distance at school, or if this is even possible.
Child care
Proper social distancing on Metro Blue Line and other public transportation options
The lack of a vaccine and the lack of readily available PPE for our frontline works, masks for our citizens, and cleaning supplies (hand
sanitizer, disinfecting wipes, hand soap) for all.
I work remote
by hiring more teachers and making class sizes smaller.
equipment.
Adjustments need to be made until there is a safe way for schools to reopen. I just don’t see this being safe at this time.
None
Public hand washing station. Free hand sanitizer station. Free mask covering for public.
Legally requiring masks and diligently enforcing safe distancing laws.
Wide Distribution of free hand sanitizer and masks. Required posting by all employers who reopen Of the standard practices that each
place of employment should adopt to protect the health of employees and customers. Support every effort by local business
Safety guidelines for open office spaces
The tyrannical government
Childcare/ private preschool opening
Enforcing social distance and no large gatherings anywhere and continue to just do pick up and delivery I don’t think we’re ready to go back
without restrictions especially young people and others who don’t respect the new normal i still see people withou
Keep giving information regarding safe practices
Maintaining 6 feet social distancing, requiring masks, sanitizing surfaces
Open up more testing centers for the virus detection.
Work in an office in close proximity with colleagues and the public. Prefer to continue developing online options and working safely at home.
Not worth the risk of lives.
Requiring workers to get tested prior to returning to work.
I already feel safe without further intervention.
Sick work pay
Resume lab classes at my college campus where I work but keep most classes online. Let some workers back if socially distanced, and
allow work from home flexibility.
Staying closed until a treatment is released

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
Complete social distancing, wearing masks/face coverings, ensuring that all employers follow safety guidelines at the workplace.
Making sure accurate testing is available to everyone regardless if they have symptoms or not. We need tracking of this infection and a
better understanding of antibody protection/herd immunity. We also need reassurance that our hospitals and medical pers
I am currently working, but in order to keep the Healthcare providers safe- The City would need to ensure that there is a handle on this
virus. Please don't open our city up prematurely just to satisfy some.
Supplying all hospitals and medical mobiles with supplies for covid 19 as well as immediate attention to those that do not meet physical
guidelines for immediate care.
Homeless and drug addict problem
Ensuring social distancing measures will be kept in place. Providing the public with better resources to obtain better quality masks.
The City can not support ANYONE returning safely to work before three weeks have passed in which each week there are FEWER
COVID19 cases than the week previous. Don't even THINK about opening up until A) Long Beach is past peak and B) You have the quanti
I have no personal barriers to deal with. However, I believe masks should still be required in any sort of gathering outside the home (offices,
stores, churches, gyms, bars, restaurants, etc) and individuals should continue to give each other as much phys
I have no real need to physically work at one location. I can do 100% of my job remotely. This is not an issue for me.
Hallways should be one way when able and masks should be worn indoors.
Continue to have the public wear facial mask.
Do not reopen this soon. It is too dangerous to the health of my family.
No.
More testing and antibody testing
Keep everything closed for at least another month, maybe two. Keep everyone safe. Be responsible about this.
Opening schools, childcare, and recreational activities
Antibody testing, contact tracing
Barbers and salon personnel are taking a huge hit. Please allow reopening of these facilities through common sense PPE and social
distancing and good cleaning practices between clients. These workers don’t qualify for assistance and need to return to work
Covid Testing (antibody and diagnostic). Data. Facts. We should have teams disinfecting the public spaces in the city the way some other
countries have done. We should also take a look and information on pollutions impact on the spread. Evidence out of Mi
NA
By only letting certain amount people in businesses at a time and to make sure there are no large groups on one area. And to enforce it
while people are still adjusting.
It's not safe yet!
discourage large gatherings
For as long as possible until it is safe to work again.
Helping with business loans and making sure workers are paid!
Encourage more cleanliness
Existing barrier: not enough testing available to asympotmatic carriers. City solution: make drive up testing for all residents available

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
Forcing people to wear masks and keep safe distance. People in my neighborhood are not and I see tons of people on the bluffs on Ocean.
It’s why I’m staying at a family member’s home in the suburbs.
Opening work opportunities with school. Day care is crucial to work out of my home.
work.
would be:
- limited access to quick coViD19 testing for healthcare professionals and workers who are exposed to coViD19 p
If they require testing and have PPE equipment.
Providing more PPE to the general public.
Bars and restaurants are a hub for the spread or resurgence of sars-cov-2
More wash stations, more management of larger crowds.
Testing that shows consistent data- I realize this is easier said than done, but I will not feel safe until we have more testing
Employers and doctors and the state not making employees responsible in absorbing cost of being sick with the virus or quarantining
when necessary.. and employers not penalizing employees with policies thst penalize the employee fir being absent with
Adequate access to covid-19 testing for all residents.
Proper enforcement for face masks and supporting businesses in their efforts to social distance. If people are out in public spaces without a
face mask, the city should provide one.
Accurate Testing for COVID-19
no barriers
Ensuring my business of building automobile parts for full assembly of vehicles remains an essential business
Testing and tracking
Distance and sanitizing
Require Covid-19 testing for all citizens.
Ending the stay-at-home order
No, things are still terrible in the world and we need to follow every precautions before anything comes back
Lifting the stay at home order.
Provide requirements for sanitizing and wearing of masks, ong with distancing.
Open up businesses sooner rather than later!
The city is the barrier
Fining or arresting people who do not follow physical distancing and invade businesses or other people's space (less than 6 feet). Fining
people for not wearing masks in public. Further restricting the number of occupants allowed at one time in a space/bu
time
Allowing restaurants to reopen for dine-in, provided all tables are spaced apart to allow for social distancing.
Reinstating my constitutional rights to life liberty and the pursuit of happiness. The city is unconstitutionally holding its citizens’ futures
hostage in the name of intentionally inflated statistics and fear mongering.
I am able to work from home.
Making sure companies give enough sick leave so people feel financially comfortable staying home if they are sick

ATTACHMENT C
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community
Allowing businesses to operate with reasonable restrictions, restaurants with reduced seating.
following guidelines provided by the city, county, state health departments, CDC and WHO.
Daycare / schools need to reopen.
Not sure what the City could provide to support me insanely returning to my work but should definitely consider letting more people of of the
jails whodunit absolutely need to be there. BTW, I was also going to start with Census work but now that's also
Wash hands
Continue existing closures and enforce safer at home orders until the threat of the coronavirus covid19 is completely over.
My company would have to do something about seating arrangements
The City of Long Beach needs to keep doing what it is doing and supporting us staying home until it absolutely safe to return to work. We
risk another deadly spike in the virus by returning too early.
Keep the at risk individuals, 65 and over, immunocompromised, and those that are expose to individuals like that away from work. Let
healthy and young people return to work
Employees need to practice safe work policies wearing masks , working at home if they are sick and not exposing others . Work at home
program available to employees who are working . Not sure how everyone works with this but out company is getting outstan
Waiting until it is truly safe for me to return.
Supporting the development and distribution of a vaccine.
Requiring a temperature check up of people entering all establishments just to make sure they have no fever.
ENFORCEMENT
Require Wearing masks and adequate ventilation
Communicating this to every employer and also publicly so there is strong awareness of how to interact safely.
PPE & Testing. That’s it. Once we get that were 100% good :)
Ensuring preschools operate safely.
Sanitize public areas.
Encourage best practices in businesses that reopen, require the public to comply when entering any business
Testing of everyone in Long Beach.
Make sure hydroxychloriquine is available at LB hospitals for those who want it. Make it available thru pharmacies too for those who wish to
use it prophylactically. That would be the best way for the city to save lives.
The social distancing
I could telecommute. Let other businesses that cannot telecommute return to work first.
lower regulatory hurdles to small businesses starting and running
Test test test.
Keep social distancing in place until it is really safe to do so
Social distancing
Make face masks mandatory
by requiring social distancing and if someone is exhibiting symptoms that they are not ALLOWED to work.

ATTACHMENT C
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Making sure facilities are set up for ohysical distancing before opening
Hand sanitizer supply, mandatory paid sick leave, a contact tracing program, and a hotline to report violating individuals and businesses.
I'm already working because I'm essential. My work as a front desk associate (across from the civic center at 400 W Ocean) is doing a
wonderful job at keeping their employees healthy by propping doors open so there are less common touch points, providing
Making it a requirement for people to wear masks when in close proximity to other people
Remain closed until further notice or plateau of cases
The health order. People will not “mob” together in the immediate aftermath of this situation. There is enough fear and lack of transparent
information to keep people motivated to take Propper precautions and to act appropriately.
There will always be k
Everyone must wear a mask.
Social distancing should still be required.
Monitor how many people enter the facility.
We need to follow the advice of medical professionals to ensure that there won’t be a rise in infection or death.
distance - spacing
None. No barriers. We’ve dealt with the barriers. We bent the curve. Now...Back to work and life ASAP.
The virus not spreading
Informing me exactly how many Covid-19 patients the city can sustain before tipping into the danger zone for resources.
Social distance within reason
The stay at home order
Requiring masks, handwashing, increase sanitation and additional cleaning by office janitorial staff.
N/a
The pandemic? We should not open anything up until there is a vaccine or a considerable stop in the spread
Nope
By lifting the stay-at-home order and allowing businesses to rightfully open and operate their business as soon as possible.
Keeping in line with federal health officials and other leading scientists and medical professionals suggestions on when it is safe to return to
the status quo. There needs to be more information on COVID 19 before we begin to re open the city.
Sanitazation procedures
Giving me the option to continue working from home, or at least work from home 3 days a week. Employers should not be able to force
people back to work If they don’t want to be at work and if they can work from home. Also requiring offices to have hand sa
Reducing the number of employees permitted in the workplace at a time.
- encouraging safe practices such as social distancing, wearing masks and gloves
- keeping large social events where people spend countless hours in one enclosed area restricted or closed
Insuring the community policing on each other doesn’t become a thing. LBPD can handle , calling 911 on your neighbor for not social
distancing is a terrible waste of city resources
People who are still gathering.

ATTACHMENT C
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Stricter enforcement of the stay at home order
Stricter enforcement of the stay at home order
No barriers - I will be able to return to work in Gov. Newsom's proposed stage 2.
I don’t own a car and my bike was stolen. Please bring the scooters back if that’s possible, thats how I get around town.
Test everyone, often.
Na
I’m not sure. I do want to say that kids sports especially baseball should open in the first round. Specifically, keep in mind that LB Pony has
only 6 teams at Whaley vs Los Altos has 40 plus. A one size fits all may not be appropriate. I think outdoor ac
Personal health safety, masks when when interacting with public or coworkers. Temperatures and health questioning for work or public
activities involving more than 25 people in an area
need a haircut very badly. no stylist or barber can cut hair 6 feet away
Maintain the guidelines as they are until the Fall. We need to be tested first.
I am already working. Keep testing available
where this will be ok
letting businesses reopen under reasonable guidelines
Gathering/group limitations
All of the items that I have indicated could open safely must follow social distancing and PPE safety. Super markets, costco, Target seemed
to have managed well without the additional spread of infection (that I know of). So, based on those models any bus
Keeping limits on the amount of people allowed in facilities
Masks mandatory
Limit amount of people in a facility
6ft apart rule at work
More PPE (surgical masks)
providing ongoing hand sanitizer & masks at all business entrances for workers & patrons
I can work just fine from home. Please don't reopen soon. I work in a very small office space with coworkers who are senior citizens.
Making class sizes smaller so we can distant the students. And provide sanitizer and disinfectant as well PPE.
People need to be able to be tested and have their co-workers tested as well in order to go back to a safe work environment.
No changes should be made until we have adequate disinfecting supplies and actual treatment (vaccine,medication)
No
No barrier
themselves.
none at this time
gathering size limits, mask protocols
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One way sidewalks. Turn your head left, you see the road? Good, you are walking on the correct side of the street.
Nobody goes back to work without childcare.
If you are thinking about restaurant half capacity, make sure it’s table capacity not chair. A
Increase in COVID-19 cases and it is economically impossible to social distance in schools.
All those who can work remotely should be forced to continue or limit time periods with different work shifts. School needs to reopen before
we can return to work unless we work from home. No other childcare options.
Common sense
A considerable drop in cases of covid. We have not yet plateaued
same as above.
I am currently able to work from home right now so I’m not affected financially by business restrictions and would prefer the city chooses
that step based on data or those directly affected by that limitation.
Requiring others to wear masks in public and maintain distance when possible.
Enforcing safer at home orders and ensuring everyone is properly equipped ( wearing face mask properly over mouth AND nose)
Enforcing safer at home orders and ensuring everyone is properly equipped ( wearing face mask properly over mouth AND nose)
Ensuring a
Ensuring a
I have none
Better testing less spread
Test and retest all healthcare staff in healthcare. Include hospitals, nursing homes and all support services such as dialysis providers.
mandated
take temperature and if not feeling well stay home.
I work at CSULB which is crowded and incapable of implementing social distancing at full capacity. We have cubicles with less than six feet
before our co-workers. As soon as we walk out the office there are a hundred students and thousands on campus. Ther
All public and private locations to provide proper cleaning/disinfecting wipes/gels.
Pre schools, day cares, childcare needs to reopen first. People cant return to work without caregiving options
Ensuring that we don’t reopen too fast and without proper safety measures.
Public transportation safety. Testing.
Waiting it out.
More driving, and encouraging outdoor activity. Use of public space for education.
Getting low income seniors free wifi at st mary tower
If things reopen, need hand washing stations, signage, constant sanitation. Warnings and then fines for people who don’t follow safety
measures in place. Our hospitals need to be able to hold more sick people if cases rise. How long can health care profes
Work from home.
Mask and 6 feet distance
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Making sure everyone follows and respects the rules and make masks, gloves and all other necessary equipment plentiful and available
free or at cost to everyone equally. Have hand sanitizing or hand washing stations available and properly maintained every
stop the stay at home order
Child care
Kids need to go back to school before parents can go back to work.
I think social distancing should continue until a cure is developed.
Material resources provided, personnel limitations
PPE availability and Social Distancing laws being enforced strictly.
That offices or small businesses have enough space for employees and customers to operate at a safe distance even if it means 2-3
customers at a time at a small business (such as retail) with enough distance to shop safely with 1-2 staff spread out.
That offices or small businesses have enough space for employees and customers to operate at a safe distance even if it means 2-3
customers at a time at a small business (such as retail) with enough distance to shop safely with 1-2 staff spread out.
Working now
It is not safe to reopen. There will be a second wave of widespread and will only result in a second stay at home order. Two more months of
quarantine can save us from having a longer, second stay at home order.
Not yet
Ensure testing is sufficient.
Allowing small businesses to have input on the best path forward. People are creative and we are capable of ingenuity, the current top
down approach is so one-size-fits-all it's hurting people who have something to offer.
Lifting restrictions in areas that are not heavily impacted by infections.
We need to check temperatures at the door, and preferably have everyone that’s coming in Ben or in line to be tested in my line of work I’m
very close to people and I think without community wide testing it’s hard to determine whether someone is lying on
By continuing the shelter in place until there is a dramatic decrease in hospitalizations.
Making more sanitizing stations
Social distributing and face mask
How will you handle social distancing guidelines and testing for all schools.
Actual office/design arrangements of cubicles, offices, break rooms, copy rooms, etc. and schedule of workers. It would be good to have
alternate schedule for workers so that the office capacity is not full. Maybe some days continue to work from home, s
Yea
Testing all employees prior to returning to the building/schools.
Not enough ongoing testing, tests have a 30% false negative, one negative test only means you were negative on that day. Have n-95
masks, mandatory sick leave, telework for all the capable jobs, not allow any crowds, public sanitizers, take temperatures i
Slowly open things up to help the economy. Start with a little social distancing and work up to 100% capacity in places of work.
Create a vaccine and require masks
Social distancing, masks, limits on how many people are in stores
Giving guidelines and building plans on how to bring sports back into the lives of many.
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Allowing businesses, beaches, and parks to open while still keeping social distancing as much as possible.
Restrict capacity; wear face cover in public; testing; still keeping distance;
Not becoming a vector
None really get us back to a new normal please ASAP
N/A
The city should educate the public on viral hot spots and provide guidance on mass testing and alert early when clusters of new cases arise.
Making sure people wear masks at all times. Hand sanitizer and disinfectant available to every business.
All non essential businesses should remain closed.
Again, it is unclear what respondents are being asked to do, here. Beyond that, the pandemic is not over; do not prematurely re-open.
Racism towards Asians and the similarity between wearing gloves and using your hands.
Finding a cure or vaccine for covid-19.
Supporting the efforts to develop a vaccine to avoid a second wave.
Classrooms: managing class sizes, 6ft+ spacing, protocol to ensure that high contact surfaces are sanitized frequently, hand sanitizer
available in classrooms, paid sick leave policy for all school employees (adjunct/full time/etc.).
Keep the schools closed until safety measures are in place to separate students with social distancing guidelines.
Providing more testing
None.
Appropriate social distancing and sanitizing at each place of business
Physical distancing requirement
I feel the virus will continue to spread until a vaccine is developed and administered throughout the population.
Waiting for the green light from the state government and a reputable health organization, such as the WHO or CDC.
Until there is more work to educate and support the most vulnerable populations, including the undocumented and homeless residents in
Long Beach, and there is a plan in place for services to be provided for them. I don't think the economic downturn this p
Social distancing
My priority is safety. I don’t want to go back to work and the have the curve go up. I feel another 2 weeks should be safe.
masks
Masks Hand sanitizers and/or gloves a must
Do not open Long Beach
I respect following the CA governor, CDC, LA county health department guidelines, Long Beach health department guidelines. Not barriers,
just following expert recommendations.
Continue to mandate face masks to be worn outside in public.
Markers on ground for social distancing
I'm a teacher and I rather be safe then rush into opening schools. In my view, schools are analogous to a large public gathering. So it
doesn't make sense to open schools when large public gatherings are discouraged. It's a tough time for teachers and stu
Working from home
Masks and social distancing
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On the other hand, people aged 75 and over have a death rate 80 times that. For people under 18 years old, the rate of death is essentially
zero
More pay for those still working from our employees would be great.
Naming everyone infected and branding them like the scarlett letter. Sad but it would be best.
Continue to remind employees and community of social distancing and masking. While finances are of great concern, not making a
decision to open solely based on this factor, essentially , placing safety first and taking a incremental approach so we can es
NA
Ensuring the stay at home order stays in place long enough to keep us safe.
More testing, antibody research, PPE equipment, etc. I also never stopped working and am currently working from home.
Extending the quarantine if possible. Hospitals do not have enough employment in case a second wave were to occur.
A huge budget increase for LBUSD if anyone wants to return to in-person classes during 20-21.
Preparing us with necessary tools: thermometers, hand sanitizers, and cleaning supplies.
Need time. I understand there are many businesses in jeopardy or have already closed, but opening up too soon will prolong the virus.
Are there any simple ways to prevent air circulation in closed buildings? Possibly a sort of negative air pressure to force the circulated air
out of buildings; hepa air filters can be used to purify, incoming air. Just a thought.
Slowly resuming the LB Transit schedule back to normal. However only patrons with masks will be allowed to board
Offering guidance on what businesses should be doing within the space to ensure health and safety.
I work for LBUSD. They’ll figure out what works best for all of us.
Provide masks to citizens if possible, but I honestly think it’s too early to reopen.
suspending rent and mortgages for city residents until such time that residents can return to mostly normal functions.
N/A
Just sett upnguidkones
Training more people on social distancing, including children
The City should require all employers to supply masks, gloves and hand sanitizers to their employees. Employers should also ensure new
measures are implemented to ensure employees and patrons can traverse the establishment while being six feet apart. Patr
Keep homeless supported in designated areas, ensure fire, md and police have PPE, testing centers continue
Limiting capacity, wearing masks, allowing people to work remote when possible.
Masks required, gloves should possibly be required as well. There should be local spraying with disinfectants in the alleys and sidewalks
(regardless of Covid19 because of human waste and animal excrements washing down the alleys during storms or overflo
the only way to keep me safe is to keep everybody home
Opening the beaches. Allowing others to return to work.
Social distancing and masks
Returning to normal. This is basically a flu. Even if it was worse you can't deprive people of their liberty. This is America. It's unconstitutional.
N/A
Let people live their lives.
To educate (and keep on educating) others on how to distance yourself and how to keep yourself safe.
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See #12 above. Perhaps also by providing support for students who need masks, healthcare access, and/or basic needs.
I would not be able to return soon due to my profession. But, I do wish that those who rent paddle boards, kayaks and Duffy boats could
open. Those places enable citizens to get out of the house and do something fun that provides easy social distancing. i
If working from home has not been an issue for the employer, employees should not be required to physically return to work.
Temperature checks at each location before entry to work
Have available testing facilities that test for antibodies as well as active Covid-19. Because if you have antibodies for Coronavirus, it means
your body has already fought off the virus and developed the antibodies for it already
It’s not safe yet don’t get pressured to open up
I work in food and I do not want to touch used food plates, dispose of used items, I do not feel like it is safe to be within 6 feet of strangers
multiple times per day. I could be a carrier and because I am not symptomatic, I could be a danger to others.
Increasing testing and working with the health authorities to find a reliable antibody test.
Stay at home order
Encouraging employers to continue allowing their staff to work remotely as much as possible until the virus is no longer a threat.
Continue to enforce face masks
Na
Get tested
Giving industry guidance that applies fairly between all businesses
Lack of testing for all those who are asymptomatic. Test tracing. Let's be like New Zealand.
City should no reopen until it’s safe to do so
Stay home order!!! Unless the city is trying to depopulate. Many people will die if the orders are lifted. I believe the National Guard should
have already been called to ensure orders are being enforced and people are staying in doors until the virus is
Need more testing and tracing
courthouses and workplaces
COVID-19
Open the businesses. I have no income and I don’t know if I will be able to recover financially if this continues.
Allow restaurants to open in the street, like what they're doing Vilnius
HAZARD PAY. RENT FORGIVENESS. HOUSING FOR ALL. SICK PAY. DEBT FORGIVENESS.
Keep guidelines as they currently are.
None
We need to reopen Long Beach! We’re all sick and tired of this. People need to get back to work and kids need to go back to school. We
can’t live off that $1200 or unemployment. Things need to get back to normal!
Ensuring that students and teachers in our school district are able to freely stay home when sick without negative repercussions. Requiring
the use of face masks when sick even with minor colds. Ensuring there is soap in student restrooms and daily disinf
Supporting (finically through tax credits, direct reimbursement, etc.) employers who encourage and support their employees by providing
paid sick leave to ensure workers do not spread illnesses to other employees.
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Providing more tests to its residents. Follow safety procedures to ensure workers and shoppers are safe. Ticket people who don’t wear
masks or walk too close to you.
Expand our testing capacity and closely monitor data on vulnerable communities. Emphasize the science-based approach that the city is
taking so that residents understand why they should stay home.
I work in a school. I’m not sure how physical distancing can work in a school
N/A
Removing masks
vaccines
checking for anti bodies
reframing the current work force system
There is no ‘me’, there is a responsibility to EVERYONE not just a select few.
- open all golf courses in the City as parks so that there's enough space for social distancing.
- the city should immediately and unconditionally provide permanent housing
I already feel supported by the city of Long Beach. I do not believe there are any existing barriers to me personally
providing more testing. Once the rules are set, they need to be enforced.
providing more supplies
Staggered schedule.
Clean and sanitizing in businesses/restaurants
Whatever potential for a second curve if people begin leaving their homes and going to work en masse. For example, continuing to expand
testing and maybe come up with a program whereby those who succumb to COVID after going to work will qualify for, or ha
Continuing the lack of street-sweeping citations until businesses and general infrastructure has returned to (relative) normal levels. It has
been essential not having to move cars in the middle of the day when everyone is parked at home.
I do not have a specific barrier, as I am able to work from my office.
encourage masks.
I appreciate all of the guidelines in order, but I am looking forward to being able to attend church and take my kiddos to the park and bay!
Provide masks and tests
Distancing
Social distancing and mask if needed. Larger events with prescreen etc I feel we had this virus back in December we had these symptoms
through February and were treated with the same things! So I don’t understand why now when most of us pretty sure alread
It’s important that everyone thinks of others and make sure that people around you are safe!
Option of teleworking for those who can
Ensure proper testing and tracking is in place, temperature checks are mandatory at any building, and properly punishing people not
complying with safety guidelines.
Vaccine
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Keeping an emphasis on the social distancing keeping up the emphasis on washing hands and if you think that you remotely are sick you
are to get tested and quarantine. However, the bulk of our business is large scale events with people that travel...being
Quarantine
Making sure people around me are common courtesy of cover any coughs and sneezes. Parents are making sure if their child is feeling and
becoming sick to have their child stay home from bringing them into childcare programs. Continue with social distancing
Allow businesses to reopen
Access to masks
Following guidelines of Dr. Fauci, the CDC, etc., not allowing things to open prematurely, start cracking down on people not following orders.
I honestly don’t know. I think I will only feel safe until there’s a vaccine available.
Social distancing, face masks, hand washing, limit capacity in businesses. I think parks and out door activities are alright to open with
capacity limits as well. Restaurants if they limit their capacities. I agree that opening should come in phases and
making restrictions such as capacity for larger areas of gatherings and work
Giving out citations to people not following social distancing.
Let me
Onsite testing
Continue with stay at home, so as not to overwhelm hospitals with new COVID-19 patients; have mandated testing of healthcare workers,
especially nursing homes; increase capacity for antibody testing
I believe that for those who can work remotely and efficiently should not be required to go back to work and put themselves at risk. For
instance I work IT and I believe I can do my duties remotely, thus I would feel most comfortable returning to work whe
Permission!
Mask at all time and the amount of capacity in certain places
Can’t return to work until the childcare situation is solved
City’s actions do not affect me. Our school is closed for this school year.
City should stick w/ shut down people are still sick I know business are suffering
Trust us
Ensuring that others are abiding by safety standards.
Abundant testing and contact tracing. I really hope the City's medical advisors are all over this. Please, please keep us locked down until
these things are in place. We don't need the Convention Center full of people dying on cots. We are lucky that did
Gavin Newsom
N/A
Of 6 feet social distancing.
Do not open beaches & parks
Bars or restaurants (only take out)
Mandating masks even indoors at businesses and being more lax with social distancing
No, with more human interaction not everyone will be helped city will not be able to handle outbreak.
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Testing and tracking of those who has been exposed, enough PPE and hospital space before reopening, clear downward trend in covid-19
spread, safety implementation and rules in shared and public places
None
People to continue to practice social distancing
Protect the vulnerable without forcing the public to stay home! Each person can decide what is best for their well - being!
To make sure every turn to work safely.
Ensuring work has the support necessary to work in a safe environment.
As I have previously stated, I have already returned to work. I believe it is important to continue to practice some policies that have been
placed as businesses begin to reopen. I would suggest businesses begin opening slowly, and continuing to practice
Social distancing, masks, eye protection, gloves
enforcement of social distance guidelines, enforce parking laws for workers coming home to no street parking.
N/A
I commute, so ensuring there are more commuter buses to Westwood/UCLA so we can maintain physical distancing.
None
The City only knows so much about this virus. It hasn't been thoroughly studied. It can cause strokes or heart attacks because of clotting of
blood. I have asthma. I'm not going to take a chance with my life because I can't have self control. I believe fa
Until cases are going down and knowing I will be safe at work with the right equipment .
Until cases are going down and knowing I will be safe at work with the right equipment .
I do not currently require support, but I hope the city will foreground the needs of workers (not owners and other capitalist groups usually
given freebies by government)
I am lucky to be working from home.
Currently working with children too young to wear masks. Not sure the solution
Providing (or having someone provide) basics like facemasks when entering businesses like grocery stores if customer does not have them.
letting me get a haircut
I hope my job can do that, but I have no insurance that thy will do that
Address the Long Beach traffic circle with respect to the reduced number of lanes. Once traffic returns to normal levels, there will be huge
delays and probably more accidents especially entering the circle from Lakewood Blvd.
none
This will be difficult due to people not exercising social distancing and not using PPE 100% of time. It takes one person to infect 10 and that
exponentially increases at a higher rate. I'm afraid if we go back too early, the number of cases will rise. I
Masks in the near term, gradually reducing restrictions as data becomes more available
Let the people who want to stay home stay home. The rest can decide to go out.
I think people would be selfish and still work if sick because they need the money. I do not think it’s a good idea to reopen.
N/a
Limiting the number of people in businesses at a time. The health department requiring masks when inside/in line for businesses. Gloves
should be worn by workers with moderate to heavy interaction with the public. Stores should impliment one way aisles
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I need child care to physically return to work, so I would need to have our daycare open again.
Requiring businesses to adhere to capacity limits and ample cleaning procedures
I am an essential employee.
Health care PPE
Six feet barrier or plastic screen barriers.
Limiting the amount of people coming in and out of the preschools
To go food only. Office work to keep communication virtually as much as possible
Ensure all budiness owners provide PPE to employees and support staff to take sick leave when necessary.
I'm currently on SDI due to having a baby so this doesn't apply.
Ensure everyone wears masks and keeps 6 feet away... continuous cleaning and sanitation
Ensuring access to masks, gloves and sanitizer.
Supporting teachers and not treating us like babysitters. Gov Newsom’s plan is AWFUL!!!
I work at a school of more than 3,000 students. Infection there could spread rapidly.. I would feel safer once we know more information
such as if someone has been infected, could they get re-infected or are they immune. We have protocols in place so t
Let small business open back up, but with restrictions, as many small businesses may not recover from this. At least create guidelines for
all business to follow and don’t just leave it up to them. Home Depot is metering the number of people in the store
We provide essential services so I have been working all this time.
Finding a way to screen those that are asymptomatic, to ensure those that "appear" healthy but are not, are not passing to others.
More PPE for hospitals
gloves, masks, facial tissues, disposable paper goods to open door and wipe surfaces and Disinfectant spray.
giving everyone a test who wants to return to work, with or without symptoms.
Continuing testing; Funding to support vaccine initatives. My biggest concern is the resurgence of the virus in a few months if we re-open
our City with the "business as usual" mentality.
Opening the City to allow people to make a living.
Need to see a decline
School and summer camps
I would like to know who has CV. I still feel uncertain about how many in LB have the coronavirus and feel that if we reopen too soon,
people will feel this confirms their beliefs that closures have been an overreaction and will go about life as normal wi
extensive testing and contact tracing; guaranteed sick leave; guaranteed financial assistance to "contractors" and the unemployed who do
not yet feel comfortable returning to the workforce.
Finding safe opportunities for children to be while I go to work.
Plexiglass by registers. Sanitation priorities.
provide masks to your constituents, and restrict access to the aforementioned activities u less masks are used
Under supply of protective equipment in healthcare settings. If we open everything up, the shortage may become more serious.
Confirming that all sites that need have followed the cities regulations to limit the amount of people in restaurants, stores and school.
Making sure guidelines are followed to the dot.
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Capacity in public places.
Open my daycare
opening the economy.
Provide facemask requirements as well as grant the authorities the ability to cite violators of these preventative measures.
Clear communication to LB State; students courses remain online throughout the fall term, not charged facilities fee or parking fee. No walkup, in-person services, continue phone call or Skype service. Provide workers with PPE. In-person employee meeting
N/A
Making it so that companies suggest but not mandate
Standardize a reccommendation for all businesses to require masks and social distancing in the office and create a whistleblower tip line
resource for the employed. Start off with part time in office/ part time telework if necessary. Some employees do not
Make sure if places open to have STRICT PROTOCOL FOR INFECTION CONTROL. Hand washing, disinfecting all the time
Distance learning should continue in the fall. Elementary students cannot social distance from each other.
I hate to say it, but by enforcing the mask/gloves rule. Way too many people are ignoring it completely.
Continued efforts to assist medical facilities in testing as well as care for COVID patients
Safer at home is preventing me from going into work. I can work and observe social distancing.
Allow business to open
Providing regular supplies of PPE for staff and patients who do not have access to face masks. Access hand sanitizer for facility staff and
patients/clients. Additional hand washing stations in North Long Beach, particularly bus and metro stops.
City wide testing, contact tracing, isolation support for those with symptoms. Including accommodations for isolation and food, away from
the home if necessary (e.g. one bathroom homes are not safe if a member of the family is ill).
More and more testing and steady decline in positive cases and deaths.
Clear guideline on PPE
Staying 6 feet apart, washing hands after every interaction with anyone, anything.
This is not an issue. Read the developments on a vaccine, it's not coming anytime soon. Young and healthy are more likely to not be safe
and protective "AND THAT'S OK" we need them to initiate the first stages of herd immunity. Herd immunity is literally
Taking temp and having officers manage social distancing
Improved safeguards at airports (sanitation) and enforcing physical distancing orders
I think we need to stay home longer. Don’t open up churches. Restaurants and stores curbside maybe in a couple weeks.
Providing access to reasonably priced sanitization methods/equipment w/guidance outlined for success..
6 feet distance isn’t enough, work from home until there is a vaccine or complete private work environment
None
If not everyone can be identified as a carrier it is difficult to send people back out and doing daily activities. As much as I’d like for things to
be “normal” I am more concerned about everyone’s safety.
Setting very clear guidelines that e.ployers must be following to ensure we continue a downward trend
Open the city.
full attention.
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letting adults make adult decisions and living our lives as rational human beings
N/A
N/A
N/A
more testing, including antibody testing
More testing available and more resources for homeless that are high Covid19 rate.
Just more resources for working families and those with disabilities and elderly.
Opening schools, preschools, etc. with safety guidelines.
Capacity limits and mask wearing
Making sure that it continues to flatten the curve with stay at home orders.
N/A
Public transportation safety a must. In-sanitizing people on the bus or MTA not allowed.
Using extra classrooms for social distancing.
Supporting school funding. Making sure families know that teachers want to return but need to also be safe so that they can best support
their students. Having smaller class sizes and a plan to clean classrooms throughout the day. Students switch each per
As an essential worker in the construction supply chain, I would prefer if those who can continue to stay home and work from home continue
to do so for as long as necessary to lessen the risk of exposure to myself, my coworkers and other essential workers
N/A
Schools need to open new school year at their scheduled time Sept 1. Students need a break and teachers too from this online learning.
School sports for kids need to happen too. What will happen with the two temporary shelters? When will they close and w
Limiting capacity of patrons allowed inside
better.
Maintaining the mask ordinance until we have been able to safely address pandemic eradication.
Enforcing stay at home orders for a couple more weeks to curve the infection rate.
Ability to work from home and providing more funding to the village for fsp teams to promote job security during this crisis
Keep requirement of wearing face masks, social distancing, and limiting number of customer allowed in grocery stores at a time. Continue
to encourage cops to issue verbal warning instead of citations or arrests for anyone “violating” quarantine guidelines
Not sure.
Safe distancing standards. Cleaning and disinfecting work areas. Require anyone to stay home if they are feeling ill or test with a fever.
None
No. Safer at home.
As mentioned above, the City needs to have a list of safety requirements laid out for each type of business that reopens and enforcement of
those requirements. I.e. mandatory masks, use of gloves in cases where it makes sense, a disinfecting plan between
The city is doing great so far and keeping us posted with daily updates would be great.
Unfortunately, day care facilities would need to be open in order for me to go back to work
Please see above.
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Provide guidelines to business and let them implement. People need to get back to work...we can do it if allowed. I promise.
Thank you for asking our opinions.
Ensuring all business and gathering places follow sanitary protocol
Extending the quarantine
Testing a good portion of the population, confirmation that increased infections can be addressed appropriately by medical facilities, public
access to masks, and contact tracing. Anything less is unacceptable.
I dont see how I could return to work when I work closely with students with learning disabilities.
.
Let me exercise on the beach. It’s my mental health.
Wearing masks, self isolating if sick
Opening the businesses and locations I suggested.
Nothing. The CSULB campus is far ahead of anything the city can do for me. I'll trust the state.
Traveling to see my customers via plane
City is already doing an amazing job. Proud of Long Beach and Mayor Garcia. My respect for our leadership has only grown in these hard
times. Thank you for keeping us SAFE!!!
More testing for COVID-19 and contact tracing as well as isolation of those that come in contact with the virus.
TESTING! providing mask and hand sanitizer and things like that.
I do not think it is safe to return to work for those who can work from home. Those in service industry jobs, like restaurants, should be paid
hazard pay and provided with all necessary PPE.
Demand 💯💯 mask wearing. Sick leave and barriers that enforce social distancing.
wearing gloves,
I think that as long as social distancing and/or masks are in place, reopening is safe.
We should reopen with social distancing measures in place. Moreover, seniors and high risk individuals should stay at home.
Setting firm guidance (i.e. to wear masks, gloves, distance, occupancy and sanitation regulations) and ENFORCING them
Leaders lead by analyzing data and then making decisions, not by taking polls. Sheesh!
The city is not paying our rent or none of our bills .
Barriers for all of us is the lack of testing. I feel all doctors, nurses, first responders, police, firefighters, teachers, child care workers, food
handlers at meat markets and distribution companies etc., should be tested first then the rest of us go t
Maybe we could have a “soft opening”, where the business hours are limited and the city closely continues to monitor the pandemic to see if
there are any newly infected people in our community. Continue to regulate the covering of nose and mouth when you
None, I love working for the COLB.
More hand washing stations, public masks distributed, rental discount program
Hazard pay.
More focus on cleaning facilities, mandatory sick days for all employees and a slow back to work process that allows us to see if the
outbreak overwhelmes the system or not.

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
Not Applicable
For some sectors, it may be necessary to stagger shifts so people are appropriately spaced
Providing equipment to protect workers (facemasks, gloves) and to clean their workspace adequately (disinfecting wipes OR disinfecting
solution, disinfectant spray
Limiting amount of people. Keeping distance procedures. Continuing the rules but with more open businesses. In other words the only
change is to allow minor non essential businesses to reopen
Keeping places where people can gather in groups closed.
We must wait to open anything until we are consistently seeing close to 0 daily new cases. Simply “Flattening the curve” isn’t enough since,
in my case, my students will inevitably spread Coronavirus once they are allowed to return to school en masse. Thi
Start funding the Health Department properly. If there's one takeaway from this pandemic, it should be that Public Health is just as much an
"essential service" as police and fire. The city is way behind where it should be in terms of testing, contact tra
open things up slowly
social distance
I have asthma that already requires me to use a medication 2 times a day, I am not sure when I would feel safe moving things back towards
the way they once were. I just took severance from work because even with social distancing I didn’t feel safe.
No dine in
More wide spread testing so I felt more informed of the risks.
Adequate testing capabilities
currently working in a hospital so n/a
I have not stopped working, but if office/retail workers were to return... Limiting staff to allow distancing, frequently disinfecting, allowing
different time shifts to limit workers on site at the same time, requiring masks in the work place and glove
Masks, physical distancing, rent/mortgage relief, an actual cure to the damn virus?
Testing should be widespread and hope there is a vaccine to cure it just in case I get the virus
None at this time
Continuing to offer testing on an immediate basis for those with or without symptoms. Also, to continue using masks in public in enclosed
areas. Parks should not be closed. People are not in close proximity and if parents want to drive to a park to allow
6 foot distance, masks required, plexiglass barriers
I’m an RN, we don’t have enough ppe...I’m having to ‘recycle’ and reuse masks that are meant to be worn for a max of 2 hours and reuse
gowns. As doctors and nurses we know better, but asked to ignore what we know. It’s frustrating. PAPRs for everyone? I d
Enforcing wearing facemasks
Listening to medical professionals not loud pro business people who care more for profits than lives
The City should continue taking the well-being of its citizens into account. If anything, I believe that the police force should be better
monitoring the closure of existing public places where people aren't following social distancing or masking measures
Mandatory Covid testing and regular testing moving forward based on the CDC’s recommendation as not all testing is accurate.
Not until there are no new COVID19 cases.

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
i work in a hospital and i feel the rules being followed and having to abide by are good and should not be changed
Doing something about the Homeless problem its getting really bad and becoming a health hazard to everyone.
Assuring enough space is available and utilized for distancing.
Residents that do not exercise the proper rules in places.
Safety come first. Lockdown and social distancing should continue until it has been approved and tested that people can no longer be
affected by the virus. I much rather wait more months than to risk losing a family member
Release statement so that all resident know that it’s okay to be outside with a mask. Not everyone has access to cable tv, internet so this
needs to be mailed and do a canvas so people are aware.
"If we return to work, how will more children and child care providers be accepted into child care centers with social distancing and capacity
limits? Some child care centers have limited staff and/or classrooms."
from home.
Allowing workers to return knowing how to follow the safety of myself and others
An office of 6 staff can only let one customer in per 30-40 minutes I think a customer should a card or some form of ID stating covid test date
Antibody testing for everyone
None. Can’t assist me. We need to keep doing what we’re doing. I’m out of work. It’s not good for my family. But it needs to be done.
None. Can’t assist me. We need to keep doing what we’re doing. I’m out of work. It’s not good for my family. But it needs to be done.
None. Can’t assist me. We need to keep doing what we’re doing. I’m out of work. It’s not good for my family. But it needs to be done.
I am able to work from home without interruption.
STAY HOME!
Vaccine
I am a nurse. All healthcare workers should be screened for COVID, regardless of if they are having symptoms or not.
Available testing and mandatory masks.
Get on message with neighboring counties. La county is supposed to continue on lock down while literally the next city over, the beaches
are open. Hard to get compliance when the rules seem arbitrary.
I am a teacher. When schools reopen, we will likely need large supplies of masks, gloves, hand sanitizer, and disinfectants. In the past, we
have had a hard time keeping bathrooms stocked with soap and paper towels— this is a major concern for limiting th
Only a proven vaccine.
Keeping face masks a policy when social distancing is not possible in common or social environments and providing policies that require
employers take all necessary steps to offer a clean work space, provide hand sanitizer, and also provides work place ma
Avoiding overcrowded rooms. Ensuring max capacity is always at 40-50%
Not applicable
N/A
There is NO way to make it safe for me. Please keep Long Beach closed and safe
Open locations and allowing the business owners and city locations to abide by health safety
need to test everyone
hospitals.

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
First, the city needs to ensure that employers and landlords remain flexible during this time, allow work from home to continue where
practical. But most importantly my spouse is unemployed and EDD is a joke. The government needs to step up and help peo
I am a high risk and without testing everyone it is not safe to return to work
No
Get everyone to wear a mask. Social distancing. Telecommuting.
PPE, continued education, and widespread testing
Clear and Concise data research on the degree of severity of this disease. Transparency with the disclosure of number of casualties that
were written off as COVID without confirmation in order to receive compensation. Trust worthy testing (non-Contaminate
Enforcement
Social distance are work too
Currently working
Continue working closely with the CDC on keeping public safety top priority.
Great job this far!
Thank you, sincerely.
None in relation to my work.
But if activities begin to open, safety oversight should be provided by the city. Including limiting ppl capacity in all buildings, provide cleaning
supplies/PPE to businesses that can not afford them or need help restarting
Mandatory face masks.
Screening and testing
Enforcing stricter protocols for social distancing. I feel very unsafe even driving outside with my windows down as many individuals are
walking around without masks. Mandatory mask wearing (even homemade masks) should be enforced as gatherings of more th
Allowing it? I’d happily return tomorrow, if allowed. I’ve seen many buses around town and it does make me wonder how a bus which could
hold at least 20 is allowed to run, but not certain businesses. Mass transit is meant to move masses, so it sends the w
Does not effect me... but we need to balance employee safety over forcing them back to work, before wind spread testing is avail., vs. fear
of losing their job for not returning while extreme measures are still in effect.
Maybe we should start school early, in August and take a month off in December. That way less kids are at school during the winter.
Testing asymptotic essential workers, testing,
Not an issue for me as I always have worked from home.
I work in LA so decisions in Long Beach would probably not have an impact, but my recommendation is make it a law for companies to
provide at least 1-2 weeks paid sick pay and not have retaliation for taking this. The biggest stress factor for many people
Vaccine, mandatory masks, etc.
No barriers. I have a car and ready !
More testing of asymptomatic people
Finding a way to help provide safe child care for children of working parents that can no longer remain home

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
Making work days less than the 8 hours. Minimize 40 Hour work week... require a basic screening...Possibly fluctuate schedules to eliminate
a certain amount of people at once. This is just overwhelming & scary to me!
N/A
Reducing the amount of students in each center.
6 feet
Testing all employees
I’m a doctor; more testing, more PPE.
Come up with legitimate & enforced health codes that fit the new reality.
I do not have any barriers.
More enforcement for social distancing. Wearing masks should be more heavily enforced.
I do not work in Long Beach
Dont have a job because of this.
I work from home, but for others all changes must involve safety first. Masks required in public, only allowing few enough people into
businesses that can remain safely apart, etc.
Keep the elderly and immunocompromised sheltering at home. Keep nursing homes closed to the public until the rest of the healthy
population has had time to develop immunity like we do for every other virus.
By even having selected "Open Days" for small businesses... Ex.: Coffee shops could open for walk in service on Monday, Wednesday,
Friday & Saturday.... business don't have to open 7 days a week, maybe start with 3 - 4 days of operation??? and After a mo
Trying to address how to make it safe for everyone to re open with plans on how to safely re open
Not related to work but I really think you should re-open the beach and bike path. I understand the motive to close them but it has backfired
with even more people in closer proximity on sidewalks. The beach (with considerably more space for social dista
Allow offices to reopen.
N/A
limit number of people,require mask. Some business require appointments to limit people
Perhaps by providing extra masks and gloves.
Enforcing social distancing by continuing to limit large gatherings. Enforcement of wearing masks in all public settings.
Travel Flights within the state without a 14 day quarantine. I have nursing homes we service in nor cal.
I don’t think anyone should return to work right now, except large retailers and/or clothing stores where plexiglass barriers can be placed
between employees and customers at the registers.
Mandatory cleaning disinfection protocols, mask when in pulic, hand sanitizers, requring social distancing until a vaccine is discovered. Long
beach thrives on commerce, we need to go back to work to support our city. We cant depend on government handout
Continue voluntary testing of those that believe they may have the coronavirus, but also make a large public campaign to randomly sample
Long Beach residents from strategic locations in each District of Long Beach. From this campaign, use the data obtaine
First, I think if any Gyms open they should remove all cardio machines. Why? Well, because they creat a greater risk of exposure. Being
side to side and sweating and humid rooms is not a good idea. 2nd this is why I think that the beaches should open.the
N/A

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
Limits the amount of people in stores at a time
Opening up for small gatherings.
Allow workers to get tested for COVID before returning to work
Be sure that fitness facilities are following the safest practices possible
Commuting to Orange County for work and dealing with their County and individual city decisions on Covid 19.
My work (film production) typically involves a lot of people working in close contact. Distancing measures would be helpful, but I think
without widely available, fast testing and contact tracing ability I probably can't go back to work. I also would love
Mandating and actively enforcing that everybody who goes outside wears a mask. Promoting and mandating save distancing.
I don't have a barrier. However, I think other businesses can reopen using the models that have worked for the larger retailers and offices
that have remained opened. Practice what has been successful.
More testing. Clear guidelines for how businesses should operate safely. Would love to see a reliable antibody test someday.
Lack of vaccine - to clarify, I have been working from home with no cuts to hours or salary so I do not necessarily need to "return" to work
as I have been able to continue working. However, for me to feel safe enough to frequent the businesses and publi
No. I don’t feel safe without vaccine or proper medical treatment of virus due to pre-existing health conditions. Fear is that premature
reopening of city will cause either a increase or rebound of new Co-vid 19 cases. Maintain further lockdown
Contact tracing (which Long Beach is NOT doing), strict guidelines on enforcing distance. I honestly think we are not ready to open again
even if cases are declining. People will relax and soon we’ll be back at square 1. This would be setting us up for a
Make appointments ahead of time for personal grooming
Enforcing social distancing
Forcing tests on folks before opening up
Enforcing masks.
I don't feel there are enough answers yet to safely open. Testing? How many people have contracted the virus? Are the cases still
increasing? What is the time frame for reopening?
Im already working as an essential worker (longshoreman). I would feel better being out with more testing and public tracing in place.
Every Long Beach resident being tested. Full disclosure of whether or not employees/guests of businesses have or haven’t been tested.
I work in LA, but I don't feel safe reporting to work or easing social distancing until coronavirus cases and deaths are significantly reduced.
Thank you for requiring social distancing and I wish that it could be enforced by a fine to discourage people f
Don’t lift stay at home orders until we are 1 per million residents. This is serious stuff. Don’t bend to the minority willing to sacrifice the lives
of others so can not be bored...
Making sure the areas are sanitary.
By been safe.
Workplace should be required to provide masks and gloves. Incentivize employers to encourage employees to work from home.
The ability of workers to not allow access to facilities unless patron meets certain requirements.
Just keep social distancing advisory in place and limit big social events until the flattening of the curve is stabilized.
Waiting it out. Thats all we can do for now. Just stand our ground by being in quarantine until it is safer to go back to normal.
Mandatory face masks

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
I want to be sure that cases have gone down and that I’m safe going to work. I use public transportation, and I’d like to know that they are
regularly being cleaned. Maybe providing Lysol/Clorox wipes so we can clean the area we’re in.
I would love to go
providing social distancing procedures and enforcing masks.
Adequate and readily available testing for COVID-19, contract tracing for those in contact with a person diagnosed with COVID-19, and
adequate medical services for those infected with COVID-19. There should also be strict enforcement of social distancing
Citations to those breaking social distancing
I work in a restaurant and I really don’t see how it could be safe for anyone to be inside a busy place without having more testing or a
vaccination ready. The virus will just keeps spreading.
Until EVERYONE is on board with not just flattening they curve, but destroying the curve, I don’t feel that we should reopen AT ALL until
then!! Scenes of crowded beaches are proof that not everyone is serious about controlling this pandemic. Not accep
Not worth the risk. No job is. Especially after seeing my company lay off 24 people these past few weeks with half them serving 20+ years.
No notice no severance no nothing.
Testing for Everyone
Continuing the great work of increasing testing
When we reopen, I only feel comfortable in limited capacities. For example personal grooming should be by appts only. And then only allow
a handful of ppl to be there at a time. Similar to how grocery stores are now. Only allowing a few ppl in a time.
F
Education about what markers indicate that it is safe to reopen. Why is it safe now?
Parking.
We need federal guidelines about safety in schools. My classroom holds 120 people (at CSULB). I don't feel safe in there currently.
A high level of Testing. Testing employees who interact with the public on a regular basis and having effective contact tracing in place.
Increasing testing and tracking
Continuing the great work of increasing testing
N/a
We need a vaccine before opening.
None. Honestly, I’m working from home just fine.
PPE, social distances, and online operations
No answer to this thank you!
Limiting large gatherings
sanitizing procedures.
PPE equipment
I do not feel safe going to work until most everyone is tested and we have data on who has tested positive for COVID-19.
I am a teacher with LAUSD. I have a daughter who will be starting kindergarten in LBUSD this fall. I cannot imagine a safe working and
school environment without a vaccine or proven herd immunity. For my kinder age child, it will be impossible for kids

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
My job has currently done a good job of implementing social distancing, sanitizing, and mandatory mask at all time.
The company that I work for is allowing all their workers to work from home. However, workers that are required to be report to a workplace
outside of their home, should continue to wear masks and gloves, sanitize their areas as much as possible, stay hom
I want to feel safe, and keeping social distancing rules in place makes sense to slow the spread. But even now, a large percentage of
people where I live aren't following the guidelines or wearing proper face coverings. So it would be helpful if you cou
Require everybody to where a face mask make it a law ASAP
New capacities and no gatherings at any spot
widespread the virus is
Being companionate and outing in motion a safe way to social distance like restaurants limit capacity etc
None
Open up the City
Suggesting places of business follow guidelines for sanitation.
This is not for work, but for returning to normal-ish daily activities, I would need to know that there is tracing, mandatory quarantine for those
who test positive, and adequate resources to support a possible surge in cases.
See above
Yes but I don’t think it’s wise
Getting testing sites (already under way) and requiring employers and businesses to enforce strict rules.
Inconsistency. Why Target, Walmart but not thrift stores, Marshalls? I can walk my dog a block from the beach but not on the path, ride my
bike everywhere but not on the bike path?
N/a
Opening large retail
availability of widespread testing to ensure a person either does not have COVID or has the antibodies for it (though I understand currently
there is no evidence that prevents contracting a second time)
Coronavirus testing for everyone before returning to work.
Half the number of bar stools
N/A
We need to wait this out. There’s no safety returning to work. Don’t cave under the pressure of science ignorant individuals. The sooner we
return the greater the death toll when the second wave hits.
NA
I dont know where else to put this. But I think it makes sense to write this here. I'm a special education class assistant. I am in complete fear
of returning to work. Schools are breeding grounds for germs, bacteria, and viruses. We in LBUSD, are doing s
Reopening CSULB
Reopening CSULB
Not all schools have AC yet?
Making testing widely available for covid and antibody testing.
worship, etc.).

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
Ensure that there are masks, hand sanitizers, disinfectant spray/wipes always available at every location mentioned above. Social
distancing is occurring and has to be implemented by everyone (possibly having police monitor specific locations).People in c
Having hazard pay as an option or the same extra pay people get on unemployment . I know a lot of people who are on unemployment
sitting at home getting more money than they would get from actually working. While I have to work because my job is an “essen
More work from home
Provide testing of all workers before returning to work. Isolate the positives and track those affected. Do all the things Nigeria did to stop
Ebola. Require masks for all interactions indoors and closer than 6ft to preempt a large second wave.
All business are essential to someone in our community. Open them up, we need to get back to work. We’re drowning in debt here!
Social distancing is very hard to maintain in a child care center. I believe in social distancing. I’m not advocating to stop it any time soon.
Some creative ideas are welcome.
Keeping the stay at home order in place as long as necessary.
salons, etc
My employment was not impacted
None
Not sure.
N/A
Stay at home limiting mental health treatment
N/a
- Perhaps a strong public information campaign on ways to safely use masks (and why they're important) and enforce social distancing
coupled with supplying police (or volunteers, etc?) with pamphlets and face coverings to give to people without, rather th
Keeping “non-essential” businesses closed
Distancing and no sustained contacr more than 25 minutes.
Testing. More testing even for asymptomatic people.
I am already working in an urgent care. It would help if the city made testing more accessible to residents so that urgent cares and ERs
aren’t overrun by people “just wanting to be tested for COVID-19”
--still not allow 10+ people group gatherings.
--have parents be responsible for kids gathering outside without mask and not following guidelines imposed by the city and county and state
None
Difficult issues that will need to be addressed : restroom crowding , retail clothing : what's the policy on trying something on, returns ??
clubs - dance floors ??
None -- I work in public schools and I don't feel safe returning any time soon. I would prefer to do distance learning until we have sufficient
data indicating that COVID 19 is no longer a threat. Safety of citizens should be the number 1 priority. Essen
Making sure employers are following rules
Enforcement of people and organizations who do not follow or meet expectations.
Ensuring enough testing and hospital beds and keeping the public informed. Continuing to spread messaging that if people are sick they
should stay home and get tested, undocumented or uninsured or not.

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
NA
the city did all it could, it's up to the people to wear masks and stay apart. You could enforce a harsher punishment on your more well-off
citizens who scoff at the basic rules.
I was a server & bartender. I don’t think it’s safe to go back to that job yet.
No
Restaurants will have to reduce their listed occupancy
Testing for all asymptomatic and symptomatic of all ages to safely reopen schools and only reopening schools when it is safe to do so as
told by our health experts. Please do not get pushed or swayed by people pushing just for economy. I want my family me
Test everyone. Sick or healthy.
big enough.
Respecting a social distance an
And control of capacity
As a teacher I am concerned about distancing her. I have 30-36 students per class period.
N.A
enforce social distancing and masks
Ensure that EVERYONE wears a face covering!!!
More testing sites, more efficient testing results
I am working...let small businesses and independent contractors have a chance to get back to work by requiring protective measures as we
have done and stop spreading the fear!
Patrolling speeding cars
Making sure we are constantly being tested and giving us the correct info to make sure we stay safe
Ok
Staying at a minimum of six feet and a face screen
No
I don't think we're ready to reopen. I work for an amusement park. Where hundreds of people from all over the world come to have fun.
Just driving from home to the store to buy essentials in my neighborhood, a lot of people are already not respecting th
Too early.
Helping to figure out how schools and child care situation is going to be implemented in a safe way as parents are going back to work.
Make clear guidelines with many examples to ensure that people understand who and what events are still prohibited or are to remain on
lockdown. This will hopefully reduce exposure for those in the earlier phases and to continue to promote flattening the
Clean place, observing social distancing and wearing mask
Continue to wear masks PROPERLY. Washing hands/sanitizing to be mandatory in/out of the building. Continue choice to WFM
distancing protocols.
N/A
The City should trust that its citizens have the capacity to use common sense to accomplish this simple task.
Ensuring businesses are following social distancing guidelines with their employees and keeping things clean as best as they can.

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
NA
Testing, including anti-body testing assuming that it actually works
City-wide policies that apply to everyone
Everyone needs gloves & masks.
Testing for ALL or a vaccine
Suppling businesses and grocery stores with more cleaning products. We need more cleaning supplies everywhere. Also more virus tracing
for those that have covid-19.
Opening up
Nothing. However, personal sanity and health would be improved by opening parks, parks and rec, beaches.
6ft, gloves, sanitation, and not allowing people to work who have symptoms.
Too many workers social distancing 6 feet or more apart.
Continued Intermittent parking fines.
Enforcing strict rules for access to long term care facilities, encouraging businesses to offer tailored services to the high risk population (like
a designated table/section at a restaurant where the wait staff where masks and the tables are 6ft apart),
tracing.
Production of cheap, effective masks. Antibody testing.
So is my brother and several of my family members and friends… I’m afraid that if they see everything going back to normal that they won’t
realize how important it is for those of us that are high-risk to not do the same… I would like the city to say that
OPEN UP HAIR AND NAIL SALONS! PLEASE!
accurate.
I’m a government employee working from home since March 17th
The economy that is in shambles or the impending depression that will hit california.
I am currently working from home.
Shelter in place
Science, testing, seeing the results of other countries/states/cities who've opened up before us.
I work from home so I do not have barriers to work.
Upgrading doors, bathroom sinks, hand dryers, etc. to be touchless; encouraging physical businesses to upgrade to contactless payment
systems; legislating increased sick time days so employees are more likely to stay home when sick; educating residents on
N/A
N/A - My office is in Orange County.
more accessible testing to residents that have not shown signs of sickness but would like to know that whether we have (or had)
coronavirus to not spread to coworkers and clients.
Ensuring people with preexisting conditions stay isolated
Antibody testing availability
Allowing bars and restaurants to re-open.
N/a. I am currently working

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
Ensuring that enforcement of precautions is extremely strong. For example, I’ve gone many places where the employees aren’t even
wearing masks. If we are going to be sent back things have to be monitored much more closely, the enforcement be strong, and t
I am a teacher, so I don’t see that happening safely very soon.
Enforcement of people out during stay at home order
Proving free masks and free gloves.
from home shifts.
You've shut down business across the city, according to data that is now understood to be wildly inaccurate. Get out of the way and let
people continue to live their lives.
take temperatures and questionnaires upon arrival to work place and possibly other public center locations
Can we follow the CDC guideline of maximum allowed persons in a room or vicinity for jobs that have to do with large groups: construction,
engineering, plant operations, etc? Until this wave is over, I don’t feel comfortable being in large groups doing ou
I continued my employment throughout the stay at home order
I don't have an answer.
After seeing the news how people don’t care to practice social distancing and without any PPE, I know that their selfish behavior endanger
other lives that are following the orders. We are not ready to lift the “safer at home” order until we all learn as
Continuing to require masks if can’t maintain 6 ft at work
Maintain social distancing
Yes, we need to wait until July to see how this opening up OC beaches has done.
Number of people allowed to be in same space
COVID-19 testing for asymptomatic persons! I feel I have been exposed, however, because I did not present with all the symptoms at one
time I was not referred for testing. I went to my local hospital 4 times working 3 weeks and yet no referral for testing
Getting people tested to determine who is positive.
Childcare is a high priority for enabling people to safely return to work. I don't feel safe yet having my kids in communal settings. I'd love to
see outdoor spaces opened for recreation and mental health, and perhaps even closing down certain streets for
My priority is the health and safety of my family and myself. If Long Beach were to reopen, it should only be with strict guidelines. There
should be a required capacity limit and everyone should be required to wear masks. We should also continue expandin
No barriers, no masks, no more fear.
Test for antibodies before returning to work. Tell people to abstain for going to work if they have symptoms.
others
Continue to wear face masks, stay physically distanced from others (no hugs despite being happy to see friends/family again), encourage
public to disinfect surfaces + advise elderly and those most medically at risk to remain more strictly socially distanc
I'm not sure...
I do not feel it is safe at all. I work with high risk populations (autism, intellectual disabilities) and have an elderly parents.
Keep non essential businesses closed
See # 12. Safe, public transportation for students in the event of staggered school schedules. Flexible childcare options for working
parents whose schedules conflict with school schedules

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
I am working now - just from home - so I’m not as worried about myself in the immediate future, but I work for a university, so if students
can’t return to campus, we start laying people off.
Mandated PPE for current frontline workers
Requiring guaranteed 2 week paid sick leave for all employees within the city.
Providing PPE for all healthcare workers
Fining, and other punishments for hospitals and other medical facilities that continue t
Please enforce usage of masks, including by customers.
Nope. Stay shut down.
Waiting longer before reopening
Public education with facts based on true localized data, continued support of Small business/ employers to help bring back employees.
I work at Disneyland so it’s not possible, but I think there are many places that could safely reopen, with many restrictions and precautions,
as long as the customers/residents follow the rules
Same answer as 10.
Before lifting up the stay at home everyone should be test for the virus . I have a diabetic partner and I need to protect him for getting the
virus . If I need to return to work ! The numbers keep going up and not improving .
By making sure all retailers are mandated to have the clear plastic protector between the cashier and the shopper
Make us continue to stay home until we know this is over. People don't listen and won't cooperate
Enforce remote Opportunities if job can be preformed at home.
none
Reopen retail and museums and bars/cafes
n/a
Same as right bow
Testing, enforcement of social distancing (it’s not happening now at stores that are open)
None, we need large classrooms to provide for social distancing
Limiting the capacity of people allowed inside a retail store at one time.
Extra sanitation/cleaning of city property and requiring businesses to do the same, sheltering homeless individuals, requiring masks in
enclosed public spaces, mandatory testing with results in minutes, contact tracing
n/a
More testing and strict adherence to limiting large gatherings of larger than 30-50 people.
Not being open small business need to be open!! Require makes and limit people
Small business support to my employer
Compensation for being an essential worker. I am uncomfortable going to work everyday and risking getting sick just to pay bills.

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
Provide supplies and education to non healthcare services. These workers will need support from the government. Provide them with masks
or even just proper disinfectants. If they are financially burden it will be harder for them to act properly. If they a
Dont open anything yet.
Hire me! Job Placement and establishing a registry of job vacancies.
Require establishments to accommodate social distancing, cut business occupancy in half, and require citizens to wear masks, and follow
social distance guidelines.
Enforcing retail stores with the capacity limits and physical distancing
Health standards, increasing availability to essential businesses.
More testing for general public.
Assisting with deep cleaning of public transportation, additional transportation options. The Blue Line will be crowded and that will be a
breeding ground for the virus. Some people need access to public transportation in order to go to work. This is my b
A potential new wave of the virus that could hit if we open up things too early. Health should be our number one priority and if you open up
businesses, public places, etc, too early people who are eager to get out of their houses will flock to those plac
Ensuring the workplace has social distancing measures in place. There are guidelines that the workplace has submitted to make sure they
are in compliance with respect to different safety measures in place for their employees, such as protective gear (face
I feel outdoor paths should be opened. Is there any evidence that the virus can be caught through outdoor activity that is 6 feet apart?
Providing PPE at an affordable price.
Enforce social distancing everywhere, inside and outside, but let small businesses, especially food places function. Make gyms reduce their
equipment and fewer people will show up. Close down certain streets to create more “open space” outside like Oaklan
I think we need more time.
Each community ( residents) by district get tested and copy of results on paper and stamped by city given to employee/resident. Employee
gives (a copy) to employer to to return to work. Owners and HR personnel must be cleared too to open their businesses
More hand sanitizer, more hand wipes available in public areas to use on door handles, atm machines, gas stations. Any areas where
people are constantly touching.
Of Vaccines
Making it mandatory for everyone to wear masks.
parking tickets, we have to park on street and tickets are expensive. And parks and beaches should stay close for another two months and
other facilities like theme parks concerts and big events
Current barriers in place are sufficient, even if only utilizing the ones listed above.
We are not ready to open the economy. A lot of people with die if we open now .
Make a Long Beach residents only parking structure
And why not make a business essential and non essential have copper door handles
Safe distancing in a restaurant environment
Encouraging social distancing and masks
Testing for all.
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For others making sure there are a limit # of people per sq footage in any working environment, gloves and masks worn, extra cleaning, any
additional measures that are helpful
My work for the entertainment industry has slowed to a trickle. The only way work is going to return for me is if the threat of Covid-19 on our
vulnerable populations is controlled. Please don't rush to reopen to appease those who feel inconvenienced--ins
Allow many businesses and most everything to reopen with safety guidelines.
Examining case by case the logistics of each business that will be allowed to operate and detailed measures to enforce those logistics
N/A
Disinfecting, separating people, alternate shifts (am/pm) alternating days.
I’m an essential worker right now because I work in a small coffee shop. We are already getting busier which is great for business but scary
for those of us who interact directly with customers. Please make sure that businesses have the tools they need to
Phase in workers. Allow those who do not want to return to work now stay home while those who want to return be the guinea pigs. I’m
willing to to go back now. I understand there’s a chance of me becoming infected but I am lower risk and if I become ill i
Face shields, install hand sanitizing pumps in local public places. Kind of like the doggie poop bags. COVID testing easily available.
Requiring people to continue 6ft distance and any facility has the appropriate cleanliness products.
Testing for all
Addressing to the public at large about the possibility of a second wave of the epidemic. We can’t reopen when there’s the possibility of a
second, more deadly wave coming.
Reduce class size with a online in seat hybrid classroom
Wearing a mask and stay 6 feet
I don’t believe that further actions are necessary .
Keep updating the recovery number of Covid-19 patients and continue to post guideline
Not reopening anything and prioritizing the health and safety of our communities instead of the city’s economy.
Raising wages to help with necessities. I work paycheck to paycheck so I have to wait for the next to get groceries. During this time, I feel at
risk being out more than I need. I don’t want to rely on the next paycheck to grab food.
Testing provided for workers returning. Procedures set in place for return, offices at a lower capacity, provided mask, sanitizer and hand
washing stations. How do you make public restrooms safe? Or even shared restrooms in offices? Ideally we would ha
Can not think of one.
Effective detailed protocols that are communicated to all businesses at all levels.
wave of Covid-19.
Countless citizens are currently not following social distancing guidelines or wearIng masks in public (and since they don’t take these
precautions, it is probably reasonable to assume the same do not wash their hands frequently or thoroughly enough). Why
Social distancing - wearing mask and disinfecting and sterilizing door knobs, walls, tables in common areas.
Proper Education to all / specially Restaurant Staff in using GLOVES. YOU cannot wear GLOVES and touch everything around you .
Rather choose no gloves but handwash frequently and Sanitizers every corner. Make Sanitizers accessible to everyone and Saniti
Setting clear guidelines for businesses to comply with in order to open while maintain physical distancing
having mask available for purchase
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Just taking our time. Being SLOW in reopening. It is ridiculous to rush into opening things, when we are still learning so much about this
virus... and we have no vaccine.
N/A
I'm working now thank you
Providing mask for all workers
I am a teacher so I am begging you to open schools.
I am a full time student at LBCC, and I plan to stay at home and take online classes until I get the vaccination, yes I know it's going to be a
while but I have bad asthma and must not get Covid 19.
Follow the scientific/medical expert guidance!
workstations.
Accurate Testing, testing, testing ! Be Ready - in case of another upswing in Covid cases.
Thank you! Your all doing an extraordinary job!
Not focusing on opening businesses that focus on personal grooming or fitness (especially); I feel places like gyms are very germ-infested
on even the best of days so opening a place with heavy breathing, coughing, and sweat with a high amount of physical
Until there is a vaccine, I don't think it's safe.
The city can stop trying to crash the economy and violate human rights.
Paid sick leave (does not apply to me) so people that are sick are not spreading illness
Cleaning Supplies, places for homeless to wash=up since bathrooms and now locked.
Perhaps public service hygiene classes to keep people from spreading germs so fast.
Establishing guidelines for people in outside sales positions. Do we forego cold calling and only go into an account if we have a set meeting?
Citing people not complying to rules
for multiple children.
Providing more openly available resources in the event that I do before ill, such as free testing that is actually available to ALL residents not
based on how severe the symptoms may be. Testing only based ons every of symptoms further encourages the spr
No
Wearing masks
Keep social distancing
Having already returned to work, the number one thing the City can do for me is to prevent people from idiotically congregating for as long
as possible, so it decreases the possibility that I will become ill from a community contact.
by continuing social distancing
Racism because I'm Asian
Reduction of work force, capacity limit
To soon to open.
I need to be able to work from home while my kids are still distance learning, so I guess the city needs to encourage employers to allow
their staff to work from home while they have children who are distance learning. In the alternative, if they cut the
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The city & the citizens have done great in getting us to flatten the curve. The barriers now are economic and people need to get back to
work. I need to get back to work.
Strictly enforcing stay-at-home orders, Many are still out in groups at beaches/trails and providing face masks for those unable to afford.
Testing; we need accessible testing
Testing with results in hours and contract tracing using cellphone
I am concerned about my safety on public transit once my workplace reopens in LA.
Coronavirus testing even for asymptomatic people and anti-body tests to find out if I had coronavirus before.
make testing way more available
Providing a more concise access of obtaining gloves/masks.
enforcing social distancing in the community.
I live with my Grandparents and would not want to put them at risk when being around strangers since I work as a server
Continue to keep things closed to prevent hospital overcapacity and burnout from workers. I can see that our emergency room staff is
burning out and I can’t imagine them getting more patients. Our hospital is small and doesn’t have the capacity. Support s
Slow, steady. Positive reopening
Enforce social distancing
The entire pandemic and seeing a consistent fall in the curve so that a resurgence doesn’t ding us worse than even New York
I work in dental office currently on furlough. However my main priority about going back is safety. I live with my in laws that are older and
have underlying health issues. The dental field is known to generate aerosols there no way we can be 6 feet apart
There is no safely going to work at this time.
I have worked the entire time that everything has been "shut down" and I have seen that people are not properly social distancing, they walk
straight up to me or my coworkers and try to lean in to ask questions, sometimes even pulling their masks/face cov
Maintaining social distancing, requiring more cleaning, and providing more protective resources.
Making sure set guidelines for everyone taking proper precautions such as masks and hand sanitizer and limiting capacities.
The barrier is that my work is closed.
Enforcing sanitation for everyone
Our office space is simply too small
Mask, restaurant to use disposable dishes, and distance
I am a medical front line worker. Please support me by continuing to maintain social distancing orders
I’m not sure.
Isn't this a question for medical experts? How am I, or 99.9% of Log Beach residents qualified to answer this?
Should add barrier
6 ft apart
still follow social distancing and wear protection
Need barrier and limit capacity
Public transportation is an interesting predicament. A Line Blue to DTLA.
No only essential workers should work, such as grocery stores, gasoline stations, etc.
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There really is no point to this if the at our southern border have their beaches open. Unfortunately, we're only as effective as our weakest
link and Orange County's lunacy and arrogance will be our downfall.
Try to get more rapid testing and antibody testing.
Let business open
Not opening City Facilities to the general public just yet. Perhaps as we slowly roll things out and cases of COVID-19 are not continually
spreading. Things seem a bit misleading right now. We are still having some deaths in the community and cases sti
If telecommuting is working for both the employer and employees and physical distancing is impossible, then employers should be
mandated to provide long term telecommuting
Really understanding the number of infected people
Agree
I haven’t had steady work since March 13 and opening up wouldn’t help me anyway because I won’t go back to work until August.
n/a
Too many people in one working area will not be able to social distance. Testing needs to be done, temperature checks. Available PPE for
teachers/ students before schools open.
Lifting shelter in place requirements
Testing of children and staff as needed. Providing us with appropriate masks when working with preschool special needs students.
Test students at college I teach at, quarantine positivrs
Enforcing social distancing NOW so we can resume regular life sooner than later.
Social Distancing needs to be enforced and a certain amount of people in a retail space.
Demand employers provide a safe, protected working environment for employees.
No
Daily testing
Enforce social distancing and mask at all times when out of your home.
N/A
not sure. I would feel more comfortable working from home as long as possible and extending the stay at home order to flatten the curve
more before exposing myself. I would like anti body testing to be available and more testing for people who do not have
Punishing people who do not practice social distancing and punishing those who do not respect others safety
I’ve heard concerns of workers needing to provide their own masks
I also worry about working in a faster paced restaurant with so many people in and out. When the news came out and people were social
distancing we still had larger amounts of seniors come
no the corona virus hasn’t shown to be getting better. keep everyone in a stricter quarantine
Enforcing social distancing in stores
mandatory testing
Requiring time limits to customers that dine in and capacity limits.
I am a special education teacher. I know my parents are struggling, I can not imagine having to be home 24/7 with an autistic child- my
parents need options, we have to support students and families- in this instance, I am just as needed as healthcare wo
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Having a long term plan to help businesses get back on their feet because there's no way it will just be "business as usual" after this
emergency. Creating a clear set of guidelines to follow in terms of PPE, because guaranteed we will have disgruntled gu
N/A
I work outside of Long Beach.
Understanding that in our line of work barbering/cosmetology, we were taught to be extremely clean, and learn how to deal with medical
grade disinfectants. We learned more about disease control and disinfecting then we actually did about cutting hair. The
work
Still addressing social distancing as well as limiting still the amount of people that can be inside a store/location at a time
Allowing offices to open.
Putting my safety first. I believe we should all take the time to stay home until it is safe if we have to wear mask and social distance while
working then that means it’s not safe. Please don’t risk our lives.
My wife is an RN at memorial on the COVID floor, and has taken care of positive patients, but miraculously hasn’t gotten sick. Although
she’s really annoyed by the bruise she’s getting on the bridge of her nose. By no means are we conspiracy theorists and
Prepare to reopen
Less paranoia
As an educator, I’d prefer to wait until we know more about the virus.
Do not open, stay closed.
Increase testing so it’s available to everyone.
Social distancing
Thank you for all your hard work to keep us safe.
Extension of public transportation hours
1)Subsidize supply of masks for businesses that have a difficult time acquiring them, 2)more frequent public bus runs to support workers
who do not have private transportation.
people need to keep their distance and still continue wearing masks!
Providing methods of distancing
Providing methods of distancing
Classroom sizes!
I’m an essential worker. I am at work
Alleviating pressure on businesses so that I may apply for a new job
I think you are doing good!
3 extra PTO days /sick days for every day worked give people with sick children or family members better work schedules and days off
regardless of seniority allow to work 4 days 10hrs shift so they can get there 40hrs if there full time or spread the time
Probably the city could support but what about the people who is surrounding.
Make sure is distance between people, continue wearing mask, and gloves,
Just essential people needs to go back to work; free test for teachers when they go back to work, not m
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we all know how to do this ppe hygene physical distance more I have been troubled by a Knee ailment but my Dr would not see me but I
still need to work this is just not right this is America there are other things that can be done we are not that weak
Nothing
The fact we are reducing herd immunity by keeping everyone locked up!
Not applicable, my work is in a different city.
No answer
School buildings are too small and too crowded for social distancing
Requiring people to sanitize their hands when entering public areas in addition to Wearing masks
Testing
Providing masks, partitions at desks, gloves.
Promoting telecommunications
hasty to return.
DO NOT OPEN
obviously nothing.
🤷🤷🤷🤷🤷♀️
masks are required.
Part of the essential workforce
There are no barriers in returning to work. This whole thing was blown way out of proportion
I work at a golf course so limiting the cart use 1 person per cart
Nothing
Preventative measures for students and staff.
N/A
Providing sanitary supply to everyone who is open and in business
Take away the “safer at home” order. Let the economy go back to the way it was, and if people want to stay home - let them stay home.
They do not need to leave and if they do they can wear a mask and gloves if that makes them feel safer. They can order fo
n/a
Maintain social distancing and wear your PPE.
virus testing
I need money.
Allowing business owners setting rules based suggested ideas from health department.
The city could support me by providing opening of gyms which is a part of my daily routine. Not only is working out great for the body it
provides good metal health for most of us. This is a part of physical and mental heath for several individuals. The
An actual shutdown
Safe distance and ware of mask needs to be stressed
Hazard pay
An anonymous reporting system for potential violations
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N/A
1) Antibody testing ramped up ASAP--we need to determine quickly who has been exposed to the coronavirus and who has not; 2)Liability
issues for schools must be resolved, specifically community colleges; hold-harmless laws need to be implemented quickly,
Small gyms
Enforcement of required health/safety measures.
there should be no barriers
I DO NOT think Long Beach is ready to open back up. We should leave as is and not jump the gun until at least summer
Implement mass testing
Provide masks/ hand sanitizers, keep distancing from others, encourage telework unless necessary. Please do not do any large re-opening
unless it is considered "safe" by Public Health experts. Also, any partial reopening will need to consider child care.
Reduce city taxes.
Continuing to support social distance and sanitation guidelines in the work environment.
Help open CHLB
Safety guidelines and enforcing precautions to keep all safe.
The stay at home order. we all now know what is good and bad behavior and how to protect ourselves and those around us. People in high
risk groups should act differently from the 90% of the population that is not high risk. Let the 90% get the economy
N/A
Reopen while practicing social distancing, continue to have businesses clean after each patron to prevent spread of infection, wear masks.
Except at the gym, you need to breath while working out. The city needs to enforce large gatherings not following t
Not sure what you mean by exterior barrier..
None that I know of
Enforce social distances and require ALL citizens and its inhabitants to do the same including management. Enforce and really have
available resources to carry out sanctions and Citations against those who jeopardize public safety. This is REAL and peopl
Physical distancing
Making sure that large crowds are kept to a minimum.
N/A
N/A
Not sending all workers back at once
As seen above, I believe most activities and locations SHOULD REMAIN CLOSED. If, however, some larger places are opened to the
public (beaches and parks, for example), I would like to see the 6-10' social distancing rule in place as well as a maximum occu
Don't open
Demanding people to wear masks at all times while outside and maintaining strict social distancing and allowing people to get tested.
Test as many as you can starting with doctors, nurses, fire, paramedics, then moving to the people that are going to free up parents to go
back to work. Daycare is going to be very limiting for people to get back to work, so opening City facilities to ki
physical distancing and wearing face mask
Letting the virus runs its course
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Enforcing CDC guidelines for the following year
Child care facilities and summer day camps
1. Widespread testing 2.Making sure that retail businesses have strict guidelines on how to operate. I work in resale going through the
public’s clothing and handling money. I want to make sure that people entering that space respect guidelines.
Internet services should be a public utility.
The virus's presence.
I’m already back at work
TESTING for all!!!!!
Less capacity and hygienic measures
Provide special needs child care
testing and system to confirm wellness
Allowing businesses to open.
Free PPE for all
I work at a transitional housing program for the homeless. Workers and clients should be provided with hand sanitizer, gloves and
additional face coverings to be used for the next several months. All workers should be tested prior to start working on a
There isn’t a way
Testing for all employees working and customers coming in
Wide scale testing.
N/a
Open bars and restaurants.
One on one while masked
N/A
Requiring everyone wear a mask and requiring social distance.
Making it mandatory that customers, patients, clients (depending on nature) to wear masks. And that employers accommodate the expense
of masks, and a social distancing plan is laid out.
Let people work...let businesses open
Providing appropriate masks to citizens - and clear guidelines to businesses.
Having testing available for everyone with a quick return on testing results.
The city should not support anyone that isn't an essential service worker to return to work.
More testing and contact tracing so we know areas where positive cases are and limiting exposure there
services. Homeless population that refuses to stay at the new shelters.
into the business.
I don’t believe that we should wait for appropriate levels of testing and contact tracing to be completely in place to start opening, but I think
these elements need to be high priority. Effective contact tracing to contain breakouts seems to be a tool to
I am an anesthesiologist at Torrance Memorial hospital. We will be slowly increasing our schedule for urgent cases in May 4. However, we
will still be at 50% volume to keep social distancing practices at work and will be closed to visitors. All patients w
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The city needs to have a rent moratorium.
I work at home typically
Open things up!
Face masks are not a priority. Social distancing and hand sanitation is priority.
The technique of sterilizing of facilities
Requiring face masks
Doing as much as possible online with little to no contact with people.
Continue with current protocols
Providing workplaces with markets for masks and hand sanitizers and ensuring that workplaces are maintaining safe practices.
Enforcing the regulations--I continue to see people in groups, not wearing masks, apparently oblivious to the pandemic. Apparently there
must be a direct consequence (fine?) for some people to take it seriously.
Nothing different.
Enforcing residents to wear masks
Keeping seniors and those with pre-existing conditions home
Allow us to open.
I am working.
enforcement of requirements
Open the city up now.
Need access to sanitizing cleaning supplies
Childcare, I can not go to work without care for my minor child.
Loosening the stay at home order and providing more tests
We need to test more people for antibodies of COVID-19. If we open up too soon, we will start the curve all over again and could end up like
New York. Slower and controlled is the only way I feel that this will be preventable.
N/A, in my case.
Open up the schools should be a priority. As an community college instructor, students are missing out on learning experience of in-person
vs online. This applies to K-12 and higher education.
I work in Orange County so things are different.
Putting in rules about how many people can work safely in a building at a time and what protocols should be followed to maintain safety
Create a safe place for my kids to be cared for
Test everyone and find a cure.
having cleaning products available to the workers
Prioritize safety and health above everything else. By doing that we will get to where we need to be in terms of work. Anything else will result
in waves of infection making people insecure for longer.
N/a
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This question doesn’t make sense, at least as presented on my mobile device. The question reads, “The city could support me safely
returning to work by addressing the following existing barrier”.
Maybe my answer is, by enforcing masks and gloves for all,
Beats me, I've been going into the office all quarantine, because I didn't want to lose my job, out of fear.
Child care!!! Hoping the parks and rec summer camps will still be available. Feel so bad for these cooped up kids.
No. Solidarity with the working class. We shouldn’t be sacrificed as a control group for testing a going back to “normal” scenario
I am currently working-never stopped.
This my area of concern. People don’t adhere to the current orders which is what, in my opinion, continues to prolong our goal of flattening
the curve. I am not sure many adults are responsible enough at the moment to open safely.
Ongoing sanitation, enforcing everyone wearing masks, and requiring social distancing.
Social distance precautions
Not rushing to reopen! I know the city must be under a lot of pressure to reopen now that other states are doing so but I trust the mayor and
governor to resist that pressure until we can reopen safely. We need tests and contact tracing.
Wear a mask
Common sense - at this point everyone is well aware of the methods of transfer and will act in their own best interest- I think we should let
people apply common sense in a way that addresses their concern, ie they can wear masks, gloves, by that it is no
Working with companies to mandate split shifts, non-regular hours
Let us get back to our lives! People with underlying health conditions and the elderly need to be quarantined, not the entire population!!
Providing ppe
Making testing available and required to every single person who needs to return to work and school in places where physical distancing is
difficult to achieve. Making masks available and provided by employers and schools, and requiring them to be used.
The City of Long Beach needs to support parents and students of LBUSD by ensuring all have Chromebooks and internet access to ensure
that our students are able to continue to learn during this period of time.
People who aren’t obeying the stay at home order and continuing to spread the virus.
Let's not live in fear but in reality and using common sense. For the near future we will need to social distance. Not sure masks are really
necessary as many countries did/do not require.
I'd like to take this opportunity to address one of the issues not addressed in the phased approach. If you selectively choose specific
industries to come back on line prior to others, you are economically disadvantaging segments of your populations. If t
Requiring businesses to waive sick leave requirements if we suspect infection or illness.
You are not the boss of me. Stop thinking you have the right to tell me where I can go or what I can do. You don’t have the right even if you
did ignore the Bill of Rights. I will not vote for any incumbent in the next election
no issue here
Social distancing;
Testing
Nothing the city can do I need to report it to the labor board
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In order to physically return to an office environment I feel identifying potential herd immunity by providing widespread testing for nonsymptomatic people and robust contact tracing is needed.
None
More testing
Making sure we have the infrastructure to accommodate another covid outbreak and we gradually open up different types of businesses.
That way we can stop at any time and handle the outbreak
I'm currently telecommuting; no need to return to the office full-time.
PPE availability.
I am a teacher, so I think the guidelines are still being determined. I think teachers have quickly learned enough technology to avoid papers,
books, collection of materials for a while.
require mandatory physical distancing in all aspects of life
N/A - I work in Cypress
I’m an essential healthcare worker. Doesn’t apply to me
Childcare
Self testing
Same
and social distancing.
to re-open
Confine the homeless population so they don’t spread the disease at our parks
Ending safer at home
becomes available.
N/A
Reopening puts me at risk
opening ALL outdoor facilities. People will responsibly distance
Continue to keep limits on elderly and high risk individuals, so that the risk of fatality is lower but the vast majority of our economy can thrive
by getting back to work. I am concerned that more people will die or have strong lasting negative effects i
Getting tested for virus and antibodies
There is no barrier - this decision to re-open our city is entirely in your hands - not ours. Do the right thing, get people back to work and reopen with social distancing rules in place, but each day you delay - you are sending many more of your consti
Continue 6 feet of social distancing, continue to wear face coverings. People want to know they have freedom to do the things that they
want to do rather than just the bare minimum at this point. Schools are going to be harder to open than anything in my
I not certain what this statement is referring to. Similar to Banks, any City facility dealing with the Public should have clear counter
partitions, ATM Chip Readers for paying Bills (eliminate the need to enter PINs on a keypad), Enfource Restaurant wo
N/A
N/A
The use of face mask and gloves
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Does not apply.
None needed
Opening restaurants
More testing
Since our work stations do not have high cubicle walls as it is an open floor plan, perhaps the City can provide plexi glass as a barrier
between employees like they do at the grocery store, gloves should also be provided just in case, City Hall should st
None
The only barriers are those who do not believe this pandemic is real or who think the rules don’t apply to them. It’s up to all of us to safely
advise those people without to much confrontation. By us all working together, practicing measures in place j
I work for the State and any barriers are really up to them.
Keeping mask wearing and safe distancing. Keeping work environment to a minimal of less the 10 people. Having strict rules and guidelines
to keep things healthy and safe at the work space.
Access to PPE
The stay at home order. It should be up to the individual businesses to follow and put in place precautions and the people who use them to
make their own judgement calls where to go.
Limiting the capacity of people entering enclosed premises at any one time.
End the Stay at Home Order soon, before June, so economy can hopefully recover.
LB should ensure that all workers get paid sick time. I still do not because my employer is larger (so its exempt). This could be mandated I
don't know why it is not. Where I currently work everyone sits fairly far apart. I think ensuring that people
Lifting the restrictions so that we can meet safely when needed.
We are Americans and are responsible for our own well being. We don’t need the government to tell us what is safe and what is not safe.
There will never be a world free of illness. It’s up to each individual to do what they feel is best for them and their
I work at the public service yard. It is very hard to keep staff away from the office or to stay 6' away. Most don't listen. Those with offices,
need to keep the doors closed at all times, if needed, call only.
most employees don't practice social distan
Providing people walking or biking with more street space. Right now its impossible to pass someone walking on the sidewalk without
violating social distancing. People biking should also be given more protection on the road. Either way, even when the econ
The city needs to stop this supposed lock down. Several businesses are already not following the guidelines and there has not been any
enforcement including the beaches and bike paths and there has been a flattening out of cases despite that!! Open back
I think masks in public places and workplaces need to be implemented and it needs to be more seriously regulated than it is now. There are
many restaurants and stores operating without gloves and masks and I question how we can open up on the large scale
Unknown... feel uneasy about going back to the office.
Testing for all
Enforcement of social distancing standards. Sanitizing crews much alike the power washing crews.
Providing people with hand sanitizer and sanitizing wipes.
Social distancing and shelters/facilities for transit population that can't maintain good hygene
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I work with the public and am not sure how the City would fully address all issues. we have no physical barriers between us and the public.
mass testing
there are no barriers for my return to work
same answer on #10.
continue as is with, slow openings with monitoring.... Maintain social distances
I'm not sure there is a cookie cutter answer to this. It seems like we need better employee and employer protections to figure this out so if
an employer can allow folks to work and not endanger them they can, and if an employee believes they are at risk
by adjusting the Stay At Home Order to only limit larger scale gatherings.
Testing, contact tracing, and Anti Body Testing
Health and safety PPE, vaccinations, health care capacity,
I work outside of Long Beach area
The City needs to prioritize worker and resident safety. The economy isn't going to open up if people are still getting sick because their
server or hairstylist is sick with no symptoms.
Provide financial support to local child care facilities so that we can all get back to work while children are cared for.
making sure everyone is doing their part.
Rent
N/a
The problem here will be those few individuals who, even with the social distances ordinances and fines, will ignore them and put us at risk
of Covid or an ugly discussion.
Allowing access to hospitals as we manufacture radiation proof surgical aprons and need to measure the doctors nurses and surgical techs
Allow restaurants to open with 50% of in dining capacity, dedicated cleaner for cleaning between customer, reservations only.
new restrictions on who should stay home. Keeping stay at home order for those in high risk category or feeling ill in any way.
Expanding testing to those who are asymptomatic as well. There may be carriers of the virus who don't show symptoms, but could easily
spread it and harm more vulnerable populations
Mask, and 6 feet at part and limiting people on premises
Relax 80% of the lock down
1. Mandatory testing for all who plans to return to work 2 weeks prior to return to work.
2. Maintain no physical gatherings and meetings that would compromise social distancing.
The ineffectiveness information sharing, by becoming more forthright and transparent with information and supporting sciences
appropriately..
as a mental health professional, quarantining Healthy able bodied families is detrimental to us as a whole.
Zero new cases for at least 6-12 months
By address the closure of business, enforcing less stringent rules
I would really like to take a dip in the ocean! I miss the beach.
Limit capacity in businesses, continued messaging to social distance and wear masks in public places.
Getting rid of all rideshare bikes and scooters and the homeless. They are a cesspool of spreading disease and just plain unsanitary.

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
Ensure guidance to offices about proper distancing of employees
Homeless population
The work space between my co workers and I and limiing the amount of city crew walking in and out of the office. Some people DO NOT
understand physical distancing and will literally stand right in front of one another
social distancing barrier
As a Manager of a company in Long Beach as well as a resident, I feel we need to let each individual decide what they feel comfortable
doing and/or participating in. Some may not feel comfortable in large gatherings but we need to let them make that choi
Implement guidelines for sanitization, social distancing and wearing face coverings
6 feet rule between others.
the work/office!
I’m a-okay in regard to work
As mentioned, I work in Event Management. So until we can hold corporate events again, my work is non-existent. Therefore, I would like
to enjoy the beaches and bike paths that I pay a premium in taxes to support.
N/A
Help get information on the timeline of potential vaccines or other health assurances.
Continue to require all workers to wear masks when inside buildings. Allow management or HR to use their discretion to send an employee
who sounds or appears ill to go home and/or to a COVID-19 testing site (proof of negative test before returning to wor
N/A
My current workplace in Signal Hill does not enforce social distancing rules.
I think the city of Long Beach should structure its reopening plan according to the best medical advice available. While I appreciate the
desire to lift restrictions and allow people to return to work, I think this decision is one that ought not to be bas
Allowing small business at local convention centers and hotels.
Keep Beaches closed
Opening up child care again. Child care is the business we would love to see open soon. I know that even before this pandemic, they took
great measures to remain clean, wash the little ones' hands on a regular basis and send any child home if they were vi
Allow continued work-from-home procedures for jobs that can be performed remotely.
For music performances, I won't be able to get gigs until a degree of physical distancing is lifted. All performances consist of audiences of
100 to 5000 people. I'm not
Advocate social distancing and wearing masks, metering at stores
More open areas like the beach bike paths and parks would be nice to have open for some sun time and exercise. I'm getting stir crazy only
jogging around my neighborhood, and I miss jogging on the strand. I understood if it isn't feasible however.
Students not able to be advised 6 feet away from me in office.
Still holding social distancing and not causing a 2nd wave that will lead to more because we relax the rules.
Just let us back out there. Stop delaying it.
entire community.

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
Make it mandatory to wear a mask anytime outside of your house. Some people are saying they don’t have to wear to mask because they
have an office or it’s a big enough place. Mask and social distancing should be compulsory.
Flexibility to those who are or who have family affected by covid19.
More outside sanitizerS or wash stations
Restaurants are running on a really thin margin, and haven’t paid me for my bounced check from over a month ago. Many restaurants are
afraid of bankruptcy (ex:cheesecake factory is not paying rent to their landlords) so doing something punitive to make su
continuing to make sure everyone continues to where masks and safe distance from others
Not sure
The only barrier is your ignorance.
make sure public handrails and other high-touch areas are wiped down regularly
None
Mass testing for everyone. Masks required
Maybe business that are allowed to reopen should start taking everyone's temperature before entering. But then that doesn't solve the
problem for people who aren't showing symptoms.
encourage telecommuting
Hold people that are not following the order a countable.
I want to say that opening parks, beaches, and outdoor recreation would be safe. I want to take my son to the park (with social distancing.)
But so many people are showing us that this is not possible because they have shown to be unaware of the risks or
Limitations to parking where I live and continuing the lifting of parking restrictions and penalties through June 30. It was extremely difficult
to find parking in the area where I live before the crisis, it's virtually impossible now. The lifting of ti
Traffic
Additional hand washing stations, sanitizers around town. Lift the ban shutting down businesses.
Getting rid of the rideshare bikes and shooters. Removing the homeless. Have the Public Works employee actually work on keeping the city
clean and have them monitor the area they are assigned to and either pick up dumped item/trash or report it so it can
stay at home
Providing masks and gloves
Traffic
Public health needs to be prioritized above everything. Workers run the economy. If they continue to get sick, they can not work and they
can not consume, thus leading to a recession. We need people to buy things to move the economy. They can't buy thin
Wearing a mask & having hand sanitizer available and other disinfecting protocols in place
I am a Reg. Nurse and employed.
Long Beach City and Mayor Garcia have been doing excellent during this pandemic.
Continue to work in shifts
continuing the use of face masks in public spaces and social distancing.
and neighbors.

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
Allow the general population to return to free movement and association. Sequester only those people who are more vulnerable to COVID19: over 80, those in assisted living/nursing homes, those with susceptible medical pre-conditions.
Proper mask and have a vaccine
Testing and antibody testing infrastructure city wide. Temperature and symptom tracking in public spaces.
na
People need official training and guidelines on how to be safe at work ( masks, washing hands, keeping their distance at work, avoid
unnecessary in person meetings, etc) before returning to work.
Continuing to exercise social distancing and have testing readily available.
At this time - I do not wish to lift the stay at home.
What to do with kids since there is no school or summer camps
Finding out WHERE the "lost" COVID-19 tests went! This is not a good thing, City of Long Beach! How many thousands of tests were
"lost" before processing? I've heard from a doctor that several of her patient's test results were "lost!" That's unaccept
Not sure how to physically distance on stairs or elevators.
Reducing covid-19 cases
Realistic social distancing measures that are enforced with financial penalties. Restaurants at half capacity? Gyms limit number of people
at a time? Retail shops limit to how many in store. I think many things should open very soon but the most at-risk
I have no barriers and can't speak for others.
testing for virus (positive or negative) and testing for antibodies (immunity)
Not applicable
See answer above.
I am not an epidemiologist. I believe we should respect medical opinions about how and when to reopen. I have not seen the residents of
Long Beach take social distancing seriously, and I would be very worried about returning to pre-pandemic activities, ev
Require mask
NA
Continue to enforce distancing, masks, capacity limits.
The Mayor and City Council
Remain safe by following the rules presented in the past month & 1/2.
I will be continuing to work remote when restrictions are lifted
the most.
RENTS: I would love to see a city mandate that would compel landlords to reduce rents or skip rent
homeless on the street.
N/a
Open the schools. Teachers wear masks, but not students
Instead of trying to get people to work again we should be making sure all of their needs are met. This means food & utilities are provided
with no strings attached. This also means rent & mortgage do not need to be paid & will not be owed later, as these

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
No physical contact without a mask and keeping the 6ft distancing in place. No changes.
More testing, regulations on capacity and limiting exposure to at risk groups
should remain in place.
I would really appreciate reopening the commercial and boutique gyms. It is such an important part of my health and well-being. I have
heard numerous people struggle with the physical and emotional impact of losing this self-care strategy. Class sizes nee
More hand Sanitizers, masks readily available and accessible for everyone to buy, especially companies.
Opening the beach path for exercise and relaxation
require temperature check upon arrival to work.
face coverings, space between shoppers/diners/movie goers
I am able to work from home. I work at a high school.
We need a vax before we can talk about returning to work safely.
N/A
See above
Keeping Mask Mandatory to wear everywhere.
Readily-available PPE with training.
Allow everyone to get tested. Right now you can only get tested if you have existing conditions.
Please require companies to increase wages for front liners. There is an unfair treatment between front liners and those who are
unemployed. While we put our lives stepping out our homes to work, there is a large a number who are unemployed and are rece
Ensuring antibody testing is readily available
Requiring that employers create a written policy signed by the site leader that outlines the company's commitment to the employees' health
and safety, and how the site plans to implement safe operating protocols for coronavirus and the protection of their
To many students for a little bit of staff per school. More staff members with supplies to support students.
enforced social distancing and the continued use of masks while interacting with others and walking away from ones desk/work area.
Supporting the LB school district to come up with a plan how schools can open up safely.
Ensuring that people are still wearing masks and following social distancing protocols because much of the population is still asymptomatic
and could pass on coronavirus, causing another surge of illnesses and deaths.
Require hazard pay for essential workers
N/A
Enacting a phase 1 of reponing offices with the guideline of safe distancing, face-coverings, and gloves. If it works for restaurant takeout
and grocery stores, other businesses can operate safely too.
City can start cleaning the streets better, trash everywhere, trash bins overflow, parks/beach smells like urine, almost look like 3rd world
country, unsanitary. Care for the homeless.
No barriers. Return everything back to normal
Hand washing stations, masks and social distancing
Stop threatening First Amendment rights to assemble peacefully, unless/until war has actually been declared.
Don't let this stay at home order end yet. I'm high risk for complications and I'd rather stay at home.

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
Implementing consequences to people not following simple guidelines
Communicating proper procedures for businesses and patrons.
Work at home if possible
It would be greatly appreciated if businesses such as Ralph's on 4th street, liquor stores, restaurants, and coffee shops (such as Rose Park
Roasters on 4th) would be REQUIRED to make efforts to clean, reduce trash, and disinfect sidewalks surrounding the
Providing more protective gear and enforcing social distancing.
Open everything. Herd Immunnity is key. Staying closed up is exasperating the problem. We are fine. Made thru polio, measles, chicken
pox, hong kong flu, aids, sars, bird flu ETC..
The Manager of the store I work at ignores social distancing guidelines just so he can make money
I don't drive, so public transportation safety is key. Biking to work is probably the safest in terms of Covid transmission, but there are other
risks from traffic and road conditions. Prioritizing more North-South bike routes would make me feel more comf
There is no way for the city to monitor that employers are adhering to the guidelines which puts employees at risk.
Let retail and restaurants come back to full capacity over the next month. We can start incrementally. Small businesses run on very small
margins as it is and this shutdown has put them at risk of folding, and thus all the people working for these busines
Make everyone wear a mask in businesses with fine if not wearing one. I’ve heard from a coworker people are coming into our small shop
without masks putting her at danger to continue working
I have no existing barriers preventing me from working safely. Perhaps help ensure local businesses have sufficient supplies of PPE.
limiting the number of people inside stores/businesses, who are also practicing social distancing and wearing PPE
Testing more, not just testing people who show systems
Educate people with knowledge on how to make an adequate face covering or deliver to all residents their own face covering.
I am already working
Social distancing.
Open the economy now.
Meeting statewide criteria for lifting safer at home mandate
Unsafe student to teacher ratios
recommendations.
This is a vague questions. Pls. restructure this question so it makes sense.
I am already working. I feel we can start returning to work and getting this economy back how it was by following current CDC guidelines.
The vulnerable should most adhere to CDC guidelines. We were told this "Shutdown" was until we got ahead of the curve
No. Although their might be a physical barrier, when it comes to social distancing some people don't practice it. I've been witness and victim
of people who doesn't keep their distance. Whenever I go essential shopping for food at Sam's club the lines get
Ensuring the that curve is flattened, analyze the data, and develop a cohesive and well thought out roll-out plan before opening the city up.
The virus isn’t gone yet, I don’t think we can go into this with 100% safety but hopefully this doesn’t trigger another outbreak
Enforcing social distancing at beaches and parks.
improbable.
Short of having enough vaccines or eradicating covid-19 it is not safe to reopen.

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
If you’re sick you must stay home. Temperature should be taken to go anywhere!
I do not believe that Long Beach should open at this time. There is a second wave coming; we all now that. The experts know that. I have
seen people in parks and on the beaches without masks when it was mandatory; do you think they'll be smart enough to w
Washing and blow drying hair
Continue to wear mask in grocery stores, doctors offices, anything indoor where we would be in close confined places.
Still implementing face masks in stores and sanitize shopping carts
more testing
None. Still working but looking to get back to accommodated normalcy
Making sure I have the option of working from home and not coming into work everyday. Also, making sure that we are staggering how
many people come into the office at one time.
Keep most things closed until the 15th then reassess
Masks on everyone or no service
The public health danger That we are still gathering information on, that we are still struggling to understand the patterns of, and that like
any virus, mutates. That is our barrier. Not boredom. Not businesses wanting casinos and hobby lobby to reopen.
Having masks and disenfectives available to use at work
Limited people in the buildings.
People shouldnt be returning to work and instead the city should institute a rent freeze so covid19 can die. Going back to work and opening
up prematurely will endanger the lives of people. Unless you have massively opened up more hospitals and increased
costs of supplies
until people stop breaking the stay-at-home rules by gathering at beaches in large numbers and holding protests... One of which will be held
here in Long Beach on May 9th... I will not feel safe to return to anything especially because I am immunocompromi
Masks, sanitizer, more tests, contact tracing. Requiring all people to wear masks when entering places.
Strict guidelines with regards to public safety and make sure they are enforced because they are not being enforced currently.
I work for the City, lol. I feel supported by my Department (PRM- yay us!)
I work as a mental health therapist so once things go back to "new normal", that will help ease the anxiety/worry of my clients and help my
job be easier. So similar to what our CA Governor is saying, being able to implement a plan to slowly open things b
Before the city goes back to work you need wide spread testing for all residents and continual testing. Just because someone is negative
today doesn't mean they are immune. We also need a viable vaccine for all residents. The only real way to beat this vi
N/A
I am not a medical professional, a disease specialist, nor an epidemiologist. I am not qualified to make that determination. The general
public is also not qualified to make this determination. This public policy should be based on science by public healt
The City can support my family and me by keeping us at home and safe from the negligent, laissez-faire policies of a failed Trump Federal
Government. The Trump CDC is not protecting us. Local government is all that stands between us and tyranny. Please
Getting testing for all residents in coordination with LA county, ensuring enough PPE for all healthcare workers, forcing grocery stores to
comply with physical distancing (they aren’t),

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
Here is a statistic based on the number population vs the number of cases reported. It is 0.12%. If you based this on facts not hysteria then
everything should open up, except nursing homes and those at risk population which represents a miniscule amount
lifting the stay-at-home order. All other barriers to returning to work are the responsibility of my employer. They will have to set
parameters/controls to ensure I am safe at work.
Wearing face mask
Testing. We need to have the ability to be tested. More testing centers so that after healthcare workers and other essential workers
(grocery stores, pharmacy's, etc) get tested, those of us that don't show any symptoms, can be tested so that we can fee
Stop saying all senior living a death trap
Please phase it in slowly and deliberately. People are losing the urgency of the guidelines, e.g. lack of face masks in public and lack of
distance at beaches last weekend.
The cities and states need federal assistance to improve and expand testing an
Ensuring everyone is wearing a mask while shopping or in contact with others
I am currently working remote from home and I think it should stay that way until there is no longer any threat of becoming sick. Office
workers in particular tend to come in while they are ill because they will not be paid if they are not at work and ha
Enforcing safe social distancing and face coverings.
I work in Monterey park
Ensuring people are social distancing. I don’t see social distancing at grocery stores whatsoever. Something could be done about that.
I am an essential worker.
Working only a certain amount of hours and not 8 hours or more per shift
No barriers.
testing and tracking exposure
- requiring masks be worn in public health offices/clinics
Clearly outlining the new normal. If you are a coffee shop. Make keep it to go.
If you are a boutique, only allow a few people at the time etc
Requiring everyone wear masks when outside of their homes. Even in the workplace.
Not applicable. Please see above.
begin providing antibody testing (at patient cost as an option), continue providing Cv19 diagnostic tests.
Homeles in the restaurant
N/a
mandate the use of masks and social distancing in private businesses
Fortunately my job transitioned to 100% telework with little to no issues.
I think we should continue being cautious and keep only essential businesses open. We must learn from history
Taking away people’s ability to provide for their families is extreme over reach. The EDD site hasn’t worked, & frankly isn’t enough & doesn’t
replace people’s own ability to work at their jobs. Landlords do not care & do not work with tenants.

ATTACHMENT C
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Open all small businesses and filming in Long Beach period, our community needs these jobs to survive economically. If not let the Mayor
including all high paid council members take pay cuts as well to if feel an ounce of what people are enduring during t
my health.
Reminding others to wash hands often and keeping a distance
Since cities are opening in piecemeal fashion all over the country, it may be difficult to guarantee visitors to Long Beach won't be COVID
carriers, despite my feelings that Long Beach is relatively safe due to the City's responsible approach to the outbr
Safer at Home needs to continue. Reopening now will cause more harm than good.
Please continue to keep people safer at home, we do not need to rush opening businesses where people of privilege can get their nails and
hair done or go to the movies and work out, forcing the employees to have to be subjected to unnecessary risk.
Enforcing 100% social distancing and wearing masks. That includes indoor and outdoors, businesses etc.
Stop people from going to other counties and keep them from coming in and continuing the spread.
Provide testing for everyone so we know who has been infected
I honestly don't know. My school district (Los Alamitos) is scheduled to start the 2020-2021 school year on August 5, which means staff will
likely return to work in late July. Perhaps mass testing would enable better statistical analysis of how prevalent
Please get elementary kids back to school and help preschools/ day cares open! I know SO many working parents who are struggling with
trying to work, or search for a job, while caring for and/or homeschooling young kids. I am drowning; what I am trying
Not applicable to me, I am part of the essential supply chain.
Increase/keep telecommuting options
letting others make their own safety choices while providing guidelines and limiting large crowds and capacitites at all business.
provide test for the virus
Continue with the social distancing
as much as possible 6 feet
Have firm guidelines in place for social distancing, remind business owners and the public to have hand sanitizer and wipes available.
Business owners to enforce and limit the number of people allowed within a business.
Remaining closed so we can fight the virus
Respecting safer at home orders, maintaining physical distance, required face mask protections, temperature testing to return to work, not
opening before we are ready (numbers are WAY down).
Require more hand washing stations, antibacterial lotions
I do not think it is time to re-open until the curve flattens more. We are now seeing countries that had reopened are experiencing a second
wave. It would be reckless on our part to re-open knowing these facts.
Enforcing the requirement that police and other city workers to wear approved non-cellulose respirators, such as n-95.
Implement guidelines for reopening small businesses, and even bigger businesses. Sanitary, health, and cleaning guidelines.
Enforcing protective equipment, such as face masks, in public places. This includes parks, small businesses, and beaches.
Addressing additional sick leave for when people do get the virus. Mandatory temperature checks before entering schools.
Teachers/students are notoriously bad at staying home when they are sick
Addressing class sizes, realistic school schedules, and contracts with unions

ATTACHMENT C
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We should wait until we are sure the public health threat is minimized. Opening businesses too early will cause a second wave that will be
very damaging. Health and life are more important than business. That being said, parks and beaches are spaces where
high risk businesses
The recovery of 80-90% of individuals who are currently ill and ensuring that the numbers are not rising, maintain distance and proper
protective gear face masks and gloves etc.
10.
Distancing and masks would need to be enforced better. Currently even local Ralph's on 4th street is not mindful of amount of customers
entering store at any given time. I believe things can open with attention to sanitation and distancing
Enforcing masks and touch less forms of payment
How will k-12 classrooms look?
I would love to see the City support small local business in opening. Whether that's through establishing an online presence so community
members can still shop and support them without putting business owners at risk. Websites can be a part of an IG Long
Continuing to analyze public health data and waiting for overall infection rates to continually decrease over an extended period of time.
Na
Wider availability of public transportation
A limitation on the number of people gathered together.
Enforcing the rules
STOP GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS FROM VIOLATING MY RIGHTS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
KEEP CRIMMINALS IN JAIL & STOP WASTING TAXPAYOR MONEY ON ARRESTING PEOPLE FOR USING THEIR COMMON SENSE.
- IF PEOPLE ARE THAT AFRAID - THEY SHOULD STAY HOME NOT ME
THIS IS OUT OF CONTRO
Enforce having people wear masks. I go to the store and I still see people without masks. It makes me scared for when I return to work.
Encourage people to practice social distancing and wash their hands. People need to be educated.
Everything is shut down!
I am not in need of assistance. Thank you for offering the survey.
I don't think we should have to return to work yet. There should be a rent freeze.
make mask wearing mandatory when someone may come into contact with others, continue to not allow homeless to gather - I see a lot of
homeless in front of the 7 11 on Broadway and Pine
amount of testing
other while shopping.
Healthcare for all
Tests to co-workers
facilities.
I am being denied NECESSARY orthodontic treatment at this time that my lead to MAJOR health issue due to t
...

ATTACHMENT C
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******STOP LETTING SERIAL KILLERS & OTHER CRIMOINALS OUT OF PRISON
STOP MAKING ARRESTS FOR GOING TO THE BEACH OR PARK
YOU ARE CAUSING A PANIC!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Lift the Safe at Home
Yes. Open businesses
same answer in #10
businesses, and gyms.
enforcing physical distancing and masks.
Keeping everyone with underlying conditions and the elderly isolated
NO ONE should return to work AND be able to get unemployment benefits and the stimulus money to STAY HOME until the overall cases
and death curve of the virus has been on the downward trend for over two weeks. That is the CDC recommendation. AND the rec
The only barriers are Gavin Newsom and Robert Garcia. Open up the city already!!
No
Do not reopen until there is an effective treatment or vaccine for COVID. It is unfair to expect workers to risk their health and lives for the
sake of business owners extracting profit from their labor while exposing the workers to the risk of contractin
Open the businesses !!!!!!!!!!!!
Nothing at the moment. Continue following health directives.
Make PPE available to all. Shortage everywhere. Start limiting items in stores to 1 per person.
All residents being tested
Actually enforcing the 6 foot distancing. Citations to those on the beach.
establishing an in-depth No Contact / Minimal Contact guidlines for business to adhere to and post in their store fronts.
other people who don't respect the safe practices protocols
Distancing
It is Essential for everyone to be able to support their families. If they take necessary precautions I don't see why they are not allowed to. It
is essential for them to work when they do no qualify for unemployment. Also note unemployment is overwhelmed
Guidelines for physical distancing at public spaces and enforcement of wearing masks whether it is outdoors or within a building.
Testing employees, wearing masks,
';making sure people keep social distances
Eliminate the fascist lockdown
Open them up, let the employers enforce the guidelines.
for the public.
I work from home so im ok for now.
I answered yes to question 9 because i would like to see everyone getting back to work as quickly and safely as possible. In order to do this,
i think we need to maintain the course, practice social distancing and wait u
Making sure all Long Beach homes have equal access to high-quality broadband
More testing and provide mask to all employees

ATTACHMENT C
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Closed beaches.
Social distancing markers
Wearing masks being required.
Proper and full PPE.
Mask
police enforcement of citizens not adhering to the systems being put in place to make us all safe.
In my opinion, the City (and state) have entirely overreacted to this alleged pandemic, which doesn't appear to be much of a threat to the
vast majority of Americans. We are sick of this lock down, shelter at place nonsense and are ready to get back to wo
N/A
Please emphasize the importance of good hygiene practices. Requirements of workplaces to wipe down surfaces or supply touch less hand
sanitizers for employees.
None, I’m remote so I think everyone should work from home!
cleaned surfaces, supplying masks
Guidance and standards for contactless delivery/pick-up food service, retail order pick-up, point-of-sale/payment interactions. Unless
mandated by ci
Testing and vaccination should be the priority to returning safely to work.
I really just think people need to be able to get outside and exercise, go to beaches, etc and phase in opening of restaurants and bars
I feel that there are still many people who are not taking this seriously and wanting to gather or not respecting the space of others, and the
more they continue the more it affects the rest of us by extending the shelter guidelines.
I do not think there is much the city can do that will affect my safe return to work.
Work can’t open before childcare and schools open.
The only barrier is the unconstitutional shutdown.
Offering masks at state owned buildings/ businesses
Not all LB residents adhere to wearing masks.
free test kits for everyone
Requiring anyone with any illness symptoms to not be allowed in the office
Cancelling the stay at home order.
Advocating for changing Medicare guidelines to allow speech, occupational, and physical therapists to provide telehealth services!
Not everyone is wearing a mask in public...make it happen.
Lifting the non work restrictions and have life return to normal before it collapses our already fragile economy.
Lifting the non work restrictions and have life return to normal before it collapses our already fragile economy.
Lifting the non work restrictions and have life return to normal before it collapses our already fragile economy.
Lifting the non work restrictions and have life return to normal before it collapses our already fragile economy.
By changing status to allow non-essential (business) workers to come back to work.
staying at home
Allowing people to return to spaces with enough social distancing and airflow.

ATTACHMENT C
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providing testing available to all
by removing stay at home order! When healthy people are quaranteed its called tyrany and imprisonment it is against my natural born rights
and against constitutional rights!
by having the police monitor the accumulation of people in groups, not lettings open places become crowded
public mental health and free resources for it
Allowing people to dine in at restaurants.
stay-at-home order and ban on gatherings
Free and plentiful antibody testing available!!!
available to purchase.
Requiring masks be worn by all outside of the home when in a position to come in contact with others
Reminding people to stay respecting everyone’s space. People still get too comfortable to get close.
Public Service announcements. Hand washing stations available at all open businesses.
Opening up businesses and offices that don't get a lot of foot traffic all at once.
public health crisis.
Between people.
Financial support for people who lost hours.
the number of students and staff on a college campus needs to be addressed before returning
places.
less people in the work place
Allowing workers to continue to work from home
testing
Until it’s controlled
Making both viral and antibody testing accessible to all, so that employees can be tested before returning to work sites. Making PPE (like
masks) and social distancing a requirement (not just recommendation) for all work sites including small businesses/o
Citing people when they disobey
providing support for small businesses to creatively adapt to new guidelines
enforce face mask wearing! And the people who are walking around with them are just wearing them around their chins! No one around
90802 is wearing them! By early evening it looks like a block party there are so many people walking, running, cycling aroun
Long Beach does not affect my work situation.
I feel safe now.
rely on scientific data & don’t succumb to pressure from the public.
Allowing schools and businesses to reopen. Other nonessential events like sporting events are not necessary at this time.
None
Wearing a mask at all time
improper wearing of facial masks, not everyone is respecting the safe boundaries, increasing testing
Mask

ATTACHMENT C
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Everything is currently closed. Open everything back up and let us make our own decisions about what we think is safe.
making people wear masks outside their homes always
No barrier. I would expect the city to rely on the medical information provided by those who are aware of the ability and risks of going back
to work or resuming some activities on a limited basis.
All barriers. In a stages,but not months weeks.
I would like to utilize parks and salons, but ONLY if there are enacted social distancing and CDC guidelines that are followed and
ENFORCED. There may be a whole new job created...people who monitor all these situations. Also, I think there is a need for
Opening up
As a Social Service employee of OC, I do not believe there is a “correct” answer for this. The buildings are temperature regulated and the
virus will flourish in the cool air.
how to handle high risk populations different than lower risk in going back to work.
Make sure we are cleaning surfaces and have plenty of sanitizer and Clorox wipes in stock
lack of testing in the Pacific Islander community
Continuing to ask those over 65 and/or are considered high risk to stay at home
N/A. I am working currently.
Testing testing testing
Mandate the wearing of masks / PPE in public spaces
providing more PPE
The only safe way I would feel safe is if everyone has been required to wear PPE in every space and limited people in every square foot of
space. I.e. 2 people per 500 ft2.
Opening up with as little lag time as possible
Emotional support
Nothing till organizations like WHO and the CDC say it’s ok.
The City's decision to maintain any restrictions on returning back to work is an infringement on our inalienable rights and liberties as human
beings. If not allowed to work we will not be able to pay the taxes that fund the public safety that preserves o
Enforcing masks and labeling social distancing spaces.
Testing everyone.
Wider walk-ways. Especially outdoors I am seeing people have to walk in the street.
Having limited amount of hours worked. Sanitizing being a priority and having private owned companies comply with sanitation guidelines.
n/a
N/A
None, please see above. I feel strongly that offices shoukd continue to work virtually.
MOSTLY SENIORS AND PEOPLE WITH UNDERLYING CONDITIONS ARE DYING. EVERYONE ELSE IS RECOVERING OR HAVE NO
SYMPTOMS. QUARANTINE THE ELDERLY AND PEOPLE WITH UNDERLYING CONDITIONS. AND OPEN UP OUR CITY .KEEP THE
MASK RULES IN PLACE FOR A WHILE. I THINK THI
I work from home

ATTACHMENT C
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Proper ppe and social distancing.
I think we can reopen certain things with social-distancing conditions (limit the number of people in a store, give clear guidelines). It doesn't
have to be all-or-nothing. My parents live in Germany, and although social distancing wasn't as strict there
If you have health issues and or old
Take extra precautions.
Honestly just teach people that just because they have a mask on doesn’t mean they should be near strangers personal space. This
shouldn’t even be an issue in non-COVID times. Respect personal space. For the other businesses— requiring reservations/appoin
More testing to find the asymptomatic folks.
Face masks go be required while in the establishment
making sure everyone has some distance from each other in the various settings as mentioned above
Safe childcare
again, testing! and also continuing to update us on the latest info.
Mask requirements at work, require business commitments to maintain a clean environment
I think in the jobs that require working with the public having limited numbers of people entering places.
PLEASE open up parks and rec for summer programs as soon as possible, even if it means expanding to limit group sizes and activities.
Meaningful child care or camp is critical to get people back to work. We are homeschooling with limited support so return
A cure or a vaccine period
N/A
Masks, clear sanitation techniques
People failing or choosing to ignore social distancing rules
The city must only have the elderly self isolate as well as the sick. They must take precautions for their health.
how to safely protect teachers/educators/child care providers as they are servicing children who are exposed to different environments...
how to test children, parents and anyone who may have the virus before coming and entering schools
I am already back to work, (in Korea town) I will be utilizing tele-health from home, and I am alone in my office at work on a part time basis.
Can’t work if businesses are closed. The long term effect of staying closed will be tragic. Families will lose their houses,insurance. We
won’t be able to survive. Please open the city.
None. Still working
Safety in schools, class sizes, sanitation
When we open back up, open up in full, not a partial or soft opening
I think the city and the mayor are doing a great job. I would rather deal with the safe at home orders then seeing my loved ones sick or dead.
providing hand sanitizer and free face masks in the workplace
More frequent buses early in the morning (morning rush hours) and after 5pm (afternoon rush hours) because prior to COVID-19, the bus I
take home from work was always crowded after 5:30pm. I would sometimes wait until the next bus comes (close to 6pm) jus
Be cautious of not rushing to reopen too soon. We are doing a fairly good job of flattening the curve by adhering to the current restrictions.
Not enough testing and not clear protocols is prevention while interacting for business or work, like taking temperatures, clear guidelines on
working from home vs office, some MGMT will not trust workers to work remotely

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
Idk
to the office.
Providing hand sanitizer for classrooms that don’t have sinks
N/A
Childcare.
Keeping things closed and requiring masks to enter buildings, encouraging people not to gather, keeping beaches closed
Helping with disinfecting protocols and what to use, etc.
Greater demands on cleaning of facilities
There are no barriers for me to return to work at this time - please continue to encourage telecommuting, mask wearing, and social
distancing. Please make it clear offices with a large number of people cannot go back to small cubicles with people packed i
Making sure people are required to wear masks when they are out, limited capacity allowed in certain settings.
See above.
Everyone should be tested. If an entire company was tested and they are all negative, they can return to work and interact safely; especially
if they do not deal with the public. And if am employee is positive, you can quickly quarantine and then check th
HELPING REDUCE THE STIGMA AND FEAR
Keeping social distancing at schools, passing out masks and gloves.
Many options based on how a business or service functions.
STAY AT HOME
None I don’t feel safe
get out of the way and let businesses reopen!
I would only open essential businesses and encourage working from home whenever possible
The City should enforce a stricter stay/shelter at home policy for at least another month to flatten the curve, educate its citizens on the
proper use of face masks & gloves (I emphasize proper use!), and finally, educate people about proper science & hyg
N/A
Open up access to ppe that is currently reserved for health workers. As of today, there are 56 people hospitalized in the city of Long Beach
due to Covid-19. That is a drop in the bucket spread out between the three local hospitals. However, LB residents
presence.
BY making sure people actually follow the rules and regulations and if they don't make sure they get a ticket or a fine. It isn't a joke and too
many people think they can break the rules. They are simply ruining it for everyone else and prolonging the pr
I think this city is doing a lot more for our safety compared to other surrounding beach cities, thank you for being so diligent, but I do believe
it should be mandatory to wear masks while in public due to the percentage it reduces the ability to spread
People who do not respect social distancing or wear masks. Many young people gather in groups with agresive activities like skate boarding
and biking on the side walk not wearing masks or keep distance or making room when approaching others.
I only go out
Take every precaution. I don’t mind extending protocols until we see a consistent pattern of low new cases (1 case max per day)
Keep the city closed. Our city population and density is too large to risk people and their bad habits

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
I am currently working
Ensuring social distancing and wearing a mask are enforced.
My wife is a nurse working with Covid patients and I share an office with co-workers in their 60s and 70s so I will try to continue to work from
home as much as possible
Open everything
the city is doing well by putting these rules in place, we just need to go back to work.
I can telecommute so my family is ok. But I live in fear of my child bringing something home if we go back to school.
ensuring a steady and ample supply of cleaning supplies, hand soap and toilet paper
No thoughts
Reinforcing the use of face masks and making sure each person has a face mask on a daily basis. We must stay six feet apart at all times,
and have a limit of the numbers of workers/students at school each day.
I'm not sure how.
Opening businesses and allowing residents to determine what activities are best for themselves
setting social distancing limits within the work place. require everyone entering the building to wear face mask and to wash hands every
hour while in the building, Making sure that all high touch areas are disinfected hourly. temperatures are taken twice
smaller class sizes
proper cleaning supplies
Allowing schools to have access to soap and warm water in kid restrooms
Limit the amount of people in businesses to a minimum
Let us schedule personal hygiene appointments (hair cuts, doctor's visits, dentist's visits, etc.) with our service person and put the onus of
enforcing the social distancing order on these businesses. I feel that if people can attend to their hygienic ne
We could possibly open up our Pilates studio with extremely limited capacity with private sessions only right now. We need to be sure we
can access supplies to keep staff and clients safe.
Let everyone get tested for covid19
Having all business’s supply their own face masks, gloves, & antibacterial cleaning supplies.
Absolutely
More testing.
Enforce social distancing and masks
When our medical system will be able to handle any resulting increase in patients OR when we have testing or a vaccine such that we can
anticipate little/no increase in stress to the medical system, then I believe we will be most prepared and ready to imp
Stay at home, mandatory masks, gloves etc.
Preventing large gatherings, and limit businesses that are open to only a few people at a time. Opening the city slowly would could be a
better idea than all at once. Georgia opened over a weekend and they have more that 200 cases now. Please dont be like
Put capacity limits to public places such as, bars & restaurants, grocery stores, department stores
recalling the mayor, hes non essential
no perceived barriers

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
None
We can lessen the 6 feet distance & use masks. Working as a teacher -I just don't think the 6 feet will work with kids. I think there will be
psychological issues to deal
with. Stagger schedules & lower class sizes
We need to learn how to live this new l
Opening up my place of employment
I am an EMT so this is irrelevant
Government officials exposing themselves and their families in the same capacity that they would like to expose residents.
Available testing for ALL residents. Increased hospital capacity.
Government Enforced safety measures where companies are held acc
reopen the city please!
Please embrace a larger picture view that accounts for the long term negative impacts of closing down our economy and our livelihoods,
which is as much a matter of health and well-being as the current outbreak. We can open up our lives while at the same
We need access to: face masks, spray disinfectants, rubber gloves that do NOT come from China or any other country outside of the U.S.
The reported number of Covid-19 infections, in China, and the amount of goods they sold to the EU and Australia and
and queues
Require employers to continue allowing remote working whenever possible.
You can’t
We shut down the city of 27 deaths in LB as of last Thursday. According to the mayor all had preexisting conditions, 22 were from long term
care facilities, 3 were over 50, 3 were over 60, the rest were in their 70s and 80s. If you are under 50 and heathy
Yes,
Wear mask
Wear glove
Temperature check
Limit capacity at work place
Keeping me informed on how at risk and/or safe I am in my area.
lift the ban
Distance has Successfully slow the spread of the virus. I do not want to compromise that at this point. I believe we should remain in social
distance until a vaccine is available.
unable to work as much.
With the same intentions that the shut down occurred; along with clear cut directions, opening the City of Long Beach can definitely be
achieved. It must be well thought out with the well being of the residents in mind. Also mental health access, to deal
We are not ready. Nobody wants to live like this. But we want it to be safe before opening back up!
No barriers
Keep the restrictions, until we have scientific proof of a cure and/or specific rules for slow roll out.

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
As a service industry worker as of now I do not feel comfortable working with the public even with proper ppe. It’s extremely constricting to
work with a face mask on in my industry, it’s hard to breathe and is extremely hot. I feel like there will be mor
Giving businesses access to purchase disinfecting agents to ensure a clean work environment.
Though I do not officially work in Long Beach anymore, I feel that by our city responsibly opening up Key businesses and relaxing some
restrictions for small retail, Long Beach can lead the way for other cities to begin moving forward. Again- Responsibly
Keep everything closed, opening is wreckless. Follow CDC and follow Southern states stats. They are opening too soon, too big. Do not
make us pay more taxes later because we want to stay alive now. Forgive rents and mortgages for small business owners. OF
Bureaucracy.
Supporting companies who allow workers to work from home and encouraging this as the new norm.
Enforcement
Maintaining easy access to testing.
Wearing a mask, distancing employees desks at least 6 feet away, Offering petition shields.
expanding testing
At least 6 feet also making sure things are sanitized often
Gyms
Better enforcement of the social distancing and face mask initiatives.
Stronger repercussions for those that violate safety orders.
Makin people wear masks
out of your control
ensuring safety of customers and employees
by setting specific limits on occupancy for certain businesses (continuing to restrict number of people allowed inside businesses at a given
time). Setting specific limits on large public gatherings (or public spaces like parks) or giving specific guidanc
environment.
I work for LBUSD at a school site...alot of changes need to be made especially during lunch time with social distancing
social distancing.
enforce people to wear masks
More testing.
More masks.
Reopening the libraries, which are more of a crucial professional resource than may might realize.
Open up Long Beach
Open daycare centers
Providing PPG
More testing and temperatures taken upon arrival.
It's too soon. People are still not taking these precautious measures seriously. If it must open, strict limitiations is required.
Free daily Testing, contact tracing, REQUIRED BY LAW (And immediate fines) -PPE, enough hospital & ventilator capacity to handle
spikes, temperature tests at every entry, air purifying ventilation systems indoors, ENFORCEMENT AND FINES if none or only som

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
Everyone should have their vaccines, wear a mask, a limit the amount of people in an area.
Portable Hand washing stations all over the school not just current restrooms. Less students in the classroom. In parks, enforce people not
playing games like frisbee golf in groups and touching the cages. Requiring masks and social distancing in business
Testing availability. Not opening the beaches. Keeping current restrictions in place.
Adult humans should be allowed to chose if they want to stay home or live a life in public. If someone is at risk or afraid of illness, then by all
means stay home! Everyone else can go back to their lives. It should not be the responsibility of the gover
testing for essential workers
Provide clear training to business owners on how to safely operate; advise what it might look like if safer at home orders were reinstated
and how they can prepare; ensure equity and access in outreach - target very small businesses, businesses in lower i
Proper distancing and safe practices.
enforcing social distancing and limiting number of people in establishments at any given time.
Free testing for everyone before reopening LB
Same as above until CDC recommends otherwise.
Already working.
I work within travel & music events so any small step towards reopening will be good news for the industry and fellow workers in my
position. Following precautions and being safe while we slowly re-open is all I can ask for!
Honestly, I have no valuable insight into how this may safely be accomplished
None
expected to survive this way?
Spatial requirements, ppl should be required to stay at a distance. Perhaps same group of ppl working together on certain days and/or
shifts; rotating workers and shifts.
Letting office workers in low density locations return to work and by resuming street sweeping so neighborhoods stay clean.
enforcement of the guidelines
N/A
Listen to the doctors and epidemiologists.
Providing sanitation crews for small business
As well as N95 masks and gloves
Work from home only, if necessary.
Post official rules in all open business/areas. Find a way for the city to enforce it.
Continue with required face coverings when outdoor and providing covid testing to everyone
provide enough testing to gauge how bad this virus really is and how many people are carrying it without any symptoms as that will
jeopardize any compromised individual unnecessarily.
Social distancing and being able to get test
Public wearing face masks
Have been working all along
Ensure testing for all (not just those with symptoms) so we can get a better picture overall.

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
Infrastructure for better intern services for myself and my students. Supporting mostly online or hybrid instruction.
None that I can think of. This has not been fun or easy but if it keeps me and my partner safe and well it is worthwhile
Testing and vaccine
Testing and vaccine
The potential of extracting a serious illness.
Giving residents money
wide Spread resting
The state and city doesn’t override my constitutional rights.
Keeping the social distancing order and having the wash handling stations available in the surrounding areas.
Making changes to event attendance and capacities, taking into consideration social distancing standards.
Work from home continues
educating people about what 6ft apart look like
I work outside of Long Beach, not sure there’s support for that
Masks need to remain a main in order and social distancing to open additional businesses. Unfortunately, eating in a restaurant you cannot
wear a mask, so it poses another issue.
Not sure what this question means
None
Getting everyone tested and disclosing information who has tested positive to follow the virus from spreading unknowingly. HIPPA needs to
be temporarily lax on this situation in order for people to deteriorate the chances of spreading COVID-19.
Mask being worn at all times.
Before the SIP we were door to door salesman. I dont think it's safe for us to go back to that anytime soon. Maybe we reevaluate in 5 weeks
after the other states who opened this week get results. If there's a surge in cases, we definitely don't open up.
Not relaxing the current circumstances. It's too early.
The city should give advice but not create rules or laws that infringe on citizens rights and allow citizens to make informed choices.
There are no guarantees of safety while coronavirus is spreading. If people are diligent and respectful of the social distance/mask order, I
believe some non-essential businesses can open, but people need to be smart and thoughtful - which doesn't always
We need a vaccine before we can safely go out in public. I don’t think we should be re-opening yet.
N/A
By opening up. Having everything closed is stupid. Yes. Nearly all death have come from old people with preexisting conditions in assisted
living centers. The city needs to reopen bc we are looking at 30% unemployment. Minimum.
None
Work from home..
Full population testing and contact tracing.
Modifying the Stay at Home order
N/A - I work in downtown Los Angeles, so anything happening on Long Beach is irrelevant.

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
Enforcing the no gatherings all
Over the city
Allowing small businesses to reopen with limitations
My Long Beach-absed company will be satying closed until we're in the vaccine phase of this pandemic so I will continue to work from home.
Knowledge. People are going to become ill, we just need top manage how many at a time.
JUST CAN'T
N/a
Outdoor spaces should be reopened.
The lack of an income right now is making it difficult to live comfortably
Funding for safety measures. I work in the school and people do net respect space, even right now.
open up the business and stop forcing poverty on people
Currently working from home.
Social distancing, sanitation and commen sense.
As I including everyone else would love to have our city back to normal and reopened, I honestly feel like we aren’t quite ready just yet. I
think we should wait at least another month before reopening, just for safety measures and the reassurance of our
None.
Re opening pet grooming
More enforcement of maintaining distance, disinfecting work areas, making sure employees have access to ppe, disinfecting materials.
Providing a mask free of charge
reopening the economy
In my case, responsibility would fall on the employer more than the city. I would be a non-essential vendor in an essential business. Better
to return to work when pandemic is more under control.
City of Long Beach, Mayor, Health Department (too quiet at
Enforcing mask use and gloves
Working with LBUSD and state government to provide safe facilities for students and adult workers. May I also comment that I think
beaches and parks biking and pedestrian trails should reopen, but with social distancing.
Until we decrease the COVID cases keep us
Closed.
Lack of free antibody testing and vaccine.
Require masks at all times outside of the home, social distancing orders if restaurants are to re-open, bars remain closed.
N/a
NOT opening schools
No I am a healthcare worker and although we have flattened the curve we have not safely enough lowered the number of new cases which
is when I believe we can reopen
I think it would hugely help businesses if the City implemented particular policies like required masks, not touching while shopping, added
sanitation and ensured clean facilities.

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
Testing
Stop the madness. If you want to use science than use it across the board and not cherry pick it. LA county has .01% of deaths. I work In
the health system and get daily updates. We need leaders to make decisions based on logic and reasoning not madness.
2. clear plan and protocol for establishing a return to school date and outlining that date well in advance. Once schools go back,
businesses can start to resume.
3. Also, after and before school childcare facilit
OPEN EVERYTHING! NO LIMITS!
Making sure people are wearing masks appropriately.
Allow more to work from home
Enforcing distancing rules and provide clear guidelines for business
Mask requirements and free ongoing testing.
Making it legal for business's to operate.
Keep social distance: limiting capacity
regulating the building capacity to ensure the 6 foot distance recommendation is upheld
nothing
Hand sanitizer &/or hand washing station offered at all businesses
N/A ; it's not the cities fault or responsibility for the closure of local businesses. Allow people and businesses to do what they feel needs be
done by their own timelines
Child care/ school for my child
Face masks be required by any visitor/client inside buildings when conducting business.
resources for PPE available to dental offices and giving details of how they want to keep distances
N/A
open up office work.
quarantine again.
allowing places of employment to present their plans to Health Department and have an anonymous hotline for unsafe work conditions.
Enforcing the social distancing guidelines
Size of group gatherings. (Nothing crazy, just enough for an office of 16 to be together or staggered.)
Not until numbers go down and then masks and distancing
Addressing specific physical distancing protocol within open establishments
allow others to work who need to do so, while being conscious of social distancing guidelines
Provide workers with N95 masks.
Implementing strong and clear guidelines to further prevent the spread of COVID19. I do not see the benefit in returning to work and lifting
regulations if the spread of COVID19 and the public safety will be at greater risk and we have to revert back to t
none
the general public.

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
Creating a social distance plan for schools, particularly for special needs students, or allow ABA providers to deliver district-funded behavior
intervention in homes, while exercising safety precautions, for students who require 1:1 support in order to e
By removing the rule to close retail 'non-essential' businesses.
Ensuring use of PPE is enforceable
Open everything up!
Open barber shops so we can all get haricuts like the Mayor has been getting.
keeping any large scale gatherings banned for the immediate future. All around. No shopping malls, theatres, concerts, etc. No restaurants
or bars (I think serving at 25% capacity ultimately will cause more small businesses to go under. Nobody can live on
Do not reopen the city
N/A
Posting reminders and examples of physical distancing as well as providing people with masks who need them.
Allow the facility to determine whether re-opening is working successfully with respect to capacity limits and distancing requirements and to
reclose if those requirements are not or can not be met. The requirements should continue until there are no new
None
requiring employer to supply hand sanitizer and face coverings to wear in the event 6 ft distancing is not available
continuing stay at home order, mandating all opened business abide by mask wearing and social distancing of customers, allowing extra
breaks and limited open hours to allow for workers to sanitize the business, employers should provide for PPE if mandatin
Social distancing
All safe guards in public places and in and out of commuting
Allowing me to work in isolation or guaranteed social distancing and wearing of masks being manditory.
Keep people with illnesses at home and support them. There is no reason why young people without illnesses can't work if they're only
having contact with young people without illnesses.
Not opening anything.
More testing and contact tracing.
I rely heavily on public transportation. The blue line is notoriously filthy and allow nonpaying passengers onboard. I strongly believe this
needs to be stopped for health and safety reasons.
Same as top answer and making people accountable
no works come back to work places without wearing a mask and glove
Im scheduled to get married September
Enforcing social distancing as much as possible. It’s difficult to see it being enforced while the stay at home order is still in effect and I think
the cooperation will only get worse once the order is lifted
Just give the ok.
Require masks and have social distancing parameters in place
Do not open up Long Beach until it is safe to do so. We can wait, lives are at stake here and it is the responsible decision.
Open now with no restrictions. If not, the mayor and all city employees should take a 100% permanent pay-cut retro-active to March 1,
2020. Reopen Long Beach, reopen now!

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
Just keep pushing the messaging for social distancing
I have an office. I don’t need anything to be able to come back work. Just a green light. :)
Ensure people go to work and back and all social gatherings are nixed. I don't even know if that's possible. But it is social gatherings that
seem to be what spreads everything the worse. If you don't live in a household you don't belong there. Zoom parti
Do not open schools until the virus is completely contained. This might be a good place to mention that students often report there is no
soap in their bathrooms. Not acceptable.
Require offices to change the layout of the office if there is not at least 6' between people when they are sitting at their desk. Our office is
moving to Los Alamitos and it is supposed to be an open workspace with small cubicles. If an office has cubic
Cancel CA stay at home orders; convince the governor to open up!
The city needs to allow businesses and the population to make the decisions on what needs to be done and begin taking a backseat role.
asking people not to park in red-zoned turn lanes (vehicles are parked in the actual lane itself...)
Allow small gyms that offer smaller group classes 12-15 people max, and that offer one on one personal training to open for business now.
Providing more testing centers so I feel more comfortable knowing I'm not risking the health of my coworkers and to ensure that the people
around me do not have COVID-19 as well. The city should also provide more disinfecting stations throughout the city
protect the elderly
N/A
social distancing
Finding the best way to allow children to safely return to face-to-face instruction
Access to COVID tests in minority communities, such as Long Beach and surrounding cities.
Remove the policies for healthy people NOW so we can develop our immunities and in a few weeks won't be able to carry it anymore. The
longer we wait the worse it will be as seniors continue to shop and pick it up under the current policies which are reta
The City has no responsibility for my health. I am an individual and I can make decisions.
Institute a policy for local businesses
Encouraging employers to continue to allow employees who can work from home to do so. I work in an office and am able to do the majority
of my work from home. I'm worried that a snap back to the way things were before, rather than a continuing effort to d
Open salons and beauty stores. They are my customers. That’s where my product is sold.
No barrier exists for my field (architecture firm) that we can’t work out internally, but if testing/tracing can continue throughout the City on a
high level, it would help the community at large.
Providing free testing and statistics of cases. Access to healthcare services to monitor cases.
None I can think of. I work in a CTE school and we are a part of phase 2 reopening.
environment.
Increased testing
I don't work in Long Beach. Employers should provide workers with protective gear and ability to sanitize their work areas/desks/stations.
The fact that you have closed everything. It’s time to open up. More people are going to die from the impending economic depression
The #1 existing barrier right now is the lack of information that Mass Testing and a proven-effective vaccine can provide.
Strict sanitation policies. Implement mandatory face mask. Capacity limits. Have testing sites available throughout the city.

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
Guarantee we have enough medical facilities and personnel to handle an increase in positive cases, do that, then I am happy to open up,
until then we should be cautious.
I understand more testing and contact tracing is helpful. I would be happy to use the app created by Apple/Google that alerts you if you’ve
been near someone who tests positive Covid.
Tell people how to boost immune system: low fat diet, low sugar, vitamin A, C, and D. Lots of sunshine, fresh air, and exercise.
Free public availability and mandating that employers who do open ensure adequate supply of PPE and sanitation supplies to all
employees. Ensure employers who put employees at risk face severe penalties.
everything delivered.
Trustworthy testing, hospital preparation (fully stocked with PPE, ventilators, appropriate materials and plan for additional outbreaks),
enforcement of physical distancing violations in public places, solid plans for nursing homes, jails, food institutio
Promote the use and distribution of reusable cloth face masks.
Have offices outline their plans for safe distancing for a few months. Let the Herd immunity begin for those under age 65; and for those
over age 65 - assure us that the places will respect social distancing until this COVID passes.
Stay at home order. All business are essential! This is killing our economy, work force etc.
Test every city employee, enforce covering face and continue washing hands for 20 seconds. Meetings only via webex. Chatting among
employees at a distance (6ft apart), elevators should never have more than 1 person, no water fountain and cleaning of bathr
Finding a vaccine.
Can’t as my work is close proximity contact
There are already too many people not following the 6 foot guidelines and not following the protocols. Police sit in their cars watching people
gather, and there is nobody that seems interested in making sure that the people that are still denying the exi
Let me excursive by riding my bike on bike path by black and walking at El Dorado Nature Trail. I can stay 6 ft away from others there.
Making sure covering are properly installed to provide a safe work environment in addition to people practincing social distancing rules.
No I don't think it is possible to open elementary schools
keeping Long Beach as closed as possible for as long as possible
None wait until we win this fight
Finding those who don’t follow the rules
Allowing employees to leave work if any sign of feeling sick without consequence.
Maintaining Long Beach on lockdown
My company has barriers that must be overcome that are set higher than the cities.
Testing for covid
I wish Cities would require rules to schools so we could work half from home and half there..putting some acrylic or plastic at the front desk
as supermarkets did..something like that so employees will feel safer to go back to work.
Having business ensuring our safety by enforcing 6 foot distant policies once we transition back to work
The Governor And politics
Forcing employers to perform temperature checks.
Space in classroom

ATTACHMENT C
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N/A
Requiring everyone to wear masks and social distance as well as have testing available for everyone.
Any larger system to prevent rushes on recently reopened businesses. Opening day at the barber shop or any place people have been
dying to return to would be a disaster if everyone left at once.
enstating safe encounters guidelines
Need enough space and PPE. Not ready to work with public
Require everyone wear a mask. No exceptions!
Students and staff should be tested prior to returning to school and there should be some sort of regulation of sanitizing work spaces, how
to safely conduct the flow of foot traffic while on-campus and in between classes, consider safe class size ratios,
I think distance learning is the safest option at the moment and I appreciate the leadership supporting teachers and schools. It’s also
amazing that LBUSD makes sure to provide meals and computers to their students!
Make sure people are staying inside.
Maintaining physical distance at our public events, such as Sunday services and large group (>10 person) meetings.
Sanitation and disinfecting standards across the board for all businesses.
Encouraging the school district to staff a Credentialed school nurse at all schools
Extended the safer at home act until cases/death tolls have flattened
front line
Stop the over reaction to this "pandemic". People at risk, the elderly and those with pre-existing conditions, should continue to limit their
contact with other people. All others should return to their normal daily routine. Be vigilant about maintaining
large-scale testing of asymptomatic people
NA
Issues of large class sizes- social distancing and cleaning of facilities.
What is the plan for schools, with social distancing?
N/A
Currently none for we already following the State and federal guidelines.
I work from home, my work life has not changed.
I usually take the LBT 510 commuter bus to and from UCLA. Would love to stop driving in but would need buses to run at 25% capacity
(more buses per route departure time and no bunch sharing or consecutive sitting), and very thorough bus cleaning between r
Having all companies and businesses follow strict guidlines for proper sanitizing procedures.
Of testing...who has the antibodies, who is positive...
Again, I am an essential worker. I hope the city does not yield to pressure from the public or the occupant of the White House and reopen
sooner than it's safe to do so. While I understand people need to work, the city and country are in desperate need of
Please open our beaches
clearly communicating that it is ok to return to work with clear outlines of what criteria need to be met to do so
Lift bans.
Social distancing, offer more people the option to work remotely if this is prolonged.

ATTACHMENT C
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Public recreation spaces to get out.
Nothing
temperature checks for every single person, face mask, social distancing. Markers and signage for 6ft away.
available to use for everyone.
No barrier
lack of public wearing face masks or comply with current orders to wear them while in stores
Testing and preventive care
Having public works department provide jobs to those in need, by providing jobs that allow them to go out to clean bus stops, street light
buttons, door handles around the city, anything a local citizen or child could possibly touch.
I already work from home (I work for an internet company based in San Francisco), so I have no barriers to working and am in fact currently
workin
Everyone to keep wearing mask at work. Keep social distancing. Hand sanitizer everywhere. Testing everyone if possible that are going
back to work making sure they are not silent Covid19 carriers
Get more testing done
Increase testing and contact tracing.
Requiring social distancing, masks, occupancy limits, hand sanitizer, consideration to individuals risk factors and asdymble a task force with
the athourity to quickly response to high risk situations.
None
Lack of access to testing on a regular basis for all. Uncertainty regarding asymptomatic carriers.
Dont open the city
rearrange office for distancing
Not letting all workers go back to work immediately. Allowing some workers to return to work and letting others continue to work from home
and rotating this too continue social distancing, since some people work in close quarters.
Require offices to allow work from home or rotating schedules that way not as many people are onsite at one time.
Increased access to testing and antibody tests
I don't believe that I would feel safe returning to school/work with any accomodations short of a vaccine. I live in a home with my daughter,
her husband and their 5 month old baby and I have a 92 year old grandfather that I have not been able to visit
Distancing
responsibly.
Enforcing existing health code violations.
6 feet apart, masks required.
Appointments must be made to sit with banker & if sick or feeling a fever they can not enter the building
It cannot be solved. Our office it too close quarters and not well ventilated. Maybe stagger I’m office days so it is not so crowded?
Please give tickets to those who are not following orders. Although the beach in Long Beach is closed there are too many people not
practicing social distancing/wearing masks at the surround parks (bluff park)
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giving all businesses guidelines/requirements they must follow when they choose to reopen.
Again, better and more testing. Moreover, it would sure help if this survey was written and vetted by someone who knows about such things.
Allowing offices to reopen
Provide regular janitorial services to ensure offices are cleaned daily.
Testing
Los Alamitos
Continuing social distancing so that people don’t start going out too crazily for nonessential reasons. Ending quarantine in May is a mistake
and I don’t feel confident the city of Long Beach knows how to safely reopen at this point.
Before or on May 15th
None; able to complete all work form home
I don’t think Long Beach should reopen in May until we have more COVID-19 information of declining cases.
I would rather go another month with the same guide lines we have now....I would hate see freedom give to us and then taken away...I hate
being home and not feeling safe...but I think the longer we hold out the better we are in the long run
Unfortunately there is only so much the city can do, unfortunately you cannot control people. To use an analogy if you let the genie out of
the bottle you cannot get back in very easily. I would make sure when we open that there is a level of confidence
I am a school teacher in the district, so it is not up to the city to support me.
Regular testing for employees and people who come in contact with them. Numbers are low here, however if businesses open, people from
all areas will patronize them, increasing the potential risk of infection.
Educate the people on the impact COVID-19 has on those WITH PRE-DISPOSED HEALTH ISSUES, and stop over-sensationalizing the
deaths (as the media does)... it's not COVID that kills people, it just happens to be "the last straw on the camel's back" with thes
Not yet
Safety
no answer
COVID-19 has not went anywhere and neither should we. Please extend quarantine.
I do not feel safe with all of these unknowns up in the air. Please wait for the proper advice from health officials and the state government
Return safe
We aren’t ready because it still seems like we don’t have this pandemic under control.
I have none
I feel the city is not ready to reopen due to the fact that I see too many people still not following protocol on what we should be doing.
We need to stay quarantined until COVID 19 has been stabilized and keep only the essential stores and first responders open.
vaccines, treatment
keep distance and cleaning a priority
Cost and availability of masks, sanitizer, sanitizing wipes
Mandating out of state companies cannot collect rent due to closures for businesses.
Enforcing speed laws on highways and roads because some motorists are consistently exceeding the speed limit.
Not enough bar hopping aliens.
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Create fair and reasonable health and safety guidelines for each type of business. If the business meets those requirements they can be
open. The requirements should be revisited and adjusted up or down as needed. Also set the expectation that should ther
Testing everyone
Helping provide appropriate PPE to all health care workers
Allow those business that can operate with extreme distancing (solo operation) to open
Please, please keep people at home! We don’t want this to go on forever, and it will if we open too soon!
Education
Providing PPE where needed.
None, haven’t stopped working remotely
establishments
Your constant need to violate everyone's civil rights by claiming to protect them. The basis for the shut down was to not overwhelm the
health care system. City officials then changed the reason to "keeping us safe". You cannot stop the spread of this
NA
Not applicable
Continuing to monitor and keep all social physical distancing orders in place.
Give business owners a firm plan for what is expected and needed of them. Help businesses reach those goals and insure health standards
are being met and adhered to.
Continue to promote and make testing available to residents, but generally speaking, think individuals can responsibly decide for
themselves what preventitive measures they wish to take.
Closing small business
Have rules for such as restaurant dine in, seating every other table and only allowing half of the capacity. Etc.
My job is not in LB, so there is nothing the City could do.
Open the businesses!
Wait. Overcome people’s impatience. If we can’t wait for this to pass that indicates there are systemic changes needed. We must wait
Smaller class sizes.
By enforcing what was identified in question 10.
By re-enforcing rules and safety precautions. Failure to comply should result to fines and impactful consequences.
simply allowing access to my place of work.
Virus is over
Keeping social distance in place untill there have been no more reported cases. And then limiting the number of people that can enter a
place of business at a time,With masks.
The challenge is maintaining social distancing in a 11 story building, with 4 elevators, and 4000+ employees.
Don’t open up until we’re safe an nobody can get it period don’t matter what ppl are doing
I work for the school district and would like to see class size reduced and everyone wearing masks. Anyone who is visibly sick should be
sent home and temperatures should be taken. Sick children should not be in school, although I understand this is diffi
Masking, social distancing
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Quarantine is when you isolate the sick. Tyranny is when you quarantine healthy people. Let us reopen
Require employers to provide sanitizer or hand washing and mandate face coverings for as long as feasibly possible.
Continue limiting how many people can be in an area at a given time while maintaining 6' separation and enforcement of masks
I am currently working while practicing social distancing and wearing proper PPE
N/A
All that is being done now.
Wait for adequate testing capabilities.
More testing for COVID-19 for everyone. More contact tracing from confirmed COVID-19 cases.
n/a
None
Already working
Please don’t re-open the city yet, especially schools. We are not ready.
N/A
Face masks at all business and sick stay home
taking this very seriously.
quickly as possible.
There are no barriers to returning to work other than those imposed by the state and local government
Not possible with the lack of enforcement
THE Barrier that creates is that workers and residents are going to be cross contaminating communities from as far away as Anaheim, the
other si
Halt on allowing Open Houses for properties on the market
N/A. I am an essential worker.
Social distance
N/a
Signage or some way to clearly state to people what precautions they must take in order to return to work
Making businesses adhere to social distancing until it is deemed safe for people to be in contact with each other. Also, providing specific
guidelines in how businesses can operate while maintaining social distancing.
Provide ample testing for all, even those who do not exhibit symptoms. I feel as though I may have already had a mild case, but don’t feel
comfortable going to a testing site, as to not expose myself.
Universal testing and then isolating only those with covid.
Continue to enforce businesses to allow telecommuting.. because if you don't say it, my business will not allow it
Providing childcare solutions!
lift the stay at home order asap
ask people to follow the rule of covering their mouth - tickets sounds good to me
Making sure it’s safe to do so
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Help businesses learn how to help people maintain social distance-- paint lines on sidewalks outside of businesses (ie. Home Depot in
Lakewood). Inside of Albertsons in Lakewood is also awesomely marked, and with 1 way signs.
N/a
let others go back to work.
I mainly work from home or remotely. I do visit my company’s office about once a month and do not feel comfortable doing that at this time.
For me, I would like a better understanding of how the virus spreads in an office environment, particularly through
i would not feel safe returning to work after we open because it is too soon and they're are way too many ignorant people, i believe we need
to push the stay at home order longer people are still dying and contracting the virus, there's no way in 17 days
Protect small businesses by suspending (not deferring) rent. I will have no job to return to otherwise.
WIDELY PUBLICIZE THE LATEST INFO FROM CDC AND WHO
asymptomatic people infecting others
Providing guidelines for social distancing to employers.
Funding for LBUSD
the homeless in all of the Long Beach area, which most are not using good hiegien or social distancing. They are still homeless
encampments on the riverbed and along the freeways 405 and 710 where they meet along Sante fe Ave. and Wardlow Rd.
Testing and available treatments for those affected.
Testing for all residents
Open churches
testing, antibody testing an covid-19 testing
As a teacher, I would love to return to work as soon as possible, but I generally have concerns with attempting to physically distance myself
from students in a safe way. Teaching special education means that many of my students do not understand safe dis
Enforce covid 19 testing.
to go.
Idk
Social distancing. If people are afraid of returning to work, that's okay, they don't have to. If others feel comfortable doing so and are willing
to take the risk, that's okay too! This economic situation can not continue!
If your gonna have rules make them across the board seeing police our and doing nothing about the rules is just not fair
Masks, gloves and encouraging physical distancing
Mandatory guidelines to wearing masks. And being able to refuse service to those who aren’t complying
I am honestly unsure how I will be safe working with children who may come into contact with anyone infected. I get sick frequently at work.
Schools
Not opening non essentials like dine ins, retail stores, hair salons, nail salons,
safe at home
People can/need to be responsible for their health and that of others BUT... WE NEED TO REOPEN OUR CITY!!!!! Okay to require face
coverings for INDOOR public spaces and businesses. Not necessarily in favor of 50% capacity for restaurants as that care co
Open parks, golf courses and restaurants
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Being cautious about social distancing while still allowing LB citizens to return to a sense of normalcy and enjoying all that LB has to offer
I’m not sure.
Have the Lb health department do their job better Contact tracing is not happening - testing is not yet widespread
i think open things back up very slowly. prolong social distancing to continue tk fight the spread.
am okay to return.
Getting people back to work
N/A
Do not open until it is SAFE to do so; the economy will suffer, but it will also bounce back. There are lives to think of.
I don't have barriers for work. Please see 10.
Subsidizing/funding PPE and modifications to workplace such as sneeze guards, to-go window etc
Providing guidelines on how to ensure safety of those we work with and making testing widely accessible to those even without symptoms.
N/A
Complete knowledge of the COVOD 19 virus, free COVID 19 testing and free COVID 19 vaccinations.
Keep social distancing, face masks when going into spaces with a number of people, hands sanitizers.
Continue social distancing and reopen businesses and restaurants.
Not Applicable.
Vaccines are going to take a LONG time to come. I feel like we've done a good job flattening the curve. Businesses should start re-opening
now. Masks and social distancing are a huge improvement AND our medical facilities seem like they're in really good
Stop The Quarantine .....
I work at a craft retailer and I’m concerned with how often people touch items and the overwhelming amount of people who don’t take social
distancing seriously. Right now we are operating an online order/curbside pick up system which has been pretty effec
Keep the social distancing, my job consist of interacting with public and clients, so it makes it difficult to practice covid safety if i tend to the
public. Not everyone takes the same precaution. I live with a mother who has a weak immune system and i w
I believe that people will get worse if the city is reopened too early.
Stay at home orders should stay in place until two consecutive weeks of single digit confirmed cases. Then businesses can began opening
at a lower capacity to maintain social distancing, while keeping less essentials businesses closed for the time.
Not knowing who has the virus.
Increase forbearance length on my mortgage
Waiting until LA County death rate drops significantly.
NONE, the city should remain closed to prevent spread of an DEADLY VIRUS transmitted through cough, sneeze, touch, ect, we need
people to live not die to get the point.
Every citizen in Long Beach being tested. This virus will never end if we rush to go back to work. This is not an economic problem. It’s a
global wide health crisis. Going back to work while a virus that is still being researched is selfish and It
We cannot reopen without a vaccine. PEOPLE WILL DIE.
Open up business, the numbers don’t necessitate the widespread closures and what’s going on in the city of Long Beach nor in California.
Announcing it is safe to do so
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Everyone needs accessible testing whether they have symptoms or not.
People not wearing masks in public spaces!
CREATING A VACCINE
N/A
OPEN UP WE NEED OUR JOBS BACK, All these fake services don’t care about us the only thing they care about is the dollar, Nobody
wants to have to wait for there money, not my landlord, not my insurance company, not the food that has to go in my and my fami
-Requiring all people to wear masks until COVID 19 signficantly decreases.
-Keeping the social distancing requirement in.
reason. No masks, nothing.
Let get back to work!
Overreacting to the pandemic.
More time at home. More work from home
Let asymptomatic people get tested. If things open up, continue social distancing guidelines. Only allow a certain amount of people in
stores/restaurants. If gyms open up, they need to make sure they are sanitizing everything regularly.
Putting people back to work please - it's common sense. Look at our number's and it's total common sense. Open our important economy
before people and businesses go bankrupt.
When it is safe to reopen hair salons I think there needs to be specific safety measures put into place by the city and state and before that
the city needs to address what they are doing to help 1099 workers survive through this time as it may be months
People following proper social distancing.
I am a teacher and our schools are very big and over crowded.
Decreasing recommended room occupancy so there is more space between people.
Poor choices. Have police (security, whoever) enforce social distancing or face fines or jail (or business shutdowns). No gatherings over the
limit (whatever it gets set to), even in your home, only so many people at the beach, park, etc... and actually f
Limiting amount of people in certain areas, strict requirements with face masks
I am a kindergarten teacher. For us to safely return to school, the following would need to be addressed:
1.Everyone, students and adults on site, would have to have their temperature checked before entering the school, and wear masks.
2. There would have
mask Enforcement. Sanitizing stations similar to the ones the grocery stores have for shopping carts.
I, unfortunately, do not have an answer. As much as I want to go back out and resume my life, I cannot do so until I am sure that I will be
safe while out and about. I have a senior with medical issues that lives in my home. I cannot put her at risk as sh
which have arrived.
Leave the city closed. Continue flattening the curve.
the workplace does not offer sufficient physical distancing
Enforcement of masks and social distancing
Make sure social distances, face mask, hand sanitizer and hand washing EVERYONE!
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Opening dine in restaurants
End social distancing
No
test more of the public to get a bigger sample of potential risk. Create checklist for businesses to follow to ensure cleaning protocols are
being done in a timely manner, create portal that allows businesses to scan documents into system, verification ca
children
I need the numbers of cases and deaths to drop before I feel comfortable returning to my work. I work at a private university. Right now I
don't feel safe going back to work because the numbers are increasing daily. I can't risks bringing the virus home w
Testing and reduction of cases
The biggest issue, I think, is collecting and parsing the data on children and how they contract and/or spread the disease, either to each
other or to teachers or parents. Until we know the extent of how it affects children, we won't be able to open schoo
Limiting the amount of people gathering, mandating face mask, temperature taking, and suggesting/enforcing cleaning protocols.
More virus testing, employer provided PPE and hand soap and sanitizers.
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Wearing masks
lift restrictions and allow people to use common sense practices.
Distancing
NA
Keep capacities to a limit, enforce strict social distance rules and don’t open everything all at once
None
No one is flying, so if no one is flying there is no business and no income.
Lifting stay at home policy
Distancing, sanitizing, face covering
Confirming there is no longer a life threatening risk.
Stay at home order.
N/a
physically at school.
Let people make decisions about their heath themselves
Enforcing limits on capacity to certain retail stores and personal grooming services.
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The city should put out wash stations for the homeless because they're the first ones to come in contact with viruses and such. Maybe open
up the park bathrooms again since that's were they usually clean themselves. And have that cleaned up thoroughly per
Procedures in place that make all employees at an office follow distancing, masks and hand washing and sanitizing.
I think having essential business go back to regular hours can help. As an essential worker too, by the time I am off and get home, grocery
stores are closed already.
Remove existing orders for “non essential “ businesses to close. Please open all businesses and publicize healthy habits. The public is
smart and can handle this and we need to go back to work.
Only allow certain number of people in buildings at once. Requiring some sort of mask at all times inside the buildings.
.
extend stay at home order
Opening the economy
LB should not open just yet until the curve of infections has flattened and become safe to be outside and city commits to daily sanitizing and
regular cleaning, which may not be possible therefore- not a good idea to open up
I think the city of Long Beach is doing a fantastic job trying to keep us all healthy and safe. Thank you!
Street parking
Get out of the way.
lack of a COVID-19 vaccine, lack of PPE, capitalist exploitation of front line health care workers and essential services workers who are paid
less than minimum wage with no health care coverage.
Not sure?
barber shops and dry cleaners would be great. Tired of looking like a hippie.
Sick people should stay safely home if you are not sick you should have the freedom to go work without restrictions
End the shutdown
Cleanliness of schools, temperature checks for everyone on campus
N/A
Admitting this is fake
Having clear and concise guidelines regarding return to work restrictions
Having clear and concise guidelines regarding return to work restrictions
37 students in a classroom makes it almost impossible to socially distance.
Enforcing the rules. This far it is happening very poorly
Reopen schools. Have the youngest students (kindergarten through 2nd) return first because it is harder for them to learn by distance
learning, keep older kids at home because it is easier for them to learn by distance learning. If parents of younger ki
Stricter enforcement of existing regulations.
Social distancing and masks worn at all times. No shared spaces (lunchrooms/ bathrooms) that allow for more that a certain amount of
people in these spaces at the same time
businesses and offices.
Impeach Mayor Robert Garcia
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Your questionnaire is weird
Enforce social distancing and safer-at-home practices. I continue to see more and more public and non-essential gatherings of dozens of
people in very close proximity to one another while not wearing masks or taking other precautions. The most populated p
Assuring residents things will be okay (unless they are vulnerable and then should continue to quarantine until the vaccine is ready) so we
can return to making money, not live in fear, and have people calling police on others for imagined non compliance.
Yes and making sure everyone has access to testing
Listening to medical professionals and following their advice when they tell you it isn't safe.
Making wearing masks mandatory and limiting the number of people in a building or area. Making classroom ratios much smaller for safety.
Everyone needs regular testing
I am a healthcare worker and believe only office work should reopen if we reopen soon I believe Coronavirus will spike.
Enforcing physical distancing in parks, especially Bixby Park and Bluff Park. These areas are routinely FILLED with people who are
sunbathing, congregating and not wearing masks. Please don't let our #s go up!
none
Testing everyone who wants a test or has any of the 6 symptoms of the virus and allow flexible or modified hours for all businesses.
Allow workers to go back to work. I am ready to work at normal operations. Those who do not feel safe may request accommodations or
choose to not return to work until they feel safe, or are able to be successful accommodated.
Addressing in detail to how certain places and which certain places will be reopening in their new ways . I am overwhelmed with other states
news articles on reopening , that it’s confusing to me for us in Long Beach to know which and what will be for our
Allowing responsible, safe practices by the public as well as workers; gloves if necessary, hand cleanser and space. We’ve done a great job
so far as a city, I believe we can follow strict hygiene regimens, expect less attention from servers; mask and glo
Remove the barriers!!!
Mask
Mask
I already work from home.
Continue to work from home
ensure precautions are followed and enforced. Provide test for everyone and antibody testing
Ensuring that people do not crowd areas. Assign specific dates when people can go to beaches or outdoor places to minimize crowds but
get relief from being locked down at home.
The lack of overall adherence to social distancing and wearing masks by the public. So many people aren't taking this seriously
No barrier. Im working
Allowing the healthy to return to work
Able to provide jobs with masks and social distancing
Close contact without a Mask
None
The City can only lead a horse to water and you may already be doing all you can. My employer set me and a few others up to work at
home. They know I'm over 50 and have asthma, yet they require me to come in two full days each week because the HR direct
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Keep Long Beach CLOSED
The city should not open. No one will follow the 6 feet distance rule
Being more strict about keeping people home. I work and live in 90802 and see too many people just wandering around. The sidewalks
are too narrow and people don't seem care about the distance. Until you enforce people who don't need to be out staying h
Making sure people keep off the beaches now that the weather is getting warmer
Whatever is necessary for my safety.
nothing right now
making sure public transportation is safe
None
none
Easy access to supplies to protect myself - from ppe for all citizens (so guests come in prepared) but also to sanitation supplies.
Widespread testing and also having a downward slope for at least 2 solid weeks before we begin to open. I don’t want a seco
Not enough testing, it's too soon to reopen
identification.
NA
Placing capacity limits in areas.
Spacing out restaurant and movie theater seating.
Masking requirement for all entering all nusinesses along with hand sanitizing stations at entry.
Provide Public Schools health measures that will make it safe for all. Provide more funding to the Public School Sector so resources can be
provided that will make everyone safe and healthy.
None. My employer has a return to work plan in place
Not to reopen the city until there’s a huge decline in new cases and no new deaths
Childcare needs to reopen
Making sure beaches and other public place have capacities regulated
Enforcement for private citizens and business operators who don’t comply
Mandatory testing for all. If not, mandatory testing for anyone symptomatic. As much as possible no delays to testing
Opportunities to practice safe social distancing and higher sanitation Practices.
The outbreak of Covid in nursing homes is very disturbing. Mayor needs to address this with policy and action.
Same answer as 10.
Im already working at a bank. While we can control inside. Many times before opening we have a mass gathering outside our doors with NO
social distancing. I would like to see more help before we get there. The first and third of the mon
Do not open. Continue to work from home and push for delivery services.
Requiring all businesses continue masking and physical distancing as well as enforcing them.
Opening businesses!
Opening personal care salons
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Enforcing regulations like mask wearing, hand washing, and all other requirements more closely. The City is doing a great job, and my
concern is that as we move to stage 2-4, people will stop being as consistent.
Allowing more widespread testing and providing more information on reopening schools. My son will be in 6th grade next year, by this time
I’m usually able to arrange for summer camps and plan for the coming months. Being unable to plan for how I will be a
Changing school so children can attend safely
Increasing testing to everyone with or without symptoms AS NEEDED, FDA approved antibody testing.
Limit the number of people in stores restaurants etc
Get the hell out of our way! Focus on isolating the old people and younger fat people that are likely to die from this.
Working from home
It is not safe enough at all yet. Testing for antibodies, very strict sanitation and social distancing would be better in time.
Not sure what would support me safely
Citing/fining those not social distancing and/or being mindful of the severity of the situation.
Financial support, like is offered in City of LA.
I strongly feel we are safer staying at home at this time.
Financial support, like is offered in City of LA.
I strongly feel we are safer staying at home at this time.
I am an essential worker
Encouraging workplaces to still have work from home as an option for those that need to continue working remotely - as long as they can
perform their duties remotely.
Provide portable hand washing stations.
long time as necessary.
The unknown. We still don’t know enough about this virus for any of us to return to work until next January at least. The vaccine needs to be
made available first. And every resident in Long Beach should be tested for the virus every 14 days.
For retail, restrict number of customers in the store at a given time, and require everyone entering to wear a mask.
n/a
Not concerned about me but am very concerned about workers who have more face-to-face interactions with people such as retail.
need more PPE
Just enforce the simple things. Some kind of temperature check, review/ask about any travel of late, wear a mask, respect social
distancing, When alarm goes off every hour, wash hands and have easy way to know hand washing has been 20 seconds. PLEASE GE
Requirement of a mask to be outdoors and distancing. Because people aren't doing so
Businesses need to support regular testing, physical distancing, and sanitation.
Citizens “Choice” of having a mask or not
to get tested
Social distancing, form lines outside
make testing more accessible, keep the streets and public places clean and sanitized, eliminate homelessness.
lighten up the lockdown
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Keeping people home until this virus is better handled.
Nothing the city can do.
Vaccine. Free.
Too large class sizes (even before the virus)
Mandatory mask policy and limiting the amount of people allowed to gather in an area.
Continue masking and supporting local healthcare for second wave.
Continue encouraging masking and supporting the health care system
Continue to require masks and gatherings less than 10 people and stores have limited hours and limited number of people allowed inside
Testing for covid-19
N/A
by providing more information on the CO-VID 19 patients and statistics in Long Beach.
Me? Don't know.
Health guidelines
COPS?
Still 6 ft separation at all time. Check temperature prior to gaining access anywhere. Still enforce face covering.
Nothing to report
Make sure people practice social distancing.
Reopening of schools and religious establishments.
I work for the state of California. Inless the city would restrict me to home or city limits, the city cannot help me.
Currently working safely
Should the COVID19 numbers or deaths, begin to go up, after returning to work, establish quarantine rules again.
Place hand sanitizer stations at bus stops, retail stores, grocery stores.
Continue to communicate zip codes that have any outbreaks.
Our community isn’t well informed on basic healthcare practices and options. Voiceless members of our society like lower socioeconomic
classes, elderly, etc. don’t have the access they need to useful information. Folks of all classes are heavily dependent
I don’t think there’s much the city can do. It’s the citizens that need to be the ones to do it.
Everyone is looking for work and all business can’t possibly accommodate employees but by doing having employees to work
every other week and receive economic relief packet to compensate for the other two weeks not worked!
Enforce facial coverings in public
Covid antibody testing
hand hygiene. Also give better resources to the unhoused population in downtown Long Beach.
Restrictions on all businesses!
More testing
Keep up the good work by not opening things too quick. We see the result of staying at home everyday at work. But now patients are
returning to the emergency department (E.D.) after several weeks, so the E.D. census is up. Allow surgeries to resume, slowl
Make masks mandatory for all workers, everywhere in any type of work.
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Make employers provide proper safety and provide testing for everyone.
None
I feel there is a LOT of miscommunication between the people and businesses. I would appreciate THE CITY to send out a memo that
describes exactly what the rules are.
Are masks MANDATORY in all businesses?
Are gloves required?
Can customers be turned a
5 year old.
My child needs more stimulation/exercise and my parents need a rest. Please allow for summer day c
Until we have testing and a vaccine, I do not feel safe returning to work.
Requiring open businesses to follow health guidelines and enforcing them
the ppp checks from the gov
face masks. Temperature screening.
Providing comprehensive regulations to different types of businesses for maintaining social distance requirements and making businesses
provide PPE to their employees.
*no change to existing protocols
Shut down live animal markets / slaughterhouses (PCH Poultry)
I do not work within the city limits.
I think Parks and Rec could creatively let kids attend some camp with parent permission and a lot of hand washing and social distance and
make a lot of use of outside activities.
Keeping people home limits spread in nursing homes and hospitals where I work.
Telling the complete truth about this virus. Actually very few people have been hospitalized or died from this virus in Long Beach. Not
working on tests but working on how to help people who get the virus. Listening to doctors who have different ideas and
Continues testing and giving results ASAP . So people are not out spreading the virus.
N/A
Continue with facial covering for a couple of weeks after reopening.
More testing capacity (not necessarily testing facilities)
Providing testing for every single resident in Long Beach and supporting to have all LA country residents tested before sending people back
to work and considering reopening businesses and public spaces.
N/A
Training the downtown guides and security teams to support safe distancing and reporting violators to the proper authorities as determined
by the health department.
request for respect of social distancing and small group only (2 pax) gathering
Extensive testing availability and outreach to perform tests by doing sampling of core areas within Long Beach.
None
workplace at any given time
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Let us do our jobs we’ve been trained in sanitation
Amount of works on our floor
Force people to wear masks and keep the current 6ft rules even in the streets
Anyone with symptoms should not be allowed to work. Maybe some way to check temperatures before entering, and masks. I still see
people walking into markets without masks, they should not be allowed in.
Enforcing social distancing protocols in public areas such as beaches, parks, shopping areas.
Antibody testing
open up non essential businesses
More COVID testing available
social distancing
Increase testing for COVID-19 and capacity for contact tracing
No
Push the date up to May 11th
An antibody test as Not enough physical distancing in work spaces, offices, etc
CHILD CARE!!!!!!
People that want to give out free money to people that don't work
If opening the places you need to limit the number of people and ask people to continue to socially distance. If the city starts to open other
businesses they NEED to make sure that businesses have access to cleaning supplies, that they are able to enfor
By putting health care back in each person’s personal responsibility.
keeping social distancing, face masks, and limits to amount of people in stores.
Proper testing for everyone
End lockdown. Open economy.
Managers need to encourage people to work from home if they can for as long as possible until an effective and safe vaccine is available.
Restricting the amount of people allowed in the office.
The main barrier for me to have a normal work schedule is not with the city, but with airlines. I have not flown since March 13 so not aware
of what changes may have been made at the Long Beach Airport to accommodate physical distancing and such.
Trust the people who appointed you to do the right thing. Things will get ugly if we don't re open soon.
Allow small salons and barbershops who can accommodate social distancing for their employees reopen with masks required.
Releasing all restrictions on citizens and let those who want to go back to work do so. Those who are compromised or in bad health will
need to still shelter in place.
lifting stay at home order. Work in Orange County.
im essential already and i think that other businesses should be open but provide supplies for essential workers even if its just one mask a
person. Some people cant even get that
By providing protection to every worker. Such as guaranteeing that either (a) the government supplies every worker with masks, gloves, and
disinfectants or (b) making sure that employers provide the masks, gloves, and disinfectants while setting up a hotl
Lifting the blanket “stay at home” order that doesn’t consider individuals’ susceptibility to COVID-19 complications, age, health history, etc

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
Get PPE including a face shield until numbers drop
PPE, proper turnover procedure.
We shouldn’t have to take cash. Card only.
There is really no safety measures that the city can do to support me returning to work
Na
Slowly opening workplaces and public areas, hotline for concerns regarding disinfection, rules for persons to stay home.
childcare options.
The only barrier to me returning to work is the city and the state extending the stay at home orders.
Masks, heigiene and social distancing
Testing for all
People who feel sick or are in contact with others who are sick to not go to work. There is a big risk without personal accountability.
1.Paid Sick Leave: Employers with more than 500 workers nationally must provide 80 hours of supplemental COVID-19 related paid sick
leave to full-time workers and a prorated amount to those working part-time. A USC Program for Environmental and Regional E
No answer
None
Increase testing capacity for low income and homelessness folks
into consideration.
Keep everything closed until we have a cure tf !
I am essential worker in a public school. I agree with continuing virtual classrooms through the remainder of the academic school year.
However, I personally do not see it being successful for summer school. I reopen summer school, then schools in the fal
Easy, free access to testing and treatment when available
opening public parks and the beach pathways
Everyone being tested, including homeless people
As long as my work doesn’t entail large gatherings.
N/A
acknowledging that office work should be primarily conducted from home. Providing organizations small business loans or other resources
to allow employees to telecommute as much as possible.
None. Open the city back up, practice good hygiene and have employees clean their work area. This should already be happening.
Issuing clear guidance to all, who the at-risk groups are and to limit their interactions until there is solid medical treatment for COVID-19.
Getting out of the way
We need vaccines and a definite cure for Covid-19
immediately
Allow small salons and barbershops who can accommodate social distancing for their employees reopen with masks required.
Make mandate for everyone to wear face mask
Give the proper protective equipment
The stay at home order.

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
I'm not sure how.... provide schools with better cleaning supplies? Don't open schools in July as Governor proposes.
I am an essential worker still working.
Have wide serology testing available, have masks, sanitizers, disinfectants widely and readily available. Have cleaning protocols in place.
Have oversight and shut businesses down if they don’t follow capacity limit or social distancing with masks
Social distancing should remain in effect longer.
However I am an essential worker and have not stopped working.
Instead of worrying about opening up businesses, think about way to alleviate the need to work during a health crisis that can put peoples
lives at risk.
Check everyone for Coronavirus, with or without symptoms
Distance between my coworker
The only barriers are the ones the government is putting up.
follow guidelines.
Ensuring masks are provided
hazard pay, options to "opt-out" without loosing job, and monthly stipend for those who cannot return to work
Supplies of masks
Hazard pay or having the option to go to unemployment if felt unsafe
One thing that could help support the community in social distancing is turning half of large parking lots into community gardens. By cutting
down the number of places to park it limits the people inside the store. And by adding the extra element of commu
For everyone to return to work we first need to get COVID-19 under control. Then small businesses could open possibly in waves.
n/a
Opening things back up.
Limiting the amount of customers in an office space at one time. Providing sanitation/disinfecting supplies to clean after each customer
The City should protect its community by maintaining stay at home until there is a vaccine.
I feel safe.
Letting me get back to work!
Making it easier to access masks and hand sanitizing equipment.
The need of continued safe distancing. I feel opening one thing will lead to a rush of opening various outlets.
Social distancing. Just live the normal life we had before this
Unknown
Classroom sizes.. amount of kids in classrooms. Regulations on health of children coming to school.
Open by-appointment only businesses.
Opening up
Not sure what you mean. I work in an office and we are already well spread out and conscious about disinfecting and such protocols.
Defining what safely means.
though.

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
Lack of free and accessible COVID-19 testing and antibody testing for citizens and undocumented individuals. Lack of PPE for all essential
workers. Lack of thermal testing at all places of business.
Long Beach and it’s residents have done an incredible job during this pandemic. I believe we do need testing, antibody testing, 6 feet of
distance/ capacity caps, hand sanitizer at entrances, masks remaining mandatory while in public.
Ensure all employers enforce social distancing, wearing masks and having only limited number of staff in office at any one time.
By relocating special education aides or finding them work. I think other places can safely open with lowered max capacity.
Not sure, don't feel 100% safe yet
Keep government out
N/A
Open Long Beach back up with precautions and safety requirements.
Provide regular testing and sufficient PPE for everyone you expect to return to work.
Could supply my company with Mask and cleaning wipes.
The whole shut down
Follow state plans for opening places. Reduction in COVID cases etc
N/A
Have people respect social distancing and enforce people who are sick to stay home
I don’t think any changes should happen just yet but if they must, no more than 10
socially distanced people should be in a building.
Hand hygiene.
Masks
Maintain social distancing, resume street cleaning, the streets are littered with waste in my neighborhood
Not applicable as I am able to work from home
Strict rule to control capacity and social distancing at work
Increased testing for all residents and employees and mandating masks inside all businesses. Returning to normal should come in stages to
minimize exposure and large scale outbreaks. My office building in DTLB had at least 1 confirmed case that they repor
Closing any unnecessary locations, I’ve seen way too many inessential business still open. Shut them down for now, be on lockdown.
Class sizes
gatherings.
Limit the amount of people who go into the office. Switch days to allow a certain amount of people in the office
More consequences for those that refuse to abide by guidelines
I work in an ER, so this question doesn't apply to me. However, I do not think it is safe to return to work for most businesses. People are
not able to follow directions well enough to make it safe. People are not distancing, don't know how to wear a
slowly opening small locations
Enforcing shelter at home- the more we flatten the curve the better chance to return
only allowing half the size of how many people are allowed in a building

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
Stope the safer at home policy. Stop forcing people to wear a mask to enter a store in order to buy food. If someone is uncomfortable going
out in public they can take the initiative to stay home. The economy has to open. Life will go on.
affecting revenue.
Continuing to enforce social distancing in public areas with more patrolling and continued sanitation of public spaces. All businesses should
receive proper education, from the city, in best sanitation practices and implementation.
Either provide financial support or let us work. To date no stimulus, no unemployment
I don’t think so
Chil care, school
Breathing air of asymptomatic people. Testing everyone and contact testing positive people. Supplying masks to all residents. Requiring
everyone to wear masks when outside. Making it a misdemeanor for people to purposely cough within 12 feet of you. Twelv
More parking
Open up most businesses with social distances
Protocols for calling off sick going forward. Re-Adjusting room capacity numbers for event centers, restaurants and churches.
Keep distance, placing hand washing/sanitizing stations everywhere and continue to wear masks
Provide guidlines for businesses to reopen with emphasis on protecting workers / citizens.
N/A
The city can support who ever needs help I will take care of myself and family. The government's say I dont need a stimulus compensation
I dont need them or the city to do my job. They have let us all down.
Return to work.
The homeless people.
outbreak??
I am a teacher and I would like to ensure that we are all safe before going back.
.
CSULB online classes continue
discussing the number of minutes required for students to be in school with the State.
Reopening child care facilities.
everyone wearing masks and social distancing
Enforcing people not being in crowds at beaches and areas near beaches.
Office work and large group entertainment to remain closed
Better enforcement of social distancing and face mask rules.
Face masks requirements in schools
Funding for the modifications done to the school systems
Making sure everyone where’s a mask when they’re out
I’m actively working all over the country and can already foresee the fall off it of easing restrictions
How to safely distance early childhood centers and schools - how can you separate small Children and keep myself and family safe. I will
have a lot of exposure- I do not want to give anything to my immunocompromised family members.

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
Do more testing for reassurance
Masks for everyone. Demand that employers enforce social distancing. Sanitizing of work equipment on a daily basis. Check temperatures
of employees to assure safety of others
ensuring the have the Plexiglas between cubicles, making sure they have a cleaning crew dis-infecting the office and the restroom is a
must. ensuring the work place has strict capacity, distancing in place and enforcing them
Getting more testing for people. So we can really know if the disease is spreading quickly
front of entrances
Follow the state mandates and follow the phases we’ve been asked to follow. I want to get back to work just as much as any hairstylist but
it’s not safe for us to do so yet.
Fake news! Real statistics and real news, non biased, middle of the aisle factual data only !!!!
Fake news! Real statistics and real news, non biased, middle of the aisle factual data only !!!!
Take control of your city , Long Beach. And realize the fake information being put out by corrupt politicians hiding the truth for their benefit.
Not enough deaths to be shutting down like this. The percentage of death is small.
My exact job involves interviewing immigrants.. so unfortunately that may be limited form some time... but it could be better with making
sure places have the head thermometers for everyone that entered the building
Tennis courts, beaches and golf courses will keep people our doing physical activities while practicing social distancing and remaining calm.
We are not ready to reopen
Everyone should still wear masks and gloves
Social distance when possible
Work remote if you’re able
The city shouldn’t open up until we even have enough tests for people. How can this even be a consideration if we don’t even have enough
tests to offer the people of Los Ángeles let alone Long Beach. By reopening the city, you’re allowing spread everyday
n/a
The support that the city can give me is the support of continuing the stay-at-home order until their is a control over COVID-19. Having
capacity limits would not be enough due to individuals exposing themselves to more than just co workers everyday.
I think opening the city right now is ... an completely motivated by money and people’s selfish interest . I’m a essential worker an the amount
of people that don’t follow the rules now is disgusting more people will get sick an I for one don’t want it
Opening
I don’t think we’re ready to reopen. It’s a great risk and people of color are dying at an alarming rate.
thing we all can do.
Stop the stay at home order. It’s time to phase in the return to work plan.
Enforcing 6 feet distance rules city-wide. However, I think it is too soon for any reopening to happen.
Ensuring employers make every effort to follow guidance that will protect the health and well being of their employees.
The poor have been working all along, in terms of restaurant workers, grocery workers, delivery drivers--I think the safe at home policy is
discriminatory to the poor, because the poor cannot stop working. I am also concerned about the rise in domestic v
Just make it happen

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
Providing masks and sanitizer in public spaces.
N/A
Providing a concrete timeline and letting me make my own adult decisions that will follow social distancing guidelines.
day.
N/A
Science-based time
Letting me work 2 feed my family
No you trust people. People had been breaking the rules so no,thank you.
Releasing safety and hygiene guidelines
VACCINE, PROVEN TREATMENT, AND QUICK, ACCURATE, AND FREE TESTING ON DEMAND.
I’m worried about the safety and regulation of schools once they are opened, as I work in many different schools and within the community
(ie client homes, community sessions, etc.). I also worry about the kids education and mental, emotional, and physica
exposure to a lot of people
possible.
If people can not work from home and need to go to work, PPE should be provided such as face mask and face shield, hand sanitizers and
social distancing must be practiced.
Wearing mask and keeping social distancing
I don't understand this question.
Opening child care
Currently laid off due to coronavirus
Masks are mandatory now, but people aren’t adhering!
Offer shelter to homeless people. I live in DTLB and whenever I go out I encounter at least three homeless people within a short walk and
none are wearing masks and they are constantly leaving trash all over the sidewalk. Additionally, many need medical a
Masks and social distancing. I
6 ft social distancing
Public transportation. The safety of the drivers and the passengers.
Social distancing, mandatory mask
If sick, stay home. Get healthy and don’t spread the flu if you can avoid it.
Not giving into protesters. Money is not more important than peoples lives. The City should only open when deemed safe for opening.
Testing, Contact Tracing, and PPE
of housekeepers not having appropriate protective gear.
30 kids in a classroom
New Cases
None
6 feet distance, limit the amount ppl in buildings, providing masks at all public locations or enforcing to wear masks.

ATTACHMENT C
(WORKER RESPONSES)
Face masks
Social distancing REQUIRED
Limited capacity
N/A
putting restrictions for office workers.
By requiring mandatory face masks.
Limited capacity and public venues.
Allow a certain amount/% of people first, study how the affects and go from there
Making sure everyone outdoors wears masks! So many people are walking around without masks and it makes me feel unsafe.
Allowing bars, restaurants and small businesses to gradually be opened. Small shops and restaurants could definitely open with diligently
monitoring amount of customers. The big stores and restaurants are way more crowded than small businesses. Gyms could
Easy access to testing, including antibody testing would be a start but until we have a vaccine, I don’t see how coming within a few feet of
people and serving them and exchanging fluids is safe for anyone to return to, at all.
allowing gatherings up to 10-15 people. Nothing Large scale.
need this information
Antibody testing. Way more people have had this than we could have ever imagined. We need the testing to prove this. Work with the
governor for tests and support but make your own decision mr mayor
Help fund/get the vaccine needed to safely move about in our city!
Na
Lift the stay at home order.
On top of what is listed above, having police enforce masks and distancing (even if it’s just their presence or warnings) on bike path,
beaches, 2nd st, and other office spaces. I’m not sure there is anything that can be done to make large crowds safe. I’
Everyone should be required to wear a mask, temperature and symptom screenubg
Physical distancing in the workplace; make sure managers have a plan for that before being allowed to open.
Putting capacity limits on any place or facility that reopens
More testing including antibody testing for general public
Enforcing masks and social distancing.
Increase testing capacity for all residents
Restrictions on the public's freedom and distrust of our ability to follow rules we have learned to apply since February/March 2020.
Please allow us to work and start to function in our city again. I fear for the losses my neighbors and my city are exper
Face mask and continued distancing is important to continue.
Not rushing into putting people back in
schools - colleges and universities especially.
When return is safe - mandatory masks for any individual who will enter a room. Students without masks will not be allowed to enter. (The
most careless should not en

ATTACHMENT C
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proper enforcing.
Making antibody testing (once widescale applications are ready) available for free for every Long Beach resident. Full disclosure, I usually
go into an office but have been fully employed working from home, so I know that people who do not have that luxur
Opening everything back up.
Testing and contact tracing and social distancing and masks are all needed
The city should support stay at home orders until there is a sharp decline in COVID related deaths.
Assisting with essential supplies such as toilet paper, paper towels, and cleaning supplies. Willing to pay. Just not price gouging.
Disinfecting public areas regularly and enforce current guidelines (mask and 6ft distance)
Testing— there are now more testing locations available in Long Beach, but it is not a priority for most people mainly because of the stigma
that comes with testing positive. Promoting testing and its benefits can help establishments open up more safely a
Remind people that if they feel sick to stay home.
Keep people who can work from home working from home. Slowly bring back non-essential businesses based on priority. We need the
economy moving for industries like travel to start again, so get those moving cautiously so we can follow.
Keep following the science.
we haven’t peaked yet, we don’t have a vaccine, it’s too soon.
Enforcing social distancing within business grounds by means of security barriers, as is the case in many grocery stores.
shoppers in stores.
Remind people business to have physical distance
We can’t return to work until the stay at home order is lifted
There needs to be mass testing and enforced/monitored quarantine for those that are positive
Ensuring a steady decline in covid deaths first to represent we are on the down swing
Ease of access to masks and gloves, though I firmly believe we’d should not remove the stay at home order until there is absolute certainty
hospitals are able to handle the inevitable influx of patients. People will die if we open to early. There’s no bal
Urging companies to incorporate a flexible work from home schedule
Stay at home order
Allow business to open.
Sanitizing public places, or providing sanitizer wipes, posting signs of social distancing and facial coverings
Plastic Barriers around each worker. Sanitizing the streets/air.
Increased sanitizing of surfaces, no touch thermometer checks prior to entering the facility, air cleaning machines inside the building
Health care system. Provide free medical coverage to those who are infected to cover all medical expenses since people are soooo egar to
reopen they are putting thousand of peoples lives at risk .
State, County, and City not adapting quickly or in a semi-efficient manner to the most recent information available as to the possibility of
infection/spread, the demographics it does affect and responding to their needs. Focus on where the attention is
Large class sizes: 30-35 students in one classroom, needs to be 10 max at a time. On site nurses for ALL schools EVERYDAY.
immunocompromised
Allowing 9-5 workers the opening of gyms and small dining places to return to life

ATTACHMENT C
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Federal corona testing.
Open the schools, I’m a teacher.
Taking people’s temperature at the entrance to a facility may help with the spread of a cold and COVID. H Mart on Del Amo/Pioneer in
Cerritos will not allow you to enter with a fever. It’s a control in place on top of masks and made me feel a little more
class and group size in schools
Offering free testing for everyone in the city; addressing the homelessness issue; etc.
Clear information on the safety restrictions and an expiration date on the restrictions
None, we are very fortunate in our situation.
businesses cannot open!
Testing, contact tracing, updates on the decline or increase of infections.
Blindly following the intentions of one man. We have a great city, which I love, we are capable of making the best decisions for our people.
Our constitution never intended for one man to hold all the power.
Please just be slow about it. I don’t want anymore people to lose their jobs but I don’t want people to die either.
Enforcing curfews
Try to distance from eachother as much as possible
Parking.
work.
I am so happy and proud to be a long beach resident at this time.
I work for Kaiser Permanente and still am going to work. Having mayor Garcia's leadership makes me sleep better. The way he has
provided testing the city is one more reason I am so proud to
Being in a closed room with clients less than 6 feet away
Already working. Healthcare professional.
Mandatory face coverings, limited number of persons per total available space, visible markers that indicate 6ft distance (since most people
don’t know what 6ft is), temp check before entering place of business, mandatory hourly wipe down of all door hand
People who will begin to cough and be unsanitary just as before once people begin to crowd areas again
6 feet distance
Wearing a face mask in close proximity
Lower capacity limits
nose and mouth).
still need a job
Everyone wears a medical face mask . If supply is short , buy them from China , they have huge stock now
Ramping up testing and contact tracing, along with antibody testing.
Many people within my zip code are continuing to congregate and act as if nothing is going on. Several groups “hanging out” drinking and
smoking. It’s very frustrating
Testing for all!!! Free mask!!! A cure !!!

ATTACHMENT C
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Tell my employer, CSULB, to continue to support stringent social distancing and telework options to continue reducing density among both
students and employees on campus. We have 45,000 students, 7000 employees all converging in a small space. On any gi
surfaces
Health insurance - covered California start date isn’t for another month for me
Support working remotely as much as possible
Fixing the street on the 3500 block of Canehill Avenue. Tree roots protruding the asphalt are at least 2 feet high. Can't drive down my street
to get to work. The pine trees need to be pruned as well . . . PLEASE Mr. Mayor, I saw you shopping at Ralph's t
Knowing if you’ve had COVID and we’re/are asymptotic. I’d worry about spreading the disease unknowingly to others. So more testing.
Schools closing
The city could support others safely returning to work by requiring face coverings in public (even on bike paths, jogging paths at the park,
etc.), limiting capacity of gyms, retail spaces, etc to 25-50% usual (depending on details of the situation), and
Occupancy limits, reduced hour pay coverage
don’t reopen too early.
Providing more sanitary supplies to the public
Mandatory regulation and enforcement of businesses/employers new rules to ensure a smooth and safe transition to a new "normal".
i dont think we should not safe yet
All small businesses will need PPE as well and they should be regulated, inspected and fined if they re-open carelessly
Following guidelines of medical experts, scientists, and STATE leadership not citizens who have been having parties and frequenting
“closed” parks and beaches. As a person in covid-19 recovery who lost her boss and friend of 17 years, it is a slap in the
All of them
n/a - I can continue to work from home.
Help for small business
Testing for Covid19. For both virus and antibodies.
I have not stopped working. I work at Miller Children's Hospital
By assuring that businesses follow the appropriate guidelines to ensure a safe working environment for it's employees. Glass barriers
between cashiers and customers and stress social distancing.
You can’t. Unfortunately. I am in a relatively unique working environment that changes by the second. But thank you for asking.
Opening schools so I don’t have to stay home with my children
Open up the city. I am responsible for my health & safety, not the city.
if someone is sick at work. . .stay home. Keep nursing homes safe by continuing in quarantine until more younger people develop immunity
or a vaccine is developed.
How to social distance students
Testing for everyone and a vaccine.
Approving and not limiting out door dinning
We need better access to cleaning supplies to be able to maintain cleanliness standards. The city needs a plan in place to make sure
industries that need them can get them since the inventory for them is widely unstable.

ATTACHMENT C
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CALLES , PARADAS DE BUS, AYUDANDO A LOS HOMELEES , HACIENDO LUGARES PARA SEGUROS Y PROTEGIDOS DE
DESINFECTARSE ..
LUGARES O ESPACIOS PARA PERROS Y GATOS DESIGNADOS ..
exposing mouth and nose.
Anitbody testing ramp up in LB. However, working in offices will continue to be difficult if not impossible if schools continue distance learning
and staggered schedules in the fall, many families rely on school hours for childcare.
Spread is accelerating. We do not have this under control. There is another wave coming.
Clearly defined rules.
Providing a resource in case coworkers are not respecting the guidelines.
Allowing a phased approach to people returning to work in small groups. Perhaps limited hours
opening businesses, restaurants and retail facilities with a set of protocol or a health and safety plan to protect workers, patrons and guests
Provide smaller class sizes, masks, gloves
all restrictions.
Return test results faster. And not open until there is a increase in recoveries and/or until a cure is found.
Protective masks n enhanced testing. Signs to remind people dangers of not practicing social distancing
Dental offices are high risk and much consideration should be put in before they are allowed to open
How to keep the children and teachers safe
Na
It’s too soon!
Making sure companies provide necessary space between ppl
Enforcing social distancing rules
Strictly enforcing social distancing and wearing masks in public. Sanitizing highly trafficked public areas regularly.
Expanding testing for at risk business such as hospitality, bars, restaurants and various person to person services
staff up hospital resources to handle increased capacity
I don’t Want to work around people that are not respecting distancing and wearing masks.
Lift the safer at home order
Keep sanitizing resources in place, overlapping schedules so minimal staff is in office at same time, telecommuting as needed.
Taking people’s temperatures....
I don’t think we are ready to reopen.
increasing hospital capacity
N/a
I think having actual repercussions for breaking the new rules may help enforce them.
A barrier that will keep the government from restricting us as much as they have been.
Free testing for every household
Regular testing
Disinfectant products

ATTACHMENT C
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Setting safety guidelines and enforcing them
Have a barrier between the patrons and reducing class sizes for recreation classes
Keeping the lockdown in effect until the State of California deems it safe to allow any of the above openings. Physical distancing and social
solidarity are the order of the day. I will lose approximately $8,000.00 in income, as my residential arts summer
from home options.
Preparing to reopen schools in the fall safely.
Some ideas:
Bring public health educators into schools to review healthy practices esp for elementary students who may or may not totally
understand/remember (handwashing, not touching face, distance, how
To measure how hotels and tourism will be affected and those who are workers of the industry how will they be protected as we nurture the
industry and publics ease of if it is safe to travel again. The tax bed alone that hotels generate into Long Beach sh
Do service workers have to wear gloves and masks? Gloves cross contaminate and masks impede providing a service with a smile but
better to enforce masks than gloves or no masks
It’s just not time. We need a couple more weeks to continue the decrease in covid-19 cases and there must be safety standards in place for
safe distancing, disinfecting, increased testing.
Just keep note of the 6 feet rule. Not opening our workplaces are going to hurt us more in the long run. We need to get back to our gyms
our work and our lives. Our emotional mindset and livelihood depend on it.
Instead of returning to work, Long Beach should work pass a local rent and mortgage freeze for the duration of this crisis. Banks can put the
lost months on the back end of mortgages. They were bailed out in 2008. They can shoulder the burden right now. I
Remain quarantine
Continuous testing
Providing masks, gloves, shields and training in universal precautions
No more social distancing.
let us free
I'm. it sure
I like the idea of returning slowly. A day or two a week and seeing how that goes. Then slowly progress to more time in office.
I seriously do not think it’s time
Beach and trail activity
Significantly reduced chances of catching the virus
We need widespread, regular, mandatory testing, with accurate tests. Without that, certainly schools should not open, nor should much else.
Testing
watch my kids.
Racism, injustice, inequality, failing educational systems and healthcare systems.
Not safe yet. Covid19 cases continue to rise and death numbers are high in Long Beach. Stay at home extension through July please.

ATTACHMENT C
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supporting 'reopened facilities' with ample supply of sanitation materials
Closure of office buildings.
Allowing offices to open.
We already have available mass testing in LA county.
1. Setting concrete and specific guidelines for business owners and operators that consider each business type differently when presented
with unique challenges. i.e. a retail bookstore and a sit down restaurant have different issues for sanitation to ad
Testing capacity
PPE
Open businesses, but make it mandatory to wear a mask
Personal hygiene in regards to washing hands and keeping them away from their face and sanitized work environment
Weekly Covid testing for workers
Slowly introducing large volume areas such as beaches, concerts, etc until a decrease in cases resumes.
Let the people and business decide
Continue to stay at home order for the time being until more people are tested or until we find a vaccine at the moment. To continue to
flatten the curve. However I have been unemployed since the middle of March which is when I applied for unemployment an
Rent. Both my partner and I had to take 30% paycuts so we wouldn't have team members laid off and with long beach's sky rocketing rent
we're afraid of not being able to get by. We're also afraid to contact our property manager (in case they retaliate as m
Ultimately concerned that too much will open at once and he will have another surge and have to go back to our stay at home orders.
Concerned that too many places, such as the beach, will open and people will not remain cautious.
Enforce some sort of social distancing or ensuring offices are offering masks and easily accessible hand washing station.
N/a
Employer expectations, public responsibility, proving sanitation stations, limiting large public gatherings, immunity testing
We deserve a vacation
Portable Sanitation units perhaps high traffic areas of the city to allow public to keep hands clean.
No
currently none for me personally, I recognize this is not the case for the rest of my community but I have concerns about whether or not
people will follow guidelines upon economic reopening.
Helping the homeless. Where I live near downtown there are always homeless people in my alley going through the trash and recycling bins
and sleeping. I think about covid and how easily it could be transmitted through high touch areas. Enforcing social di
The vast majority of deaths in LB are in long term care -29. With all due sympathy to those people, the rest of the city is shut down because
of 7 deaths outside of those facilities. Wrecking the economy and shutting down the entire city is too extreme. P
Have a requirement for each employer to have a capacity limit per day, of how many employees can occupy a certain amount of square
feet, as well as require masks for all employees. There also should be sufficient cleaning supplies on hand for sanitizing o
I work in entertainment industry. Having my make up applied by a make up artist I believe would be unsafe right now. I can’t control if they
have washed or sanitized their brushes/tools after every person they serviced. Virus transmission could be very ea
Fear. What can you do to bring back common sense and get rid of the fear that has been so eloquently bestowed upon the masses?
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Safe distances and limits on persons in a facility at one time can continue. Mandates regarding the availability of hand sanitizers and
personal hygiene practices can be continued. In my opinion, masks are of limited value and even create a higher risk o
Quarantine of healthy individuals.
A six foot space is a novel idea ,but not that safe. Plexy glass great idea. Time is the answer pandemic not summer vacation.
Ensuring that all individuals know to wear a mask or mouth cover
Basically my opinion is that we should NOT rush to re-open ANY businesses until the danger has passed, which isn't yet., and MUCH
broader testing has been completed (with negative results). Like 20%+ of the city's population tested and negative. When we d
Reopen small businesses!!! Only a small amount of people will be in them and it will be easy to keep distance. Easier than it is in Walmart
and Costco which remain open! Support the small business owners! Allow them to reopen!
Stay home save lives!
The city is doing a great job with getting more testing done. It would be nice to know where people who've tested positive have visited to
know if ones been exposed & hasn't developed symptoms.
To still wear mask and keep distance from everyone and limit the amount of people and clean all the area being use
I can return now, I’m healthy and if I was positive for covid, I would self quarantine. I prefer if everyone would get tested before going back
to work. I do have two brothers (under 25 and 30 years old) they were on a ventilator for a period of at least
Everyone wear masks, keep distance and make schools and universities hybrid
Testing
sick leave policy improvements and
Need for fresh air ( open trails with responsible distancing measures)on off days to improve mental and physical health
enforcing thermometer reading for all employees and everyone should get tested before being allowed to return to work
Direct contact with customers via glassware and physical distance
I prefer to stay home.. sorry 😐😐
Only once a known vaccine or highly tested and effective treatment for COVID-18 exists because returning to “normal” is not worth the lives
of those who are at high risk of contacting/dying from the virus. The economy will bounce back but human lives cann
Making masks more accessible, disseminating guidelines
freeze.
soon to reopen.
The city should continue implement social distancing and no large gatherings. Also, to those businesses who will be allowed to open should
limit customers inside establishments to avoid crowdedness.
By ending shut down
More employment opportunities.
1- Free Wifi CITYWIDE: if learning/teaching from home is an ESSENTIAL need, and job applications as well as EDD forms are accessible
online, then wifi is an ESSENTIAL SERVICE that would benefit the entire Long Beach community. People can pay for extra ban
Adding more parking to this city so we can practice safe distance from one another- germs can travel up to 30ft not a mere 6ft
Testing, testing, testing. Monitoring people with symptoms, especially our homelessness population.
Providing testing for asymptomatic people
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There need to be limitations on the number of people in close proximity to each other - we can’t really rely on people to respect each other’s
personal space when things get cramped. Thank you for setting up this survey!
I feel like our company is making the best choices in keeping employee safety a top priority. I would hope that the city would continue it's
efforts to support choices that keep people who live and work in Long Beach safe while traveling to work and throu
Required masks when going within a 6 feet distance.
DO NOT OPEN LB
Wear face mask. Keep applying social distancing
I think we need to limit very large gatherings (sports ,concerts ) and use good common sense. Stagger lunch breaks. No close lines for
check ins etc. good common sense. I think most people get the hang of it by now.
Testing for all residents, protective gear, struct social distance guidelines.
Guideline that help reduce the spread but also allow businesses, that can follow these guidelines, to reopen.
Child care and education for school aged children. If I am to return to work, who is going to teach and care for my children as they are still
expected to complete school district eduction?
Not sure
None
financial barrier to paying our mortgage
Letting businesses return to normal operations.
Financial assistance. My employment was terminated due to the pandemic.
Not really sure how to answer this.
require residents to were masks, providing enough testing for virus, supporting those in need and in higher risk category such as elderly and
with underlying health conditions.
do nothing, open up
It is necessary to let employers know that if they are bending rules they will be fined. People argue on why we only serve takeout and at
times it seems as they are not even aware of the pandemic that is going on. I believe it is still critical to promote
Maybe
Making me feel safe again. I feel like the everyone is currently feeling overwhelmed and unsure about being safe in public. Taking steps to
ensure the community that the city is doing everything they can to keep the pubic safe.
Face mask supply pretty non existent
Have everyone wear masks, have more hand washing "breaks", less conferences, keep social distance appropriate during lunch hours,
offer cleaning products for areas around us, and keeping us informed if there are some concerns we should know about our peer
Standing 6 feet away from another person , wearing a mask , spraying Lysol or disinfectant spray before touching anything and washing my
hands constantly
- setting up a set of regulations which businesses must adhere to protect their employees
- setting up a hotline where employers are not adhering to safe practices
Doing more to enforce the Stay at home order, many people are still going out and ignoring Social Distancing
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Still limiting large groups Providing face masks,
Reopening beaches
A vaccine or a viable treatment.
Keeping the safe at home in place
Continue quarantine until the virus is under control.
Continue to make clear to residents our status, and what laws they must follow regarding social distancing
No
Lazy people that do not wear face shields, and my employer that does not want to spend money bro put up safety measures
A vaccine, street sanitizing
supply of masks, disinfectants, hand washing stations, gloves, trash bins should all be in place prior to reopening. as well as requiring large
capacity locations/events to do temp. screening, strict mask rules, etc. We also need provisions to protect o
Adequate testing for the public
I strongly it's too soon to re-open
Having a rule that people must wear masks in all public and work spaces
Keeping people apart. Informing people how dangerous it is
Mandatory to wear mask
N/a
Business by appointment only or online preorder pickup
Stores like Goodwill, Salvation Army, and all other donation based stores can NOT do curbside and are not equipped for customer or
employee safety. The work spaces in back rooms for sorting and pricing are almost always VERY small - impossible to stay 6
Enforcing the 6 feet apart rule
Requiring everyone to wear masks - no matter where they are in public settings. There shouldn’t be a choice
locations
N/A
Having for PPE available does healthcare workers, readily available testing with possible multi-testing, paid leave if quarantine is needed
open up the restrictions to shelter in place
By keeping the no mask no service rule in businesses so we can keep employees safe.
We are humans. Not meant to be prisoners in our own homes. The virus will not stop spreading. People are just traveling to each other’s
homes to visit each other. Let us live our normal lives again. If it is our last days let us fully live our last moment
Need more accurate or multiple testings for antibodies and COVID-19 illness and prove if Covid-19 can be caught again after recovering.
I’d like if the City could support the decision to staying in quarantine& not opening up Long Beach just yet until it is safe for everyone to truly
be out and okay to roam around freely without the worry of catching Covid19.
Capacity to social distance and use masks.
Distancing
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Childcare - there needs to be options for schools and summer camps that can be done in small groups. It will be impossible to keep kids
separated, but smaller consistent groups would help.
Vetted neighborhood nanny share programs would be helpful too.
Regular testing will likely be started at my workplace for a large number of people, if not all
I've already returned to work
Ensuring sufficient testing, contact tracing, and medical capacity.
Continue having people wear masks/face coverings in public
N/A
City has done a great job! Makes me proud to be from the LBC
Stop all the unsafe gatherings!!!!
lock down
I work for the Superior court and my courthouse is in Santa Monica so the Long Beach does not effect my work place as well as the fact that
I am blessed to be able to work from home.
the mandated lockdown.... Time is up! OPEN UP CA NOW
They could waive my parking tickets from
2019
Supplies
Reopen parks and Beaches.
Supporting the school system with transition to reopen.
shelter at home
virtual
By having everyone stay home.
If business, big or small, were to open, testing should be a requirement for all employees to return to work.
require masks to be worn
Open everything up except nursing homes.
Requiring masks for the public at all times. Have the ability to provide disposable masks for those unable to obtain on their own due to cost.
WAIT FOR A ANTIBODY!
PLEASE DON’T OPEN YET!!!
I’m a teacher and my husband has health issues and a compromised immune system. I cannot return to work until its safe. If I get it, I’ll lose
the love of my life, and I can’t live without him. So please, Mr.
The public is not in agreement about the seriousness of Covid-19. Often, essential workers are faced with careless customers (those not
wearing masks, not observing distancing rules, etc.) and feel pressure from employers and customers to serve them anywa
Open up the little businesses
Long Beach is a hot spot die to our demographics and the port. We should not be going back prior to la or San Fran. We are not the
same. We should not open nay business up that brings tourists into town at this time. We should not allow cruise ships or
None, I’m a teacher. Not safe yet.
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Students come to school sick; I fight off viruses the best I can, but parents already send their kids to school with fevers and vomiting even
though they'renot supposed to - I take care of my mom (who has cancer). I don't want to bring ANYTHING home that
People are not wearing mask when out in public the city could help everyone staying safe when we reopen by giving citations of $500 and
up if you are not wearing a mask when you are around other people. Not when driving your car but other than that yes. I
I’m a teacher so there are a lot of factors that need to be considered. I think Long Beach, and really most of LA County is doing an
excellent job at listening to the professionals to keep us safe. Please continue to do that. This is hard on all of us bu
Get everyone surgical masks. Make,sure they wear them.
And working on making LBUSD schools safe for kids, parents, faculty and staff to reopen this September. This is your number 1 job!
Calm the hysterical fear and open everything
NA
No issue.
These decisions should not be based on what I or others "feel can open safely." We should be listening to public health experts who have
the best understanding of COVID-19. That knowledge is incomplete and imperfect, and still improving, but it is the bes
Providing standards for each business type to follow for when people go back to work. Making sure there is not a shortage on gloves, hand
sanitizer, cleaners, masks. Making sure people know how to wear masks to ensure effectiveness.
Reopen resteraunts but needs specific distancing per table and around the bar.
None that I can think of at the moment.
Open up recreation, parks, small businesses, personal grooming facilities (we all need a haircut!) as a first step.
Provide as much testing as possible and stay on the forefront of testing capabilities as more advanced testing becomes available
All businesses should have temperature scanning. And be allowed to refuse entry. Practice minimum contact points. People should Practice
hygiene, physical distancing. We the people should be able to decide on taking the decision to be out and about.
Just practice social distancing
Although I marked "no changes" for number 9, I do think some changes could be made if there were guidelines in place that people
followed. If there was a system to allow for less people to be on the beach path at a time, I think it would be safe and benef
None
I think it's still important that people maintain good social distancing, that employee temperatures are being monitored, and people still
spend as little much time as possible outdoors. If people will be going back to work I think it should be done in sm
Distance, cleaning supplies
Keep social distance practices, keep facial coverings: masks, gloves as mandatory for all businesses, establishments, and all customers,
and more importantly businesses should operate at 25% and make virus testing available for all (although I do believe
Don't ease up on the restrictions!
na
Continue to work on the homelessness issue and there social distanceing
Everyone must wear mask in public, and this must be enforced by local Police and Managers, Administrators. Work place policies must be
also enforced. Of course this should apply until some type of treatment \ Vaccine has been created.
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Please stop closing beaches and parks and places that allow people to connect with nature. For many of us in apartments that is our only
opportunity to get outside.
No idea, working from home feels better
no
support the structure you put in place responsibly and have those decisions reflect your interest in citizen safety as best possible.
the streets.
Let’s social distance and wear masks
Protecting those vulnerable
Increased testing and encouragement to get tested.
Homeless people in downtown Long Beach.
Force business owners to provide the masks, soaps, sanitizer to all the employees and apply a big fine if they did not meet the guidelines.
Do not reopen.
Keep city closed until vaccine introduced!
Ppe for all, wait till a vaccine is available.
been working
Require social distancing, keep to no more then 10 people gatherings, face coverings at all times.
NA
headed toward a flare up.
Require masks. Provide hand sanitizer. Keep as much physical distance as possible
Opening everything back up.
Please keep us safe! This pandemic is not over yet and opening too many businesses being open puts us at risk and makes this last longer.
Public spaces such as parks and beaches maybe can be open with strict mask and social distance enforcement. No groups
Require all business to provide safe distancing markers, and masks required by employees when safe distancing is
Limiting number of people in one space/building.
Limiting capacity
pay essential worker more during the pandemic prior to removing lockdown
I feel that I have all I need to work safely as long as everyone wears a mask, uses hand sanitizer and practices physical distancing.
everyone back to work.
People coming in and out. Real protective gear for workers and customers
Not rushing into opening up all businesses and events too quickly.
Workin now
safety purposes.
I have no barriers. The one thing your survey did not cover was protecting the most vulnerable. We know full well that the worst places for
this disease are in nursing homes. In some states as much as 70% of deaths have occurred in nursing homes. Thes
na
Customers allowing work in & out of there home. Providing ppe to work around others
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Work from home
Physical distancing guidelines inside a pub. If it’s 6’ then the guideline should not be based on Half capacity. Can customers play pool? If a
group arrives together can they stand within 6’ of each other? Do all bars/restaurants need a door guy/security
More testing.
Enforcement
I feel that we need to keep the stay at home order at least one-two more month, considering the numbers and deaths still rise almost daily
in Long Beach. I would not feel comfortable or safe at work with ten's or hundred's of people flocking to the shelt
No, the job of the city is not to help people go back to work and die, it is to keep its citizens alive.
Homeless people crowding public areas, spreading their stuff all over the sidewalks and grass, sleeping on public tables and sitting areas
and not cleaning themselves or their area. Guidelines for businesses to feel safe and protected by then local govern
enforcing city and state guidelines to ensure businesses are following the rules
continue providing transparent updates to citizens
How would people use:
Elevators
Public restrooms
Businesses that count on people to gather
We have safety officers/security that visit and walk our floor, they should be told to wear face mask or to wait outside the office while the
person they are meeting comes to greet them.
I am currently working in the home health care setting. I strongly feel that the public without risk due to age and pre existing health
conditions should be allowed regular activity outside with social distancing. I feel more of my current patients (non C
TESTING!! How can America not be able to do what almost every other country is doing? To safely resume things, we all need to know if
we're safe around others or not. TESTING! Also, reopen the GOLF COURSES, for goodness sake! I don't play, but can't think
Childcare/preschool/summer camps are an issue (we need them, particularly before business start wanting employees back in the office),
but I feel opening up more outdoor public spaces and small retail and seeing where we are in a couple weeks is safer.
No
sanitize and not allow to gather more than 10 people
Provide free testing to every resident of Long Beach.
I work in a secluded office/room at Long Beach Job Corps and help adolescents with recovery from alcohol and drugs. I can meet with
youth by physical distance and a mask. The current barrier is not being able to go to work and working from is not as effec
Enforcing physical distancing requirements and making sure that people who are sick do not come to my workplace
I think we should still stay home...because Covid 19, Is still not under control...and if you start opening places...more people will get sick.
Stay out of our lives
I’m fine with city being closed longer, our population and housing is very dense, we need more time.
Loans or tax write offs for businesses buying preventative and/or protective measures to better equip their place of business in order to
prevent/slow the spread of COVID while being able to operate in a limited way.
The number of people allowed in a business should be limited to allow for distance between them.
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Coming up with a transparent and realistic plan to limit exposure. Enforcing capacity limitations. Continuing CONVENIENT access to any
unemployment or reduced hour benefit programs for employees in the event of a spike in COVID-19 cases and thus a reissui
Gavin Newsom
opening businesses up.
My work is set up and ready to safely return.
Encourage And allow at-risk people; elderly and those with existing underlying health conditions, to continue to stay home with continued
support from the government if possible. Provide antibody tests and covid tests for everyone so Long Beach can get a
Allowing some access to parks or public spaces so I can have access to natural sunlight at least 5 times a week.
KEEP OUR CITY CLOSED AND SAFE
Metering the public to enter and exit City Hall (which may involve lines outside). Addressing crowding issues. Allowing staff to continue with
at home work and adjusted hours to keep sufficient spacing for employees still in the office.
limit on services( people ) coming in for services
More testing. contract tracing. slow return to normalcy with constant monitoring of COVID-19 transmission.
I dont feel it safe to release lockdown if a strong pandemic is still existing just because americans cant sit still and want to go out. I
understand this is to also help the economy but the public health and world health should be top priority and not mo
Encourage And allow at-risk people; elderly and those with existing underlying health conditions, to continue to stay home with continued
support from the government if possible. Provide antibody tests and covid tests for everyone so Long Beach can get a
expanding testing beyond the current testing system
I think the City should stand strong and continue as is for a bit longer. According to the medial reports, if we reopen too soon, we may have
a 2nd outbreak later in the year. I rather isolate NOW and come back together later with NO ONE MISSING
Antibody testing. A lot of people had COVID and don't even know it.
We should not return to work at this time. Instead, The City should help support by suspending rent & mortgage payments until this
pandemic is under control. If that was in place, maybe, the community would stop protesting and asking to open the community
Too soon. Could trigger a second wave
Lifting restrictions
This all feels very political and a huge major overreaction internationally. Maybe all of our governments should support people getting back
to work, find reasonable solutions to real problems rather than create problems with unproven solutions looking fo
gatherings in their yards, etc.
Not enough hand gel stations
Your doing fine so far
N/A
having people dedicated to sanitizing common areas, restrooms, lounge areas, etc. in the City on a more frequent schedule.
Opening up of schools
It has been six weeks of this and I still hear people arguing with workers about having to put on a mask. People still think this is fake and an
exaggeration. Masks should be mandated for everyone in any public space even if it is outdoors, like the beach
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Higher cubicle walls to keep the distance of the neighboring cubicles. Not allowing visitors on the floor. Proving alternative work schedules
so that it limits the amount of employees all working in same areas. Providing gloves, masks, disinfectants for p
More testing, and wait for a decline in new cases.
Provide more testing
continue to address social distancing, hand washing, and of wearing mask
Continue stay at home guidelines for all places that are non-essential and/or cannot adhere to 6ft distance with masks required.
Government guidleines
I do not think it's safe to go back to work.
Available local testing for all
Ensure testing for all return to work when serving the public.
Ensure hospital readiness in case of positive and ill.
Ensure regular disinfect in public setting.
Encourage social distancing but open things back up
Encourage social distancing but open things back up
I think we shouldn’t lift quarantine yet I think we should give it a little more time.
I dont think the county is ready people are not talking this serious
Temporarly require face masks
lifting stay at home order, provide small businesses with access to purchase available masks & hand sanitizer (not back ordered)
loiter at my place of work
Once ALL the CDC Guidelines have been FULLY met.
It’s sad and disappointing the LBC is asking its citizens their opinions—that means City Officials are more interested in getting re-elected
than keeping all of us SAFE. Shame on you!!!
reopening schools
None
Addressing the need for wide scale testing for c-19 antibodies. I feel that many more people would feel comfortable going back to work if we
had more awareness of the percentage of the population that has already been exposed.
extending operating times of the pool I work at and extending the permit hours without an increase in fees.
….sharply limit police enforcement of a citizen's guaranteed rights under the Constitution.
Removing restrictions.
Need availability of testing (for both active COVID & antibodies) and digital certificate of test results.
Enforcing a strict barrier between cities and counties. Provide necessary drive thru testing, strict social distancing protocol, and preventive
care such as a face covering and hand sanitizer in order to eliminate cross contamination and a 2nd wave of lif
That I'm able to work
Provide Masks and people to sanitize/disinfect all public equipment and transportation 24/7. Safer at home is not sustainable, no matter how
you slice the pie. The virus is here to stay. Keep the vulnerable, compromised, at risk people at home. If you’
Opening back up and trusting in the fact that I'm an adult and have my and others best interest in mind
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none
ensure public transport is safe
NA
Not sure what can be done... at the moment my company is providing virtual therapy
Free testing for everyone and PPE for workers.
None exists.
and out of the building)
evidence that it is safe.
Select small businesses can open with limited seating so everyone is 6 ft apart and masks must be worn except when eating. Some beauty
with appointments if 1 or 2 in shop per hour only. Only to happen when governor okays and numbers are going down.
Not
Providing or requiring sanitizers and facemasks at such public entities.
Let salons be apart of phase 2 with strict regulations
Make available testing for anyone who wants it - I think this is just becoming available. Confirm that our hospitals are ready to handle
COVID19 cases as they occur - no excuse now if they are not.
Supplying PPE for all
Keep wearing masks & keeping your distance
I’m going to work once a week and working from home the other days.
I believe the city can INITIALLY safely open more businesses by requiring masks be worn by employees and/or patrons AND limiting the
number of people in the business. For retail stores/small gyms, it would look just like how many grocery stores or Target
None. The City has done everything it could.
entering stores
First and foremost, we shouldn't be considering opening up until all workers have the opportunity to be tested BEFORE returning to work.
The City cannot reasonably think the spread of COVID-19 will be controlled without getting a more clear picture of who
Testing!
As all students are distance learning right now, there is a big barrier on child care and ensuring my child will continue to be successful with
his distance learning if I was to go back to work at this time.
free testing and antibody testing for all residents who want it.
gyms, etc).
Release shelter in place with the above requirements
How do we know our coworkers who may have or may have not been respecting the stay at home order are safe for me to return to work
with them. Only way is for testing to be done and employees who tested negative can return to work. HIPAA rules/ regulations
Allowing people to go back to work
Having everyone tested for antibodies
I am able to continue working from home for a very long time.
No barrier. Work from home possible for me.
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practice social distancing and finding more appropriate ways to limit the amount of people entering a store before those coming out.
Enforcing people wearing masks in public.
Small business owners have taken the brunt of the losses in my opinion especially restaurants, shops and personal grooming - open them
back up
Clear understanding of timelines & requirements so employers have adequate time to prepare facilities to safely reopen
We need more time. Perhaps a month from now, we can go back to work but with distancing and masks as a requirement.
Distancing is impossible when styling hair but I believe it is essential for this horrible state we find ourselves in is causing more mental
health issues. Getting groomed helps people feel better and that’s essential.
Do not ease stay at home unless the statistics are being met to show decline in new cases and fatalities. Returning to work too soon will
undo all we have accomplished so far and put us back to where we started or worse
Lower the capacity limits of restaurants/gyms, enforce social distancing, and require thorough sanitization
NA
Limit amount of shoppers in my job at one time. Every customer needs to wear a mask. Provide More hand washing station for customers
Tracking cases and exposures, location specific.
Increasing the amount of testing to a percentage that the CDC recommends to ensure who is healthy and who is not
Just open it back up. Safely.
Just open it back up. Safely.
No we need to stay home and stay safe
2. Covid-19 vaccination or inoculation
3. Enforcing social distancing, not enough people are following guidelines (had an issue at UPS, Vons, & see a lot of people out without
masks)
4. When masks, gloves, sa
Write more tickets for violators, tough love is needed to get people in line... Make the offenders offences public, if not name, maybe
description of infraction and how much their ticket is...
The City should be listening to the public health experts and following closely the Governor's staged plan based on evidence and
epidemiological modeling not politics or the protests of uninformed residents. We all want a return to "normal" but normal is
Make it a mandate for every citizens to wear face mask/coverings
not.
provide face masks, gloves, hand sanitizer, keep restrictions strictly for some time, order places to lower their capacity
Get businesses back open ASAP. THE PEOPLE WHO ARE AT RISK SHOULD SHELTER IN PLACE. THE REST OF US NEED TO GET
BACK TO WORK. ALL OF THESE PRECAUTIONS ARE FOR 2-3 % OF THE POPULATION. STATISTICALLY IT MAKES NO SENSE TO
RUIN THE ECONOMY FOR THE REST OF US..
Limiting number of people in salon at all times, and stations occupied have enough distance between them. Realizing that having a clean
head of hair is essential hygiene, as well as mentally aiding people, who's only interaction may be that time spent in
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All government Buildings/officials should start a Data base of persons who had a Covid test and how long and those that were exposed, and
in order to stay ahead of the next mutated Covid19, 20...35? We can at least be more prepared than the last time,
What does this question mean ?
No answer
Street parking.
N/a
can't think of anything the city can do directly.
Offer free COVID-19 testing to all residents in the city of Long Beach
Extend not collecting street sweeping tickets.
economy.
The governor
I think social distancing needs to be better enforced, I don't see law enforcement doing a thing.
Stop stealing our civil liberties
lift the order
None
Stay at home rules
No barriers. No restrictions. Leave it up to people to decide what they want to do.
Greater access to PPE and testing
N/A
NA, I’m already working with social distancing in place. Small staff.
just go small...open up bit by bit as long as the number of cases stay low/consistent. If there is a spike shut us down again!
A city universal health plan that covers all; helping businesses to enforce hygiene and distance rules
Trust citizens to do the right thing. Trust employers to enact their own guidelines (every business is diff in size, interactions, foot traffic, etc.)
Encourage people to NOT snitch, criticize or bring down others who are trying to bring LB back to its vi
Masks in close corners and restaurant seating distance Also gym cleanliness
making sure everyone is tested; making sure people are tested periodically until virus is discovered.
Safety of children and parents.
Curbside retail only until the community is ready for stage 3 businesses to open.
none
When can business start opening up with some regulations
When can business start opening up with some regulations
Everyone following the orders so we can return to work quickly. A lot of stores that should not be open are open and might hold us back
from opening. Smoke shops /barbershops / restaurants doing dine In.
None right now. My customers are essential businesses.
Customers be required to wear face masks when making a purchase or conducting business.
I am already essential
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I currently work in closed quarters in a WeWork space, where we share items with people we may not work with and are on top of each
other in the space. I would want to ensure we limit who is in our space and have access to disposable items so we aren't sh
ensuring every one has been vaccinated!
Bio Security regulations and policy's for all.
See above explanation.
Find a working vaccine.
livelihood.
Rent
Groceries
Postpone Payments
See above question. By rotating staff so we're not all there at the same time.
Continue education of virus spreading and how to protect one's self and how one should not spread it.
Providing enough PPE
Stating closed until it is safe
Making people practice some coal distance
More testing (which has been opened up to asymptomatic essential workers), fines for people violating the order, fines for business not
willing to accommodate worker's conditions in regards to the order, making sure that EVERYONE who leaves the house is w
Nothing at this time
Personal grooming, fitness, open beaches for fresh air and sunshine and dining
No changes until no new cases have reported for 30 days
Less people in restuarant
Require everyone to test before opening to determine whether we have the numbers correctly. Rely on science and medical experts for
determination to open. Consider all the mentioned above. If workers can and are able to work from home with fully functioni
I think mass testing is more important to help prevent the spread rather than opening non essential activities.
keep social distancing and wearing face masks
telling people it's okay to leave their home to purchase goods and get back to regular commerce (with safety and sanitary precautions). That
it's okay to go out and buy a blouse, or a car, or lounge at the beach at social distance. Once the public feels i
N/A
I unfortunately work in Costa Mesa and this past weekend has shown me that OC and probably a lot of people from LA county are not
taking any of this seriously. The pictures of the packed beaches on the news where disheartening to see. I live near a gas
Staying at home
Give real guidelines, and enforce them
Child Care. We need safe, reliable child care that allows for physical distancing, capacity limits, cleaning/sanitizing protocols to be taken
AND monitored, and it needs to be prioritized for essential workers. I'm willing to pay for childcare, but it nee
We need free testing for all residents of the city (irrespective of that the county is offering). And we need more testing sites and expedited
handling of ALL test results. These must be in place now and for at least the next 12 months. Any discussion of
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As I mentioned above, I have not stopped going to my job as instructed by the owner. I only wish there was a way for the city to make face
coverings mandatory even for office staff so that everyone in my office would abide and cover their faces while we a
Continue to keep the city "closed". There is no evidence that this virus will subside without intervention. In fact, officials in the medical
community all agree that a second deadlier wave may emerge in the fall. When treatment and vaccines are available
opening up private offices. we are implementing work from home policies to ensure less people are in the office at once, as well a limiting
meetings and gatherings of any kind.
Also, I think the state of Georgia has a great plan for reopening. Giving businesses freedom to open responsibly or not open, and giving
peop
Accurate COVID & antibody testing for everyone, better social distancing/sanitization guidelines
Same as 10.
distancing and stricter on large gatherings.
I am a mental health specialist for children; therefore close proximity is necessary to engage with my clients. It will be important to know that
I will not infect anyone and the reverse as well. We might have to consider having a hybrid of approaches, su
No new Coronavirus cases for three weeks
we need a vaccine before entering back into society or it continue to spread
I have the capabilities and am using them to work safely from home currently during the quarantine. Those that can work from home should
do so until the infection rates drop by at least 60% and death rates are very minimal or a vaccine is readily availabl
STEPPING UP CLEANING EFFORST FOR ALL PUBLCI FACILITIES...
Enforcing social distancing and everyone to wear face masks. I believe we should only allow public places to open when the number of
hospitalized COVID patients and COVID deaths significantly decrease.
Before opening any business, related government authorities should be very sure that small business owners must make their businesses
ready for health conditions, must provide mandatory healthy, clean, disinfected and safety conditions in their businesses
Demanding companies and their offices adhere to social distancing guidelines and procedures.
Educate public & workforce on how to safely return to work. Post signs in public areas as reminders and to serve to educate others.
My office is small so this is not applicable to me
Gradual opening of businesses base on risk factor or need .trictly implement that everyone to wear face mask post a "No Mask No Entry
sign", ensure that business establishment are following the social distancing protocol.Note: I have been to some stores t
Making sure that employees and employers both submit to and enforce social distancing and mask wearing.
stay at home order
How serious the pandemic is with stats and new regulations to ensure our safety as workers and consumers.
Being able to social distance at work
addressing child care. not sure how.
net.
I hope to see our community come together and unite and work at this together the sooner we all follow the rules the better. LOVE LONG
BEACH!!!!!!!!!!!
Smaller child care centers
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Allowing our business to reopen
Not allowing the local media outlets or public officials to exaggerate the issue by adding political bias to their decisions. Stop blaming who
did what and let's move forward as one community. Let's provide facts and data to support the facts to decision
social distancing
Please provide guidelines for curbside pickup for all retail and food, and allow restaurants (and retail) without drive-through to effectively
operate drive-through services for the duration of the emergency.
It is a far better choice to be overly cautious in this situation because the potential cost to reopening too early is considerably greater than
the cost of maintaining current guidelines.
Constant reminders for employees of social distancing. I pray we don't have a second wave because we all need money. We GET 1 LIFE.
What's money with no life. :(
The barrier keeping from work is the government. Get rid of these stupid restrictions and I’ll be able to go back to making a living. Just
because I am not essential in the eyes of the government does not mean that my income in inessential to me. I would
I intend to continue to work from home until it is safe for all businesses to re-open. That being said I greatly appreciate that street sweeping
has not been enforced during this quarantine. It has made a huge impact on me and my household.
MEDICALLY TRAINED.
Testing sites
CSULB to allow allied healthcare programs (and other programs with essential hand-on skills labs) to resume face-to face instruction for
hands-on skills and research studies
businesses back open
Enforce the stay at home orders first, then when its safe to do so, return everything to normal and open what needs to open.
Sanitizing common areas and frequently accessed items like bus stops, cross walk buttons, stairs and parking garages
Lift the stay at home or let gatherings of no more 250 for a while
Enforcement of distance and mask rules
CLEANING AND SANITIZING PUBLIC AREAS (PARKS, PLAYGROUNDS, BUS STATIONS, ETC.)
online list of businesses, government offices, or other entities with their current status (e.g., closed, open, partially open, etc); maybe use
custom map with Google's API or similar
Having clear guidelines
I can work from home. So no barrier for me.
-Hand hygiene opportunities should be provided as much as possible.
-Should provide vending machines with masks instead of snacks and beverages (whether cloth or disposable) to provide easy access and
fair pricing to safe masks
-People wearing gloves and
I do not believe we have cross that time where we can return to work and void stay at home orders. We need more data to track cases, to
inform our ability to re-open. At this point - there is not enough data, we should only keep open absolutely essential
Open it all back up - allow individuals to decide their movements. Encourage use of masks and universal precaution measures.
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Your new restrictions about a 10 minute timeline that states, employees only need to wear a mask if the are next to each other for longer
than 10 minutes AND under 6 feet apart....(so sitting 6 feet apart from each other all day without a mask is ok?) som
Allowing small businesses to open
I work from home, but am sensitive to the people who dont.
adequate supply of PPE for all and maintenace of physical distancing requirements
Keep telecommute option open
enforcing social distancing and wearing masks. All you have to do is walk along the bluff or down 2nd Street in Belmont Shore and see
everyone ignoring these rules
Continue advising the community to observe safe distancing
Antibody testing the community over the course of the next two months in preparation of the next wave. Social distancing enforcement and
wearing a mask in enclosed retail spaces, both large and small scale. If target and Costco can be open and with positi
Helping the community with masks, cleaning high contact areas, keeping safe distance, checking temps.
Essential employees/1st responders / healthcare workers
when testing capacity is up to the State reopen standard, when the confirmed cases and death toll numbers is in steady decline, then we
can consider reopen. It's too early to open now.
N/A
People's awarness of social distancing
People's awarness of the severity of the disease
Enforce social distancing
Sanitation of public places. North Long Beach looks dirty as you drive from South East to North West. Unequal.
More hand washing stations in public places.
everyway.
Remain closed until safe to reopen and ENFORCE it. Too many people out and about as if nothing is going on. The city is doing a poor job
of enforcing "safer at home"
N/A
N/A
Evil employers and insane economic disparity.
Not possible. I teach lab classes and social distancing isn't an option
Do not open Dine-In restaurants until you can guarantee my health from this virus. Please don't put my life in danger.
Unknown. Again I am able to work at home
ensuring all (including non-English speakers) are aware of the health risks as well as fallout from not following health orders
Published time table of what will reopen and when.
Ensuring that we are free of the possibility of further spreading this virus.
Providing information regarding new Covid-19 safety standards.
By allowing me to be closer than 6ft..
Limit of high amount of people in areas. Maintain barriers between public and the workers. Keep sanitation going.
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A maximum amount of people allowed in a enclosed space, requirements to wear masks for every person, sanitizing stations provided.
Not until testing is provided for everyone and companies are required to provide safe working environments following CDC guidelines.
Public awareness of the seriousness and severity of COVID-19
A vaccine or cure
Keep public places closed and enforce physical distancing as long as necessary to keep us safe and keep the number infected manageable
by health care professionals
NA
Lack of PPE. Too many people.
Keeping everyone at home until the virus is no longer a threat.
I'm a remote worker
I think, it is wise to stay closed until the virus is safely contained. It wouldnt make sense to open now to just infect more individuals.
Testing availability for all not just essential workers
KEEPING THE ENFORCEMENT
More free testing
Require social distancing and face masks
Health and safety inspections for all businesses and testing for all.
IF Long Beach were to re-open, it should be mandatory for EVERYONE outside their home to wear a face mask and continue enforcing
distance from one another. But I personally feel we need to extend the Stay at Home order.
Will be useful to request pedestrians to walk on the same side of the cars way as much as possible
Wait until testing is more widespread
As a contract class instructor, I would expect a return to classes with a limit on the number of attendees, depending upon the site, in order
to ensure proper distancing of students. If that can be arranged, I don’t see why we cannot resume classes.
Patrolling high at risk area’s, IE parks.
Test every worker for COVID-19 before they returning to their work place and make sure only uninfected people are able to return to their
work place. In addition, Limit the gathering of people indoor. Lastly, only people wearing mask are allowed to enter
I don’t know at this point.
Lifting mandated closure
no reopening. too early a reopen and lots of people will die. the economic benefits are not worth the lives potentially lost.
The stay at home order needs to be lifted for everyone who is not sick & doesn't have underlying health conditions.
Strongly suggesting to employers that seniors and people with asthma and underlying health conditions be allowed to work remotely until a
vaccine, cure, or herd immunity is reached.
Ensure hand sanitizer is available, masks are mandatory and social distancing is enforced.
Finding the cure to covid19.
More screening and tighter isolation of those who are COVID 19 positive asymptomatic individuals.
Help businesses with disinfectant products. Supply pick-up stations for face coverings for residents who don’t have access to face mask.
Like fire stations and medical facilities during 9-5 pm.
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i think people over 65 should work at until all this is cleared up
Airline travels
Do not force open businesses early, you are only forcing people with no benefits back to work and off unemployment. Work on rent
protection during these months. Work on drive tru testing sites.
Make testing available to asymptomatic folks who could be carriers and pass it. I work with seniors and though I have no symptoms, I may
still be a risk and without knowing, If folks like me are able to get tested regularly like evrey quarter, then I coul
ensuring that all social distancing and disinfecting protocols are being followed by everyone. I believe there needs to be enforced to make
sure everyone is safe and to prevent another outbreak.
The large scale testing being completed and a date when the vaccine will be ready
Stop acting like we're going to re-open based on community wants. Be clear that we have a health crisis, and support more test, and
institute best practices for what businesses will need to do when they do re-open.
Also, Massages are needed for many tha
Limiting the amount of people in any space at a given time
Stop using tax money to feed schools and use that money for the small businesses. The unemployment benefits and stimulus check with
additional $600 per week is more than enough to feed these children like me and our children.
Testing large groups of business prior to return.
Enforcing the law; stop letting perpetrators get away with any form of crimes. We are being too lax for too long.
I don't think the city can help at all
Treating us like adults
Treating us like adults
Protocol requirements for businesses to provide safe and sanitary work space and protective mask
Physical distance. I serve the general public of Long Beach, Lakewood, and Wilmington. These demographic vary widely and I do not feel
safe with the close proximity my job requires when open.
The most difficult thing is daycares and schools. With testing and contact tracing, I would feel comfortable sending my children back.
However, if others feel differently, it makes it very difficult to work.
N/A
Placing a legal mandate on masks and mandating that if business' are going to open that all employee's must first be tested for COVID 19.
Hospitality is not included in this.
Allow my fellow co-workers at Small businesses to open safely! Business owners should be accountable for their spaces and employees to
keep them safe! We residents cannot afford to keep businesses closed and let economy dive!
Making sure businesses are being properly cleaned and disinfected and enforcing social distancing
healthy.
I am still working.
I am still working.
I am still working.
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I am still working.
Daily hospitalizations and deaths cut in half or more
Getting rid of the bike lanes on Broadway
There are so many people who don’t wear masks in public, do they have a death wish?
Provide testing
At the federal level, a vaccination being found.
none
Allowing small businesses to re open
Social distancing
I cannot I am a classroom environment
6 feet apart and masks. our lives depend on this behavior.. therefore those that don't follow this should be fined. Slowly pen some with 6
feet apart and masks order and see how that affects population.. its not worth our lives to open everything at once
Smaller classroom size for us teachers. 35 big fifth graders doesn’t work with social distancing.
ALLOW PATROL CARS TO SURROUND A SPECIFIC AREA (1- 2 MILE RADIUS) JUST IN CASE ANY BUSINESS NEEDS IMMEDIATE
HELP CONTROLLING A CROWD THAT REFUSES TO OBLIGE BY THE NEW LAWS IN PLACE.
Everyone needs to practice safe distancing!
Other people not practicing physical distaning
Tests
allowing businesses to open up
Supporting the reopening of small businesses and outdoor spaces until May 15. Then open large scale businesses and spaces but within
guidelines and spacing requirements
people aren't really gonna follow social distancing. They aren't doing already. What makes you think you can safely open stuff up? POC
don't have the privilege of being safe and work at the same time. I would like things to open, but I already know it won
TESTING!!! Not 1,000 tests or whatever. They need Lots of testing and make it super easy for everyone to get.
We are not ready to re open safely.
Since we have many cases and the curve is till going up we should continue close for advantages made . Why now when we have more
cases ? It doesn’t look safer . We don have a vaccine yet .
is 6' the right number? Other countries have a lower distance number. Please revisit in conjunction with PPE use to allow meeting and
conventions to book in the next 18 month period.
Finally, Thank you Mayor and Council for the leadership over the last 2
Tests for individuals who are non exhibiting symptoms.
interact when out.
Allow all businesses and schools to reopen with safe physical distancing guidelines in place. Suggest that all vulnerable people selfquarantine at home until vaccine is developed.
not opening the city because it is way too soon you
providing PPE, and sanitizer.
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Lifting stay at home orders.
Street sweeping...there's no method for moving cars somewhere for 4 hours a week!
A solution for capacity limits and social distancing specifically within classrooms especially SPED classrooms.
n/a - testing
Given my profession, this is not applicable to me. However, as a CA licensed public health RN having closely watched the trajectory of the
Covid-19 infection & mortality rates, it’s readily apparent that the volume of testing SPECIFICALLY IN RATIO TO OUR
Social distance and glass protectors
I am an elementary school teacher. My main concern is the number of students packed into the classrooms. There is not enough space to
keep a healthy distance between students.
Enforcing social distancing and cleaning requirements, mask, temp checks and rotating schedules.
1. Facts
2. Logic
3. Science
4. Days
5. Testing
6. Already lax social distancing
7. Already lax or non-existent knowledge on how a mask covers your face and isn’t a magical shield.
Following CDC guidelines because I work at a hospital and would like to prevent the number of positive cases
We should not open schools or parks yet is to dangerous for the kids
Work from home
I'm in Healthcare. I'm working everyday.
The city should not engage in reopening any non-essential businesses or facilities until widespread testing has provided enough verified
data to do so. We are not there.
testing is widely available to EVERYONE, no matter socioeconomic status
Limiting their restrictions
Not sure.
I think we need to re-think how we are putting "essential" workers in harms way by re-opening too soon. We need to see the number of
deaths significantly reduce, yet we may see a worse 2nd wave. I agree strongly with the Governor's response to put a har
Strict physical distancing measures at all open businesses, with enforcement resources. Many businesses do not practice social distancing.
Especially in employees area, where it is not open to public. Employers do not want to sacrifice space or use down t
Ramp up capacity for testing, contact tracing, quarantines for those exposed, isolation and care for those who test positive. Encourage and
assist small businesses in converting existing jobs to remote positions.
and sanitizer.
Nothing. I’m ok with what we are doing to help others and ourselves stay safe and healthy
low.
Safe and healthy childcare
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Opening small gym, they are good to release stress and anxiety
Monitor and cite those that are in large groups.
.
Increase testing.
More supplies of PPE
When opening facilities again you must have limited capacity similar to what grocers and Wal Mart/Target are doing
STAY HOME
Fear, date, facts, and science. The city doesn't need to hold citizens hands. You work for us. We don't work for you. As adults we can
manage our own health and safety. The city is threatening the physical, mental, psychological, emotional, and economical
Please hold companies accountable for not implementing guidance for returning to work. Do not let them have immunity from prosecution if
they choose to disregard their workforce’s’ health and well-being.
Keep in mind that by opening up anything at all right now, you are putting the upper percentile at risk. The trade off is health/lives vs.
economic recovery and should not be taken lightly.
I am still going into the office full time, and feel safe.
I would just like the beaches and parks open to help w/ stress.
6 feet apart, mask wearing, no public gatherings or where I will sit within 6 feet of another person not in my family.
I'm a healthcare worker and have been reporting to work.
Unfortunately it’s not enough for the city to be prepared, as we are a global city that interacts with people from all over the state, country and
the rest of the world. In order to feel safe, testing throughout the state of California would need to be ra
Making masks or face coverings mandatory !
Assurances that recovering from COVID-19 actually prevents an immediate relapse if exposed again AND creates immunity. Trustworthy
tests to figure out who has it even if they are asymptomatic.
Office workers and those who have a defined separate work space be allowed back to work, or work at least 10' away from another person
for extended period, assist business' to have sanitizer available for staff/customers, and throughout the city as possib
Keep masks and social distancing mandatory
Offering incentives for restless people that are too eager to return to work at the risk of sacrificing their health.
None
n/a I'm very pleased and satisfied with how the city (Mayor and Councilwoman) have been communicating their support and any changing
rules, such as re: beaches.
Make masks part of everyday live. Have Gyms provide latex gloves and mask when using the facility, dispose of gloves before leaving.
Provide disinfectant solution to retail businesses. Have restaurants maintain a certain distance between tables with staff
Get out of the way
Continue to work by telecommuting until all measures have been taken to return to work in a safe manner.
Safe work practices should always be observed.
time.
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class size.
really think about how sanitary kids of any age are! when can they really take care of their bodily functions on their own, in relations to
coughing, sneezing, nose picking, hands in mouth, shoelaces in mouth, clothes in mouth & washing/sani
Limiting the amount of people in a space and anything that is attainable within the six feet rule.
City should enforce and penalize businesses and other entities that do not comply with regulations by revoking their business license.
Working from home.
Open restaurants
n/a
I don’t think it’s possible to return to work yet with covid-19 not yet contained.
Less capacity at work
Mandating masks for everyone, temperature and symptoms checks prior to work (do you have a cough, shortness of breath)? Sending
those who exhibit symptoms home. Educating and informing public about new policy prior to start of work: monitoring self for sy
Safe practices, and capacities
Remove the safer at home orders mandating this---make recommendations and allow people to act as they see appropriate under the
circumstances while also recognizing that some people can and should continue to stay home to best protect themselves.
Resuming School, ensuring people are tested for covid-19, putting in process to ensure people that go to work are not sick, and if sick those
people are not financially punished since they have to stay home.
hard to practice social distancing when there floors full of employees and not enough space
can die
there's not enough space to practice social distancing. the lunch area is too small and we already have a problem with cleanliness. when
someone would sneeze or cough prior to COVID, we were paranoid. it will be very uncomfortable post COVID.
maintain people to do social distancing. Have EVERYONE do 6 feet apart and wear masks. If people don't comply they need to be fined.
You are taking someones life at risk.
I don’t feel safe to return to work. It's a gamble. You may get fatally sick or may be okay. I don't want to gamble with my health.
My age (68) is biggest barrier
People will continue to get this regardless of what the restrictions are. This is a personal responsibility for each person to decide what they
will do with the current crisis not any governmental body to take control & tell us what is good for us or not
Social distancing
make people safe.
No
Enforce social distancing
Politics.
Social distancing, masks for everyone that comes into contact with others
Fear, hype and a propensity for the news to only report the negative.
The difficulty of testing and the lack of treatments for a deadly virus that spreads rapidly.
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I’m concerned at sanitation/cleaning practices of any facility.
Make America Free Again!!
What are you going to do about Newson threatening to keep the state shutdown because some cities are reopening
(Huntington Beach)
I do not feel safe... my job is customer facing filling out forms and interviewing there is no way because people come in and I don’t kno if
they are a symptomatic or not
Making sure everyone does 6 ft apart and masks. This is so important to not infect people that are high risk and can die.covid19 hasnt gone
away..we must be careful
Advising opening dates in advance, so we don't have to wonder.
Make sure there is sufficient PPE for all employees and for the general population.
Testing—everyone should be testing, regularly.
None
If you are going to open up restaurants at a lower capacity, I feel you should allow bars/music venues to open up in the same way.
Keep safer at home orders in place! To help essential business currently, lower sales tax and mandate all mortgage/finance/rent services
suspend payments and add the next two months to the back end of any existing leases/loans/etc. Don’t re-open!
Still employed
Re-open the beaches for mental health.
none
Let people return to work immediately. If 6 foot distancing is required, let the businesses do the best they can to do so, but they should
NOT be closed or penalized if they cannot do so due to limited space, etc.
I am nurse so my position does not allow for distancing
A practical timeline and plan for reopening, addressing that they have considered all types of businesses without bias (religious
organizations, retail, etc.). Clear and reasonable guidelines for reopening And social distancing that allow for organization
WHO!!
Considering my job currently is a waitress, I think it is a delicate situation for our restaurant owners to open dining experiences
Making sure distances are adhered to & opening up smaller businesses with few employees
Open Business with minimal restrictions
I would not require any support from the city to return to work. I know all the requirements and can obey them on my own. I just need to be
allowed to work and can do it safely.
Please figure out how my students and I can return back to school and still stay safe.
Please figure out how my students and I can return back to school and still stay safe.
Not yet!!!
Masks and gloves
Barriers? I see none. not in my case. that is.
No.
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practice safety measures
My line of work is in personal care, so at this time I do not feel it is safe
6 feet distancing
Just wait until the number of cases is down significantly
N/a. I work in another county.
regulations of people following guidelines. Having steps for us to follow to be safe.
NA - I work in a different city
None
More testing, vaccination for everyone, healthcare for all.
By preparing for the fall.
We need more testing for everyone, not just the symptomatic or front line workers. We need more time for the virus to decline before
returning to work. Unfortunately we cannot trust if a coworker is social distancing and us risking bringing the virus home
Should not make any changes. Current restrictions must be maintained until it is inevitable that the virus is fully contained.
I do not have a barrier to working at the moment, only a wish to see a partial reopening of society
People not fillowing orders should be fined..stay 6 feet apart and wear masks avoid large gatherings for know until you can monitor
everyone temperature before entering buildings...peoples luves are at risk
opening movie theaters
I’m a healthcare worker who is still working. We cannot open up until we have adequate testing and antibody screening for everyone.
Please don’t rush this process!!!
N/a
stop being a bunch of fascist nannies telling everyone what to do.THE ONLY people that need protection are the nursing homes and those
with chronic diseases. Everybody else needs to go to work and go to the beach.
The City is a fascist entity destroying p
Stay at home order
Open everything back up. If people don’t want to go out they don’t have to!!
Let us return to work and school
Fining those that do not cimply with 6 feet apart and masks. Covid19 is still out there i dont want to get it or pass to family.
Addressing the mental health impacts of lockdown
oders.
Require everyone to wear masks.
Religious gatherings
Make sure there a limit in how many people can be in one place. People should have to make reservations to restaurants, hair salons, ect..
1) Better enforcement of current social distancing guidelines. On April 30, I was at Home Depot on Signal Hill and there numerous patrons
in the store without masks and not following other social distancing guidelines even though signs were posted inside
N/A (I am able to perform all of my work duties remotely.
disregard writing tickets
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Masks and distance
Fear and confusion.
waiting for a vaccine
Wait until June or July
Create increased methods for small businesses to work from home.
None
Governor's Executive Order.
Let us work and live our lives!! Stop controlling us!
n/a
Closure orders.
Please reopen the city
Not demanding businesses close. Thank you. Please re-open immediately!
I feel that outdoor recreation and fitness centers are essential for citizens to maintain their physical and mental health.
There are no current barriers to my working.
Fortunately I’m able to work and we are using safe distancing , wearing masks and sanitizing .
More PPE.
No barriers noted.
Provide more testing stations that are broad throughout the city.
I'm not sure
Start opening businesses, but enforce social distancing and capacity limits and mask wearing.
Providing PPE & educating the public and enforcing rules
Everyone should be required to wear masks.
Open up our economy
barriers to help people keep social distancing
Just open everything back up.
We can't do this forever! We need to slowly get business and life going again. If Target and Ralph's can do it then small business can also!
Allowing gyms & fitness facilities to reopen
I work from home
I'm not sure.
No
That hospitals are overly prepared for a patient surge
Offering antibody testing. We should be able to return to work with the same restrictions we have been adhering to so that we may not
cross contaminate and be conscientious of our neighbors to safely return to our normal activities by knowing if we ourse
Let everything open at once... your changing the Long Beach vibe and what made it so great. Worrying about a virus?!?! What about the
homeless people? Don’t see much of an effort on that.
There’s no barrier except the city and state limits
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Keep people home! I work in a restaurant and I should be far from the point of safe return to the workplace.
Na
Enforsment
please let us out... I can only watch so much Netflix
Continue on following the health regulations
argument here.
By not allowing personal grooming to open yet!!!!!
Partial work days
Personal grooming services could return safety if we take proper precautions, I believe.
Providing masks
Physical distancing and providing masks as well as hand sanitizer and disinfecting wipes.
City needs to focus on protecting the elderly with grocery..meal delivery..transportation to appts
Also city must help the teachers get their fair wages to help reopen the school system
Help small business and workers with med insurance
make bike paths easier
Limitations on capacity
I do not think it is safe to return to work YET. Maybe in a couple weeks.
Yes we need to return to work and get money for the city flowig
Care for the homeless. Get them a place to live during this. Keep them off the streets.
None
No barriers are needed!! Stop this madness!
none
Media Scare Tactics.
Enable more testing for essential employees
Hand washing stations in the city, more public cleaning
This virus.
Setting visual boundaries such as the floor markers that are set up in the stores currently open. This encourages social distancing.
Reinforcing closed beaches, parks, etc. Waiting longer to reopen and when you do, thoughtfully and carefully. Making sure that those who
are doing their part isn’t ruined by those who aren’t.
Return everyone to work!
N/A, can perform work duties effectively while working remotely
Masks should be mandatory.
Guidelines on washing hands with soap for 20 seconds. City should have a flyer that every business is forced to print and post at the sinks
and in the bathrooms.
Na
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Conditions for reopening safely: Downtrending cases and deaths, strict isolation for COVID+ patients with excellent contact tracing and the
ability to easily test all residents must be in place before opening anything besides outdoor spaces.
Once this is
N/A
City wide regulations, I think we need to match LA county on every thing so that we can keep rules and regulations clear
Enforce mask rule and physical distance. Masks required for DT food patrons. Masks required to walk up customers in quick service industry
Respecting people’s personal space, a campaign to clean up after ourselves and keep public places clean. Also, businesses need to
provide clean conditions and practices for their patrons and employees.
Provide face covering, gloves, wipes, disinfectant spray, and hand sanitizer in an unlimited supply. We have to change glove after each
student to prevent spread of germs.
staggering the opening and monitoring that social distancing protocols are being upheld by all.
Recognizing the number of people affected don't justify the devastation done to the economy and freedoms of the residents.
City Government is the barrier. COVID-19 hasn't impacted our city on any deep level. The decisions of local and state level government
have, eviscerating our economy and way of life...with little medical science to support such draconian actions from e
Cleaning the public areas/spaces
Clear and concise set of rules we can all follow / flexible plan to go back to work or stop if number rise again
Social distancing and provide with safety mask
N/A — I have no concerns.
Closed businesses and access for those who are not at risk. Those at risk should be precautionary for their own health, like all other
communicable diseases, not the well. I’ve been involuntarily out of work, with EDD not paying me a CENT, because of bogu
Limiting the amount of people in small businesses, requiring masks, providing hand sanitizing and hand washing stations,
Continue the stay at home order
open up salon and spas and require all employees and guests to wear masks.
I won't feel safe returning to work until the curve starts showing a decline, not just a flattening.
Providing PPE for businesses for clients/workers.
We know how to conduct business safely.
Nothing at all we need to open up to bring the economy backk
Enforcement of social distancing and masks. Seriously, why are people having picnics in front of my building.
Having enough medical masks for people and not just fabric
i really miss margaritas
Masks lysol
Continue to support universal testing. We need to expand our contact tracing abilities for any new cases so anyone exposed is notified right
away, placed in quarantine and offered free fast testing (public health currently focusing on skilled nursing faci
Restaurant capacity.
Setting up social distancing guidelines and reducing capacity. Antibody testing to be widely available
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Require face masks in public places. Maybe make limitations on number of people per usable sqft in an interior facility. Let people be
outside at the parks and beaches if they wear masks and have city employees sanitize contact areas daily.
Continue with safer at home.
will.
If beaches and parks were open and people were able to get some kind of outdoor relief, they wouldn’t all flock and be in close proximity.
We are getting restless and tired of staying indoors
Ensure that appropriate PPE, testing including body temperature and hand and surface santizers are provided.
Setting physical boundaries. Each business should establish boundaries and set markers that tell people how to keep distant from one
another. It is when there are no visual markers that people do not maintain social distancing.
Get the message out to the public. I still see people walking around 2nd street without masks. The mask is you being courteous enough not
to spread your germs, not to protect yourself from others. Healthcare workers and first responders use N95’s or bette
PPE bought for staff
Letting us open and trusting that we know the laws and follow the proper sanitation.
Promote technology for remote work, ensure all citizens have access to internet
Providing testing for the virus AND antibody
Don’t open anything until the city no longer has COVID-19 deaths.
Don't create panic or fear by using non productive propaganda devices like masks to portray safety. Either open or don't. Treat us like
adults and let us go back to work or just keep it closed and keep buying the propaganda, keep buying into non researche
Allowing people to work from home part of the week
Let businesses reopen with strict guidelines, subject to fines and penalties for violations.
I work in personal grooming and feel that by mid June/beginning of July salons can safely operate with 8-10 people in salon by limiting
services as well Social distance to the best of our ability inside the salon. By giving these businesses time to prepar
Flattening the curve. In regard to my above answers, my priority is safety before reopening offices. Small offices where people can return to
work in groups of less than 15 or so people, where there is enough space to have extreme distances and wouldn't r
I feel safe already.
Capacity limits and spacing guidelines in office settings with proper sanitation.
The city should not be asking the opinions of its citizens on this matter to influence its decisions on what is best and how is best to reopen.
Average people are not qualified to answer any of these questions, they have no expertise or qualifications in
Thoughtful planning for schools, educators, and students safely entering the classroom
Again.
Remove stay at home order
the shelter in place is preventing it - remove it. Let people go into the sunshine for health and well being
Ensuring we continue protective face covers, keeping a safe six foot distance, and practice sanitary measures for guests and ourselves.
I work in an essential service and have been working throughout quarantine.
N/a
Social distancing, requiring masks, temperature checks.
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businesses.
I would like to see what specifically will be done with our already crowded classrooms and common areas on campus we all share? And will
there be funding provided to support students, faculty and staff with these transitions, as well training.
just open businesses please. People should be trusted to keep distance and practice good hygiene .. trust us and allow us, Let us leave our
homes and get our hair, nails done, see friends and family, go out to eat, get married. Please, allow our businesse
We should extend this as long as possible for our personal safety many people can still work from home
It’s important that the city continues to practice social distancing until enough testing is available for everyone in Long Beach.
Loss of work overall, reduced income
Please do not reopen yet. We’re not safe enough. We are still finding thousands of cases everyday in the United States, and in California
it’s higher. Please, I beg you, for the safety of my mother, myself and all people, do not reopen in may.
Getting rid of closures so people feel safe.
Providing medication delivery services. I am at-risk for complications from the virus due to asthma, and I am very uncomfortable going to
the pharmacy to pick up prescriptions.
Also, please focus more work on homeless people who may not be able (physical
unlock the barrier
Proper sanitation in facilities
Social distancing, wear masks
Making sure every business is taking safety protocols
Testing I’m an elementary school teacher
Ensure people wear masks.
Provide 75% class reduction. Enforce social distancing, face coverings, some kind of modified scheduling, and enough cleaning supplies in
every restroom at every school. That includes, both the staff restrooms, and the student restrooms. Extra hand was
Not sure
Opening up restaurants, barbershops, etc with stricter capacity guidelines
Social distancing
Since I'm still working and I will continue to work remotely there is no barrier for me.
Making disinfectant cleaning services easily accessed as well as protective equipment
Opening our salon with proper safety measures taken
Testing and PPE
Na
Require masks
Insisting that those businesses with telecommuting ability continue to keep employees working remotely so that those in positions that
cannot telecommute or need to be on-site will feel safer knowing there are less people they have to avoid.
by all guidelines.
It’s difficult to regulate others keeping good hygiene and distancing. I’m not sure what the best way to go about enforcing that would be.
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Please open the business safely
Cracking down on those who are not being safe! When a Postmates driver shows up at my door with no gloves or mask on, it is scary.
Closure of dine in restaurants. Limiting tables and enforcing stricter health rules would make them safe in my opinion.
Contacting tracing and testing plans for LB
cleaning
Enforcing safety regulations. Providing hand sanitizer and masks at all public businesses.
Mandating hand sanitizers at entrances to building and enforcing masks inside public businesses. Regulating the number of Poole allowed
inside a building at a time
Opening the economy back up so people’s lives don’t get ruined
I’m okay as I have my own office
More remote
Making medical supplies available to medical staff and requiring all civilians to wear masks made of cloth material.
There should be a committee, to oversee that business have a safe and practical plan for re-opening .
None
Enforcement of safety measures like social distancing (6 feet distance) and cleanliness.
Enforcement of safety measures like social distancing (6 feet distance) and cleanliness.
Help supply PPE to businesses when they reopen.
Actually, to make testing available to every resident in Long Beach. It needs to be publicly known and accessible to every resident not just
those with email subscription. Maybe have testing done at schools for school children and their parents and create
Making sure there are sanitizer or washing station available in public and government places. All workers required to wear masks while at
work. Dine in should be spaced out or some type glass barrier protection. Provide free testing for Covid-19 for all r
half the number of total occupancy should be allowed in businesses. Business should comply with proper cleaning and disinfecting
Keep masks and social distancing mandatory
Not sure
due to quarantine.
Let all small businesses open up. All "essential" places are open and are breeding grounds for th
N/A for me as I work at Kaiser in Santa Ana as an LCSW in psychiatry, but in general I firmly support Gov Newsom’s strategies. Slower and
delayed is better. I so appreciate, however, a first step for all is open Covid19 testing testing which y’all have do
I am worker, and I don’t get financial help from the government, no benefits. I need to get back to work immediately! Open up gyms now!!!!
Test everyone! Testing should be the first thing done for every resident and worker. Also, make everyone wear a mask and report which
facilities have the virus and post it online like Los Angeles is doing.
Unfortunately as a hairstylist, it isn’t safe for awhile until there’s treatment.
Only public spaces with small capacity
Only public spaces with small capacity
Only public spaces with small capacity
Wearing a mask and maintain social distancing. Also, still have no gathering more than 10 people.
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I work in Santa Monica.
Just make sure areas are clean and santisizing supplies are available. Have people sign waivers that keep businesses safe and people.
Include People need to practice health and safety. There are no 100 percent guarantees even without corona viruses. Peopl
By holding back on reopening till we have lower death rates and we are not at risk or a resurgence
Insure that all still follow the CDC and WHO guidelines.
Coming up with a plan to safe guard clients and professionals and updating regulations to conform with current state guidelines
Public transport
People having access to parks and recreation zones. ie. Bluff park off of junipero
Thorough measures for tracking health of those who are entering the workplace, to avoid infecting those in their work environment. Masks
required in the workplace.
I think more time is needed before opening Long Beach.
Reducing class sizes at public schools
Having our employer installing hand sanitizers unit in the office or work environment!
Deep cleaning of businesses and things we touch. Doors, windows etc.
Get EVERYONE tested. Mandatory. Including all nursing home people who may be dying from it without anyone knowing. Me and my
partner would like to be to tested but there are not enough for asymptomatic people. We think we had covid a couple months ago but
Unemployment denied me and i dont know why and i have no way to contact a representitive i need to go back to work
of not testing everyone for Covid 19.
Keep things close to quarantine for at least a week. The death count yesterday was over 100.
N/A
No mask, no service
...the barrier between truth and fear.
I think people should be as safe as possible. I think we should work from home through July.
Capacity issues—Hospital, bars, restaurants, etc.
Social Distancing
Um. No. I want to go back to work. I MISS work. But it is NOT SAFE.
WAIT LONGER. This shouldn’t even be a survey for the people to decide. Listen to the cdc. Holy shit.
No more public restrooms. Employees are not being taken care of by owners.
There are no longer no cases of Covid 19.
Should be mandantory masks and beaches should be allowed for joggers, fisherman, single explorers or couples. Weekend capacity limits
by reservation only. Widespread testing and technology to advise us of positive cases within areas.
Enforcing wearing of masks in public.
Social distancing
Safety is paramount
Smaller capacity for al businesses , continued testing , and continued providing equipment for hospitals
Let adults make adult decisions for themselves and their families
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People should continue wearing masks, self distancing, and using hand sanitizer. Close proximity is still far too dangerous.
Lack of enforcement off making protocol. I’ve seen employees of restaurants not wearing males over their noses and mouths at all times.
Lack of enforcement off making protocol. I’ve seen employees of restaurants not wearing males over their noses and mouths at all times.
having sanitation measures for stores snd gyms that are opening up
If I was provided PPE and it was a requirement to wear PPE until further notice.
Supply me with the safety supplies on going.
No citations if no masks for public because some people can't afford them and would be discrimination against lower income families.
No, the city isn't ready to reopen yet. Until this pandemic is over we need to remain close. Reopening is suicide for this city.
place.
6ft.
Social distancing, masks and gloves. Overall sanitation
None
Helping to increase LBUSD's budget so they can hire more teachers
More masks available for government employees and cleaning supplies, like Clorox wipes.
Masks and sanitizers for all staff n students. Make a rule that children who are coughing and/or sneezing should not come to school and if
they do they will be sent home.
Enforce social distancing and the wearing of masks.
such as being 6ft away.
I am a responsible adult, I will be aware of my surroundings and take the necessary precautions .
Taking measures to avoid over crowding. Enforcing companies are safe and sanitary. Limitations and regulations for companies. We can't
jump into this 100% its going to be a slow climb back to a normal.
By keeping up the good work you have started to keep reducing the spread of Covid-19.
Currently our office is closed- leave it up to management to enforce social distancing
Open gyms and restaurants (even if there is a limited capacity for now)
Make sure everyone is working
I believe all own companies must be able to apply all health safety barriers.
Everyone should wear masking whether your outside in public or going into a building- it should be mandated to wear masks. If you aren’t
your not allowed in the building and police should fine people for not complying. Going up $20 for each fine.
I live in Orange County but work in Long Beach. I love this city. I am concerned that people will start ignoring safety measures completely if
we don't start opening more areas and allow small businesses to resume their work. We have flattened the curve
If possible test the employees before returning to work for covid.
OPEN UP NOW!!! I don’t have money to buy food.
Placing guidelines on how to reopen such as capacity restrictions and PPE requirements
Allow businesses to open with limits on the number of customers initially to determine how people behave
Open the beaches
Wearing a mask
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Opening the beaches
Providing free facial covering to both workers and patrons
Providing clear guidelines
Have contact tracing
Nothing
I'm not sure how the city can help in regards to people returning to work in early childhood education centers, preschools, and elementary
schools. Masks and social distancing with young children is unrealistic.
Following CDC guidelines and ensuring the numbers are consistently dropping.
allow children to attend school immedaitely
Try to stay a way from who i May think is vulnerable to contact the disease
Provide testing for COVID, for the antibodies. Make sure people get their unemployment checks and make sure landlords can’t increase
rent when all this is over, so temporary rent control.
We need no barriers, we need paychecks. This will put me out of work this week.
be safe again?
Require all to wear masks when in any business establishment.
get out of the way
The testing front seems to be moving fast. I think it would be wise to keep things closed for another fifteen days, and then assess availability
of antibody tests, look at where the infection rates are at, etc. and start by at least opening beaches, parks
Reopening schools
None
I work for Helpline Youth Counseling out of the Long Beach Office usually but during this Covid 19 period I am working out of our Whittier
Office. The City could support me returning to work at my Long Beach office by opening the city bsck up.
Test everyone for COVID-19 and have the people who test positive to self isolate along with the people who are most at risk.
The city government
N/A
Open beach’s for my rental property
Workplaces are supposed to be able to provide sanitizer to their employees, but most suppliers are currently not selling sanitizer &
antibacterials to companies. My work 1st granted me to be able to work remotely as I am high risk, but they continue to ha
If PCH poultry could be closed that would definitely help stop the spread. Coronavirus originated from animals and the spread started at a
wet market in China. We should be wise and learn from the mistakes of others.
Ensuring that there are consistently no cases of COVID 19 being reported before opening up
Lack of testing
Make sure it is a requirement for all employees, to wear mask in and outside the office, hand sanitizers in every area of the office. Also
require employees to wash there hands frequently, also make adjustments in the office to space out Social Distancing
It's too soon. I think we should leave these decisions up to health care professionals.
Uncertain. I'm not a medical field scientist.
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None stop wasting our tax dollars
Open back up with smart common sense measures. The number of deaths and current hospitalized in LB in comparison to the population
don't warrant a complete lockdown. Especially with the vast majority from nursing homes and people with comorbidities. Th
N/A
N/A
See answer above.
Please do not open the beaches and parks. They become attractions for anyone looking to get outside, including those who do not live in
our area. The patchwork approach taken by Orange County and Ventura will likely show consequences in the next three wee
Reopening gyms.
Providing hand sanitizer in many places
Opened businesses should not let anyone inside if not wearing a mask and if taken off while inside should be promptly removed from the
premises or as
Enforcement of masks, requiring testing and antibody testing before returning to work.
Our priority should be to keep people safe. I'm really sorry that some are missing their "old life" and activities they used to do. We are in this
together and our duty as residents and citizens is to protect one another. We also have a duty to protect th
Provide testing to as many as need/ request it. Wear masks.
Free Covid-19 tests for every citizen. Any positive cases should be forced quarantine or at least have consequences for consciously
spreading the virus. Public sectors need to clean and disinfect at least every night i.e. train stations, buses, etc. Maint
The only existing barrier is government regulation. Look at the data, LB is not New York. It's been 7 weeks of this shut down. If the current
regulations have not worked by now, then they are not going to.
safe transportation and hygiene for shared restrooms, in-office childcare, internet in public places
Reducing small spaces with large workforce which creates tight working environment
Proving masks and tests for all residents
Face masks and distancing
Non essential employee should be allowed to work from home until it is completely safe without a doubt !
Widespread testing.
Masks and social distancing
I honestly don't know what the city can do. Its evident that with the few reopenings that have taken place, some people still see it as "back to
normal" and do not accept or care that there is still a threat to their health and safety as well as others
Allowing small gyms to operate with a limited number of clients.
I still think all business should have social distancing and only a limited of people in businesses and etc. And all should wear mask in
businesses. Until there is a vaccine or until the death rates has slimmered way down.
open up the city
Health and lives matter more than the economy.
No, What about the community? The people? Does the city care about them? Stay home is the safest thing to do right now. We need to
continue to do so. This virus is deadly and it will get worse.
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Making it mandatory for gym to have a cleaning crew and everyone wear mask
Testing every single resident in LBC
Letting businesses open while making shorter hours mandatory and less capacity until June.
I think something needs to be done about elevators. How can elevators be kept clean?
Getting restaurants and gyms open.
All the business who is going to open practice the health and safety rules.
a global pandemic.
People at risk should stay home and quarantine
N/A
Here is the thing, the whole US overreacted, was not prepared and did a horrible job at explaining the situation correctly to the public and
instilled fear instead of correct information. Being outside in the fresh air is far better than being butt to but
Reopening schools for summer session and/or providing some type of quality childcare/camp where I could send my 5 year old son.
wearing a mask, limiting in-person meetings, maintaining social distancing
Limiting the amount of people within an area store office salon etc..
Open the city and keep promoting the basics through media updates.
I bartend and when things open there is no way for my bar top to be social distanced, people will congregate regardless, especially when
drinking. Realistically my job will not be safer until more of this passes or vaccines are coming out.
Providing large-scale testing with quick turnaround of results.
Barrier is everything is closed. Open up
Provide city wide mask and gloves
Providing more tests
Count of traffic in a public space , social distance , shorter business hours to avoid the Spread
I don’t feel concerned with this and would like to get back to work
Re open Long Beach
Quaranting the high risk population and those exposed or with coronavirus
I work per diem as a speech-language pathologist in a small private practice (my full-time job is SLP in Ocean View SD). The practice has
been shuttered since 3/16 due to mandated closure. I feel it could reopen if we practice distancing and health safety
my job too
Loosening current restrictions in place
I think it's too soon. We've not seen enough change in the number of cases to justify. It's hard to stay at home but I'd prefer a safe and
healthy future than a restless 30-60 more days.
need regular access to cleaning supplies, sanitizers, masks, etc.
Mandatory masks. Take temperature
NA
Keep things closed
Yes, still following safety guidelines with extra care.
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non essential travel, overall economy reboot
I work in events so unfortunately I don't believe there is much to do about that. I want people to be safe first and foremost so I will work with
whatever constraints are put forward.
Clear cut health department requirements for dine-in restaurants (PPE, distancing, etc).
N/A
More consistent face mask regulations, including outdoor activity.
reminding employer to keep their employees distant from each other and allow for businesses to continue operating.
The barrier to returning to work is the stay at home order itself (which I fully support). I think there are some businesses that could safely
open up very soon, such as car washes, personal fitness studios (1-2 clients at a time), small retail shops that
Testing for both COVID-19 and antibodies
Mask requirement and distancing. Also make antibody testing available for free like was done in LA
None
Mask made available to all and all facilities constantly sanitized. Cleaning equipment available.
See above.
Easy and free access for anyone who would like to be tested to see if they have or have had Covid 19.
6 feet distance in all businesses and outdoors, limit the number of people allowed inside at one time.
Continue to enforce social distancing, disinfecting requirements and general COVID 19 health requirements, (i.e.:
stay home if you have a fever or are sick, stay home if you have traveled over seas by air or sail, etc) while opening small businesses and
Physical distancing and safety measures.
Make widespread testing available. It’s supposedly available now, but there are no appointments for tests at all.
Regular (and actual) screening and testing
by enforcing basic safety protocols.
eliminating the requirement for a number of employees, while maintaining social distance & hygiene practices.
impeach the mayor
Get out of the way of working citizens
Add all business offices to list of essential businesses.
Social distancing, figuring out how to disinfect playgrounds, bike/scooter rentals, railings, pedestrian light buttons throughout the city, etc.,
offering more remote working opportunities,
Give specific norms and rules for every reopening business
Wearing face mask
Address the homeless population. Stop building yappy places and throwing the seniors, drug addicts, formed prisoners and mentally ill to
die on the streets. Ronald Reagan may have closed the mental health facilities but it was nearly 50 years ago. In Down
Re-opening the parks, and enforcing mass social distancing.
Continuing to enforce social distancing in public places
Lift the stay-at-home orders, which are negatively impacting every aspect of my life.
Work with LBUSD (and neighboring districts?) to determine safe conditions for students K-12 to return to classes at some point in the future.
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Making sure employers can provide mask and city can provide testing.
More PPE and testing, hand sanitizer at every checkout/keypad/gas station pump/dooways/etc
worry about the old and sick
Testing centers that are available
I think that it would be helpful to only have a certain amount of people in one location at a time. We need our jobs and opportunities to be
around people to some extent even if its small. Mental health care is a great concern for many people during this
The City should continue with what we have now. We are not out of the woods yet and in some areas, it is just starting. I say NO TO
REOPENING LONG BEACH for now.
My hospital provides my PPE to do my job.
home until phase 3.
Maintain physical distancing, maintain use of face masks and gloves, maintain use of sanitizers.
Social distance. Provide masks.
I am currently an essential worker and I feel the shut down should remain in place
Limiting patrons, checking temperatures, disallowing large groups of people buildings.
allowing outdoor recreation and community centers to open
No contact with families until a vaccine is created. I’m pregnant, so I’m high risk
People need to wear masks more often.
We are a Car culture.
NA
Please keep warning people that the pandemic is still present, it will resurge in a matter of months and more rabidly if we forget to practice
safety measures. Also, NO large events. More hand washing stations - on that note businesses that are open shoul
it’s not the city’s responsibility to make me safe. It’s mine and my employer.
Biggest barrier it seems, is the governor acting out of emotion instead of logic; he was angry seeing people on the beaches so he lashed
out and permanently shut down every beach in the state until further notice? Seems rash. The media preys on our fear,
Continuing online teaching in the fall
Small businesses can help sell essential products to customers that are in need of those. Help address small businesses that they can help
the smaller communities.
COVID-19.
Help address that small businesses can reopen as long as they essential products (hand sanitizers, gloves, masks, etc.) and follow
community guidelines so they can help the smaller community get what they need.
Making sure businesses that choose to open have masks and gloves for all workers and ensure they wear them and social distance
Salons being closed is ridiculous. They can set up appointments so that only limited number of people will be in the salon at a certain time.
Returning to work now or any type of "re-opening" without widespread COVID-19 testing and strict enforcement of physical distancing,
mandatory facial coverings in prescribed situations, etc. is NOT a safe idea.
Some kind of distancing
Closed beaches and parks ,etc.
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vaccine is released.
Social distancing.
Talk to my employer (DignityHealth/CommonSpirit Health). My employer does not want/like us working from home. Yet my line of work can
be done from home productively and other companies (Long Beach Memorial, Kaiser, Cedar Sinai, Maxim, Lexicode) have the
What barrier? Why? Don't shake hands. Stay home if you don't feel well, be sure to use hand sanitizer after handling money, paying at
stores and touching gas station handles. Have business provide masks to the public if they are too scared to shop but
Allow those not at risk to be released from stay at home order, those at risk stay home or wear a mask
social distancing, masks and slowly opening back things up
N/A
covid19
Limiting people per group and putting guidelines
Not enough enforcement of social distancing and protective measures needs to be more regulation before I feel comfortable returning as
well as numbers consistently dropping
need to start earning again.
Getting Orange County to take Coronavirus more seriously. I work in OC. There's a lot of people who trust the misinformation that is offered
on FOX News. I don't like it when they use that misinformation to make political decisions. I cannot trust them to
Accomplishing all aspects of Stage 1 first, requiring for testing done before going back inside work building. In order to do so, if not
accomplished by May 15, insisting that companies continue to have employees work from home until stage 1 at least is c
I do not believe non-essential businesses should open at this time.
My priority is to return to full working capacity by the safest means possible, however I feel the reopening businesses with high contact/
touch activities and that would easily spread COVID-19 is detrimental to the health of the mass public. I feel as th
I think we should hold off on reopening any large spaces. I feel it is too soon.
People are resistant to changing procedures and adopting new tools like using software instead of paper to share information and review
and edit documents. Testing of all residents of Long Beach.
The barrier is Covid-19, there is no way to safely return to work. I know many need to work but I believe many dislike being told what to do
by government officials and disregard the safety of the public.
Yea
Let us open. We have implemented Mono Foil, minimize class size, and other measures that will makes be the safest gym around. We are
ready to open and help out community get their sanity back. Help us make our commute safer by improving our immune system
OPEN BUSINESSES
To make work from home as a option
Having no barriers.
none
None just let life play out the way it does
I have just been cleared to begin working from home beginning 5/4. My employer believe the non-essential business order to mean that
work from home could not be done and as a result of the unclear direction furloughed 90% of our staff. Front line staff wi
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child care (pre-school and daycare) and elementary school (kindergarten-age) opening to provide child care for my children so I can work.
n.a
Ventilation in buildings and access to masks for general public.
opening restrictions
Providing and enforcing necessary safety precautions
I work for schools, so more testing of everyone!
Lifting the ban on dental offices, allowing "regular" procedures to be preformed. We implemented safety protocol years ago, so it will be
nothing new - with the exception of additional PPEs
Keep the current measures in place. We are still seeing more new cases nationally across California and in Long Beach. This is happening
all while we are still under quarantine. Opening things up too quickly puts us at risk for a relapse from the progress
Being honest about the numbers 30 of 36 death in long term care facilities
KEEP DISTANCING AND MASKS
The high rates and no vaccine
Lift the shelter in place order. Let those at risk to complications fro Covid-19 stay home. When we have a vaccine for Covid-19 have
everyone get it, no one excluded. If you can force people to stay home, you can force them to get a shot. Period, no exc
Expanding 2hr limit parking to 3
Free lot parking
Have stringent rules - masks, social distancing
Shortening the hours of operation
More testing and screening. Require PPE for both employees and customers
Stop people from wearing gloves they are cross contaminating items because they don’t realizes gloves need to be changed
No barrier. I want to make my choice what to do and whereto go. NO MASKS, that is so un healthy.
If you are sick, stay home and get better, but let people live their lifes.
Providing realistic guidelines. Providing truthful numbers and projections, and using common sense.
based learning.
Imposing a maximum occupancy of public gathering spaces. I also have NO problem with there being a social distancing fine. Many people
have total disregard for social distancing making every solution difficult.
Non city employees utilizing the building
1. PSAs reminding people to wear masks, wash hands frequently and use hand sanitizer liberally, and stay home when ill.
Enforcing social distancing and limiting the amount of customers
None, the city isn't that effective
testing everyone!!!! Make EVERYONE WEAR MASKS. No exception. Gloves for people who handle things.
TESTING. Needs to be widely available and mandatory to go back to work. I personally will not feel comfortable to leave my home if the
virus is still spreading and we reopen. The public’s health is most important. If people die, then they REALLY won’t be
No barriers.
More worried about the small businesses. Let them open w a certain % capacity.
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The ability to work from home if able to.
Open eyecare professional practices that will follow regulations set fourth by the vision council.
Ending the shutdown. Allow people to exercise their own choice. Anyone who feels unsafe should be allowed to self isolate. The shutdown
was initially proposed to ensue our hospitals were not overrun. It's disingenuous to now change the criteria. With all
Get TESTING to EVERY CITIZEN.
release easy to understand guidance for workplace safety.
Opening everything. At risk stay at home
Patrol public places like the beach to make sure physical and social distancing. I also think children's camps such as Junior Guards should
be able to continue and checking temperatures of the staff and students.
I do not work in Long Beach but I think people can safely return to work if people can be fined by not following social distancing rules.
Maybe put a law in please that people can be ticketed for deliberately disobeying social distancing guidelines.
6 ft apart
Having antibacterial liquid available. In restaurants, have tables further apart.
Fines for not following social distancing.
Create clear and concise directions that REASONABLY reduce risk exposure that would apply to each type of business or business
category. Also stop the politicizing of this virus that makes for so much misinformation that polarize us and turns the communi
My #1 recommendation would be to allow alcohol open containers. I am sad for bars that are closed and can't reopen at partial capacities,
and who wants to have a drink with a mask on? LB has a huge pride of beautiful local breweries and if they could of
of the 6 feet rule
I think beaches and parks can open due to it being non-problematic to adhere to social distancing/a 6 foot distance from others. It's a much
different environmental than a closed building/structure like an office, gym (regardless of size) and restaurants.
I think the city is doing a great job so far and trust that our leaders (In California and Long Beach, at least) are doing everything they can to
protect the public. I will continue to follow the guidelines put forward by my Mayor and Governor.
No barriers. Already work at home and remotely with my organization
Sanitized facilities
addressed?
The stay at home order is onerous and unamerican
N/A
The State
Lifting the safe at home order, Subsidizing small business
office:
mask, enforced social distance, disenfects area, location daily. That there is limited amount of people
No. The city can protect me by freezing rent and allowing us to continue severe social distancing
Stop mandating us.
Small numbers everywhere
Insuring increased hospital capacity for the coming year
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Phasing salons in earlier.
I’m self-employed.
Access to quick & reliable COVID-19 testing
I feel that a gradual, cautious reopening starting with outdoor activities and small businesses would be good for morale/mental health and
our economy but I hope there will still be safety measures in place to encourage masks, capacity limits and physical
people covering their mouths when they cough and sneeze as well as taking care of their personal hygiene with the respect of self
distancing measures. The city should look in to washing down their side walks and other areas where the homeless/pets urinate
Allowing businesses to open. Almost all businesses can open with precautions. Wear mask, social distance when possible, wash your
hands, and disinfect. Those who are elderly or at risk (or those who live with those who are elderly or at risk) can and shou
My priority is to stay safe. The city should continue to provide free medical services/COVID testing to the community. The city should
specifically cater to its impoverished communities with little access to healthcare because we are the people that are b
affected.
The city can support me by listening to experts and scientists and acting accordingly. CA has done a great job so far and we should
continue making science-based decisions.
Continuing the importance of social distancing, masks.... push the importance of good hygiene. As for salons, I am confident owners can
come up with a plan to maintain safety while providing services that unfortunately have nothing to do with vanity, but
None
Mandatory for all employees to wear masks
N/a
Re opening the gym that I work out of while adhering to social distancing and wearing masks and gloves and thoroughly cleaning everything
Stay at home order until it’s save for all of us to go to work
Let people make decisions for themselves , if you are afraid of getting covid and feel safer at home then stay there. But forcing all to lose
there jobs because 0.006% of our population have died id ridiculous. More have died from cancer , smoking, car ac
That the economy is shut down. The only hindrance to me safely working is the stay-order. Reopen Long Beach! Thank you!!!
Please open hair salons, restaraunts and churches.
Thanks
Barbers are a necessity to all of society!! They need to reopen soon. Barbers sanitize their equipment after each use, they wash their hands
before and after touching a clients hair, they’re constantly cleaning the countertops and floors. I feel confident
I know this question is about work, and my answer, though more general, still applies to the workplace. There are still too many people who
are not taking the pandemic seriously or who think this is all overblown. In stores, there are some people who don
give.
none
Other people will not follow rules i am afraid beyter to stay at home until at least flattened cases for a week
My employer provides all sanitation and protective gear
I am a teacher. I NEED schools to reopen. However, children, who can not social distance themselves or wear masks all of the time, should
be checked for fevers and NOT be allowed to attend school for 72 hours.
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already working
Just open up
Gavin Newsom
Perhaps monitor the amount of people coming into work one week, followed by the next, and so on and so forth. So have workers alternate
working from home every other week.
contagion.
Wearing masks.
Extended stay at home order
Making sure that all store stay fully stocked with the basic anticovid essentials such as hand soap.
enough personal protection equipment and rules to forcing usage of it
N/A
Make hand sanitizer and liquid hand soap more available. It’s very hard to find and purchase-especially around Downtown Long Beach.
???
Opening daycare/schools
opening things on a small scale and encouraging safe distances and masks. Opening outdoor areas that allow space like parks and trails.
Keeping large open venues with mandatory seats, like arenas and outdoor theatres, closed.
n/a
Lifting the 'stay at home' order.
just have the vulernable self quarantine!!!!! Antibody tests for the people who are out in public
Testing and Tracing
Posters or fliers from city to use in essential businesses reminding public of those guidelines , mask wearing, physical distance, etc.
Simple instructions
I work in the Healthcare Partners building on Redondo. I cannot work safely in a building with an urgent care, doctor’s offices, a lab, an
inpatient psych facility and numerous other offices.
Making sure we have enough space at work so we don’t work too close one from another.
Ensuring easily accessible mass COVID-19 testing, mass contact tracing, reliable treatments for the majority, if not all, testing positive for
COVID that gives them the greatest chance for a full recovery.
More testing
Business follow through in regards to enforcing orders.
Offering more testing to verify everybody’s safety.
Facilitate child care via summer camps. Without childcare, I am unable to report to work.
Rapid free covid testing available to all.
Letting me get back to work.
Everyone wear face mask
I am a travel nurse, quarantining in my boat on the peninsula. I am exposed daily in the ER. The staff are healthy. I feel the public could
benefit from slow onset exposure
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Staggering classes so all kids aren’t together at the same time
Lift the ban on prohibiting groups of 10 or more.
Significant increase in testing, following the best public health guidance as it is doing currently.
positives.
turning the spigot off was the easy part. Figuring out how to turn it back on and at what levels is what's difficult. I think we need to start slow
and reopen businesses where we can reasonably implement social distancing and strict sanitation practices (
maintaining a stay at home order until statistics reveal a rapid drop in coronavirus cases.
None
Pleas don’t open yet. Keep us safe. I’m worried.
Lack of PPE
Extending the quarantine period for Los Angeles County until the majority of residents are tested.
N/A Im an essential worker.
None. Get rid of goverment intervention against small business owners and let people get back to their normal lives
Limit the number of students in class (physical distancing). Make sure they are healthy enough to go to school.
Open the beaches/Parks. We need an outlet. Our mental health matters too.
Making sure businesses provide temperature checks for employees.
Temperatures
Anti-body testing
Increase in sick leave
Large facilities that can occupy many people should continue to be closed. What the city has been putting in place is working and should
continue with those orders. For next school year, schools should remain closed and continue with distance learning. If
When the city reopens there needs to be regulations in place regarding, capacity limits and mandatory wearing of masks. These regulations
need to be strictly enforced with some type of repercussion for not following the guidelines in place.
Making sure EVERYONE maintains 6 feet apart wears masks and take temperatures. There are many people who may have this and not
show symptoms. It is important to protect everyone safety not just the elderly.
Homeless need assistance with protection from contracting and spreading the virus. Many wander the streets going through all trash cans,
sitting on benches etc and without proper education and assistance on how they can be a part of the solution as well,
Making sure everyone does 6 feet apart and wears masks. Just like gricery stores. They only let in a small group at a time 6 feet and
masks. The city is not ready for large gatherings. If people maintain what grocery stores do it can work to help our econ
People not following social distancing should be ticketed. Business can slowly re open with social distance in place and masks..just like
grocery stores, pharmacies and grocery stores.
Recommend the same as question 10 to all.
LBUSD needs to figure out how school can begin with social distancing. Proper ventilation cleaning needs to be done to all HVAC systems
in bungalows in schools. They are disgusting and not properly cleaned.
Antibody testing.
Mandatory face masks in public places and limiting the amount of people in public places such as grocery stores
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Don't open anything up yet, this is nowhere near done.
see above answer
Fine those that don’t social distance, businesses that don’t practice clean guidelines .
Not sure there is anything the City could do but wait till a more appropriate time.
Nothing
Unknown
More PPE as I work in healthcare.
Beaches, parks, and recreation paths and trails should be open but mandate and enforce physical distancing.
no.....
Limit number of people in any establishment to allow for safe physical distancing. And increase health department inspections
Required face masks, testing, and temperature taking on regular basis
Creating a safe plan for children going back to school.
Offering a child care solution for families with small children.
Provide guidelines for businesses that are reasonable, and let people assume personal responsibility for their health. If we can all shop at
big box stores and grocery stores, we can go about other business and recreational activities.
Just allow it.
ENVIRONMENT.
We need a comprehensive and non-complex plan per business, per activity ASAP. Cities can’t just ignore the governor’s orders re opening
places like beaches, but the governor also can’t closely monitor how to safely open those places, so his order are wide
None
smart.
Removing the fingerprint scanner from the employee entrance and time clock, leaving doors open so no one has to touch door handles,
keeping the cafeteria closed
Social distance and wear a mask when out in public.
All restrictions
Overcrowding.
Opening up the city before a depression hits
Classroom sizes
Ensure testing for all residents without Dr. pre approval including those not showing symptoms.
N/A
N95 masks, level three surgical masks, disposable foot coverings, disposable gowns, disposable head covers, hand sanitizers, Lysol spray
and wipes.
Maybe sure masks are worn at all time and temperatures are checked. If anyone feels sick they should stay home. Reinforcing good
hygiene and use of hand sanitizer.
Insufficient testing kits
Letting people get back to a normal routine
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Free internet and helping lower income families get the resources they need
requiring everyone to wear masks.
I don’t see any barriers for returning to work other than the over reaching shelter in place order.
stay at home orders
By showing that it's safe to be out in public.
Allowing me to make choices that I feel are in my best interest.
Covid is not spreading because of the stay at home order. Now is NOT the time to open. Please have respect for our health care workers.
How to we get everyone to to comply with the protocols
Opening up the schools and daycares... I can’t return to work until my children are cared for.
The governor of California is our biggest barrier and his appointed judges.
Stay at home
Not having restrictions on private businesses.
needed.
The City should be laser focused on the hot spots, such as nursing homes, so that the number of cases stabilizes and decreases; not
addressing this vigorously burdens our hospitals and inflates the number of cases which makes it unpalatable to loosen rest
Lower class sizes
Prioritize worker health and not employer needs.
Wait to begin phase 1 until the curve declines.
N/A
When the time is right all businesses must limit the number of customers in half, keeping all at a distance of 6 feet. They must require all
customers to wear masks and clean after they've departed with a deep clean each evening. For those small businesse
Enforce guidelines within city limits
While being an independent contractor has insulated me personally from losing work, furloughs or layoffs, I would feel best knowing the City
was supporting the health and well-being of me and others by allowing us to continue safe sheltering.
That said,
It is what it is. People are getting angry with being kicked down. This will create more problems then covdf-19
I am essential worker
Requiring masks and social distancing with some kind of enforcement strategy because I’ve seen citizens being selfish …. in the few times
I’ve left the house. Better opportunities for testing and tracing and knowledge made available about hot spots.
masks and gloves for all teaching n schools
Although I am still working, the city could support others to safely return to work by addressing restrictions imposed on businesses that are
considered non-essential. Employees and employers need to have guidance on safety protocol and should be allowed
N/a
Even if the city opens up some people will not follow the barrier/social distance guidelines and will put many people at risk.
N/A
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If the schools are able to be staggered schedule , I feel the students in Lbusd should return before summer to finish out their school year
with the current teacher (s). I am a long time Long Beach teacher. This is much smarter than returning in the middl
Continuing to communicate guidelines, what is open and not, and how people are required to behave to maintain a healthy distance. Our
family, with a middle schooler and high schooler are in no rush to go back to large interactions until a vaccine is devel
Making sure proper protective equipment and disinfecting supplies are available to businesses and giving guidance so they can be
successful in protecting the public and their employees.
Mask and social distancing
Limiting the number of people who are together by staggering working hours. Getting the homeless off the streets and out of the river beds
as they are not being monitored and wandering our streets, our eateries, public restrooms, beaches and neighborhoods
We are adults and free Americans. The government officials that we voted for have no right to take away our liberties.
Allow small businesses to open up.
I’m in healthcare so I’m working, but not as many hours.
Offering sanitation areas and products. Providing masks and checking temperatures of workers.
6 -10 foot distancing/gloves/masks/Covid testing pre and post possible infection
Nothing
keep up massive testing & contact tracing, require masks & that businesses enforce physical distancing rules
reduced by stopping airborne transmission from per to person as well as blocking droplets from landing and staying on surfaces from
nose/mo
Childcare
PPE and plexiglass partitions
Testing. If everyone working in a workplace was tested and deemed safe to be around other people, I would be comfortable going to work.
Lifting stay at home requirements.
Providing access to purchasing hand sanitizer, masks, etc
Lift restrictions and let people make their own decisions as to risk with which they are comfortable.
Testing and PPE beyond home made masks.
The number of Covid-19 cases dropped to zero
Having sanitization stations throughout the city.
requirements.
Let the young and healthy get back to life and those with preexisting conditions and elderly self quarantine.
Making sure testing is accessible. And continuing to educate the community on safe practices for all.
Stop the draconian control and infringement on our Constitutional rights to pursuit of life and liberty.
Lots of people are not compliant and not respectful of social distancing guidelines, some believe that the media is creating a situation that
does not really exist, so the city will need to monitor closely and enforce the rules, if one is to be safe out t
I force penalties to individuals who are not complying
Cite those who do not respect the cdc distance limits
N/a
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getting out of the way
Letting the Safer at Home restriction expire and implement the suggested proper distancing guidelines for businesses to follow.
Make vivid - 19 testing available for anyone who wants/needs it..
I’m working
None
Convincing the public that it is safe to send their children to school.
not having police arrest me for being on site
The City of Long Beach has done a great job addressing COVID 19 and I feel confident good decisions will continue.
Thank you for all you do.
Reopen most businesses, have city workers do deep cleanings of public places and objects- including: crosswalk buttons, buses, handrails,
trains, etc. This cleaning should be done regularly.
Trusting the public to respect distancing guidelines already set to protect all people/workers. But extend it to most non-essentials too. We all
need to get back to work/life. Obviously, new ratio/capacities need to be set in place, along with cleaning st
Less capacity per business/by appointment visits
Increasing funds for public education to lower class sizes and increase sanitation practices.
Taking their hands off.
Petitioning you’re reopen the state
At my age it's questionable whether I would live or die if I caught this virus, they keep saying underlying issues, what underlying issues? I
think you would have to be able to say to me that I am no longer at risk to catch it, I'm afraid to go anywhere a
providing mask
Encourage businesses to reopen.
masks, distancing
None, I don’t work I’m Long Beach.
temps, etc.)
Reopen college level schools
Open bike paths. Enforce speeding and anti-social driving behavior. Thank you!
Extend grocery stores’ hours
13ft. Away from direct contact. Work in own cubicle. Mask and gloves provide by employer weekly as there’s no stock for me to purchase.
Providing financial assistance to home daycare locations
Our governor
People who think the rules/orders do not pertain to them which in turn encourages others who might otherwise follow the rules/orders. I am
at high risk so I am hesitant to return to public life until the health experts deem it safe.
1st, Understand and separate emergency contagion containment response and ongoing general public health policy guidelines.
2nd, For ongoing health policy, develop tiered containment/restriction efforts, not a one-size-fits-all response: more restrictive
Allow citizen to use parks, beaches, bike paths.
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Covid infection and Antibody tests
Staggered work shifts, more frequent breaks for hygiene (hand washing, changing masks)
removing the stay in shelter order.
Open our economy back up!
I am working from home.
Reopen public recreation and exercise areas to avoid the congestion of people at the remaining open spots
Distancing and staying healthy at work when it comes to customer interaction
Keep mask requirements
Continue testing, open the economy, return citizens’ autonomy and personal choice to self isolate or not, and improve oversight and
practices at nursing homes and long term care facilities. Institute strict oversight and limitations on government spending
By keeping childcare centers and schools closed until the fall. I work at a preschool. Which group is least likely to follow social distancing
protocols? That’s right...young children. They have no concept of personal space and I feel reopening any typ
All are issued N95 masks
Requiring businesses to enforce wearing of masks, physical distancing, daily disinfection of facilities, and a split scheduled use of facilities
are in place and honored.
Regulating school/child care facilities
I’m not sure. I don’t think reopening is the best choice and if we did I still wouldn’t want to go out because I don’t feel safe yet.
access to rapid testing.
Public transportation
None
Limit days business can be open or how many people can be at a location
Removing their infringement on our first amendment right to peacefully assemble.
Taking all necessary precautions
Everyone follows guidelines- sanitary and distance
Nothing. I don’t think it’s time to return to work.
Testing and tracing those who have been in contact with those who test positive. Also more tests to see who have antibodies. Making sure
businesses are able to supply masks, hand sanitizing/hand washing stations
sanidad y distanciamiemto
You guys (the city of LB) have done well so far ... but I think small businesses that understand / will abide by the guidelines should be
allowed to re-open . If Billings Hardware is allowed to be open on 2nd St ... why not Fern’s Garden or Executive
too many talking heads!
implementing and regulating capacity at popular shopping/dining areas such as Shoreline Village. This could include regulating public
parking capacity as well as privately owned paid parking. Limiting capacity of parking lots would assist in physical d
Filling in the pot holes, putting criminals in jail and forcing the homeless into rehab or work programs
My Constitutional rights not being thrown aside. 14th Amendment “No state shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the
privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any state deprive any person of LIFE, LIBERTY, OR PROPER
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The city is doing and need to continue doing a great job taking care of the whole Long Beach community. Especially the elderly
Mandating face coverings and encouraging others to stay home
Let people make the choice to work and socialize
insure safety for everyone! everyone life is at risk not just the elderly or people with underlying health conditions. open up retail
shops,restaurants for now to help our economy.. but they must do social distancing and masks to enter like grocery stores
Making it mandatory that everyone wear a face mask at all times.
There is no way to monitor it social distancing in a work environment.
Follow Sweden's model. Distance with common sense. Closing beaches is not.
Provide PPE. Ensure when schools open that each school is provided with funds to support disinfecting classrooms. Ensuring desks, door
knobs, etc. are cleaned on a regular basis. Hiring more support staff to ensure the schools are properly sanitized.
insure safety for everyone by everyone wearing masks and keep 6 feet apart. Large gatherings can't happen now nor opening of schools
due to kids getting this and passing on to family members. School year is almost over, so just wait.. no need to rush scho
Limit to 9 persons per facility
Remove shelter in place
Make wearing masks MANDATORY outside the home. Close some streets to vehicular traffic to make more room for pedestrians at least
during specific hours (e.g., 10am -3pm). Ramp up enforcement of physical distancing in public and inside businesses. Signs
I would rather have dangerous freedom than peaceful slavery. As a citizen I believe I can safely do what I need to do. Just like flu season, I
decide whether I go to work sick or not. I don’t need the governments support.
Opening up the offices with guidelines. We all need to keep safe, but we need our income to survive. I think Long Beach residents and
workers have been very responsible and will continue to use the rules put in place.
making sure everyone follows guidelines in place ( social distancing and masks) Some people might not to this and therefore city officials
should target businesses not following these orders and fine these organizations.
I’m already doing fine working from home.
make sure everyone does follow guidelines to keep everyone safe... NO LARGE GATHERINGS at this time ( schools, concerts etc)
mandating masks and giving all businesses hand sanitizer dispensers at entrance
Finding a vaccine.
How to keep everyone 6ft apart in a public area
I sent a message last week about creating a Think Tank! These are just some ideas that could be discussed, explored etc. in a think tank.
The main thing
None. I only ask that you PLEASE do not cave to political and partisan pressure and respect the prevailing opinions of our health care
professionals, however unpopular. You cannot place the welfare of the majority at risk based on the grievances of a few.
Mandatory social distancing, mandatory face masks worn correctly (many people are wearing them wrong, like not covering their noses),
mandatory routine sanitation (the store I work at is not keeping up with regular sanitation)
Easy the Stay at Home order.
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I already submitted, but I am resubmitting because although I am personally doing ok working from home, others probably aren’t, but we
can’t really expect people to return to work without offering childcare. I’m a parent to two young children, and there i
N/A I am an essential employee working in critical infrastructure
Create more ways to allow safe social distancing. Hair salons -wear masks. Sanitize outside areas like they do in Asian countries. Allow
businesses to function with reduced capacity and ways to monitor for safety. Masks, gloves, shoe covers etc. companie
setting.
Social distancing, use if face mask, availability of hand sanitizer and disenfectant spray.
Opening the schools and finding ways to fund additional staff to support new health guidelines
TESTS TESTS TESTS. That's the key. No one goes back to public work without regular testing. I'd like to take this opportunity to thank the
Republicans for gutting health care out of a combo of greed, I've-got-mine-ism, and racist hatred for the Black Guy
As a server/bartender working in a small business, I am concerned there may not be much to keep me safe other than staying home.
I am a realtor and feel at this point we can resume with person to person showings, open houses, inspections and appraisals. Of course
while implementing responsible distancing protocols and the wiping down with disinfectant wipes of any surfaces as nec
Not sure at this time
None
Enforcement of rules pertaining to safety and health
Distance between people
Require work space to maintain social distancing and face masks.
Lift the order For all. We can figure this out with so many govt restrictions. We are on the ground. Not up in a office, stop looking at
biased reports. Get out and walk it everywhere. See that it is safe. IF you Truly really care About others. .,ev
making sure everyone does social distancing by 6 feet and masks and temperatures to be taken at all facilities. Large gatherings such as
concerts,MLB sports ,schools that contain many people should not open at the beginning... large crowds leads to more i
not sure
GATHERINGS WHICH CAN CAUSE VIRUS TO SPREAD VERY QUICKLY. Just do smaller venues to start and see how our numbers go. If
numbers maintain stable after re opening
Failure of residence to following the current issues with maintaining social distancing while shopping in the area/east Long Beach. Just wait
your turn when shopping and don’t rush over next to someone while they reach for food items. Annoying grown adult
do not open large gatherings in the beginning.. ( ex: schools, sports,concerts) these are large gatherings of people and virus will spread
very easily. In order to help our economy I think slowly re opening would be best approach.
Ensure everyone follows the social distancing and masks. Only re open small venue that is not with a lot of people to see how numbers/data
are with infections. Large gatherings such as schools,sports and concerts can wait until we know it is safe to do so
Social distancing.
ensure safety! Make sure everyone does 6 feet and wears masks, don't allow people in a building without this measure as grocery stores do
now! Keep large gatherings shut down at this time until number data show infections stay stable after slowly re openi
Mandatory face covering with fines for not having it. As well as mandatory distancing. Too many people are not observing these
requirements and they are endangering the entire community.
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Just get us to work and trust your community that we will do the right thing in social distancing. Made sure businesses have guild lines they
need to follow. I really want our schools to open also but I believe LBUSD needs to have a really good plan on
make sure everyone follows format of social distance and mask. People should not be in large gatherings such as concerts,schools or
sports in the beginning until we have more data. Re open smart and safe!
None
The city should consult local health officials, not residents, to determine when it is safe to return to various activities. What expertise do
constituents have???? Reminds me of how we are living in a society where everyone has an opinion and everyone th
Beach!!
masks and social distancing
ensure everyone does social distancing and wears a mask. do a trial of small gatherings to open first and see how numbers go for our
community. Do NOT DO LARGE gatherings at this point due to numbers will rise and more deaths will come.
Loosen up the restrictions and let people use their own best judgement. The gov't is not our "nanny" and has caused great damage to our
economy and does not have all the answers concerning what's best for us as a community.
Focus on essential workers who still need protection and support.
Keep following the governors orders
Free available masks
People eat crappy food and we are forced to overwork and over stress ourselves. The city, the media, etc could help by helping to promote
healthy eating, exercise, work habits, family- support the immune system. That would help with many things. I know
None
No barriers. Keep doing what you are doing!
Support Healthcare workers and those in nursing homes.
Cintinue to Flatten curve and inform public.
making sure of our safety! Making sure everyone does social distancing and wears a mask before entering a building. NO Large gatherings
for now such as concerts,schools,sports due to infections will rise very quickly once stay at home order is lifted.
Fine those that do not comply with social distancing. Do Not open large gatherings such as schools,sports and concerts so many people
can get infected and pass through community. EVERYONE and EVERY BUSINESS needs to do 6 feet apart and wear mask as pharma
more testing
Ensure the safety of the community by NOT opening schools,concerts and sports at this time. Large gatherings are VERY hard to control no
one gets infected. For now just re open smaller places with less people and get data to see how infections are.
fine those that do not comply with social distancing! This is someone life! Large gatherings must not re open during this crucial time. Start
with the smaller gatherings and see how those numbers with infections are and then go from there
Too many students in a classroom at 1 time!
Drop the stay at home order
Lift restrictions
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-greatly limiting building capacity
-social distancing markers (i.e. 6-feet markers on the floor)
-increase number of sanitation workers to wipe down elevator buttons, door handles, etc.
Allowing people back to work, so they can but tickets on my airline! Just kidding--there's not a lot the city can do, to help my business.
Not applicable. I work at a university located in Pomona.
Having very clear guidelines for businesses, in terms of lines and sanitizing.
In the building where I work, I did go into the building for necessary reasons twice during the stay safe at home period, and I was dismayed
to see that the security guards in the building were not wearing either masks or glove. I think all personnel in
Enforcing mask wearing.
Increase testing. Get tested and cleared to work.
enforcing the social distance and masks as grocery stores do. Grocery do NOT allow anyone to enter unless you have a mask on and keep
6 feet apart. This can be done to help our economy. BUT not with large numbers in a crowd.
Eliminate restrictions for everyone who isn't old and immune comprised!
ensure the safety of everyone by not opening large gatherings at this time,this puts us all at risk.
Get out of my way
continual the limited access to stores, supermakets, etc
requirements.
Not sure.
ensure every business does social distancing with masks if they do not comply city should fine them for jeopardizing others lives. City
should open small gatherings first with social distancing and masks, for now do not open large gatherings such as sport
As for my partner who works in CA's Logistics System as a warehouse worker for imports that supports the food supply chain.. They need
improved PPE. Each day he goes to work he has to reuse disposable masks and gloves.
ensure the heath safety of everyone. The virus is still out there even though we have stayed home. Re open smaller group gathering
establishments with social distancing. DO NOT do large scale establishments such as sporting arena,schools and concerts, th
Remove all existing taxes in the city. They are destroying the lives of working class, women, children, and minorities in Long Beach. All of
the money you've taken from us, the homeless continue to exist. You don't care that those homeless are infecting t
enforce the social distance order and wear a mask to every establsihment. Re open smaller gatherings of businesses to help our economy
but AVOID LARGE scale like schools,sporting arena and concerts, this will spread like crazy within a large crowd.. be sm
No input.
beginning stages of re opening
I agree.
making sure business do what Home Depot has done and grocery stores. Open by allowing only people with masks,6 feet apart. People
need to realize this is an important factor for our health and our families.
My priority is to use the facts and best available science to determine when it is safe in terms of health to return to work. I want there to be
as little of a resurgence in the disease as possible even if it means we have to stay at home longer. We can r
Limit people in stores and require masks
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Law enforcement to back up any new guidelines so I do not have to be put at risk by people who don't want to follow them.
Not just testing for the virus but testing to know if a person has already had it.
Nobody should return to work until the number of new cases per day starts dropping.
ensure the safety of everyone by making sure business do what grocery stores do like Costco. people line up outside,only a limited number
are inside with social distance and masks.
ensure public does the 6 feet and masks. Everyone NEEDS to do this for our health safety. Small gatherings.. letting a limited number of
people inside an establishment otherwise numbers will rise and more people infected with deaths.
letting us go!
Closures
Social Distancing of 6ft or more and using face coverings.
Allowing businesses to return to work ASAP!
People can spread disease and b asymptomatic. Everyone should know their status. Everyone must wear masks until a vaccine is
available. Everyone who gets sick should receive free care including hospitalization.
I am a nurse and I have all of what I need to be protected by my employer. We have been working teleconferencing with limited workers in
the building and can complete reports at home.
Protective gear for everyone, childcare
More testing
How many people are allowed in a confined space; what is the social guidelines that everyone can adhere to
Allowing CONTROLLED open houses.
ensure every business does 6 feet apart with masks. Avoid large gatherings at this time to open due to virus spreading beyond our control.
Re open first with small groups of people.
Not letting businesses decide how to deal with the issue
Not unless it’s safe to do so and there’s no risk for contracting COVID19.
ensure safety by 6 feet and masks at all times. Re open small limited business.. do not open large scale business so virus doesn't spread.(
Example: schools,concerts sports)
Masks and gloves
Testing and contact tracing
Opening businesses and nonprofits that can follow the safety procedures.
None!! I don’t need the city to regulate safe behavior
NA. I am a teacher, more time is needed to reopen schools.
Enforce social distance order by fines to help save lives thise that are negligent. Avoid re opening large scale businesses for now until the
first part of re openings goes through with no new cases.
Continued testing, proper guidance for all types of businesses to create more space between patrons and continue face mask policies for
both companies and patrons
Work with all other area cities to flatten curve, get everyone tested, extensive contact tracing. I don’t care about an economic recovery when
people are still being needlessly infected and dying.
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Maintain social distance requirements
Let people decide if they want to risk exposure on their own. We gave them weeks of isolation that was supposed to stop the virus. Now let
the people be free again to decide what they want to do.
Mandates should only apply to safe social distancing, face coverings, proper hygiene, and routine facility disinfection.
Politicians
The stupidity of restricting the constitutional rights of your citizens to protect the health of 0.03% of the population.
I have a compromised immune system and need to earn salary from home.
Let us work.
Masks should be required. Social distancing, personal hygiene and safety.
ensure everyone does the social distance and masks to prevent from spreading virus. Large scale business like sports,schools and
concerts shouldn't take place right away.. as these are large gatherings of people and can spread the virus even if they don't
Lifting the quarantine!! Please!!!
fine those that don't follow guidelines to ensure our lives to be safe
If we can telecommute we should push to do so. I am currently working remote since 3/13. There is no reason I should be required to go
back to a big office when remote options are safer. Please press upon telecommute options for big businesses
Make sure we are physically safe from COVID
Small gatherings of people outside your home, under 10 people should be allowed again.
Proper safety equipment and social distancing at schools.
Stay home
Na
find some way to block me from public
by not only enforcing these rules for workers, but enforcing them for the people who are visiting the library and other places. I don't think
people should be allowed in a building without following proper social distancing, hygiene or a mask.
Allowing office work
None
Stay safe!
Corona virus is still out there. Numbers are down because we have been inside. The minut you release stay at home order people will be
out sime infecting others. That is why guidelines have to be mandatory. Do not open schools or sports arenas..these have
Make sure that my employer enforces all rules put forth in regards to safety directives. I am an essential worker now and my employer does
not enforce safe distance practice in the office.
I think we should stay home for now until we all know everything is safe for us. I understand that economic is down right now and city listing
a lot of money. Think about your residence and people that live in ling beach city. Between money and our life,
If you want to stay home... stay home... but we can’t be like this forever
No being a socialist state and city
No being a socialist state and city
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This is not a reasonable survey. There is are no caveats to opening. None should be opened normally. All could be opened with multiples
reductions and stipulations. If you just say, opened, people will treat it like a free for all.
None except lift the ban
I am immuno-compromised.
open: schools for my children so I can go to work, Doctors' offices (dentist, eye care, etc) dry cleaners, barbers, restaurants
none
For people that don't follow guidelines should be fined. Peoples lives are at risk. Large gathering groups such as schools and sports arena
should not re open right away. People can infect others by not having symptoms.
By not lifting our current restrictions prematurely, and then working with us to create new procedures that will improve safety and health for
employees and citizens, as well as providing PPEs to staff.
Vaccine and more availed testing
Allowing people to work
6 ft apart temperature check daily and had washed every 15 min.
Make sure the things above are done by open business and city facilities
Allowing businesses to open
Large gatherings such as schools and concerts should not open at this time due to virus spreading on to others.
None
Stay home
Childcare
Hazard pay
Testing, medical support, emergency services.
Open up all the starbucks
Face masks and hand sanitizer
N/A
Clear guidelines with doable measures that include Screening for anti body carriers, readily available testing for the covid virus. Face
coverings and antibacterial liquids need to be readily available for workers to purchase or be supplied by all employe
Open bike paths
PPE and monitoring
Open up
See above
NA
This is about opening to public. Limit clients with proper distancing . Out door seating for restaurants with distancing. Open bike path and
walking paths with distancing. Open Pickleball courts and tennis courts with respectful distancing.
Out if the box
Ease Shelter in place
Gavin newsom
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not sure
No answer
Citing/charging those who are disregarding the shelter in place, safer at home measures.
Science does not lie. Without full testing, tracking, and tracing there will be more outbreaks, and we will not definitively know when it is safe
to open. Since anyone can freely enter any city or county, this will not stop until herd immunity is reached,
I am in education. People will be all around me.
Thinning out the number of people in the office area.
getting the numbers down. Easing the uncertainty of it returning, maybe worse.
environment.
to decline.
Information that everyone in my office has been tested and has antibodies.
Mask and cleaning
having an over abundance of PPE
None. Open up and those who have health issues or choose to self-quarantine can do so. Flu season has ended.
Having health department and officers enforce social distancing by fines and or business shutdown when not complaint.
Help us get at home test kits and have everyone get tested before returning to work, close off the city to non essential visitors and have
essential workers tested routinely
In forcing people to wear their masks when required. That means in all businesses.
The idioticy of the residents
Yes, with everybody wearing face masks and advise people if you are sick, stay home!
Stay at home orders
Limited testing. and insuring a safe living & working environment
open universities for office work
Mandating facemasks in office space until vaccine can be safely administered to entire city.
Thank you Mayor and all staff for the regular updates.
you are doing well.
The virus is still out there the only thing keeping numbers diwn is our lock down. Please do not consider opening large groups of people
gatherings like schools sporting arenas..this would cause numbers to increase and spread of virus to more people as th
Essential employee - telecommuting. But small business owners are suffering and should be allowed to open their businesses. Of course,
everything with modifications during this time. Before this began many small business owners were already starting to do
Test for everyone, be it antibody or for the virus.
I do not work in the city of Long Beach.
I work in education. Allow schools to open as before come Fall. Social distancing for children seems like a concept that would do more harm
than good. Kids needs to socialize and not be enstilled with fear . They need to touch feel see you learn. They nee
I work in education. Allow schools to open as before come Fall. Social distancing for children seems like a concept that would do more harm
than good. Kids needs to socialize and not be enstilled with fear . They need to touch feel see you learn. They nee
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supplying businesses with sanitizing products, gloves, plexiglass barriers, masks (for staff and customers) and other safety measures. Also,
rent and mortgages cancelation/forgiveness for residential and businesses should be enacted immediately.
enforce social distancing. Many are ignoring it now.
4 lane roads like Ocean Blvd. in Bluff Park need to become 2 lane so bicycles and walkers can use the space. There are so many people in
Bluff Park now, it's almost impossible to be 6 feet apart the o
Helping us find supplies to Follow safety guidelines as above.
Public transportation
Help support the smaller businesses with getting the protective gear for their employees.
Using masks and washing. Hands
Using masks and washing. Hands
Large gatherungs need to be avoided for now. Virus is still in our community. Large gatherings like schools concerts and sportung arenas
will i fect thousands by it spiking. These places would be very difficult for social distances and masks
Carefully reopen by providing sensible guidelines to businesses.
The city should base reopening on the advice of health experts, not the opinions of citizens who lack the expertise to make informed
decisions about safety. People are understandably anxious for things to return to normal but that can cloud judgement. Res
I think we need to a safe way to be out and about. I know that I will practice good protocol, but I observe many that don’t. I think the city has
done well educating the people, the problem is some people do not feel the need to practice the new social no
None, my office building is in downtown and contains thousands of people. Need to work from home until July at the earliest
Keeping safe at home mandate until State shows a steady decline in new infection of the virus
to reopen.
Putting restrictions on number of people allowed in certain size spaces
Holding employers to standards. No gray areas
Hand washing stations
None!
Routine testing (not only once) including antibody testing. Staggering work-at-offce days. Promote ability to work from home one or more
days per week on a permanent basis (potential to save water and reduce air pollution).
Opening hotels
Keep the city clean and provide testing where necessary
Vote for a new Governor
Providing masks, gloves, and sanitizer.
Everyone must wear masks, limiting number of people in stores at a time, working from home
the fact by staying inside all of our immune systems are going down period!
Risk of another outbreak occurring in connection with returning
The City could support if they limited the amount of people working in one space.
I work in restaurant , there is no safe place to hide from the virus.
My profession does not allow for physical distancing
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N/a
Number of students attending school
I cannot return to work until schools/summer day camps/after school care can safely reopen.
Lift the safer at home order.
just follow what the FEDS is suggesting
I am employed outside of the City of Long Beach...and frankly, it all falls on the employer, not the city. The employer needs to make sure
they have precautions in place to protect their employees who help them make money!
--increased testing (though I realize how hard this is to do).
-- creating safety protocols for CSULB.
--making PPE available to students and staff (though I realize this is in short supply).
Allowing businesses to open with the aforementioned conditions, especially in the lesser impacted zip codes.
Having sanitizer and cleaning wipes for employees and customers to disinfect. Wearing a mask when close contact is the only option.
Returning to the work places that can’t be done at home or with physical distancing should be voluntary, until we are farther alone with
discovering meaningful treatments and effective vaccines.
I work in Gardena
Small independent personal services are hurting the most and may never recover if we cannot find way. Salons can maybe assign only 2 or
3 employees to work at a time to allow spacing and maybe no waiting on premises.
Opening childcare
Maintaining the shelter in place
Large scale testing. “Surgical Type” intervention to avoid the spread.
Note that your form is not suited well to the thousands of university and community college employees...
The list of activities chosen above that can safely be open under the condit
N/A for me. But I hope the City will provide for telework whenever possible.
Reduction in COVID19 cases.
City involvement is not required for my personal circumstances. My company had been classified as essential, but I have been allowed to
work from home due to Covid
PPE. Distance.
Opening office spaces no bigger than 20 people. Mandatory masks. Mandatory increased sick leave.
Cancel the stay at home order
Continue requiring masks and safe distancing in public spaces
Don't open it!
Allowing business to continue to safe guard their employees and customers
Wearing masks all the time, ticketing people who are not wearing masks
Providing more masks and PPE.
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Schools, summer camps, and any other childcare being offered in a way that I feel is safe for my child and the workers there.
To use precaution, cleanliness, and work spread apart
By Lifting mandatory closures
pneumonia twice!
UNIVERSAL, routine testing and contact tracing for everyone returning to work (until there's a vaccine/cure)
More testing for antibodies
PPE for all workers
everyone gets tested
Social distancing, face covering close businesses early
Serology testing
More virus testing
If I wasn't able to teach online, but had to work on site, by waiting until there is a vaccine for COVID19, and everyone has had that vaccine.
N/A
People are crammed into offices. We need space between employees, customers, etc.
NA
Just by being aware of the statistics, making sure that businesses are provided the needs to keep their offices and work spaces clean and
safe, making sure employers enforce safety guidelines to each employee.... ie: if you’re sick or have a fever stay ho
Access to masks
I’m not sure because I felt safe at work ... the most sanitary it’s ever been.
Office needs to be sanitized including common areas such as break room and restrooms. Office machines such as scanners / copiers must
also be sanitized. Employees should be provided with wipes and disinfectants to be able to clean cubicles
More testing
N/A
No more Covid-19
School safety measures for teachers in the classroom
Expanding testing as much as possible and rent and bill forgiveness for those in dire situations.
Testing capacity expanded to all; vaccine; don’t open city too early otherwise we will get more infections. Perhaps consider controlled
access to out door parks and recreation facilities, including beaches.
Not everyone is taking safe and healthy measures publicly because they don't believe it to be that serious. That being said I have asthma
and am also an essential employee; I can't afford to stay home from work. It is of great concern that face masks and
Masks unfortunately
Sorry, but as for right now...I don’t feel safe returning back to work.
Protecting community from large gatherings to re open at this time. No schools sports or concerts as large gatherings will infect many and
we dont want what happened in New York here. The only reason why numbers have stabled is we are at home but once you
Open slowly the lower scale of people. Avoid large scale groups as it would be very difficult to not spread virus on the large scale gatherings.
No large scale openings the virus is still out there nothing has changed except us being inside our homes.
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Open smaller scale first.avoid opening large scale such as schools concerts sports as the virus spreads easily in large groups. 1 person can
infect 10 people and so on...many dint even know they have it..so unless you test everyone at schools sports and c
space in between people.
Re open restaurants and stores allow then to do what has been working for grocery stores. Limit number of people in 6 feet and masks. I
would say do not open larger gatherings just yet like schools concerts or sports arena..to high of a risk
No large crowd to re open at first due to virus can easily spread in large groups of people. The virus needs a host and once you open up
places there will be many hosts. Be smart about re opening by limit people inside and 6 feet apart with masks
People that don't follow guidelines should be fined. They are taking lives. Do not open large establishments as crowds will gather and infect
others. Business will look different but at least people will have jobs and economy will get better. Limit people
Let me live my life .
Re-opening Long Beach especially in the least affected zip codes (90808) and open spaces as answered above.
Everyone tested.
Removing the stay at home order.
I look forward to continuing the safety guidelines of wearing face mask while in public places, I hope to see hand sanitation stations near
public entrances and other safety precautions.
Keeping the current guidelines.
Please open the bars
Endorcing social distancing recommendations
home employees, ESPECIALLY NURSES (not just doctors), have proper PPEs to care for others or sick individuals in their own homes.
Stop physical c
Requiring masks and 6 foot distancing
Enforcement of CDC guidelines, fine people or business that don’t follow guidelines
how can people eat and be safe in a restaurant?
None
Letting the supporting / secondary business open without government restrictions. Guidelines yes, but not restricted.
Masking
Nothing needed
End lockdown
Class size. Hygiene. Safety
More supplies. Better six foot symbolism through teach facility.
Addressing the over-reach of the governor.
I think wearing "any" mask is pointless; essential workers must have N95 protection at all times.
Would like to see more PPE, we are still very low and reusing things like gowns and masks that shouldn’t be reused in that manor.
I am considered an essential worker and have not been allowed to stop working during this pandemic.
Lifting Social distancing between children.
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There aren’t enough hand sanitizers or facilities to wash your hands around public areas. People in the food industry should be able to
change their gloves after each customer. Otherwise, they may be safe but I can get what the previous customers had. May
Return personnel to work
Limiting the number of individuals to receive services per hour or making sure there is appointment times for the services provided and
continue enforcing social distancing and mask protection at all times. Continue prohibiting mass gatherings like part
More testing available for ALL people regardless if one is showing symptoms or not.
Everyone should be tested for Covid -19 and a vaccine and treatment in place before being able to return to the workplace.
Everyone should be tested for Covid -19 and a vaccine and treatment in place before being able to return to the workplace.
Social distancing and providing PPE.
In a city of our size, I think we should wait a little longer before opening up, perhaps three to four weeks. After that, we should open slowly,
a certain types of businesses at a time, until we open completely at the end of June. If we are still gettin
We must wait until it is absolutely safe to do so. I think curb-side pickup at libraries and small retail stores could be accomplished soon, but
I'm not ready to go further at this point. City Hall should NOT reopen yet. The number of people in elevators
Avoid opening large gatherings like schools(most people use this as a babysitting tool while they are at work..sending kids suck to school
which passes many germs..now with covid19 is no time ti rush in opening schools.they ate doing distant learning and
How to support school aged children with appropriate physical distancing and use of outdoor spaces safely.
Plan for what happens in the case of a recurrence of COVID cases in the city.
Mandating employers maintain social distancing and other safety protocols
disinfected all the streets if necessary.
Masks
Social distancing and work from home orders continue to be in place. There is no reason why I should be penalized if I can work from home
and be as efficient as if I were working in the office. Being quarantined is my choice and I chose to be at home ta
N/A
Keep closed as much as possible until a vaccine is available to protect my environment.
Restrict walk in public from coming to offices - establish more online and phone services. Create methods for in person public customer
service only under appointments to ensure and prepare for proper physical distancing.
What I put in answer 10
People
wearing masks
I’m already an essential worker.
Anything that opens must respect social distancing. If current retail stores are managing other retail should do the same.
following CDC regulations and enforcing these regulations.
They should follow social distancing, necessary protections against covid19 and testing.
No issues
I don’t need city support. I’m an adult who is able to, on his own, weight the risks vs rewards of returning to work or visiting beaches and
parks or public and private events.
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N/a
They can not.
Wearing ppe
I work from home all the time- so I’m good.
Workers can be reassured by the precautions those of us who stayed at work have already taken. Wash hands often, stay home if your
sick and clean your work station and common areas each shift.
Still practicing physics distancing, face covering, group limits, and sanitation.
Ensuring there is extra hand sanitizer and face masks at work-sites
Reopen while holding healthy individuals accountable and protecting the vulnerable, i.e., elderly and individuals with compromised immune
systems or underlying conditions
Remove restrictions and let the people get back to work. The vast majority of people know how to take care of themselves and respect
others. Stop punishing the masses for the misconduct of a few.
Continue to encourage the use of face coverings.
Limiting room capacity relative to physical distancing standards.
Limiting room capacity relative to physical distancing standards.
Having everyone wear masks
None, I will wait on the City's recommendation on when it is safe to go out to places that have large gatherings.
Large gatherings like schools and sports arena should not open at this time. To much of a high risk factor as virus is still here with us.
These places can't guarantee a safe place for our community at this time.
Getting effective masks or hand sanitizer is impossible unless you have access as a medical facility. Proving these resources to business
would help the employees that must engage people all day. Offering frequent testing for workers engaged with intera
maintaining distance and requiring masks still. Seeing as we have proven my industry can maintain itself as a wfm operation. I feel I can still
be just as effective continuing to work from home. The commute is AWFUL.
GRADUALLY open more and more businesses and venues
Be VERY CLEAR and CONSISTENT about restrictions and expectations
Ensure no retaliation for workers who cannot return to work for health reasons (theirs or their families) during this gradual reopening
testing everyone in Long Beach, offering the antibody test to see who has already been exposed, reduce fear and continue contact tracing.
Access to testing with or without symptoms outside of hospital settings e.g. drive thru
no response as the city rarely does anything for the private citizen. Only special interest groups are considered
Small group congregation
Small group congregation
Small group congregation
Large gathering business should not happen right now as its very dangerous to be around a large group of people. It just takes 1 persin to
be infected to spread virus.
it is.
Ensure everyone at the establishment is tested negative for coronavirus, and has the appropriate protective gear
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The city wide shutdown of everything
The only thing I can think of is by maintaining proper cleanliness/sanitary guidelines in the parking structure on 3rd Street and Promenade.
Other than that, we maintain our own office.
Reopen all businesses as usual! People can choose to wear a mask and distance themselves if they see it is fit for them to do so.
Additional Maintenance Cleaning of break room and bathroom and general areas. Limit on number of people in the break room at one time.
I want the number of meetings and meeting rooms used.
No large gatherings at this time. Schools brung in a lot of germs from all the kids. Same with concerts/sporting events. School year is
almost over why take the chance of lives. Remain closed for the last 3 /4weeks..why take the risk.
Letting those that are healthy return to work. People that are comprised and at risk should stay self quarantined. This is economically
destroying business and financial security.
No large gatherings for now. Schools concerts sports has BIG crowds and virus will spread. Avoid that for now and just do limited number
inside building by providing 6 feet apart/mask.
I don’t know how the city can help me.
PROMOTE WORK FROM HOME FOR OFFICE RELATED POSITIONS
Being stricter
Scheduling employees to alternate days at work and allowing for the continued practice of telecommuting would lessen the number of
workers in the admin buildings across the City and adjusts the traffic in shared spaces. Social Distancing protocols in pla
facemasks should be mandatory inside of all offices and businesses.
other people's fear. Say something encouraging.
Temperature monitoring
adequate testing for all, tracing, and quarantine.
Large scale gatherings such as schools and concerts are DANGEROUS now due to high risk of infections. These large numbers bring
VERY risky measures fir all our lives. All it takes is just 1 to be infected to spread.
Distancing, masks, sanitizing, strictly enforced cleaning requirements, and protocols for breach of infection within public places (offices,
stores, etc). For example, if it has been discovered that someone Confirmed with Covid-19 was in the area then thi
Opening small businesses that can limit the number of persons occupying the premises at any given time such as private gyms, personal
care salons that can operate by appointment only etc
Not necessarily specific to work, but monitoring/enforcing physical distancing, facial covering, gloves, etc... I would love to see beaches,
parks, and outdoor recreational areas opened up and feel that it is relatively safe, but people can't be trusted
Providing cloth masks to workers who need it
Make wearing a mask in public spaces mandatory and a tick-able offense. I already see people walking around like nothing happened.
More testing and more Long Beach specific statistics.
As a musician, there is no where to find work because nearly every venue requires groups to gather. Perhaps the city can find small
venues for local musicians to safely stream from? Remember, these musicians have no income, so they may not be able to re
Others in the Community not wearing a mask, and getting the homeless population sheltered.
Please open the churches and mortuaries for larger gatherings.
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N/A
Need to test mite and see who has antibodies before doing larger group like school and sports. To much of a high risk factor.
Increased testing
No need I’m fortunate to already be working.
Open the city!
Make EVERYONE wear masks in Public!
Enforcement of rules masks spacers.
Ok, I am VERY irritated that I see every day at 7-11, 225 Orange Ave, And Tommy's Liquor 1112 East Broadway, people entering the
stores constantly without masks in, loitering outside and not six feet apart, and too many
I ana resident and want parks & beaches open provided we collectively practice social distancing.
That ALL will comply with wearing face mask at all tunes and distancing 6 feet from me
I work in a hospital setting where we do elective surgeries. Testing for COViD-19 daily before/after work would be ideal. I would feel like it
would be 100% safer knowing people that I’m around have tested negative
Testing, contact testing, and treatment for Covid 19 or vaccine. Returning before the following will only spike cases.
Some barriers need to come down
Providing masks to those that don’t have any. Enforcing it bit more in places that are open to the public because I see people social
distancing but not wearing masks.
stay at home.
Back to work testing
Protect city employees equally as much as private citizens/employees.
No office workers should return to work ..all should work remotely.
Work with surrounding areas to increase sanitation and distancing measures in local casinos.
Ensuring that small businesses and self employed have no burdens to stay closed (rent/utility moratorium)
increasing rate of covid 19 infections.
Everybody has to wear a mask. No exceptions! Disinfectant supplies need to be provided for employees while on duty. Custodial services
should be sanitizing facilities throughout the day, not just once in the morning and once in the evening.
Providing at will testing for everyone in the population and also providing safe spaces for people who are determined positive to be
sequestered from family, not in their homes.
public spaces.
Less homeless people
Put a protective barrier between the driver and the passengers
None
The number of cases that are growing and the people who keep going out and ignoring social distancing rules.
Establishing and enforcing strict guidelines for physical distancing and use of personal protective equipment (e.g., N95 and cloth masks) in
public spaces. This should also apply to the aforementioned "activities I feel can open safely."
Large crowd gatherings
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If we must assign back to work, I will feel better if we have all the supplies: face masks, hand sanitizer and limited of staff or people we
served. In addition, it would be better each staff station or cubicle should be extended longer than 6’. Thanks yo
Enforce social distancing. Find a way to acquire and distribute masks to LB residents - perhaps distributed at workplaces and outside of
open stores, perhaps through the post office.
Increased testing for COVID-19 and serological testing, as well as cont
I think we can work safely, so I believe it is time to remove all barriers local government has established.
Staying closed!
Providing me with the proper equipment I need to do my job safely.
None
Disinfecting of public areas and providing regular guidelines on cleaning shared spaces.
Stop with the barriers. We don’t need big and small government telling us how to take care of ourselves.
You guys are doing great! Keep up the disciplined measures. It’s hard, but we need it!
Open all businesses, if a person has a pre existing condition or is an elder use precaution when going out. Long Beach needs to open up for
people to keep paying their rent, and other bills. Panic and staying indoors will not solve any problems or solve t
coming up with surveys that accurately address the issue
Since most things are closed, the open few see the highest concentration of people. Opening everything with intelligent social distancing
would spread out everyone and keep them from clustering. If people are worried about contracting Covid 19 they should
Child care facilities reopening in a safe manner.
Bump up LBPD, so they can patrol the parks and beaches on bikes like they do in the summer. Also, have more officers on patrol enforcing
social distancing at both small and large businesses.
The city could pay attention to what is actually going on. The city could put their energy and resource into something more meaningful and
well thought out than this survey.
masks/gloves where appropriate.
Hair salons should be essential if people dont go back to work there will be a lot more homeless than ever
n/a
Testing, contact tracing, and isolation.
Additional police
glass partitions and walls between work areas
6 feet apart .
enforcing a robust covid 19 testing protocol
Making sure that only few people are on the floor at any given time.
PPE, MADATORY SOCIAL DISTANCING.
Fighting the unconstitutional and authoritarian rules being forced upon us by the Governor.
still wearing mask
social distancing
Supply hand sanitizers and disinfecting our building. But I think we need to wait and follow the phases that the governor is going to follow.
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Allow me to work
Open the city back up!
Not applicable to me. I am able to work from home.
Testing and contact tracing has to be set up for all those returning to work. The city must be prepared to close back down when there is
another outbreak. Know that it will be harder to shut back down once things start to open up again.
Make sure everyone gets tested before returning to work.
The city needs to implement even more testing for everyone and contact tracing for those who are positive. This is the only way we can
begin to open safely. Otherwise all the sacrifices that people have made already will be undone. The city also needs
Allow limited gatherings, open outdoor public spaces, open restaurants, laundries and grooming businesses with 6 foot distancing guidelines
The barrier should be the presence of the virus. Remove the virus before having us return to work.
I am an essential worker and still work. You could help others by providing cleaning standards/requirements and not making them
recommendations or guidelines. Businesses/facilities that comply are allowed to stay open, ones that do not are forced to clo
Everyone have PPE
Testing for all
Common sense practices
The only way we can get thru this is staying at home a bit more.
limiting number of customers or people in activities
None
That I will be safe. All of this is scary specially because I have my son & my dad at home with health problems.
No barriers at this time
quarantine all over again.
compliance to maintain distant and having proper gears.
I am still working
It's not safe to go back to work until the virus is gone
open the country
Just need things to go back to normal.
Ensuring companies are implementing distance protocols
Open things but enforce a limit on how many customers/patrons can be inside at the same time. Like no waiting inside salons/barbershops.
Half capacity for restaurants and theatres and gyms. Supplement businesses to insure they're protecting employees.
I work for a kids summer camp organization - we have already canceled camp for this year. I hope that we can run camp in 2021. In the
meantime, we are creating resources for kids and families that can be done safely at home. I am able to do this work from
N/A
The unconstitutional, and sadistic, stay at home order that the people ruining our economy and our lives, have put into place. The people
running our city claim to have the best interests of the citizens and community in mind yet are doing the exact oppos
Lift restrictions
Masks at all time
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No large gatherings for now. Large gatherings would be very risky with the virus still out there. It is highly contagious. Open slowly and be
smart about it. People can do what grocery stores are doing but not on larger scale yet.
N/A
No schools concerts or professional sports as these are large crowds. It just takes 1 infected person to spread. There are people who have
virus and don't know they have it. It would be very difficult for these places to do 6 feet apart mask and cinstantl
Continue working remotely
All that is safe
I am a health care worker and have continued to work.
allowing a few to return to work at a time
Keeping the crowd size to a minimum, like the supermarkets only allowing so many people in the store at one time. Sanitizing the entire
workplace including air ducts, allowing certain individuals to continue to work from home if not necessary to get into
I think every single person going back to work, in any profession, needs to be tested.
Everyone must wear a mask, mandatory sick time for any illness.
Testing my workplace
School closures and child care. I cannot leave my 8 year old child home alone while doing online classroom.
Ensuring the timely delivery of santiziting supplies (wipes, hand sanitizer, etc.)
I don't see any specific barriers to my returning to work. I would consider the issues to be logistical in nature - how do you ride the elevator
and maintain distance, how do you keep respectful distance in the restroom, kitchen areas, conference rooms et
none
Alternate work schedule, mixed with telecommute, and tall-size cubicle.
Provide employers antigen tests which are highly accurate and can be used daily and only allow employees which pass the test to enter the
facilities. Otherwise, even with extreme measures in place for no social distancing and/or capacity limits is a guara
providing hand sanitizer.... enforcement of others to abide by the "rules" … We have even noticed where we live, approx. 80% of the
people were masks, social distance, etc... but there are still others that do not...so we have two choices... avoid these
Limit maximum customer/occupancy number, enforce 6 feet distance rule, make mask wearing mandatory when entering any business or
encourage masks when leaving the house. Test employees before they start working in their offices again, especially if they ha
Screening measures for COVID-19
Enforce mask wearing for all employees
Encourage telecommuting if able
We should only go back to work once we have fewer COVID-19 cases. The City should provide communities free resources/healthcare if
they contract/come in contact with COVID-19 at ALL times.
The City should consider allowing telecommuting options where available even after the order lifts, to encourage workers to reduce
emissions, to adapt to new remote work technologies, to remain prepared for another surge in infections, and to promote ment
Lift the lockdown
Lifting order
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placing clear, measurable, and enforceable procedures based on recommendations from experts for a variety of businesses. we need to
have standards from business to business.
It should be mandatory to wear masks in public.
temperature checks
Giving an ok
How the public is going to be monitored into the public spaces and buildings.
picture
Enforcing masks in public places.
For the Sick to stay home, if people have any symptoms even if people are not feeling well, just stay home indoors and rest, self medicate
unless in grave health danger then proceed to Hospital. Defiantly wear MASK if sick!!
I don't feel comfortable sending my children to childcare or going to the office until there is antibody testing and guidance on antibodies.
People can't even stay 6 ft. away from me when I go for a walk. I don't trust the public can be responsible.
*Requiring buildings to obtain strong air filtration systems so that someone who gets sick doesn't infect the entire building through the air
syste
The can support me safely returning to work by following State guidelines for reopening, not any earlier.
I am an essential worker
Curbside dealings, requiring a d enforcing masks a d social dustancing...seriously
Provide the public with masks and hand sanitizer stations at all businesses, and provide businesses with thermometers and masks and
require each business that is open to take temperatures of each employee upon arrival to their work, and provide hand sani
More regular/routine testing for all people, regardless of "essential" or "front-line" status. Enforcement of physical distancing in public
spaces (including inside stores, parks, etc.).
I work with 20 covid -19 patients and city is not doing anything to help anyway. How about forced testing of all patients and staff in facilities
with Covid-19. This is not being done. Excuse is that you do not have capacity,Really? TEST ALL PATIENTS AND
N/A
N/A
I think we have to still have masks on in a closed environment and limits to contact. Not just a flat everyone goes back to work statement.
what the city is doing currently is keeping me safe, don't open unless all the precautions are taken care of
Keeping streets open for parking, not returning to street sweeping schedule. That way, we will not all feel pressured to be at work/out during
street sweeping. I believe this will help stagger neighbor's outings.
I hate to see the restaurants go out of business, particularly in the high traffic areas of belmont shore, 4th street, bixby knolls. I believe
those areas should be shut down to vehicular traffic so that dining can be outside, and perhaps even the small
I am one of the fortunate citizens to still be working full time.
I am currently working. However, child care services would help to alleviate stress on co-workers so that more are able to return to work
and therefore, relieve some of the workload of those that are in the office every day.
ability to test everyone even if asymptomatic.
Safe distancing
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N/A. Already working.
Social distancing and masks.
If possible, monitor the businesses that open and report findings when not being followed. Even though there are signs for people to wear
masks some businesses to monitor it well.
Testing for all possible
N/a
Lifting restrictions
allowing to attend to clients via email and phone only, at first. To keep the safe distancing until we are very certain that it is safe for
everyone. Also make it a must that people wear face covering for safety until this is all clear and safe.
? Waiting for a possible round 2, the numbers are good now, but I think rushing into opening is a bad idea
Social distancing, wear masks and keep low capacity of people in the location.
Physical distancing, sanitizer throughout, provide gloves, wearing mask. Maybe limit the number in the elevators, or make elevator A for
floors stop at 2 to 4, B 5 to 7, C 8 to 11 , D Everyone. Continue cleaning throughout, sanitizing.
above list
broom do just fine.
social distancing rules, and enforcement of those
By implementing a slow re-entry to work.
Washing hands. Keep distance
none
screening workers and public when entering the work site. Having PPE available.
social distancing and masks
testing if in close environment
Limit unnecessary public access/contact.
Social distancing
Masks in public places/office, keep group numbers to a minimum, frequent cleaning, stay home if feeling ill.
Ensure places are sanitizing properly
stop the panic messaging, target more directly those who are at risk and providing that support
Social distancing and hand hygiene
The City cannot reopen just because we feel 'enough is enough'. This isn't a situation where we can say, we gave it a shot but it was too
hard so we opened back up prematurely. Everybody needs to do their part and wait this out.
Putting out clear guidelines for what is safe and what is not. The messages have been very confusing at all levels of the government.
Testing for everyone
Testing for everyone
It’s too early
Safe childcare
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I live in Long Beach but I work in Irvine, so this doesn’t really apply to me. However, I hope Long Beach suggests wearing masks and
increasing sanitizing procedures for businesses that do operate out of Long Beach.
Staff Alternative work schedules within floor/divisions.
city-wide testing. Symptoms or not
I don't have any barriers, but I believe that any businesses that open should limit the number of people inside their facilities so that physical
distancing can still be observed, and masks should be required until research indicates that it's safe to go
Ensuring job settings are abying by the distance recommended by the health officials, especially cleaning of facilities.
Reopening the stores and gyms.
Limit the number of people sitting directly adjacent to each other's. Ask workers to voluntarily telecommute if they can or prefer.
Opening large spaces private or public make it more challenging to control distancing. Smaller spaces and smaller groups
Before returning or small scale back to normal, there has to be a substantial increase of testing with the most effected areas first and the
reassurance the medical staff is increase to meet the future needs of the pandemic increase of training, sufficie
I do not work in Long Beach so there's really nothing the City could do for me to safely return to work.
Social distancing guidelines must be adhered to in addition to following good clean hygiene.
Make sure we return when its actually safe. The dept is filled with people and cubicals are all near one another.
Employees should be all tested & negative to COVID 19 prior to going back to work
ifs or ands.
Continuing to require masks.
If and only if resources are available for people not on the front lines, providing testing (for COVID-19 and/or antibodies) to all workers
returning to shared workspaces would be helpful as I am still concerned about not knowing if I or others could have
Making sure we have hand sanitizer all the time, create social distance, wear mask if moving away from working area.
Continuing to limit access to all city facilities, continuing to maintain closures of all non-essential services, increased enforcement of those
defying distancing orders.
Personnel to call and check on essential workers well being, to be thoughtful and considerate of those still working under stressful
conditions.
Providing testing for everyone and ensuring every individual has masks and businesses have sufficient equipment to sanitize surfaces to
prevent the spread of disease
Have some type of Ambassadors to monitor people attending the parks for social distancing and wearing of masks for Phase 1 opening.
Provide workers with cleaning materials, gloves, masks. Have Long Beach Police Department work closely with park staff rega
Until I feel comfortable about testing, there is nothing the city can do.
No barriers at this moment.
NONE
City Hall must limit the amount of customers in the lobby. Perhaps think about opening/and keep open the emergency exits (manned by
security) to allow customers to stream out without walking back out the main lobby doors. My thought is to limit the custom
More testing
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Antibody testing and offering vaccines when available
Whatever the city’s decisions and policies are, please make them as clear and detailed as possible. Also, allow for implementation time by
business — I.e. overnight policy changes are hard to be responsive to.
I realize I am privileged to be able to work from home. But, as far as I can tell from the data that has been published, our city's curve is still
on the rise and has not started to decline yet. Am I incorrect? The safety and health of all of our resid
I don't work within the city of Long Beach, so this is not applicable to my particular situation But thanks for asking.
Decrease of number of employees in office so that social distancing can be practiced.
Opening up parks and tennis center but keep safe distancing.
Government restrictions
The real issue is individuals not taking steps for themselves to maintain a good distance. The city needs only insure that large scale events
and close contact events are kept closed and allow people to do the rest.
Ensuring we are properly geared once city hall opens for the public
I am already at work. Essential business
Making available had sanitizer, have masks and desinfectante wipes
others.
Keep the homeless off of the street
Providing clear guidelines to businesses regarding how and when to use ppe (including plexi screens), best practices for regular sanitation
for the protection of workers, customers, and visitors.
Providing clear guidelines on temporary reduced maximum occ
Vaccination...
Keeping same regulation by covering, wearing mask.
MAKE HYDROXCHLOROQUINE EASY TO OBTAIN FOR SENIORS LIKE ME.
Follow up visits to verify that social distancing and face masks are used.
require that people wear masks and keep their distance.
residential parking in parking impacted neighborhoods so there is a place to park at the end of the work day, sanitizer for elevators, towel
stations or gloves for doors and gas pumps.
Remove Office lockdown.
So far I believe the city has taken all precautions possible and is doing a wonderful job trying to flatten the curve and keep its citizens safe
while still working to keep everything functional. I feel many of the current barriers are being addressed as
By doing more to support testing for COVID19 and contact tracing.
Keeping the 6ft distance, and providing sanitation available for the work area.
No, quarantine should continue
Allow university staff to work half time at home and half time on campus with alternate schedules to reduce density on campus for those of
us who share office space
Making there is a large decline with people contracting the virus.
n/a
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Ensuring that people are wearing masks when in close proximity to others.
n/a
NA - I am able to work from home with no negative impact to my productivity or effectiveness
Provide some antibody testing if not symptomatic but believe have recovered
Having the man power to enforce businesses in regards to following current mandates. Otherwise I suspect most will do as they please.
No barriers at this time.
Share "model" practices with businesses.
Making it a finable offense to enter any building other than a residence without wearing a facemask. Facemasks also required in public
areas of apartment buildings. Stores, movie theaters, restaurants can only reopen if they enforce the masks for everyb
To open spaces that are voluntary and do not require regular attendance such as schools which then exposes the elderly or immune
compromised persons who have contact with kids.
I have been working and functional already, I am considered essential. It is the social damage that has been done to many and the
educational damage that needs to stop before this becomes an even bigger problem. If you guys don't sort this out quick, chil
I don't understand the question fully.
access to reliable testing and immunization
more mask
Limiting the number of people per store, ensuring employees wear proper protection, and monitoring beaches and parks
the size of the Health department, the proximity I have to my coworkers
I'm already working (construction sector) and my employer is doing a great job to accommodate us.
Allow businesses to re-open, following what I stated above. The people of Long Beach need to get back to work! We can be sensible and
safe!! We have NEVER closed down this before.
Allowing gatherings larger than 10 people, I work in real estate alongside real estate agents that cannot perform open houses or showings.
Make it mandatory that people wear face masks if social distancing is under the 6 ft apart
Having testing plans in place and backing small business
As mentioned in #10.
*The items I checked could be safely opened IF and ONLY if people aren't stupid and don't immediately indulge in "Spring Break" type
behavior. If people are responsible, those outdoor activities and some office spaces, etc could probably be opened on a T
Reopen slowly and safely. I know there is tremendous pressure to get things back to normal, but please follow the guidance of infectious
disease experts. The idea that anyone should be sacrificed for the good of the economy is simply unconscionable. Ce
opening up business and quarantining the nursing homes and elderly residences.
Let people get back to work for those who WANT to stay then they can stay home.
not an issue
None
I only want everything to open back up when it is safe to do so.
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My work is not as much of an issue, I am supportive of opening restaurant businesses again with perhaps reduced total capacity, or by
keeping expanded take away options. I think that if residents are mindful of distancing in public we can stay safe, openi
Have a public service campaign about the benefits and importance of boosting immune health post quarantine.
Have guidelines for social distancing etc
Continue to supply PPE and adequate drive they testing for all who have symptoms and or essential workers
I service the public and am afraid of meeting with them face-to-face
Keep the barriers, just open some more places and require safety measures to allow places to open.
More testing?
During this time I have become aware that some businesses are not strictly enforcing social distancing of their patrons while in store; others
have employees/customers not wearing masks and simply stating that they don't have Covid-19. Although the effort
requiring all people outside running, walking, biking etc. to wear masks for their own protection and the protection of others around them
that they may walk past. This will greatly reduce the spread to humans and surfaces that a human might touch and pic
Citing individuals/businesses that disregard the guidelines.
Adequate testing and contact tracing.
Centro CHA has continued working during this Pandemic providing Essential Rapid Relief Services for the residents who were
economically impacted due to COVID -19 Emergency rental assistance, Food Assistance, PPE assistance, information, Unemployment Ben
Do not open
By not reopening! Remain shelter in place.
I do not support reopening LB right now
The example of the meatpacking plant in Sioux Falls is instructive: At no point should the City of LB, or any business operating therein, be
forcing people to
Opening beaches and parks for exercise and physical activity would help
All out side activities should be open
Lack of testing and contact tracing.
Use police to enforce social distancing so people take it seriously
Antibody testing
Antibody testing
Limit capacity and more sanitizing within the business
Make it required to all wear face coverings when in public
Masks for all indoor businesses for workers and patrons, such as grocery stores. Limit people inside store.
Mone
Fear and false data
Idk
hand sanitizer stations
Enforcing social distancing in stores/public areas.
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I think we need to be cautious.
Limit people’s entrance
I will not feel safe in any of these activities until there is a vaccine.
wider spread testing
when sick stay home
By allowing beaches to re-open...People stay away from each other naturally at the beach.
I think malls,libraries, restaurants, and all inside activities should have reservation times. Schools should have 2 shifts.
Not sure
No groups larger than 10. Try to keep distance. Practice washing hands.
Widespread testing
Listening to the residents, business owners and local population.
Nothing I think the current set up is fine with parking lots being closed to limit crowds
Accessibility to personal protective equipment
I think the city is doing fine. It would be nice to see the public pools and beaches open.
By making sure people follow the 6 feet rule until everything is in the clear
the carelessness of people not wearing masks and not penalizing, people entering small stores like 7-11 and not having hand sanitizer,
definitely distancing and masks
Social distancing is not enforced
Follow strict public health guidelines
Making sure masks, sanitizing is available to everyone, having a clear consistent message to the public on best practices.
Make sure people follow the distance rules and masks.
Comes down to the place of business enforcing rules , lets face it there r people w don’t care and won’t follow but it’s the stores
responsibility to enforce these requirements.. I also know I don’t have to go or stay and I won’t but for the safety of Lon
Making sure infected people don’t spread the virus.
NA
Masks, extra cleaning
Please keep all social gatherings closed because too many people are not following the proper distance standards to help slow the spread.
None!
Appropriate spacing!!
rest of us at risk.
Continue mask wearing
stay home.
Wearing a mask and maintain social distancing.
It doesn’t matter if things open now I prefer safety over convenience
Continuing mask mandate, continuing to provide testing sources, and economic support for those who test positive to stay home.
The stay at home order
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enforcing the folks who don't take any precautions (i.e. not keeping social distance, wearing masks and gloves as needed)
I really don't know.
Universal Testing!!
Testing everyone. Not until everyone has been tested can we be certain that transmission won't occur.
Enforcing the wearing of face masks by ALL pedestrians - this is not the practice at present - you have only to drive to the supermarket to
see dozens of pedestrians not wearing face masks - if this aspect of gradually returning to a more relaxed format i
having someone to patrol the enforcement of those 2 mentioned.
As long as everyone is 10 feet away and has a mask on. Those who dont do so should be fined to show how serious it is.
Keep the city closed.
All the other categories on this form will not be able to be realistically socially distanced. It will simply be causing more infection for the sake
of r
walking on beaches and trails
more testing - not just those with symptoms
Enforcement of crowd control
Monitoring and limiting access to any indoor facilities and citing those businesses and individuals that do not comply. Posting signs with city
"ordinances" in regards to safe, healthy environments. Do whatever we can to provide the correct testing and
People that do not follow rules and are denying that this is serious.
??
This is so stupid. Who are you to take away my human rights and tell me when I can and can not go outside. God will severely punish all
government tyranny and those that push this covid hoax. This is not Nazi Germany . You can laugh and mock my message bu
Just open stuff up. This is a free country and we don’t need the government taking away our freedoms or giving us money.
Sanitizer and face masks
The Waters
Limit capacities
Physical distancing
Beaches should be opened but for walking to them only. No parking lot parking and no public restrooms. People should be at least 8 feet
apart. Outdoor spaces first to see if we have a spike in hospitalization.
Open up beaches - expand areas so folks are t cramped to just a few open areas - double size of Rosie’s beach, for example.
Make mask wearing in public MANDATORY. And if someone is stopped by the police because they do not have one, the police should be
able to distribute them to the public. Or perhaps deliver enough for each household.
Ensure that capacity limits are abused by and that people continue to wear masks.
Providing more available sanitizer and reminders to sanitized. Also providing more tests.
Ensuring all citizens are doing what they should to keep our community safe and healthy
Long Beach has many cases in the city I don’t feel safe until the amount of cases decreases
We must do our part in protecting one another
Let volunteers go out first. The 6 feet rule still has to apply while people are out for now. As well as masks.
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More enforcement in parks and open spaces, in communities.
cases.
Don’t know
Stay at home as long as possible, do NOT reopen. Citizens will push over the regulations therefore we should not soften the closures.
No
Reopen beach, tennis/pickleball courts. If necessary to control density keep parking lots closed and limit to residents. If people are not
complying with social distancing, have law enforcement continue to request voluntary compliance at risk of citatio
Additional testing - including asymptomatic people
Yes by the same rules apply face mask at all time gloves physical distance and fine the people who are not flowing the rules
Limiting number of people and continued face covering until wide spread mass testing or vaccine
Be more strict in regards to the use of masks. Too many people are walking around without them.
the city should not open because we have no idea the ACTUAL amount of people that are carrying COVID-19, which puts everyone at risk
and could result in a catastrophic second wave.
Please do not open any of these up until the CDC says it is safe to do so!! Do not put our lives more at risk!!
Allowing so many number of clients/customers into a facility at a given time, no mask = no entry
Can sidewalks be one-way during the opening phase? It’s almost impossible to avoid on coming foot traffic on the more narrow sidewalks.
The bike/walking path across from the Queen Mary is another example. The 2 way pedestrian marked area is barely 3 feet
Randomly mandatory monitoring
follow the guidelines strictly
Many of us would appreciate hair salons so we can get haircuts. Safe distancing is possible if clients are limited and shop owners are
careful. The women (and men) in Long Beach would appreciate this consideration.
None
Don’t lift until sure will crush people already hurting if open too soon unsafe
How to keep those who are not a huge risk for serious illness or are infected segregated from those who are high risk
Hopefully by having more patrol or enforcement, so people will adhere to the rules.
requiring masks on beaches/in parks, etc.
Enforcement on-site by city officials of physical distancing and face mask measures
Continuing to monitoring and taking precautions of shutting back down if needed
Allow for more outdoor activity.
Keep safe distance and wear masks
More testing
Test employees. Wear masks.
Wouldn't it be safer to get back to normal once a few weeks pass after less and less restrictions?
Come up with guidelines and standards for businesses to meet in order to operate.
Getting a vaccine
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Shame the people who don't follow the rules LOL.
PS I am really concerned about schools will open, when they do. How do kids social distance?
Aggressively issuing citations and/or revoking business licenseses of those who fail to follow social distancing regulations.
Continue supplying people with masks gloves and sanitization products.
Limit group size.
I think we need a lot more testing and contact tracing for all
Some golf courses should be open...no more than 3 people in a party., no carts, no touching flags
Accurate testing (I don't trust our current lack of regulation around the development of testing). Tracking of infected individuals, a
meaningful penalty for infected people that do not quarantine.
Mandating masks and physical distancing at all businesses. Need some amount of enforcement too.
It’s a challenge to get a certain segment of the population to take precautions as their ideology tells them this is exaggerated etc. also, we
don’t want to live in a society where police are chasing people to put their masks on. High fines can further de
Social distancing, keep sanitizing things, having a limit of how many people can be in a certain spot, and wearing mask.
Not sure what this means-- 6 feet barrier and by posting signs and by giving citations to scofflaws. I think it's important to come down hard
during the first couple of weeks or else people will disregard the safety measures.
I’d love to see the city continue to leave special assistance and services for the elderly and citizens at risk.
safe.
Use face masks and maintain distancing.
Occupancy limits, distance rules, and regular/periodic cleanings of high contact areas
how to ensure places are not overcrowded, still mandate the wearing the mask in public. I think more businesses can open, however there
would need to be guidelines set in place that businesses would have to adhere to. In the same way, a health inspector c
involved should be cited.
Testing for all, with knowing we have or so not have those that have it a mandated quarantined period till person is clear of virus with
support for quarantined people,
Not sure I understand this. What state guidelines are being assumed here?
Allow parking nearby.
No activity is worth the life of a person. If this means staying home for much longer that’s fine by me.
Increase antibody testing. Prioritize workers in education
Equipping all locations proper training on how to combat the spread of the virus. Enforcing laws to help workers maintain their jobs even if
they cannot return to their work place. Having people not be punished by not having adequate child care or other r
Making sure people follow social distancing and wear face masks. I still think that in the absence of a vaccine everyone must be very
careful. Overtime, with relaxing stay at home orders people will become lax and the virus will come back.
1.Continue monitoring the virus outbreaks & quarantine positive cases throughout rest of year.
2. Continue following Governor's recommendations based on the science
3. Try to be assure all residents follow the same procedures
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I do not feel safe to return at this moment. I think that the best clinical and population health research and date should be used to inform
policy only to begin opening of the city when safe. Unless, there should be no regards for public safety and publi
test those that feel it thru there provider
thank you.. joseph garcia, cook at Ayres hotel need to go to work
there.
Ensuring the monitoring and enforcement of social distancing.
We need masks handed out at the doors of businesses for those who need them, readily available sanitizing cleaners and hand sanitizer for
the businesses (right now they can be difficult to find), testing and quick turnaround of results for everyone, and e
Keep sending daily updates of what’s going on in the community.
There should be more than just 6 feet of distance between people in public spaces, especially as many people now disregard that.
Making sure 6ft markers are in place, businesses have proper PPE and only allowing a safe amount of people are in public places.
Get the federal government (Trump) to find widespread testing to insure no virus transmissions.
Social distancing
Enforce social distancing. Prohibit groups of people who are not cohabiting. Do NOT open basketball courts, handball courts, tennis courts
and any other facilities where people touch each other or touch common objects. Start writing citations for violatio
Social distancing measures, continued use of face masks and gloves, asking for community input, installing hand washing stations, and
keeping restrictions within proper reason. Many people should want to take the precautions but not be forced.
out of hand.
summer
Require all businesses to adhere to the 6 feet rule. In regards to barbers and salons, limit the amount of people at one time.
More testing capacities, further information dissemination, vulnerable group outreach, job search and renter and mortgage help
Cleanliness of businesses
Enforcing people to wear masks and social distance and limit gatherings until we have a vaccine
By ending the shutdown!
Testing more people, access to tests and a vaccine
Spacing in movie theaters and restaurants
COVID-19.
Relax! We must display respect.....by the City, too.
Making sure that public transportation (bus) is safe. Transportation must be sanitized and riders must wear masks. There should be a limit
to how many on bus to allow for social distancing. Thank you for caring about our well being.
Placing plexiglas in reception and/or spa and salon chairs or stations. Serving as a divider between clients and keeping a barrier between
each client. Have all technicians wear mask while servicing the client. The client wears a mask as much as possible
Open up the businesses and lift the stay at home unless, you have a compromised health condition.
Limit max number of people allowed in an area at once.
Must include social distancing
access to face coverings; ignorance and lack of knowledge about physical distancing measures and why it is crucial to flattening the curve;
inadequate enforcement of current restrictions
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Requiring businesses to limit the number of people admitted & supporting the essential social distancing reminders.
Some form of restriction accountability...citations or whatnot. People arent following guidelines so there needs to be something in place for
those putting others at risk.
Sanitation stations and masks available (free or low cost non N95) would be a grea
I don’t think the City could make me feel secure about returning to my former active lifestyle until there is a vaccine available.
To be able to do things if you are capable and safe about it.
The library could remove tables and reading areas. They could set up computers to be social distancing and have time limits.
Continue to enforce the facemasks and limit the number of people inside a retail business.
Enforcing a city wide rule to properly wear masks when going out. Please provide us with masks and sanitation products. Like implementing
drinking fountains, there should be sanitation stations.
Limits should only be placed on people with compromised health related issues and facilities with interaction with such groups: Seniors,
Compromised Health or Immune Systems, Assisted Living Facilities, Hospitals/Medical facilities. Children impact to t
Testing
Therapeutics
6 feet
Fining people for not wearing masks. Help us determine types of masks that work.
Safety is first, but if people follow safety tips, then opening small businesses will ease us back little by little.
I think emotional health is just as important as physical health, as such any organizations such as churches, therapies, and recreation areas
should be opened with strike guidelines. Perhaps churches can have small gatherings by appointment. Thank you fo
more fountains or places to wash hands; available testing for anyone at anytime
Too soon to reopen
Proper physical distancing being required, exposure tracing (similar to how STD's are tracked), and limiting the reopening to only a few
businesses at a time. I realize people are going to complain and in the end, we will all need to be infected in order
Inspection of each business on a daily to make sure businesses are complying
Consistent signage and application for establishments. Right now, grocery stores all have different methods for "traffic flow" etc. unless
you're in the health profession, most people are not knowledgeable about how to properly wear and use facemasks for
Enforcing social distancing res and face mask rules, providing hand washing stands throughout the parks and beaches
Allowing business to open
Testing owners and employees at personal grooming places and low-risk retail before they re-open. Also provide them with instructions for
appropriate cleaning/sanitizing techniques.
I would like to reopen some things actually but I just don't see the physical distancing protocol being strictly implemented very well. I can see
restaurants getting busy and tossing the protocol aside, while not having masks on consistently. Cleanliness
Continuing to make testing widely available and enforce the use of PPE at businesses
Anyone not following proper protocol is immediately cited and or shut down
Temprature Checks
Sitting, walking, jogging, skating, biking on beach/beach path. Enforcing no group activity. No beach sitting of groups larger than 6 ppl.
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I think we need a category-specific set of criteria for differentbus8ness types and inspection certificates for every businesx (just like health &
safety certs for food services) posted visibly. Some of the issues are not ones I would be able to judge.
Making sure all businesses insure patrons/employees are wearing masks, following protocol, and respecting new capacity limits.
Reminder to residents to wear protective gear, to keep practicing social distancing, and to throw away trash in a trash can. Big emphasis on
proper disposal of trash because Long Beach is right by the ocean!!
reach herd immunity.
City needs to remind people via an ad campaign that says "See something say something "
Have a curfew people be home by 10:30p
Update the public with hot spot cases within the city that way residents are alert and need to be tested.
Same as #12 answer. Enforce the masks and social distancing. If there is no consequence, it won't be followed by all. Have stores and
anything open give masks to people that don't have one or are using something that is not regulation (like a piece of
People over 65 staying home, only going to doctor appts & to get food. People feeling ill to stay home. And scanning people for fevers when
entering a small business/facility
Reversing the restrictions in the order they were placed
Ensuring masks and testing is available. There also needs to be enforcement of social distancing in Public and retail centers. Without
enforcement, their will be no willingness by residents to continue with security measures.
solutions.
Single parent needs to get back to work asap
See above. In addition, quit being so nice! When city first responders observe unpermitted activities/failure to follow mandated restrictions
and safe operation regulations, cite them first, and then arrest them! I believe the majority of our citizens su
Developing local supply chain for protective devices and cleaning/sanitizing supplies so they are no longer dependent on importation from
outside the state/country. Making these same items readily available at a cost that is not prohibative for the commu
Distance - keeping amount of people to minimum. Large churches with a lot of people - somehow keep distancing in place.
Encourage business to change surfaces that are frequently touched to use brass or copper that the viruses can not live on as long. (Door
handles. Counter tops). Maybe use on crosswalks also.
Inspect business to make sure they are keeping workers safe.
Keep insisting that citizens wear face masks.
Following the rules
yes, but I am worried about other citizens
There is a lot more being done detrimentally to our local economy than what I perceive as the threat of Covid-19. All news is someone's
recent conjecture as to what may be and may have happened worldwide or nationally as NO ONE HAS ALL THE RIGHT NUMBERS.
Once antibody tests are widely available (or a vaccine) the city could hold clinics for folks to get the test/vaccine.
6 feet apart and face masks
Monitoring and enforcing these temporary restrictions
Continuing to ensure that PPE is being enforced.
Testing every person who enters.
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Provide adequate monitoring and supervision of groups of people at parks and beaches. Golf courses could be opened without carts and
sending out a max of two players at a time, no pins, etc.
accelerate testing for both virus and antibody on demand and with quick results, enforce quarantine for those that are contagious, open the
beach paths but enforce safety, open sanitation facilities and increase maintenance, limit people in social gatheri
usual.
?
Grocery shopping, pharmacies, coffee shops, public libraries.
I would enjoy being outside hitting that little house White ball straight😬😬
fast reopening
I think the city should institute a hotline number where employees who feel their business owners are not caring adequately for their safety
can call in to report it. The health and safety of the workers need to be considered and not allow for eager comme
Providing cleaning products so I can sanitize areas I will touch
Bike path/Pedestrian Path at the beach - there is an entrances and exits and you can only start or stop walking at specific spots so that you
can keep the count at appropriate levels If you enforce it hard early people will learn to follow the rules (not
An ability to report those who make it unsafe
The current stay at home order is sufficient.
Testing for antibodies as well as for the virus is easily provided to everyone
Rental assistance.
Ensuring that safe measures are taken in social distancing, ENFORCING WITH CITATIONS, or have businesses lose their licenses if they
go against safe reopenings,. putting big firm scary warnings on business owners that if they break the law on social dista
NO BARRIERS
Everyone wearing their masks
Keep social distancing and masks.
When data, sciences, expertise in COVID - 19 and Governor Newsom states.
Making sure there is social distancing of 6 feet and wearing of masks
Hand sanitizers at every entrance
Continued use masks
Social distancing preserved
Limit
NA
Enforcement
When our mayors/ governor believe it is safe. If there is a marked decline in cases and hospitalization I would consider it.
I personally wish the City would continue its safer at home ordinance as it is currently doing.
ALL businesses that are allowed to open must send all sick employees home. I have seen and heard of people who rather not miss work
because their employer might cut their hours, might take them off the schedules when they report being sick. People are mor
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ALL businesses that are allowed to open must send all sick employees home. I have seen and heard of people who rather not miss work
because their employer might cut their hours, might take them off the schedules when they report being sick. People are mor
Legal requirements for establishments to meet specified hygienic practices and hire and train enforcement officials
Make testing available to whoever asks for it and not just those with multiple symptoms - this would give people comfort and restore
normalcy. Plus we will probably find out the virus was much wider spread and far less deadly than first imagined giving he
Require that low-risk retail stores limit how many people can come into a store, temperature checks for individuals who are working as well
as individuals entering a store, require that each individual wears a mask while shopping, lifeguard patrol on duty
Fines for people that don’t observe the above restrictions.
Masks and social distancing
Practice social distancing by minimizing/Limiting max capacity of stores/gyms/ salons; require masks be worn at all times
Social distancing
the elderly and immune deficiency need to stay in doors
Advise at risk to stay inside.
Too soon to return to our lives S we knew them prior to the virus outbreak
Large crowds
Immediately and unconditionally acquire permanent housing for homeless residents. I am concerned every single day for my unhoused
neighbors, and avoid visiting local parks because I do not want to asymptomatically spread COVID-19 to them. Housing is a hum
The LBC should remain closed and even considering closing our borders at the county line @PCH a block past Studebaker where The OC
starts. I wish Gavin Newsom would do that! Shut California down! But The Mayor could do that citywide shut LB down and I bel
Make fresh masks available and plentiful sanitizer wipes at entrances and exits of stores.
Open the beach bike and walking paths
Remove the threat of liability to business owners from employees and customers who may contract the virus and place the owner under
lawsuit. In other words, your working here, or utilization of this business, is at your own risk.
I like that Long Beach has been so good at social distance. I believe we should continue the regulations that have already been in action. I
do miss being out and about, but I'd prefer to take the precautions needed to keep our infections and death toll a
Yes.
Helping to provide masks to those who can't find or afford them to reduce the risk of spreading. Doing citywide checks periodically to
ensure businesses are following social distancing rules. Helping businesses get access to additional cleaning/disinfec
Making sure that social distancing is enforced. Limiting capacity through either reservations or waiting lines. Ensuring that cleaning is
performed throughly as often as possible.
Doing a soft opening and small rollout of a few businesses to see how numbers are for a few weeks. And then start to incorporate more
types of businesses to reopen with restrictions. Large gatherings should still be restricted.
Allowing businesses to open back up with at least 50% capacity especially restaurants
providing clear directions on how people are supposed to conduct themselves. Recommendations are tougher to follow. I think there should
be mandatory black and white rules on what can and cannot be done. Therefore people are not left wondering what I shou
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by creating a safety net for individuals who are unemployed and would like to join the workforce. There should be more protective gear,
better enforcement of the rules in placed and better pay for essential workers along with a better safety net.
Post a ranger at dog park to check licensing and odd/even
Setting capacity limits for these activities and not allowing large gatherings and also requiring all to wear masks and wash hands
I am in favor of the continuation of the lockdown edict. As it seems to be the prevailing thoughts and the only prudent way to contain the
spread of this horrid virus. If another month makes all the difference in not risking lives ... then .... keep it
Lack of PPE for healthcare professionals, and the general public, and the general public actually wears the masks out in public.
Enforcing masks and distancing
Supplying masks
Open public access to Parks and Marine assets that make our city the best place to live.
Investigate and correct nursing’s home deadly statistics
Not time. Let the disease die out before the people do. You have been doing an incredible job. Dont stop. Dont listen to the politicos. Listen
to the scientists and docs. Not the Trumpsters
Create more work at home jobs in what ever way you can so the people of Long Beach know how serious the city is taking this virus and the
health of its residents.. ( for the record I do think Long Beach has done a great job so far, but when you see cities
We will remain safe at home for some time. Assuring people follow restrictions would get us out sooner. We were horrified by the crowds in
Huntington and Newport.
Same as above. MASKS and SOCIAL DISTANCING REQUIRED AND ENFORCED.
wide-spread and random testing, lowering capacity on who can enter places, requiring businesses to mark what is six-feet apart, required
mask at indoor businesses, anti-body testing, protecting vulnerable populations
Enforcing distancing and mask wearing
If a business opens that should not be open (example: the non-compliant hair salon in Corona in Riv County), 1st offense: suspend their
business license, 2nd offense: close the business. It is not their legal right to endanger others. Making sure that gui
Communication to all that if safeguards not followed or numbers surge closers will occur. Fines should be strongly considered for those that
just aren’t planning on be safe !
Eliminate government interference and treat us like adults.
Setting limits such as numbers of people allowed to be in certain areas . As well as hand washing stations easily available to all patrons.
Disinfectants and social distancing.
Limit capacity, social distancing and continued face masks
Keep testing and doing contact tracing. Inspections before any business reopens to make sure they are following physical distancing rules
and have a clear and written plan on how they will operate during business hours. No large venues events and concerts
I’m Deaf. While face mask is needed and I understand it is very important to wear them, I’m struggling to do basic essential shopping due to
limited communication. I have a part time job at a running shoe store. I’m very concerned in how I will be able
provide these services.
ensuring everyone wears a face mask and has adequate water to keep hydrated with summer coming in the next couple months
There has to be a way to control the amount of people at a given beach and their proximity.
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should we reopen we should continue with social distancing, wearing masks, and disinfecting. Limiting time spent in one place. Every place
should have marks designating where we can stand like they have in the supermarkets.
question is ambiguous.
Enforced mask wearing at all times in public, not just in doors but also on public sidewalks and in areas with lots of people, even if the
majority are distanced. Even when exercising.
None.
masks everywhere
Ensuring there is policy in place that clearly spells out what the physical distance requirements are and what the rules and regulations the
employees have in place to determine if it's safe for them to be working.
I am immune compromised and have children in elementary & middle school. I am concerned about sending my children back to school &
the possibly they could become sick or bring the virus home to me. I would like to be assured that when schools do resume, p
lasting pandemic.
I want more freedom to do what I’m capable of deciding for myself. I don’t need the City or State to make these decisions for me. I rely on
physicians and scientists whom I respect.
Open outdoor recreation
again, this sort of question is better handled over the phone. i am sure i will have better responses to you, after listening to what you tell me
Testing everyone who is going to come in contact with any of these spaces and providing face masks to everyone who is going to come into
contact with these facilities.
People not adhering to guidelines and going out when they are sick.
social distancing.
Let's get things open... up and running! Those that are concerned with self-isolating should do so at home.
surge occurs
Requiring masks and testing for all. Misting interior spaces with hydrogen peroxide. Keep beaches and public restrooms closed.
Enforce the laws, regulations and executive orders meant to control the pandemic. Constant communication of these mandates must be
made. It's incumbent on public officials to get these points transmitted effectively to the public.
Scientific knowledge
I don’t understand this question.
Temperature taking on site
Testing for immunity
Allowing or testing of those asymptatic
I want to return to these activities when it is safe and we are sure that we have a complete handle on this virus. If the city was to open up at
this point or anytime soon, I would not be participating in any of the activities. I would continue to shelt
Sorry, I got nothing here
NO BARRIERS
Reminding residents how to properly cover coughs, thorough hand sanitizing, maintaining 6 ft distancing.
helping with overwatch and given citation to the people who dont fallow the rules
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Providing cost free testing to everyone with contact tracking and isolation/quarantine when necessary. Temperature checks of every person
prior to entering any business, office or facility coupled with Mandatory wearing of masks. Mandatory capacity limits
stay at home.
For a wheelchair-user, the barriers remain daunting. Adding a face shield is not onerous.
There are no barriers. We need to continue practicing physical distancing until more tests and treatments are available!
I would feel more comfortable if the city continues with the "Safer At Home" rules and policies that are currently in place. Perhaps we can
pass some type of rule/policy in regards to group gatherings maybe being up from less than 10 to a maximum of 20 in
Testing for everyone
Testing for all, security personnel, and limiting capacity
Social distancing and NO large gatherings.
The lack of able distance and enforcement by fines
Supplementing workers income, rent, etc.
Physical distancing
Yes
Same. Answer
economy.
I’m 150% behind Mayor Garcia and his staff in their proactive approach to everything being implemented in our city. We are such a diverse
city, large in size, and I know it’s been quite challenging to wrangle all residents into this stay at home order by
Installing stations for hand washing/ hand sanitizing around community.
social distance and avoiding group gathering
Please do not open anything until the curve begins to decline. Flattening the curve is AMAZING, but reopening everything could potentially
lead to a spike! Nothing and no one should open until there is a consistent decline in the curve.
None.... Long Beach is doing an amazing job!
By not resuming activities. It gets worse before it gets better and this is the calm before the storm
masks should be mandatory. and employees should be tested.
true
I am wary of opening too early and experiencing a second wave of large scale infection.
Removing all barriers and getting on with life.
all.
Continue to frequently communicate social distancing guidelines as the change.
no changes until 100% testing for the virus is available to ALL RESIDENTS of this city.
Mask enforcement (non punitive)
Relaxed parking rules, temporarily stop requiring business taxes/license renewal fees, greater visibility of police at beach parking lots
Police enforce social distance
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Let people go outside.
It's like house arrest.
Masks should be optional.
personally, i would love to swim again. lap swimming with distance should work with one person to a lane
Staying home
The continuing rise in new cases
TESTING, research, data, science.
Reduced capacity requiring sanitization stations at entrances/exits.
Our working community need to all have availability for proper safe protection in the workplace.
At this moment, I don’t feel confident to return to normality when there are a lot of people being infected. In my personal
point of view, there is a lot more to do before to think on reopening the economy and public places.
Continue testing and reporting/monitoring results.
feels it is safe.
It’s nice to see stores that will not allow customers in without masks. It should be the rule unti
Expecting all business and public area to always have stocked facilities for hand washing. And mask worn by all. I think it would benefit any
business if they provided mask /advertising opp. And a disposable sleave for cart handles. Or someone to sanitize
Everything really should stay the way it is until there aren’t any more cases or Covid 19 or there’s a vaccine.
access to PPE if large groups are going to be allowed and putting out hand washing stations, etc.
Wearing a mask & social distancing & NO CASH changing hands
physical distancing will be met at all times
Making sure that facilities follow guidelines - spacing seating and disinfecting surfaces
Reopening businesses in phases, not all at once.
safe to do so.
Increased staff for sanitation purposes. Requiring staff protective gear.
Daily temperature testing of employees.
Reduced business hours to ensure thorough cleaning at open and close of businesses.
Ensuring that the hospitals have the resources (rooms & ventilators) to support the current level of patients with COVID-19. If the hospitals
begin to run low on resources, then we should re-implement temporary Stay at Home orders until hospital resource
allow walkers on the beaches, no sunbathing. Swimming, maybe,
Crowding, difficulty maintaining physical distancing
Needed resources to enforce compliance.
See above.
Vaccines
The City should strongly enforce distancing and capacity limit rules.
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How do we get masks in everyone’s hands. It would be great if city could have more hand washing or sanitizing stations... perhaps at
libraries and park to let people sanitize...
Lowering capacity for enclosed building.
There is not enough testing to keep people safe and stop the spread. Not enough official rules in place to hold people accountable.
By providing its residents with masks etc.
Social distancing
Limit people-per-square-foot in businesses, require every to wear masks, and keep people safely separated inside the businesses
Better enforcement of guidelines including fines
Demand that citizens wear correctly fitting masks.
None
Assuring that these safety guidelines are enforced. I cannot always trust others to do their part, even though I’m doing mine.
Implement the social distancing, and clean protection
more Long Beach Ambassador to take care
optimal testing, enforcing social distancing with all available resources.
Ensuring businesses monitor physical distancing and addressing the issue with those not in compliance.
The need to social distance and stress on the importance in avoiding a second wave
Have an employee at the entrance and at the exit. Strict rules must be in place.
1st a covid 19 vaccine for this medically-retired Veteran homeowner with reduced immunity. A trauma victim survivor with Agoraphobia,
please. 2nd, inclusions, exclusions and exceptions to the rules and laws for trauma victim survivors with Agoraphobia, pl
Must have clear directives to participants to follow restrictions or face possible expulsion from activity and, or, area. Must wear masks and
must maintain distancing recommendations
Enforcement of social distancing. Metering entrance to public parks.
Common sense, keep it safe
Making it clear what the guidelines are and ensuring they are posted at all appropriate businesses.
Schools should resume. I think closing so early this year was a call that was made without thinking things through. I have three boys and
their education should be a priority. Children are low risk, and distance learning is clearly a struggle for teach
Finding a way to ensure other users respect the rules I set out above.
Continue cleaning most germ infested areas.
No, keep the stay at home law going. It’s not safe yet.
By helping the business community with policies and procedures for re-openning
people who DON'T wear masks
I feel the same referenced- above to my answer in #12.
We need a vaccine. Period.
Limit people allowed in places to keep six foot distances and have cleaning practices.
Continuing sanitization and cleaning multiple times throughout a day, if not in between all appointments where applicable
I think the City is doing the best it can.
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Closed outdoor public spaces mean that the only place I can take my kids to get some exercise is city streets/sidewalks. My kids are too
little to be safe running free on sidewalks next to traffic or riding bikes on streets. In addition, we find that ther
Start slowly - first outdoor activities/locations, and 2nd move to indoors places (offices, dine-in restaurants, etc)
Make masks easily accessible if don’t have one. Enforce they are worn by all who enter space.
Not allowing people to live their lives as they chose
N/a
More reliable antibody testing. My family may have had COVID-19 but we weren't officially tested and it would make me more comfortable
to know we might be immune
I do not think we should rush to reopen because the numbers are low or no deaths have occurred. If we can look back at history and
remember the Spanish flu had two waves of claimed lives. The second wave was the worst. Even as we look at this pandemic, Ch
Support our community by allowing businesses to reopen that want to
Having access to rapid testing
from violating guidelines.
Having a safe capacity of people that can be at any location. Requiring masks and social distancing at all times
Citing businesses and people who don't follow the rules.
Safety by way of Dr. Anthony Fauci Directives; Antidote to Covid-19
I think we should continue wearing masks, limiting capacities, and have hand sanitizer readily available
It would be nice to get the president off of the TV every night. He spends hours spreading lies, misinformation and dangerous ideas - except
when he’s blaming everyone else for his own failures and constantly patting himself on the back for what a great j
Not required
Requiring face coverings to enter these facilities and enforcing 6 ft distancing. Allowing for time between client appointments so there is no
crowding in lobbies (personal grooming).
Need testing for EVERYONE, even with no symptoms.
Need to have ALL TESTED AND NEED TO HAVE A VACCINE.
No barriers
Monitoring if people follow the rules.
I hope the city will respect all state-wide recommendations and prioritize taking care of it's population financially and medically as we all wait,
globally, for a resolution and a vaccine or cure.
Social distance face coverings and temp checks
We currently cannot
I won't feel fully safe until there is a vaccine readily available to citizens
?
No
Supervise these areas and ask those who don’t comply to leave. Beaches could open from 8-11 AM and 4-7 PM, for exercise/ dog walking
purposes only. Many people are already on the beach, those of us who follow the rules should have a chance to enjoy the be
Having clear signage and guidelines.
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Masks,gloves,6ft apart
By making it socially acceptable to want to reopen safely.
Enforce masks and physical distancing for all.
Social distancing and face masks.
None
Free choice and recognizing that human beings have intellect and can make their decisions. Some people will die. It is not the City, County,
or States fault. We don't need to be protected
Continue to limit public gatherings and parties in people’s homes. I can see people wanting to celebrate the “end of safe at home” order.
Can’t think of anything
People are still going to places in crowds. Activities that tend to draw crowds, open those last.
treating me as a adult who can follow basic rules of personal safety.
Putting more hand washing stations at parks, daily sanitation
Apartment buildings especially housing seniors and special needs should be routinely tested and terminally cleaned.
1. 6' distance.
2. Since schools generally off during the summer, schools should reopen in September when the new school year
begins.
let the people decide what risks they want to take
Being a senior, and my housing paid for and drawing a pension and social security I do not have the needs of a younger person. Give the
younger person a tax credit etc. for a set period, say no more than 2 years, decrease ot gradually until he can get bac
Testing and Antibody testing
Strongly advocate capacity limits, mask wearing, temperature checking, and physical distancing. For smaller venues, if available, provide
hand sanitizers at entrance or hand washing stations.
I answered above
limit activities in parks and beaches to those that will maintain social distancing; limiting areas of use in park and on beaches where social
distancing can be maintained; creating flow of movement that keeps people from moving pass each other in opposit
I'm not sure about resuming activities any time soon; many of us are getting along. Uncomfortable and inconvenienced, but we're okay with
the essential services available. But children, seniors, and the homeless (among others) need extra attention and sup
Social Distancing, Mass Paranoia
Not applicable
I don’t feel that we are ready to re-open Long Beach.
Give us our freedom
Masks, social distancing and COMMON SENSE.
Businesses must reopen by May 1 2020
Statistics are Divisive!
None at this time!
protective gear at all times.
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To resume any of these activities at this time
leads to disaster!
remove the lock down orders by May 8th
NA
Non compliant people.
Reopen gyms, schools, after school care, and personal grooming including massage therapy .
Yes,
by encouraging employers with employees now working at home to continue this practice, mandating mask wearing by everyone while in
public spaces near others, testing especially of essential workers, and sick pay to encourage everyone in the workforce to s
We'll see about that in the next few months but as of right now extending the safer at home order is much more important into flattening the
curve even more for Long Beach and the rest of LA County now nearing as I fear of seeing is 50,000+ confirmed case
Set clear criteria for businesses/organizations to follow and execute. Set up a whistleblower online/phone resource where
employees/customers can anonymously report businesses not following guidelines.
Unless the city is willing to provide each resident and business employee with a weekly supply of proper masks and other personal
protective equipment, the only way to avoid getting sick is maintaining distance and limiting contact until an effective vacc
allowing places to open where people can stay safely apart, especially small businesses.
Continuously cleaning the parks jungle gym and make sinks available to wash hands
Assuring the hair and nail salons to don’t allow more than a certain # at a time.
Little gyms still cleaning.
Taking temperature at the door ?
You let me know. I surely don't.
Keep masks on until we test all symptomatic people.
No
I am not sure
I am not sure
Until there are clear and uniform standards and protocols for each type of business to open, that COVID-19 testing is done on ALL people,
then we are just guessing we can safely open. We now know there are people who are carriers without symptoms that are
The homeless- letting them defacate on our streets is a public safety hazard.
antibody).
No
MORE TESTING! Include senior citizens in next group to be allowed to receive testing.
Having 6 feet markers in public institutions so we are able to social distance from each other when reopening.
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remove all barriers . i worked in the death care industry for over 25 yrs i have experienced old folks die after the flu shot up to 90 people a
day because of a weak immune system. The same thing here. The people that were infected and are now well are no
which is that people should be required at all times wear a mask and respect people’s space
Limiting the number of customers/clients in closed spaces
Not sure what the question is asking. Existing barrier?
Physical distancing should be in place, reduce capacities in businesses, etc
Wearing masks in public
By making sure all businesses are complying
Open golf courses with restrictions
Not yet
Enforce what we agree to
Allowing people to get back to work, providing more humane protection for the elderly or for the immune compromised by creating better
care facilities. To provide delivery support of goods and food for people who are at risk for more serious issues while
Masks and social distancing
I think there need to be more enforcing of rules of social distancing
Contact tracing
If my City wants me to be safe, this is the wrong question to ask. Ask me how you can help me stay away from as many people as possible,
ask me what you can do to help people sustain themselves financially and physically, and mentally, as they practice so
The city should support staying safe and alive. I love Long Beach but the world has changed. According to professionals in the field, a
vaccination is at least 18 months away (Fauci) and potentially 2 to 5 years away (others). I will not be leaving my
People don’t wear masks!
Helping provide cleaning and sanitizing products for myself and for business. Specifically items I can take with me to sanitize around me
and my hands. Personally, I can’t find them anywhere. I can only find bleach.
Limit number of people in any given space. Post more signage throughout the city to inform people of clear expectations and have
enforcement (these people can be community volunteers with proper identification and information such as the guys with red shi
Not yet, no, not yet. People are not respecting the current barriers, so they cannot be trusted to respect less restrictive barriers. Let's wait
and see what happens in the next few weeks.
Strict enforcement . If not fine and /or jail time . Lets wait for 2 weeks and see if those beach goers come up with this virus .
Opening small gyms would greatly benefit mental and physical health
Reopening these establishments
Confirmed and fatal Covid cases are still too high.
Don’t. It’s too soon. People are not scientists; they don’t act with the precision to manage this situation on their own as it currently stands.
Increase access to Covid-19 testing to anyone. Increase access to antibody testing to anyone (don't need doc RX). Provide data on test
results to understand number of people who may have had Covid-19 in the past or person who may have it but be asympto
No answer
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Ensuring when people are in public places requiring face coverings and physical distancing. And providing the public with hand sanitizing
stations or hand washing stations. To ensure everyone is practicing good hygiene.
N/a
Requiring masks, or cite the offense
Help business with the cost of cleaning their locations
Provide PPE to business and their employees
Work toward ending the homeless life by reopening mental health facilities for the indigent population that require it
Most everything is closed
None, we are not ready
Mandatory masks.
Follow Sweden's example of encouraging social distances but let us, the people, decide for ourselves when it is appropriate. Going to the
beach and parks, where the fresh air, sunlight, and exercise increases our immunity, should not be regulated.
Remove all restrictions to living a normal life!
Well, not sure. Perhaps a 'barrier' might be simply those who refuse to continue carrying out the social distancing necessity, or wear masks
when inside buildings. Not sure frankly it'd work if not everyone kept obeying the necessary restrictions....
We need to go back resuming all activities.
Limit # of people at parks, continue social distancing. Small businesses or offices with limited public access should be okay.
None
DO NOT OPEN ANYTHING UNTIL THE VIRUS IS GONE
widespread testing
I am high risk with 4 underlying conditions. I can do none of these or even the current essential businesses. Sadly, many people continue to
not wear masks, gloves, or understand how far 6 ft actually is.
Enforcing social distancing.
Beach walking paths
Same answer as question 10.
Being more strict. Closing deforest trail. Have more patrolling in parks.
Requiring business owners to disinfect their place of business daily. Requiring that they limit capacity enough to allow for social distancing.
Requiring everyone to wear masks and to wash hands and use gloves when attending to each customer.
Appointment setting for business related things. For beaches just letting people work out not like big gatherings
Monitor number of people, limit parking at dense areas
Continue allowing 10–20 people into grocery stores. Continue physical distancing. Mandatory to keep face masks on in public.
Gloves, masks, staggered times or appointments
The city can make sure to enforce guidelines for prevention of COVID-19 such as wearing face masks in public, keeping 6ft apart for social
distancing. The City can do Antibody Test for FREE so we can find out who’s immune to COVID-19. Then we can get Im
Prioritizing sanitization/cleanliness across the city
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My first priority wouldn't for beaches to open. My reason for beach openings is selfish. I swim year round in Alamitos Bay. I truly miss the
bay, and so do many of my fellow swimmers. Missing the bay is a small price to pay, for the health of my fami
Please limit current capacities, ensure safety shields are present for those working directly with public.
stay at home rules
Make sure not to open too quickly and provide testing and antibody testing for all!
Those that feel they are high risk should stay home. Those that are NOT high risk should be able to work & move about the city freely with
a mask on. Please open nonessential businesses back up. Everyone's job is essential to them, no matter what they do
I think it would be best to continue to require masks in public until CDC can find a cure or until the spread comes to a hault.
Maintain limit of people at these places
can't trust people
I feel we will be very sorry if we throw caution to the wind and rush back to”normal” interactivity. With that said I’m retired and not desperate
for an income. What a horrible situation we must work thru. As our leaders in Long Beach I don’t envy the v
masks, maybe gloves, stay 6 ft away, remain home til June?
As my age and health challenges both put me in the high risk group, I will not be comfortable until I see enforcement from the City Services
protecting me from the thoughtless, uncaring and simply selfish/criminal elements in our society who risk everyone
Continue to require high levels of cleaning, require masks, and provide guidelines to limit the number of items that people need to touch
(keep doors open, contactless payment, etc.). Continue to increase testing capacity for asymptomic carriers.
physical barriers, regulations
enforcing the mask policy
Same as 10.
Ensuring compliance with face masks and social distancing rules in high risk areas (beachs, parks)
Mandatory quarantine for those who test positive and good contact tracing. Fines for business/people not conforming. Businesses that
repeatedly violate safe measures should be ineligible for bail out money. There a numerous speak-easy bars in operation at
Everyone without limitation must wear a mask that completely covers their nose and mouth
by citing businesses and citizens who are not wearing masks and not maintaining proper distancing measures.
Making sure social distancing and amount of people inside are enforced.
Guaranteed social distancing/ face masks or fines for people not following safety guidelines
Please be patient with this short story, which is quite relevant: When Golda Meir was prime minister of Israel, there was a "rape epidemic"in
Jerusalem in the 1970s. Her parliament recommended a curfew on women. She refused, saying that it was men doing t
Ask Dr Fauci! And LA County . Health person. Don't listen to Trump.
stores.
stores.
Restrictions(mandatory wearing of mask, social distancing, limited capacity) that will protect the citizens.
Implement the 6 ft apart and wear masks at small retail stores and continue in essential stores and when going out. Provide hand washing
stations and hand sanitizer around the city in public places. Provide schools with proper cleaning routine and materia
Quit closing everything
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Make sure all reopening businesses mark for distancing and require masks. All places that cannot avoid large gatherings should wait until
the curve is sufficiently flattened.
None
Testing, vaccines, a reliable cure, etc - and more data!
Businesses need to be diligent . employees and patrons need to wear masks. No exception - I still see stores letting people in without
masks or improperly placed mask(under nose)in their store. They need to police their business and ask people to leave
Distancing and liniting the amount of people
Antibody testing - if I knew I had already contracted the virus and recovered, I would be much more comfortable returning to regular activities
Ensuring large crowds still don’t congregate near each other and at outdoor areas or inside. Maintain a minimum number of people at a time
at parks/beaches just like at stores now. Don’t open the parking lots near beaches yet and have personnel keep eye o
Open everything and let the people decide what they feel safe doing. The city must remove the Homeless from all public property
immediately. The City needs to clean up the trash along Ocean Blvd and on the Beach and Beach parking lots. Open all parks, Bik
protected.
Wash hands often! Keep your distance , respect others personal opinions on how they deem protection are such as , if your immune
deficient wear a mask ! If your not don’t be werid about someone else wearing or not wearing one. I also just think mindfulne
I just want be safe. If is still a risk why to rush. Better be safe and wait until really get better. Thank you
Making sure the 6ft stays in place, face coverings, and keeping smaller amounts of people in big stores.
Don't know.
opening / providing restrooms again
How to we monitor social distancing with out it become a hyper police presence
Continue to expand testing so that frontline workers can be regularly tested to ensure customers’ and their own safety. Mandate that
businesses require workers be regularly tested. Require businesses to supply staff with ample sanitation and PPE equipment
That employees of the establishments listed above (wherever possible), STRICTLY monitoring distancing and masks throughout the whole
store. I've seen it happen a few times that someone walks in with a mask on but then takes it off as soon as they know the
Guarantee min 6 feet distance at all times, be outdoors of with constant ventilated air, and with mandatory masks
My opinion is there needs to be better communication where exactly there have been people diagnosed with covid. We have to many kids
and elderly to take it lightly. Many restaurants that are still open I say continue to make it known for the public on the
Keep everything closed and QUARANTINE to keep going. We are not ready for any changes
Allowing these places to open for business and/or activity
still pay teachers a fair wage
Setting up safe distancing
Using plastic covers for hair care and nail care, having hold times for library books and signs posted for public parks and beaches.
social distancing
None
Shared restrooms and surfaces need to be routinely sanitized
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Offer sanitizing areas to wash hands or sanitizer hands throughout park/public spaces. For parks, there are homeless who do not have
luxury of washing hands and sanitizer. with public health in mind, move then to the newly opened homeless shelters in Long
Enforcing social distancing and capacity
Strictly enforce government mandated safety policies
No more positive cases
NA
More testing centers and enforcement of those who don't follow safety measures
Making a commitment that if the curve goes back up, we hunker down again.
waiting
The public needs to clearly understand, and comply with, appropriate procedures set in place for future interpersonal interactions. i.e. How
many people can occupy a space? What health protecting measures are required for occupancy?
Not letting the public use soda fountains, should get their drinks from counter.
Social distance and face mask when out in public.
There need to be real enforcement on any rules that is sat till we can get back to any normal we can reach.
stores, etc.
stores, etc.
Masks, 6 feet apart,
Harsh penalties for those who break certain quarantine rules.
Ex) jail time for gathering larger than 25people or large amounts of Protesters who gather and violate a 6ft rule.
Enforcing social distancing restrictions and amending capacity limits for places such as restaurants and movie theaters.
#of cases has significantly lowered
Ability to control large crowds
Testing everyone to be safe.
Have ability in the stuff with need for be safe
Extensive testing and contact tracing
etc..
Making sure that people in the store don't get near me, keeping their distance while I'm in the checkout at the grocery store, drug store and
fast food restaurant. I've always maintained my distance and have washed my hands. Shocked that it took a pandemi
None. At a minimum, I think outdoor spaces, especially the beach, should reopen As soon as possible as they would be the easiest areas to
maintain social distancing of 6ft. This is especially true given that we’ve been able to safely navigate crowded groc
That park is closed I think it could open but moms needs to be aware that kids need to practice distancing and not close contact which I
know it is hard. Beaches open to public to run have family with kids play have some fresh air. Just be be with imidiat
We need testing & contact tracing. We also need an ordinance that people must wear masks outside. None of this is in place. I do not feel
safe lifting the order. I work outside the city. This is not an option in the survey.
6 feet in retail spaces - number of people in retail store -- spacing in restaurants 6 feet between tables
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making distance rules and minimizing entry by all numbers.
Testing and contact tracing in place
Enforce hand sanitizer prior to entering.
Enforce specific times where elders or immunocompromised can shop for groceries. (Before store opens)
Enforce having the tape on floor at grocery/store lines as a way of reminding to social distance.
Please don’t open yet it’s too soon and very dangerous
Sanitize buses
multi day cleaning of park facilities
N/A
Provide testing for both the virus and antibodies to every resident.
The number of cases and hospitalizations is still growing. That needs to be reversed by faster testing available and mandatory at the first
symptoms, and providing free places to stay isolated for pending and positive cases, as was done in China. Also, us
Open small restaurants and businesses first, then medium, then large (of course the billion dollar businesses never closed like Walmart)
?
Keep the city closed!
Time. Waiting to see how other states who are opening up now fare. I think it’s important to stay closed as long as we need to.
Time. Waiting to see how other states who are opening up now fare. I think it’s important to stay closed as long as we need to.
making sure the facility is kept sanitized at all times and physical contact is kept to a minimum
Barrier? The City needs to enforce social distancing. As long as some do but too many don't just makes the effort null.
Not currently. We need to at LEAST pass California’s mid-May peak before easing restrictions. The people who would be most negatively
impacted by reopening wouldn’t be the patrons of businesses - they would be the workers. Plus, if someone was immunocompr
closures. Keep playgrounds and benches closed.
Guidelines for summer camps/ child care for children
Keep up with practicing cleanliness awareness
Continue to enforce masks and distancing
ensure all residents abide by requirements
Lack of clear indicators of safe distancing.
Signs everywhere in all languages and enforcement by patrol. Limit amount of cars into beach lots.
Open up beaches and parks at least
If you can make one hospital exclusively for non-COVID patients, I think potential patients with appendicitis or stroke or heart attack will
show up there instead of waiting too late. That worked in China, where they never saw the melting away of non-COVI
Allowing them to open up
Maybe mailing mask kits to each household? I see that testing is becoming more available in Long Beach, well done!
High risk group member,
Reducing the max capacity allowed every where
Only 5 people in a store. Outside areas it is all fresh air. No barriers
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Stop listening to Trump and his Happy Talk about reopening. Keep your eye on the ball and get this under control, like China and New
Zealand did, by increasing measures until R0 is below 1 and exponential growth stops.. Make sure we don't fail like Singap
Require masks at ALL times until at least August or September.
Streets in my neighborhood are narrow and dirty, many people drinking/smoking/taking drugs right on the streets. Some homeless persons
are violent and never respect private space. I am not able to go for a safe walk around my house. I've been staying indo
Many people are not wearing masks in public spaces. If people are not obeying these safer at home orders, I feel they will violate other less
strict orders and continue to spread the virus.
Residents who have not been adhering to social distancing guidelines; present lack of social distancing in grocery stores, pharmacies— why
would it be any better in other spaces?
Unsure
Policing and ticketing those who refuse to wear masks, or any form of face covering in public, including minors.
I don’t think the city will be able to control the crowds
Ensuring frequent/appropriate cleaning measures, availability of both diagnostic and antibody testing, ensuring online access and direction
for all students. Let’s not just go back to how things were. Let’s learn something and do better than before!
I don’t know how to answer this question.
maintaining social distancing and requiring all to abide by the rule of wearing face mask.
Operate at half capacity. Everyone stays 6 feet away and wears a
Face mask.
I dont think we shoupd reopen yet
No keep everything shut down for now
Dont open
Address large group gatherings of ten or more. Address multiple small group gatherings where physical distancing is less than 6ft. Require
business/services to conduct temperature readings- no touch, scanning over forehead- prior to entry. Deny service to
Social distancing and masks
By admitting the numbers never happened go back to normal and remember that the MAYOR and the GOVERNOR work for the PEOPLE
and the people want to be free
NO TOO SOON VIRUS WILL RESURFACE WITH TWICE THE DEATHS
Masks Always.
disperse groups
Testing workers returning to work, making wide spreed testing available. Contact tracing.
Give citizens the chance to problem solve their specific business social distancing with some guidelines and options for best practices.
People are suffering and want to work. A lot of the smaller business employees work part time. There have been pl
Actually enforcing Covid-related regulations.
Testing
hands.
If numbers start to rise then we quarantine again
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Follow Governor Newsom’s guidelines and the data!
Enforce mask wearing & distancing
Only Open outside areas
Too dangerous to resume dine in restaurants or anything in a confined space.
Laws requiring all persons to wear masks on any public sidewalk.
I fear that reopening too soon will create a Long Beach where the outside is not safe for at risk populations because of spreading by
populations less at risk. What are we supposed to do? Spend some of our valuable time left just cooped up and warehoused?
Provide masks and other PPE where necessary
Some people ignore physical distancing. More media attention, signage, reminders etc.
Hard close on businesses and activities that can provided for distance separation. Providing a consistent set of guidelines between all
state, county and city administrations. Current patchwork of rules only confuses the public as to what the correct app
keeping physical distancing
Everyone should have to wear a mask and stay 6 feet away
It should be our choice and our “risk”. The stay at home orders need to be lifted.
It should be our choice and our “risk”. The stay at home orders need to be lifted.
Staying 6 feet away
Reopening these types of businesses with public health in mind. Ensure businesses are supporting distancing and sanitation standards
(constant sanitizing at places like gyms for example), making sure employees are protecting themselves, sending life guard
We need regular testing. We need to be able to track people so that we can quarantine those that have been exposed to a sick person. We
also need antibody testing to see who can safely begin returning to regular life. We need reliable tests that will not
Add security to open spaces to ensure social distancing
wide spread testing and tracking. Only then will we know when it is safe to open the city up. I know it is difficult, but lives matter and there
are too many high-risk people in Long Beach to reopen without testing.
by opening up everything so a state of normalcy can resume
Open it slowly
safety on the bus and metro.
None, this virus is here to stay, let’s get on with living life!
Social distancing and sterilization
Gymns are the last one to open since it is exposed to a lot of germs
Gymns are the last one to open since it is exposed to a lot of germs
Gymns are the last one to open since it is exposed to a lot of germs
Gymns are the last one to open since it is exposed to a lot of germs
Educating business owners and the public about distancing regulations and warning/citing those who don’t comply.
I am a City of Long Beach employee and resident. I go into work every day, even though most of my colleagues are telecommuting. I
believe that it is too soon to re-open non-essential businesses/activities. Let's at least get through May 31, then reassess
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I don't think it is safe to open up the city yet. I would continue to shelter in place until local/state government has been able to present a solid
decline in cases and testing made more available to the public. Even with testing, without a vaccine, cont
Please open the beach bike path so we can safely ride
Get out of the way. The lockdown is not supported by the numbers of illnesses./deaths. It is gross over reach by government and is likely
unconstitutional. Simply, people are already ignoring what they believe is just silly government power trips. You are
testing for all
Enforcing social distancing and mandatory face masks in public areas.
City playgrounds are a tremendous aid in young children's development through physical activity! Sanitization of outdoor playground
equipment in city parks, perhaps with signs for parents/guardians reminding to prioritize hand washing or even provision of
I don’t see any barriers currently. We are doing exactly what we should be doing.
Opening the checked activities with enforcement of precautionary measures and return to existing closures if precautions are not adhered to
or positive virus results begin to rise.
Limiting the number of people allowed within businesses and maintaining a safe distance ratio. Also by maintaining the hand washing
stations throughout the city. Thank you for those.
Constantly reminding people to use Common Sense and patrolling parks and beaches
What I mentioned above, that the groups be limited to the same persons who have already been quarantined together.
Mandatory face coverings and testing those who return to work
Please open the golf courses.. Thank you
open.
Enforcing social distancing and any guidelines that the city sees fit.
Closing off or finding alternate ways to get people the "social" relief. According to HB officials, last weekend people adhered to social
distancing when in open spaces (I am not saying that is true or false). But I saw photos of stairways where people di
Regulations need to be clear and concise and specific to location and type of business. Making the conditions consistent prevents confusion
and violations of guidelines. (i.e.: are face masks required everywhere? are we allowed to bring reusable bags into
The damn government
working hours might need to be reworked, such as shifts. I am especially interested in hair dressing salons reopening safely. Providing
distancing between work areas, both technicians and patrons wearing masks, and limiting number of patrons in shops at
Give it a bit more time. When the number of sick people lower to a more reasonable level.
Keep mask on
Testing available to the front line workers including teachers, non-emergency health care workers (dentists, orthodontists). Rating/Working
with businesses to ensure they are following prescribed protocols. (similar to restaurant ratings) Officials/busi
The city can support me and my family by maintaining the existing orders until there absolutely a consistent long term decrease in New
cases and associated deaths; along with ways to monitor overall compliance to the guidelines. China had to shut down aga
Enforcing distance requirements
Provide clean public areas where people can wash hands with soap and water, replace mask coverings should a person need one.
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Appointing workers in their stores to enforce social distancing. Some grocery stores don’t do this and the uncomfortable shoppers who don’t
want a confrontation end up ordering groceries instead to avoid people who aren’t social distancing well.
Spaces between people during lines and access to supplies like masks and gloves
Small businesses need to open asap. So many small businesses have less than three customers at a time and the customers are not inside
long. Think flower shops or boutique stores. There are ways of re opening and doing stuff but why make everything wait w
make it a law and not a suggestion for people to stay 6 feet away and have a mask in public areas at least until the spread is significantly
lower in the state or county. have signs everywhere and officer patrolling to ensure people are following the law.
#1 Following the science.
#2 All indoor public spaces should require face coverings (that meet some reasonable standard, for e.g. cover mouth and nose). All
workers should be required to wear face coverings. All business should be required to implemen
providing more quality of life services to mentallu unstable homeless on the beach and downtown to prevent unsanitary conditions with
sidewalk sleeping, urination and defecation taking place and endangering us with not only Covid but also other dangerous
protect outdoor walking by keeping bicycles off of sidewalks
1: monitor beaches and parks for walking and running and cycling only.
2. Distribute guidelines for mixed-use facilities to open only parts of the facility. Example: LBRA Rowing: keto gym closed but allow some
access to boats and dock for launching as pe
We need to reopen LB as soon as possible. I feel that as a community most people are ready to go back to a more normal life with the
knowledge that it will be a different and new normal.
Please ask that all wear masks and keep an eye on their children 😌😌
Offer hand washing stations, sanitizer stations indoors, restroom attendants to keep restrooms sanitized, remind people that it is ok to
gather and attend, it is also ok to stay home or away.
Social distancing and health safety measures.
Open only establishments that have single salon rooms.
None
allowing people the freedom to resume the ability to work.
Do not open until the pandemic is over. The cause of spread is still a huge factor. The city could support me by enforcing what has been
asked these past couple weeks. And fining those who are not following the guidelines. Protect those who cannot protect
Continuing no large scale events
Limit entrances to people masked. Business supply hand santizer when entering their places.
as noted above. I believe many businesses can reopen if appointments are made
Leave physical distancing markings
The city can support me by following through with the stay at home order
The only existing barrier is the Governor who despite the science that now shows the virus Is less deadly by orders of magnitude seems to
care more about enjoying His new found power over 34 million people than he cares about the millions of lives In our
Wearing masks mandatory
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Do not reopen yet, none of these are essential business and the reopening of one will be received by many as a green light to gather/fully
use that space, I don’t believe it’s worth the risk because I anticipate people will not be fully abiding by the ne
Not sure I understand this question. My own barrier??
See #10.
Test sewage. Report all prior deaths according to age of deceased and complications. A thorough report.
maintain social distancing requirements, require masks
Enforce the need for ppe in all public spaces, including those outdoors.
Large item trash blocking sidewalks making it harder to walk around and keep space
Sane social distancing
Employees with concerns for their health should not be penalized for needing more time before returning to high contact jobs....within
reasonable parameters.
Wearing masks and keeping social distance
Limiting number to people at a time
Extending hours
Asking residents to limit activity by being more specific in guidance about behaviors. Many of my friends haven’t stopped visiting one
another in groups of 2,3,4. Just saying be socially distant and co
I think opening slowly with social distancing in order will help.
Testing, research, listening to scientists.
I realize I'm part of a subset that is not as negatively affected by not being able to work. I believe the City will manage this in the best
interests of everyone. I really look forward to seeing what we ca
Limit capacity to all locations that reopen. Mandatory masks for workers and customers.
Re-open stores if they follow your opening protocols, and public rec spaces can be opened immediately
Ensuring the aforementioned facilities have access to adequate cleaning supplies. Assist facilities in clearly marking 6ft distance (similar to
that in grocery store lines). Helping businesses create transparent opening hours and adequate staffing.
I hope the city can slowly reopen, but I am anxious that once a business or park opens the crowds will gather. I would like the city to limit the
amount of time people can also be at an establishment, so it also allows others to be cycle in. I would also
access to masks, gloves, and resources for small businesses to help them with disinfecting and putting in barriers where needed. These
businesses are already hurting financially and not necessarily able to take on investing in protective equipment.
Not everyone wearing masks or social distancing.
Waiting until an antibody test of available so that people can know if they are immune or at risk
Enforcing the rules. Breaking up gatherings in public places.
Random individual testing for covid
Protect the vulnerable. Continue to quarantine long term care and senior living facilities as well as those with underlying health conditions.
keep people safe
mandatory masks and 6 feet distancing
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Testing
Golf which usually consists of social distancing anyway. Tennis singles play. Gym's help people keep their metabolism active which also
boosts you immune system.
Not sure about barriers. Test Test and rely on science. California has some of the best.
cure
Enforcing a code with fines when businesses are reported and found to be out of compliance. And also enforce code with fines of residents
are found to not be wearing masks in retail areas or businesses.
Allowing open play on golf.
Tell Long Beach Police not to issue tickets out of vanity and just to ensure the safety of the community.
Testing and contact tracing - using scientific evidence of how to safely reopen
Realizing that the lockdown is causing more harm to the economy and its people than good
There are no barriers at this salon.
Do something about the homeless and crime in the neighborhoods.
Opening business with guidelines
doing gatherings.
Nothing
No we need more time
No restrictions
Beaches, parks and golf courses are closed. Many offices are closed.
Death rate is much lower than originally thought. Most deaths are people with pre-existing conditions and nursing homes which we have
done a terrible job keeping safe. We have not done a good job adapting to the most current information on this illness.
Not open
kids.
Provide more testing, tracing, and access to the data. Looking at those populations that are least susceptible and letting them go back to
work. Outlining phrases of reopening the city and define our goal. Support small businesses, reassure the community
Better enforcement of wearing face coverings. Encouraging more curbside pickup from all small retail.
I feel very safe—the city’s numbers are still quite low and everyone seems to be wearing a masks.
My concern is that, unless we have widespread testing of everyone, we have no clue as to who is and who isn't carrying the virus. Without
adequate testing we're basically flying blind. Health experts are already warning of a coronavirus 'rebound' if the c
Relax current orders and reopen with strict guidelines and enforcement.
Encourage users to report noncompliance.
Require businesses to post the reopening requirements and enforce them.
Provide easy hand-washing stations outside of shopping areas, or automated hand sanitizer dispensers.
The major barrier is a unwarranted fear of the corona virus which is less deadly than the seasonal flu. The biggest action our city can take
is to do massive testing of citizens for antibodies. We need to know just how deadly this virus is. Right now,
individuals).
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this virus is obliterated.
assisting small businesses with local funding/loans, understanding the "science" as it relates to chlorine/bromine and the non-spread of the
virus as it relates to COVID-19 in various bodies of water; awareness of the real risk of increased drownings in y
My business operates based on appointments and networking. There needs to be a way to safely let people start meeting again in person
since people are getting Zoom fatigue and online networking is not effective for building a client base. I hear some gyms
n/a
Simply lifting the mandate!
enforcing masks and hand sanitizer
events. out door gatherings of less than 100 people could easily and safely be monitored.
allow retail, medical/dental, and day care facilities to re-open
business more efficiently
False perception that CV19 is as deadly as believed early on. CURRENT data indicates infection rates FAR higher, mortality rates far less
than that...in ballpark of seasonal flu. The elderly, other vulnerable people should continue measures to protect the
Increase testing capabilities. Everything else the city is doing has been very good.
Provide guidelines and protocols to help minimize exposure to those at greatest risk. Provide a sustainable protocol to test suspected cases
and obtain timely results.
The City could highlight statistics that show a positive picture (low death rate, few new cases, etc.). People under 60 with no underlying
conditions should not be terrified of dying from COVID. So why are they? I would like the city to focus on number
While there’s been much talk about large gatherings, a special eye should be kept on wedding venues and weddings. I believe groups of
100+ people spending 6-8 hours together after traveling from literally all over the place (both guests and staff) should
Massive testing for antibodies, and the development and usage of a vaccine.
Not having my kids in school makes operating my business very difficult. My second grader receives one hour of video instruction. All the
rest of the work is on me-further explanations, answering questions, reminding him what is next to do. We need some
Newsom
How to keep my office sanitize 100% and keep staff and testers safe.
Also maybe the city can help us small businesses pay for “sneeze guards” at the register.
Clear guidelines and print ready flyer that everyone can follow.
I currently own an essential business (Telecommunications) in Long Beach.
Financial grants, loans
require masks everywhere inside
The stay at home order and allowing business to re open
Population control coming into and onto the golf course. The golf course will also be doing the work of restricting large amounts of tee times
and closing practice areas which will be good.
I would maybe think it would be a general good idea to maybe have
Allowing the hotels, attractions and restaurants to open at 50% capacity or greater as soon as possible.
I am a childcare provider and still open abiding by state social distancing regulations
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Please Uplifting the restrictions for my business to open! Thank you!
I'm a jewelry maker trying to work from home while all of my vendor events and venues are cancelled indefinitely. All I have is online
business, but I have demolition construction in my small apartment building, daily, for months. Seven units demolished
Allow only vacant listings to be viewed. If a home is occupied even when they exit the home the air is contagious.
All barriers
- Access to N95 masks, sanitizer & disinfectant for my staff.
- Disposable masks & gloves for my clients.
- Easement of paying rent when we won't be bringing in the same income as before.
- I deal with children. I haven't heard much in the way of how scho
Advocate/lobby for landlords to provide rent relief while businesses are operating at a reduced capacity, especially those with history of
allowing their spaces to remain vacant for years at a time.
I don't believe you can require customers to wear masks while dining, as it is physically impossible to eat and drink while wearing a mask. I
also don't believe servers should wear gloves, as it has been proven that workers wearing gloves do not wash thei
Distance and or working by appointment only
Paper marketing and advertising
The damage from continuing the status quo is going to dwarf anything resulting from this clearly misunderstood virus.
My business is near bankruptcy I applied for grants with no luck , apply for SBA help no lucks apparently is who you know or who you are to
get something, I gave up my job to help someone by becoming self employed but I have less benefits and less opportu
Public fear of covid-19
Free disposable masks for patrons
sanitation supplies
Common sense
We need gatherings of 5-10 people with social distancing to be allowed.
N/A
No barriers. The City should continue to listen to healthcare officials and follow their recommendations.
Continue to wear masks , appropriate distance
Hand sanitizing, hygiene
Nothing
Gives us the ok with open. We are ready.
Reopen dining and bars with limited capacity
None.
None
N/A
Masks. Difficult to teach small children if we are required to wear them. Studies show that surgical and cloth masks Ineffective. “Annuals of
Internal Medicine” They also give people a false sense of security. Social distancing is more effective.
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Masks to be worn by anyone going into a building, business, dwelling that is not their own. 6 feet distancing to be maintained until notified.
After the above opening, if it works, move to open small restaurants and businesses, wait a week and then move
Assistance with obtaining Lysol air spray. Phasing in physical fitness so as to allow small groups first then watch the science then
proceeds to allow larger groups as we are able to accommodate
none
opening parks and beaches with limits to how close people can be to eachother and maybe limit it to within 25' of other beachgoers.
Testing, masks, enforcement of non compliance with health rules.
Mandatory Face Masks for residents entering or interacting with businesses. Mandatory Face Masks for workers once their businesses are
reopened at the owners expense.
No more than 10 at a time to start.
Posting the guidelines for the whole city to know
Strict social distancing
None
Allowing small retail to open
N/A
Not needed. Just reopened Long Beach. People that want to continue to shelter in place may do so. Other people need to get to work and
want to return to normal life.
Not needed. Just reopened Long Beach. People that want to continue to shelter in place may do so. Other people need to get to work and
want to return to normal life.
Businesses need to start. We all have financial, contractual obligations... city fees that need to be paid.
By removing stay at home order, but follow cdc guidelines
The govt. mandate that currently shuts down or severely impacts non essential businesses. This needs to be lifted for The Stave to resume
operations. As of 3/15 we have been completely closed for business. "To go offerings" do not fit our model nor do the
Limit capacity and set guidelines for customers
Stay at home. 2nd wave will be worse. 1918 influenza... 1st wave 3-5 million dead, 2nd wave 50 million dead. Don't be stupid and open to
early just because people are being inconvenienced.
Use lifeguards, LB Police to monitor compliance
If anything opens up, people need to be fined or arrested for not wearing masks or abiding social distancing orders.
The current barrier I've experienced are those people who go into grocery stores without masks. I recommend all services that are open to
the public have a sign that says "no masks, no entry" and have someone at the entries there to monitor that activity
I don’t understand this question.
Anti-body testing
The city does not have to support me in this matter. The city should only support its citizens with emergency first responders services.
Having signs in front of each business that explains exactly what physical distancing is. From what I have seen, many people are ignorant of
its importance. Business employees are not enforcing it either. Find some way to get the information out because
6 feet distance and use of mask
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Stay at home!
Providing masks and continuing to provide great communications. Thank you.
Noncompliance as noted above and testing availability. Continue to monitor number of cases and act swiftly to close down if need be.
Appreciate you sending this. I received it from my son in law and would like to be on your distribution list. Thanks.
more masks, testing for all people. Pet grooming should be allowed. If we just drop off our pet at the door. There is no contact with people
as long as the facility rotates groomers.
Making sure they wear they and I wear masks and gloves at all time and changing gloves consecutively , making sure they have plexiglass
and or plastic wall to prevent spread through sneezing and bodily fluids . Making sure there are small capacity limit
I think restaurants should use a reservation only system and when the list is “full” they close the list and that way there isn’t a long line/large
gathering of customers outside of the business. Later reopen the list as customers leave the restaurant. Al
Providing guidelines
All citizens need to wear masks “in public” and maintain social distancing
Assurances that the rules are being adhered to and the threat/certainty that re-opening guidelines will be returned to a more strict level if
adherence is poor and CV cases increase. I think the City is doing an excellent job with communication through v
I don't know the answers. I definitely feel we need to make sure social distancing is enforced out in public. I would love to see the entire city
reopened in the near future. I know for many families even if things like movie theatres and restaurants are
Mandatory testing all residents and employees of 7 long term facilities with proven Covid-19 infections and perhaps forced quarantine for
14 days of these actually infected with Covid-19. Stop quasi quarantine of half a million of residents. End the Ma
Wear masks
You all are doing the best you can to keep the citizens safe and alive. Keep following with the LA mayor and the Governor. Last weekend
the OC beaches were so crowded and I'm curious how many were actual OC residents. There will be a spike somewhere.
The density factor.
People still gathering in groups, not social distancing and not wearing masks. Clear, very specific signage and occasional open bathrooms.
Allow limited amounts of people, 6 feet apart, into the venues and disinfecting indoor spaces frequently.
See above
Childcare for workers, disinfecting public spaces, taking temperatures, testing all residents for virus repeatedly, following up on all residents
that test positive with strict quarantine rules and assistance with food/bills to ensure they can stay quaran
Everything should be open. You can’t hold everyone hostage. Closing everything has not helped other then put people out of jobs.
Continued disinfectant of surfaces.
We seldom encounter others on the Hiking And Biking Paths.
People congregating. Limiting how many people can be inside a business, how many can be on the bike/walk path at the beach at the same
time. Create safety standards at personal grooming businesses. Requiring masks in shopping environments and limiting sto
More police coverage and giving fines to those who are not abiding by the rules
Many in the community are not practicing CDC guidelines.
Make sure wearing masks in public is required and also social distancing is ensured.
None
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Make sure everyone is following the Masks and social distance rules!
Maintaining a capacity limit, only allowing people with proper ppe in
Keeping everything clean and disinfectant, keeping 6 feet apart in distance from other people in the same area
No answer
Checking that social distancing and wearing mask is respected. Reassess situation according results of random testing.
Relieving the stay at home order slowly
More testing and a vaccine
We need reliable testing and tracking or a resurgence is far more likely than not.
Deceasing cases
enforcing social distancing where possible. Cutting occupancy of these facilities and spaces.
Do not reopen if people are still at risk of infection.
Everyone should practice safe distancing and wear a mask
Everyone to wear a mask outside their home. Stand 6-8 feet apart everywhere. Stay at home if ill. No handshakes. Wash hands often.
Minimize what you touch. Use wipes when appropriate. Don’t touch your face.
The city needs to stay closed!!! Numbers are rising daily in CA. Human life is not worth the price of a job.
i do not think we should resume the activities listed, there is still an increasing amount of people getting sick. i believe it is best to wait until it
calms down some more.
supporting hospitals and healthcare workers
masks should be given out to everyone, enforced and note regarding hand washing often.
Keep testing
These stay at home orders are not based on science. We were told we need to flatten the curve in order to not overwhelm our health care
system. But now that LA has plenty of extra hospital beds and ventilators, why are we being told to stay inside?
Cracking down on people who ignore social distancing!
We need to wait it out.
All obeying guidelines established
Lack of testing and disinfectant shortages.
City is doing a good job on controls. Continue to emphasize the critical importance of everyone following the guidelines. More signage and
public TV and radio announcements. The biggest problem is convincing the non believers that it's every citizens job
Closure of pools.
Opening them up. People are getting quarantine exhaustion and taking fewer precautions because they don’t care. It’s a sense of
rebellion. If you open up they will most likely take the precautions. Give something to get something. I have started to se
if need,the city can give some financial benefit.
Test everyone before returning to work and school
Wait till SAFE to return to activities, or Risk more lives. What is more important then saving lives??
• See Lessons Learned
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Helping businesses figure out how to safely open. For whatever reason, personal grooming seems to have people up in arms so perhaps
finding ways that hair salons and barbers can safely open. Also, pet care is high on the list of services that people are l
Businesses should be reopened on a case by case basis with strict guide lines. Companies and businesses must show how they can safely
do this. I would start with small businesses. Every government agency and department should be doing their part to think
I feel the city could support me safely resuming these activities by strictly enforcing all rules related to the Covid-19 pandemic.
Provide hand washing stations upon entering and exiting facilities. Offering additional guidance when needed.
How to keep family groups separate from others, keeping employees safe and free from virus transmission, keep social distances .
online.
If there were reliable available antibody testing and if there was data to support that it makes a difference to HAVE the antibody...
1. Require ALL restaurants and other business to take everyone's temperature upon entry. I don't find this an invasion of my privacy, but
rather a safety for my continued good health.
2. Relax the rule on masks if dining in. How does one eat while w
Increase testing, triple the current rate of testing.
Have every other lane at the grocery store closed and still use the tape to stand behind. Gyms and movie theaters, etc. doing the same
thing. Beaches are easy to keep away from people.
The city has done a great job! Incredible updates, information and safe practices. Continue the hardwork and I will follow suit as we reopen.
“The city” doesn’t need to support anything.
Listed above
we need at least another month of closures.
Ensuring that everyone in public spaces (anywhere outside of their home/business) is covering their mouth/nose.
The last time I went to a park (the lagoon the day before the safer at home order), people were not respecting the 6 foot distance and were
crossing the bridge when they couldn't maintain a safe distance. If there were more signage, or perhaps someone the
Continue to increase testing and tracking to a sufficient level to identify and contain new outbreaks.
Signs enforcing personal protection and social distancing.
wearing masks in public.
closed facilities
Wearing masks MANDATORY when outside. In my neighborhood barely 10% wear masks (adults and children continue to not wear
masks). Enforce physical distancing (unfortunately may require our police department). Unfortunately have observed neighbor gathering
Increasing testing and requiring social distancing everywhere...
Same as above
Rent control
Masks, temperature taking at entrance to an indoor business, redesigned seats for appropriate distancing, ENFORCEMENT!
6 ft distance, limit people inside stores, have one way asiles in stores (retail/groceries), personal groomers work with appointment only
making sure others are respectful of these activities and are taking the proper precautions. police these activities
Over the top communication. The more the better. Controlling by enforcement of facilities who are not following guidelines.
Yes the city should
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If businesses want to open they need to
• Upon entry provide gloves, masks & hand sanitizer for patrons/employees safety.
• Minimizing # of people allowed inside by 75% (ex: 9 people before coronavirus, reduced to 3). I don’t think large corporations co
Please do not open. People still don’t wear masks at markets, people do not stand 6ft away!!!! People are stubborn and don’t listen.!!! They
don’t take things seriously and it sucks
1. Publish all data. Specifically, publish results of ALL COVID-19 test results. We need to know how many have been tested, % positive,
trends in testing, and so on.
2. Make COVID-19 tests available universally. Any citizen, any time.
3. Universal cont
N/A
Antibody testing for all residents, so we get a clear picture of who has had the virus or how many are still susceptible to it, given the
PRESUMPTION that there is a level of immunity once one has been infected.
it appears some dog groomers are open as "essential businesses" but others are not; be consistent in allowing businesses to reopen or
remain open... grooming for humans can be done safely at suites like Phenix salons/suites where there are minimal human/h
not allowing big crowds.
People overrunning an area... i.e. masses at Huntington Beach, Newport Beach, Encinitas. Requiring masks and physical distance. Physical
distance isn’t respected at the markets—- not sure of the solution.
Allowing the businesses and activities checked above to re-open
Additional Comment. I have a client in Shanghai China and I went through this whole Covid-19 process with them back in mid -December.
Shanghai went on lockdown in January and finally opened things back up in March. Sharing my experience for what it is wor
Lack of testing. Without widespread testing readily available it is too soon to open most things
Frequent and widely available testing and contact tracing capabilities
The city have the ability to close anyone not following the requirements for one week, than one month, then for good. The 3 strike rule. All
the time working with the owners to follow the guidelines.
open thing up and stop being a nanny state. People are responsible and the state has gone too far in controlling things. Beaches should
be open if you don't want every to consolidate at one beach in Orange County then open LA County beaches so people ca
Clear city guidelines for wearing masks, providing hand sanitizer, and physical spacing while in public places.
I'll have to think about that one.
I do not think it is the right time to lift the stay-at-home order. I am personally more at risk due to my heart condition. I would be more likely
to get extremely ill and possibly die if I were to end up getting COVID-19, as would my boyfriend who is at
Lowering capacity in places like dine in restaurants, gyms, movie theaters, and other public areas.
Open the places
Having the medical capacity if there is a sharp rise in cases
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No requiring masks and no 6ft distance rules. I do not want to wait to get into the grocery store. My 2yr and 10mo do not have the capacity
to wait 10-20min to get into the store. Wait for me to shop and check out. Going to Target shouldn't take me more t
Physical distancing. Wearing of masks.
The ones that prevent me from using stairs to the beach
Need to test everyone
sense.
Tell businesses to open BUT they have to ensure they abide by social distancing. I understand the City may not be able to control social
distancing at large gyms such as Gold’s Gym BUT smaller fitness studios have a business license to lose....so a pilate
Keep the limits on social activities to small groups less than 20
Capacity limits based upon square footage.
Large retailers should follow the same restrictions. They are not doing this now. All customers need to sanitize before entering, all must
wear masks when in the store, limit capacity so customers are not too clo
Keeping the awareness of infections and monitoring business's ...... kind of like what is done by the city for checking the sanitary conditions
at a restaurant ...... matter of factly, that department could take on some more observational responsibility t
keeping everything closed.
My concern is I am seeing groups meet in front yards or outside of McBride school. There is a football coach who goes to McBride every
day with different teens. I think the city needs to enforce the current requirements. I would like parks, beach, and ou
Continue the practice of social distancing. Limit the number of entrants, per size of the facility, in order to practice appropriate social
distancing. As stated above...continue the mandate of wearing masks where necessary (e.g. hair salons, barber shop
The city and policemen should not act rude because people are already on edge that the tone of endearment coming from a police could be
ineffective and bring up a riot.
Remove barriers to parking at public beaches and parks. Open businesses that serve needs in our community but are not considered
"essential". Continue to provide education to business and residents on safety precautions and procedures and clearly commun
Lack of masks; limited testing; lack of contact tracing
My family will continue to shelter in place until medical professionals deem it safe, not residences’ preferences.
Continue enforcing masks be worn when walking into establishments. DLBA Continue cleaning these high traffic areas/items (THANK YOU!
I have seen them around Downtown wiping down surfaces and I am so appreciative of the work this city has put into place du
Just open the open air spaces for public recreation such as parks, and beaches where people can gather outdoors but still practice social D
I do not believe that others would comply with physical distancing measures.
Provide masks to people unable to buy some, provide hydro alcoholic gel to small businesses
The city should also fine people who willingly refuse to wear masks or practice social distancing, especially if the beaches and parks reopen
Remove restrictions to businesses and locations. Inform people of who should be more careful, why, and what precautions they should
take. Let people decide for themselves how careful to be, in respect to their own health and risk. Those that need to st
Food services
You have to enforce the rules you impose. I'm sick of watching the police drive past situations they would normally address.
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Our beaches need to be open. We are not a large crowd drawing beach. We do not have waves and other than Rosies Dog Beach, our
beaches do not get that crowded. If you want to keep the parking lots closed so that people outside the city do not drive here,
Not allow businesses to reopen too soon. Provide clear guidance to businesses on proper safety measures when they reopen.
Creating framework for small scale openings and allow for business creativity in adopting framework to allow improvements to be included.
Doing this on small scale will prepare readiness when data allows larger interactions and further openness
No changes
I have no issues with reopening items on the quesionaire.
Develop and enforce guidelines for various business types. Limit openings to the most essential services. Opening beaches, parks and
other public outdoor areas should be postponed because the city lacks the will and resources to enforce the distancing r
Open the Marina office
Opening the beach, bike path, and parks. We have always been responsible for our own health and safety while using these public spaces.
It is up to everyone to stay the required distance apart and wear a mask if they don't want to get sick. I will avoi
Making sure that guidelines are enforced.
The beaches have miles and miles of empty sand, plenty of room for safe distancing, OPEN THE BEACHES, for crying out loud, its hot out,
and sitting on the sand 50 feet away from anyone is not going to hurt anyone, especially Rosies dog beach
By staying at home and waiting it out a bit more before rushing back to normal
More testing
no crowds, face mask must still be warn
More hand sanitizer and wipes.
more testing
Assurances to the public that said activities are safe; providing info /facts/ medical /science
No change to existing rules/shutdowns without testing. Anything else is just Russian roulette with our lives.
Making sure that someone actually enforces the social/physical distancing rules- especially the beaches and beach walking/riding paths.
Limiting the number of people; wearing mask; no handshakes; restaurant employees wears mask and latex gloves and changing gloves
periodically and disinfecting tables and chairs before new customers. Door handles/knobs are periodically disinfected. A watch
Social distancing, wearing mask, staying informed.
placed where possible.
The problem with schools, beaches, & public parks is that there will always be noncompliance
Keep masks on continuing to test
Expansive ( thousands per day) all inclusive testing, monitoring, tracking & investigations!
Mandatory masks/face coverings/gloves when leaving home. Mandatory masks/gloves for all workers in stores, restaurantes &etc. with
employees being tested every 2
Using common sense ehen opening relating to customer and employee safety with agressive ovetsight
Keeping the 6 ft distance in place . washing hands keeping police to keep track of everyone .
Reopening trails would help spread the number of people that are out walking/running over a greater space. The sidewalks are packed with
people and reopening neighborhood trails and paths could help to better maintain social distancing.
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own decisions.
away from each other.
guarentee protection.
Physical distance standards.
Limits are currently causing extreme distress financially, physically, and mentally. In order to avoid any lawsuits for treading and
threatening my Constitutional rights need to cease immediately. Get everyone back to work, out physically, and on the r
Honestly, I have been ill since 3/11, so I haven't been outside my front door since then and don't have any idea what it is REALLY like. Just
the view from my window.
Just thank you for all you have done. Once I'm well, and have documented antibodies,
Not everyone wears masks
Not sure how to answer, perhaps help small businesses obtain the necessary supplies to give employees masks, sanitizers etc...
enforce wearing of masks and gloves as well as physical distancing
Continue to follow social distancing & hygiene requirements implemented at grocery stores & restaurants. Requiring everyone to wear
masks inside public estblishments or anywhere people might get closer than 6 ft..
Rent and utilities seem to have most people afraid and wanting the lock down over
opening up closed businesses, and areas where people recreate
the public.
I am lucky and haven’t encountered barriers. Keep talking to those that have. Maybe pull together a citizen group - maybe a focus group
with folks who aren’t happy and find out what can be done to find middle ground.
Open the beaches and other safe activities to spare others of sadness and depression.
and if the above is not obeyed instruct law enforcement the ability to write citations to those not respecting guidelines.
Personal grooming (hair, nails, gym's) and yes vanity reasons. Large department stores, home stores and major craft stores.
I don’t feel safe going out so please keep things closed
VP of the USA
More cleaning/roaming teams
Providing strict guidelines to retailers, businesses. Random, unannounced visits by officials to monitor compliance with guidelines. Fines
to businesses not abiding by guidelines.
building.
No gathering of groups. No performances with audience. No sports with audiences. No gathering of homeless in public bathrooms (they
have taken them over). Keep shelters open for homeless with safe distances and safety supported by peace officers.
Testing and case counts.
mask wearing.
I think we should keep everything closed until all the residents can be tested
Hand washing stations, hand sanitizer, capacity limits
social distancing
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available.
too soon
Open parking, set restrictions, and limited hours.
everyplace will have to limit the number of occupants for now and also keep people distanced from each other. Temperature checks would
be a nice bonus, but takes time and people won't like it. I think gone are the days of standing room only bars and such
Wait to re-open until the caseload has fallen close to 0. Not any sooner
Enforcing the federal guidelines of opening Long Beach in stages mandated by the president
Testing and general awareness.
Limit how many individuals will be in a building.
Active enforcement of safety guidelines not just assuming those guidelines are being followed
Remove all growth on walls on Wardlow East of Newcomb so people can walk to and from the park and stay 6 feet apart by waking on the
sidewalk and bike path. Current it overgrown to it's hard to walk on the sidewalk.
Place and enforce new regulations to follow
no
social distance and wearing protective gear.
Research is showing that the most important thing is to protect the vulnerable. To me this means that nursing and rehab and senior living
places will have continual testing of inhabitants and workers--probably on a bi weekly schedule. Wide spread free or
Access to free hand sanitizer and free masks. Enforcing social distancing.
Have hand sanitizer available at the entrances of buildings
Contact tracing and allow for widespread testing
Masks
High risk people such as myself are smart enough to take care of themselves
Covid-19 testing available to anyone who wants a test.
Supply hand sanitizer
I do not think we need to open on a large scale. I do not want to have to shelter in place again if we have another outbreak.
I think it's just drilling into people's heads that this is for our safety; I'm shocked at the protests and the selfish acts of people screaming
about their "constitutional rights"; what about my rights not to be around who think they know best; I'
Too many rules. Let people decide for themselves the risk they are willing to take
Too many rules. Let people decide for themselves the risk they are willing to take
Stop letting people out of jail, and stop buying things from China.
Provide more accessible and affordable testing for residents; provide hand sanitizing stations in public spaces and small businesses;
provide reusable face masks to people who cannot afford any or are at higher risk of illness; giving small businesses som
I feel Long Beach is doing very well with existing barrier. We need to continue with mask and distancing and continue to clean hands.
Making sure the owners of these businesses are in compliment. (Only seating people every other table, tape lines for where to stand,
enforcing capacity limits.) Police presence at the parks and beaches to make sure it is only small groups/families and no
Requiring that everyone continue to wear masks outside of their residences and while inside businesses, including in parks and beaches.
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require hand sanitizer, social distancing
Stopped others from ignoring capacity limits
Keep 6ft distance and face masks required
Somehow attempting to control the many that disregard any of the safety requirements and regulations set up.
An impossible task???
None
More monitoring to prevent even small gatherings.
The city should remove all city barriers and let people be free to make their own descions
Rules of engagement that leads to a safer return to opening society and the economy.
???
n/a
See that people ware their mask and keep the physical distancing. Otherwise, we need to get back to work and play.
Allow us to take personal responsibility. Don't make us stay home to protect "others".
Limiting the amount of people in closed spaces and wear mask
Free testing without an order by a doctor when you feel the need arises.
Convenient, free and frequent testing with rapid results. Mandatory reporting of potential spread and hot spots.
Just enforce safety protocols
....lift the closures checked in the boxes above.
Making masks mandatory all the time everywhere
need public transportation back on regular schedule
Opening up retail stores and public places with properly monitored safety measures in effect. There need to be consequences for those not
adhering to these safety measures.
Assist with ppe. Close contact - waiter in a restaurant, store clerk showing furniture, jewelry- all get too close. Plus are they really equipped
to sanitize their workplace. Even restaurants were lazy before covid. Sloppy areas, uncleaned tables, soda
and my fellow citizens.
Unsure what you want
Employee and customer safety is priority. No one should be required to put themselves in danger.
It's time to open everything and those who want to stay home may do so
Emphasize that "opening" efforts do not mean that the risk is over. It means the projected spike has passed. "Opening" creates greater
risks for infection, which we hope can be mitigated by testing and the availability of health services. Still need to: S
Try and keep a 6 foot distance, the best you can... If you want to wear a mask, wear one... It should be at your own discretion.
We must keep these hard working, reliable, and tax revenue producers alive and well, for their benefit , as well as ours... I
A lower rate of Covid cases
awareness
Limits to how many people can go in
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Test everyone! Lack of testing is b.s. Vaccine is my only option since l am 70 with heart and lung issues. My life is more important than
getting my roots done or going to a restaurant. I see people not physically distancing, not wearing masks when they'
Respecting the capacity limits and physical distancing
Wearing masks and practicing physical distancing. If people are to be let out they has to be limits to the number of people in groups. Just
clusters of people everywhere will just start a 2nd wave of the virus
Increasing testing to all residents.
I don’t think it’s time to open everything back up yet. If they decide to open up the schools right away, although I’m having a hard time
homeschooling my children, I will be checking them until the next school year.
Monitoring establishments
by allowing the reopening of services but also enforcing the rules as needed.
holding restaurant owners and shops to the new rules that will be in place
I believe these activities should not be open to the public, until the pandemic is controlled.
My feel ing is if some places reopen the biggest responsibility should be up to the residents of LB. One of my concerns is if places are
open where big crowds could gather ie:parks and beaches it would be very difficult to control the social distancing.
keep us safe.
Lack of testing for both Covid19 disease and for antibodies to severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2)
safe distancing?
We are not ready just yet!
Social distancing
Social distancing
None. Let’s get back to normal. This is getting silly.
Continue to enforce restrictions against groups larger than 3 so people don't go crazy thinking party time mentality is okay.
Always wearing a mask, physical distance ,keep the hygiene(saintlier,latex gloves etc.)
Yes, Being cautious and maybe wear a mask
None
Absolutely!!
too many people not wearing masks
disposable flatware, etc.
Extensive Covid-19 testing and ultimately a vaccine.
Please allow seating at various restaurants and coffee shops. The business owner can provide seating that respects the 6 ft. distance. The
small businesses in this City are dying. You need to let them open safely. Please treat them like adults and let
Testing individuals not showing symptoms or with mild symptoms and large scale antibody testing, along with the ability to make testing
appointments via phone for individuals that do not have access to the internet.
being sure there is enough space, enforcing masks limited access
Adding free antibody testing centers, in addition to the Covid-19 testing centers already open (thank you for that btw!) I think myself and
some family members already had it in late Jan/early Feb. Sickest I've ever been in my life. Also, handing out free
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Capacity limits
See previous answer.
Monitoring compliance with the regulations.
Open up everything as soon as possible, businesses need to reopen. People are hurting!
Testing and tracking. Monitor, restrict, break up groups over 10, require masks.
Let businesses reopen and adjust their business practices. They know their businesses better some government agency.
either that or fix the system that is supposed to help US ,so far nothing I tried has worked
Control spread of viruses by homeless population, eliminating litter everywhere, prohibiting entrance to people without face covering,
encouraging continued remote contact whenever possible.
opening the doors
I think the city knows what it’s doing, and has implemented great safety thus far.
Beach walks and sand, restaurants, small retail.
Enforcing the requirements for capacity limits and physical distancing and taking punitive action against business owners and individuals
who do not adhere to the requirements. Establishing a website that residents can use to report a violating business,
Have soap refilled in public places and demand that business also have soap and purell for customers. They should continue to enforce
face masks at the doors, NO one is to enter with out a face mask
More testing needs to be implemented for everybody in Long Beach. I'd feel safer knowing who is sick and who is not sick.
enforcing social distancing
Please provide your estimated timeline. I understand the reason that we are doing what we are doing, but there is other damage happening
within the sphere of cabin fever and desperation. Weeks could be 7 weeks before you’re actually at “months.”
Providing protocols and appropriate supplies (cleaning, masks, etc) for child-care facilities to reopen safely.
Providing clear guidelines and enforcement of social distancing and sanitation expectations for newly reopened activities.
Do not open beach or park etc
Temperature checks of patrons to restaurants and theaters upon entering. I’m not sure what to suggest regarding salon services, this
seems so essential to our well-being and yet I’m afraid about going back too soon.
Unfortunately there needs to be enforcement of existing rules. But who will be responsible for this enforcement?
Evert place should have hand sanitizer and disinfecting wipes.
Opening the beaches and parks
Stop telling people what they can and cannot do. The City does not want to give it's citizens credit for making their own choices. The City is
here for us, not the other way around.
Identifying areas of virus concern and protect the most vulnerable communities and the under served. Limit hours/days of operation,
gradually resuming normal operation.
Maintain hygiene ie handwashing, wipes, and use of masks.
Social distancing
physical distancing
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Give the police greater authority to ensure physical distancing until people really get the message
Less is more right now. Everyone should be masked.
Limit number of people. Wearing of masks or faces shields. Ability to clean hands and materials often.
It is imperative that any of these activities that will be reopened will follow safe distancing rules with masks, disinfectants, etc. That the
owners of these facilities be tested for COVID-19, that the City provide the ability for all citizens to be tes
None
Do not understand question
Enforcement
underlying conditions.
Remove restrictions on business & schools.
Mayor Garcia has done a fantastic job of clear and regular communication. Thank you, I think that has helped me feel like there are not
many barriers or frustrations at this point. But if people are not required to wear masks in public/shared/retail/soci
Limit the amount of people allowed in a park. And they have to follow extensive guidelines. I have severe asthma and if I get this I’m as
good as dead. Businesses should not be able to return to normal.
every person must be tested before returning to the public - NO EXCEPTION
Have people take personal responsibility
Precisely what we are supposed to be doing now--- social distancing and wearing masks until testing can prove/validate our status!
Allow them to open.
Allow businesses to reopen if they provide a plan for safely reopening. For example: if a gym shows diligence in limiting the number of
occupants in their building at a time AND demonstrates physical distancing requirements of occupants, AND commits to pr
Supporting the public
Shutting these down created more public health issues because they are used by the homeless population, those exercising and
maintenance
Encouraging strong guidelines for businesses as they reopen. Now, if the businesses enforce the guidelines, that's another story.
Opening business and putting in good hygiene practices based on CDC guidelines- same as what the grocery stores are doing. Get KIDS
back to life! Work with local leagues on how they can reopen-I can think of several ways to do that! Again, these leagues h
The biggest barrier is the cultural one - the city needs to establish a new post-Covid culture where safety protocols, social distancing and
wearing masks in public are considered normal and are valued and prioritized by the public. The only way to get t
data-verified positive/negative statistics. Continue your outreach to people who seem too me-focused to recognize how important this is for
the
Wearing a face mask and wash stations to wash hands or sanitizer
Dine in restaurants would be at a lower capacity, possibly reservation only to avoid large crowds in waiting areas. Add partitioned walls
where there are booths and adhere to very strict cleaning processes. Servers wear masks.
Hairdressers/nail salons-Everyone needs to stay home.
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Follow appropriate guidelines set out by medical personnel based on data gathered from other cities who have begun to open their doorsgive it a few
Weeks to see that happens in those places
Follow the plan closely and hope we don’t screw up.
There will need to be A LOT of monitoring of these locales and tickets issued. Enough testing needs to be available to monitor small
surges/changes in wellness levels. A test needs to be identified w a very low incidence of false positives and universally
Class sizes in schools
Have understanding of those of us and put special hours for venerable people to use city parks and other city facilities.
I don’t understand this
With city oversight—clear guidelines and policing presence
walk in to the salons - having everyone use masks and off course beauty personal with cloves and disposable aprons and changing them
between each person - the stylist can only work on one person at at time and at the beginning the basic services shall be
Testing for all residents
As long as safe distance can be maintained in an outdoor area.
Financial assistance so that I can afford these services and businesses that want to open up for the public. I am struggling as a firstgeneration graduate student who uses loans to support herself and her family. Thankfully, I qualify for unemployment, b
Physical distancing, face masks and free and mandatory coronaviras tests for all Long Beach residents regardless of citizenship status
enforcing the mask requirement, developing and enforcing appropriate guidelines for worker safety and customer/client safety, providing
appropriate ppe for workers
Following Gov. Newsom's explicit suggestions.
hard to get people to follow the guidelines, like wearing masks in public. People are not wearing all them now when they go for walks or bike
rides, so they definitely won't do it when things open up. Assurances that disinfection is occurring when appro
Mandate wearing of face covering.
Increased testing.
Increasing the availability of hand sanitizer and sanitizing wipes. (Clorox, Lysol, Alcohol etc.)
Insuring that the workers in these public places that are to reopen follow struck sanitation regulations and testing.
Extending the current stay at home order at lease through June 1 and slowly ease the restrictions by allowing certain businesses to reopen
so long as they follow certain guidelines (wearing PPE, limited hours, staggered shifts, limiting the number of peop
controlling access to these locations.
clear across the board.
Re Parks: patrol and ticket offenders not obeying social distancing.
NO BARRIER YOU IDIOT! UNLESS YOU WANT TO PAY FOR THE MEXICAN BORDER THAN I'M DOWN FOR THAT!
I think people will listen but need to get out. Not doing so will create greater issues to the city.
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I did not mark off large or small retail stores as being safe places to reopen. However, if they are, clear signage needs to be on doors, e.g.
to only entering with face mask on. Before going into stores screen people for symptoms, fever especially. Havin
public
Open beaches and bike paths. People need fresh air and exercise for their health. Let people get back to wrk if they can keep safe
according to governor’s guidelines.
businesses.
Citing businesses who don't enforce masks at their locations. Some businesses on 2nd Street are not enforcing it because they all care is
about the money they are getting into the businesses. I think keeping the beaches closed will help the spreading of t
The city needs to show more enforcement. When they see something wrong they must interact with the citizen and educate them.
Wear masks, social distancing
Availability of masks for protection.
Limit the number of people who may be in a closed location (with potentially close contact with others) at a time.
Limit number of persons at each activity
1. increased testing for those who are sick, and those who are well, but curious.
2. antibody testing for those who want it.
3. continued reporting updates on treatments and vaccines.
beach monitoring
I think that making sure hospitals are ready to handle any overloads are what is the takeaway from all of this.
Providing masks to the community, providing testing for everyone (both for being sick and having been sick/antibodies)
enforcing social distancing, providing masks, ensuring sanitization of public spaces
increased testing including antibody testing and increased distribution of masks and hand sanitizer
Making sure the the standard are fallow
Ensure that social distancing and other precautions are put in place (ex: temperature readings, limiting capacity, etc.), explore contact
tracing tools to help keep people informed, and continue to focus on testing
Requiring everyone to wear a mask outside. The runners and cyclists especially.
No: As a caregiver spouse to one who is among the elderly immunocompromised, I do not feel I can safely return to any of these activities
until a vaccine is received for us both.
None
Wear masks and keep social distancing
State guidelines
City should continue Requiring that everyone wear face masks and keep social distancing.
More testing and tracking.
post publicly all changes and keep information current
The stay-at-home orders for Long Beach should remain in place until LA County and California orders are lifted.
Non compliant residents getting tickets/fines. I have seen incredible work and leadership in Long Beach in keeping things running.
Mandatory facial masks and gloves
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The barrier is the government! We've been at home long enough and the California Covid numbers tell us it's just another flu. Let's stop the
nonsense. Let's let our children go back to school, and let's get our economy back in order!!!
From personal observation, it seems some groups are not up to date on protocols as they stand now so I am not at ease with opening the
above events and businesses. It may be because connection with the digital world, city governance and some things outsid
We are capable of figuring out for ourselves, what we are comfortable with. We need no additional help, from the City. Thank You for
allowing us residents, to provide feedback, during a very difficult time.
Thanks Again, Mike Leland
Opening parks, tennis courts, Pickleball courts.
ABSOLUTELY NOT Our case numbers are too high. I don't see our numbers going down quickly, I don't see testing happening to
ascertain who is still positive. Add that to the "Open Beach" decision which invited people from the main land to come to ou
resisting the push to open early before the safeguards recommended by Governor Newsom are in place
Enforcing space between people on the bike/walk bath and beach
Resume with safe distancing at any public place, resume schools with spreading students apart. My son is in elementary school (Naples)
and truly needs his teachers support.
Publicize the above suggestions.
reducing capacity limits by half; requiring face masks at all times in public, even with open businesses; requiring businesses to have hand
sanitizer stations available upon entry and exit
Providing more testing for COVID-19 virus and antibodies.
Providing more testing for COVID-19 virus and antibodies.
Removing orders against small gatherings (<10) and small businesses that are enforcing reasonable measures to limit opportunities of
contagion. Plans for reopening public schools using screening for health and possible social distancing.
Not certain
Not are businesses are the Same. My Hair Stylist, has a Suite at Phoenix Salon, she has ONE Station in her small Suite, only one
Customer at a time. Why is she unable to open her business??
Smaill business should be allowed to reopen with same 6 foot rules as big business
Reopening slowly not just say everything is open.
Give me my freedom.
COVID-19 testing for both symptomatic and asymptomatic persons.
Ensuring capacity limits and sanitation requirements are observed.
Once we have enough tests & have tested the important people (health care workers, fire, police, people who feel ill or may have been
exposed, etc). Then the rest of society can be tested & given a bright neon wrist band that reads "NO COVID", tested on
provide accessible hand sanitizer to these business sites for the public
Complete Shut-down
Limit numbers of people
If people promise to adhere to guidelines such as mask wearing and keeping a safe distance.
Opening but changing capacities or other social distancing requirements
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More enforcement, planning of space use
Testing availability
Yes.
lower capacity limits, more testing, antibody testing, mask requirements for 18 months
Setting up guidelines for restaurants and businesses to follow. Figure out if some of these businesses are well equipped to reopen by
assuring that they can provide safe social distancing.
Enforcing the social distancing rules ensuring people adhere to them
Severely limiting capacity of public spaces, if any were to reopen. Close monitoring of public spaces.
Enforcing the protections
Publicize the suggestions in question #10.
Testing for everyone
I am a member of the public, not someone who is studying the virus nor a public official in charge of making decisions about this. This type
of public outreach poll is scary, the public are ill informed of what is the right thing to do, many are going to
Requiring personnel in businesses to wear masks and practice proper hand washing and disinfecting spaces daily. Limiting number of
people in enclosed spaces such as retail and city offices.
With existing barriers, yes.
Mandate increased sanitation, ensure PPE requirements are enforced and that people are wearing PPE properly (face mask should cover
both mouth AND nose). Provide required training courses/programs for businesses and employees before they are allowed to re
Enforcing via citations issued for non compliance
Just follow Gavin Newsome’s lead.
Continued social distancing, and no physical contact
People not abiding by current social distancing
Widespread testing for virus and anti-bodies. Also actually enforce it. Currently Long Beach is not enforcing social distancing in public
places nor in stores/supermarkets that are open. The city MUST enforce occupancy limits of indoor and outdoor spaces.
Long Beach has been doing a wonderful job during this pandemic. Both, political leaders and the community, have shown concern for all
aspects of this pandemic. Thumbs up for LB!
Restaurant suggestion: When they reopen at 50% capacity, is it possible f
Everyone must be wearing a mask and respect the 6 foot boundary.
The city can do more to protect those working currently. More inspections of hospitals, grocery stores, gas stations and other essential
businesses open to ensure that the rules are being followed. The rules are not being enforced 100% with the limited bu
our libraries back!
A barrier at the check-out counter at retail outlets. Frequent disinfecting cleaning.
reopen the economy
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Testing and tracing.
PPE available for all employees.
Masks for anyone who is out in public.
If beaches are opened, they should only be open for residents of Long Beach.
Local ID required to be on beach or get a huge fine.
6 feet apart
With the beach and beach path closed, the parks and side walks nearby are super busy so it's hard to get fresh air and maintain 6ft
distance from others. It seems like the science is saying it's hard to transmit the virus in open spaces so I'd love it if
PARKS AND REC CLOSED
Make changes in small increments. Reopen more depending on public adherence to safety measures
Nothing- just open them!
No ideas here.
Maintaining multiple covid testing locations.
By continuing to monitor the health stats. The dashboard is great. Maybe give people a quiz before they graduate to social gatherings.
Controlling distancing
Yex
testing made available to general public even if asymptomatic on a regular basis and some kind of contact tracing app on phones.
testing testing testing! mandating businesses to adhere to safety protocols and adjusting business operations as such with masks,
increasing cleaning, and distancing.
Tests, tests and not just one.
Reopening them and enforcing social distancing
The majority of residents in my neighborhood do not wear masks and do not practice physical distancing, so perhaps an inexpensive sign at
park entrances or a recommended capacity limit? (Just a thought) p.s. I'm grateful for the outstanding leadership and
Opening walkways and bike paths, opening beach access, re-opening small businesses, and all businesses, with some rules if needed, or
as necessary. Open Restaurants, private yacht clubs, recreation, social bar areas, Rainbow Harbor, aquarium, shopping,
I feel if we reopen there will be new cases.
Open business
Heavily fine people congregating in groups or not keeping 6' apart if they aren't living under the same roof.
Cancel rent. No deferments. Free them all.
keeping the 6 foot mandates and stores limiting customers
None really.
We need to see consistently low to no new cases for a two week period before we start to open up any new businesses. We just had 6 new
cases two days ago which is the largest one day in case we have had (tied with a couple other days previously). We need
Enforce wearing face masks as an offense which comes with a fine. Continue crowd control and enforce fines and jail if violated. Enforce
social distancing regularly. Wait for our community to meet CDC trending guidelines before gradually and safely reopen
I personally feel safe in all situations. Perhaps provide antibody testing to give confidence in heard immunity
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By keeping the closures until the COVID 19 is contained or cured.
I would wait for more data.
Open limited areas of parks. Open libraries with staggered entry (2 out, 2 in). Open personal grooming with staggered entry.
- efficient medication for Covid 19
- I will feel safe to return to normal once there is a vaccine...maybe
Yes as long as it doesn’t go against my rights
Gym prohibition, lack of enforcement on large groups at parks.
Giving guidelines but removing ordinances against any activity or going about our businesses.
By continuing to express the importance of social isolation, even when the governor allows for the economy to reopen.
Don’t open anything.
State mandated rules
opening up everything reasonably. Let me decide where myself and my family feel comfortable going and spending our money.
Have faith in business owners that they will do the right thing. Provide general guidelines for business owners. Don’t be too restrictive.
People are going to do what people do. Try not to beat your heads against the wall coming up with ideas on how to re
Having more access to hand sanitizer and hand washing stations in public places and having fast and easy testing available.
Social distance guidelines/regulations
Continue to implement social distancing
By enforcing health order with regard to face coverings and social distancing! Many people are still NOT adhering to the current health
order from the City or the County.
By enforcing health order with regard to face coverings and social distancing! Many people are still NOT adhering to the current health
order from the City or the County.
By enforcing health order with regard to face coverings and social distancing! Many people are still NOT adhering to the current health
order from the City or the County.
By enforcing health order with regard to face coverings and social distancing! Many people are still NOT adhering to the current health
order from the City or the County.
By enforcing health order with regard to face coverings and social distancing! Many people are still NOT adhering to the current health
order from the City or the County.
People are not stupid we will abide by city state and federal guidlines, your treading on civil liberties by quarantining people.
see above
Community compliance.
Starkly increasing testing, tracking, and especially tracing
ticketing those that do not comply. Once this is taken seriously perhaps it will get better and we can return to normal life
Enforce the wear a mask and social distancing. Too many people ignore it without penalty
I can't think of any barriers, except to have 100% compliance which I understand is not possible.
Officially lifting the ban on these activities
No barriers. Let people decide for themselves whether to go out or stay home.
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no crowds, monitor # of people
Open libraries
obvi testing and PPE but I know those are scarce
STAY CLOSED UNTIL GOVERNOR TELLS IS IT IS SAFE
social distancing.
This would allow small businesses to reopen but keep us safe.
COMMON SENSE.
WEAR MASK AND GLOVES will be a common place practice for probably the next year or maybe longer. Until th
No racial profiling of those males wearing masks, warning citations given to those not wearing a mask in populated areas, patrolling
business areas for non-compliance of social distancing guidelines.
Posting signs reminding us of CDC precautions
crowded conditions
homeless situation.
Social distancing
Making sure that every business has hand sanitizer by the cash register to clean their credit cards and pin pad.
I will remain at home for some time. I think it is too early to go back to normal or even lessen restrictions.
By reducing capacity and enforcing social distancing
Require EVERONE TO WEAR MASKS......ON EVERY STREET, IN EVERY BUSINESS!!!!!
We should continue to stay closed until further notice. Opening now will only restart the exponential growth of the virus.
Enforce distancing
Proper and regular testing. An increase in sanitizing stations. Proper enforcement of capacity limits and physical distancing with fair
consequences. Implement accurate contact tracing.
Clean the city, make homeless housing more available, have hand washing stations. People have the right to live their lives, you guys have
to stop the fear mongering and spread hope and faith, God does amazing things daily, so I’ll be praying for you and
Social distancing,
Require the use of masks.
Ratchet down social distancing and the requirement for mask usage in a systematic and orderly fashion
Expedite opening up businesses and activities as data driven facts provide positive feedback that promote r
stores, beaches parks being closed. Open them with rules, enforcing tickets if we do not listen
Staying closed and remaining closed with providing easy delivery to those who cannot go out (elderly, immunocompromised, and people
who are sick) have been very helpful. Please keep Long Beach the way it is for those higher-risk groups, I believe reopenin
Mandated Testing for all.
Some extra staff might be needed to control numbers entering beach areas (maybe walk-in only, no cars, for a while) as well as spacing out
walking paths. We need to get out to nature. Child care centers need to figure out how to open up and maybe school
Temperature checks to places with large congregating
Yes.
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Providing masks
Appropriate restrictions & monitoring these activities, increased testing
No changes. Keep everything closed
Implementing social distancing more. A lot of people are not taking this virus seriously, despite the death toll. The longer that people aren't
doing their part to stop the spread, the longer we will be in the situation we are in and It becoming worse ins
Provide recommendations, only:
Masks
Six feet
Min crowds in stores, restaurants, etc.
Recommend those with underlying health conditions remain secluded
Again, common sense isn’t ‘common’. This eliminates LB being able to drop barriers. People don’t comply with policy now (even more dog
poop is everywhere in Belmont -it used to be all over the beach). If you don’t have enough officials to enforce the laws
Providing mobile hand sanitizer stations
Don't open the city yet.
of getting covid19
There is nothing you can do unless you plan to mandatorily test everyone, remove the infected, and not allow outsiders to drive into Long
Beach. People are dying over this and they don't come back.
None. Nothing. If people are concerned they can stay home. Let those that are healthy, those that need work, those suffering from mental
health orders due to the lockdown return to normal activities. The factual facts say this virus isn’t serious.
The city cannot support me or others when so many do not follow guidelines. We should remain closed until more Data is available and
testing is done on all LB residents
Do not let prisoners out of prison to endanger all of Long Beach. 4200 prisoners released is outrageous. Do not put homeless in recreation
centers and endanger our children. Why has it taken this virus to address homelessness? Stop the your bike path d
We need a vaccine....
Then I'll feel safe.
Let people make choices. Thinning out the herd is natural.
Need increased police presence to ensure everyone follows the scientific guidelines based on the information currently available about
COVID-19. It doesn't make me feel safe when I'm in a business setting where there is less than 100% compliance with mask
my personal choice.
must wear masks and businesses should sanitize carts and door handles
?
6 feet apart and quantities of people based on square footage.
I don't know
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I don’t need the city’s help to stay safe. As an intelligent citizen, I am able to make that determination on my own.
Open this city up!
I need to see my specialist and get a pedicure for an ingrown toe nail. My son needs his braces taken off. Life mus
Making sure members of my family have been tested
Actually enforcing social distancing and/or capacity limits, even if that means giving tickets/fines.
Testing the community, including those not exhibiting symptoms. Making masks mandatory.
Patrol beaches and parks to remind non-family people to keep separated.
Providing masks (excluding medical masks) for those *in need* of them
Having sanitation provided in public locations
Continue to enforce social distancing “6 feet apart” when possible
Limiting the number of people in one area such as glooming business a
This seems to be a poorly asked question. I think it is confusing.
I think there needs signs posted for safety measures, published guidelines. Maybe participants will have to sign agreements with an
organization or group/promoter/league stating that
Only barrier right now is local, county, and state guidelines.
Massive testing and protecting workers in public places and allowing these workers to safely complain about their safety concerns.
Uneducated people
Crowd control
Not interested in resuming activities yet.
None
Maintain the existing lock down! With no vaccine, and no real cure type treatment, opening up businesses, parks and schools etc will lead
to more people getting sick and some will die.
Noted above
Enough caution has been cited
Thanks for the opportunity of making this survey available
Make EVERYONE wear masks and gloves and keep social distance. Open LB back up slowly. Let everyone know it is not safe until a
vaccine or treatment is found or 90% of the population has antibodies. Stay home unless you absolutely need to be out and elderl
Make EVERYONE wear masks and gloves and keep social distance. Open LB back up slowly. Let everyone know it is not safe until a
vaccine or treatment is found or 90% of the population has antibodies. Stay home unless you absolutely need to be out and elderl
I am best supported by my City if its decision makers would respect the data and prioritize the health of its consumers as well as the
workers of essential business.
Wash sites or hand sanitizers should be available and st the movies they should fill every other seat.
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Reminding people their God does not like them better than my God. So please let science drive proper social behavior to prevent the
spread of COVID19. We are all in this together. Although we are all having our own experiences.
Give city or state spons
I don’t think there’s anything the city can do right now to make it safe to open up.
etc.
etc.
We have safely shown we can grocery shop and follow current protocol. That can be replicated in most small businesses and the libraries.
Duplicate efforts by OC beaches to offer reminders first, not tickets, and use announcements hourly.
Golf courses sh
I am not afraid to resume these activities. I have a strong immune system and am not afraid of getting the virus. I think maintaining the
social distancing protocol is more harmful to our community at this point. You asked us to stay home so we could flat
Stricter enforcement on public gatherings in beaches and parks
More antibody testing
The long lines to get in stores and check out are not very effective. You end up grouping people and they end up in a clump of 7 when it you
normally walk into a store you might have 1 or 2 people around you the majority of the time. We are stuck out long
No barriers. Open back immediately. Concern about the mental and emotional tool this is taking on the children of Long Beach.
All wear masks, some wear gloves
By allowing mask and glove wearing to be optional. Mandatory mask wearing is allowing for too much crime and not allowing my toddler to
see smiles from people in public is affecting her in a very negative way. I understand the health aspects, but i believ
Require EVERYONE to wear a mask and gloves at all times!
Test Test Test before opening anything. Take peoples temperature before entering a building. Requiring every resident to wear a mask at
all times outside of their homes. Continue keep number of people allowed in according to square footage of the busine
Open all outdoor spaces for exercising, walking, recreation, bike riding, water sports, etc. while restricting gathering of people - redirect
dogs to dog parks and enforce leash laws in all other areas, enforce physical distancing,
by continuing to post sings that remind citizens to exercise personal responsibility by social distancing and staying home if feeling unwell.
Business can also be responsibly committed to exercising sanitation practices and structure business to facilitat
City closed order.
The barrier is that some people aren’t following the guidelines. The police should continue to be visible and tell people to go home, separate
from others, & to stay at home.
My only barrier is places not being open and I hate wearing thise masks. Most types of masks are not effective protection against this virus,
so it feels ridiculous. Increased awareness of proper hand washing and personal hygiene and the means to do so is
Establishing these rules and promoting them...and offering remedies for when these rules are not followed
UNLOCK GATES, TO PARKS
The city may support me.
Fines if there is no social distancing or wearing masks.
Fine people that are not wearing masks, are not following social distancing, and are having gatherings
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see above
Not aware of any.
Testing, Testing , Testing
N/A
Adding tickets/fines to people who don’t follow safe practices.
Social distancing, face masks, broad testing availability
The stay at home order.
No
Enforcing social distancing and clear exceptions on how these places will remain clean.
Making stores provide wider aisles so social distancing is easier and limiting people allowed in stores.
testing avail if needed, require all public restrooms to have soap and hot water, businesses to provide hand sanitizer upon entry. Allow
restaurants that have outdoor patios to allow patio dining only and space out seating others remain take out. Open bea
Enforcement @ beaches and parks, librarians being assertive to insist on rules or removal of patrons.
Relying on businesses to establish their unique plan for safe operations, subject to City approval.
I support resumption of the above activities as soon as possible in the manner noted above, as I believe the economic and social risks
resulting from a continuation of the city's shutdown outweigh the health benefits it provides.
Yes, I believe so
Testing at the entry of buildings; masks required when distancing is not possible; kids who are immunocompromised should consider
homeschooling. Elective surgeries should be allowed again right away to stop medical system from crashing.
Open Golf Courses, Open Gyms, Open Hair Salons, Open Restaurants, Open Retail
Get back to business and don't hit me up for another one of your tax increases!
strict rules for social distancing and masks, have business adhere to these rules
This question is confusing. If people are out in an enclosed building without a properly fitted mask, they should be ticketed
Cant
enforcing the separation and the wearing of masks and the number of people all in one area
Covd19
Just need to make sure all safety requirements are in place.
dunno
Continue educating on importance of masks, social distancing.
Masks, 6 feet apart
no
It is too early to tell how this deadly pandemic will play out
STAY HOME SAVE LIVES
Slowly opening establishments with limits of people inside. Reservations and appointments should be made
Stay home
Social distancing
none
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Having city employees wiping down common areas (benches, tables, public bathrooms)
Continue to enforce masks and social distancing
Not everyone will respect and comply with the rules so think tickets should be given if people do NOT comply.
As long as such things as hair dressers, barbers, nail salons, massage therapists and senior yoga/exercise classes )(with safe distancing)
are kept with strict masks and clean hands, they should be allowed.
Imposing social distancing
Address the square footage of an establishment and number of open cashiers to determine the number of customers that should be allowed
in at one time rather than allowing each site to set their own standards.
Also, it would be extremely helpful if stores
Opening small business that are hurt the most
The only existing barrier is that the beach bike path is closed. If we can have police officers monitoring the beach bike path to make sure
that we do not exceed safe social distance capacity that would be helpful.
EVERYONE should follow guidelines or not be allowed to be outside. Maybe be cited.
test and trace.
Provide more hygienic products such as hand sanitizers in more places including restaurants etc.
“...let your people go,” within practical limits. We hav demonstrated our ability to comply. Trust us
Making sure everything is ok to proceed
Nope, nope, nope, way too soon. Get more testing done incl. Everyone.
CRIMINAL ACTIVITY!
I think this is so blown out of proportion by the media.
If we have have police patrolling these areas to make sure that people are following social distance guidelines.
Removing all barriers
how that can be policed.
Waiting until data supports
CA, SoCal, LA County, AND LB curves are flattened
Enforcement for guidelines in place
Making sure the right tools and needs are provided
Limited people , make sure everyone is keeping their distance , no big groups
Limited people , make sure everyone is keeping their distance , no big groups
Open almost everything. I, as an adult, am capable of determining if something is safe for me.
Allowing us to access our local parks, beaches and small businesses. We need this for our health & for the well-being of others. We need to
support and overcome!
Practice social distancing
Public health is more important than my personal activities
when they feel that the numbers are safe enough to.
Require masks, put up signs about how to wear masks properly, provide hands washing stations and hand sanitizer at public spaces
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Keeping up the good job the City and its leadership have been doing since the onset of this pandemic.
To provide any PPE that we might need, by supporting the establishments in what they need.
Again, telling the public where to get tested and reminding them that the virus can be contagious. After doing that, allow the public to make
their own decisions. Open up the economy before more people are out of work and the economy goes further in the
Do not open restaurants, too much contact between food servers and guests
All stores and public gatherings need to be monitored by having stores and banks monitor how many people they let go in at the same time.
Yes if best for our health
Fining people who are not wearing a mask or gathering in large numbers
Both are city activities so say the word and it gets done!
I am 73 years old and am not afraid of this virus. I have been a nurse for 43 years. I will wash my hands and start home if I am sick.....that
is what we all should do all the time.
Safer better than anything
Testing for everyone regardless if they are showing symptoms.
No opening large gatherings until May 15
People’s inability to protect themselves from others.
Do not open, people have not been taking the virus seriously. More people will get sick.
Have public areas patrolled
Making sure people are practicing social distancing, providing hand sanitizer or soap and water where applicable.
We need a cure
restrict some parking for these activities to limit capacity, enforce social distancing but also supply masks and soap in public places.
penalized
6ft distancing
Golf
N/A
Plastic barrier shields and rules and regulations of safety acts within the boundaries of events, parties, gatherings, and facilities.
reopening in phases.
I do not think the city should reopen yet, until we have extreme measures in PPE, Testing, but really the vaccine.
no
More availability of antibody testing.
Make sure each p;erson enterling is honest: not sniffeling ahd considerate of others.
None, stay home
available.
Closed stores. Open business back up. People will die of poverty instead of the virus.
Parks and Basketball courts
Establish rules for numbers of people per establishment
Keep away 10ft or more and cover up face with protective gear
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Enforce social distancing, require face masks, limiting the number of people allowed to enter.
Please take the no trespassing signs off the golf courses
None..
appropriate distancing as recommended by medical providers
warn, then fine for non-compliance of wearing masks, adhering to social/physical distancing
Social distancing. Masks
It’s still not safe to go back to living the way we did before this soon or without a vaccine
Taking it slow. Opening up a few things at a time and see how things go. Provide testing for anyone who wants it.
Lifting the safer at home order!
I cannot due to medical issues and safety cannot be confirmed.
10 very apart
Opening parking lots at parks and beaches.
Cont testing, enforce mask wearing
Antibodies test with associated clearance.
Social distancing rules and establish modifications to support them
Contact sports such as football, basketball, soccer, etc, should not be allowed for some time. Continue to enforce social distancing and
mask wearing at grocery stores, hospitals and medical offices, hair salons, and wherever people gather in groups. Peop
If People following the safer at home
Wearing masks indoors. Constant sanitizing of surfaces. Workers wearing gloves to serve. However, cross contamination can occur, gloves
should be new for different tables at restaurants, or when serving food in general.
Give distance advice to all businesses .
Dnt visit place if cough
Measure tempt before going in any place
making sure there are still public distancing techniques enforced
Not sure what this question means
N/a
Stay at home order
Better safe than sorry honestly, I personally wouldn’t go outside even if places open. I don’t want to risk getting the virus or my family.
There’s no cure and people are stay at home I’m this case.
Providing hand wash/sanitize stations
Monitoring the amount of people allowed in each venue & adhering to sanitary protocols.
Masks for those that can't afford it
Insuring the opening is slow and measured
No
I have a handful of autoimmune disorders that in which I have to take multiple immunosuppressive medications for. I can't just jump out
back into public with everyone. I think it needs to be a super slow and very different than it is now. Far more barrier
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Distancing and wearing a mask.
Penalties for those who refuse to follow orders.
Ensuring that mask wearing is enforced
The City should NOT resume any social activities until we feel 100% comfortable of doing so.
Crowd control
people who don’t follow social distancing!!
More ways to go about sanitizing publicly
Provide supervision to verify employers are providing the appropriate equipment and sanitation services
N/A
We need to uphold all safety precautions to keep our community safe. I worry that Opening too early may cause a spike in the virus.
Just implement social distancing. This pandemic is beginning to affect my 13 year old child is becoming depressed and stressed from being
locked inside, not being able to go to school, and not being able to go anywhere. Please think about the psychologica
I feel if social distancing combined with limited capacity at retail stores, and personal grooming locations is similar if not the same and
grocery & hardware stores. Opening the parks while adhering to distancing could he done.
haciendo limpieza en la calle, recogiendo basura
Keep everything closed as long as possible. Do not open bars, night clubs, or gyms especially. Maybe open businesses that can’t work from
home but have them split staff so not everyone is there.
Keep everything closed as long as possible. Do not open bars, night clubs, or gyms especially. Maybe open businesses that can’t work from
home but have them split staff so not everyone is there.
no barrier, open things up
no support needed, just open up and start collecting taxes again
Increase local testing
Wearing face mask, keep washing hand
Prevent people from going outside unless it’s necessary like grocery shopping. Enforce masks, I have seen people just walking around the
neighborhood without any masks nor are they really enforcing social distancing. Don’t reopen LB
Practicing safe social distancing
More hand sanitizer, masks, cleaning supplies all over
keep up the six foot distance
require masks
require businesses to offer hand washing and or sanitizing stations
place hand washing and sanitizing stations at shopping area sidewalks or parking lots.
replace movie theatres with good old drive in theatres
Need to regulate crowds
Market Personal distancing. Wearing masks.
Use common sense by staying home if sick OR wear a mask if needed, however a healthy person should NOT be forced to wear a mask.
All businesses and outdoor activities MUST return back to normal.
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Enforcing social distancing with a mask required.
Spacing people 6 ft apart for social distancing & allowing a limited number into a facility.
Do not open
More latinx and black people are being hospitalized for Covid-19. I am latino. This is scary. I can't risk to go out to places and bring this virus
back home, knowing that medical racism exists.
Social distance
?????
Social distancing needs to be enforced
Social distancing
Required by law to wear mask.
far.
At the same time our government is not supporting us for a long-term lock down so at some point we all will h
To social distance
I feel the city should make this decision on verified, scientific data geared toward the safety and health of our citizens and not on economic
needs or social wants, ie. I want to go to the gym, I want to go to the movies, I want to be entertained. No,
community.
Waiting until the virus is more under control.
Mandate things like masks and the 6 feet rule in public, allow businesses to reopen as long as they enforce these rules.
Restaurants closed
Just don’t interfere
Sanitizers, mask, and distance
NA
We still must practice extreme caution as this is still an ongoing pandemic. We must still practice social distancing and wear face masks
regardless if there is a reopen in order to corner down the spread of infections.
For goodness sake open the outdoor activities at the very least!!
Ensuring people are following the rules to keep ALL of us safe. Others Freedom stops, when they put ME at risk...No mask, no social
distancing .... time to give people a warning or a ticket.
Giving free reusable mask and making it mandatory for everyone in those common spaces.
Keep it closed
Open everything.
Sadly, the restrictions may have to be enforced at these locations (security making sure ppl are covered & distancing etc) but it can be
done, then slowly opening up larger venues & then more relaxed or no restrictions weeks down the road
City should issue citations for businesses that don't comply with mandated guidelines.
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Consider mandating an order and pickup system only for all retail businesses.
With this system customers would not be allowed to enter the store. Instead, employees could fill orders in a more controlled environment
and deliver the order to the customer
Awaiting to see a larger decline in infection/ death rate due to covid.
Making sure groups of non skateboarding people stay off the skatepark.
Assuming I am an adult and not insisting these businesses stay close.
When they follow the health, science and medical recommendations before opening and have adequate testing programs for all ages
Don't know
People that are ignoring or resisting the Stay at Home plan. Making sure businesses are following rules for re-opening.
availability of testing.
Keeping them closed
See above
Opening up small retail or businesses or restaurants is not the problem. They will decide if its both safe and profitable to do so. The issue is
all the venues where large groups gather, esp parks, beaches, etc. The challenge for the city will be how to e
Enforce mandatory mask wearing, and enforce social distancing using education and law enforcement to make it happen
be with people.
Require gloves in libraries, distancing in parks, restrict entry by distancing in the Nature Center.
create consistency in the rules and recommendations for surrounding cities
Political correctness.
Yes.
Set the parameters that each must abide by expecting those is charge to moniter behavior.
Masks when inside buildings and distancing. Masks used by those who greet/spend time with clients. eg. grooming facilities. Urging all to
respect what city declares is best for citizens. Enforcement done with common sense....no physical restraints as see
customers.
While I feel most can do these activities safely, I will not participate based on the care for a person in my home that is in the most vulnerable
population; a child with complex medical needs. If these places are allowed to open first, I believe that mas
...broad-based testing availability and at least one broadly available reasonably reliable treatment to reduce symptom severity. Not
expecting a silver bullet. We need everyone who works outside the home or interacts regularly with someone working outside
Limit amount of people
Change restrictions to advisories.
Availability of masks AND proper wearing of masks. Currently masks must be required, and that means masks covering the nose and
mouth, not simply the chin. But so few people are able to wear masks and wear them correctly, we cannot repopen without a treat
more tests
requiring restaurants to have distance between tables
Wear a face mask
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No
Make the mask mandate a choice. If people are that afraid of catching this virus they should stay home and use delivery services that is
being actively promoted. Also no one at these press conferences bothers to note the 98% recovery rate. Many do not kno
Stay at home. Time to let citizens make their own decisions. Life is risk. People are losing their homes and jobs. Closing parks and beaches
is not the answer. My family came from the Ukrain and I feel my freedom is at risk.
Ensure ALL people wear masks and enforce it. Important to see drop in Covid19 infections before opening up all venues. It’s too soon. Wait
to see if treatment works and keep public informed.
Allowing specific nonessential businesses to reopen such as gym/hair salon/barbershops
When the medical people say it's safe and the curve has flattened over a long period. To do it too early risks my health and the health of
every resident. And it risks a second wave of illness.
Making sure that hospitals are ready if we do see a second wave of this virus.
Be anxious for nothing, but by prayer and supplication make your request be known to God. I am really surprised and disappointed that the
mayor or city council has not called for a day of prayer, to ask God to heal the land it should be obvious to everyon
Citing the folks not following orders
allow these activities to open without government restrictions - just guidlines.
Continuing to use face masks and social distancing for large groups
The City should not be enforcing stay home or public gathering orders. This is unconstitutional and limits freedom. The City should enforce
health and inspection ordinances, especially on food, hotel, and VCBO accomodations, which it has neglected for a
Further build-out of bicycle master plan network
Letting people go outside and if they do not want to get sick, they can wear masks or just stay inside. Make it up to the people to decide
whether or not they want to go somewhere. Our immune systems need to be exposed to this otherwise we will have this
in-place close monitoring with punitive consequences to businesses and residents who do not comply
Having city employees (Parks & Rec, Police, etc...) remind people to adhere to the guidelines when they see they aren't. When police drive
by people who are breaking these "orders" then they are condoning the unlawful behavior and it perpetuates.
r to go about there lives as normally as possible.
Testing proved legitimate and performed as free from disease as requirement to return to any public interaction without a face mask.
Re-open the schools. Class of 2020 had their last year snatched away and you’re pretending like it’s not a big deal. If schools can’t reopen,
CONDUCT A GRADUATION CEREMONY!
suspending rent and providing more financial support for the communities that need it.
Open the beach, bike paths, parks. Let our people get back to work. Open the schools by mid May to the these kids back on track. How will
we ever get to herd immunity if we don’t let the healthy get exposed. Give GUIDELINES to those with underlying condi
Safer at home
groups to 5 or less.
Making sure business who do not maintain social distancing, and whose employees (or not all) wear masks, keep hand sanitizers available
are fined and/or closed down.
opening local businesses
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I don't see a barrier. I just want the community to reach the less-than-one-percent infection rate.
We would have no problem dealing with the quarantine for however long is necessary but in this household we have all become
unemployed and along with many others are worried about how long we can survive financially this way. Luckily we are receiving unem
Provide washing hand stations
Do NOT open the city
Segregate, test and treat the homeless population.
Let me make my own decisions about what is safe
Being someone who has a compromised immune system, i want to know how i can be protected against Covid-19. I don't feel safe exposing
myself and be forced to return to the workforce as they are not medical professionals who are trained professionals and
Have more police patrolling these areas to make sure rules are reenforced.
Make facilities for the homeless too to keep our sidewalks and public areas clean!!!!
Enforcing EVERYONE, not just workers to wear masks when inside an open businesses/buildings and while outside among other people.
OPEN GOLF COURSES
Open anything where social distancing-strictly monitored-and masks and gloves and sanitizing procedures can be employed. Personal
grooming establishments can use same procedures as Doctors' offices.
keep social distancing for short time only
Remind sick people to wear a mask or stay home.
People need to get back to work. I was laid off and all businesses have a hiring freeze because of the lockdown.
We can start discussions on moving towards contactless doors and re-think / redesign high
N/A
limiting crowded environments; requiring use of face masks and increasing the use of temperature checks and self testing procedures.
Wait till states that are open are truly successful That is the safe and sane thing to do!The man in the Oval Office has messed up big time
and will continue to make the pandemic worse. Ignore his orders
No changes should be made. The city should amplify free testing for all residents and continue to keep non essential businesses closed.
Rent and mortgages should be eliminated until things are safer and the people should not have to pay utilities. Evictio
Proper and comprehensive testing
Cancelling the city's stay at home order. There by, cancelling the threat of citation and fines.
Mask Enforcement, with citations, in all areas where required. Some people challenge the rules because of no consequence of their action
and put the rest of the population at risk.
I am a RN on one of the COVID floors and I feel it is still too soon to open everything, people are going to gather and then we will end up
with another surg of patients. I think Long Beach should stay closed for a little longer.
Increased testing for both coronavirus & antibodies
and washing stations.
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See # 10 above.
what is recommended by the medical community: Minimize the spread of the virus until we have proof of safety and medical help to recover
from the virus OR Prevent the virus
No.
Continue to enforce social distancing and masks wearing. A
Flatten Curve
See above
As above
Limit amount of patrons at a time, wear masks and gloves, etc.
1. Open up the city - let us make responsible decisions on our own - some of us are losing our livelihood and really suffering! We need to
consider the very real long term consequences of economic hardship for the unemployed.
2. Aid to unemployment off
Most activities can be safely restored with facial masks and social distancing voluntarily practiced. City officials need to get out of the way
and stop acting as if they are putting a brake on the economy. Many are thinking about the election that will
Providing N95 masks for more of the city's employees (not just city employees but all customer facing employees).
Please note that unless a vaccine is just around the corner (which it isn't), it does our society no good to remain in our homes. People will
Making an antigen or serology test available for those of us in the high risk categories.
No
- Temperature check before entry
- Limited capacity (1/2 or 1/3 of normal capacity)
- Staggered seating or rearranged equipment
- Hand sanitizing or wipes available
- Face mask use should be fully enforced
Amount/accuracy of testing - I am aware that the City is working on this and has recently increased testing available; this is a great step.
The other barrier for me is that I do not want to resume any activities where others may be being put at risk - fo
Ensuring there are capacity limits in indoor spaces and maybe patrolling beaches—requiring masks in any public space.
I have developed a simple model for the opening up of areas by zip code since the total cases can be easily summarized by zip code. Zip
codes would be labeled as Green = low risk area, Yellow = moderate risk area and Red = high risk area. Yellow is a tri
Let us Take responsibility for our actions. Let each individual decide what and when he wants to do something.
Limiting parking to 50% with alternate spaces closed.
plan.
ENFORCE current gathering protection and precaution rules - clamp down for a solid 21 days
Perhaps there is a program or assistance to those that are at higher risk....I would volunteer to shop or find other ways to allow them to
continue to self quarantine while the rest of us get back to our jobs. Please have faith in your constituents that
Making sure spaces are clean and people are practicing safe distancing & PPE practices.
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Testing of all Long Beach Residents and a plan in place to address any new cases of the virus
Reinforcing mask and social distancing
The city could support the fact that people are capable of taking care of themselves. Knowing what we are up against at this time,
understanding form medical Data, we will use their own Good judgement in how to proceed individually. Our Freedoms are mo
Open the beaches, parks, etc. Most all activities, specifically outdoor ones, can be done safely with considerations per many experts.
Promote new outdoor businesses. There is no reason someone cant get a haircut outside and there are many businesses tha
We need a vaccine--until then, there is no safe way to open up society.
What is the meaning of this question.
I do not need to resume eating in restaurants or going to bars, and these businesses cannot make money with only half the customers, any
restaurant owner will tell you the profit margins even before COVID are very small. The sooner everyone understands t
sanitation stations.
When let into stores allowing on or two per isle and people to stand and police the isles to let another shoper on if one leaves , it makes no
since to let 10 or 20 in stores and 5end up face to face on same isle .
it’d be great if stores would only let in a few at a time like grocery stores are doing. Putting a cap on how many can be in a certain place,
ensuring that masks have to be worn, have hand sa it ain’t stations upon entry
All areas noted allow for limited exposure.
Open more as we continue to improve.
My rights have been taken away long enough. Protect the elderly but the choice should be up to the individual.
How churches can reopen, given their unique circumstances. Specifically, how singing and Holy Communion can be observed, and how
worship leaders can safely lead without the use of masks (perhaps with proper distancing). Finally, how worshippers can prop
Posting signage of the enacted policies in all areas that do open so people are reminded to stay safe while enjoying more mobility. At parks
maybe park monitors helping keep numbers down?
None
jobs.
number of people in facilities
Indoor facilities: limit the number of people inside by the hour; outdoor facilities: continue the masks in public and 6-8 foot distancing
allow me to practice my faith and gather for mass using social distancing practices, masks and gloves. Also by allowing me to enjoy
outdoor activities with the fresh air and sunlight which will improve my health, mood and emotional well-being. These are
Stay home.
Wear mask at all times everywhere
strictly enforcing social distancing and requiring facial covering
go for me.
Insure US that sick people will Quarantine Themselves early.... We ALL must keep records of contacts and locations where we have
been.... Receipts and cell phone Calendar helps but hard to track once WE get into Full schedules.
People wearing masks and performing social distancing and free COVID 19 testing for all residents, and the city ability to trace and isolate
will make me feel comfortable to do activities again.
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Ensure complete social distancing and enforce it. For instance, golf course pro shops closed, credit card payment only. Stater behind plastic
shield. Customers only swipe credit cards. No flagsticks, rakes or ball washers.
issue orders to limit number of customers, social distancing, masks
Letting people live their lives and enjoy their city. We understand the risks and are capable of deciding if and where we want to go out.
..
..
..
Get TRUTHFUL medical news and updates out to the frightened American-Californians.
Media LIES AND PROPAGATES LIES.
I am so tired of Fear being multiplied from manipulated (and silenced) Data!!
We are a very brave- considerate and thoughtful people. Sout
If there was a a decline in cases and better treatment.
Availability of hand sanitizer (liquid and tissue)
Major resumption of activities, such as schools, restaurants, businesses should not open until number of new cases are substantially under
control and and protocols fully in place and enforced. Better to suffer now when we have made a good start than late
Fully reopen the city!
Continuing to make coronavirus testing free and available.
Implementing an antibody test so residents can find out if they have any resistance.
Discouraging price gouging on retail items like masks, toilet paper, and sanitizer.
Open up the city, no restrictions.
The panic-demic is a fraud. Dr. Fauci knows it. Dr. Birx knows it. Doctors in the field know it as they are being forced to fudge the COVID-19
death numbers on the death certificates, by including non-COVID-19 deaths as
provide easy testing services that can be done on a monthly basis. I think if people can show that they have been tested and are certified
as 'clear', then i would feel more comfortable doing the activities listed above. Maybe the testing can be done at
Social distancing, fever checks and masks
open schools as long as the school follows health dept guidelines
Mark waking lines
Non-contact temperature check of all employees and patrons, access to a mask for those whose limited supply has run out, and sanitizer, at
point of entry: easier said than done.
Having some limits on hours and days and providing proper supervision during those hours, such as park employees or lifeguards, to use
whistles or bullhorns to remind people to space out. Keep parking lots at the beach and park parking areas closed, so th
6 foot from others minimum.
I am in no hurry to go out or risk my health or others because of the economy.
Opening beaches and parks
I have confidence in Mayor Garcia to do everything he can to protect us. I think we will do everything to protect ourselves and our
community. My covid 19 test is positive. I just received the results today. I am going to follow all of the rules to preven
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Wearing masks
ensuring that the appropriate steps are put in place and help our community in anyway you can.
Putting forth the regulations and requirements for protecting the public when dealing with these now open establishments.
If the city could provide guidelines.
Services should be refused for customers who don’t follow the rules and don’t wear face mask
Refer to prior answer.
6 feet apart and wear masks must be in place... people lives are at risk
Enforcement of social distancing and correct wearing of masks whenever someone leaves their home. Consider having officers and
private security guards issue written warnings followed by fines after repeated violations.
The city needs to work with the state & federal government to make sure that the majority of our 40 million California population is tested,
instead of being satisfied with not even 3/4 million tested—that’s insane, given the prediction of a second wave o
Masks to be worn at all times, distancing and in some cases gloves should be worn. Ever care to disinfect touch areas.
antibody testing
For restaurants, creating spacing around each table to allow the 6' distance requirement, and create a separate station where restaurant
guests can pick up their food instead of having a server place on their table. For all, in general, mandate use of ma
Supplies of PPE
Wearing masks, sanitizing stations, and enforcing social distancing as best as possible.
None
Yes, masks & 6 feet apart at all times.
Let the people decide for themselves.
Let the people decide for themselves.
Making sure that all businesses have an action plan prior to opening, and taking step to monitor compliance.
The virus is nothing worse than a bad cold.
Amend the stay at home order with safe orders in place
6 feet apart and masks are needed everywhere as slowly opening...if you do it all at once infections and deaths will rise
6 feet apart masks and make sure everyone wears them...its not safe otherwise..
End the stay-at-home order
See above.
Widely available antibody testing could help immensely, and readily accessible N95 masks. I'm still too fearful about being an asymptomatic
carrier once things reopen, and do not want to contribute to anyone else becoming gravely ill. This could also bene
social distance and crowd control
encouraging social distancing and educate, not close things down.
Control population on doing social distance and masks. Covid19 isnt gone..the inly reasin why numbers are stabke is because people are
home..once order is released people will think they are ok ...when its not..still have to be safe and smart about re ope
I do NOT need the City to support me safely resuming to the activities I like to do! I make sure that no one is going to catch anything from
me and try to stay as healthy as I can. The City closing down is far more dangerous then any virus!
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Enforcement of the safety guidelines.
lack of available testing; properly fitted face masks need to be required in all buildings outside of the home
6-feet apart and not opening the beaches to the folks who want to pay attention to the 6-feet apart!
Health care for everyone and TESTING
Health Care for everyone and more testing
more testing of the citizenry beyond the planned members currently earmarked for testing so that we can assist those in need and have a
better idea and understanding of the actual widespread nature of the virus.
Making sure that any activities and business that do open are required to sanitize any and all surfaces frequently. Also making sure there is
crowd control where overcrowding could become an issue. Requiring social distancing guidelines to stay in place.
Bluff Park, Bike path along beach, dog parks and Rosies Dog Beach
Yes and I can manage myself
N/A - The City should keep the stricter rules in place, especially when our neighboring OC is growing so restless and I wouldn't want them to
come to our city with potential infections.
Only open large parks, like the one on Carson St. near LBCC, El Dorado Park and Shear Park where there's plenty of room.
Open the beaches, bike path.
Yes.
I am not sure.
Implementing definitive policies regarding re-opening of businesses. For example, businesses of X size must limit capacity to X at a time.
Limit capacities
The City needs to open parks and beaches to help social distancing. Otherwise, the city should close several streets to help people have
social distancing when getting fresh air. The current beach and park closures are worse than doing nothing because p
Mayor Garcia
Testing of patrons and workers! Upon entering businesses all people have their temp taken. No one allowed inside who is ill. Requiring all
patrons to wear masks and all workers to wear masks and gloves whether they interface with the public directly or in
Please see note above
monitoring cases locally and providing a daily report.
Wearing masks and only allowing one person at a time with groomer
Enforcing capacity limits and physical distancing requirements by issuing citations to those not following safe protocols/procedures.
All business employees wear masks and all customers wear masks and keep social distancing
Provide easy COVID testing sites, anti body tests, making people aware that they are doing these things at their own risk, no litigations
N/A
the Governor of California and Mayor Garcetti. I think Mayor Garcia should trust business owners to do the right thing by maintaining social
distancing. This could be easily accomplished by limiting the number of patrons in a business at any particular ti
narrow definition of "essential"
Opening
Having visible signage at the locations.
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The options above don’t provide for prioritizing openings. There should be a priority list/phase in on openings.
Places like parks, beaches with limits first
Gyms, movie theaters, churches grooming following with limits as well.
The City should also wo
Hiring more people to keep these places as clean as possible, limiting the amount of people in these places to keep the distance, maybe
scheduling people’s times or appointments to be in these places, making it optional for workers/students to have to go
Ensuring everyone is required to wear a mask
Don't understand the question.
None
Testing everyone! Making masks and sanitizer more widely available; assisting with technology to publicize crowded areas (i.e. signs that
show how many people are in a given place at a given time)
Keeping signs up about keeping distance and wearing masks
Establishing a requirement that restaurants reduce capacity.
need to do to stay safe.
lack of comprehensive testing. the threshold of tested population ##s necessary for safety is huge and will take time to achieve...I see no
purpose in putting us out there like guinea pigs in some grand experiment to see how we can challenge to virus not
Business closures.
I think opening business some days
Maybe 3-4 days instead of 6-7 days
Cordoned off 6 feet apart distancing
Businesses being closed
Vaccine
None
I will feel safe when there are no new cases for 3 weeks. And there is a safe therapeutic treatment for people that are hospitalized with the
virus. And NO new deaths from the virus for 2 - 3 weeks. We can’t lose all the ground we have gained for the p
Adding security to make sure everyone is following the 6 foot rule.
Keep everything the same, far too soon & risky to “ReopenLB.”
working well
Staying six feet apart, requiring face masks, and continued practice of sanitation.
By making sure businesses get supplies they need to help ensure sanitation procedures are completed.
Open things that are essential to most. Those that do not want to go out, do not have to!!!
not sure
We cannot afford to lose our economy and constitutional liberties because of a disease. Steps MUST be taken to reopen our city and get
people back to work. It's time to stop with the draconian power plays and open up. Long Beach has had very few cases/dea
Open outdoor things-we need it for our mental
Health-all kids outdoor sports should open too
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Opening the beaches and parks. Making sure there is less contact with things that other people touch. Like parking meters. Making sure
bathrooms have soap and other ways to ensure hygiene. And are cleaned often and thoroughly.
More free testing snd antibody testing sites
Keep practicing safe distance.
Have everything close until we are covid 19 free.
Lack of testing and tracing
Promoting mutual respect for prevention practices.
anything
Make parking available at parks and beaches. One could limit parking by blocking off every other parking space.
Let’s let other large cities go first and see what happens.
and racism.
Reasonable guidelines without taking our civil liberties; this is feeling more and more like a political power grab.
None
Wiping down surfaces continuously, using gloves and masks at all times
6 feet distance
Washing hands
Wearing mask
Stay home if your sick
Only 2 people per family at stores
Testing and require masks be worn by all and enforce.
opening up community businesses, beaches, and parks for exercise
No barriers
You are the barrier
I fear the city opening up will cause a new wave of infections
I feel we have “flattened the curve,” our health care is not overwhelmed, and we should go about living our lives.
Testing for active Covid antigen
We need enforcement of mask-wearing and social distancing and capacity limits
Everyone wear a mask till things get under control so we can go back to work. ASAP
Were all those old Republicans right? We old people should just take in on the chin and die for the economy? If the City couldn’t protect
me when this started what has changed?
Open parking.
Special distancing, taking temperatures if a person looks like they have a fever and making sure all ages use common sense.
Ensure gatherings have a limited capacity and businesses limit their capacity as well.
- As much as I would like to see our libraries reopen, how is it possible to sanitize the books that people will be picking up to read the jacket
information while browsing to find a book to read?
-
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When opening beaches, do not announce it to the public. Make sure to keep parking lots closed. But don’t announce it to the public. This
will minimize unwanted travelers from surrounding cities. Let the locals utilize the open space as long as they follow
Keeping the homeless off the streets.
Open Belmont Shore parking lots and allow persons to access the beach for water sports
Crowd control- reopening very popular activities will be counterproductive to current efforts. How will the city establish guidelines for
businesses and what will happen to those who fail to comply? What would happen to residents & non-residents who fail
Create a new Job for Homeless workers to sanitize storefronts and side walks......I need a job...
Testing everyone and providing financial and community support for every single person.
Schools/ work should be open due to the continued charges towards housing food and other resources
Face masks indoors
Hand sanitizer at entrance and exit
It’s too soon
It’s too soon
New rules and regulations that need to be followed and enforced strongly or get cited and pay a fine plus comunitty service
?
slowly ease to open the city - see how the Virus reacts - continue little by little as results indicate safe to do so. Halt or limit opening the city
if infections/cases begin to trend up again.
Small steps at first, monitor, adjust accordingly.
The City could allow for outdoor parks and beaches to be opened, but prohibit gatherings of 5 or more people at these locations. The focus
should be on allowing people to get outdoors, but avoid close interaction with others.
Significantly increased te
Let businesses start opening
Have areas monitored by authorities so that when they get to capacity, people can be turned away so areas done become too saturated
Limiting #s of customers, social distancing, masks, enforcing limitations. (close a facility that does not conform.)
One at a time
Requires appointments
Food safety, care of animals, adequate fresh fruits and vegetables for everyone, hand washing including showers for the homeless in parks
and recreation areas, housing for low income, protective PPE's for all health care workers, hair nets for workers in
meeting new rules and standards around protective/sanitation gear for the establishment along with having sanitation means available.
Lockdown should be more strict
Enforcing social distancing ... in all venues
Stay a way from the vulnerable
The problem in other city/county/states so far seems to be the people aren't following the social distancing rules, especially at the beaches.
In my head those should be opened because there is such wide space to distance (which is why I don't think parks
The mayor's hesitation to trust the residents to act responsibly..
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same as above
social distancing and wearing of masks.
Giving actual guidelines that people could follow.
People who are inconsiderate and oblivious and even not too bright <winks>.
Please please please reopen Alcoholics Anonymous meetings immediately! Let individuals decide for themselves if they are comfortable
going to these meetings or not! Quarantine the sick let the healthy live. Before the quarantine of March 19th all meetings
Appropriate safety measures for the employees and clear requirements for the customers.
Good question. If only there were an easy answer. The city would best support me and other high risk residents by posting WHERE and
WHICH stores SPECIFICALLY have had outbreaks so I can avoid these locations. Then there should be an investigation to appro
Nothing
done so far.
Making sure people are wearing a mask and by informing social distancing
area which is opened
Phase in Gradually
Updated data on the virus (infection rates) and what Long Beach is doing to combat the actual virus
just need more patrolling by beaches or parks
for manufacturing
the gym).
Open nature related places such as beach, parks, and hikes. People need nature and sun!
Limiting interaction at POS by using touchless forms of payment such as apple pay or something similar to venmo.
wearing masks
open the small businesses during phase 2; e.g. salons
Staff and clientele must wear masks, with Social Distancing used.
By removing safer at home shut down orders
we need home kit testing. something at places where places of work can test you like a drug test at a business or pro sport to see who is
okay or not. im on disability, with a heart issue. i dont even have a placard...you know how hard it is to park f
Capacity limits and/or social distancing
Open all the above.
All open spaces NOW
how to monitor safety
either open the beaches or close half the roads so that people can walk/run without bumping into each other on crowded sidewalks. Open
sooner rather than later as people are losing their jobs and patience with government officials.
Enforcing safe distancing and requiring mask wearing
open everything, except senior citizen facilities. Parks, beaches, etc., especially!
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testing everyone let the science have a better line of info.
Make sure we have access to keeping our locals safe/masks/clean hands/wipes
Allowing some small places to reopen including some restaurants
Limited people in spaces like restaurants (tables 6-10 feet apart), salons (fewer people in the salon and people wait outside until their
appointment time) and general retail ... small shops and larger retail ... Nordstrom, Macy’s, Bloomingdales, etc. as
Open the beauty salons. We are all looking shabby and professional salons will follow prodigal above and beyond.
I don’t believe it’s safe to open any facilities right now.
Remove the business closure ordinance and stay at home orders.
Allowing bike paths, trails, beaches and small businesses to re-open with the trust that our citizens can behave responsibly and within
reason for social distance and community safety.
Open and available testing with fast results will help raise my confidence that we can try to remain socially distant and responsible.
Opening back up Long Beach this stay at home measure is getting ridiculous.
Clarify rules and encourage working together as a community.
Lifting restrictions and letting businesses put their own safeguards in place.
Additional handwashing and sanitizing stations
Continue to provide testing and updated information based on testing results.
More testing. Continue social distancing. Implement social distancing in all essential businesses like grocery stores.
Need strong restrictions to people and retailers. Not just suggestions.
None. These activities are not safe for our community until mass testing, herd immunity, and a vaccine are identified. It is not worth risking
our community to reopen.
I don't see people following the rules and regulations of reopening with the virus still being active. We will go back to square one.
Allow screenings and restore “right to refuse service”; although anathema to some restores personal choice instead of absurd social
dictates.
Testing, testing, masks required and social distancing
quarantine/isolate
take away stay at home. Open the business doors. All businesses
Let citizens know that it is their responsibility to social distance, wear masks, be kind to one another, and not be selfish and patient.
Everyone must not be only concerned about themselves. No one should consider themselves privileged over others. We ar
The distancing aspect
Post guidelines on social distancing rules at parks
What are the scientific-based procedures and recommendations that you would follow in order to ensure safely resuming any of the above
activities? Until this question has been properly addressed, scientifically, I do not feel comfortable in opening up an
The governor (or dictator) of California.
I’m turning 18 in a matter of days, my senior year is over, my trip to Europe, grad nite, senior, & bday trips are all cancelled but I know I
can’t risk going outside due to 2 close family members illnesses so I’m doing my part. But not alone I believe ce
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Not shaking hands, washing hands after touching any surface area outside my house
Maybe outdoor recreation within 12 feet
I would like to still see the social distancing while out in the public.
-LET PEOPLE WHO FEEL SAFE GO OUTSIDE AND THOSE WHO DO NOT CAN SELF QUARANTINE
Consequences for people not social distancing or being in public with symptoms. Making testing mandatory for people in customer service
or in close contact with people.
City wide coronavirus and antibody testing, cleaning facilities every 24 hours, have law enforcement patrolling parks and beaches for social
distancing and providing hotels and other areas where people could quarantine in a safe manner.
Capacity limiting
Limiting number of individuals gathering in public spaces, issue warnings and patrol public spaces
Wear masks
Social distancing. Constant disinfecting. Limit to how many people can be in the space. Wearing face masks should remain mandatory. I
would prefer for our city to wait longer until opening up because it doesn’t feel completely safe yet.
allowing people the option if they feel safe to return to office work and with letting the offices manage best practices. please come up with
general best practices guidelines and specify that they are general and for each business to take their own preca
Enforcing social distancing across the board in retail
lack of vaccine
Open everything up immediately!
I am a resident not employed by the City of Long Beach. I am employed by a City outside of Long Beach and work remotely. In the City
where I am employed, all facilities are closed and awaiting directions of the Gov. of California. Face covering and social
wage workers.
Getting a better handle on epi data, providing specific social distancing guidance for all businesses, such as staggered entry, delineation,
everyone must wear masks
Enforce the mask and distancing guidelines
maintain The 6 foot rule
Reopen hair salons, parks, dog parks, and the beach!
removing physical barriers to the places I often frequent (trails, parks, beaches); doing away with limitations as to where & when
I would be visiting certain places (like gyms, nail & hair salons, shops & dept stores, restaurants & bars)
As citizens we have been putting into practice CDC guidelines now trust in us to be smart about what we've learned. Provide special hours
for the elderly to shop, etc. People & businesses need to get on with life we cannot be kept in a protective bubble f
Adopt the model developed by the proactive grocery stores, take a conservative middle of th road approach as we reopen. Follow the
science. Develop and support a mutual respect model, we are a very diverse community. We like the idea “from the bottom u
None. Perhaps guidelines for safe, healthy interaction. We need the sunshine to help, naturally, fight the virus and improve good mental
health. Both are very important. Although I am retired, people need to be able to return to work, school and their liv
that businesses sanitize counters, door handles, bathrooms on a regular basis
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regulations regarding social distancing guidelines, temperature checks, available testing. Potential to prioritize residents to return who meet
certain criteria, for example, have observed quarantine with no contact outside household for more than 2 weeks
Vaccines. Free health care. Free PPE to those working "essential" jobs. Paying the people that work "essential" jobs what they deserve.
Lawyers suing people, corporations, insurance companies. Giving people space suits to walk around in.
Testing, testing, testing
keeping public spaces clean
enforce beach! and slowly open bars and restaurants
We need to wait until the cases of COVID-19 are clearly in decline. We should not waste the efforts that we have done so far. Remember
there are many asymptomatic carriers out there that can expose the rest of us unknowingly. I have been furloughed fro
setting clear guideline on use of PPE and requirements for appropriate disinfecting cleaning. Also create an accountability process for
notification and reprimand for bad actors as an individual and also as a business.
I do not think we should be opening businesses until testing has occurred for all who live in and work/travel to Long Beach and contact
tracing is in place. This virus is still an unknown. It is unknown how far it can travel in the air or how long it rema
Availability of PPE that would be necessary for each location.
I do not feel even can safely open any of the listed activities. We first need testing readily available, and more importantly, a vaccine.
No barrier's. We should follow Sweden and go back to everything as it was before all the small business's die off and everyone is broke.
Recognize we will have more cases and deaths but it needs to run its course.
Provide all business a well defined number of people allowed in each business and expected social distancing measures.
Restricting number of people for indoor activities.
Opening the bike path and the beach should be done as soon as it is safe. These areas are very important to me.
Stricter social distancing enforcement
More Testing centres
Newsom’s restrictions
by enforcing social distancing, masks, and capacity limits
Yes. Restaurants at 50% capacity. Grooming at 50% capacity. We need to get our economy and small business back up and running.
everyone.
heavy city urging that at risk, obese, elderly, self quarantine. All others, especially young, should be able to return to all normal activities.
The young and healthy need to return to normal for economic and their own good health . Forcing the young and
the city.
activities.
Insist on face coverings for everyone, require 6+ feet between groups. Actually enforce violations with
Fight Sacramento and governor Newsom and allow us in the city and county levels to set our own standards. Masks gloves and social
distancing restrictions need to be removed. This should still be stressed but should be left up to the individual sent those
Open all outside activities not just spot here spot there so people can choose to spread out
Science/data
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Just have businesses be safe and have a clean environment...getting haircuts isn’t easy but they Can adjust...so many are hurting...
See above answer.
Simply announce that all outdoor recreation facilities in the city are open during normal daylight hours.
I have limited my responses to those that can be done immediately with proper distancing and hygiene.
I'm happy to discuss other openings that may r
The city should follow all medical guidelines and pay attention to the data. We do not need to reinvent the wheel. Politics should not be the
driving force to get us up and running.
Lack of testing
Keeping everything closed
TICKET VIOLATORS WITH HEAVY FINES
supply hand wash stations/hand sanitizer in public areas and small scale services
Social distancing and no large gatherings
At 83 years, I will be very cautious about being in
public. I will be watching the status reports. Hope
it won’t be too long before my family will feel it is safe to be around me, wearing masks.
All businesses & customers must wear masks & provide disinf
Remove mandated barriers(?) as they are unconstitutional and an infringement of my rights as stated in the Preamble to the Constitution
and the Constitution of the United States.
Masks and safe distance also a limey of how many people aloud there
Let those who wish to imprisoned stay home while the rest of us live our lives.
100 or 50 people.
Reopening the city
I think guidelines like 6 ft spacing and wearing masks should be put in place for the people who do want to leave their house and resume life.
The city needs to actually enforce such mandates once put into place. Have enforceable consequences for those who do not wear
masks/gloves in public - no exceptions. And realistic/enforceable adjustments where necessary (like restaurants/beaches - sorry I
Providing exact data on Covod 19 patients in LB.
Social distancing & masks
Social distancing, mask,
You should rephrase this question
Accessible hand washing stations/hand sanitizer, more/increase in sanitation/janitorial staff, cleaning up public spaces more often
Enforcing social distancing, mask wearing, preventing social gatherings
Limit occupancy where necessary
Idk thats the city's job the figure out p
Open, right away. Put into practice a special alertness. Be more conscientious in one’s behavior. Stay home if sick or prone to sickness.
Require masks everywhere
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Child Care. Please, prioritize a way for working parents to be able to take our kids back to school or day cares. Safely of course, but this is
my biggest, biggest need.
Open Parks
Lighten up on some restrictions
I don’t understand this question
Reopen business
First and foremost open the golf courses, parks and beaches. The golf courses must be allowed to offer single rider carts (and not at some
outrages cart fees) and no increases in green fees to recoup the losses due to the virus.
police heavy traffic areas
keep long beach city locked down until the covid 19 threat to peoples life is over
Making sure these safety measures are enforced, and that people are not gathering in large groups until it is safe to do so.
Follow the advice and guidance provided by the CDC and other governmental health organizations. Please focus on good science, and
saving lives rather than White House bluster. I plan on avoiding public activities for a considerable period of time.
HELP THE MENTALLY ILL LIVING IN OUR STREETS.TREAT US LIKE FREE ADULTS WHO CAN TAKE CARE OF OURSELVES. MOST
IMPORTANTLY STOP FOLLOWING NEWSOM'S EXAMPLE OF FEAR MONGERING AND ABUSE OF POWER.
parking tickets/spaces. i was even registered for a junipero beach parking pass during this time - hut some idiot officer gave me a ticket
even though i had a pass and ever since i felt like i wasnt even allowed to follow the rules. like you guys are aski
are in place.
Testing Testing Testing
Enforcing the new social rules for C19.
Keeping most businesses closed - need to allow them to open
If your sick stay home. Also wear face coverings in public and remember to stay 6 feet away from people. Our immune system is not
working to fight the everyday cold and in worried after all this social distancing and hand washing and sanitizers will make
Mask, six feet distance, antibacterial treatment of touchable surfaces.
Open City departments such as Building/planning. Allow office visits by appointment so that drawings can be approved and permits issued.
One way travel lanes within stores
City is supporting these activities now. I do not think it is time yet for large crowds for any reason. Until we have complete testing and
contact tracing, we cannot open.
Stupid people!! They think their lives are more important. Opening businesses too soon would be deadly.
Limit the number of people allowed in grocery and hardware stores. Continue to monitor the infection rates. Keep us informed of progress
for a "cure" to the epidemic.
Requiring masks , limit the amount of people at a time and keep practicing social distance .
Enforcing the capacity limits, social distancing and wearing protective items
Diminish the capacity at community centers/senior centers to facilitate physical distancing. Frequently sanitize surfaces at all public centers
including day care. Maintain and enforce distancing at parks and beaches with patrols.
Sick people or autoimmune suppressed individuals should stay home
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Just please let our small businesses open and have them follow same guidelines as grocery stores, hardware stores. Also let restaurants
open with 50% seating for now. Our economy is going to never come back if we don’t. Our numbers are so low in Long Beac
Social distancing
Make trails one way
Masks to be worn
Social distance and wearing a mask
By recognizing that the police force is quite obviously not treating these COVID protesters like they treat black and brown protesters.
Masses of angry people, some even openly carrying guns, and yet there is not riot gear. Not tear gas. No murder. We nee
Limit number of people in one public space, require masks and enforce cleaning/ sanitizing policies
Stores, auto dealer , and others have done everything that I’ve seen to keep in guidelines, what else can they do besides close down!
Dentists are only working on emergencies, can’t even go to dr for check up and others things, things are getting way out
Stores, auto dealer , and others have done everything that I’ve seen to keep in guidelines, what else can they do besides close down!
Dentists are only working on emergencies, can’t even go to dr for check up and others things, things are getting way out
The state mandates that have deemed them unsafe/ non-essential - this is a major barrier. The city needs to offer clear guidelines and
requirements for capacity by sq. ft., sanitation practices, making available handwashing stations, etc.
Follow the governor’s policy
Sufficient park rangers, life guards etc to enforce social distancing rules
wear masks and remain 6 feet away
Understanding that the science does not support the notion: being on the beaches or out in a park where there is wind and wide open
spaces-that the virus is spread.
Reject and fight against Governor Newsom’s power overreach and his unscientific and unrea
Stay at home order
Lifting shelter in place order
Getting out of the way. I am not willing to sacrifice liberty for perceived safety, which may or may not actually exist.
inspecting open facilities for compliance
recreation.
Remove barriers to parks and beaches.
All of them. Knock down all the barriers and live our lives already. People get sick. People will always get sick and there is nothing we can
do about it. There is no point in destroying so many businesses and lives over something we cannot control by for
Staying at home
Not all establishments are the same...many small businesses normally have a slow but steady stream of customers, causing less risk than
some others that have a high and steady rate of "browsers".
give a citation
Not sure
yes I agree we can open safely!
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Lift the quarantine. Trust WE THE PEOPLE to do what is in the interest of our own safety. Those that are at risk can stay home. The cure
can NOT be worse than the virus and there is already scientific data showing that this virus is not near as deadly
Open up the city and follow the above guidelines
A. For retail locations: 1) controlling the number of customers in a location at one time; 2) ensuring retailers have enough face masks and
sanitation supplies for their employees; 3) require plexiglass barriers at checkout stands and 4) require frequen
Opening public park parking lots - perhaps with capacity limitations at peak use days and times. Allowing business owners to develop a
safety plan appropriate for their business situation.
I feel comfortable with how our State and local Government is handling this pandemic and am grateful for their caring. Thank you
They are already in place
Reasonable sanitizing guidelines should be in place (more stringent in places like gyms). Also, may be prudent to monitor temperatures as
people enter facilities for a period of time.
Protecting the vulnerable.
The Governor's orders, which are largely a result of his power-grabbing overreach and desire to control everyone's existence. He should be
recalled and removed from the position.
Masks and safe distance
Plexiglass barriers should continue to be used in retail to protect those working in the stores.
Get the economy going- open Long Beach
Having lifeguards on beaches and rangers in all parks to enforce social distancing and provide them with jobs again to do this
THE GOVERNMENT, EXPECIALLY IN LONG BEACH, DOESN'T HAVE A HISTORY OF DECISION MAKING THAT PUTS THE COMMON
GOOD AT THE TOP OF THEIR PRIORITY LIST. THE CITY BUDGET MAKES THAT CLEAR. SO, USE A LITTLE COMMON SENSE AND
THE DECISION OF WHAT TO OPEN AND WHEN WILL
Encouraging distancing practices without legal enforcement
I will be continuing to self quarantine for as long as it takes
N/A
Expanding testing sites for asymptomatic people.
How do you clean the book surfaces in the libraries? I don’t believe people realize the severity of Covid-19. Although people are
egocentric, they have been willing to obey the order to stay at home. People are starting to feel their Liberties are bein
No barrier just start re-opening the city May 15th-ish
distance and common sense as adults
testing and tracking
Making sure that each establishment has a plan in place before opening.
Overcrowding
Enforce limiting gatherings of large groups in the parks and other public spaces.
Clearly define any entity the city supports opening. Do not pick winners and losers ie; Gov Newsome's program for senior meals from
restaurants that require city leaders to pick the participating restaurants. All restaurants should be involved.
Just open our city.
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The barrier would seem to be people who won't follow guidelines like the massive gathering at Huntington Beach. How do you convince
people who are concerned with their own well-being but ignore what impact they have on others?
stay the same
The city has already been supporting our safety by taking the virus seriously and mandating restrictions. It would be a huge mistake to
move too quickly. Please don't.
Back off
Having hand sanitizers.
Social Distancing
Strictly enforcing mandatory safety measures, e.g., wearing masks in public
The city should reopen with proper sanitation of all businesses and events etc and proper distancing.
This question is poorly phrased.
Allow me to make my own decisions. I do not seek the City’s support.
Ways to monitor compliance. Priority given to let locally owned small business open first.
None
Just make sure everyone follows cleanliness guidelines and distancing, at least until we have a vaccine.
safe social distancing
give occupancy guidance to small business establishments to maintain social distancing
Closed beaches
Shortage of (or lack of access to) personal protective equipment (masks, gloves, etc.) for all citizens, but especially front-line workers. Lack
of education among citizens who do not consider the pandemic a problem because they have not yet had a loved o
None
Proper rules for distance from other participants.
Occupancy limits
Capacity limits. Masks are not needed and space is good.
Requiring respect for distancing
You're joking, right? Ok. The "City" is acting like Nurse Ratchet. There's no cure for narcissistic people so the public is screwed.
Closures
Try to suggest safe distancing
Taking the homeless off the streets cleaning up their trash. More worried about what the homeless are leaving behind as far as bacteria and
germs are concerned
be tested
Provide clear guidance
social distancing and wearing mask
Open Long Beach
stay in place orders
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Closely monitoring all activities and public spaces that are opened, making sure social distancing is adhered to. Providing sanitizer stations
throughout parks and or public places to help keep the community healthy.
Police the wearing of masks and physical distancing and impose fines on those who do not obey. Establish times for age groups,
especsially times for small children and care givers. Libraries could remain closed to in house use but still allow residents to
everyone with masks
Remove restrictions. Let's get back to work before people forget how and get used to the government dole.
"Socialism only works until you run out of other people's money." `Margaret Thatcher
everyone wear mask
increased sanitation practices.
distancing/barriers/masks
Increased park & path patrol
Keep boardwalk closed and allow residents to go under the boardwalk to the beach
Get out of the way and trust citizens. You will never get 100% compliance as some think rules don’t apply to them and you can not ensure
“safety” for all. Being “safe” means being locked up forever in our homes.
have grocery stores with one way aisles
I'd feel safer if we had antibody and virus testing for everyone. That way we could get a good feel for we are as far as herd immunity. If the
airline Emirates can do a blood test and have results in 10 minutes why can't we do it here?
Overall I do be
When the governor feels it is safe for reopening
More testing
Giving good instructions for people to follow. If not followed, fines given.
?????
face coverings mandatory
limits on capacity, social distancing, and the wearing of face masks.
Making sure that facilities are cleaned multiple times during the day.
The city needs to get out of the way. Let businesses decide whats right for them.
N/A
Stay at home mandate being lifted
Re-open city golf courses with reasonable limitations to encourage social distancing. No more than three or four
people per group, one person per golf cart or no golf carts, etc.
making sure businesses are properly cleaning their facilities, monitoring their employees for Covid 19 with testing and are limiting the
number of customers allowed in their business to avoid overcrowding.
Wearing mask & respect physical distancing
social distance, face mask
Open everything!
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more testing would provide a lot of comfort
Stores need to keep aisles clear of merchandise displays, for better social distancing.
Making hand-sanitizing and mask stations available in multiple locations
Yes however I believe the social distancing and precautionary measures must be able to be monitored in order to enforce them.
business at a time.
Require protection as determined by medical experts for all persons as well as scientifically determined spacing for human activities.
Opening things slowly and not allowing what is being opened to get crowded and still require masks in certain situations.
Masks, physical distancing, small gathering & testing
Do not reopen until the number of deaths decrease for 2 weeks straight. Do not give in to protesters because protecting our front line
workers is more important. Explore and encourage more work at home and delivery options. Enforce outdoor physical di
What?
LIMIT SIZE OF GROUPS,GRADUALLY ALLOW INCREASE GROUP SIZE
Is there data to help support what can or cannot be safely opened?
Active COVID-ID testing to see who has it, antibody testing and research to see who's safe, and contact tracing to see whom the active
victims have potentially infected, and test them until the incubation period is up.
I didn't check "Open this up" for a
Everyone should get tested for the virus. If they test positive they should be placed in a separate quarantine facility so they don't have to
remain home where the rest of their family is at risk of infection.
Temporarily reduce maximum occupancy to help ensure that social distancing is still possible. My biggest concern is crowds. Is it possible
for the city to somehow help ensure that everyday workers have access to proper protection? I would also feel much s
Social Distancing plus masks.
Taking more time to determine when to reopen.
limiting the number of people allowed in the area and requiring appropriate safety gear. For example, I think my local Trader Joe's sets a
great example by only allowing a certain number of people in the store at any given time and everyone must wear fac
I guess are the barrier, address then.
The city should consult public health experts almost exclusively in this matter. The general public has little to no understanding about public
health matters. Although our concerns are valid, we should not be the ones to decide or influence whether or no
Don't understand the question
The cases need to decrease before anything can open.
Not sure what this question means.
No barriers are required. Resume normal operation of our entire economy.
create pedestrian only streets during certain parts of the day (ie Bayshore between 2nd and Ocean - sidewalk is not wide enough and
forces people into the street - this is true on many sidewalks). Enforce distancing and current restrictions. I would lik
liability waivers for people suing us
Mask should be worn by every citizen and enforcement should be taken into consideration
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Enforcement of social distance
Make sure all businesses/activities are monitored by the business. Floor markings for 6 ft distance when in line or at the bar, or in
restaurant. Movie theaters limit capacity and assign seating with proper distance with someone inside making sure all OK.
wearing masks and having surfaces sprayed for safety done overnight.
Allowing these businesses to open.
No large groups or crowded events
Common sense of local and state government!
They should not let people sue business if they believe they have cocido-19 from there establishment. Take away things that will not let a
business flourish. I guess make restaurants go to 25% capacity and then slowly gain amounts of patron every week t
Clear and posted signage depicting new capacity regulations and physical distancing.
For social distancing policy and procedures. Vital for community awareness and compliancy.
Admit outdoor activity is safer than indoor congregation
testing and tracing
Repeated testing and vaccine
by keeping us informed, up to date
We can not safely re-open for several weeks now because people refuse to stay home and are endangering everyone else.
Question is unclear.
plastic barriers at cashier
Don't understand the question.
Allowing those in risk group to stay home and continue getting UI and rent protection
I see no barriers.
Being willing to stop and “ticket” individuals who are NOT wearing any facial protective coverings. This is serious stuff and no one should
be allowed to “flaunt” their independent spirit by putting others at risk of infection. If you leave your home
12 feet distance+Face Mask
NO DOGS
virus
None
Sufficient enforcement personnel
Have no closures of anything. Set basic social isolation guidelines and open all.
Ask that people in high risk category stay home as much as possible
With all due respect, please remember: we are responsible, law abiding, tax paying citizens, who contribute and support our city positively.
Respect us and return our rights. Please stop treating hard working good people into criminals, with these sev
One-way directions in parks and on trails. When safe and if staffing can support it, open ElDo Nature Center to one-way walking and limit
number of visitors. My priorities and different (and less important) than others, because my husband is an essential
None
Open with existing protocal, social distance, mask, hand washing
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Sanitize facilities
10 feet distancing
Establish sanitary maintenance conditions on all recreational equipment in our public used parks. Children Play Stations, exercise stations,
water fountains, picnic tables, benches . Require wipe down sanitation after each use as is followed now in all gy
The City should create new guidelines for stores, like picking the first vegetable or fruit that you touch. City should require social distancing
for dining. Police should enforce.
quarantine
getting more people tested
Citations for those who dont follow the rules
closing parks is stupid.
Closing libraries is a crime.
If markets and banks can be open, how can libraries not know how to open?
Most in my neighborhood have not been wearing masks. Out of 32 neighbors I have seen that 7 have been wearing masks. Many have had
outside visitors. Some have had loud visitors in the parking area where they smoke, laugh and speak out loud long after curf
each business have a hand sanitizer dispenser at the door, scan each client, everyone with a face covering.
Reiterate people need to stay home if sick
I feel this is possible by wearing a mask ...no touching each other in public and keeping hands clean at all times!
Having everyone continue to wear masks
Having definite rules that everyone can follow to be safe .
Manage facility capacity and ensure compliance by allowing businesses to close for periodically cleaning.
Testing capacity
6' or more rule reminders. disallowing large gatherings.
“Closed” Beaches and parks. Allow limited beach parking.
There are none.
Implement the following in Long Beach:
This is what Trump should have done:
1) Accumulate 328,000,000 COVID-19 testing kits
2) Notify and prepare ALL Armed Forces based in America to prepare to give tests.
3) Declare Martial Law
4) Test ALL Americans!
Talking to medical experts?
I would like to be reassured that we have widespread testing and the antibody test available
Incremental time line and continued data collection.
Adaquate enforcement and accountability of plan.
Make public places safer
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Maybe for small retail or the mall you have people wearing masks and only let certain numbers of people come in and out of the facilities.
ensuring it is economically feasible for businesses and consumers when everything is opened safely. In other words, prices will not have to
skyrocket for the consumers because business now will have new requirements for operation.
allow some of the basic functions of living to return. ENCOURAGE restaurants to open with to-go meals or limited numbers of people.
People the sun kills the virus and helps the immune system , staying indoors suppress your immune system !!!!!
Lift the safer at home order and stop economic suicide. CV 19 didn't cause the economic harm; government policies in reaction to the virus
have caused the economic meltdown. Note that 80+% of deaths are assisted living facilities and the death rate is <
Uncertain at this point.
opening all small businesses asap. before they all go out of business.
Need to stay at home
?
Health care social distancing.
Dont really understand? Can help me resume these activities by enforcing media outlets to reduce the fear in the headlines.
It is not safe to return to any activities yet. People are not taking personal responsibility seriously enough. Let's wait and see. California
has had too many deaths. I'm comfortable with what is happening now. Would I like to go out to dinner? Sur
Social distancing testing in community with contact tracing. Hospitals can manage a surge and staff & essential workers are supplied with
sufficient personal protective d
Following safety rules put in place for reopening including distancing, limiting people allowed at a location, masks, and hand sanitizing.
allowing to walk or swim at beaches, ride on bike trails
Signs on the doors that make it mandatory to wear a mask inside the establishment at all times.
Encouraging people to respect boundaries and protocols
Continuing use of masks and social distancing.
Vaccines
and frankly, I need to see no new cases in my area, and numbers for those infected and who have died go down.
I think the city and Stacy Mungo have done a great job
Making accurate testing readily available in a timely manner to all, to help prevent the reoccurrence and this will give peace of mind for all.
Enforcing the restrictions with guidance for the stores/restaurant/salons so they aren’t fearful when there
keeping the rules of social distancing as an active barrier along with masks in public and no large gatherings.
Modifying Governer Newsome's stay-at-home and the city's Safer-at-Home orders to exclude beaches, car dealerships, libraries, movie
theaters, office work, outdoor recreation, parks, personal grooming, religious organizations, small-scale retail activities
Proper distance and mask in enclosed places and body temperature.
Daily sterilizing and disinfecting, weekly temp testing, social distance, number of people limited based on size of structure per sq ft.
(Counting heads) basically what is already put into play.
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Tracking Covid-19 patients
Providing testing
Providing clean sanitized environment
When the virus slacks off some more.
when they reopen
Just take it slow and I do believe Everyone in Long Beach Should be tested even if it comes to door to door testing
N/A
remove all government imposed restrictions
Capacity
N/A
Common sense
Follow protocol dictated by good science not by political pressure.
Fine businesses that do not protect their workforce and customers, continue to educate the public re the balance between life and
livelihood, continue to find ways to support marginalized populations with practical tools and testing and contact tracing, c
Smaller private parties and groups gathered are fine WITH HEALTHY PEOPLE.
Continue masks and physical distancing.
Too many in the city...it would require a rediculous amt of time, monitoring, and everyone on each other's case!
People...good people, get careless....the villain is invisible. People tend to downplay...and ignore!
More difficult to mo ir out and about v
I listed these barriers in #10.
Open the City.
I think this is the biggest scamdemic ever done to Americans
Let them open
Guidelines to public are clear
Providing sanitizer or places to wash hands
Too many people. They just crowd on in like sheep. Strict capacity regulations
enforcing protocols
testing
enforcement of health-related recommendations and requirements.
Limited seating and restaurants limited numbers in the gyms social distance is it a parks and everywhere else. Screen separations and
facemasks in personal grooming places and small shops etc.
... continue with safe and social distancing rules. Masks inside all establishments.
Opening businesses when people are scared and have been out of work without any money is not going to restart the economy. Have the
entire city population tested for accurate numbers and share stats with everyone. We have to feel safe in order to go back
other people not social distancing or taking the health risks seriously.
safe. All lives matter.
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Not worried about youth , they have proven basically immune to this. I am worried ab out nursing and convalescent homes in LA and Long
Beach those have been the hardest hit by far.
Make sure businesses and activities are monitored not just by city officials but by business owners and customers as well.
More testing. More education.
we just need to get out
Supporting antibody testing
Providing support for business owners to get ppe
distance problem
such as prohibiting businesses from a two people limit like what I've seen at banks. This is just ridiculous given how big some banks are.
This turns a 10 - 15 minute visit into almost an hour.
such as prohibiting businesses from a two people limit like what I've seen at banks. This is just ridiculous given how big some banks are.
This turns a 10 - 15 minute visit into almost an hour.
such as prohibiting businesses from a two people limit like what I've seen at banks. This is just ridiculous given how big some banks are.
This turns a 10 - 15 minute visit into almost an hour.
See above
Limiting the number of capacity in businesses.
Opening up businesses and letting workers getting back to their jobs.
Temperature reads
Testing
LIMIT NUMBER OF PEOPLE PRESENT AT ONE TIME. MAINTAIN SAFE DISTANCE, WEAR MASKS.
testing testing testing
Inconsistent use of masks. We have been in parks and people are exercising without masks. We do not have enough information on viral
spread during physical exertion yet to determine that this is safe. We picked up food today and many were not in masks. E
Enforce social distancing rules
No stay home
Lift restrictions on outdoor activities. As a high risk group, I would appreciate opening slowly and evaluate how affective the plan is working.
Unfortunately, I think the barrier lies among those who think they're either better than anyone else, or those who are selfish and don't care
how their actions might affect everyone they encounter and then the chain of everyone they encounter after that.
N/A
Rely on the science and getting everyone tested. Speed up work on a vaccine. Vote in November. Pray, pray, pray!
Please make sure long term facilities are reconfigured to take care of the elderly
enforcing gatherings, requiring masks
Clear communication, constant communication. Clarity on guidelines, both on how to reopen and what to do if someone tests positive. That
hospitals are equipped and the public is educated
Notify everyone.
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Offer education to the public to substitute for that sorely lacking on the Federal level. Maybe CCC type employment/outreach in lieu of
unemployment to encourage compliance?
For all of us to be Safety.
Repeated covid tests and actively tracking and tracing infections.
NO!!!!!😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡
I SAY NO!!! 😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡
By letting more people in the stores vs. standing in a long line with several people.
Same as above answer
Listen to the research being used by Newsom to make decisions.
Providing a reasonable phased opening of businesses that make sense rather than a complete shutdown.
Why doesn't our Mayor have a virtual community meeting?
public transportation
the public can come in.
No
Let the children get back to school and get the healthy under 65 back to work,
Closed needed services
Requiring EVERYONE to wear masks in public and to keep their distance.
Social distance...face coverings. Hand sanitizer stations
Providing masks upon entrance of facility and access to cleaning my hands.
La ciudad a sabido manejar la situación con mucho orden estoy orgullosa de uds sigan trabajando de la forma organizada q lo hacen
Comment: “barrier” is an odd choice of words, in this context, as people may think you are referring to a physical blockage. Unless you
are, and if that’s the case, I haven’t seen any. As for restrictions, there will need to be a lot of legal work done
I don't understand this statement.
Any place where people are not too crowded together like they are at churches, movie theaters or sporting events.
Social distancing
No sun bathing or fishing
No comment
Required to provide P P E And proper ventilation
Testing to know where we stand as residents w infection rates
I'm not sure. This is going to be tough. I don't envy you all. Stay safe and good luck!
Make sure facilities and stores and restaurants are cleaning areas properly and frequently. Install plastic barriers between customers and
workers where possible. Make sure that sick workers don't come back to work by providing sick leave and child care,
Testing, tracking, testing
City offices need to enforce limits on entry, require masks and social distance. Our beaches are never very crowded (I live on the beach)
except the one off Shoreline and Ocean. Lifeguards/Police May have to patrol that area for social distancing. Have gu
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Although I would not consider all of the selected activities "most important", they seem to be ones that can be used to slowly loosen Shelter
In Place. Eventually all activities will need to be opened but we need to start with those that have the best ch
Jobs, small business survival is most important. Citizens have the right to make their own decisions to protect their own safety.
Having hand sanitizer available in some public spaces. Maintain boundaries and enforcing them.
Just supply community service officers initially to monitor “reasonable/common sense” compliance
Allow parks to be open.
Not sure
People who won’t wear masks or practice social distancing
Open the beaches, strengthen residents immune systems with daily exercise and sunshine (also good for mental health).
Support farmer's markets - get residents to eat fresh and healthy (use their produce, food banks food stamps ...) in long beach we are
Providing hand washing stations.
testing everyone for asymptomatic covid-19 positive condition AND maintaining necessary senior grocery shopping hours / requiring masks
Senior shopping hours. Testing EVERYONE, symptomatic or not.
Limit parking at beach and parks to every other space. Limit time to 2 hours
LIFT cLOSURE ORDERS
Press telegram.
Also knowing that the city is keeping up with contact tracing and reporting any large outbreaks of
Testing
City wide testing, tracking of contacts is primary. After we have a complete picture of the spread of the infection then I would feel safe if
social distancing and the wearing of masks is enforced.
As we loosen our social distancing measures, more people will get COVID 19. The city needs to continually reinforce that and remind
people that they must continue distancing, face masks, hand-washing, etc. We need analysis of new cases, and contact traci
Lift blanket quarantine practices
enforcing social distancing
The City can create a feedback system for constituents and businesses to submit concerns/comments about problem areas, businesses
and practices. Perhaps there is a measure of say three complaints when the City can task staff/officers to confirm issues and
Just open up everything with caution and masks if needed and keeping the Ill at home
crowding, non compliance of people who don’t use safe measures, eg. masks, social distancing.
N/A
Removing those people who do not obey whatever laws are required.
Assisting all Dental and Medical facilities with guidelines for a safe re-opening.
enforce them.
Have everyone track themselves, in case another out break develops. By doing this if something comes up, you will be able to track it down.
We need to keep the city healthy and ready to host Olympic games which can help the world spirit come out of a depression. The city in
coordination with the health department should create safety councils lead by the council members of each district. The
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20 Actions for Government to move forward with the pandemic issue:
1.Cite proven scientific evidence to justify any burdensome policies created in the name of public health against the pandemic. Stop
ignoring science, trampling on your constituent’s co
We need to open now before suicides start rising.
As I am both a resident and a worker within city. Your weird classification bothered me.
social distance.
Enforcing regulations regarding social distancing. Ask for volunteers to man public spaces and enforce distancing... I go to stores that
have giant orange cones for distancing and people are oblivious. Limit groups shopping together. I see people shop
Make sure that everybody, I mean everybody adhere to the rules of wearing masks and observing social distancing. Our police force
should enforce this. The main difference that other countries are more successful than America in lowering the Covid cases a
information about my and other's immunity status without losing our privacy rights.
Policing irresponsible people who don't adhere to physical distancing, wearing a mask or staying home when sick.
Comments: I'm a resident employed outside LB working from home.
Thank you for asking for our input.
Re-open beaches and parks.
Government needs to provide N-95 filter masks and make wearing a mask in public mandatory.
None. Let the owner of business decide how many people to have in their store or restaurant and if customers do not feel safe then they
should not go in. Let the business owner decide not Government telling them what to do. The owner will either have to a
Monitoring the cases, using science and following the advice of the health experts and scientists. To me it hasn't looked like the curve is
bending all that much at the moment.
Limit number entering stores and restaurants
Widespread testing and tracing.
guidelines.
Posting usage rules
penalties for those not following protocol
Let me decide if I want to go into any of the above. I am the best one to take care of my safety. The stay at home orders are now too much!
Make it mandatory when reopening certain city facilities that Social distancing is a given as well as face mask until we know more about this
disease and a vaccine that's proven to be effective in slowing or stopping the spread we need to take all pre-cau
For awhile\, until the statistics support easing the restrictions, distancing and masks.
Social distancing
See #10 and let’s get on with life and get the draconian government barriers off our backs!
Limit occupancy
Limit occupancy
Limit occupancy
Limit occupancy
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Limit occupancy
Limit occupancy
Limit occupancy
Limit occupancy
Limit occupancy
Limit occupancy
Limit occupancy
Limit occupancy
Limit occupancy
Limit occupancy
Limit occupancy
Limit occupancy
Limit occupancy
Limit occupancy
Limit occupancy
Limit occupancy
Limit occupancy
Limit occupancy
Limit occupancy
Limit occupancy
Limit occupancy
Limit occupancy
Limit occupancy
Limit occupancy
Limit occupancy
Limit occupancy
?
Hair dressers are required to be certified in cleanliness for the protection of their clients. I think it may be appropriate to open for them.
Need more time and less sick people before resuming usual activities!
I firmly believe in abiding by public health officials and science. They should be the ones to decide, along with city, county, and state
elected leaders - not citizens. Yes, we all want to resume some semblance of normalcy, but I have very little trust
Seriously policing and citing unsafe violators so there are consequences to creating or allowing an unsafe environment. Businesses cited
should be available for the public to see in case they would want to avoid them.
Leave all the restrictions during flu season, as in the past , up to individual citizens
Each year we have outbreaks of the flu with varying degrees of severity, we cope. Most deaths in our area are with seniors with underlying
conditions. Why close down
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Continue to open more testing sights for everyone to use if they have symptoms or exposed to someone with covid-19. Offer voluntary
tracking app to notify you if are at risk.
Requiring everyone to wear face masks and distance themselves physically. N-95s should be issued to salon employees so that they can
safely work in closer proximity to their clients. Beaches and parks could be reserved for exercise only. Playgrounds, p
I don't understand this statement
Hold fast to social distancing, quarantines, mask-wearing, Etc
Somehow make it clear to people the gravity of the situation. Businesses and socializing for fun are not more important than one life, let
alone hundreds of thousands of lives. We can rebuild a business and socialize virtually, but once a life is lost....
(See no. 10 above.)
personal limitations.
Enforcing social distancing measures for open business. Slowly opening up non-essential facilities adequately.
Provide clear guidance to businesses on what measures they need to take (e.g., provide masks to customers, re-arrange inside spaces to
encourage physical distancing) and help them do that (e.g., provide masks to businesses, provide advise on how to arrang
I can wait this out forever. Just let me know when it's safe to get back to normal.
Wear masks
Limiting numbers of people
Educating the public that we cannot return fully to normal daily activities. We still need to practice CDC and Health Department guidelines
(washing hands, physical distancing, etc.). I wanted to check beaches and parks, but I think it will be hard to
Making sure businesses adhere to physical distancing protocols and general common sense cleanliness standards.
I think everything should go back to normal
The city should talk about facts and support more science based information getting to the public. We must remain Safer at Home. We are
no where close to being ready to open up anything - even with social distancing, masks, hand washing habits.
We don’t
wearing a mask and staying 6 feet apart and small groups...no more than 10
Individuals are made accountable to maintain social distancing, wearing masks & any other requirements to help us to remain
safe................citations given if citizens refuse to follow regulations.
unknown
Social distancing
The city cannot do anything. It’s up to individuals to be responsible and informed about public outdoor spaces and social distancing.
testing, tracing, treatment and vaccine. Until virus is contained, does not make sense to expose ourselves and each other to risk. Current
strategy is very good. Current business openings such as grocery stores is good and allowing individuals to safel
Ensuring we have flattened the curve, have sufficient testing sites AND kits, and can guarantee that no one will be infected through
socializing. If you can’t ensure this, you can’t advocate reopening.
Proper safety precautions making sure facilities have the right PPE's soap and water, paper towels etc..
Reminding everyone to keep their distance.
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I think that nothing else should open right now. Once businesses open, it is important that social distancing and mask requirements for all
employees and customers be enforced. Also, touching of items should be minimized as much as possible and any surf
Do not reopen. I believe this will cause many more Deaths.
Allowing access to beaches and parks
Not sure
Stay home
Indoor businesses should widen their service areas and seating to accommodate more space between customers.For example: if a
restaurant has a booth or bench seating, only one patron per bench seat, or only 2 to a table. All tables, chairs and other items
Free antibody testing
Limiting number of people and enforcing limitations.
Considering face masks for all.
Many people will not likely follow physical distancing rules, so open more slowly than you think you can handle.
6 feet per person
I honestly don’t know
Question unclear
Update the order
Update the order
We need the entire city tested and a vaccine, we are not nearly ready to reopen.
A Covid-19 vaccine or an effective anti-viral treatment must be widely available before we ease the current restrictions. High-quality PPE
must be provided for the workforce.
Must enforce
Get rid of it. There shouldnt be any more of this nonsense
Willing to provide visible monitoring and if needed citations and last stop activities.
NO activities should be opened up! We need the public to stay at home until a cure is found or a vaccine!
Protect Seniors!
Social distancing and limiting crowd size.
Stricter enforcement of public places so that fewer words of reproach are needed between citizens.
Social distancing and appropriate use of PPE.
Put the measures in place and allow the business owners to mitigate.
Social distancing. Temperature testing
hand washing stations. Keeping the city clean
Safely
Enforcing mask n 6 ft distancing
I'm not aware of any barriers? Maybe they could provide more testing centers for the virus?
Practicing safety precautions for ourselves and others
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Let the grownups decide what is safe for them. Thanks God children are safe anyway.
We do not need city hand holding. We did not elect you to be our parent. Let us to be free. Provide information how to protect yourself if you
with. Allow people to be res
Believe that we humans are capable of respecting others. Give up any political illusion of power and control.
Respect The liberties given to all of us with in the constitution, not to a certain few who can continue to financially gain while others suffe
Strict physical distancing
Providing guidelines to opening the above places I checked.
inconsistent monitoring. If you say there should be no entrance or no overcrowding in areas then have it enforced so people take it
seriously. If there is no monitoring people will not take it serious and will jeopardize the safety of those who do follow
Just open everything already.
monitoring and helping address nasty people who refuse to comply.
Maintain testing and use of protective materials
counters, etc.
compliance.
closing city offices and opening the public.
Enforcing social distancing and mask wearing
A giant challenge for all of you: enforce restrictions. I don't even know how you could do this when so many citizens are more interested in
instant self-gratification than public health.
should be phased
Get rid of homeless
Every business have a barrier between the customer & the business employee at the cash register/ point of sale. Limit the number of people
that can be in the business at any given time, as to maintain social distancing measures. Require that masks be worn
not to rush to judgement
People not wearing masks in public where they are likely to come within 6 -10 feet of others! This should be required outdoors as well as
indoors. Keep bicycles off of narrow sidewalks like on the Peninsula. Post signs that say “No bikes allowed”. (They
No team/ contact sports. limit gatherings.
Monitoring of symptoms in citizens (i.e., temperature/symptom checkpoints). Increased COVID testing in Long Beach (I know in LA they
have allowed free testing for all residents with or without showing symptoms). Modify floor planning in retail buildings.
The biggest challenge I see is keeping people at a safe distance. Even when a retail outlet such as Home Depot has 6 foot marks on
ground in the waiting area, some people don't stand at a safe distance. How can this social distancing be enforced. Does the
Government hand outs are not the answer. The long term results of the trillions of dollars in handouts will cripple
our economy for many years to come. The City needs to stage the reopening of our economy by:
1. Opening schools.
2. Reactivating the "none
helping to monitor beach and park capacity
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Stop bowing to every little thing democrats want. Start acting on everyones behalf. This is not a campaign. I will not vote for those who
decided I lose my rights at their discression.
This would be helpful if there were more handsanitizer stations in public places and in elevators, and if there were handsanitzer or wash
station in or around porter potties for a safe clean feel.
the non compliant.
I believe the city should set health standards for businesses and enforce these measures to ensure folks are safe and healthy. It also
should be done in phases so that we can reinforce measures if needed so that we can maintain low COVID cases and not ov
research. Can it travel in ocean water? On sand in the summer? What about the oil tankers sitting off our beaches?
None
RESTAURANTS, etc.). My son and his wife work for large required-to-work companies who have NOT had 1 Covid-19 case thus far
(following all the St
More testing of essential workers is key. Then testing for those returning to work.
Law enforcement needs to enforce the new social distancing regulations and not be relaxed on them, as we are seeing in Huntington Beach
and Newport Beach. I am in favor of ticketing as a result of improper social distancing.
Open the parks
After the displays of protesting and the packed beaches, my family and I do not feel the general safety, the LBPD or our elected officials are
safe at this juncture. Please keep the Long Beach general public safe until a solid and equitable solution is ma
those not wearing face coverings in public
Stay the current course. We need to get people back to work safely. It can be done and you can do it. We can all work together.
Providing more and more accurate antibody testing would make me feel safer to resume some activities. Maintaining and enforcing mask
laws would also help ease my anxiety.
Provide free masks to those who show up with out one
By not opening!!!! DO NOT OPEN! Remain shelter in place.
DO NOT OPEN YET
Prevent the spread, track infected, and isolate.
Letting the public know that personal grooming salons can open with these restrictions.
Stop the hysteria and unwitting fear-mongering
Social Distancing
My business is ongoing but I have enforced high safety procedures and it is not a high volume customer based business .
Recommending that the county clerks office we open their special notary division to issue marriage licenses to couples in a safe way.
Restrictions on leaving home.
See above.
Open up the city.
shut down
None
Na
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consistent guidelines and the ability to re-open
We asked the city to assist with providing masks for the citizens who we provide food to such as, homeless, seniors etc and they refused. I
had to ask local businesses for assistance and they were honored. So not sure how to answer this question.
Continue what you’re doing!
Our industry does not permit social distancing so if the city would offer peace of mind by allowing hairdressers, nail techs or salon employee
to be tested for Covid-19
N/A
revenue.
videoconferencing.
Just open. Everybody is counting on this city weve known to be able to operate. The numbers have proven to be that this isnt what we
were told so now it's time to open and operate
Access to masks for employees.
Personal groomers can wear gloves and masks, and sanitize/sterilize stations after every client.
N/A
by making sure that the citizens will abide by the CDC rules as we step out in the community once again.
Allowing some kind of concerts to go on. I realize we'll all have to address physical distancing, etc and I think all of us in entertainment (from
venue/bar owners to entertainers and those representing them, such as myself) realize this is what has to be
vaccine available.
None
Provide safe spaces to meet for business with social distancing.
For businesses that are currently closed, the use of the PPE, specifically masks, and keeping social distance must be enforced.
I would like the city to require masks be worn in public. Please.
My employees can work remotely. It would be helpful to be able to hold meetings with clients.
We need to stop the virus nothing else matters.
Nothing should be opened unless it is 100% safe.
Easing public fear of infection.
Check out this informative video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BiRqlxN9E60
I don’t feel that my business can safely reopen yet.
Start online marketing
The city should not re-open any business they cannot control safely, at least for a few more weeks. Then provide a tiered schedule to open
safely, with social distancing.
We as a community understand the necessity of social distancing in lockdown. They re-opening the salons we would be able to provide
much needed emotional and psychological support of the community. Many salons will not survive if we do not open soon. By
Requiring masks for ALL businesses, and requiring them when people are walking. I live in alamitos beach and I do not feel safe in my
neighborhood because people are not adhering to 6 ft in the slightest and nobody is wearing masks.
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Allowing as much open movement of people as is deemed safe and appropriate.
N/A
I dont think the city needs to do anything to assist me specifically - I have a large office where keeping a distance is not an issue
Distribution of Face masks and hand sanitizers.
Nope I got enough
This is really something I have to figure out
Access to safety materials like gloves, hand sanitizer, masks, etc.
OPEN UP CITY! Let the healthy work
No
None
City hall
Everyone needs to wear a mask. I had to take uber from Timmons Subaru, and I didn’t realize until we were on the road that he wasn’t
wearing a mask. I was already in the back seat. That was yesterday, all businesses need to wear masks
Opening up City Hall 2nd Floor Development Service Depaartment to Licensed Professional Architects and Engineers Only, who are
wearing masks, are not coughing, sneezing, feverish or obviously sick, and do not allow general public, children or others until
Re-opening public parks and beaches
As a business that has remained open, we have had no way to test our workers to determine exposure. We are flying blind. Until there are
enough tests for EVERY "essential" sector (we are manufacturing for air cargo transport, defense articles, etc., under
Na
Please see previous answer
We do not have access to appropriate PPE to open our dental office and treat patients safely
Since we can provide safe, distanced housing for medical personnel and persons who need to isolate, our only need is for the city to impose
no restrictions on "hosted" airbnbs.
Trust !!
Slow opening, continue to use face masks and where appropriate gloves and provide sanitizer.
Any group that is allowed to open should require PPE & safe distance practices.
My business is based in LA, not Long Beach. It is an office environment.
we need more than 50% capacity to be able to make a profit and pay rent at the restaurant
Nothing
NA
I’m a cottage food business and I can use masks and gloves and do individual delivery
grooming services are all closed
Gathering of four or less
Aid with rent for my space since I cannot currently welcome clients there.
n/a
Allowing all other businesses to operate and generate maximum revenue.
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Testing, testing, testing and contact tracing for everyone--not just high risk groups or those with symptoms or whatever criteria was used in
the beginning of the outbreak. I would also like to have the option (protection, I guess) to break my lease with
More walk-in testing location in 90803.
No barrier.
craft shows.
5 or less gathering
Income
Capacity
Providing health materials such as hand sanitizer and etc
Just allow me to work, i feel like i can follow whatever safety guidelines are necessary
n.a.
Allow winery tasting rooms to open
Releasing capital in a more timely manner. I applied for EIDL at the beginning of April And still haven’t received funding. Most businesses
like mine will have depleted funding from the closure and will need capital Injections for reopening.
Marketing b
No. I do not believe it is time to re-open business.
We should listen to health professionals.
I am comfortable with the California State Board of Realtors practices now for COVID-19
No! Don't open other businesses.
I hope that you can move forward keeping business that aren't essential all closed until we have completely flattened the curve to avoid a
flare up again. I also commend Long Beach and it's leadership for such an amazing job you have done through all of t
As a consumer and homeowner ... making reasonable and attainable safety measures and hold everyone accountable.
Financial help due to distancing requirements.
Testing! Especially for antibodies!!!! The more testing, the faster we can open small businesses and the such. Without that, we risk a "yo
yo" effect of opening too soon without proper testing, then having to "stay at home" again.
Requiring masks for meetings. Allowing virtual civil court hearings.
Following a set of standards
Spas closures
I just heard of someone that got the coronavirus...She has not idea how. She had no fever and when it hit her she could barely walk. So
what is safe until we get a cure? But again, people need to go back to work. Just keep a distance and wear a mask.
It's just that the coronavirus has to be clearly under control.
Need to maintain social distancing with a progressive reopening of businesses. Lower maximum occupancies, 6ft seperation
The barrier is simply not allowing us to open.
Encourage all residents and city visitors to verbally and pleasantly call out loud to anyone around them "6 feet". and That everyone must
acknowledge and adjust their physical proximities by increasing distance as necessary. Also call out "mask" when p
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N/A
Let small businesses open.
Ordering anyone to stay home if they have a fever or any signs of sickness
I live in Long Beach my business is in signal hill and it’s an essential business
Offering more widely available testing.
We feel neglected in terms of information. We however are paying attention. We have the ability to separate customers and control capacity
based on our size. We have no more than 2 employees per shift. We can control the wearing of masks and taking temper
Ensuring there are sufficient supplies of masks, gloves, goggles, sanitizer, Lysol wipes, Lysol spray, paper towels, toilet paper, sanitizing
wipes, etc. The current shortages and purchase limits makes this tricky for businesses to navigate. If the city c
Unison rules and regulations posted in all public spaces.
Education,not fear,
N/A
Propose a way to work around the 6’ social distancing. I can use gloves and masks as well as frequent disinfecting between clients.
Stay at home order. Allow office buildings and retail to open city-wide
Opening childcare facilities. I can’t get back to work until childcare is open again.
N/a
See above. End the madness, that's all. Thank you.
Mask and gloves
eliminate the import tariffs---this will put substantial working capital back in the business
make sure all employees know that it is Not GOOD to ingest Lysol or Bleach
looking forward to another company holiday party as great as the last one in Long Bea
Na
Enough tests and a flattened curve. It is the only way we can safely reopen all business.
N/a
N/A
Publishing a set of rules which must be enforced by the business owner with spot checks by city personnel. A dedicated phone number for
reporting violations. An appropriate “punishment” such as a fine or closing of the business with an escalating number
Which the issue of social distancing and overcrowding of facilities. Maybe Google maps can create an application that would let you know if
you are in an over crowded zone?
We are obeying the rules already set forth
We all need to be mindful of self distancing, wearing a mask if sick and respecting others and their needs.
end the shutdowns of small businesses
Back off and let us get =on with our businesses.
Enforcing face masks in retail locations, realize that 10x people have been infected with COVID19 and understand it is something that we
are all going to deal with...forever
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Allowing all small businesses to open up! I provide advertising, marketing, and publishing services to hundreds of small businesses and they
are FREAKING OUT!!! No one knows when they’re going to run out of money! Many have already canceled services with
I do hair and there is no way possible to do the work and be safe with social distance
Reopening businesses while requiring safe social distancing and cleaning measures.
Leverage sales tax of opened businesses and support isolation and protection for those most vulnerable
Allowing other people back to work, issuing permits or creating an easier way to get permits issued
Small business relief for those paying leases on office spaces, funds to upgrade their work spaces so they can better protect their
employees, funds to supply necessary materials for the business to function (masks, gloves, plexi guards), payroll relief o
Financial
I am doing telehealth therapy safely from home so no rush to go back to office
Provide for city subsidized or low cost masks & hand sanitizers.
I do not see how we can safely resume in person therapy without further certainties of the existence and availability of proven treatments
and vaccinations. I am grateful the city and state have the health order in place as I am NOT willing to risk the he
Most people who are refusing to wear masks and/or respect physical distancing and rental relief!!
By lifting the stay at home order.
quickly.
Ban any covid19 lawsuit.
None
Keep city employees and other unnecessary traffic off of my property accept when invited.
hand washing stations.
N/A - I work from home, teaching online courses.
stop hiding from a seasonal flu
Financial hardship
Allowing small businesses, that are operated with low numbers of staff and customers, to operate with precautions
We need more clients
N/a
Asking elderly and high risk groups to limit going out/socializing.
Providing a source to buy masks, gloves, disposable capes, cleaning supplies in bulk
Allow pet grooming to be essential
Lift the ban and my stores can reopen
physical distancing
Giving us access to bulk sanitizer and cleaning materials because they are not easily available in bulk.
Gyms seem to be lumped into one category. My facility is 1,000 sq ft and is limited to less than 10 people at a time. Will my business be
categorized with all big box gyms or a business that has smaller capacity?
NA Work from home and travel
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Expanding access to city services and small business aid
Encoraging the CVB, DLBA, and other business orgs to take a proactive “build the future” stance instead of “rebuild the past”
Testing for all
NA
Cleaning up the homeless and drug addicted in our streets, passed out in our doorways and alleys, defecating everywhere.. That might be
a biological hazard and component of what is spreading this plague.
N/A
Removing the mask requirement. People that aren't used to wearing them touch their face and mask more often rendering them with more
germs than protection. Customers cannot eat with a mask, cooks cannot cook with one they will over heat and it's dangerous
Slow reopen, public health measures as recommended by doctors
Actually show a balanced decision. This has been a massive over-reaction by gov't. Impose some reasonable safety guidelines and let
people go back to their lives.
I am unable to abide by social distancing.
Also businesses to use some of their sidewalks. Allow restaurants to do seating outside whenever possible, if their neighbors allow it in
front of their stores, be lenient
n/a
Set guidelines for physical distancing, encourage workers that can work remote to keep doing so, increase testing availability and contact
tracing to better manage next outbreak if one happens in the fall/winter.
Open our schools and university. Open small gyms and outdoor recreation. I teach at both and can't survive otherwise along with others.
Respect us as law abiding citizens that promote health and well being, and can make smart personal choices.
Lead with
Testing and vaccinations, when they become available.
No assistance needed.
Mobile car wash is not an essential business so I have not been working. But we have many contactless methods of payment and
communication. We also provide sanitizing and sterilizing survives that may help people stay healthy.
Vaccination
Numbers allowed to gather
The city of Long Beach is doing a wonderful job keeping everyone safe. Thank you for donating PPE to small businesses like mines.
Allowing a controlled opening of sit down restaurants...we will see many closures if we don’t and while safety is the priority we need logical
heads to prevail that weighs up all the results of not doing so.
Immunization
Testing
business should be tested.
Testing. Everyone needs to be tested, not just those with symptoms.
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Being a magnitude more aggressive citing public mask and distancing violators, who present an unnecessary and hazardous disregard for
this fundamental practice. Beaches are closed under penalty of citation and fine, for the identical reasons these non-ab
The only barrier is the shelter in place order with non essential business closure.
Santa Monica & LOS Angeles
Testing. Testing testing.
Testing
Ensure the Long Beach only reopens after the rate of new infections drops significantly such that new infections are rare.
Please take into consideration that the American People united to flatten the curve and to not overwhelm the healthcare system. And I feel
strongly that the American People and American Businesses will Unite to open up America Safely Again. Trust them and
I’m in the event industry and I feel that large sporting events will be the last to reopen. However we need to slowly start opening businesses
over the course of a 6-8 week period and monitor the number of positive covid-19 cases each week. Not only tha
The city should make it very clear that business can operate and that citizens should begin to venture out. The city should also emphasize
that we should all be cautious and careful, keep our distance and not crowd... and most importantly, if you are feel
I have a consulting business and can run it safely online if need be.
Please require face masks for all people entering any kind of business. Also, providing hand sanitizer stations for businesses would be great.
allowing outdoor recreation -maintaing social distancing
Provide standards for landlords to follow and help guide tenants
Testing and contact tracing. Ultimately individuals need to know if people they come in contact with are infected (or not) before engaging
with each other outside the home. I'd like to know the last time someone was tested & what were the results? If we h
it is the totality of the lockdowns that have caused the issue, not any one specific barrier. Literally everything is barred. Even solo activities.
Re-opening small business retail would certainly help. Actually I believe small business retail is better
Open house restrictions severely impact my ability to interact with new clients and to sell homes.
A timeline that gives milestones and best estimated dates to reopen. Setting up, rehiring and realistic expectations for our team would help
all with training, execution and morale. Also detailed guidelines from the city and health departments.
Keep six feet away. Keep hands clean.
The heat kills the virus! Outdoor activities can open safely.
Putting me in contact with businesses that are looking for wireless energy efficiency controls.
Continue to set limits and restrictions on social distancing, opening businesses in phases, requiring masks to be worn in public.
Lower home based business licence's fee or provide me with a rebate for last few months as there has been nothing else open so I cannot
conduct my business as usual.
chiropractic office.
Masks should be mandatory for EVERYONE all the time when they are outside their homes, in shops and parks, and every other place.
Right now it is sporadic. One out of three people I would say wear masks outside in LB.
Masks do not work unless EVERYONE wea
Stop the stay at home order and make rules for operating business
Open the rest of the city
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Trust the citizens to do the right things. Those who cannot follow the rules, can suffer the potential health consequences.
covid testing all Long Beach residents- symptomatic or not
Being listed as an essential business as I do work with hospitals and industrial companies who need my products
Allowing businesses to re open and let people get back to work. Our residents can’t pay rent if they are not able to work.
Just need the ok do to so.
I dont think anything should open before allowing us to have small gatherings and make our own calculated risks that we can all track. And
allowing us to ho outside for the same reasons.
I think a month of this is best, but at least two weeks...
Then p
N/A - I am a writer, PR consultant and online teacher.
Allowing us to go back to work!
I am afraid if we reopen everything now the second wave is going to be much worse and uncontrollable. I don't think a lot of people are
taking social distancing seriously from what I have seen.
Make vaccines! Please! Do antigen check, in addition to antibodies check.
The barrier that worries me the most is that decision-making during this emergency is in the hands of the politicians, under pressure from
business interests. No one should care about whether my business can survive or not, if opening it affects a single
Widespread, mandatory testing for every resident and tracking human to human contact so that only people who are Covid-free and not
high-risk can enter businesses and congregate in the public. This is the only way to ensure unnecessary sickness and death
My business is open to provide management consulting services
Work from home but have safe access to basic needs and some retail
Allowing for safely opening our office location.
We will continue to work with our clients remotely.
Ease restrictions in outdoor areas including patios
Not until Covid19 cases go dramatically down throughout the whole country
I have been open I have a waiver to provide child care
None
I need rubbing alcohol and more n95 masks.
masks [they are a joke BUT make people feel safe], 6ft distance and cleaning the surfaces.
There should be more testing of those who are asymptomatic to get a better understanding of how widespread the virus is or is not in the
city. Waiting at least a few more weeks is a good idea. Let's stay safe and strong.
Mandatory mask in any business location and keeping 6 feet distance in public areas
Let people decide
Patrols by police at parks to insure physical distancing
I don't see how we could possibly open non-essential businesses without great risk to our community at this point.
na
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Mask, screens, staying 6 feet away!
We will enforce the restrictions pertaining to public health and safety but need to be trusted to do so by letting us open slowly. Let us open
responsibly. None of us want to infect anyone or be infected. By the same turn, we all need to feed our families
None. It's too early to open any businesses and public spaces.
Providing testing for local residence for free.
Continuing to lower the risk of getting the virus/public saftey
Ending the sheltering in place requirements and trusting people to maintain appropriate physical distance and safety measures. We are
already doing this at grocery and big box stores. There is no reason we cannot do this in other retail and business locat
We are essential to the public's well being and support for these folks to go back to work or look for a new job, which I have decided to do
discount for those folks. I believe in herd immunity and feel its time to let us take the risk if we choose as hum
open low risk businesses and activities immediately
Allowing business to open and open the beaches so that people want to return to LONG beach.
Just practice sensible protocol and ease into it
Perhaps people can carry handkerchiefs and move away from wearing masks when that time comes.
We just need to be allowed to open.
Allowing me to make the correct measures for the safety of myself. I am a small business owner, if I get Covid I will need help. No one else
runs my business. I would need protection for losing my business if I become ill.
Rent Forgiveness and $2000/month financial relief
N/A
I am a dog walker. My business is still open, but I have just a small fraction of clients who are currently using me. Until my clients start
returning to work and their kids go back to school, I won't be able to work much.
Stop scaring people. Quarantine those who are susceptible - keep them safe. Those of us who are NOT susceptible and will recover if
positive with Covid-19 will help to burn out the virus by developing immunity. Thank you for this survey!
removing “essential-only”, as my business is not considered essential.
Of paying my commercial rent while not being able to operate.
Improved testing protocols. My company Sealed Bio is currently in late-stage negotiations with a number of biotechs and state and
international governments to utilize our high-throughput saliva sample collectors. I'd be happy to explore if this would be s
I think it's the employer's responsibility to ensure employees are cared for. I don't think it's the business owner's responsibility to make sure
the customers feel safe. If the customer doesn't want to visit an establishment then they don't
Covid-19 testing!
Requiring and supporting office building owners to have daily cleaning of public areas and bathrooms in the building.
Just let things open and let people decide what's safe
Bringing jobs back. I'm a Realtor, so biggest hurdle is job security
My Bookkeeping business is considered essential. I will continue to service most clients virtually.
Keep things closed a little longer. Let the Covid numbers come way down. Lets prevent the second wave
No additional support from the City needed to reopen.
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Reopening of small gyms and park recreation areas for outside personal training.
It seems all the PPE is going to the hospitals which is understandable but dentists have patients in need of treatment and we are closed and
without PPE. The mouth is connected to the rest of the body and we need to safely take care of our community ASAP.
Working in a suite salon, it’s just me and my client. I need to get back to work. It’s not a group setting.
Testing
City cant help I dont think. It needs to be medically safe to do so.
Parking areas within city beaches and parks
Economically, we need to get back to work.
See above.
Closure of small business.
I rent a chair (that I am still paying rent on) in a 6 chair salon. More than half the stylist work part time, so there are NEVER more than 4
stylist working at a time. If each stylist only has 1 client in their chair, that's
I believe the city should reopen slowly. You are doing a great job and containing the spread. I think we need therapeutic interventions that
are saving people's lives. We could slowly reopen then even without a vaccine. Great work on testing.
Need more antibacterial products.
Promoting small business
Politicians and health officials have demonstrated a lack of understanding about how to handle the outbreak. There is "over the top"
negative reporting on this CoronaVirus outbreak so it would appear the best decision would be to get going quickly all bus
Provide testing for covid 19 and antibody tests
I can’t see any way to reopen at anything less than full capacity, or something very close to it. Anything less would be a death sentence,
unless there is some sort of government support. My landlord is not a decent person. He will charge us maximum rent
Let salons open at a limited capacity with masks and gloves required by all.
The city could support me safely reopening by encouraging responsible small gatherings for social engagement. And libraries could be told
they can have events this summer while enforcing crowd limits (maybe a ticketing system)
Vaccines
Making it possible for my tenants to return to work. Also I have a vacancy that I cannot full because no one can come see it.
n/a
N/a
Let individuals decide on their own if they are safe. Let individuals take precautions
Remove stay at home order. Allow people to start rebuilding the economy by shopping local and supporting USA made products.
Allowing office type businesses to allow to operate.
Limit 10 people or less on open houses
Being able to meet some clients as I did before at restaurants with reconfigured limited distanced seating.
Making sure everyone continues to stay home if needed, still keep distance. Continue to be clean.
Our "non-essential" Governor has caused irreparable harm to small businesses by categorizing them as "non-essential" while letting big
boxes and chain store (ie. Starbucks, Home Depot, Walmart, etc) and thousands of smaller businesses like marijuana shops
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Clear guidance. What do we need to know to keep employees and customers safe? We need strong, consistent and specific protocols in
place so everyone on all sides knows what is expected and what will not be tolerated. Make it mandatory for every business
The physical distancing rules and mask rules.
Let us be adults and practice safe distancing as we do our business! Nobody wants to catch the virus!
I have a whole protocol on disinfecting my treatment room between clients; Adding additional time between client appointments.
N/a
Listen to medical experts and just wait. Stop gathering information and promoting the mayor and simply serve the public.
Mask going into businesses
No barrier for me
Slowly soft opening key businesses. Help in obtaining disinfectant and hand sanitizers.
know enough to reopen.
The city needs to get out of the way of local buisness. Thousands of people have lost jobs. Some have not gone so far in debt that it has
changed thier life. All to stop the inevitable. It’s a horrible truth but people pass every day and we must move forw
Closed street fairs
Allow for smaller gatherings of 50 or less
Providing access to cleaning supplies currently unavailable.
Lift the Safer at Home restrictions and allow for community members to move about freely.
reopened too swiftly.
Limit the number of people being served at one time .
Dog grooming is not specifically mentioned in any of the stay at home orders. It is essential at some point for all dogs to be maintained
properly. More so for breeds with longer hair, senior dogs with health and skin issues. Dogs provide comfort for thei
If the City condemns properties with limits on capacities, some global reformation of lease rates and tax should be developed. This is not a
straight linear function. Please don't establish new rules and regulations that businesses must enforce or face
Stop spreading fear through the media, stop putting up 5G towers that kill our immune system and make us a sick community, focus on how
our society can strengthen their immune system to heal the underlying health issues so that this virus and the many mor
Closures ...you will put thousands in this city out of work! Simple as that ...
None
None
People use good judgement when going out. Don’t expose yourself if you don’t feel safe. Allow businesses to reopen if we can trust people
to obey these rules. Let small businesses open
Opening businesses does not require social distancing. It has been shown, via Sweden's data, to be ineffective. The only populations
requiring protection are the elderly and those with preexisting conditions. Quarantining the healthy goes against everythi
Number of people in a group larger than 10
I don't think the city realizes how much small business revenue and personal income revolve around schools. Teachers, Administrative
Staff, Janitors, Security Guards, Lawn Maintenance, Pool Cleaning, Athletic Coaches, Food Service, Bus Transportation, et
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I think the only way the city can help me is to provide a continuation of keeping everyone as safe as possible by having some controls on
place to minimize the spread
I am currently still open for pick-up and delivery orders
N/A
Wide-spread testing to know if there has been an exposure, or if some employees have already been exposed.
Allowing other businesses to open as well
N/A
stay at home directive. It’s time to get back to work!
Buying bulk PPE to resell to businesses.
I would start with a soft opening
The Mayor and the Governor.
Keep restrooms extremely clean and have doors propped open or open automatically.
the right to refuse anyone without a mask
I think its too soon to re-open. I think May 15th would be safer
Increased testing and increased enforcement of safety guidelines
No
None, I agree with measures taken
?????
Shelter in place
Allow dine in restaurant service for seated customers, not standing only bars. Allow people to have the freedom to choose how they want to
live now that we have proper medical provisions in place and the virus has shown to not be anywhere near as deadly a
N/a
Listen to medical professionals and stay home until we have testing and a clear strategy. I choose life over the economy!
Nog having alot of people in the business
Allowing me to decide what is best for my staff/clients
AB5
Testing for everyone
Small businesses are failing and some of my clients own them. Let some open!
Allowing small gathering with 1/3 capacity for Dining in.
Patients are afraid to come out of their homes, even for essential services. Easing restrictions will reduce the public’s fear and alleviate the
major restriction to businesses.
Drawing a line between “personal grooming” and a salon suite. We are an industry of people state licensed in safety and sanitation - I don’t
know that I would be as comfortable in a large salon but I know I have as much control as possible I’m my setting.
N/A
Enabling dentists to practice non-emergency procedures. We have a lot of patients in active treatment and it is considered dental neglect if
we do not see them at regular 6-8 week intervals.
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Lifting safer-at-home restrictions
None. Please don’t make changes
None
It needs to be no barriers are you going to live your life with barriers and being afraid of being around people then just don't even be being
involved in your own life don't even be involved in life in general just go somewhere and be in vegetable then o
Lifting all stay at home orders
Existing costs are based on square footage and therefore capacity. Reduced rates and fees would help
Allowing small business to reopen and small gym, salons, etc with masking and cleaning.
Dont open the city the virus is still out people still dying get vaccine first. This will be a horrible idea.
Na
Generalizing "gyms" to lump all facilities and businesses together. Personal trainers working as independents can employ a lot more
precautionary options than large gym trainers in busy facilities. (outdoor training, limited numbers indoors, hybrid insid
GIVE ME A BREAK ON FEES AND PERMITS TO BUILD ON MY PROPERTY AS AN OWNER BUILDER.
I COULD BE A PART OF LOW INCOME HOUSING BY BUILDING ONE OR TWO UNITS WITH PARKING.
Clear guidance that we can voluntarily follow.
None
I’m a hairstylist and not quit sure how safely provide services while physicaly distancing. Also having a hard time finding cleaning supplies
and Protective equipment for myself and my clients . Also what types of protective equipment should be worn . Tha
Access to lysol
N/A
The only barriers has been our own learning curve. We have climbed it, and are ready to get this economy back in business!
You’ve usurped our constitutional rights. This is tyranny. Give them back now and don’t EVER do this again
There is no support I need. The only persons I see are mail man, Fed Ex, UPS drivers.
I strongly believe that a car wash is an essential service/business. My business provides a cleaning service of an object that is used daily.
Self service and mobile car washes have remain open during this pandemic while us, owners of a car wash at a loca
Make sure the public is aware of the proper social distancing. Wearing of proper PPE while out at retail business. I still see many
businesses in Long Beach that are not adhering to the current state stay at home orders. Business owners not wearing PPE an
Put no workers at risk. Nobody's job is worth losing their life over.
the door.
Not sure because we work very closely unless we were all tested and it was okay to be moving together.
I work primarily in the convention industry inside and outside of Long Beach. There is very little that the city can do to bring it back.
Organizers won't commit to holding meetings until most people are comfortable traveling again. The best way to bring
I need financial support from the city of Long Beach so I still have a barbershop to get back to once it is safe to do so because what we do
requires us to be closer than 6ft.
My business is located in Orange County. N/A
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We have lost a huge amount of income in the last 3 months. We have not received our stimulus checks yet, and any lessening of financial
burdens for utilities would be extremely helpful. We filed for Unemployment Insurance today under the Pandemic Unemploy
Provide businesses with personal protective equipment for my employees. If not, please offer it to us at discounted prices because we
cannot buy these PPEs online so it's really hard to obtain these. However, the city's help, it is possible to re-open bus
non applicable to financial services.
By having more testing readily available.
If everyone & businesses keep safe practices. I have clients wanting their services now, keep rebooking. I feel I provide a safe environment
for my clients & they feel safe because they know this. By looking at e
None. Open the city before we sue you all personally.
Small businesses with no public foot traffic can return to in-office operations again.
Making sure the city works with the business owners in implementing health safety rules and supports their decision to open. Announce the
reOpenings on all media platforms.
Enforcing social distance car washing as essential.
none
The only barrier is having zero income.
How to stay in business and not close my doors forever due to this plandemic.
Financially
Maintain social distancing and no more then 10 people (6 feet apart) in any location at cal times, expand # of available tests, commercial
and rent abatement (or min deferments to 2021), emergency loan repayments should be extended to begin repaying in 20
Help small businesses receive grants to pay for 3 months rent. Hardship to pay past due rent when income will be low the first few months.
Not sure what that means. I am planning a “Grand Re-Opening” for August 5th though. Stay safe!
Na
Opening small fitness studios
By emphasizing that the current pandemic has a 99% survival rate.
none, I’m trying to start new business from home
By allowing small gyms to reopen within the set parameters and by acknowledging that the decontamination process I have just gone
through creates a safe environment for my clients.
Yes 100%
2 people allowance of close proximity while masked.
Mandatory masks and gloves wearing upon entering any businesses.
N/A
nothing required from the City.
Widespread testing, certificates for individuals to show they've been tested, antibody testing available to the entire population by June 1st.
Enforcing the guidelines CDC.
nail salon. What can be done?
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does not apply
Utilizing the stay at home people hiring a stay at home business manager/mentor. People need busy work to spread energy around and
maybe even keep the trolls off the internet giving negative vibes.
Relaxing stay at home guidelines within certain strict parameters, only expanding as CDC recommends
Remove the stay at home order to allow me to meet with clients and visit showrooms
High infection rates
Allowing businesses to open otherwise we will not have funds to pay essential bills
Thank you guys for your help. Testing is for sure the key. You have to be able to guarantee everyone’s safety. If LB slowly opened small
essential businesses And parks that can still incorporate the current social distancing and even have some people pres
By allowing all businesses to follow current guidelines of businesses that have remained opened like supermarkets, gas stations, etc
NA
People are Scared! The media has everyone scared and I think the media and the CITY should try to calm people down and if the social
distancing is working then keep that in place but do NOT kill the middle class business owners!!! PLEASE!!!!
N/A
Allow full opening and "back to normal" standards while ensuring companies have sanitizing procedures in place.
Testing. Unified enforcement of social distancing rules across state counties. And, as stated above: In my opinion, the best solution is mass
testing. I've been tested. It's a Q-tip. We need more facilities and resources to process those tests. Those dete
remove restricitions
Finding a vaccine
relaxing rules. Let owner/employees decide what is best for THEIR business
not applicable
Keep vigilant in re-opening putting people's health as top priority. I'm going broke but I'll ge through that. Health is another matter. Also if
you want to safely reopen please don't listen to "the chimp in the cockpit that runs the White House." We don'
N/a
Allowing dine in at restaurants.
whole time.
Not sure I understand or how to answer this question other than removing the ability to open.
Just have sanitary rules...everyone wears masks. One client at a time, bleach everything in between clients, cover their face with a towel
when shampooing, disposable capes, etc.
Making sure my office enforces physical distancing and makes sure photocopiers and other equipment are wiped down every time.
Don’t open these places too soon! I’d rather be cautious than do things too early, causing another spike in COVID cases
NA. I never closed.
If this has not been done yet, I think businesses that have been shut down should have business licensing fees reduced and if vehicles are
shut down that DMV registration fees be subsidized. We are respecting all of the barriers and proceeding with respec
lift the order
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Let business put together their own safe models. We are experienced and savvy. We don't need the Government telling us how to run our
businesses. People are smart. It's time to take the handcuffs off. Let's do the math. 33 dead in Long Beach. All with pre
Let people out so they can come.
none.
Allowing small retail shops to open again.
Remove the stigma. Everything is fine is we perform physical distancing and are mindful of cleanliness.
Allowing us all back to the way it was and allow herd immunity. Don’t shelter everyone, only shelter the weak, frail and diseased. We are
becoming less able to build strong immunity by hiding from a virus which has proven to be over hyped. I have follo
Open the city
There’s no clear understanding what to do with rent. Pause all lease/rental agreements for 6 months to allow businesses to get their feet
under them and extend it on the back end. If you signed a 60 month lease it’s now 66. None of this “pay back-rent in
None
I would feel supported if the city continues to require that all residents and visitors wear masks and practice social distancing when entering
a business in Long Beach. Services should be denied if these practices are not followed. A mandate on capacit
The barrier is the one you set. The flu kills more people than covid. This is all too much
No barrier.
no barriers just need to let us go back so we dont want to go broke, thank you
Allowing the LBWD to hold classes again with appropriate social distancing and masks.
Not worth the risk of a resurgence of cases and more death
That pet grooming is lumped in with personal spas and human hairdressers and nail salons.
be our largest barrier.
Enact laws to ensure people follow protocol and signage. Hand sanitizer stations.
Buy helping create a set standard of disinfection and safety
Do not re open
I need nothing
Provide rapid testing for people without symptoms so we can all have a sense of our vulnerability. At this point, if we are "healthy" we don't
know it and our actions within the community will be extra cautious until we have some data on our exposure, or
the stay at home order being lifted
Lack of universal testing. LA County woefully behind the curve and LB-LA-Pasadena need to press LA County on this!
Lack of clear guidelines and enforcement when those guidelines are broken.
Businesses need to re-open.
let business OPEN, get the HOMELESS OUT OF LB, keep senior centers closed
some monitoring.
Reopen the city
Making sure social distancing is enforced and face masks are obligatory.
ALso -- need ot provide mass testing constantly.
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health.
reopening.
Not knowing the parameters of the new rules
I can’t say yet
wide swath stay at home order with no scientific reasoning..
Don't. I think it best to remain close and make sure we have appropriate procedures in place for: limiting large gatherings and maintaining
procedures for places with small public ones, daily cleaning, maintenance, upkeep etc. to maintain cleaner public a
just support us and work with us in a positive moving forward direction
None
open everything and let businesses decide how to protect themselves and clients
Legal advice
worker comp clarification
social distance guidelines fro my business sector
We hope to open as soon as we are able
Additional supplies for cleaning and screening.
Announce an opening date.
Giving citations to people who are not following the law (not wearing masks, hanging out on grassy area on Ocean Boulevard, etc.)
Testing and contact tracing. Help with guidelines for social distancing and sanitization.
Allowing non-essential businesses to Reopen with guidelines to follow
Working from home only.
Enter the front, exit the back, cut capacity in half and take away half the chairs to maintain social distancing into the unforeseeable future
No barrier other than laws restricting me
No guests allowed to dine in.
Face coverings must remain mandatory.
no
Let me decide what is safe for my business.
Limited capacity and spacing out clients
Allow gatherings of 200-300 people with appropriate distancing measures in place
No barriers are identified.
N/A
Start small
Be safe
Practice good hygiene
Make wearing masks mandatory to enter any business establishment. I do not believe where we are today that opening a gym or movie
theatre just because people are tired of staying home warrants putting others at risk. I do understand the need to get back t
Start slowly opening small businesses and providing guidelines to maintain as much health safety as possible.
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The city can support everyone by making sure all businesses open with the proper equipment to keep employees and citizens safe. You
implemented this is grocery stores,dispensaries, and retail stores such as Target and Walmart, you can 100%do it for all bu
mandatory limit of 1 person inside at a time.
n/a
None
We can't find cleaning supplies to provide for our staff and customers
Opening small businesses.. the most affected.. only big businesses like wall mart or Costco open.. that's not fair for the economy.
The City's support and push towards reopening businesses like big law firms with offices in LA County (and their Fortune 500 client base)
will also encourage the City of LA to follow suit. Inevitably, the momentum will spread stateside and if California l
Open up the city please!
Too many jobs are threatened, and too many restrictions.
Find a vaccine
Offer us access to PPE once it is available to the public. Being so close to clients faces, we will not feel comfortable without offering the
most effective protective equipment to our employees.
We expect not to open until social distan
Don’t need city help. My business is outside of Long Beach. I’m a Long Beach resident
Government
Where am I to get proper PPE (medical grade masks, surgical at the least that protects against viruses)
How am I to pay for proper PPE
Specific guidelines for our beauty industry!
How am I to pay back rent/bills for my studio
Not possible
Lift restrictions for non-essential business
2. Provided Sign of wearing mask when ordering food by city of Long Beach. Because even we put the sign of wearing mark people still not
follow.
We need more disposable masks!
None
The perception that there is a great risk for young and healthy people who don't have cardiac or pulmonary issues.
n/a
I don't have employees, it's just me, but we need to get everything opened. Having damn near everyting closed is hurting people, families
and everyone's future. We have had very few deaths with COVID here in Long Beach and enough is enough. What is hap
building permit submission online, plan check review via conf call & screen share
Dine in food service
None
Open up as soon as possible
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There is no need to change capacities. Other mitigation practices are sufficient.
Mass testing, social distancing guidelines.
We are an essential business and have no problem using all guidelines currently in place.
Lifting shelter in place so our large clients feel safe to hire us and send us in to the field.
Like I said above, technically I am able to do my work, it's just that people are trying to comply with regulations and "stay at home."
My business is personal care oriented it can not be socially distanced
My business is personal care oriented it can not be socially distanced
the State stay at home order to too long
by not staying closed. need to open up so people who chose to go to work can and provide for their family
Just get out of the way, and let businesses do what they know how to do.
Not sure right now
Adequate health and safety rules keeping the public mental health through sports
Getting rid of stay at home order and asking community to still respect social distancing and stay at home if sick
lives of our citizens.
We don’t need the City’s help or support, just get us get back to work before the fallout is even more devastating.
Distancing and mask and gloves.
Further investigation into financial support for small businesses with disbailities.
Ticketing and shutting down personal care businesses that illegal operate out of people’s houses. The city could also provide affordable
places to source non-medical PPE that salons can provide staff and patrons.
None
City should follow State guidelines and not open for economic reasons but health data driven reason.
N/A
Extend the moratorium on rent an additional 90 days for commercial tenants. SBA loans have not come through and a PPP loan is not
helpful at this time because we aren't even allowed to be open and the 8 week time frame to use the funds along with the spec
We're already operating as an essential business and following all of the State and Local guidelines. Let's get everybody back to work
before any more damaged is inflicted on our local economy.
None
In regards to opening other businesses, hoping measures are put in place to protect the public and workers.
Nope
Bar to law firms being open
Social distancing.....has anyone checked the hospital count lately? Please let us get on with our lives and make our own decisions. ENUF
Provide sanitizer to businesses and masks to give to customers who do not bring them. Audit ALL businesses for hot water and soap
(many such as restaurants do not have adequate hot water in restrooms and kitchens- this has been a hygiene issue in the pas
Lift quarantine.
Assist in PPEs and getting grocery supplies Because we are a small program that is in the natural setting of “ just a home in the
Community” and we are not a large facility like a skilled nursing facility we are overlooked. We will be the last programs o
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The City should object to the Governor's recent release indicating businesses should be open by category. This is arbitrary. If businesses
employ all the reasonable safety precautions and certify this, there should be no differentiation between businesses
We all need to be able to reserve the right to refuse service to non compliant customers. And then put in the same practices that are
currently being used at grocery stores. Etc.
We all need to be able to reserve the right to refuse service to non compliant customers. And then put in the same practices that are
currently being used at grocery stores. Etc.
Testing must increase.
Question: why are "bars" not listed as one of the choices to reopen. Was this just an oversight or on purpose?
Letting others get back to work in every capacity possible. Require masks and hand sanitizer
Being allowed to show homes and list homes for sale allowing one one one showings
Changing mask regulations. As a a daycare provider I must come close to the children I care for; how can I make sure we are all being safe
if we only have regular clothe masks.
Woking from home, no changes needed.
Psych Lab pivoted online so we have been safely practicing since the lockdown
N/A
Reassuring staff we have the ability to re-open.
If in store retail is allowed we will do it just like everyone else, even though at this point in time it is impossible to get proper sanitation
products. It would be important to not allow customers in the stores but to rather do everything over the phon
All employees should not be treated equally, as COVID19 does not effect all people equally. Let (make) young individuals without
underlying conditions return to work immediately!
Fear keeps me at bay.
Not requiring everyone to wear a face mask. There is no proof that face masks protect anyone outside of a sterile (hospital) environment.
Not applicable
Letting the stay at home order expire on May 15. Again, the numbers don’t add up. Let people make their own decisions. If you’re afraid of
the virus, stay home. Otherwise, let’s get back to work.
The fact that my business falls into category 4 which by the time it’s deemed safe to open we will not be able to generate enough revenue to
pay our outstanding rent obligation and will have to close. If there was some way to have rent relief we would be
Need limits on people allowed in businesses. Need masks
The LA County reopening plan groups our business into phase 3. We are nothing like a movie theatre at salon row, and should not be
pushed into the same category.
Wear masks, have hand sanitizer, limit number of people per square foot, ask vulnerable to shelter still.
Providing guidance
Enforcing & encouraging mask-wearing for all residents
I would want clients to wash their hands, use hand sanitizer, wear masks, and practice social distancing. Especially not come into the store
while sick. Maybe have flyers or signs posted reminding of these things. Limit the number of people allowed in a s
Permission
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The guidelines to what we as small restaurant have to do to be in full service again
Allowing gatherings of up to 10-20 people.
Allow for other to-go containers instead of paper.
Just let us open up!
Allow workers to have a free test and show proof to be able to come back to work
Enforcing current restrictions. Every sunny day people are out at parks, 2nd street, etc. - only about half wearing masks, not practicing
physical distancing and generally treating it as summer break. if you aren't going to enforce the restrictions they
NA
social distance
proper PPE might help
I say keep people at a distance, but some retail businesses can get started IF they do harsh measures like Costco and Trader Joe's. Lines,
sanitizing, required masks, required distance.
Financial assistance and advice: contact prospective investors and city partners for loans, grants, presentations to city managers and
staffers to ask for money and advice for uses: ocean transportation to Catalina, oil islands, harbor areas, Aqualink - A
N/a
N/A (my income issues have to do with travel, not LBC’s fault or ability to reopen.
Stop the media paranoia. Look at Sweden and studies from USC and Standford. Do not wait for the Governor open next week.
Telling people that taking the necessary precautions, resuming all of these activities can be both safe and helpful for the local economy
all.
Telling the truth to the public that Covid death rate is about the same as normal influenza. That we need to protect the elderly and those with
comorbidities. That younger people need to get outside and continue to build there immune system.
Allow signage to direct to new listings
Social distancing
By supporting my business to begin with. Dine Out Long Beach, Restaurant & Cocktail Week has been a positive image builder for our
city's dining scene. However, it's largely ignored by the elected officials. I'm worried that 2021 will be difficult as ma
Opening backup
My business doesn't need anything from the City other than reliable testing for everyone, but that's obvious. The devil is in the details: we
can open businesses where social distancing can be enforced, capacity can be limited, and masks/gloves/other san
Most real estate offices with large office spaces have several conference rooms that are available. It would be helpful if business owners
with office space were allowed to meet with their clients in conference rooms while maintaining a 6-foot distance an
N/a
Open businesses that are now closed but do provide limitation guidelines
Locking it all down
None. We can open safely. The office has the distancing and provisions in place.
No real barriers for my business. We simply need approval.
Nothing. I wouldn’t feel safe.
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Remove the existing stay closed order
None
Realizing that even though we are one on one the client and stylist can wear mask and gloves. Chemical in our products will most likely kill
viruses. Alcohols, ammonia, peroxide’s and bleaches .Only speculating . Hair is washed and cleaned. We will not a
I am declared non essential. that is the barrier
n/a
n/a
Being shut down, please allow us to reopen. The one thing every child and families need to access to physical activities which have been
removed. Exercise boosts the immune system, this is not being allowed, kind of makes you wonder doesn’t it!!!
Please consider waiving or discounting event permit fees. Using the example of our September car show in Shoreline Park, IF it's
considered safe to hold an event like this, we would still expect a dramatic reduction in participation, attendees, vendors an
of 6 feet
opening public schools early this summer to help generate herd immunity prior to the anticipated and more dangerous wave 2 this
fall/winter. kids will provide some of the best herd immunity to protect our higher risk groups.
It's hard for restaurants to open at half capacity. How are we to make enough to pay our bills? We are only profitable when we are at full
capacity and busy and are utilizing our employees appropriately. Having a PPP loan where I have bring on the same am
making reusable masks readily available for purchase
N/a
Isolation
N/a
I am concerned for the whole economy and other business owners. We need everyone to be up and running or we will have to lay off
people as this affects everyone. You say we are "in this together" so we all need to have the opportunity to open our busine
need sanitizer and assure clarity of all following guidelines; provide masks for those who cannot find; get free testing on a large scale but in
many locations so we don't gather there and easy for walking and access
Allow businesses with limited in-person contact to resume work.
Lift the sheltering place
Testing for COVID expanded beyond what we have now, recognizing that the City has done a decent job given the difficulties of acquiring
tests and materials needed.
See answer to 10.
none open business already you are killing us
Need money to open. I have not revived any financial help from SBA. What a joke that was. I also need help effectively communicating in
the community that we are open, the office is safe and we're here to help patients.
I work from home - but I think continued social distancing and very limited business open to public at this point.
Stop.scarring the public and tell the truth that 90 perfect of people have underlying conditions
Publishing an updated directory of where in Long Beach to purchase hand sanitizer, face masks and gloves for businesses and any other
testing equipment businesses will be required to have. These products are difficult to find.
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Allowing private gyms to open and allowing small semi private classes
Just get out of the way.
environment.
We did not receive and PPP or disaster loans despite applying on the first day. We have not let go of a single employee despite a 45%
loss in revenue. We need help with getting the state and federal to help with not paying taxes, both payroll and sale
Allowing smaller or suite type barbe/salons reopening with strict guidelines.
Small academy is more as family oriented and structured system. Our members follow directions for safety better than large gyms
How to have church services in a safe way.
No! 6 feet is not doable for most restaurants and many other businesses. 50% capacity will not work as they cannot generate enough
income to pay their overhead.
set up some easy to follow reasonable guidelines to follow.
every month we’re closed.
Allowing business’a to reopen safely ASAP and follow all safety protocol
Escrow companies are crucial to my real estate business and clients, they need to be able to open to have clients come in to sign
documents, etc. Also, many people on furlough or laid off want to get back to work and help get our city back on track, that
Lighten up the safer at home order
Giving me financial help.
NA
Shelter in place order
No. We should continue social distancing and follow cleanliness guidelines until we can see statistics decreased.
Allow to open youth club gyms that are privately owned and that can control the amount of people entering the facilities.
N/A
Allowing other businesses to open because I am a B-to-B organization that needs other businesses to be producing.
N/A
I don't support reopening the economy at this time. I embrace what the great leader of the free world Angela Markel has done in Germany. I
recommend following her lead, as the U.S. is without a national leader.
Personal grooming cannot practice social distancing and should remain closed
I’m simple, allow me to provide for my family and continue to work at a business I have owned for 17years, I’m ok with guidelines, but not ok
with shutting my business down, while my bills and lease commitment continues to be due every month, if you want
My business is based on people traveling, so associates businesses would be key. Something the city has little control over, sadly.
Small businesses desperately need help with grants. So many have not received PPP or EIDL. We need to safely reopen
Everything we’re currently doing.
Continuing to keep people isolated and providing testing.
Provide fast and non hassle testing to those in the Dentistry field including the laboratory portion.
N/A
I work from home
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A handwashing station on our street for customer use. We do not have a public restroom available.
Open all launch ramps, beaches outdoor spaces
Must continue to inform the public on the risks and how to minimize them
Don’t need the city’s help
CONSIDER ALL BUSINESSES ESSENTIAL BECAUSE THEY ARE!!!!!!
None
Na
Guidelines
Guidelines
I think the city could support the reopening effort - and give citizens more confidence in it's ability and intention to promote reopening - by
outlining (3) things: 1) What the goals are - with a desired timeline (range) 2) By identifying the specific me
Reopen schools, allow parents to choose between sending students back or continuing with distance learning, those who choose to
physically return to school will be fewer than those who choose to continue distance learning which will ease staggering class
allow dine-in restaurants/pubs, restaurant staff clean with sanitizing solutions after each guest departs, we already clean everything often,
and staff washes hands often.
Forbidden to operate.
Small business care packages with plenty of hand sanitizer, Wipes, disposable gloves, masks.
Steam cleaning side walks in small biz areas instead of just 2nd st. Have city officers come by and check that everyone is in compliance.
Stay at home order
encourage people to wear masks and not shake hands
I’m a Realtor so I am already working
Do real estate showings, consultations and open houses.
Stay closed
None needed. I do most inquires by phone. I will meet pts where they reside to do assesments.
None
None I have masks sanitizer and gloves for me and my customers
Businesses should NOT reopen.
N/A
They already have
Tell us guidelines that would allow us to open! If say Orange County can open but we can’t we would lose all our revenue from sales of
products and our services by literally driving 6 miles to Seal Beach or Los Alamitos IT WILL DESTROY THE SALON INDUSTRY
Certain amount of occupants at a time
My main concern is shipping and I've found the post offices a bit harder to visit. Also, I occasionally shop for shipping and office supplies
which have been in short supply lately. Thank you for the chance to take this survey and express my opinion. I th
The ability for religious organization to assemble safely. Maintain social distancing guidelines. Restrict the amount of participants.
Responsibly think through current programs that may need adjusted. I am willing to give you an entire list of things tha
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The city can reopen all businesses.
Lets get testing together find out who has had it, negative etc. Then slowly open up the city with the most important essentials first.... every
2 to 3 weeks open some more.... I trust my mayor Dr. Garcia!
Right now small gym owners are being grouped with the larger box gyms. Larger gyms have 100+ or more clients Coming in at one time,
where we personal train 1 or - or have small groups. We are two different businesses and should be treated as such. Many sm
Understand that each business is different and seeing one client at a time safer than going to the grocery store.
Letting business owners open
I am not sure it is actually illegal for me to conduct my business but with so many shut down the perception is that I am closed so no one is
calling. If more businesses were allowed to safely operate I think that people would not assume I am closed for
grant me funds to re-open my business for loss of income... and provide hand sanitizers as well as clorox or lysol wipes.
to use on their guests.
Enforce masks and social distancing
I'm fine. I work from home. But i think salons and golf courses can reopen with some physical distancing. One person at a time in suites. No
waiting rooms. Appointment only. PPE, temperature checks, etc.
Helping us with specific guidelines
Remove retail barriers. I can't get work done without shopping
I think one of the barriers will be all the shut down businesses. It would be nice to have a vacancy tax to encourage the lease holders to
work with people, provide easy terms for a first year lease, and get something back from the city if they are occupi
Mattress stores that sell sanitary products for the mainance of a home. Hospital beds for elderly.
Sanitary mattresses for people home from college, family members sheltering in place.
The large gathering restrictions
N\A
If we wear proper gear for ourselves and the public
Require face masks and a self reported temperature upon entering business establishment.
All of the above listed in #10.
Work from home
Testing everyone in America repeatedly
By addressing all patrons/clients to mandatory wear a face mask to enter into a every business
Nothing
Comprehensive and easily accessible testing
N/A
N/A
Not opening too soon and making sure that rules and regulations are solidly in place before opening again
I know it's not within city control, but probate courts being closed are a challenge for families who are dealing with the death of a loved one.
Also, people who need to move and get rid of things and donate to charity need to have a way to get rid of it
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I am an essential worker. As a Notary Public I practice safety by Wearing masks to all jobs, using hand sanitizer and washing my hands
often and practicing social distancing.
file for bankruptcy!
Need no help
Just let us get back to business and reduce fees and regulations.
none
Having groceries stores keep up their safety shields that separate the cashier from customers and keeping shoppers wearing gloves,
masks, distancing, and providing antibacterial wipes to all customers.
Start allowing small events to take place
cosmetology.
Not in LB.
Wear mask
My business isn’t open to the public.
Get out of the way of small business. Too much fear is being driven down people's throats making people act irrationally. Compare this
virus to heart disease, car crashes, cancer and you will see you are destroying the economy and millions of peoples liv
No gatherings of more than ten people.
Let us open
Demanding social distancing. No self serve
Limited amount of people to dine in at one time
There are no existing barriers that i can offer at this time.
N/A
1. Access to sanitizing supplies (disinfectants, gloves, masks, etc.)
2. COVID-19 testing for all residents
3. COVID-19 vaccine
Realizing our businesses will be affected a long time, the following would be very helpful:
1. Waiving or greatly reducing bu
There should be no barrier because we won’t allow anyone in the office without a mask and gloves.
Restaurants should be able to open with cooks and servers wearing gloves and a mask.
I am what many would refer to as an artist. This does not apply to me.
Allowing responsible businesses to self govern responsibility. we are acting in the best interest of our employees.
Relaxing measures for the public and other industries in a safe, effective way
We are adults. Stop treating us like children
We should stay safe and open business the same time hospitals allow visitors.
N/A
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None
Allowing hair salons to reopen as long as they comply with social distancing, sanitary health regulations
Eventually, by removing all the morality laws that treat massage therapists as illegal sex workers. We are trained in standard precautions,
disinfection techniques, and safe person to person contact. If we were allowed to legally perform massage therapy
My job is an essential service so I am working a little but it’sa bit slow for now. The virus dies in heat, humidity and sunlight. We need to look
at the real facts and numbers. Quarantine should be for the sick and at risk only at this point. More harm i
Testing and anti body testing
We need to be allowed dine in service at restaurants just limited capacity to start
The cost of running a Business in California is disproportionate to the profit.
We need at least 1 year of rent control for businesses operating at reduced capacity.
The category at risk such as elders and individuals with pre conditions should be strong
Establish what is the capacity for our space, find supplies for (affordable) hand sanitizer, properly announce around the city with posters for
citizens to follow any rules each business is mandating
Information on what the safety restrictions are and an expiration date on the safety restructuring
widespread testing for all residents and surveillance using nucleic acid amplification assays and anti?SARS-CoV-2 antibody detection tests;
phasing in reopening based on the ability to rapidly diagnose, treat and isolate positive individuals;
scaling up
Compelling people to stay in their homes.
Face masks
cost of business license, health permit, etc. All costs are at 100%, doesn't make sense to make our capacity 50% when all other business
expenses are not lowered.
Consistency
If I have more sales and I am able to rehire my former employees and I have more customers, the the cost of gloves, face masks and hand
sanitizer is prohibitive. The LA County Social Distancing Protocol mentions having hand sanitizer available to the publ
Covid-19
Respect for social distancing.
change it’s policy
Fear !
i have a single room space for one customer only shop. It’s just me. I can space clients, sanitize and mask Check. I already have to do
those things. Im already by approved appointment only. Just let me work please.
Allowing the public to come out of their homes for mental health reasons!
Be clear about rules and allow us to re-open, safely.
Advocating that the state or federal government limit liability from employees and customers filing law suits for contracting covid-19
Waive limit quantities when buying sanitation products for a preschool program.
- Require parents to check fevers before sending kids to school.
- Require all preschools & schools to shorten their hours together (assist with physical distancing & increa
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Lifting ban on small non-essential businesses with guidance on best practices for cleanliness and social distancing.
Screen folks before entering in places such as physical therapy and supply hand sanitizer and or hand washing stations and require masks
at all times with still minimum amounts of people and 6 ft distances. This should also apply when all schools open in
N/A
N/A
It is too early to reopen everything. Next wave will happen. At least 2-4 weeks else needed.
NA
Provide guidelines for small businesses. Is there a max capacity or is it to just keep 6 feet apart?
To not be penalized by running my business.
Allow us to open May 16. We must RESUME business to STAY in business. We are family owned and have been in LB for 23 years. We
are dedicated to our community and will 100 follow city guidelines. We are part of the solution, let us help lead the re-opening
Testing for antibodies
Fix internet speeds in the city.
Better funding for homeless to find long term housing instead of making them move over and over.
I believe we need more testing for COVID-19 to make accurate predictions about when and how to reopen things.
I do agree
N/A, essential business already open, but has been hit severely from lack of business due to lockdown.
schedule.
No. The health of my family and community is more important than reopening business. Reopen only if it is 100% safe to do so and provide
financial support so people can stay safe.
Needing grants or funding to operate below our already tight margins as a small business.
Let personal service take appointments if it’s one on one
N/a
Remove the ban
Testing for all
Full closure
Reduce red tape. Everything does not need multiple layers of city reviews and approvals (each of which comes with delays).
Financial support. Better implementation and consistency of available programs, information, and support. There are so many people
unable to obtain the tools to survive this pandemic. It can be so much more simplistic for those who are as savvy as others
It’s too soon.
So - not me - but thinking about physical businesses, testing and PPE seem to be the biggest issues. A dry cleaner should be able to be
open. A pet groomer should be able to be open. A dog walker should be able to walk dogs. A car mechanic should be able
Not applicable to my situation.
Ban on retail and restaurants
Police need to stop people coming in packs on bicycles, looks like summer down here in shore. Make mandatory mask weakening outside.
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Free Covid19 tests to ALL residents. In addition to that, Free Covid19 Anti-body tests available. Programs to help bars/restaurants/music
venues have access to Temperature taking handheld machines and if possible their own set of Covid19 tests like how th
Let businesses decide. If public doesn’t like, they won’t visit.
My business has remained open so this does not apply.
I can safely accept the reopening of business and I believe we should promote immune system boosting through the taking of supplements,
eating healthy foods, and daily meditation practices.
room capacity
Not really... once students are learning again, we’ll figure it out!
I refuse to state!
Just no extra traffic in the retail environment and extra people in the building! Also always wearing protection with gloves and masks!
to respect the distance so that we can continue to win the war against the covid-19
Re-opening the parks.
allow me to go in-home as i am a pediatric occupational therapist with the 0-3 population of early intervention.
i completely agree , i am cooperative as well as understanding that my clients and myself are taking a big risk .
Under 6 feet is ok as long as both parties are wearing a mask
None
Do not open bars, gyms, and restaurants or large gatherings. It will reduce all the efforts we have in place to date.
Approving small gyms- with specific gudelines -- one on one training at a time or maximum 2 people with all the protective measures in place
solve homeless situation. Make sure not too many homeless in the street, try to arrange shelter for homeless population.
Social distancing has never proven to significantly work long term. It destroys economies. Everyone should take necessary precautions to
protect themselves if they are higher risk. This was a plan-demic with the morbidity rate no higher than what we see e
None
Rescind the Stay At Home. Small businesses, which are the lifeblood of this City, are dying. Depression and suicides are sky rocketing.
People are losing everything they have worked for. This is worse than COVID-19.
Encouraging interior remodeling/construction
Let us know what needs to be in place to open.
Providing best practice resources for reopening offices
Parking
Sanitation/ respecting the social distances/ and keeping health the main focus for every client and staff member including myself.
purchase.
Closures. People hb Ace more knowledge know and are smarter with safety if themselves and others
If we don’t get back more people
will die and it won’t be from Covid. It’ll be from sadness... of so many things going on I. Their lives because a i
Start approving building permits in a timely manner
We are adults so please treat us as adults.
GET RID OF THE STAY AT HOME AND LET OUR CITY BUSINESSES RE-OPEN BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE.
n/a
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Small gyms are different than big gyms - maybe set a cap on clients, such as 33% of its max capacity
You are nothing but a GOVERNMENT - get out of my way.
Yes Be smart..... knowledge is power and we have a lot of knowledge now on how to be safe and healthy
Using common sense! Wearing masks and social distancing on the beach and bike paths!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! They are know just doing it
on the street but much closer together. Wake up Garcia, Garcetti, Newsom and city council!!!!!!
A universal(city wide) protocol that ALL businesses have to follow and would be enforced to ensure the safety of our citizens. The city would
issue it sooner than later so businesses could start preparing NOW.
Convincing state government that we can follow guidelines from health experts without one size fits all restrictions.
Not applicable
let all people wear a mask
More testing
Mask required, sneeze guard shield
Supplying masks and more trash cans on the street free of charge to the public.
Supply businesses with thermometers or other technology to ensure individuals are walking into facilities fever free. Provide signage with
City and State logos that clearly states rules and regulations of “open safely” process.
Only current barrier isnschoolsnare closed, therefore I can't conduct business because I need to care for my kids.
My business is not located in Belmont Shores. Nor do I have any friends or relatives that work in Belmont Shores. All the parking meters
should be covered up. Those businesses are hurting deeply. The City should continue to do this until at least the e
no barriers.
Enforcing that those required to wear masks are actually wearing them and wearing them correctly (mail delivery people)
N/A
Testing and contact tracing
I think wearing a mask should be required. No mask no service. Business should have hand sanitizer to use when entering and exiting. The
City could help supply and obtain supplies to support everyone's safety until a vaccine is found (Mask, hand Sanitize
This is challenging because I deal with people’s private homes. I understand if they don’t want strangers going through their homes. I guess
continue to supply accurate accounts of the numbers of people who are contracting Covid19 to dissuade the fear.
Open parks, beaches, bike and pedestrian paths
Distancing
Open the city for business and public areas for healthy exercise.
Mandating people to wear mask as we reopen.
I’d like to see beaches and parks open with restrictions. No picnics and parties, blankets or food. No gathering in groups of more than 4 and
must practice social distancing. Exception to distancing is for parents and children among their group. This with
Enforcement of current restrictions. I understand this is not the favorite role for police so perhaps other officials like meter and parking
enforcers hand out warnings and tickets.
Yes, mask and handsantizer should be provided by city in random spot to maintain this so we can go to a phase two faster
Opening ‘non essential’ prepackaged food item to be sold at Farmers Markets.
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None. Don't reopen until the virus has passed.
Safety concern
the rule to wear mask
Barbershops should be a part of phase 2 of the reopening process. A lot of small businesses are suffering and will close down if we don’t
reopen soon. A lot of us have not received any government aid such as SBA grants.
None
Continuing to keeping distancing measure along with mandatory mask
With additional funding and support.
None required.
A city wide campaign on proper mask wearing would be beneficial.
None
Not applicable
N/A
None. Please follow CDC guidelines. We want to do the shutdown only once
Stay out of it. All businesses are not the same
productive to begin with.
We need to recall Newsom he will keep us closed for months
I don’t think it’s safe to reopen but I think one way the city or government can help small businesses like myself is to aid us with our rent and
overall financial needs. Considering my line of work is within the 3rd face of reopening, I imagine that will
We are not a large gym. We have so much opportunity to socially distance and still operate. We are already known for our cleanliness and
high standards in our BOUTIQUE FITNESS facility. Please separate us from a large chain like 24hr fitness or crunch whe
My business has been greatly impacted by the closure, I’ll never reopen.
Allow life to resume as normal.
Loss of income
Please put fitness Studios & small Gyms, and Corporate gyms in stage 4, when major sports centers reopen. It’s the same type of scenario
too many different Customers, and members coming in, and out, coming from other locations, taking germs back to their
removal of robert garcia as mayor.
No help necessary at this time.
Occupants of my rental units must leave their home for 30 minutes before I enter to do repairs
None, just open. Those who are sick or have serious underlying conditions should be encouraged to practice safety or stay home.
Otherwise lets get back to normal. Our kids futures are being hampered by not going to school. My autistic son was making
Simply communicate to the citizens to continue to use common sense as we get back to "normal" life, and as we learn even more about this
virus. We can, and should do this now. Time is not on our side; many people are now needlessly suffering and dying b
$500-1000 stipend since many clients have stopped projects due to COVID19
1. Allow TRUE small business to open first! Small means small. 50 employees or less. 2. Support us to continue paying employees through
this. We can hardly meet the minimum wage that went into effect Jan 1. Delay the wage increase. All it does is increas
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I am open and must remain so. Do not delay please.
Using common sense.
Provide necessary guidelines, in postable/printable format, as required.
Retail- Stress Management
By appointment
1-2 Max Occupants per location
Protective equipment "Must"
30+ minutes between appointments for sanitation
If beach volleyball courts were to open again or gymnasiums I would be able to run my business safely
Pick up take home kits
There has been a lot of mixed messages around around pet grooming. I think the confusion arises because “personal GROOMING” is a
no. Pet grooming the owner drops off the pet and then it’s one on one human & canine interaction. We have told not to open o
Giving a list of guidelines so I can stock up and prepare! We are ready to open and HAPPY to follow any rules or guidelines.
By using your existing order
Ensuring that immediate testing, contact tracing and small scale quarantine will be available and implemented
require residents to wear face mask in public
Unfortunately nothing to be done.
N/a
Non. Ready to open and follow guidelines
Require masks in public.
Reopen personal grooming shops.
The only barrier is that I might go out of business if I can’t resume operations. Buying masks, disinfectant, gloves, and limiting number of
people gathered together will be 100000x more cost effective than paying rent with no revenue stream.
How the heck is 31 flavors open? Making it an even playing field and let us open with restrictions
Allowing local art and craft events but still encouraging masks and a reasonable amount of social distancing
Provide much needed funds for small businesses. Provide equipment to help protect staff and patients.
Allow salons to re open while adhering to strict sanitation rules, mask wearing etc.
Allowing us to open with social distancing in place for a short period of time, before we reopen fully.
n/a
Masks should be temporary law. Hand sanitizer should be highly suggested
Allow Plastic Surgery to fall under the general category of elective surgery. The exposure risk of Covid is exactly the same between a
plastic surgery patient and a non-plastic surgery patient. If anything, I could make the case that they are probably h
Not needed
We can use social distancing wear masks clean our stations in between each client
Lock down lifted
Open up for events, phasing in number of guests
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Giving us the green light to open for dine in at all restaurants
Lift restriction on the construction industry
Reopen salons because we already practice intense sanitation and are being unfairly punished by being closed for this long.
Patrons use good judgement and practice the rules of wearing masks and washing hands... Stay home if they don’t feel good or have been
in contact with someone sick. It’s time for a “soft” opening!
The city could/should employ a small army of folks to clean surfaces and monitor the distancing. I realize that budgets have been
annihilated but a works program for the thousands of folks who won't be able to return to their service-industry jobs for a
Very important keep business running if the city agrees.
Very important keep business running if the city agrees.
Very important keep business running if the city agrees.
Thank you for this opportunity. So Blessed to be able to give some feedback. Lots of us have not received our Unemployment benefits
which is a huge barrier. Promoting Fear creates panic and anxiety. Media tells me to stay home while they are sitting on a
Limiting shifts to 1 employee per shift per day
Remove homeless and unauthorized vendors
This isnt a risk-free decision, you cannot completely mitigate the pandemic's risk, you can only reduce it to an acceptable level that balances
the other risks associated with the pandemic and economic collapse. Over time the economic crisis will far outs
continue requiring that people wear masks in public for the time being
Please put your foot down with protesters and people opposing reopening. We are high risk with potential of becoming like NYC due to the
close proximity of LA and its high number of cases. Maybe if we have programs in place to provide food, funding to hel
Safety and minimum client requirements and protocols.
Financial assistance, total rent relief, food services.
Masks & safe distancing
Let handicapped people enter El Dorado Park. It is too far for us to walk to the entrance.
We need testing to be readily accessible with timely results. Masks should remain mandatory in all public/business spaces. Also,
businesses with high foot traffic should have sanitizing stations available to customers.
see answer above. This would allow my restaurant to open with the same amount of seating capacity while maintain proper social distancing.
Just let us open!
How much longer before more people die from starvation from losing their businesses, suicide, drug overdoses, alcohol abuse, spousal
abuse than all Covid 19 deaths combined. Come on guys this getting real scary for people like me. Everyt
There are lots of businesses that are too small to get assistance or are getting passed over by the federal acts SBA etc.
Issue public guidance to reopen now
I am able to work from home so I am not currently being affected other than customers not being able to pay bills because they cannot work.
letting me show real estate, hold open houses, and product real estate business as usual
(while working from home)
MONEY!!!!!
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make it safe to do so.
City can provide masks or PPE that my office employees can utilize or that my company can pur
ALLOWING US ACCESS TO THE BEACH. IS CORONA VIRUS ONLY AT THE BEACH? MAYBE PROVIDE A LIMITED BEACH ACCESS
PERMIT PER DAY. FOR FREE
Governor Newsom has put us in the Phase 3 group which is not appropriate considering the level of cleanliness we operate at. We should
be included in Phase 2. Right now we are included with gyms which doesn't make sense. Hair, nail, lash salons all ope
What would be extremely helpful to me is if the city published a guideline for different work types for each phase. So if the next phase is a
light opening, something like this would be extremely helpful:
Office Recommendations
Maintain 6' separation ob
Respect social distancing wear masks
The “phase” guideline is biased and dumb
Not a brick and mortar
Continue to assist with parking citation waivers, assistance with cleaning/sanitizing supplies if possible,
opening up beaches for scuba diving.
wanted money. We've received nothing.
Re open. Now
Reopen it business’s are going out if business and can’t pay rent
none
N/A
Acknowledging there is a big difference between large gyms and small boutique fitness studios. We should not be lumped in with large
gathering facilities like churches either. Small studios are easily able to limit and control capacity and safety standar
Follow safe procedures.
N/A
I believe we can re-open by implementing proper sterilization procedures and by creating a barrier around our face with masks at all times.
This will be required of all clients and artists. Masks will also be provided to the client by the shop if necessar
Lack of credible information and testing availability (currently, test are only given to those presenting symptoms. Everyone needs to be able
to get a test as they could be asymptomatic). The best defense is a HEALTHY community. Whenever we reopen - 1 mon
Allowing us to return to work
issuing guidance on essential services as characterized by Long Beach understanding the demographic of business. Preparing
recommendations for those specific businesses based on trends of conduct. We work in a common building, for example, and use common
Publish recommended standards for businesses to follow to protect company liability.
BY RECOGNIZING THAT IT IS POSSIBLE TO BE SAFE WHILD DOING PERSONAL CARE.
feel safe.
by opening May 15th and not a day longer
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Preventing the threat of lawsuits and health department fines from burdening our reopening
More testing
N/A. The city could help support my small business by not reopening it.
The idea that all massage therapists work in spas where there are crowds of people. Some of us are private practice therapists in an office
with very limited appointments.
TRUST US TO IMPLEMENT SAFE PHYSICAL DISTANCING AND TRUST US TO HAVE THE UTMOST SAFETY IN MIND FOR OUR
BUSINESS AND OUR CUSTOMERS
How do I know my employees and safe to go to work everyday..how do I know if they get sick and do not show symptoms and then go to
work ...they are not safe to be around for the staff not employees. How do I test my staff daily or every other day. Custom
Allowing some dine-ins.
more testing sites
My business is located on city property and the rent during this closure is a back breaker
N/A
Creating guidelines and a cautious plan for clients to return to work and travel. We support the city/state in their efforts to manage this crisis.
No one will benefit from a rushed plan to open the economy.
By re-opening the economy. Business owners know how to run their own businesses a hell of a lot better than the government does. Stay
out of my business and let me go back to work.
I'm fine with what the city is doing now.
Permitting the shared space landlord to reopen its facility
There are no barriers. People who aren't comfortable in certain busier settings should avoid those settings. Let people be responsible for
themselves. Don't limit the rights and freedom of all for the fears of some. The City should keep up the PSA's to wa
Allowing us to open
Residents should have the opportunity to decide if they want to go out or stay home
Please see above
Let’s get back to work
Allowing manufacturers to open that are ready and willing to work with respect to social distancing and PPE
The city needs to support their beauty and grooming industry, we cannot safety open but we need help. Rent, utilities, business license
renewals, and payment contracts need to be put on hold while we cannot be open. We cannot afford to pay for all of this
top priority.
Follow the guidelines of other cities in Europe that have provided a model to follow.
N/A
Allowing places that offer small scale specialty fitness instruction to reopen.
The LB stats reported in Stacy's newsletter show most deaths are people over 80, in nursing facilities and all had underlying conditions.
Nobody under 50 or healthy. Time to smartly re-open the LB economy as all people are hurting economically. Let's ge
None
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Let tutoring centers open ASAP. Schools are closed. Kids are falling way behind in education. This should be a priority. What we do helps
students and the schools. Thank you! 😊😊
We are inundated with a homeless population that has not and probably will not abide by the social distancing rule. The problem we will
face is when things go back to semi-normal, us being approached by someone that has not abided by the rules and could
get us antibody testing NOW! A plan to get people back to full capacity asap with hard dates in place. Most small businesses and their
employees are strangled by the indefinite nature of this stay at home order.
N/A
See above
We are currently open as an essential business with many safety procedures in place.
Allowing Salon to open, in agreement to be appt only and using high precautionary measures.
By keeping the concept of physical distancing mandatory as much as possible for as long as possible.
3.
mask
NA
good should be cited.
Removing city wide lockdown
no barrier
All Long Beach business need to be provided Hand Sanitizers and gloves. The City could make their own and sell it like New York. So
many places are struggling to find Hand Sanitizer, Lysol, etc... These items are essential to slowing the spread of this V
Lifting the Stay at Home Order with continued Social Distances Modifications.
allowing my business to reopen asap. If I dont reopen soon Im afraid I will no longer have the means to reopen in the future. I have been a
business owner in Long Beach since 2004. I am a woman and single mother. This is devastating
I need to pay my bills
whatever necessary step to provide safe for residence and customers.
Addressing physical distancing and having great disinfectant cleaners touse before and after every clientele
when safe to do so.
Send me an official letter stating I can do curb side pickup. That would help me.
be treated as such.
Assisting with my commercial business rent.
Letting businesses open up that support our parking lots.
Supply small business with cleaning supplies. Free parking. Designated pick up spots in front of stores verses parking spaces.
open personal care business and the service industry
followed.
Not spending taxpayer money to throw at an issue that is easier dealt with by reopening.
I am a consultant and right now I have no businesses to consult because they are closed. Therefore, helping other businesses get back on
track will open up my ability to consult again.
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limit number of persons
My business is not considered an essential service and this has kept our doors closed. Removing this barrier will allow my studio to reopen
and serve clients safely.
Unfortunately, being a small business we have been left out by government support and bai
1. Expand testing - open for all individuals, regardless of signs of illness.
2. Requiring face masks for all customers/employees at any business
Allowing outdoor rental companies to operate in Alamitos Bay/Long Beach as a whole.
Each Business should make their own decisions base on Responsable approach and base on sound Critical and analytical information that
belong to on each particular business , Not all business are created equal
Supporting business owners rights to create boundaries so they can operate safely.
Eliminate the bike lanes on Broadway and restripe the PCH traffic circle the way it used to be.
Stay at home order. Small businesses are dying!!! Never coming back and didn’t get a loan or grant or anything
give us guidelines, recommendations, protocols, ANYTHING and let us innovate the solutions that meet those guidelines
Give small business a chance to reopen we need a proper guide line for us to open. Barbershop's have a good understanding when dealing
with certain diseases we are properly trained and we follow preexisting rules of The Board of Barbering and Cosmetology.
social distancing rules and access to testing for anyone who wants it.
Provide everyone with testing (not diagnostic but antigen) when it becomes available.
There is still no where to buy lysol spray and wipes, both of which I would need to use an abundance of to clean in between treatments. I
would also need lots of gloves, masks and thermometer for testing clients upon arrival. Everyone says we need these t
Charging rent while we aren’t doing business.
NA
Open parks, beaches, and recreational areas so my kids have something to do!!!
I think the City is doing a good job balancing the need for safety with the pressing economic concerns. There is no easy solution here, but
personally I would rather see us take the long-term view of erring on the side of safety rather than reopening ever
N/a. One person work from home business
N/a. One person work from home business
not sure
Maintaining the use of face masks and social distancing among the city’s residents.
To include learning center, tutoring center and/or academic learning center in the "business essential" category.
1) Let the business be open but with the minimum requirements from item 10. 2) Apply the face mask at all times while outside. 3) Apply
the safe distance at all times when outside.. 4) Keep the no gatherings allowed for large events; Churches, concerts,
I am a small studio business owner with no more than 3 people at a time in my studio. I do not fall into the "gym" category. I can control who
comes in, my schedule and cleaning.
Keeping public transportation clean, social distancing protocols. Potentially providing PPE, antibody testing etc...
ending the stay at home order.
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OPEN EVERYTHING UP ASAP!! Please! Our clients want to buy and sell. Statistically Long Beach has had very few deaths relative to
our population!! Please do the math from this website: http://publichealth.lacounty.gov/media/Coronavirus/locations.h
lift stay at home order.
Incentivize people to safely get out and spend in the local economy again. Consumers have been trained now for two months to only spend
at Big Box stores that send most of their profits to their corporate headquarters far away. How will we get people spe
Give confidence to the public that they are responsible for their own self-care and to wear masks and keep distance. If they do that, we can
more completely reopen.
by Making appointment for service
Not enough cleaning supplies available
our buisness might not be able to reopen if the time frame continues to be extended so a quicker open time for salons would be a helpful in
supporting our business.
Gov. Gavin Newsom laid out a four-stage plan to reopen businesses, however, business such as; fitness clubs, spas, nail salons, hair
salons and barbershops are be open in the 3rd phase (months from now). These businesses have been closed since March 19 a
I'm a Realtor who requests allowing open houses around the city and previewing properties while still adhering to safe protocols.
Keep up with the quick responses and changes as we see which necessary boundaries are being effective.
NA
Providing PPE items: masks, gloves, disinfectants, cleaning supplies
Every customer who enters needs to wear mask and gloves, so gloves are needed for every customer.
It does not seem feasible to open SAFELY at this time. It does not seem safe to open u
6 feet apart, cannot come in without mask, wash hands
No barrier other than government stay-at-home orders.
We are able to self-police this.... let us open up!
distancing.
Remove the stay at home order. People are emotionally, physically and financially impacted by this order. We need to see the start of a
recovery. Masks and social distancing are here - we will adapt. Business can deny entry to anyone without a mask - C
Removing "barber shops" from the non-essential business list in the "Safer at Home" order.
operations
StayAt Home
Require everyone to wear a mask and follow the guidelines
It would be irresponsible to re-open any nonessential businesses at this time.
By allowing us to do what we are trained to do
Payments for vendors should be streamlined through direct deposit into accounts rather than sending checks through snail mail. Virtually all
dealings with the City should be made much more easy and available through electronic access with minimal bureauc
1-Signage, offering sidewalk sales to help with space in the shop, and also help break down the virus in a natural way, in the summer heat.
2- reduce quarantine guidelines so I can hire my employees back or new employees or interview potential employees.
By stressing the social distancing
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Make a plan with safety and sanitation requirements for businesses. Create a reopening timeline.
No restrictions others than high risk people should still stay safe
Ensuring access to protective gear is available and required
None
grants for small business who had to re-establish because they had to close, contracting opportunities and PRIORITY with these
opportunities within the City and County so they can re-establish themselves as a viable business, and generate revenues, the ec
let us practice social distancing
I feel if we open other businesses or give them an option to re-open, with new rules of doing business and monitor this closely this could
allow for some relief and financial support.
31 States are lifting restrictions but California is imposing more day by day. My civil liberties are being violated.
Please DO NOT re-open non-essential services yet.
Nobody needs a gym, haircut, manicure, massage, etc.
Open beaches to local residents
reopen public spaces liuke beaches, parks etc with adequate room for people to respect clean and appropriate social distance
Yes they can
Let me be my own judge of what is smart and safe for everyone
Lift the stay at home order. It is killing our economy. The long term effects are going to be huge. We have to start again as a City and get
the economy going. So what if we have to wear masks for the next year or so. That is just what we will all do
mile.
Personal grooming is an essential business. The mental health of our community is important and person grooming is a part of that.
begin to lift the strict stay at home
Just wear a mask or dont go outside if you are at risk.
taking away the ban on non essential travel
Please allow us to open up so we can help support mental/physical issues through exercise. 99% of grocery stores, liquor stores, and pot
shops that are allowed to be open will not take half the measures we will.
Social distancing
None..... We have it all covered and have already spent thousands of $$$ preparing for our reopening.
Masks for residents.
Getting everyone back to work. We need the economy fully functioning. Everyone should be able to work and earn money. There is enough
data to keep everyone well.
And paving roads
no large groups, all must either have been tested or use required safety measures.
Just being very clear about the requirements, and then enforcing same
By lifting my business to open on the third phase and open it earlier considering us essential
N/A
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We can’t avoid/catch those that are asymptomatic to the virus, but we can minimize the curve by addressing those that feel a sickness
coming, currently sick, or those that are healed to stay quarantine for additional 5-7 days to ensure that the virus won’
The loans aren't coming through in a timely manner. Our days are numbered. We've got to work together to get business opened back up.
Requiring masks be required in all public areas; mandatory temperature measurements at all entrance points; proper sanitary practices
Allowing a small limit on clients intake.
I think giving the opportunity to reopen we would be able to implement all of our rules and regulations and not need assistance from the city
with the way in which we run our business. Thank you, and I hope we get back to serving the Long Beach Community
My business is a salon.. people just need to wear masks and not been sick !
Express elevator to only designated floor.
N/A
None
Make wearing masks mandatory in businesses.
Allowing Salons to reopen
Providing a place for businesses to purchase the PPE necessary to operate safely.
allow inside restaurant sit down dining when allowed by State and County.
Even more Covid testing and contact tracing
N/A
Not really applicable to my situation.
Allow continuing off Premises sales of Alcohol.. Allow social distancing at our restaurants bar.. Allow us to open up immediately..
Require testing for all residents at taxpayer expense.
Testing and every single person being personally responsible for looking out for the health and safety of themselves and others. I don’t
believe 100% of people are willing to do that, for whatever reason.
NA
Wear a mask at businesses
I have been working from home because I refuse to go to WeWork in The Hubb unless the following are in place: No reuse of coffee
cups/utensils, mask required at all times, capacity limits in common areas, disinfection of offices between appointments, nobo
The city could let me bid on all the large format graphics being put up within the city (pole banners, concrete graphics, wall mural graphics,
fence banners, city vehicle graphics, and any other large format graphic needs). I have been a part of creating
Right now, personal care services are 3rd wave, and there is no valid reason for this. Most Estheticians are independent contractors and
cannot get govt assistance. One on one contact when done safely is very safe and would not put anyone at risk. We run
Testing
My business hasn’t opened for operations yet but I need people alive and well in order to secure customers. We can all live without haircuts,
etc., but ppl in my building are already not observing safety protocols as it is. The last thing I, a disabled &
Rent protection and working with bigger govt to make the banks/insurance cover business loss income coverage. If I have to open with 1/6
the capacity then I will not be able to make rent.
Our only concern is having access to masks and sanitizers regularly . The city can provide the businesses with those products.
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Publishing clear, reasonable, and science-based guidelines to promote public health while at the same time promoting business.
If we stay closed I will loose my business
Not applicable and not worth the risk/rush. There’d be no consumers if we were to do this.
I don’t have any barriers except being kept shut down. If people want to come, they will knowing we’re practicing safe measures.
I don’t have any barriers except being kept shut down. If people want to come, they will knowing we’re practicing safe measures.
I’m in real estate, already practicing
Open Gyms
Open car wash center
Schools
DONT NEED YOUR HELP
N/A
Allowing public places to open such as parks, beaches, and oceans where groups are not confined within walls or a ceiling. People have
been fairly good about keeping distance in those areas and it lets people be in public without cramming into a building
Allowing potential and existing tenants to earn a living
Establishing our own renewable power agency will: (1) create local jobs, (2) reduce GHG emissions so Long Beach kids can breathe easier,
and (3) comply with State mandates for reducing our dependence on fossil fuels. We are in a market bind and will conti
Social distancing with mask
Make PPE available
The stay at home order to be lifted,, and encourage high risk individuals to continue to stay home. Allow dine-in at restaurants and gyms to
open and take extra cleaning procedures. If people are sick stay home. And elderly or high risk individuals stay h
The City is doing a great job. However, I would say a VERY POOR JOB controlling the homeless population adherence to CV-19
restrictions. The City is doing very little to minimize the homeless from spreading CV-19 to the population.
N/A
can disinfect.
Absolutely. Note: If we opened 100% with all the news coverage/press --many persons will not go out and I believe opening anything can be
done with public safety and slow attendance to open businesses
OPEN us up. 21 days creates a habit and public new hab
I own a restaurant and a bar. Many small neighborhood bars operate with the same occupancy issues as restaurants. They can be
monitored. A lot of small dive bars don’t even get as full as restaurants. BARS should be able to be open as well with guidelines
Private Small gyms/boutique fitness are not as dangerous as large gyms. With the ability to minimize classes and screen attendants, we
are able to keep safety standards just like retail areas.
My business doesn’t require open to the public access, therefore not affected by Covid pandemic, but other businesses need to open in a
safe manner in order to survive.
Face mask and sanitization availability.
Number of customers and mandatory masks
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Business among small scale ratio. For example, I the hairdresser limits to one client in entire salon. Mask, gloves and precautionary hygiene
practice. Limit outings to strictly essential.
The city should allow individual businesses to determine if they can safely open and get out of their way. The city should respect individuals
who are most interested in their own safety and well being and allow those individuals access to the parks and
Require logging of daily temp readings of staff so that proof is available that we are healthy.
My Business is an Event Planning Company. It would be highly irresponsible for my line of work to be open as physical distancing and
parties don't exactly go hand in hand. HOWEVER, I could potentially work in limited capacity IF we had a date in which we
Limit large business the same way small businesses are limited. Don’t base the regulations in a way to help large businesses
Assist with providing businesses resources for purchasing hand sanitizer, dissinfectant, face masks, gloves, paper towels. Right now it's still
hard to locate legitimate, professional supplies.
NA
It is too early for the City to be relaxing the physical distancing at this time, and I believe my business should be open at a later phase.
Safety precautions
Fear. People need to feel safe again in order to go outside and resume normal activities.
Everything is shut down. I am a Legal Videographer and travel to many different types of businesses where depositions are held.
Social distances, limited persons
No
we MUST RE-OPEN Long Beach NOW. the economy is suffering. PLEASE hear the voice of the community you serve.
Ensure healthy lifestyle and activities by allowing gyms and outdoor facilities to open safely.
Open up the damn city!
More testing so the public can feel secure going about their normal day to day business
n/a
Enforce social distancing and enforce mask wearing in stores and in public
to my business.
we need to test everyone.
Also, offer free signage/window decals to all businesses to post at their entrances to clarify requirements and procedures. i see lots of
scribbled out signs with various messages - but these get ignored by both customers and s
I think most business' can create social distance and use PPE. I also think that places where the most vulnerable gather should remain
closed: senior centers, K-12 schools, etc.
opening restaurants and all businesses. Do not have a stay at home law
What are the restrictions? How will they be regulated? Will there be a possible clearer message of information moving forward so everyone
has the same answers?
Capacity restrictions will truly hammer small businesses as many of our costs are fixed. Its w
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There are no barriers to consider except for fear, and those that feel comfortable resuming the necessary pursuit of our livelihood should be
able to do so. The long-ranging economic, societal, and mental health effects of this disaster will be far more d
No Barriers. However, we need to continue testing/tracking and making sure our hospitals stay ahead of capacity issues if the curve gets
too steep during a probable second wave. We are going to have to strike a balance in LB between getting back to work w
just get out of the way and let's get back to normal. TOO MUCH POLITICS.....LOCAL AND STATE
Allow people to use the services offered
No need.
Please allow non-agriculture vendors back into the Marina Farmers Market.
Simply opening the businesses above that make sense to get owners working on the safe distancing procedures for their situation. I think
the world has the point that we have to be careful now, but commerce MUST restart or our problems with health and wel
let's wait until the scientists say it's safe
UNEMPLOYMENT PAYMENTS OR OTHER GOPVT AID. But, please note, I pay plenty in taxes. How is that fair???? PLEASE get out of
my way to oper
Allow small personal gyms to be allowed to open in phase one or two.
Allow businesses that help keep people moving and healthy to open. We are not medical, but many people rely on us to help them stay
mobile and out of pain withnpur movement training.
Letting me resume for Business immediately
People need to get care from Doctors, need to go outside, beaches, gyms, parks, etc to feel healthy and maintain a good immune system.
N/A
I need places to kitesurf!!!! Lake Mohave, Belmont shores, Huntington Beach dog beach.
Yes. We are ready to open safely.
Yes. We are ready to open safely.
Yes. We are ready to open safely.
N/A.
If I am to operate my bars at a reduced maximum capacity, I will not be able to make enough money to pay both my rent and payroll. The
city could support businesses like mine by subsidizing our rent until we are able to operate at full capacity. Or the c
Removing gym closures. Provide no touch hand sanitizer/wash stations throughout the city and If people are afraid or at high risk they can
stay home and shelter in place. Everyone else should be allowed to begin to resume normal life with masks, hand sani
by allowing customers to park at Shoreline Village. People are accustomed now to following the CDC guidelines especially the wearing of
masks, hand washing and social distancing until vaccine is available (hopefully much sooner than later). Some experts a
Enforcing distancing policies, ensure the availability of protection equipment, disinfectant
Let us make our own responsible choices
I am a small business sole proprietor with a manicuring business with one client at a time always booked by appointment only and my
clients will wait in their car until the previous client is done with sanitizing in between customers and both the customer
After opening some businesses the City should continually find positive examples of who is being responsible and doing it properly ... then
publish those businesses in newspapers, online, everywhere possible. Businesses doing the right thing get free rec
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For those businesses I would
Love to see most businesses reopen only if they have the capacity to have social distancing and maintain proper PPE for workers and
consumers in addition to only allowing a certain amount of consumers in at a time until we see
I owe $20,000 in rent and business expenses that won’t go away. I’m not sure I can re-coop this fast enough to make sense re-opening.
Closing is a strong possibility to not encourage more debt. All of my employees are 1099 so I am not getting any assistan
no masks needed, just keep a safe distance
Masks and gloves on everyone
n/a
my business is not closed
I am one on one not a bigbox salon. One client in one client out.
Masks, social DISTANCING
The City could provide more Grants for small businesses in Long Beach or at least some recognition/target marketing. The East Village Arts
District, home to many small businesses, many women-owned + sustainable, is also home to the Long Beach Art Walk. Th
Dining-in should be in an earlier phase. Supports many businesses and employees.
Not applicable
Ensuring PUA or UI for sole propritors after reopening our businesses. This is necessary to account for income reductions due to the
decreased number of clients possible to be treated each day while following SOP disinfecting measures between every client
None. boat repair business is going strong as summer/boating season nears.
N/A
easy quick testing
Face masks
Stop the distortion of the truth.
Making my business essential
Allow us all to open
A safe place for client to wait outside facility till their designated appointment time.
The barrier is the timeline it would be great to have somewhat of a definitive date to start rebooking clients following all common sense in all
possible potential health anomalies
None just open
As long as patients are told to come in with protective devices, not to come in if they are showing any signs of the viral infection, and the
medical provider following good aseptic techniques as mentioned above .
I can continue my duties as is
Requiring every single person to wear mask while within closed space with other people and installing sanitary products (wipes, sanitizers,
sprays...) at as many public and business places as possible.
General Restrictions and perhaps expedient testing.
N/A
Open City Hall first. If it's not safe for you, it's not safe for us.
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Remove mandate for gym Iconix closure
I am an essential business, under healthcare. I can currently see patients if they and I feel it is necessary. My business has declined by 99 100%. I am basically not treating any one at this time by their choice and mine.
point is letting me reopen.
none
Making cleaning supplies accessible to businesses who can open(and ahead of time from open date). Providing designed signage graphics
to post within business (wear masks, wash hands, stay 6 ft apart, etc).
Lift restrictions
N/A
Vast testing and treatment plans in place.
Remove any mask requirements. They are oppressive. They are unnecessary.
My business is undergoing a shift from in-person consultation and treatment to on-line.
My business is in Huntington Beach.
None
not enough hand sanitizer and proper ppe such as gloves and masks to accommodate staff needs
N/A
Any Local, County and Statewide regulations forcing closure and provide Long Beach's own standards.
Make a long term executive decision that supports public health and the economy - and enforce it.
Strict guidelines
My business is essential, I own a marketing company which provides signage and promotional products. I run it out of my house so I always
social distance. However my clients were closed down so opening up some of these businesses would greatly improve my
Allow more than 10 people in gatherings and communicating that religious organizations are open
Giving us some sort of concrete time table. Having a hard date would really be beneficial to planning for our staff and guests. If we cannot
open in some capacity we may not be able to stay in business
not sure
what?
Funding,
N.A.
Making clear safety guidelines so people have less room for their own interpretations that put us all at risk
Limits of occupations of business would be safe, notice of safety so business is not sued for sick would need warning . Its a tough decision
By opposing the governor's extreme stay-home orders and supporting reasonable measures for the people of this state to access public
areas where they can be exposed to UV light, which kills the virus, and return to work provided businesses implement proce
That it's currently closed.....
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Reduce distancing distance
Retain masks for staff
Add sanitizing stations in every room/
Surface cleaning schedules
Restroom surface cleaning
Information standard sign off for engaged, agreeing on new standards
flexibility with social distancing
Please separate small boutique gyms from traditional big box gyms. Unlike large fitness centers, health clubs or gyms that have 1000s of
members and typically encompass 25,000-80,000 sq. ft. of space, boutique fitness studios have pre-scheduled classes a
Help small buisness with the bank bureaucracy with the handling of the PPP SBA loans
am just being patient.
Get out of the way of capitalism. City council isn’t qualified to make such judgement. Stay in things like what flowers to plant at city hall.
THERE IS NOT BARRIER OTHER THAN US NOT BEING ABLE TO OPEN
Guidelines from the city are enough. All employers want healthy employees and no one wants to be sued.
Waive 2020 business license renewal fees for small businesses
Guidelines from the city are enough. All employers want healthy employees and no one wants to be sued.
My business is open online and I can continue this way.
Fall.
N/A
Do more public services on how to be sanitary. How to wear safety gear, how to clean in a sanitary method. Commercials, social media ads,
get social influencers to show proper use & handlings.
I'm a freelance cosmotologist & have a bio-chem undergrad. I
N/A
Reliable daily testing with quick 5 min. results for large scale events
Nothing
Opening general businesses w reasonable social distancing
Being closed
Massage therapy operating inside Chiropractic Office versus a spa setting - the City of Long Beach does not have clear operational
parameters about this, and it does make a difference as we consider reopening safely. I am a state and nationally certified
Everyone must wear masks. Social distancing.
business.
I am based online even without the health order
None
We are NOT a large gym. We can safely socially distance. We already have an elevated cleaning process, but we are prepared to amp it
up! We also have assets ready to go displaying social distance spacing, best practices and have equipment available for pe
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Allowing no dine in
I think waiting until Memorial Day weekend would be a safer bet.
Evaluate offices / businesses for ventilation and inside spacing before closing down "all businesses".
Insure we are ventilated rather than we are "closed". and see my prior notes on small private dental offices. Laurene Duke DDS
N/A
It's time to let people get back to work, have earned money to spend and and feel good about themselves. See other people and enjoy the
beaches and parks. Get their lives back.
Being truthful. Covid Death cases without any other underlining contributing health problems should be the the first and most often noted
statistic. Note: some one who smoked for 30 years has COPD. And now recently diagnosed with cancer if contracted cov
N/A
none
(Sorry Mayor Garcia, I am just scrolling through your survey here to learn more about what questions you are asking in your city) ✌🏻🏻
Face mask worn until no new cases.
ARE NOT CHILDREN AND DO NOT NEED A TYRANNICAL GOVERNMENT TO TELL US HOW TO PROTECT OUR OWN. RE-OPEN
LONG BEACH NOW.
Start - IMMEDIATELY
Testing, tracing, and providing access to N-95 masks
Saying yes to re-opening....I will be covid re-opening compliant as a business owner.
at this time none, as business reopens my business will pick up VERY SLOW NOW/ manufacturing,economy horrible
Yes, I consider that on my business I would get all de support I can to be safe and to keep my clientele safe as well
Allow small businesses that have. COVID-19 action plan in place that ensures recommended guidelines are being followed for the utmost
safety of the staff and customers at all times.
A reliable test for covid, Ig serium test for antibodies
There will be fewer people in our fitness studio than would be in a grocery store.
The fact that literally no one has a guideline to safely open is a problem and small businesses that want to open in SAFE DUE TIME will feel
the backlash. Families work these businesses and those families will still be at risk of the public. "Why make an
Extend hours business can be opened
Holding people accountable if they do not respect social distancing and abide my the Governor's requirements.
See above
No barrier currently
Ongoing and regular testing
Stay at home mandate. allow us to safely reopen
Stay at home mandate. allow us to safely reopen
Leave us alone, you work for us, not the other way around! I never closed, and have continued to operate throughout this outbreak
Stop the complete overreach!
No barriers as media nad Newson has created hysteria not logic about COVID-19.
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I want health and safety first and am proud of our mayor who is receiving national recognition for doing an excellent job. (I live in Los
Alamitos, but conduct a great deal of my business in Long Beach as well as my office is at the trafffic circle. thank
People ruin everything
I do not deal with the public
Limit capacity of open houses ect.
None at this time we are comfortable with the rules so far.
Getting tested, and still wear mask and gloves.
Personal hygiene & testing
I am able to work from home and keep my business in operation.
Open outdoor-type venues that have wide open spaces - including pier, outside establishments
Lifting the stay at home
make masks mandatory all the time... no one is paying attention when out walking around.
Social distancing, sanitary stations, masks and gloves.
I’m one of the easier ones because I don’t need to be around a bunch of people. Just wanted to share what I think would be endangering
and causing of a bad second outbreak and large gatherings definitely are. essential only and if it’s to open up “pier 1”
Testing
Wait till state decides it’s safe. Period
Keep the restrictions
The people of the community should be allowed to decide which activities and venues that they feel would best meet their needs given their
own tolerance for thevrisk of catching Covid19. At this point it should be an individual choice whether to st
getting more people tested to we can trace and quarantine. Temperature checks for all entrances and mandatory face mask.
No barrier in our industrial suite.
I don't think any businesses where there are more than one person in a room should be open.
Increased access to testing for all Long Beach citizens. Studies show that countries with mass texting available, or even mandated, have
shown the most positive results in preventing the spread upon reopening businesses, i.e. Denmark and South Korea.
n/a
Allow businesses to open but with very specific social distancing and masking protocols. However, nothing should begin until there is
adequate testing of all employees of all businesses that are serving food or likely to come into contact closer than 8 f
Appointment only standards
Restaurant closures.
Stay out of my way
Following guidelines for safety.
PPE, Distancing, Public Education
None
allowing more then 10 to meet
That standards in place not be applicable for my smaller, less trafficked business.
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None
Legal support for requiring customers who enter my place of business to wear masks and/or face shields provided by me.
People need fast and easy virus tests to feel safe at work. Long Beach has their own Health Department, which is very important in disease
prevention and disease tracking.
Increased testing, flattening the curve to acceptable levels by individual community medical authorities.
Need PPE supplies
Government imposed restrictions on conducting business.
Remove stay at home order.
Covid19 testing availability
Remove safer at home order
Not safe to reopen yet.
none, my business is not in LB
Testing
Unknown at this time
Letting me practice safety precautions on my own.
There's not nearly enough testing for current illness, track and trace and antibodies.
No barriers
all that i checked off above
Minimum wage, pension requirements
Unsure
Not applicable
gym.
Limiting how many people a business can serve. Let the business make that decision
Open school facilities rentals.
None
Provide a tax credit for ozone generators to be purchased & installed.
Keeping Social distancing in place, but allowing in property distancing when showing listed for sale properties
We feel we are nowhere near ready to reopen safely. While long Beach has been relatively safe place, if other communities, cities and
states who are more heavily infected are "reopened," travel to our city will expose more vulnerability. We have elderly a
supply masks and gloves and sanitizer
Newsom is not allowing my industry to reopen until phase 3. I am a sole proprietor and a service provider and have not qualified for SBA
disaster assistance or unemployment. I spoke with a representative at the SBDC in LA. The biggest barrier I’m facing i
Remove all edicts that pertain to other than high risk groups
Significant financial hardship due to closure and not qualifying for assistance
my business is not closed, although the work volume has dropped
The medical system (the curve) has been saved. Let's get on with life!
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Allowing more spaces (beaches, parks, restaurants) to be open for our guests to enjoy the areas of downtown Long Beach.
Consistently throughout all businesses mask MUST be mandatory and social distancing be enforced. In restaurants where one needs to
take mask off, all employees must wear mask and gloves, in addition temperatures be taken and washing/sanitizing of hands to
Limiting the stay at home order. Be specific in what restaurants rules are.
N/A
As above strictly enforced.
Let salons open
N/A
by lifting the Stay at Home order
Stay out of our business. That would be the best thing. We know what to do. We use common sense, cleanliness, personal hygiene,
adequate rest and clean positive business environment and exercise. Those should remain our priorities and not stress about go
If not a full opening, we could operate by doing curb side pick up of movies. We could process your order over the phone, deliver to you at
the curb. Returns would be processed by dropping into a slot, using 4 alternating buckets. Each would sit for 72 hr
Infection rate
It’s not yet safe!
Providing proper protective equipment for workers in any size business! Continue enforcing the social distancing and wearing masks
Providing guidelines for salon suites business and making us essential. People need and want there hair cut in a save 1 on 1 environment
Vaccinations or full PPE, multiple sets per day
Lifting the state lockdown order
My suggestion is to have widespread city testing available to each resident of Long Beach, issuing a clearance card/certificate to all people
testing negative. Appointments can then be made with all prospective establishments such as hair, nail salons an
Have patient one at a time they wait in their own car
Development Services has been helpful during this process to continue our plan check of construction documents. However, it would be
helpful if large-scale projects were allowed to E-Plan Check. This would limit time spent in contact with others.
Stop the shutdown!
Allow personal grooming
To continue practicing good hygiene by staying home if you have symptoms. Guests should be understanding if we have to turn them away.
Washing your hands before eating. Having hand sanitizes and wet wipes readily available and in many areas of an event. H
clear and concise rules, making sure people feel safe to go out, access to protective masks, hand sanitizer etc.
Better inform citizens of the availability and location of testing sites in the city. Being able to address potential concerns for testing
availability will allow people to feel more comfortable with going to opened business... (maintaining appropriate pr
No over crowding or huddling in large groups without proper distancing.
Our council, elected leaders, those in office, and anyone else who had a hand in closing businesses, is the greatest barrier in reopening.
You want to support businesses? Then find new careers for yourselves and stop killing ours.
Get rid of facemasks that only serve to lower the immune system because breathing in your own carbon dioxide lowers the immune system.
People blindly follow with no real logic.
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To make sure that everybody wears a face mask
Keep the social distancing, mask and glove requirements
make it up to the individual business to make the assessment of whether they can reopen; they should post and publish their actions, and
the clients can make their own decision if they want to enter.
businesses
Rent and mortgage forgiveness. We are currently below water, operating at less than 50%. In order to get back to pre-COVID levels we
need to be operating at a super normal level very quickly to make up for deferments. Many are predicting that the econo
People who have come Into contact during protests In Orange County should not come to businesses in Long Beach. I’ve had quite a few
come after protests with no PPE on making my employees feel uneasy.
Allow the businesses I've checked to re-open following the protocal I listed in the above answer.
Allow salons to open with strict adherence to social distancing and proper PPE.
N/A
Encourage Safe Sex! Allow sexual health items as essential. Not just for Pharmacy. Pharmacies have many employees making it harder to
control sanitizing and most people go to pharmacies to pick up medicines where healthy people are more at risk getting s
The shutdown.
My business is open and there are no clients/public entering my house for business purposes.
Open our Medical facility to see non-essential patients again. We have been open for emergency and telehealth coverage. This has been
a very minimal economic endeavor but one I was willing to do to help alleviate the ER demands. I am proud of my staff,
I am working remotely providing telehealth sessions but have lost just over half of my income. I would like rent relief or other small business
support so that I do not feel pressure to reopen before it is safe to do so.
Getting funds to the small businesses and citizens who need financial assistance while people get back on their feet, drive thru covid testing
for everyone, establishing clear guidelines for proper etiquette for being out in public, ie: must wear masks or
Allowing people to go back to work and get an income.
Ensuring that people understand the guidelines and adhere to them.
Waiting until the numbers of deaths and new cases actually starts to decline.
Capasity restrictions
Clear directives on parameters from the Health Department including testing for all.
Opening of other small businesses
Fear mongering. Not lying about real numbers. government overreach. Long Beach is where I spend a lot of time even though I do not live
in the city. I believe it was overkill. I no longer trust the state or local government to be telling me the truth. I
The city could support me safely reopening:
- Guide lines for capacity limits and physical distancing...
- Where to get supplies ( gloves, Lysol , etc ).
N/A
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QUESTION #14 - Yes: I can safely return to these activities with respect to capacity limits and physical distancing by doing:
and Mayor Garcia and The Long Beach Health Dept.
And Not following the advice of Elected Officials,
my level best to follow the rules at each venue.
- 6 feet apart = no groups
Attending family functions
being responsible for myself by following the regulations, wearing a mask as needed and abiding by any other limits that the city sets
mandatory masks, sanitizer available to everyone.
- mask requirements remaining in place and hand hygiene/ sanitizing strongly encouraged.
social distancing, wearing masks and respecting the City's rules.
believe in vaccinations.
- wearing a mask, keeping distance
yes
#1) Wearing a mask. #2) Disinfectant wiping things I touch while avoid touching things unless absolutely necessary. #3) Maintaining as
much social distance as reasonably possible: minimum 6 feet, but I believe 6 feet is not adequate. #4) Spending the abso
(At 70, I probably can't until there is a safe vaccine,) but the 32 year old I live with intends to wear a mask, physical distance, use sanitizers
when outside the home, and work from home as long as he can since I'm at higher risk.
masks, where possible (difficult for restaurants).
I can safely return to all IF retail locations take temperatures and enforce social distancing by limiting customers and ramp up disinfecting
procedures.
.....the following: wear a mask outside of home ( for the time being, but not forever) and follow social distancing by a minimum of 6 feet.
...by making sure that I am not sick, colds, coughs, aches, allergies... before heading to any of these locations or engaging in these
activities. ...by following all requirements established by the city for social distancing and staying safe while at th
...continuing on my part to socially distance and wear masks when entering stores and other places where people will tend to congregate
(but can't see trying to eat at a restaurant while wearing a mask).
…. by being respectful and responsible, in ways required, for participating or attending. Wearing masks, proper distancing, proper
behavior, physical distancing. By following rules necessary, or required by the business owner, or parks & rec., or nail s
1) Always wearing a mask
2) Washing my hands. (Maybe asked the patrons to wash their hands prior to engaging in the service.)
3) Using hand sanitizer.
4) No money exchanges maybe Apple Pay or any credit card that can be tapped.
1. Common sense. 2. Being watchful of and sensitive to my surroundings. 3. Being sure to practice social distancing at all times when
leaving my home. 4. Always wearing some type of face mask when leaving my home.
2. Sitting on a park bench or blanket reading/lunching within a park at a distance from others; riding my bike on park paths; talking with
others from a distanc
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1. Social distancing, Masks, Temperature taking in inside conditions.
2. Limited restaurant patrons by table spacing and maybe plastic vertical panel separation and masks can be
removed while seated.
3. Strict sanitation protocol in restaurants a
faster and easier once inside.
2. Beaches: walk only. No blankets or chairs. Maintain distance. See Ventura model o
2. Proper PPE provided for workers at no cost to them. Giving workers an outlet for complaints/issues with their safety where they are taken
seriously and steps are taken to fix issues.
3. No cost testing f
1. Wearing a mask 2. Wearing gloves 3. Six feet apart from people, other than my house hold. 4. Keeping hand sanitizer on my person
when out in public 5. Washing hands as much as possible 7. Being conscious of not touching my face especially when out in p
1. wearing a mask, 2. maintaining physical distancing.
1.) practice social distancing 2.) wearing face masks 3.) washing hands 4.) minimize contact with people
1.Wearing a mask
2. Knowing there has been appropriate testing throughout the city for workers in all businesses that deal with the public
10 feet distance!
10 ft apart
10-15 ft distance, wear a mask. I am a trail runner (can't physically run on pavement), so I would like to be able to drive to a one-way trail
and walk/run/hike if possible. I want all decisions to continue to be based on science and health officials' rec
please.
50%
6 feet apart and masks are very important for our community. We need to think safety and health of every one.
6 feet apart and staying home as much as possible
6 feet apart wearing face masks
establishment (I carry some in my bag)
6 feet apart, washing hands, wear mask
6 feet apart, wearing my mask, and washing my hands at wash stations.
6 feet away
6 feet distance
6 feet distance
6 feet distance , mask and sanitizing my hands frequently
violating the order.
6 feet distancing. Wiping down gym equipment. Masks. Testing
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6 foot distance
wearing a mask
not entering if there is to many people
arranging another time to visit
reporting any business not following capacity limits
looking for a business location that isnt as busy
shopping quickly
ordering and paying online or b
6 ft apart
6 ft away
6 ft distancing
6 ft distancing, wearing mask
6+ ft. separation, wearing masks
6-10 feet apart on the beach residents only
6ft , Sanitizing after each person shows up, limit number of customers at a time, appointments as well/ no walk ins
6ft apart and wearing a mask, limiting people inside
6ft apart. Wearing mask
6ft distance
6ft distancing
6ft distancing and face masks, cleaning of surfaces
6ft talking
A gradual reopening that will determine if we can continue further towards more openings. The curve needs to continue downwards
provide plans on how to implement this...
A percentage of capacity for safety
a scientific analyzes of what is and what is not proven to be "safe"
a strict job of complying with social distancing rules, wearing an effective face mask, and staying home if I do not feel well.
Absolutely
Absolutely
Absolutely
Absolutely
business as usual!
Absolutely! 💯💯 reopen Long Beach
Absolutely. Trails and parks provide vitamin D and fresh air to people. That’s what helps the immune system!
Accepting personal responsibility for my behavior.
Access to Hand washing stations nearby or hand sanitizer
sick.
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Activities solo and wearing PPE
Adhering to current store limits ... maintain social distancing if possible 6 ft away and continue wearing mask if necessary
Adhering to distancing, but making sure that everyone else does also!
Adhering to limits of people admitted & the wearing of masks similar to grocery & other essential stores that are now open.
adhering to physical distancing and focusing on opening businesses that are outside ie farmers markets, outdoor dining.
adhering to reasonable guidelines of masking, distance-keeping
and who are not virologists should not set these expectations.
adhering to the social distancing and wearing of masks enforcement.
recommend.
age appropriate caution
Agree
Agreed
Agreed
Agreed. I also believe each of these industries in fact ALL industries should have a memo available to the public immediately upon opening,
advising them or informing them of their policies, procedures, protective and preventive measures
All activities should continue social distancing and recommended face mask. Floor plans should be adjusted for office settings. As well as
larger scale events exceeding 50guests should have some type of guidelines to make guests of Long Beach feel safe.
parks & the golf courses.
All I can to respect others health wishes and personal health goals while still being allowed to freely live my life as I choose to.
all must wear a mask outside of the home and it should be required to enter all places of business
All of the above activities were marked with reservations. All operators would have to submit a plan that would demonstrate that they are
taking measures that allow them to operate safely. We need to stop thinking about "essential businesses" and shift
All of the above with restrictions put in place by mayor.
emphasis on personal hygiene.
All people outside of their home should wear a mask.
All state guidelines
All the above mentioned.
All the social safety requirements.
All wear face coverings and stay at least 6 feet apart.
Allow a certain amount of people entrance, wearing a mask and maintaining at least 6 feet distance from others.
Allow all activities but also advise residents to minimize situations where they may come in contact with others.
allow so many patron inside
Allowing herd immunity to happen
themselves and pets
ALWAYS wear a mask, keep hands washed, establish contactless payments at minimal cost to business owner
Always wearing a face mask and keeping safe social distance
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Always wearing a mask
ALWAYS: wearing masks, maintaining proper physical distancing, proper rigorous and regular sanitization in these facilities, test/screening
for COVID infections per person entering, and proper staffing to keep at-risk populations safe.
as non contact sports like Tennis.
Antibody testing and a vaccine will make me feel fully comfortable back out in public
Antimicrobials, distance, masks TESTING!
Any of the above answers. Following the rules put in place by City Health Officials and CDC
Any opening of these must be accompanied by strict adherence to social distancing etc. citations should be given to violators. That is
difficult to do but necessary to reinforce the the vital importance of a safe opening and to avoid a resurgence in cas
bear the cost of the equipment and technology
Anything that is not crowded
Appointment only. 6 ft rule.
appointments scheduled far enough apart, or opening librarys for use alpahbetically by last name to limit # of people inside last name
starts with A - H all day on Tuesday I -O on Wed. P-T Thurs etc.
appointments to establish some pattern supporting the limits and distancing.
Appropriate distancing.
Appropriate physical distancing and wearing mask in confined areas viz. shops etc
As a citizen or consumer I need to be proactive and continue to protect myself in situations where I feel I have exposure. According, I could
wear a mask, wash my hands, and limit exposure to others as I feel safely to do so.
to allow parents to return to work.
As a senior citizen in a high risk group, I plan to maintain a stay at home except for the foreseeable future. Exceptions would be grocery
shopping and other essential businesses open during this phase of the shut down.
As a Senior Citizen with a compromised immune system I will continue to avoid going out unless I have to. And I think caution should still
be taken when re-opening anything. I understand everyones desire to get back to "normal" however with the virus st
As a systems engineer, I see it like this. What is the average household size in LB? I'm sure it is more than 2, probably closer to 3.
When someone who has COVID19 is sent home after testing to wait for a result, or after testing positive, or after sho
As above
As I'm told by local and state officials as well as business owners when it comes to distancing and protective gear.
AS instructed. Mask, social distancing. If sick or not feeling well, just stay home.
As long as everyone is required to wear masks and employees wear gloves
As long as gatherings are kept small and controlled I think it will be easier to control the spread of the virus by strict cleaning/disinfecting
rules between customers, etc. Also, continuing to encourage the usages of masks would help. The larger the ven
As long as others respect this.
As long as people respect social distance and wear masks.
indoor space, I feel comfortable.
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As long as rules are established and enforced, like maintaining social distance and wearing masks and possibly gloves
As long as safety protocols are strictly adhered to.
As long as specific guidelines are in place I believe these activities would be safe.
virus.
As public health officials mandates
As requested by business owners and operators
As required using physical distancing.The
As the grocery stores have done
As we are now.
Assuring me that distancing is strictly adhered to. Everyone wearing masks
rules.
At least 6 feet apart distancing and masks required of all
at least 6 feet away, wearing masks in public and hand sanitizer available to use.
At present, this is not possible until there is a cooperative effort between city & state for massive testing among our (known) 39.5 million
state population, versus our currently tested 500+ million. This is an unacceptable level of screening and has far
others.
Avoiding crowds, staying 6ft away from people, wearing a mask and leaving if I am not safe.
Avoiding large crowd still using a mask and social distancing
avoiding large events
Avoiding to go if i feel sick. Keeping 6ft away and/or wearing a mask. Washing my hands afterward
Basic hygiene continue washing hands.and using hand sanitizer
Be limited with exposure to other people. Continue wearing face mask to limit exposure of others and myself. Visit these places only as
needed and individually or with one other person, with whom I live. Av
Beach, parks, bike path, camping
congergate. Staff must be on hand to supervise.
Beaches and small businesses have plenty of space and do not have large crowds.
Beaches might be opened but for swimming only. No laying around the beach sand or congregating. The Bay Area should be Oporto
swimmers only in small groups and wear masks when out of water. Lifeguards need to be protected and considered first.
Beaches
Parks
Because I am at high risks for complications, IF I go out, it will be with a mask on and only with distancing.
being 6 feet away from people
Being a responsible citizen.
Being around less people, washing hands and keeping distance.
being aware of my distance to others and making sure that public spaces are being sanitized and kept clean
Being aware of my surroundings and abiding by personal space.
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Being aware of my surroundings and making smart choices
Being aware of social distancing and be respectful to keep space away from others. Maximizing time spent outside and at the gym to reap
the benefits of outdoor activity and physical fitness. Be ever vigilant in hand washing, sanitizing, and wearing a mask
Being careful with masks and checking myself for a temp
Being cautious of social distancing. Behave the same as I do when I go to my local Ralph's.
Being mindful of how many people are in the space and if I can maintain a minimum of 6 feet of space, wearing a mask, washing and
sanitizing hands frequently, not spending prolonged time, staying home if I'm showing any symptoms of being unwell
Being mindful of social distancing. Being understanding of new occupancy limits on some popular activities.
Being mindful of the distance between myself and others. Continually washing my hands and not touching my face.
Being mindful of when I go out.
Being mindful, sanitizing.
I generally think there are business that could open, from gyms to car washes, that could maintain social distancing and sanitation, but not
all will and not all will be able to.
Being required to wear a mask, for example to enter a retail store of have a haircut.
Being respectful of employees and customers and by wearing a face covering. I think the businesses should be wearing face coverings too.
Being respectful of other’s space
Being respectful of social distancing while in these spaces. Ensure workplaces move workstations far apart from others, reminders to keep
physical distance on PA at the library, maybe add grid lines or lanes in spray paint directing traffic flow at the pa
being responsible
Being responsible, unlike, what is going on in some narrow isle grocery stores. If it's a single owner who has to open, I'd support his/her
opening up for business and maintaining the masks and distancing. Services industry will, for the most part, be r
Being safe
Being screened at the front door for covid. Having hand sanitizer readily available.
being sensible and following science and medical guidelines.
Being tested for antibodies or vaccines
besides wearing masks and having ready access to hand washing stations, any places that are allowed to open should not only require
social distancing but also minimize the number of people in a facility/building by using something like an appointment syst
Bicycling
Bike paths ok. The rest stay home until testing is more widespread or a vacunne is developed
Booking an appointment
Booking pre-arranged appointments with respect to businesses. Have clear understanding of establishment/facility/locations' process and
procedures to adhere and control prescribed limits and protocols.
easy
Bringing hand sanitizer, clorox wipes, and wearing a mask.
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Businesses should Check temperatures at the door; require face masks of all customers, provide hand sanitizer for customers, do regular
deep cleanings and limit number of customers at any given time
But I don’t trust all others will do so without strict rules or penalties put in place
By abiding by business owners guidelines, respecting other’s personal space and being respectful of that.
around me.
By abiding by these directions!
by appointment or low capacity and everyone required to wear mask covering. Also consider remote options and more delivery.
By being aware of peak hours and avoiding those times. By maintaining social distance.
by being careful to keep physical distancing, wearing a mask and staying home as much as possible
By being compliant with regulations put in place by subject matter experts.
By being responsible and keeping a safe distance.
By being responsible. I know what todo. I don’t need the politicians telling me how to do it.
be enjoyed.
By continuing to wear masks and maintain a significant distance from others.
By continuing to wear masks.
By doing my part
people being diagnosed has significantly reduced.
By doing our best to abide by health and safety protocols. Trying to help reduce exposure risks.
By doing what is safe for me and those around me. Wear a mask and even gloves. Distancing myself.
a City ordnance.
By following physical distancing rules and maintaining good hygiene
mask if need be.
by following the guidelines of distancing, wearing a mask and using hand sanitizer.
by following the rules that these establishments put in place, by respecting the social distancing, continuing to wear my mask, and possibly
gloves. Also, by not actively going back to these activities on the regular, and using my time sparingly as to not
By following the rules they put
by following the social distancing guidelines, wearing a mask, and capacity limits
By having appointments only with appropriate ppe.
By implementing if you could says use that we learned during quarantine/ safer at home practices
By keep limited contact with multiple people, washing/sanitizing when moving each location, respect space required
by keeping a safe distance from others, wear a protective mask and use hand sanitizer
By keeping the limits we have in place and if we need to add more
By limiting access (e.g., requiring appointments).
to keep limited capacity for the places deemed safe to open.
By limiting the amount of people gathering to just my family. Limiting beach to no long term sitting on the beach, meaning people should be
either walking or biking but not sitting in one place on the beach for extended periods of time.
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By maintaining 6 feet from other people and not being in groups bigger than 50 people
by maintaining distance from others and going at times when it is less crowded.
by making sure social distancing and wearing masks are respected
By making sure that I stay 6 feet away from the person infront of me.
By making sure that the city clearly lays out the rules in regards to each type of business. I believe the city should lead by example
therefore opening city Hall and the city departments and showing everyone else how it is done.
by practicing CDC and Health Department guidelines. Continue to have service employees wear masks and do deep cleaning.
Not sure I understand this question...
By restricted entry
by social distancing and wearing a mask we should be able to do these activities. Beach for walking and physical activity no sun bathing
By staying a safe distance from others and wearing a PPE/mask when necessary.
By staying home if I were to feel sick or have any symptoms, continue to practice good hygiene
By taking basic hygienic precautions that I would during any bad viral outbreak or flu season. Washing hands frequently. Staying home if
I’m sick. Keeping my sick kids home from school. Staying strong and healthy so to insure my immune system can hand
By visiting restaurants, shops, etc during non-peek hours.
we need more time to be able to protect those at higher risk (older generations, immune compromised, black and poc, homeless, LGBTQ+
etc). KEEP LB SAFER AT HOME
By waiting until the virus is controlled enough that the government gives us to do so.
coughs and sneezes.
By washing hands frequently, maintaining social distance, using just general common sense.
By wearing a mask and distancing myself
by wearing a mask and maintaining 6-10 feet of space from others.
By wearing a mask/bandanna and staying 6+ feet away from other people.
cleaning and disinfecting often.
By wearing face masks, wash hands/purell
By wearing mask, gloves, and maintenance of social distancing
By wearing masks. Hand sanitizer available in most common areas. Also keeping public bathrooms very sanitized for others.
By wearing our masks and bringing sani-wipes, hand sanitizer and gloves and using them
Can wear mask at most times except to eat & keep social distancing when possible
cannot
cannot return to hair cutters because cannot distance 6 feet or more.
Cant
can't trust people
Capacity limits
Capacity limits
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capacity limits should start off as much lower than the limits of Pre-COVID19. All retail stores should limit the number of people inside at one
time, require masks, provide hand sanitizer, wipe down surfaces regularly. Parking lots at beaches should limi
Capacity limits will hurt small businesses and workers will not be hired with their regular hours.
Capacity limits, physical distancing, having a mask available and washing hands should prevent continued spread in a majority of cases.
People over 80 and in poor health need to continue to be careful, but the rest of the population needs to safely get o
Careful consideration before entering to determine density of people in location I am visiting.
Carefully
Carrying disinfectant with me and maintaining at least 6 feet of space between myself and others
Change in occupancy and herd immunity
Checking temp, social distancing, more open doors
Choosing my outings carefully and being respectful of whatever new ordinances are made (ie only 10 per x sq feet), things of that nature.
Church. Going to parks. One on one haircuts. Small meetings
City wide testing
citywide enforceable rules requiring capacity limits, distance in lines, face masks required, face masks provided, hand sanitizer provided in
stores or establishments, temperature testing, and visible disinfectant use.
and those with compromised immune systems
Cleanliness, staying home when sick and being a decent human
Common sense
Common sense
Common sense and acting in a safe manner for myself. Others can do what is appropriate for them.
Common sense and respecting the space of others. Masks.
Common sense disease transmission prevention.
common sense efforts which are already in place and I have been practicing for years
Common Sense is hard to come by these days. But a little goes a long way
common sense practices. If I am high risk, I stay home. If I am not high risk, I go out.
Common sense things, wear a mask. If you’re sickly, stay home. If you’re afraid, stay home. It’s about personal choice and the Constitution
COMMON SENSE!
common sense. Basic protocol when in public places. Keep hands off your face and wash your hands regularly and don't stand on top of
anyone in public places. Just like regular cold and flu season, avoid triggers.
Common sesame actions,wash hands, don’t go out when sick, wear mask
compliant behavior
comply to the recommended guideline
Comply with all new requirements regarding masks, line spacing, maintaining required distancing and avoiding unnecessary activities .
Comprehensive testing for coronavirus
considering the importance of each individual's personal space.
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Considering there is a steady amount of people contracting the virus, I think it's more important to keep everything the way it is. I know it's
challenging for many residents in Long Beach, myself included, but reopening will most likely turn into another
Constant spacing between others and wearing a mask when not driving and around others
out with people you don’t know.
cont to have everyone wear masks, disinfect frequently, monitor covid rates and if they increase scale back
Continue as we are doing now...limit number of people in a store and 6 foot distance apart...
Continue personal hygiene and in larger crowds wear a mask if possible
Continue the use of masks. Proper sanitation.
Continue to reinforce curbside pickups whenever possible
Need to enforce physical distancing (lines on the ground, signage reminders, etc.)
Continue to stay home, and only go out for essential items. I do not think at this time any other businesses should open.
Continue to wear a mask and respect physical distancing measures
Continue to wear facemasks and social distancing of 6 feet unless with persons whom live under same roof
continue to wear masks and keep 6 ft apart.
Continue to wear my mask and to social distance while walking or sitting at parks/beaches. Maybe keep beach parking lots closed to keep
numbers low if opening beaches. Maybe post signs at beach entrances (stairs) reminding beach goers to wear masks and
continue to wear my mask, wash my hands, and maintain social distancing
each other unless it’s reinforced.
continue wearing mask, avoid all crowded areas
Continue wearing masks and gloves by staff and clientele. Maintaining disinfecting procedures.
Continue wearing masks and hand washing
Continue with the 6 foot physical distancing and face coverings.
Continued social distancing, masks, hand sanitizing stations
customers and tables.
Continued use of a mask.
Continued, but still temporary, Use of face coverings, establishment must have dedicated personnel for disinfecting continually
continuing 6ft measures, wearing masks in public
Continuing distance
Continuing distancing and wearing a mask. Going above and beyond to be sanitary.
Continuing donning masks, hand sanitizers, 6 feet social distancing
Continuing mask use in public and adhering to space limits in businesses.
continuing social distancing guidelines and health regulations. I specifically selected activities where social distancing can be easy (such as
a walk on the beach) or where crowds can be controlled for example, hair dressers can work by appointments only
this time.
Continuing the 6 ft order
Continuing to be more strict in my separation than I expect from the general public because of my age.
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continuing to observe ultra-cleanliness habits indefinitely.
Continuing to practice guidelines set forth by The President of The United States
Continuing to practice social distancing, be conscious of others, and stay home when feeling sick
Continuing to practice social/physical distancing, washing and sanitizing my hands, wearing a face mask.
distance as much as possible.
Continuing to self-isolate until the CDC and WHO agree that it's safe to reopen.
Continuing to social distance wearing masks and whatever the medical experts recommend, not what the businesses want.
workers.
Continuing to use face masks, setting capacity limits, changing protocols such as at golf courses or retail to limit touching common
surfaces. I don’t know how to implement protections in child care settings, but child care is critical for so many of our
Continuing to wear a face covering when in public places and keeping up with physical distancing guidelines.
continuing to wear a mask
Continuing to wear a mask and not stay too long.
readily available
Curb pickup works well for large scale retail
I’d love to get back to water aerobics. I think
Continuing to wear a mask in public
Staying home if sick
Avoiding unnecessary contact
continuing to wear a mask, maintaining 6 feet of distance
Continuing to wear a mask, making appointments for everything, being aware of myself and others.
Continuing to wear mask and wash hands.
Continue to practice social distancing.
Continuing to wear masks and by only allowing certain number of individuals at a time.
Continuing to wear masks and having hand sanitizer/soap available everywhere
Continuing to wear masks and keep 6 feet apart at all times.
Continuing to wear masks and maintain six feet apart
Continuing to wear masks and physically distancing from others
Continuing to wear masks and someone to oversee guidelines at each business to minimize spread of virus.
Continuing to wear masks in essential business, washing hands and staying home is feeling sick in any way
continuing to wear masks in public
Continuing to wear masks. Limiting frequency of visits .
Continuing to wear protective face coverings (these should remain mandatory in public), lowering capacity limits significantly in operating
businesses, and enforcement of physical distancing being upheld in business operations.
cooperating with others to make sure to stay away from others to prevent over-crowding and wear appropriate safety gear.
Correct measures being taken and enforced ....masks ..no crowds....
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courteous and respecting the policy
well.
Crowd control
cubrirse, poner guantes, guardar distancia, cubrir la boca
Currently masks must be required, and that means masks covering the nose and mouth, not simply the chin. But so few people are able to
wear masks and wear them correctly, we cannot repopen without a treatment and a vaccine.
Currently, residents are allowed to shop at essential businesses. They are also allowed to leave their house and walk their neighborhood. In
both cases, they are practicing social distancing. The same practices could be applied to other areas where custom
Curtailing occupancy and masks
Cutting capacity, keeping distance in restaurants and bars. Sanitizing the environments.
encouraging overall social distancing as our new way of life
Definite enforcement of distancing, mandatory wearing masks, etc. limited crowds at a specific time.
definitely
depends on everyone's cooperation to stay at a safe distance. Nice to have special hours for the elderly, disabled, pregnant etc.
Dining out, most shopping, nonemergent medical care
limit one person per golf cart.
disinfecting items I use
Distance from others, wear masks, gloves
Distancing
distancing
distancing
Distancing
Distancing and masks
Distancing and masks
Distancing and masks
Distancing and masks.
Distancing and universal rules for interaction.
distancing and wearing mask if necessary.
Distancing needs to be enforced
Distancing of 6 plus feet; wearing face masks and bringing own sanitizer
Distancing of 6 plus feet; wearing face masks and bringing own sanitizer
Distancing of 6 plus feet; wearing face masks and bringing own sanitizer
Distancing, 6 feet apart
Distancing, and limiting my time outside
distancing, facemask,gloves,
distancing, hand washing, face masks and how about if people who are sick stay home
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distancing, masks, fewer people allowed in at one time, hourly disinfection
distancing, staying home when sick, testing if needed and temp scans if needed but by being reponsible
Distancing, watching for signs of illness, self-quarantining if necessary.
Distancing, wearing face mask, limit capacity
Distancing. Face mask.
Do not feel safe yet
Don’t jump the gun. I prefer the city waits until other states that are open are truly successful and safe.
hospitals and cemetaries
DONT open anything until we know more about asymptomatic people
Due to the fact that there are deaths daily, we are NOT ready
premature openings could cause a new spike in cases
Each activity needs to be evaluated as to whether or not physical distancing can take place. For example, riding a bike on the beach bike
path, while wearing a mask, is probably OK. Riding a bike in a peloton is probably not okay because of the close cont
Each business must adhere to requiring face masks be worn by employees and clients. Providing disinfectant stations prior to entering.
Each person should be able to make up his/her own mind.
ease into it. Better to be safe, rather than rush into it.
Easier and cheaper access to testing for all residents... Possible to mail at-home tests?
easily able to be 6' apart
vaccination against it is available.
eating out in a dine in restaurant
Either choosing NOT to go (no one is forcing me to do anything) to places I don't feel comfortable. Places that put in good hygiene practices
are places people will feel comfortable going to. I don't know why it's ok to keep Target open or markets, but no
Enforce a strict mask requirements - and note that masks must cover nose & mouth
Enforce social distancing rules, and make everyone understand that these things remaining open is contingent on adhering to the rules.
Enforce use of face masks, hand cleansing & increased personal space (6ft).
Enforcement
enforcement at the site
Enforcing a person limit like we are doing with grocery stores and continue to be cautious
Enforcing closures and restrictions now, so we can be safe later.
Enforcing physical distancing and numbers of people gathered. Overall, I feel it is too soon to reopen anything except parks and beaches
IF, and only if, physical distancing is enforced and there are not great numbers of people gathered. Based on the atro
Enforcing these rules.
Enforcing wearing mask in public with the exception of when dining in a restaurant. Enforcing 6ft apart when outside in public such as
parks, beaches, shopping centers and outdoor recreation centers. Cleaning facilities and public restrooms more often s
Enhanced distancing and hygiene practices that are legally mandated and enforced for both business owners and patrons.
Ensuring areas are sanitized. Making sure we do our part and wash our hands and not spread germs by covering our cough.
ensuring mask is still worn at all times despite reopening to prevent any resurgence.
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Ensuring social distancing and limited hours
Estamos más seguros en casa
Even numbered people on even days and odd numbered on odd days based on drivers license.
Even some by apps only others with mask or smaller groupings, yes.
Even the city of long Beach isn't safe yet. I think allowing any openings would endanger Sooooo many people. I think rushing it would kill
me. I'm already quarantine for 11 week's. Let's not be dumb. Our mayor & city council is being reckless.😡😡
Every resident of LB should be required to wear a face mask at all times when they leave their home or homeless encampment
Every thing implemented what's happening now. With a few changes
Everyone following the rules & respect distancing
Everyone has to be on the same page or opening anything will blow up in our face. I would hate to have to start over from the beginning and
all of those people would have died for nothing. We are a selfish animal but are smart. I just hope we learned from
Everyone must participate in the viability of our CityByTheSea!
Everyone required to wear a mask, required social distancing with enforcement and large fines for those who don't
everyone should still be required to wear masks if they want to go into buildings and participate in activities
Everyone wearing a mask. An expectation that sanitizer is available and used
Everyone wearing masks and/or keeping physical distancing from others, including outdoor activities.
everyone wears a mask, businesses tape 6 feet apart (Lowe's is doing a good job with this) limits based on square footage Look at some of
the categories of businesses to see if they need to be inspected prior to opening - personal grooming, offices and be
everyone wears masks and gloves and has their temperature checked when entering
Everyone wears masks, keeps distance from others and place limits on number of people allowed to gather/enter
Everyone without limitation must wear a mask that completely covers their nose and mouth
EVERYONE.....SHOULD WEAR MASKS......EVERYWHERE!!!!!!!
mild symptoms.
everything possible to maintain physical distancing and mandating that everyone wears a face mask.
Everything really should stay the way it is until there aren’t any more cases or Covid 19 or there’s a vaccine.
Everything that is suggested.
everything that the city of Long Beach had established in recent weeks to curb the spread of this disease.
Everything the doctors, experts & scientists with regard to what successful densely populated urban cities like Taipei has done using contact
tracing, testing all residents, and continuing social distancing. Try to look beyond our borders since our presid
Everything the doctors, experts & scientists with regard to what successful densely populated urban cities like Taipei has done using contact
tracing, testing all residents, and continuing social distancing. Try to look beyond our borders since our presid
Everything without personal contact, separated from one another by plexiglass barriers; like at the grocery stores.
exactly that.
Exactly what I’ve been doing.
and not to be wasted by the overly anxious.
exercising by myself
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Exercising discretion and common sense (e.g. self quarantine if ill, practice situational awareness around others to minimize exposure)
extensive hygiene procedures, wearing a mask when necessary
Extra attention by businesses on cleanliness and disinfecting at least 3-4 times a day, especially gyms
face cover, keeping distance, avoiding contact
possible.
face covering requirements
face covering, gloves, separation
Face covering, physical distancing, making appointments when needed and running errands during the week.
Face coverings
Face coverings always required in addition to LB Dept of Health safety requirements.
Face coverings and social distancing are enforced.
Face coverings, walking around people as they pass by, avoid touching things that don’t need to be touched, wear gloves and remove them
once something is touched and sanitize hands after removing gloves
face coverings. 6-10ft distance
like for everyone to be safe
Face mask and hand sanitizer in my hands, at all times . Specially 6feet distance
Face mask and washing hands
face mask for quite awhile
Face mask must be required
Face mask; 6 feet distancing
face masks
face masks
Face Masks if necessary, responsible personal health and adhering to state and city leaders guidelines
Face masks and 6-8ft social distancing
Face masks and social distancing (6 feet apart)
Face masks for everyone and temperature taken.
Face masks is a must along with social distancing. Everyone must be on board.
Face masks, gloves, reduced hours, and capacity limits.
Face masks. Very small groups 5 or less
Facial covering and 6 feet distancing . Also washing hands regularly
Facial Coverings, time slots, appointments
Fallow safe intructions
Feel the time is now
numbers and seating in theaters & churches
parks don't allow large group gatherings.
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FIRST AND FOREMOST, MY PRIORITY IS THE HEALTH OF OUR RESIDENTS. If you plan to open up the boxes checked above, I would
expect the details I included in question 13- testing every single person who comes into contact with these spaces and providing face m
Follow guidelines
Follow safe social distancing and wear a mask
Follow strict public health guidelines
Follow the CDC guidelines
Following
Following a mask requirement, observing 6ft social distance rules, limit number of people in stores
Following all guidelines on distancing
Following all medical guidelines.
Following basic distancing requirements
following basic instructions
Following best available medial/public policy recommendations
Following CDC and Dr Fauci recommendations.
Following CDC and state recommendations.
Following cdc guidelines
Following CDC guidelines on 6 foot distancing. Mask when necessary.
following CDC Guidlines
Following CDC recommendations.
Following common sense
Following directions
following directions that are posted in each location and being aware of my physical surroundings.
Following distance guildlines
Following expert guidelines.
Following good health ordinance and hygiene
Following guide lines and reduced capacity in restaurants.
Following guidelines
Following guidelines set by individual locations. Including to keep social distance and limiting occupancy indoors.
following guidelines.
Following health guidelines
Following limits on capacity, taking personal responsibility for wearing masks keeping distance and limiting my activity
Following recommendations of minimum 6’ distancing and use of face coverings where necessary.
Following regulations, continuing to wear a mask.
Following rules set by the business owner or operator
Following safe distancing guidelines
Following set protocols
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Following social distancing and wearing required PPE
Following social distancing guidelines; wearing a mask. It’s up to seniors (including myself) and those with underlying health issues to be
cautious, which may include stay at home. However it is unfair for younger healthy individuals to be deprived of
Following social distancing rules, have maximum capacity signs posted and encourage businesses/ public places to monitor capacity
following social distancing wearing face mask
Following specific policies of each establishment as they set forth to responsibly operate their businesses
Following store guidelines by waiting to enter with full protection (mask and gloves)
Following the capacity restrictions and staying away from people - wear a mask if required.
businesses to reopen.
Following the established norms
Following the existing guidelines and wearing a mask when warranted.
Following the guidelines already established by those of current essential businesses. Beaches and parks would need to be monitored.
Also, libraries could open as long as it was just to find materials and then leave--no staying and limited number of peo
following the guidelines of the health dept.
Following the guidelines recommended by the County Public Health.
Following the guidelines regarding social distancing.
Following the guidelines.
Following the recommendation of the social distance suggetions put in place for places. Mom.and pop stores should be able to open their
doors, using the same orders as all the bigger stores have been allowed to do so . The smaller retails should have bee
Following the rules
Following the rules of the CDC
Following the rules of the establishment and wearing my mask.
Following the rules, (distance, mask, etc)
following what city leaders advise
Following whatever social distancing and other rules are in place.
For all of us to get Tested for covid 19 and who's invected separating them.
For now, wear your facemask to keep whatever germs you have to yourself.
For personal care stores (Barber shop, hair and nail Salons, spa, etc.) have by appointments only!
Any stores (Target, ROSS, Superior, VONs, etc.) Keep letting in people a few at a time while social distancing at checkout.
Any type of gym have cleaning su
For personal grooming, the customer can wait in the car and get a text message when their service is ready. Libraries can be useful as
'pick up only' service- where a book is ordered online and placed on hold to be picked up. Beaches can be open and mon
For the sake of reviving our economy. I feel that many steps have been taken unnecessarily and that perhaps the cure has caused more
damage than the virus. I don’t blame city officials for being cautious but it’s time for the economy to get back to nor
friends lend you a hand!
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We are intelligent human beings with a sense of responsibility and don’t have to be told by the government and have our freedom
challenged 🙏🙏
frequent hand washing and having hand sanitizer stations for gyms, restaurants, and parks. s
Frequent Hand washing, staying home when sick, taking my temperature, being smart about not putting myself in large crowds if I’m at risk,
accommodate the capacity and physical distancing
protective mask while out of the house
general precautions such as masks and hand-washing.
getting tested frequently, wearing medical mask, using hand sanitizer, meeting outdoors
Getting the government to provide N-95 filter masks
Gloves and mask always on and minimum 6 feet distance among non-household members. Seniors and those with compromising
conditions encouraged to continue to self isolate at home until a treatment or vaccine is perfected. Important for LA County to make Cov
Gloves and mask always on and minimum 6 feet distance among non-household members. Seniors and those with compromising
conditions encouraged to continue to self isolate at home until a treatment or vaccine is perfected. Important for LA County to make Cov
Gloves protective mask ask That few people visit at a time or by appt like they do in markets
Going at less busy times. Wearing mask. Washing hands.
going at non peak hours and staying away from busy places.
going early. only 1 person in family shopping
Going to outdoor spaces with airflow. I do not think enclosed spaces can provide enough airflow to mitigate the spread of airborne germs. I
do not think schools (K-5) can safely open because kids are not good at maintaining hygiene when not closely monito
to keep social distance
Going to places with a small amount of people with safe distancing.
Going to work, coming home, and keeping my distance like I always have for the past 15 plus years that I have lived in Long Beach.
going when there are few people
choose times and days wearing masks
Golf courses have acres of open space. Not only is it easy to maintain social distance, but the open air
environment permits rapid dispersal of airborne pathogens.
Golf tennis small gyms small stores restaurants
Golf, office businesses, car dealerships, small scale retail
Golf, walks in park
good hygiene, and common sense.
Grooming appointments: by going at appointment time and waiting in car until stylist calls me in. Not bringing other guests with me and
trusting that stylist is using sanitation process state board requires her/him to use.
Outdoor rec: by doing solo spor
Grooming by appointment only. No walk ins. Limit the amount of people inside of grooming places and small shops
Gym 1 on 1 training, all others Controlled access
gyms with limited number and equipment kept clean with customers using face mask and clean up after themselves.
Hair and nail salon
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Hair and Nail salons.. are owned by many small independent people. If we limit the amount of patrons per salon along with the fact that
nail salon employee's already wear masks and gloves and for hair stylist they can also
wear masks and gloves if neces
gloves.
Hand hygiene and wear a mask in public areas at all times.
Hand hygiene, optional face masks, better facility cleaning at grooming services
hand sanitization
Hand sanitizing stations, face mask requirements, occupant limitations
Hand sanitizing upon entry of a building/business, wear a face mask, answer Covid 19 screening questions prior to entry of a building, be
refused by businesses when I don’t comply to safety requirements.
Hand washing
Maintains distance
Hand washing and limited interaction with others
Hand washing, advising sick people to stay home. Proper hygiene and also sanitation as a priority on businesses/facilities
Hand washing, mask wearing, respecting distancing.
hand washing, masks
Hand washing, testing myself if I have symptoms, and having health care workers were proper PPE's. Nutrition is a big part. I must eat a
lot of fresh fruits and vegetables so we need to work on making those available for low prices that aren't so high.
Hand washing. Limited people. Masks.
handwashing, safe distancing
check with face mask.
Have to depend on the business limiting person to person contact with smaller sizes
Having a vaccine or a working treatment plan.
having adequate testing programs in place and working
Having masks required for shoppers and workers, limiting the number of bodies in the facility at the same time to enable social distancing
(just like grocery stores and Target do now), and having hand sanitizers available.
while the other half work in the office. The next day we switch.
Maintain social distancing at all times.
Having people continue to follow the social distancing, wash hands constantly and wear a face mask while working or obtaining services.
Having rapid result testing available anywhere people will be close together
to social distancing.
continue to practice social distancing, keeping good hygiene.
social distancing. Wear face covering..
Personally, I have been adhering pretty strictly to the current rules, not having socialized, even 1/1 or in small groups with friends since
March 13th, and have not see family for nearly the ent
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HOA pool. Make it residents only. No guests.
Honestly I have no idea what is most safe, I was just making a wild guess on the above that outdoors are better. Are we talking about
opening now? Next month? I have no idea how to answer this survey. Also I am semi-self employed so I didn't know how to a
Honestly, at this point, I don't understand the rationale of reopening until we have widespread testing. Short of a vaccine, Dr Fauci, CDC,
WHO are all saying that COVID-19 isn't going away anytime soon. The number of infections and deaths are still going
paper menus
anything
I actually cannot do these things, but I think it is relatively safe to allow others to do so.
I agree and welcome it
I agree to the terms.
I agree with social distancing
I am 67 so I don't do too much of these activities. I Think opening small businesses will be ok as it would be easier for them to practice the
social distancing. Large retail for now I think would be a mistake.
I am a stay at home mom to two toddlers who will not be returning to any activities until the CDC recommends it is safe to do so, regardless
of city allowances. My husband, an educator, will follow his district’s policies for work but will also continue t
I am an at-risk immunocompromised end stage renal disease patient. I do not feel safe with any of these places opening back up because I
can easily contract the virus and may not recover. My life matters
I am concerned that few citizens are wearing masks, few have been tested and we do not have contact tracing in place. I do not think we
are ready for a second wave which will inevitably happen within weeks or a reopen.
any activity including work safe.
I am extremely concerned because we do not have the capacity for testing to really inform how we open things up yet. I am, as you can
see, of an age that is highly at risk, however, everyone is. We don't know if antibodies are formed...there are still s
I am fine not being able to doing the things I checked off but in my opinion those areas can probably be opened by taking all the necessary
precautions such as available hand wipes, wearing face covers, regular cleaning,and taking temperatures. I felt ver
living with it
I am immune compromised, so my concern would be avoiding crowded spaces. Also I would like to see testing for asymptomatic individuals
besides essential workers and the possibility of testing for antibodies.
I am more concerned about how other people behave (distancing, touching etc.) and how that may affect me.
I am not a public heath expert, therefore feel my opinion has no relevance in this matter.
I am not an infectious disease expert, so that is who you should probably consult. That being said, I think we should approach this issue
erring on the cautious side, with a "better safe than sorry" mentality. However, I think that allowing people to go
I am not personally adversely affected beyond minor inconveniences at this time, but others need some options to move more freely.
I am not ready to leave my home. The number of positives is still going up.
I am not sure what my perimeters are at this point.
I am not sure, but I think we just have to be vigilant and respectful of whatever rules are put in place for the safety of high-risk folks.
I am ok with distancing and face masks...
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I am only a student that knows nothing about viral infections or how they spread. Please do not open the city simply because people want to
get their hair done. China just started opening up and they have had the virus since December, so please be cautiou
I am uncertain
mandates by the state or city.
i am vacillating between open everything up and keep the quarantine as a safety. We need to eventually open up and adjust to a new
normal. I personally will have bottle with water and liquid soap in my car and wear my mask. I’m concerned about the action
questionable.
I believe each business and organization that can implement the physical social distancing rules and also maintain a safe environment for
their employees can open. Masks should be a necessity indoors and they should be made available if you don't have on
I believe everyone should wear a mask once they leave their home and remain on while outdoors or are in buildings. This should be
mandatory for 30 days. This would stop the spread and keep everyone safe. This could be reevaluate when the 30 days expires.
I believe I can safely return, but the population of the entire city cannot.
I believe if social distancing is enforced and disinfectant is readily available, these businesses and locations could reopen.
I believe Long Beach residents can respect physical distancing when the criteria is clearly communicated.
I believe social distancing in these places should still be observed. Parks and beaches should be the last one to open.
I believe social distancing in these places should still be observed. Parks and beaches should be the last one to open.
I believe social distancing in these places should still be observed. Parks and beaches should be the last one to open.
I believe social distancing in these places should still be observed. Parks and beaches should be the last one to open.
I believe that a policy of stay-at-home self-quarantine is our best protection from this devastating pandemic. We must not rush to open nonessential businesses until a vaccine or effective treatment is widely available. High quality PPE must be available
prior activities.
I believe the public has learned the importance of proper hand washing, sanitizing, not touching their face, being aware & more considerate
of others. Those who are sick seem to be staying home. And this who are at greater risk should also stay home.
I believe we have done a really good job of not getting close to one another, wearing face masks and washing our hands frequently. The
damage to our economy and people's life work is far greater than the risk to our health. We need to be building our her
I can but wouldn't; the longer I wait to get infected the more likely I am to not die because more will be known about the virus and the
likelihood of getting the virus goes up exponentially the more people I interact with.
I can do physical distancing. I find that most people are very good about keeping the proper distance fro each other.
parks.
I can only be aware of my actions and wear a mask. However, it will be up to business how those protacals are established and met.
I can return safely but if most don’t comply , closing again should be as needed !
do for the seasonal flu.
I can safely return but feel it's unsafe to do so.
I can safely return to these activities by wearing a face covering at all times while out in public. I can use gloves, hand sanitizer or
disinfecting wipes after touching communal property (i.e. door handles, shopping carts, etc.) I can also continue to a
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I can safely return to these activities by wearing a mask around people in close proximity, or while sick. And also continue to practice
physical distancing whenever possible. Of course I will continue with washing my hands.
I can safely return to these activities with respect to capacity limits and physical distancing, but it does not mean that everybody else will be
safe and follow safety measures...Using face masks, taping social distance measures for all retail and restau
I can safely return to these activities with respect to capacity limits and physical distancing, but it does not mean that everybody else will be
safe and follow safety measures...Using face masks, taping social distance measures for all retail and restau
I can sort of.. I need to hear more for the city.
I can wait. I'm in no hurry.
I can, but based on what I’ve seen on our grassy areas by the beaches, walkways by my home, parks, etc. other people do not.
Enforcement will need to be strong to require social distancing to keep us all safe. If it is not, I will continue to stay at home
I can, can others?
I can, yes. Others, not so sure. I have seen multiple violations of social distancing in these March/April weeks. I have read many belligerent
opinions on perceived losses of freedom on the Nextdoor Neighbor forums. If/when re-opening occurs, I do not bel
I can.
I can’t because even with rules in place people refuse to wear masks or keep distance.
Disease) and at high risk.
I cannot return as I am immune compromised and can only walk away from anyone with mask and more than six feet away
I cannot safely do these activities
I can't say that I can to any of them mostly because of pre-existing conditions that put me at risk.
that should be taken for granted
I could follow the social distancing, but I don't trust other people to follow it and would not want to risk exposure.
I desire everything to return to normal but at this point in time I don't believe a lot of areas can be opened because some residents and a lot
of visitors are not practicing social distancing. Is the city prepared, equipped, and funded to enforce socia
I do not believe we are at a time to reopen just yet. However, the following should be mandated: requiring all individuals to wear mask and
having hand sanitizing stations at every entrance & exit of a facility.
I do not believe we are ready to open. With people still testing positive for covid-19 and there are too many at risk people that can be
infected. I believe we still need to ride out this pandemic and not fall into the pressure of society wanting to open
I do not believe we should open anything yet. Our county is teaming with cases. It is not safe.
I do not feel comfortable relying on people good nature to keep 6 feet distance and masks. Not everyone will comply. This will lead to more
infections/deaths. City needs to mandate 6 feet apart masks and fune thise who don't..just like driving without a s
I do not feel comfortable that we are in a safe place to do so still
lockdown like New Zealand. This country is a joke.
I do not feel safe returning to these activities due to a compromised immune system.
I do not feel safe to return at this moment. I think that the best clinical and population health research and date should be used to inform
policy only to begin opening of the city when safe. Unless, there should be no regards for public safety and publi
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I do not feel safe to return to these
activities
I do not feel safe with the idea of opening up the city at this time. Opening up at this time, will only risk exposing major portions of the
population here to the spread of Covid-19 & many more deaths. We need to cuádruple testing, double down on monitor
I do not feel there should be capacity limits in attending church, however wearing masks temporarily if mandated would be acceptable. I
attend a large church, and no one in our church has had the corona virus, therefore I believe it is safe enough to lif
I do not know. Everyone must participate with respect
I do not think it is safe to return to any of the above activities until a safe, effective treatment or vaccine is developed.
I do not think we should be opening businesses until testing has occurred for all who live in and work/travel to Long Beach and contact
tracing is in place. This virus is still an unknown. It is unknown how far it can travel in the air or how long it rema
I do not want to social distance.
I do not yet feel comfortable or safe returning to parks, beaches, events or even office spaces. Definitely not restaurants and bars. My
biggest problem with the reopening talks is that while a lot of great hygiene protocols have been discussed like takin
I don’t believe I can, it’s nearly impossible to maintain any kind of safe distance with others in a public place.
I don’t feel safe yet, there is still too much we don’t know. I don’t want to send my husband to work or my children to school. They are all
working at home well. The people that can stay home should to make it safer for those that don’t have that choice.
I don’t know, and I don’t trust any resident’s opinion, I only trust the judgments of medical experts, please adhere to their advice.
I don’t think we can safely return to these activities without reliable testing and tracking, but totally understand we must weigh this against
benefits to the economy and people being able to supper themselves and their family.
I don’t think we should just reopen.
I don’t understand the question
we cannot open.
I don't believe we should open anything yet.
distancing.
the priority needs to be keeping people safe, healthy, and alive.
I don't feel safe
I don't feel safe to socialize or go to large events.
I don't feel safe.
I don't know, and you don't either.
I don't really understand this question. I'm an adult and concerned with health issues and know how to monitor myself. People in Long
Beach have, from my observation, been very responsible and polite. As a generality, we can be trusted to behave well.
I don't think any changes are smart yet.
Reopening too early means this could last all year by reinfecting....
I don't think it is time to reopen anything until the number of covid 19 cases in LB goes down, way down.
I don't think opening up is the right thing to do. People need to be housed to prevent spread, half of the jail down the street from me is sick
with COVID. Yes, Terminal Island Jail. Jails, homeless shelters, and assisted living facilities have the highes
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I don't think so
I dont think the city should be opened up just yet. We are still on rise. I just wish adults out theremwouldmfollow the rules
distance, and things along those lines.
I don't understand the question.
I don't understand this question.
I feel I can safely return to activities
place to fine people who dont observe safety precautions.
at Home Order.
I feel like we shouldn’t open ANYTHING just yet until we are covid 19 free. I’m not trying to risk my life my family life or anyone else’s.
I feel none of the above (even the ones I marked) can be safely re-opened yet. The ones I marked are those I believe can *first* be reopened when medical professionals deem it is safe to do so. All activities listed need to be phased in gradually, as t
I feel returning too quickly is dangerous. We need to listen to the doctors and scientists.
I feel safe returning to activities if everyone around me is wearing a mask and gloves.
I feel that the City of Long Beach should begin some gradual reopening, first focusing on needs then wants. As the days get warmer, I
would like to see more outdoor activities be able to be opened first such as playgrounds and the beaches and outdoor exe
I feel that the risk is still out there the block where I live on 5th and Maine crowds of young people be hanging out drinking with loud music..
there should be tickets given out to people like this my safety and kids safety is stil in jeopardy.. so I fee
I feel that we still observe current practices of staying home and being safe when we leave our homes.
I feel the city offices and library could have easily enforced distancing. Regular cleaning and disinfecting could be established.
kill.
I feel we definitely need to keep wearing face masks and practicing social distancing. I feel small storefronts could reopen because we are
standing outside waiting our turn in line to get in just as we do with the grocery stores. They would need to limit
I follow the CDC
I have no issue w/wearing a mask, gloves & safe distancing so I can get essentials like a darn haircut or my oil changed
available or the virus has significantly diminished.
I have underlying health conditions placing me at high risk. Not sure when anything will be safe for me personally
i hesitate to give an answer by email. that may need to be discussed by phone. i am not sure i have any exact specifics. such that a phone
conversation where both parties, listen and learn from one another would be better. just to let you know that i t
I just do not get close to people
I just don’t see how this is feasible without a vaccine.
I just want to feel safe again. I do not feel it’s safe to re-open anything, having too much people allowed right away is too risky.
can’t recommend Or fear doing any of the activities I enjoy.
I may not choose to participate but others can and it won't affect me.
I need art stuff from ross.
I personally believe that small businesses should open while still adhering to the physical distancing. Most corporate businesses can do the
same as well. Masks, sanitize, wash your hands. No hand shakes.
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I personally will stay home because I have pre existing health conditions and cannot get sick.
I plan to social distance though I am concerned by the ability for establishments and all individuals to adequately do this. I've seen people in
clusters on the bluffs or walking around neighborhoods. If safety practices are not already being followed–rig
I prefer everything to still be closed until we get a vaccine
I really think we are not ready Long Beach has lotta beautiful areas where people like to hang out in big crowds and unfortunately before we
do any changes we need people to listen and obey it is very hard for us parents they have child With Chronicle as
I recognize that things will have to change going forward. Restaurants may have to increase physical distancing and actually using some
kind of physical barriers between seating. Our Cinemark theater in Long Beach had enhanced sanitizing policy in place b
I still feel it is very unsafe as the Covid-19 continues to increase
I still do not believe it is safe to return to the above activities. If people could actually abide by physical distancing, capacity limits, and face
masks - it could work. But there's too many who are unwilling to follow-through
wear a mask and social distance.
I think City facilities monitored by city officials that could regulate social distancing and masks would be acceptable to open. For examples,
Libraries reopen with security limiting the capacity. Beaches/parks reopen with lifeguards/park staff or securit
I think hair, barber and nail they like to pack it in with customers and it would be great if they legally abided by appointments only and only 5
per hour with distancing and all wear face masks and gloves. Maybe even sell their nail polish instead of reu
I think if businesses have a game plan that can be implemented for safety, we can start reopening certain businesses and outdoor spaces
in June. This will only work if there are are strict rules and regulations.
save lives.
I think it is premature to reopen LB until the antibody tests are done and vaccines are produced.
I think it is putting everyone at risk to open up too soon.
maybe only in public spaces bank, market, retail ect.
Now i notice very few people wearing a mask when outside wal
GATHERING OR SITTING.
I don't know if it would be reasonable, but in the olden days, we dealt with overcrowding
I think it’s too soon to open up anything when barely anyone has been social distancing with the unopened places and activities. It is unwise
to let everyone spread this virus further by opening up anything for another month.
I think masks are important.
I’m concerned about isolated seniors, which is why I’d consider senior centers and religious establishments.
I think people should have a choice to wear a mask or not in all public places. I don’t believe we should be forced to wear a mask.
I think that you should make the decision. You have data and advisors. We as the community are unfortunately being guided by the
media and family. It is hard to decipher actual facts. That being said, make an ethical and morally guided decision and
I think the lockdown should continue longer to keep infection rates low. As soon as we start expanding the types of businesses that are
open, that will put everyone - especially essential workers - at much higher risk. My spouse it at very high risk and w
I think the sooner we open, the better at this point - with the condition that everyone wear masks and gloves in public. However, everyone
who can work from home should continue to do so. Additionally, there should be services available to the at-risk pop
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I think the stores, City facilities can be reopened using the same distancing measures that the grocery stores have been doing. Libraries
might be able to open to retrieve on-hold books and the outside book depositories.
I think there are going to be some citizen who do not respect or obey the rules which I think it is a risk to go out
I think there need to be clear guidance and actual monitoring by the city to see that places we deem okay to re open are actually adhering to
reopen. Given that LB has most cases in LA county it is not worth the risk of a jump in the curve.
I think this Chinese Virus is the biggest scam ever done to America
I think we can return to these activities
I think we need to keep the city closed! People were not social distancing, etc. on their own enough without stringent measures. They need
to stay in place or people will take it as a sign they can be lax and then there will be a resurgence!
I think we should keep everything closed until all the residents can be tested
I think we should remain closed until there can be widespread testing with easy access and rapid results, a significant reduction in new
cases and deaths each day for a significant period of time. It’s not worth the risk to have a deadlier second wave and
I think we should wait until we all get tested and have better numbers
all.
But I strongly feel that high risk persons, should keep wearing their masks both indoors and out, if you n
I think when the options I selected open, they should have rules in place to be socially distant from one another.
I want to get a test; LA is giving them. Why not LB?
I want to say beaches because I have hope that people will follow the rules but someone always ruins it for the rest of us.
I wear a mask when I go grocery shopping, but I still see people not wearing masks, so I don't feel safe to opening anything because there
will be still people not care about others so COVID-19 will continue to spread if we open anything.
I will be cautious and wear a mask
I will be responsible with myself (not going out in public if I'm sick) to not endanger other people.
by keeping things closed.
I will keep my distance.
I will not be going outside. I can not safely take my usual bus route to a very populated college with the risk of COVID-19. I have a heart
condition and it is life or death for me if people were allowed to carelessly start going out to public places agai
will continue to follow.
I will not go to any of these places until I feel safe to do so.
I will respect whatever guidelines recommend by data and science.
I will still be cautious . . .
I will wear a mask!
partaking in ANY activity!
limit the number of people allowed in
I would encourage those with underlying issues to remain sheltered in place. I would recommend smaller stores open back up in waves with
limited staff, limited hours and social distancing policies per Sq Ft of retail and back room space. I don't think we
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I would feel comfortable utilizing these services if social distancing rules were followed.
I would follow city, county and state recommendations regarding these increases in activity.
I would like to return to my normal activities, work, gym, enjoying the outdoors, shopping. Just enjoying my city
I would not rush into these situations.
I would only try after the virus is gone or close to
I would only utilize those businesses that can continue to keep a 6' safe distance and monitor employees/users to keep a safe physical
distance as well wear masks and gloves to protect an further spread.
I would probably still stay at home
I would strongly suggest the the Orange County plan adopted 4/28 is a great approach.
I, along with my mother and father, are all high risk so we will be continuing to stay home and only go out for essentials which only one
person in the household is responsible for. We will do this until we feel safe.
I’m genuinely uncertain that Long Beach residents will be able to comply with any restrictions on returning to regular activities as the amount
of traffic (from both pedestrians and vehicles) has barely decreased as a result of the Safer at Home order.
I’m not ready to return to these places
I’m of high risk having immunodeficiency disease. So, I’ll be sheltering in place long after the City opens up.
I’m retired so it’s easier for me to space out.
If capacity limits and physical distancing/wearing masks is actually enforced I will return to investing my money in my local community.
enforcing mask-wearing and distancing.
experts.
If required wear mask safe distancing
If restaurant waiters, chefs & all employees wear masks,& provide sanitizing after each customer.
All employees of offices & stores should wear masks.
If restaurants, gyms, retail, etc can limit capacities and keep distancing, I would feel safe to return. Also, if these businesses have
temperature checks to make sure at-risk customers are not coming to these places.
wear gloves and masks. They would need to limit clients and ensure adequate spacing requirements to be established. Also same for
restaur
If the City requires that all employees and patrons wear face masks; vendors perform temperature screening pre-entry, and the City
mandate minimal standards of cleaning regimens and cleaning intervals.
If the public is willing to agree to new rules
If the Salon owner and just book one client at a time and allow only one person in building so do hair.
If there's posted guidelines
actively implemented and executed by the stores and restaurants.
If you as an individual should know your own boundaries when it comes to health and ability to fight off pathogens
I'm a trade school student and volunteer worker at an all ages music venue. Neither of these should re open just yet. I think adding 2 more
weeks till June would be a safer answer. It's hard right now, but worth it
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I'm not much of a shopper, but many restaurants appear to have had success with pick-up and delivery, so this might work for most small
businesses. Personally, I'm still apprehensive to go places or be around people who jump at the chance to cluster. I've
In general I am on the cautious side- I think we need to wait on any lifting until testing capacity is expanded to anyone who needs/wants to
be tested, which it sounds like is happening soon. Temperature checks, required masks, and plentiful hand saniti
In larger areas, keeping a safe distance. In smaller spaces, wearing my mask. Also, touching surfaces. My regular gym (Orangetheory)
was extremely good about cleaning all equipment after every class before this all happened and so was my other small cl
Increase monitoring as well as consequence possibly find
Increased handwashing, wearing a mask, ensuring that surfaces are disinfected more frequently than before, and continuing to avoid close
contact with people. I will have to continue to avoid any businesses and services that are unable to allow for physica
appropriate.
Outdoor activities: when near others - masks, also try to encourage distancing, limit to smaller groups when poss
Insulting directive.
Yes I am intelligent enough- and mindful of others along with myself- to work working sane distancing measures (like Japan did so well!!!)
It can be done, if adhered to. People need to get back to work to support their families, small business operators need to reopen to survive
and the economy and financial health of this city needs to get back on track.
It depends on how well distancing and masking are enforced in any of these places.
It is completely irresponsible to think that suddenly we are safe to do these things. It's tough to have our lives on hold right now, but at least
we're alive! If we rush this thing, many will be doomed. I'm tired of seeing neighbors violate the stay at h
It is necessary to maintain social distance and to schedule telephone appointments
It is not safe yet. Don’t open
don’t see people respecting limited capacity
It is way too early to open. Numbers are going up and it's too soon to open anything. We don't have a vaccine
It should be easy to maintain the 6 foot minimum between family groups spacing while playing golf. You need one person to check in
golfers. The golf course web site needs to be modified to mandate on-line tee time reservations and on-line payment. Wea
It should be open like normal, no capacity beyond the normal fire marshall level and no distancing it is all sham!
It with a mask.
closed.
It’s Easy to do
It’s not safe yet.
and it was appalling.
It’s too early to open anything. Numbers continue to increase
It’s too early to open anything. Numbers continue to increase
It’s too risky still for most activities It’s what we’ve been doing at the grocery store(s) for the past 6 weeks!!! Put some trust in your community and your constituents. We need
to get our economy open and people making money. This is unconstitutional what is happening to America. For those at
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economy and return to our normal lives.
It's not about me its others who still do not comprehend what social distance is.
It's not possible to properly social distance. Even grocery stores are packed so chances are people are going to be infected regardless of
what measures we take. Once the shelter in place is lifted people are going to go back to business as usual. In fact
Its not safe yet
It's time to open everything and those who want to stay home may do so
Judgement of location
Just be careful like we are every flu season
just being responsible and respectful
Just dropping my pet for grooming.
Just that
Just what OC has been doing and other states across the country.
Just what’s ask when visiting these places. 6 ft, so many people in the area.
Kayaking, Duffy Boating, Paddle boarding, yacht clubbing, country clubbing, swimming in the canals
keep 6 feet apart when possible and wear PPE.
Keep 6 feet distance, wear masks, wash hands.
Keep distance, wash hands, no touching, stay home if you're sick, self isolate if you are at risk
Keep distance, wearing ppe, washing hands
Keep doing hygiene wearing face mask 😷😷 distance, no physical contact
Keep it closed
Keep law that require people to be 6ft apart
Keep my 6 feet distance and if not feeling well make sure to stay home and put on mask when going out
Mr. Mayor; please open our beaches, parks and golf courses.
I agree with you regarding “following science and data in responding to this health crisis” (as you noted in the April 30th edition of the
Grunion Gazette). However
Keep physical distancing in place and continue to wear masks
Keep practicing social distancing and keeping to myself , just like to go out to get fresh air from being locked in for so long
Keep practicing social distancing and keeping to myself , just like to go out to get fresh air from being locked in for so long
Keep restrictions on number of people, required ppe, and distancing.
Keep social distancing
Keep your 6 foot distance if you prefer.
washing. We need hand washing stations on every block!
Keeping 6 feet apart, masks required
Keeping 6 feet away from others, washing my hands and not touching my face.
Keeping 6 feet away, wearing mask and doing as much as possible to prevent the spread of the disease
Keeping 6 feet distance from others.
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way/exits
Keeping 6 ft away, wearing a mask
Keeping 6 ft distance between myself and others whenever possible. Continuing to wash my hands thoroughly and often.
category
Keeping 6 ft from others and wearing face covering
Keeping 6ft away and wearing a face covering.
Keeping 6ft away, business assuring they are cleaning and taking proper protocol to ensure a sterile environment
Keeping a distance of 6 feet, limited number of people allowed to enter at any time, customers and employees wear face masks and gloves
-Keeping a respectful distance to people, something I have done for years?!
-I would like to build my immune system and be around other people again, because that's how pathology works.
Keeping a safe distance
Keeping a safe distance from others and following city guidelines
Keeping a safe distance from others, and hand sanitizing after every close interaction
Keeping a safe distance.
Keeping appropriate distance anf being mildful of hand hygiene
keeping as much social distance as reasonable and to wear a mask when in close contact with others.
Keeping at a safe distance from others. Never go out while sick.
Keeping at least 6ft from other people and wearing a mask/cloth face covering.
Keeping distance
Wear gloves
Keeping distance and wearing a mask
Keeping distance and wearing mask
Keeping distance between other individuals and wearing a mask.
Keeping distance between other individuals and wearing a mask.
Keeping distance from other individuals as well as wearing masks and limiting my time outside.
Keeping distance make sure to only go out if I feel good and not sick
Keeping distance, sanitizing my hands, and keeping my mask on
Keeping distance, washing hands
Keeping distance.
keeping distance.
not sure I understand this question
Keeping distances, wearing masks and having proper sanitation available
Keeping gatherings small and wearing face masks inside for a short time!
Keeping my distance
Keeping my distance and observing the establishments rules.
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Keeping my distance and washing my hands
Keeping my distance from my fellow residents!
Keeping my distance from other people and washing hands or using hand sanitizer
the size of gatherings small.
keeping my distance from others at the park.
Keeping my distance from people, washing my hands (as I always have). If I get sick, I will socially distance myself. I am a musician and
need to play/interact with other people to make a living. By canceling everything, I cannot start my masters degree,
Keeping my distance from people. Washing my hands often and using sanitizer.
Keeping my distance, washing hands before and after any visits, covering face in stores and in personal grooming.
Keeping my distance, wearing face masks and used appropriate disinfectants
Keeping my mask on and making sure others do the same, and keeping away from others at least 6 feet.
Keeping my space from other groups.
Keeping office workers 6 ft apart - possibly taking turns when people go to work (50% of workers go in M/W and other half Tu/Th)
Keeping physical distance, wear mask, practice good hygiene, hand washing, hand sanitizer.
Keeping physical distance.
Keeping respectful distance amongst others within proximity until the authorities deem it safe to go back to normal.
Keeping safe distance
Keeping safe distances and washing hands often. Obviously, if you are sick, dont go out.
disagree...asking everyone to be respectful of others and themselves.
Keeping safe distancing , wearing PPE , maintaining heathy grooming habits .
Keeping six feet distance and limiting activities to a small number of people.
Keeping social distance and keeping the people I talk to minimal.
Keeping social distance and wearing a face mask
possibly wear a mask if/when necessary.
Keeping social distancing, wearing a mask and properly washing hands and sanitizing
Keeping social distancing, wearing face coverings, washing hands frequently, hand sanitizing where hand washing is not available,
cool and solidarity
Keeping the requirement for wearing facemarks and maintaining the 6' social distancing. Restaurants, gyms, salons, etc could re-open with
limits on capacity. Perhaps by reservations per time slot if necessary. Until then, restaurants might consider limi
Keeping them closed till actually safe to avoid others not following safety guidelines
Keeping things less dense and faces covered - it'll be a new fashion statement
Keeping up with great hygiene, stay away from sick people. If im sick i would isolate at home til im better
Keeping up with hygiene.
Keeping well and wearing a facemask.
Keepung a mask on and having near by handwashing sration
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KEY ISSUES: adequate accommodation of physical distancing; minimal time in closed, poorly ventilated spaces; no unnecessary and
prolongex clustering (e.g.,waiting areas), face masks whenever feasible.
Restaurants and cafes: outdoor dining only. For ind
Knowing I'm not in a risk group.
L.B. cases are increasing daily. Need to see a 14 day decrease before things can open.
Large outdoor spaces such as beaches and parks can easily observe social distancing as can small scale retail.
Leaving if distancing/masks not being complied with.
Leaving if I feel a location I want to enter is too crowded...wearing a mask..staying 6 ft away from others
leaving when seeing "at risk" of elderly or obese in enclosed areas
Less people mask hand sanitizer as you enter and exit the store or restaurant restaurant workers mask gloves
Less volume of people/participants to begin....masks...
Let people Who are not at risk make their own choices and keep the elderly and those with compromised health conditions isolated still.
Letting businesses and organizations return to work if they demonstrate they are able to do it safely.
Libraries
Limit customers and social distance along with face coverings.
Limit how many people 5
Limit inside tables and remove barstools at restaurants (for a limited time 30 days max) - encourage patio dining. Limit group sizes to 10 at
beaches and parks for first 30 days. Everyone use common sense - wear a mask if it makes you feel safer. Eliminat
LIMIT INTERFACES WITH OTHERS AND HARD SURFACES
Limit numbers entering & spacing out work stations
Sanitizing surfaces frequently
Limit numbers well below capacity
For restaurants and small shops
Limit people and distance
covering.
limit the amount of people in an establishment, and eliminate lines to get in
Limit the number of customers/guests/shoppers, wearing masks, limited hours (in the case of parks), cleaning and sanitizing regulations
and a requirement for personal protective equipment for employees dealing with the public. I believe that both small a
Limit the number of people allowed
Limit the number of people allowed at parks, beaches, retail establishments, libraries, etc. at a given time. Consider designating park use
times by house number to prevent crowding (even house # can go to park on Sunday, Wednesday, Friday, odd # can go o
Limit the number of people allowed in public venues.
limit the number of people at each establishment, like things have been.
Limit the number of people.
lines set by our mayor and governor.
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Limited capacity in areas, social distancing
Limited capacity in buildings, mandatory face coverings, regular cleaning of high contact surfaces, hourly hand washing
Limited entry, perhaps by reservation. Wearing masks, and allowing dining only in outdoor seating with 6ft distances between tables
and workers continue working from home if able to
Limited number of people
Limited number of people and social distancing
and sanitation measures taken
Encourage work from home when possible. Increase access to Covid-19 testing to anyone. Increase access to antibody testing to anyone
(don't need doc RX
Limited numbers, face masks, extra sanitation.
requirements.
limited people and safe distancing
Limited people in stores. Sanitary protocol
Limited people in the establishments, reservations with time in between to clean highly touched surfaces
Limited people, 6' spacing and masks
Include dog grooming services
Limited/scaled down numbers
Limiting access to these activities to allow for proper distancing.
Limiting activities and outings. Small gatherings. Outdoor settings.
limiting capacity to allow for adequate social distancing; wearing masks
areas of life.
Limiting customers and stylists; alternating workdays.
Limiting entrants, enforcing mask wearing, social distancing and gathering size.
etc.)
OF TIME, WHERE MASKS, ETC.
limiting how many times I go out and by keeping a 6 feet distance between people
Limiting number of people allowed inside at one point. Masked employees and customers.
Limiting number of people allowed inside establishments such as restaurants and gyms, outdoor spaces such as parks
Limiting number of people in a single location
Limiting number of people in enclosed spaces. Require masks. Provide hand sanitizer.
salons wear face mask and face shields and gloves
limiting number of people together to allow for distancing, cycling people through a space,
adequate supply.
Limiting number of people, wearing masks when necessary, keeping distance between people
limiting numbers
Limiting occupancy
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Limiting occupants/participants, “social distancing”, sanitation products, face masks, being honest of current health (aka - any current illness
what-so-ever). Posting reminder signs at facilities to remind if importance to be mindful of safety measures
Limiting patrons, wearing masks when you can and have sanitizer offered. More cleaning routines within businesses open to the public
Limiting people.
Limiting the amount of people at a facility, distancing requirements, sanitation
Limiting the amount of people at one place.
Limiting the amount of people in attendance at these locations.
building.
Limiting the frequency of doing these activities.
Limiting the number accessing at one time
appropriate.
Limiting the number of participants to small increments
distancing protocols.
Limiting the number of people allowed making sure everyone is 6 feet apart and wearing masks.
Limiting the number of people in a business at a time, use of face coverings, sanitizing between patrons.
Limiting the number of people in stores and curbside delivery for small stores
Limiting the number of people who are allowed to enter a business, similar to what is already being done at so-called "essential" restaurants
and stores that are currently open. Maintain social distancing with markers on the floor. Mandatory masks.
limiting time, to allow fair chance for all residents to enjoy. respect social distancing.
Limits on the number of people within businesses
Limits should only be placed on people with compromised health related issues and facilities with interaction with such groups: Seniors,
Compromised Health or Immune Systems, Assisted Living Facilities, Hospitals/Medical facilities. Children impact to t
Listening to health specialist on the matter
Living
Living life in a safe respectful manner
Locations must practice social Distancing,
mask must be wore in groups
Screening for symptoms and temperature.
Locations must respect and deliver a safe environment: physical distancing, masks (multiple masks per shift), gloves (multiple pairs per
shift), cleaning surfaces (multiple times per shift), daily checking workers for illness (temperature) send home anyo
Long Beach corona case numbers are too high to open and to my knowledge no testing for covid 19 has been done FOR Long Beach
residents and from what I have seen from my terrace which is overlooking the beach at 650 Shore Rd too many people HAVE NOT adhe
Long Beach must remain shutdown for the foreseeable future.
Long over due . Open up Long Beach before
The state!
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look at Sweden without any lockout. Restaurants are anyway half empty and economy suffers there too but not as badly as in Long Beach.
Open all without capacity limits. Businesses are dying and many will not recover no matter what anyway.
Looking to see that they aren’t overcrowded. If they are I won’t go
lower capacity limits, more testing, antibody testing, mask requirements for 18 months
Main complaint is Golf Courses being still closed as I am an avid golfer. Social distancing is so easily achieved on a Golf Course. I drove to
Norco to play and in my Group we Were never closer than 6' to each other the whole Round. There is absolutely no
At city facilities, there should be a limit to how many people are allowed to enter and of course a 6 foot social distancing should be
maintained.
Maintain current status until the real CDC guidelines are met, not what Trump says. Following him would be dangerous.
measures
Maintain heightened cleaning crew and sanitation teams for areas with large capacity like gyms of all sizes, and at-risk populations such as
children in daycare or seniors in Nursing homes / Senior centers.
Maintain physical distancing inside and out, make it reservation only where needed, require face coverings in indoor or crowded locations,
limit group size, enforce physical distancing at beaches and parks
Maintain social distance while running/biking at beach or using tennis/pickleball courts.
maintain social distancing and masks as appropriate and required. limit the number of customers/workers per area.
Maintain spacing and wearing masks
maintaining 3-6 feet apart as much as possible
Maintaining 6 feet distance. Wearing PPE Like facial coverings and using sanitizer/ hand washing frequently
Maintaining 6 feet distancing and washing hands regularly.
Maintaining 6 ft or more distance from people I don't live with, being mindful of the number of people in an area around me, wear my face
mask whenever I am in public, taking extra steps to clean and disinfect before and after using a high-touch or shared
Maintaining 6ft distance, antibacterial sprays for gyms
Maintaining a distance between other people and having sanitizer with me at all times where I can't wash my hands.
Maintaining a distance from people and always wash my hands
maintaining a safe social distance, wear a mask when in a public place, and get tested to see if I have the virus.
that in general??)
Maintaining appropriate distance from other active users. Such as bike paths, trails in order to maintain a healthy life style.
Maintaining at least 6 feet distance; plastic and other barriers for counter service
Maintaining at least a 6’ distance between myself and others, wearing a mask, and continuing to wash my hands.
Maintaining distance from others that are not with me and following guidelines that businesses provide.
Maintaining distance in all spaces where others are present & practicing good hygiene.
disinfect surfaces.
Maintaining distance. Staying at home if not feeling well.
Maintaining distances and wearing a mask
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maintaining distancing, requiring masks, in some instance providing disposable gloves, while administering a testing protocol to monitor the
infection rate among the public in general. I would even support easing into opening sit-down restaurants if dista
Maintaining distancing, wearing masks as necessary.
Maintaining hand hygiene, Face mask if distancing not doable, not going to places if sick
maintaining personal space and personal hygiene
Maintaining physical distancing. Wearing a mask. Washing my hands frequently. Not touching my face. Getting adequate sleep.
Maintaining protocols already established. Face Masks, washing hands, and social distancing
Maintaining recommended safe distance guidelines myself and taking personal responsibility with in public environments.
Maintaining six foot distance and wearing a mask. Limiting time in any location that has more than ten people in a group.
Maintaining social distance in public spaces and limiting the number of people allowed at a time in private spaces.
Maintaining social distance, using masks.
Maintaining social distance, wearing a mask when around people, avoiding crowds and crowded areas.
Maintaining social distances of 6ft between people, wearing face masks, accessible hand sanitizing stations and wipes, limiting capacity.
Maintaining social distances, hygiene , mindfulness !
Maintaining social distancing and proper sanitization.
Maintaining social distancing measures, 6 feet minimum distance to others (outside of household), wearing a mask in public, only doing
essential activities, such as grocery shopping & restaurant pick up & using food delivery service, UNTIL there is a cons
Maintaining social distancing rules; Wear proper protection such as face masks; keep any group socializing to a MAXIMUM of 7 people
within wide open spaces such as parks, nature trails, or beaches; keep sanitization products on hand such as hand sanitizer
Maintaining social distancing, limiting outings to necessities, wearing a mask, washing hands/using hand sanitizer
maintaining social distancing, mask, hand sanitizer
Maintaining the 6 foot distance and not directly interacting for extended periods of time.
Make sure I am always wearing a mask and keeping at least 6 feet away from people.
Make sure seating is 6 feet apart. Limited people to enter by room size. Make sure it’s an employee there to enforce the rules.
Making a specific appointment time, wearing mask, and keeping required distance
Making appointments where necessary; respecting limits on capacity
making it a requirement for all shoppers, buyers, vendors, etc to wear masks and for the city to enforce the requirement.
Making reservations at theaters or restaurants, wearing masks, waiting in line to go into a building, social distancing my group’s chairs with
other group’s chairs, gathering in groups of 10 or less, carrying hand sanitizer with me, having hand sanitizer
Making sure they wear they and I wear masks and gloves at all time and changing gloves consecutively , making sure they have plexiglass
and or plastic wall to prevent spread through sneezing and bodily fluids . Making sure there are small capacity limit
Making sure all people wear masks, even at beach or parks. For example, at the beach or park you sit and picnic, then get up forget to put
mask on and walk around people who are 6 feet away, they may forget to put mask on. It's just good practice to have
Making sure businesses are using masks and social distancing while I do the same
Making sure everyone wears a proper face mask and maintain distance
making sure I keep my distance from people
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making sure I maintain a reasonable distance from people not living in my home
Making sure I wear a face mask and gloves when and where necessary as well as if I see a place that looks too crowded remove myself
from the area so I am not contributing to overcrowding. Also making sure I practice personal hygiene and sanitation.
-making sure I wear a mask PROPERLY and know that everyone else is doing so as well.
Making sure I’m at least 6 feet away and in a group smaller then 10
Making sure that everyone in these places is practicing social distancing, as they are already open places.
Making sure the capacity and distancing are safe before proceeding.
Possible appointment schedules with small businesses
Making sure to comply with distancing recommendations
Making sure to double the social distance, never make skin to skin contact and continuing to wear a mask at all times.
Mandatory face covering, disinfecting wipes available at entrances and counters, temperature checks before entry for everybody including
staff, specify personal distance requirement and limit number of people in the area.
Mandatory face mask wearing and hand sanitizer use. Maybe dine-in restaurants could open at half capacity to make for proper distancing?
Mandatory mask and mandatory carrying a hand sanitizer.
mandatory mask! mandatory six feet ; maximum 10 people
mandatory masks and physical distancing
mandatory masks, abiding by the physical distancing rules, staff wearing PPE, and thorough disinfecting.
Mandatory Wearing mask, limiting the amount of people inside a building, 6ft apart from each other.
Mandatory wearing of masks; minimum 6' distancing in restaurants; limiting number of people present at 1 time
example
Mary Simmons
mask
Mask
Mask & gloves, social distances.
Mask 6ft apart
Mask and distancing
Mask and distancing
mask and distancing
Mask and gloves. Distancing. Washing. Just being smart and careful.
Mask and hand sanitizing and United time with each person to limit virus load
mask and physical distancing
Mask and self care
mask and social distancing
Mask and social distancing. Continue minimizing interaction.
Mask and social distancing. Hand sanitizer stations
mask and socially distancing
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mask and washing hands frequently. social distancing
Mask covering and hands covered indoor facilities for employees
crowded
Mask usage and social distancing
Mask wearing needs to be near universal before we open anything.
We need testing increased significantly.
We need to be ready to lock things down if there is any increase in infection rate.
Mask wearing, strict capacity control & physical distancing
Small scale retail by one client per shop
Mask, gloves when appropriate, maintaining physical distance, washing hands, use of hand sanitizers,
Mask, Gloves, Distance
Mask, gloves, social distancing
mask, hand sani, telling everyone to just leave me the f alone
Mask, hand washing, distancing
Mask, physical distancing. Businesses providing constant sanitizing and employee health. Sick customers refused entry
Mask, washing hands, 6 foot distance, dont touch face, stay home if sick,
masking
masking and 6 foot distancing
Masking sanitizing
Masking, and personal space adherence.
Masking, observing distance rules, extra cleaning / disinfecting.
masks
masks
Masks
Masks Distancing
Masks - properly worn - must be required.
Masks & gloves
Masks , limited time spent, sanitizing
Masks always. Spacing 6’ apart within and btwn all groups. No groups of >10.
Masks Always. Temperature testing. Virus testing.
Masks and 6 feet.
masks and 6ft apart
Masks and business providing sanitizer and enforcing distance
Masks and continued hand washing recommendations.
Masks and distance
Masks and gloves for people handling food in restaurants.
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masks and gloves. limited entrance to these places.
masks and hand sanitizer required.
masks and making sure I am Physically well and limiting contact in large groups at close quarters
Masks and physical distancing
Masks and sanitizer
Masks and social distance
Masks and social distancing
Masks and social distancing. Facilities should maintain sanitary conditions
Masks hand sanitizer and wipes
Masks in place and sanitizing available. Also if the science supports opening.
masks- no groups Masks required. Yes
Masks should be worn & number of people limited by appointment only
Masks still necessary. 6 feet apart mandatory
Masks to be worn, limited number of people, social distancing practiced, no large crowds together
Masks wearing,
Masks
Distancing
Masks,
Practicing good hygiene
Masks, 3’ distancing not 6’.
Masks, continued hand washing, curbside pickup where available,
Masks, distance
masks, distances by tape on ground,
Masks, distancing, hand sanitizer, stay at home if feel unwell
Masks, distancing, hands off face, sanitizers, washing hands, being aware and courteous of others. Being safe for all.
Masks, distancing, monitor my own health
Masks, gloves and social distancing. I might even leave a store if it's too crowded.
MASKS, GLOVES, SOCIAL DISTANCING WHERE POSSIBLE, ETC.
Masks, good personal hygiene i.e. hand washing, gloves, and social distancing.
Masks, physical distancing
Masks, social distance
Masks. Physical distance. Hygiene.
Mass testing, continued use of masks and social distancing.
Maybe
Minding my own business and avoiding crowds.
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minimal physical interaction
Minimize activity, off hours, by appointment
Minimizing my change from "Stay at Home"
Monitoring compliance.
monitoring how each individual business is handling crowd flow and cleanliness. Masks should be required in any business/facility
monitoring of citizens practicing social distancing from all who aren't household members
e.g. movie theaters, concert venues, and restaurants.
Monitoring people to require distance between people and in some cases require masks or gloves in places with more risk of spreading.
Encourage personal grooming businesses to go by appointment only and encourage all restaurants and retail stores to have
more
more stay at home.
More testing and a vaccine
More testing before opening up.
More than anything our household wants public spaces to open back up.... beaches, parks, bike peth
Most Activities can maintain social distancing
We are social beings that need interaction when safe
Residents need their jobs back
Most outdoor activities, Houses of Worship
Mouth and nasal coverings.
Mouth and nasal coverings.
aquí veo que lo han hecho tan bien
Must implement distancing, rigorous cleaning, and mask requirements.
must keep social distance in place. 6 feet apart and wear masks. I am elderly and don't want to get infected by someone who doesn't follow
order. People can have covid 19 and not know they have it but still pass it to others that it can affect their life.
Must maintain Social Distancing requirements & masks
my best to continue to practice general hygiene - washing hands for example.
My best to follow all the rules, distance, face covering, and doing everything I can to keep others safe and myself.
My best to keep others safe as well as myself by wearing a mask and respect social distancing in all aspects.
My best to stay home. I will not be returning to these activities until instructed by our government leaders.
My best to stay mindful of my distance even when others disregard it.
My choice not yours
My choices are somewhat selfish, yet I didn’t list restaurants which we all miss! We need to wait for that as I believe restaurant openings
will become lax in new procedures (by customers) before any of the others. For office workers, as long as distanc
My diligent duty to not be in the presence of someone with a cough and by wearing a facing in certain situations. We have people
overdosing and dying because they cannot cope with this shut down. People are losing their businesses and homes for 34 deaths
My ensuring that I wear a Mask, Social Distance and leave the area if others are not following the rules.
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My expectation is that every business which chooses to reopen will abide by physical distance requirements until no longer required to do so.
my going out checklist, getting emails about what is open, wearing protection, getting tested.
management.
number of attendees at a time.
My part
My part
My part
my part 6 feet away and staying home if I am sick
My part and making sure I follow the guidelines of all the business.
My part by social distancing, face covering, temperature checks, social consideration and not going out in public if I am sick!!!!
my part in distancing myself and letting others know if they are not doing so.
My part in ensuring that we all continue to use social distancing and cleaning after myself.
My part in keeping a good hygiene including hand washing and disinfecting
My part in staying safe!
My part in staying six feet apart, wearing a mask, and healthy sanitation practices.
My part in wearing a mask still, limiting contact with people
My part in wearing a mask while out in public, practicing consistent hand washing, and only going out when necessary
My part in wearing a mask.
My part of obeying laws n rules and being respectful.
My part of staying clean and sanitizing or making sure areas im touching are sanitized
My part on staying healthy by hand washing, and exceptional hygiene. Staying home if sick and respecting personal space.
My part on staying healthy by hand washing, and exceptional hygiene. Staying home if sick and respecting personal space.
my part respecting other people. Stay home if i'm sick or some in my house is sick. Also, wearing a mask in a public place.
my part to 6 foot social distancing and facial masks.
My part to abide by the health guidelines.
my part to adhere to the 'restrictions'. For example, I would love to be able to attend my church again, even if churches make sure
everyone keeps the social distancing up, etc. For example, the last Mass I did go to, the 'kiss of peace' was done simply
My part to ensure safety of others
My part to follow guidelines
my part to follow safe practices and new guidelines to keep everyone safe and healthy.
My part to not go out if I am sick and continuously sanitize by washing my hands.
my part to participate in each and every policy established by business and outdoor activity.
my part to physically distance myself from others and washing my hands.
My part to stay healthy and stay home when I'm feeling unwell. Also by continuing to practice social distancing.
my part, but fear everyone will not comply. We just don't know who is infected. And we don't have a vacine. It is scary. Some people don't
take it seriously, we have to fend for ourselves. 😳😳 Hoping for the best.
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My part, not to invade other's space.
my part, washing hands, sanitizing, wearing masks etc
My part. Staying 6 feet away, wearing my mask. If sick staying home
my part...staying 6 feet apart and wearing a mask
My priority is the safety of our community and to extend the stay at home policy as long as possible for our safety. The longer we stay at
home the sooner things can get back to normal. We need to buy time until a vaccine and learn more about the virus.
My priority is to return to living an active and healthy lifestyle. The virus is not going away anytime soon. We need to return to a normal life
while continuing to exercise precaution by washing our hand, and staying home if we feel ill. Hi
My responsibility is to adhere to the above. With respect to personal services where clients have to be closer than 6 feet apart, such as hair
salons if practitioners and employees took their temperatures before going to work and also wore masks until th
My salon is very clean and cleaning teams are brought in often. The rooms are over 6 feet apart and it's appointment only so there are few
customers inside at any time. The tanning UV rays help my eczema.
My share
my shopping etc. early in the morning perhaps right at their opening hours to avoid crowds of people.
my wife and I are 78 and 80 yrs old respectively.... long beach and the virus aren't ready to relax the stay-at-home protocol
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/a
N/A
weekend
and adhered to.
No
No
no
No
No
No
No
No
no
No
No
No
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No
No
NO
No
No
No changes. I do not believe it is safe to reopen
No congregating, walking and keeping distances. Perhaps installing signs of mask requirements and distance requirements at parks
similar to what is on the entrances at grocery stores. City should do spot checks in grocery stores, parks,
no contact until we are on the downhill slope. There has been no indication that cases are slowing.
feel no one cares about our age group out there.
No I cant So called Social Distancing rules are simply a burden on businesses and citizens alike. There is no evidence that this
phenomenon works as observed in press conferences held daily. No masks. No distancing observed. No virus in the participants.
No I don't feel safely to return to any of these activities.
No I feel everything should still remain closed and quarantine until the virus has fully been stopped.
No I rather not. Not right now
No I'm waiting a little longer I have really bad asthma so I'm staying home unless I have to really go to the store
No it is not safe
No it’s too soon a bigger wave will hit if open now
No keep them close
no large groups, only your family or home unit
No large groups. Safe distances. No organized sports.
NO let up! My husband & I are at high risk for the virus - it is a life or death matter for us.
No limits
No mask = no entry continue to be enforced to lessen community transmission
no need for distancing or limitations
No not now
No not yet!
No personal grooming or other business in large groups.
No physical contact, washing hands, 6 ft apart
continue to be a priority.
No vaccine will keep us from the flu or other possible infections. Basic surgery can still lead to staph infections or pneumonia. So it needs to
be a personal choice in mask, shield and or glove wearing. Keeping the 6ft in distancing may help but is diffi
No we can’t resume yet. We live in a city that people want to come to and visit. We give people the go to walk the beach or go to the park
and we have people who aren’t residents coming in to enjoy the outdoors. We just aren’t there yet!
No!
No! Keep everything shut down for now please
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No! This is so scary. I will not be returning and neither will
My family. Please protect humanity and remains shelter in place.
No!! Too soon!
No!!!
No!!!!! Don’t open the business or gyms etc... it going to make it wordt
No, I believe we need to let science dictate how we move. We JUST had a bunch of idiots protesting and then go out to the beach these
last 2 weekends because they "couldn't take it anymore" and they "needed some time in the sun". They couldn't bare in min
No, I cannot safely return to these activities.
No, I cannot.
No, I don't think we can yet.
No, I plan to continue to be safer at home until established metrics are met.
No, Long Beach should not rush to open up anything yet. The numbers need to go down significantly and we need to learn more about the
disease. Once it is safe to start opening up, we need to do it slowly and gradually.
No, most facilities need to remain closed.
science/doctors and not playing the political agenda on this.
No, stay at home. 2nd wave will be worse.
No, there is no way to return to the activities listed above and follow the social distancing guidelines.
No. Do not want to return to these activities.
No. Everything day the Covid 19 is increasing. Therefore, nothing should open until everyone can be tested.
No. Long Beach needs to extend the safer at home order to June 19th per Long Beach Department of Public Health.
No. No one can safely resume these activities yet.
No. Stay at home should be enforced at least until June 15.
No. The city must require everyone be tested on a weekly basis. The city must assume any/all liability for any city owned properties(i.e.
parks, libraries, schools, senior centers, etc.). Any business that opens must have all their employees tested weekly
No: There is no safe way to return to any of these activities. I'm very sorry for the business owners but I will not return to any of these, any
time soon. I get groceries every two weeks and plan to stay safe at home for another two years or so.
until a vaccine is received for us both.
No; I will not feel safe returning to do any of these activities until we can reach zero deaths a day. We were so close to reaching this goal
and then people decided going to the beach was more important than their neighbors. People are going to die becau
the disease.
Nobody understands physical distancing when summer time is involved
Non essential services should not be reopened. People are already not social distancing and opening things encourages that further.
NONE
None
None
None
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none keep closed
none listed
None, although some careful expansion of medical services might be okay if we have the needed capacity.
our community to reopen.
Nope
Nope, nope, nope, way too soon. Get more testing done incl. Everyone.
Not at this time.
not being sick when out in public, washing my hands, using good judgement in keeping personal distancing etc. I’m capable of caring for
myself and not infringing on others frailties, fears or concerns. I believe that left up to the American people, not g
Not breathing on each other and being aware and respectful of the other people around me.
amount of lives lost if we re acclimate slowly
Not crowding others
Not enough evidence of safety. Too soon!
Not entering a business if there is more than ten (10) people inside, keeping my distance from each other, wearing a mask anytime I am
inside a business, and watching my hands whenever it is appropriate.
Not going
Not going if sick, not touching face, washing my hands
Not inviting others to join me
Not large groups
NOT LEAVING MY HOME UNLESS NEEDED
Not meeting people at these locations and just enjoying them by myself or those I currently live with.
Not open
have that right! This is getting close to tyranny
Not possible, maintain lockdown until vaccine or an effective treatment is available.
Not returning.
Not safe at this time
Not safe until ALL citizens wear masks when outside. Masks and gloves in contained environment (grocery stores, etc. we must protect our
essential workers !!). Follow guidelines regarding physical distancing, Unclear what the issue would be to not follo
Not sure
Not sure
not sure how must of these can be done without rigorous cleaning.
Not sure if others will comply with the physical distancing rules
Not sure-need guidance from you
citizens actually wear masks are put in public.
Not until the virus is contained and there are effective treatments or a vaccine.
works. There has to be spacing.
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Not yet
Not yet
Not yet
Not yet
Not yet
Not yet! More time is needed
to distance and take serious precautions!
Not yet, I feel we need more time. There hasn’t been a second wave and if we let up so soon things can get really bad.
Not yet.
nothing
nothing
Nothing
Nothing - I live with an essential grocery employee who is exposed to many people every day, so I feel that I personally cannot and should
not go out anywhere due to the possibility of spreading something he brought home.
everything right now
Nothing yet until the number of cases decline
Nothing. I am a member of the public, not someone who is studying the virus nor a public official in charge of making decisions about this.
This type of public outreach poll is scary, the public are ill informed of what is the right thing to do, many ar
Nothing. It is not safe to open. You will get the folks amassing at these activities to infect the rest of us.
and people with relevant pre-existing conditions to be careful
Nothing..wait another month to guage safety by the lowering of infected people and deaths.
Number of allowed individuals in a certain place.
Obeying the limits / restrictions set by the individual site
Observation, distancing, masks
Observe physical distancing and common sense.
Observing distancing
Observing proper guidelines.
This question is poorly phrased.
Of course it is a priority to get things open but not until we reach critical levels of testing. I will continue to observe restrictions until we meet
the testing and tracing requirements set forth by the federal govt. I will continue doing what I'm doi
Of course. People know how to be careful
isn't effected too harshly in the long run.
Once a Vaccine is available.
Once the governor says it’s ok and there is proven treatment or vaccines I will return my family to normal.
Once there is a confirmed vaccine or medicinal cure.
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One client at a time per single stylist
One person at a time on a golf course
home
-one to two outings a week
-limit gatherings/large events
Only after there have been no new cases for 14 days
Only as per State of California guidelines permit
Only going if I need to, staying home if I can, wearing masks in public, helping the economy and businesses
only going to these places when I need to, wearing a mask, ensuing I am remain a safe distance from everyone.
Only people with gloves and masks should be able to use these premises or work there
Only returning with the same shelter in place family I have been secluded with. And absolutely maintain safe distances from other groups.
our world.
within limits
Only want these places to open when safest to do so.
household members.
Open everything!
open now
open with limited capacity, say 50%, if that works well for the first month or so, increase that to 75%.. Open things up a bit at a time. Start
with sit-down eateries and service industries etc.. People need to go back to work. Our economy cannot rebuild
Opening now will only increase the duration of the virus, it is foolish to think we can half heartedly commit to a lockdown and see success.
Opening too early will result in greater economic cost own the line
Opening places that people can safely social distance, that not everyone will flock too and closely monitor before opening up more venues.
Other than personal hygiene and social distancing, I don't understand this question.
Other than the dog park, Costco and Ralphs market, I plan to avoid other contact as much as possible until new cases and deaths go down
significantly. We need to know so much more about this virus and successful treatment protocols, and we need testing,
Our solutions are upside down. We need to definitely protect the high-risk health and elderly. Restrictions to be placed on these people and
once they are these people know who they are and what they will have to do. The rest of us should be able to go Ou
Out door activities, retail stores, beaches, salons, small businesses.
Out door activities, retail stores, beaches, salons, small businesses.
Outdoor activities should be the way to ease social distancing.
outdoor activities when possible.
playgrounds remain closed.
outdoor physical activities such as hiking, biking
physical distancing)
Employee’s should wear proper PPE and customers should wear masks while visiting indoor est
Outside exercise and relaxation. Running errands in a focused manner, not browsing or lingering.
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Small gyms and small retail - limit number of customers at a time, have physical boundaries or markings to ensure 6 foot separation, require
face masks.
Parks and beaches only require monitoring of masks and distancing. However, More time is needed before opening most areas. In the
interim, businesses and manufacturing should develop initial plans for limited start up yo safeguard the public. Manufacturin
Parks for walking,exercising,picnicking with social distancing and masks. Beaches with limited parking and social distancing, masks and
close if need be. Libraries for p picking up books ordered ahead of time.
Parks, tennis court, beach
Participants will have to practice social distancing, where a face covering, and regular hand-washing and hygiene recommendations. This
will be nearly impossible to enforce so there fore it is the people that will have to take responsibility for themselve
paying attention to how crowded the area is and by staying away from other people and by wearing a face mask.
Paying close attention to scientific studies and test results. Separate entrances/exits for companies/businesses. Require mask in public,
limit number of occupancy, sanitizing stations at entrance/exits. Continue 6ft social distancing. Take the slow appro
People are already distancing in the places that are open now, I imagine that if capacity limits are reduced and enforced, they can keep safe
distances in other establishments as well. I also strongly feel that people should be allowed to use outdoor faci
People can choose to participate or not. Masks recommended when social distancing is not possible (e.g., grocery store, church, meeting).
People can't be trusted to social distance and wear masks. They are not all doing it now!
People don’t even respect the physical distancing currently with the stay at home order.
People need to stay 6 feet apart and wear masks..if they don't..fine them.
People who are younger, people who don’t have Pre-existing conditions. Everyone to wear a mask. No one over 65 in age.
People will not be able to maintain the distancing. Nothing has changed. No better understanding of the virus and it’s immunity. No better
tracking of the virus. No vaccine or remedy. Cases are still growing. What makes us think that opening up is not goi
People will respect nothing. We will consume and destroy and then point the finger and complain.
Per above selections onlyq
distancing/capacity requirements in regular activities like shopping.
Perhaps parks and beaches could first be opened on weekdays for exercise.
Personal Grooming is very easily controlled as to density and social distancing. The client is not touching any of the equipment and use of
gloves and masks gives added security. We also are always under a "wrap" of some sort.
Personal hygiene and masks
Personal hygiene- Washing hands-using hand sanitizers.
Businesses provide hand sanitizer. Utilize disinfectants to sanitize premises in an ongoing daily routine.
Employ the use of digital thermometer scans. Use masks as required.
Personal, salons and elective medical should be by appointment only
more and some people aren’t going to want to wear a mask.
Physical distance for outdoor spaces. Indoor spaces should use masks and gloves if lots of reusable items are going to be touched, ie.
Library and gyms. Continue to have stores monitor capacity/volume of people in the store.
Physical distancing
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Physical distancing
physical distancing
Physical distancing and masks
physical distancing and wear a mask
Physical distancing and wearing a mask
Physical distancing and wearing a mask.
Physical distancing and wearing masks.
Physical Distancing, Face Mask for phase one When appropriate. Dinning in no mask but tables with physical distancing which will control
number of people per locations. Sailing from Yacht clubs while on private boats mask optional. Bike path on the beac
physical distancing, face masks and frequent hand washing....limited capacity in stores and restaurants
Physical distancing, masks
Physical distancing, wearing a mask, frequent hand washing/sanitizing.
Physical distancing, wearing a mask, hand washing
Physical distancing, wearing masks,
Physical distancing; frequent, thorough disinfection, face mask requirements, temperature checks
physical separation, protective hand and face covering
Picnic in the park
Places that can enforce how many people are allowed in one room in order to respect physical distancing and also require face mask.
Places with open/fresh air can reopen. Anything within a building should stay closed.
Planning ahead!
Planning for more efficient shopping trips - fewer trips
Facial covering - social distancing
Please require one way travel within stores
people, police monitoring
PPE
Practical hygiene habbits
Practice staying 6 ft apart, wearing masks
location in our activities.
Be a responsible citizen.
Practicing common sense, keeping distance, washing hands, not touching face.
Practicing good hygiene outside, wash hands and disinfecting
practicing physical distancing and keeping them to a minimum
Practicing physical distancing, 6 ft. + between people
Practicing recommended guidelines... masks, purell, distancing etc no sharing of any food etc
Practicing social distance and basic cleanliness .
practicing social distancing
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Practicing social distancing
Practicing social distancing
Practicing social distancing and wear face coverings
Practicing social distancing, continue with hygiene and not going out while sick.
Practicing social distancing, use of common sense (mandatory stay at home if you are sick)
Practicing social distancing, wearing masks in stores and buildings
Practicing social distancing. Properly sanitizing. Limiting the number of people allowed
precautions such as wearing a mask, and limiting my shopping trips to as needed.
Precautions, such as face covering would still be needed.
Precisely what we are supposed to be doing now--- social distancing and wearing masks until testing can prove/validate our status!
Prefer not to reopen city yet
Prescribed guidelines
limits)
Private sessions 1 on 1 acceptable, beyond that would not be
proper cleaning, proper distancing
Proper hand sanitizing & wearing a mask. Keep proper social distances. For the 60+ group, continue to limit our exposure to contamination.
Proper ppe
proper social distancing
vaccine is available.
Protocol
Provided the numbers are limited and proper social distancing is adhered to. And, that it is enforced.
Proving that I have recovered from COVID and showing that I have developed antibodies. Also, by continuing to wash my hands regularly.
Opening gyms would also be crucial to maintaining my health therefore keeping at a lower risk of developing complication
putting mask
Question 9 unclear so can not answer this one. Need to have someone proof these materials for clarity.
Really, then what was the whole point of staying at home in the first place. There is still no vaccine, no proof you can’t get it more then
once, no testing readily available for everyone as often as needed. If we couldn’t go out 4 weeks ago, or yesterd
Reduce allowed occupancy limits of restaurants, stores, and businesses, Enforce wearing of proper PPE when inside one of these
locations. Sanitizing thoroughly should be required - for example restaurants should thoroughly sanitize tables and chairs betw
Reduce capacity of locations require masks etc
Reduce the number of people allowed in inside establishments to enable proper social distancing and require masks be worn in tight spaces
where social distancing is difficult. Masks should not be mandatory for any outside spaces. People should be given th
Reduced capacity in all buildings, masks required 100% of the time, social distancing. Many services available by appointment only.
reducing number of children in child care setting
Refraining from unnecessary excursions. I already have minimized contact with the outside. My husband and I wear masks, keep 6ft from
anyone, grocery shop every two-three weeks and generally don’t leave our apt. Everyone else needs to do the same.
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Regular antiseptic cleaning (including hand sanitizing stations are set up), social distancing, mask wearing and touch-free checkout.
Regular Sanitizing of equipment, furniture, doors etc
No physical contact.
Enforce 6’ apart.
Wear mask if appropriate.
conditions.
Remaining 6 feet away and wear masks and gloves when appropriate
Remaining a safe distance from others and wearing a face mask.
Remaining wearing a mask and by carrying precautions such as hand sanitizer and disinfect wipes
give them the flexibility to comply in a manner that makes sense.
Reopen all business and allow life to return to pre-pandemic conditions
Reopening must be our top priority and the activities listed in Question 8 can and should be returned to for the following reasons:
1. The shut down was based on fear created by faulty initial modeling predictions and a legitimate concern that this new vi
Requesting Temperature checks for any locations where groups of 20 or greater are in close proximity.
Require masks and provide appropriate disinfectants
Require masks when outside. Social distancing. Sanitizarion at businesss required.
requiring all employees and customers to wear PPE, maintain social distancing, limiting the number of people in each establishment based
on the max. occupancy, frequent cleaning of high touch surfaces.
Requiring covering of face and hands, sanitation stations, regular cleaning that is inspected, small population sizes, distancing enforced
facilitate social distancing.
Requiring masks and creating space to allow for social distancing
requiring masks and gloves of EVEryONE present
Requiring masks by all and limiting numbers inside at one time.
Test employees.
homeless population.
Requiring masks to be worn by all, temperatures checked before entering a building, and masks and gloves to be worn by those handling
food and drink, less capacity so there is space for social distancing in public spaces such as restaurants.
requiring masks, taking temperatures when possible, sanitizing gym equipment after use(mandatory), walking golf courses or 1 to a cart...
Research I found is that social distancing does nothing in stopping germ spread. There should be no restriction. People can decide for
themselves where they feel safe going and how close they get to others.
Reservations for restaurants to have dine in accesible. Personal grooming also can have capacity limits and appt. Make sure people still
wear masks and stay spaced out 6 ft away .child care centers can also have a cap. On how many children as they gradual
Reservations, waiting,
Reservations, waiting,
Reservations, waiting,
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take responsibility for their own risk assessment, as always.
Respect the 6ft wear a mask and wash my hands
respectful compassion to my fellow American citizen regarding their health and well being and their inalienable rights of a free country.
Respecting 6 or more feet apart
Respecting and following parameters established in reopening the activities.
Respecting distancing
Respecting limit on number of people entering
Wearing a mask at all times.
Taking my temperature daily
Respecting people’s personal space.
Respecting personal smalls and making sure to sanitize all areas between people
Respecting personal smalls and making sure to sanitize all areas between people
Respecting social distancing
Respecting space restrictions and mandatory mask wearing
Respecting the guidelines
Restaurant: Assurance that ventilation air are constantly treated by “uv light”, filters, cloth napkins cleaned with “anti bacterial drying”0 in
dryer, open air seating ok, Family dining ok, ultra clean silverware.
Open: public restrooms, bike path an
Restaurants may open with every other table open for dining. Limit the number of clientele that may enter. Small gyms can open allowing
only a specific amount of people for say an hour & when they exit, equipment must be cleaned and then allow the next g
from someone else.
Return to normal activities. All normal activities!
riding bicycles, walking and jogging for exercise. Limit groups to members of a household. Use masks appropriately.
RSVP beforehand participating in activities. For example, rsvp a date and time for library use that way there is a limit of use of the space.
Safe distance
Safe distancing & wearing face mask
Safe distancing and sanitizing
Safe distancing and sanitizing
a cart on voluntary basis,
immediate return home.
Safe Measures
Safe seating and capacity. No penalties to workers if they call in sick. Taking temperatures (if that is effective in identifying sick workers).
Masks and sanitizing for all workers. Go about business but not open as usual. Alternative hours for workers t
safe social distancing
Safe social distancing practices and mask wearing
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Safely
Safely
Salon
Salons: practice state board required cleanliness protocols, limit # of clients, chair distance, sanitizer between each client.
Parks: ensure social distancing guidelines are being followed or fined! (same goes for beaches IF and when they open) Zero
Same as how grocery shopping works now. Distancing and limit number of people inside. Barbers and hairstylists can wear masks and
keep customers distanced. Hand washing availability easily accessible and disinfectant wipe down of chairs between customers
Same protocol that have been used up till now in essential business
Sanitization and respecting boundaries
sanitizing
Sanitizing and wiping down equipment in gyms. No mask is needed, but maintaining appropriate physical distancing. Same with bike path
and beach running. Also, allow people to play baskeball and tennis. This virus is not transmitted by sweat.
school: have smaller class for the labs to as students who major in type science class can get the experience they need.
gym: if gym have a online sign up, where residents can go to the gym by appointment that will limit the contacts from each other
Sci Fi Convention
scientific testing/research if not cure or vaccine availability.
see #8
See checked above.. for phase I.
Self awareness of other people to allow for distancing and wearing my mask.
Self containment of seniors and the most vulnerable and get back to living life or this country will not sustain itself. The numbers have
proven this virus does not have the morality numbers to shut down the country. There will be more lives lost keeping
Set times or days that certain people are allowed to go, based on name or something.
several of the precautions already being taken by grocery chains and restaurants, continuing to wear masks, timed entry, asking everyone
to keep a 6 foot distance, placing up barriers for frontline workers, maybe add temp checks or other health screening
Shopping, medical appointments, parks, beaches, etc. Things that don't require large groups to be "housed" together at one time. We
need to ease in to this and see how it goes. If we rush and the infection rate climbs at an unacceptable level, the resu
Should be expected and enforced
Should be PRE pandemic - this is ridiculous keeping things closed!
Since customers may need to line up to enter stores/ facilities to respect capacity limits and social distancing, maybe the City of Long Beach
can create an app for people to download to get in lines for virtual queues (following the concept at Disneyland
Sit down and eat, shop, hair salons.
Six feet apart and continue to wear masks
Six feet distance and wearing face mask still
Six feet distance, removing half the seating inside a building, requiring a mask when in public
Six feet separation, wearing a mask, limited hours, no large gathering, or hanging out at parks and beaches must keep moving.
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Slowly
well.
Small gyms, small retail stores, barber & hair salons, Community Park Centers & libraries can be easily controlled, by allowing entrance to
be limited based upon the size of the facility. Additionally, the mandate of wearing masks (for patrons & proprieto
Small retail offering curbside shopping. Wearing Masks.
Small scale retail
Dine in restaurants
Libraries
smaller allowances to capacity, social distancing enforced
So far, this survey is very poorly constructed/worded! I believe that the above spaces are safe to open immediately (not playgrounds in
parks...just the space for people to get exercise without touching physical equipment or spread out a blanket to have
So in my own time
Socia distancing and weari g a mask were required. Hand washing. Duh????
social distance
Social distance
Social distance
social distance, masks, hand sanitizer/hand washing. No contact with those who are sick. If I am sick, or feel ill, stay at home.
social distance, wearing face masks and gloves
Social Distances
Social distancing
social distancing
social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing
social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing
social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing
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social distancing
Social distancing
social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing
social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing
Social Distancing
Social distancing
social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing - 6 feet away from other groups. Wearing masks when not exercising.
Social distancing
Wearing masks
Social distancing & using hand sanitizer often
Social distancing ,face masks, frequent sanitizing done by business, modified numbers allowed at one time
respecting the City of Long Beach Municipal and Ordinance Laws.
Social distancing a must and mask.
Social distancing and a mask
Social distancing and face coverings
Social distancing and face masks
social distancing and if not possible to wear a mask.
Social distancing and mask wearing.
Social distancing and mask wearing.
Social Distancing and Masks
Social distancing and masks and whatever else is requested of us.
Social distancing and masks required for all
Social distancing and masks should be an interim part of re-opening.
Social distancing and masks.
social distancing and proper cleaning methods.
Social distancing and reducing the number of clients/customers in a single place at one time to 1/3-1/2 of max capacity to ensure social
distancing. Also to continue to use protective covering and follow strict sanitation procedures.
Social distancing and still wearing a face mask
Social distancing and washing hands
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Social distancing and washing hands frequently.
business.
social distancing and wearing a face mask. I will also limit my time in the public.
social distancing and wearing a mask
Social distancing and wearing a mask
Social distancing and wearing a mask
Social distancing and wearing a mask
social distancing and wearing a mask and no hugging or shaking hands
Social distancing and wearing a mask in public.
Social distancing and wearing a mask is a duty - to now spread the virus.
Social distancing and wearing face coverage when in places of business.
Social distancing and wearing face masks with testing for asymptomatic carriers of covid 19
social distancing and wearing face masks.
Social distancing and wearing my mask and gloves and washing my hands when done. I know that I will need to take the lead when
practicing this behavior and in setting the standards of the new normal. Each individual will need to be proactive in setting th
social distancing between customers and proper face coverings strictly enforced.
Social distancing for outdoors and wearing a mask for indoors
Social distancing from others and wearing a mask and gloves
social distancing from strangers, hand washing, wearing masks. Basically the same thing we are doing now.
social distancing including limiting the number of persons in a public space at any one time
wearing surgical masks
frequent hand sanitation
frequent sterization of comonly touvhed surfaces
temperature checks for fever
Social distancing needs to still be in effect. As a nurse and LB resident, it is most safe for people to not congregate. Walking at the pike, at
the beach, at a large park. These should be okay with face masks. I’m concerned for recreational sports to hap
Social distancing of 6 feet
Social distancing of 6 feet, hand washing, wearing a mask.
Social distancing policies and only doing essential activities.
Social distancing with mask and gloves
social distancing! hand washing! mask wearing!
Social distancing!
Wearing protective face covering while shopping.
Social distancing, minimum 6 feet. Wear masks and always carry a mask with you. Outdoor public spaces being open can help to spread
out the number of people trying to get outdoors and stay active.
Social distancing, all equipment cleaned thoroughly by employees after every use, must wear masks
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Social distancing, common sense wiping down hard surfaces
Social distancing, face masks, and only go into places as requires, otherwise stay home.
Social Distancing, Face masks, wash hands, wear gloves when appropriate, avoid crowds
social distancing, face protection
Social distancing, hand hygiene, and wearing a mask.
Social distancing, having hand sanitizer, wearing a mask if indoors, washing my hands frequently
Social Distancing, limited access, event scheduling
Social distancing, masks
social distancing, masks
sense stuff...
Social distancing, masks, and hand washing
social distancing, masks, and hygene.
Social distancing, masks, temperatures taken both workers and quests. Listed policies that are in place to protect workers and guests.
Cleaning and disinfecting guidelines. These as a 1st stage reopening.
Social distancing, not going out of when feeling sick, taking extra precautions for myself & around others.
environment to keep us both safe.
Social distancing, proper hand sanitizing.
Social distancing, protective gear
Social distancing, staying healthy, taking temperature, wearing a mask in public
social distancing, temperature checks, quarantine/avoiding high foot-traffic areas and washing hands
Social distancing, washing hands, and staying home when sick
social distancing, wearing a face mask
social distancing, wearing a face mask,
social distancing, wearing a mask, limited capacity.
Social distancing, wearing a mask, not leaving home if not feeling well
Social distancing, wearing a mask, washing my hands
Social distancing, wearing a mask.
Social distancing, wearing a masking, using hand sanitizer.
Social distancing, wearing mask & gloves when needed, hand sanitizer available, stations to wash hands w/soap & h20
social distancing, wearing masks
social distancing, wearing masks and gloves
Social distancing,, face mask Wear gloves for those who handle food .
Social distancing. Limited attendance. Business monitoring like Trader Joe's does now
Social distancing/wearing mask
ball; tennis; golfing.... still social distancing and wearing masks.
Social distancing; masks
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social distancing; wearing mask; No handshakes; Huggings. Provide hand sanitizers before entering the premisses.
Social distancing? I’m confused by this question
Some distancing and when in a crowded environ wear a mask.
some enforcement, provision of masks and personal protective equipment and social distancing
Some people are not going to follow guidelines and put other people in danger
some places
Some Social Distance
somthing must be done as the sport on the net is unusable
and nitrate gloves
space, wearing a mask
spacing And masks.
Spacing and wearing a mask
spacing out tables and wearing masks
Speaking for myself I will do my best to keep myself and others around me save. My concern is that by opening up our city folks will not take
this as a sign that everything is back to normal, hence not being as careful as I’d like them to.
Spread tables and chairs apart at least 10 feet from other tables
Staggered entry/exit/breaks
Spaced seating and movement
frequency of cleaning too.
Standing 6 feet away; always wear face mask; stay at home if sick
Standing a couple feet apart and washing your hands thoroughly and wearing a face mask
Standing or sitting 🎂🎂 feet apart and wearing protective gear
Stay 6-10 feet apart, occasional face mask
Stay at Home For Now.. Until June 2020
Stay at home is becoming more and more difficult.
stay at home until we truly knock this virus out.
Stay at home!
Stay at homr
stay away from people
stay home
at-risk group.
Stay home if I am not well, make sure I am using appropriate personal hygiene, and making sure that I am conscious of social distance.
Stay safe by keeping a safe distance
Staying 10ft away from everyone and everything
Staying 10ft away from the person next to me. Playing basketball by myself.
with others
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Staying 6 feet apart
Staying 6 feet apart
staying 6 feet apart
Staying 6 feet apart and disinfecting surfaces and wearing masks.
staying 6 feet apart and everyone wearing masks.
Staying 6 feet apart and properly fitting mask.
Staying 6 feet apart and when that is not possible by wearing a mask
Staying 6 feet apart from each other
staying 6 feet apart from people or not having people get right in fiscal space unless I know or live with them.
Staying 6 feet apart from those outside my household, frequent hand washing, wearing a face covering when needed.
staying 6 feet apart, wearing a face covering. Also make an appointment
staying 6 feet apart, wearing a mask, washing hands upon return home
Staying 6 feet away and avoid already crowded places and go to another less crowded
Staying 6 feet away and using a face covering
Staying 6 feet away and washing hands
staying 6 feet away and wearing masks
Staying 6 feet away from others and wearing masks
Staying 6 feet away from others.
Staying 6 feet away from people
Staying 6 feet away from people when out in public.
Staying 6 feet away from people.
Staying 6 feet away from the person infront of me or next to me.
Staying 6 feet from others and wearing a mask.
Staying 6 ft a away from others and wear a face mask.
Staying 6 ft apart and wearing a mask
Staying 6 ft away and wearing my mask or face covering
staying 6 ft. away from the next support
public. Having sanitation stations in public areas.
Staying 6ft apart as we are doing at the stores
staying 6ft apart, face masks mandatory.
staying 6ft away from other people and wearing face mask in public. maybe wearing a body cam. cars on the road have been speeding
without looking for pedestrians. i have almost been hit by cars more times than i can remember in the last month.
staying 6ft away from people, wearing a mask, washing hands upon entry and exit, limit touching of objects, ordering through an online
system(for movie snacks, etc), waiting in a line when a store/barber/etc has reached full or comfortable capacity that a
staying 6ft from others and wearing a mask
staying 6ft part from everyone.
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staying 6ft part from everyone.
staying 6ft part from everyone.
staying a minimum of 6 feet away at beaches and parks
staying a safe distance from others, wearing a mask, visiting the locations at a less busy time or when the
location is not so crowded
Staying apart far from others.
Staying apart from others, wearing PPE, washing hands regularly l.
Staying approximately 6 feet from others I do not live with. Wearing masks when possible.
staying at home
staying at home
Staying at home!
We are a "destination city". If we open our beaches, businesses, hotels and attractions, people will come in from all over. We are just not
ready yet.
Staying at home. We don't need to make decisions and take ridiculous actions that caused this mess. We need to ask for and rely on the
best scientific information obtainable before making a re-opening decision. The last thing we need is a second Co
Staying at least 6 feet away from others and wearing a face mask
Staying at least 6ft away from other people
limiting daily exposure.
Staying away from groups not adhering to social distancing...
Staying away from others and have a mask on and sanitize everything I touch
Staying away from people
staying away from people as much as possible
Staying away from people if possible;
Staying away from people. At least 6 feet while enjoying parks and beaches with my household family members. Also wearing a mask when
any circumstances require interacting with people outside my household.
Staying away from public places if I can not keep a safe distance from others.
Staying clear of people. Refrain from taking the city bus. Wash hands and keep my hands away from my face.
Staying clear of people. Refrain from taking the city bus. Wash hands and keep my hands away from my face.
Staying distant from others
Staying hime if sick and wear a mask if that is my preference
Staying home
Staying home
Staying home
Staying home and wearing a mask if I need to go somewhere.
Staying home as much as possible to reduce the spread and protect myself
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Staying home at any hint of illness, I would wear a facemask out of courtesy, although I don't think they are healthy (Breathing your own
CO2 and germs on mask) or used right by most. In certain places, use wipes or hand sanitizer frequently.
Staying home if I am concerned and let younger go back to life as they will.
Staying home if sick and continue to respect distance.
Staying home is keeping everyone safe and reduces the spread. Once everything open there will be an over exageratting amount of people
trying to be outdoors which will help the spread of covid 19. Think of what the outcome May be if can mutate and become
Staying home- too early!
1918. Don’t open up too soon.
Staying home when ill, staying healthy, taking care of the vulnerable population so that they may avoid crowded areas, friendly reminders to
not go over capacity, friendly reminders to maintain some physical distance during this period of time.
Staying home when sick, washing my hands frequently, staying 6 feet apart
staying home. I am high risk and I feel that until the city can do broader testing it is not yet safe to open.
distancing and going in the proper direction.
Staying on our boat and using the private bathroom
Staying safe and practicing social distancing
Staying six feet apart and wearing masks.
Staying six feet apart, using hand sanitizer
Staying six feet away or wearing a mask when I'm not six feet away.
Staying six feet, Washing hands often.
Staying with my own party at all times and maintain distancing
Steve
Still wearing masks and keeping crowd limits and distance between people.
Still wearing masks and respecting physical distancing
Still wearing masks, still -no gatherings. Social distancing with citations for people breaking the rules
Still wearing PPE and practice 6ft distancing
Strict and signed social distance, using face mask and gloves from employees and clients. While in restaurants and kitchens have to
change gloves in every different activity, we must do the same in public areas. Fine people who throw gloves away and face
Strict cleaning/ sanitizing routines. Social distancing inside. Providing hand sanitizer to customers. Having disinfectant wipes available.
Giving guidelines to businesses on how to and how frequently they should clean bathrooms doorknobs and what not to
Strict social distancing and wearing a mask, both customer and business employee's. Crowded beaches have recently shown people are
NOT adhering to distancing safe to all; it is very worrisome. Companies and businesses must show how they can safely do this
Strict Wearing masks. Limiting people inside stores. Reminding people of social distancing. No computers at libraries. Books available and
wiped down after use. Open spaces available... just not playground equipment.
Strictly observing social distancing and reducing the number of staff and customers allowed at a time
Strictly,appy the safety rules.
supervising number of participants
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Support businesses that distance, avoid businesses that don’t.
supporting the local businesses
surfing.
hiking
Swimming only at beaches, swim pools for swimming only. Tennis courts with no groups
Swimming pool
shopping
Take a daily walk and have noticed many do not use masks or social distance
Take temperature of people entering, wearing of masks and don't allow anyone in that doesn't look healthy.
Taking our time and opening slowly. I will be waiting even after things open
taking personal responsibility for my own health and wellness but exercising proper hygiene.
gatherings or shop in crowded conditions.
Taking reasonable precautions in my contact with others like washing frequently.
temp checks before heading out
Temperature checks, making sure people have face coverings, & people who are sick not be allowed to go in facilities.
temperature scanning and face masks
Temperature taken at entrance If inside , masked , Limited amount of people inside, tables etc spaced out. On beaches distances inforced.
I realize the need to get people back to work to pay their bills but with respect to all other people. We all have ri
Testing and contact tracing
Testing and following the science
Testing every person who enters.
testing everyone to figure out the baseline
providing all with access to masks/hand sanitizers/fresh air
Testing for virus, social distancing,
testing made available to general public especially food workers even if not symptomatic, wearing masks, separation of tables, and
equipment, one way traffic, no gathering of groups larger than 10 people unless all are same family members.
Testing negative for Covid-19 on a weekly basis, as well as everyone elseNo new cases or deaths for minimum 2 weeks
testing of virus and/or antibodies on all citizens. By wearing a face covering for now and keeping my distance from others.
once.
car sales by appointment).
testing testing testing
Testing, masks and obeying rules of BEHAVIORS
Testing, testing, testing. And requiring face masks in indoor spaces. Really everyone should be wearing a N95 if that’s the one that works.
People at hair salons and others businesses where the only option is to to close should wear an N95
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the 6' from strangers and using a mask.
the appropriate measures necessary to ensure safety guidelines are adhered too.
The entire thing is overblown and way past exaggerated. With real mortality rates around 0.05%, it’s time to open everything up and get
back to common sense. The politicians little taste of fascism needs to end.
the followed guidelines given to me
the following: social distancing, wearing face masks, and washing of hands.
the guidelines currently provided by that state and federal government as they will continually be updated.
the guidelines that our brave mayor who knows the overcome of Issues who can and does for are great city
who Stood up to big business, who stool tall as a doctor
the macarena. haha jk I don't really understand the question! :) are you asking if I will follow the capacity limits & social distancing
requirements? If so, then the answer is "of course!" If that's not what you're trying to get answered then I'm not sur
The minimum mandated requirements
The nation’s economy must start back up...it’s a tough call because people are still dying from this highly contagious disease.
The number of cases and hospitalizations is still growing. That needs to be reversed by faster testing available and mandatory at the first
symptoms, and providing free places to stay isolated for pending and positive cases, as was done in China. This pre
the only problem is ensuring every person be it customer or store have strict guidelines/protocols in place and to be able to enforce the
protocols. I see some people who take responsibility for the safety of self and others, and others don't seem to care
facilities when necessary.
The provided instructions
the city could help get into the hands of all residences).
The recommendations have been well disseminated from the medical community. If you are not comfortable with the arrangements at any
of the stated businesses, we recommend that you avoid them.
the recommended distancing/physical protocol recommended by our State/City governments.
the right thing, (staying home if I feel sick). I am in good health & do not have a compromised immune system. I would not visit my elderly
parents in Phoenix until there was a vaccine, or unless I had been quarantined for a month as I would not want to
The same thing as now
The sidewalks are often too narrow to maintain social distancing. The homeless ride bikes erratically. How can we avoid them?
The single most important thing to opening any store/restaurant/gym is the ability to regulate the amount of individuals that enter. Obviously
this can't be done with outdoors spaces, but we must be held accountable for our own actions. We make a decision
The stay-at-home orders for Long Beach should remain in place until LA County and State of California stay-at-home orders are lifted.
The times I do go out, I feel like I am the only one who is following physical distancing.
The use of face masks, cleaning an disinfectants and having both testing and tracing of people.
The various to ways to social distance. If I feel sick, stay home.
The virus appears to be affecting a specific age and health disposition - focus on those people and let the rest of us live our lives.
moral. The breezes that come through Long Beach makes it easy.
there are NO activities on that list that are safe to return to right now (4-29-20)
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sidewalks.
There have to be very strict sanitizing regulations
There is no way we can keep social distancing. We should listen to the scientific research and follow Newsom’s guidelines. As someone
with family members in the medical field, we’re not ready. Cases are increasing in communities around us. I volunteer at
There is nothing I can do
There needs to be lots more testing before I will go to any restaurant, retail, Beach, Park or otherwise leave my home. If things open, I
expect everyone to wear a facial covering, at least six feet between everyone, plexiglass separating me from cashiers
There should be someone enforcing the distancing. Otherwise the beaches and parks are a no go
These activities may open up, but my family and I will not be attending. I believe we have a unique and comfortable situation at home, and
we are fortunate to have everything we need for the long haul and will not be venturing out for these first reopenin
These would need to be policed (if not by officers then by employees of the businesses-- as markets do now). We must be required to wear
masks indoors and anyplace in close proximity, and also we must engage in physical distancing.
me.
life unencumbered by any government restrictions or oversight.
This is a good idea
This is impossible to do
This is true.
This is what Trump should have done:
1) Accumulate 328,000,000 COVID-19 testing kits
2) Notify and prepare ALL Armed Forces based in America to prepare to give tests.
3) Declare Martial Law
4) Test ALL Americans!
KISS
This isn’t worded as a question and is vague.
activities I checked.
This should of never happened please listen to the medical Doctors that don't have an agenda
This survey and question are coming from a questionable mindset. We have a pandemic, global pandemic, in progress. It is neither the time
nor the place to shift the conversation to the topic of reopening anything. To do so is to create a false narrative t
Thorough handwashing as needed
Those who feel they cannot safely return to those activities, such as the elderly and ill, should not return to them yet, until there is a vaccine.
Whenever we will return to these activities we will have more ill people, whenever that will be. because of
Time you are going out and still trying to keep a safe distance away from other people
of the summer.
To the activities I picked yes but not to everything.
Too soon to open non-essential business/activities
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Too soon to reopen
true
Turning off the news.
Tyvek suit
Unclear on the intention of questions 9 and 10.
Unfortunately it seems we still need the social distancing. What I think we all miss is communication with each other, even if it a passing
smile, how are you and small conversation. We need each other.
Unless everyone is tested who I might be in contact with
Unnecessary
Unsure what you want
Until medical experts give the Ok, we need to continue to shelter in place.
As a healthcare professional I want to remind the government of the fact that many people are unvaccinated. If they are not willing to
vaccinate, they will not adhere t
Until there is a vaccine and we as a society get inoculated, I feel we all need to continue to observe social distancing, wear face masks,
wash our hands, avoid crowds, avoid physical contact (hugs, handshakes, etc...) and boost our immunity.
Until we have proper testing I don’t think things should be opened
Use common sense and courtesy.
Use masks, avoid large groups possible call ahead reservations
Use safe distancing maybe masks
Using a face mask. Using hand sanitizer and soap/water. Limit going to public places unless extremely necessary.
Using a mask and gloves, only venturing out at non-peak times, not touching face
Using common sense
using common sense
Using common sense
using common sense and everyone assessing their own risk
using common sense, avoiding high risk settings and abiding by statewide directives based on data
there.
using common sense, practicing good hand hygiene, not touching unnecessary surfaces, and social distancing
Using face masks
Using face masks and respecting the space between one and other person
Using face masks and staying 6ft away from people.
Using face masks. Washing my hands before and after.
Using mask and distancing and stay home if not feeling well.
Using mask and protective clothing
Using mask and sanitizer and keeping my distance
Using mask, and maybe smaller max capacity, seating seperation
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using masks
using masks and following rules
using masks and having a minimum amount of people at the stores and by appt only for salons and keeping each chairs 6 - 10 ft apart
Using Masks and proper distancing from people.
entering the school.
using my best judgement
Using my common sense, wearing a mask to be courteous and keeping my distance from others wherever I can
self govern my health.
From Question 11 below:
20 Actions for Government to move forward with the pandemic issue: Co
Using my personal discernment to judge whether I deem the activity a safety risk or not.
Using PPE's and social distancing
Using social distancing, wearing a mask when necessary
Using. Mask and gloves
Utilizing them only when absolutely necessary
VA adaptive activities.
Waiting in line to go inside to limit capacity at any one time.
Waiting until the threat of the virus is close to near zero. All people required to wear masks in public.
Waiting when safe to do so
walk
Walking
walking (with dog or without), riding 10 speed bike
walking and running
Walking and talking
Walking away from others and wearing a mask
Walking in our neighborhood with masks and social distancing.
Walking on the beach and in parks. This does not include congregating.
Walking on the bike or beach path, having small gatherings with friends
Walking with distant 6 feet apart
Walking/biking beach paths.
Wash hands, practice social distancing, take personal responsibility for one’s actions.
Washing Hands and Wearing Mask
Washing hands before and after arriving places.
Washing hands before and after. Staying home when sick.
Washing hands often & wearing a face covering in stores.
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Washing hands often, wearing a mask at all times and keeping social distance from others
Washing hands stay 6 feet away
washing hands, social distancing
washing hands, wear masks, making sure all around you are maintaining precautions
washing my hands
Washing my hands and staying home if not we’ll.
Washing my hands and staying home of feeling any symptoms of being sick.
Washing my hands, not touching my face, social distancing
We all can and will. At first it will be a larger surge because people have been cooped up so any leisure or outdoor activity space opened up
will be flooded. Though maybe if some one reads this... About maybe restaurants, movie theaters, i dont know mayb
We are nationally right at the peak of outbreak. There is not a decline yet. Why would we reopen when the numbers are at their height
NOW and higher than when we shut down in the first place. Hopefully in two weeks we should see a decline.
We are not ready just yet!
We are responsible people and can respect limits and physical distancing, wear masks, maintain hygiene, not going out if ill, and not putting
at risk individuals in open situations that may adversely impact them.
We can NOT open up anything without more data. Scientists and public health need to have more data about the virus’ spread. We need
accurate anti-body testing and knowledge of what this data means. We are not anywhere close to having this information. It
We can not stay shut down much longer, or we will not recover as a community. Some people will want to still stay in, wear a mask, etc,
and that is fine. But for those of us who feel safe and are willing to stimulate the economy by going back to normal,
of their park paths). People need to get out.
We didn't social distance and wear a face mask during any sort of virus outbreak over the past 50 years, and this one is no different from
past outbreaks, like H1N1, SARS, MERS, Ebola. You take proper precautions and you're fine. People will die if you
not wear masks
We have been going to grocery stores for 5 weeks and have maikntained distance, etc. All stores could follow suit.
We have great open lots that can facilitate drive-in movie theaters.
We have not left our property since April 13.
We just have to be cautious otherwise C-19 will come back and probably be worse the second time.
We need a cure
We need masks, wipes and hand sanitizer
We need more time.
We need statewide testing on a mass level.
We need to be as proactive as possible and hold the lives of our residents as the main priority. Re-opening the economy needs to take
place waaaay later down the road. We need to focus on flattening the curve. If you open the economy prematurely cases are
We need to return back to life. Normal life has risks. This level of shut down has gone on long enough! It made sense at first, but Not now.
People are suffering from lack of income. The people of Long Beach should be allowed to return to work using their
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We need to wait until a vaccine is created. The physical effects of covid-19 are still unfolding. Now younger adults are having strokes. I don’t
trust the population to be cautious enough to prevent further spread. The OC beaches being packed is a hazard.
We should all practice social distancing and everyone should be required to wear masks.
We should limit businesses that are to reopen making sure they have made the necessary changes to their facilities. The same changes
that are currently being used in businesses that are servicing customers now. Limiting the number of customers allowed in
have been put n place. Not to mention they are unconstitutional.
We shouldn’t try reopening the city yet unless you want more people to get infected. We should hold off reopening until the fall
We will be fine going back to the way things were. No fear.
We would continue to remain at home except for walks due to our ages (78 & 80) but feel others can slowly return to restricted openings. It
would be necessary to resume only one or two functions at a time and judge what impact each might have on overall h
Wear a mask
Wear a mask
Wear a mask
Wear a mask , keep your hands to yourself and stay home if you don’t feel well.
wear a mask and gloves. have police on hand to enforce social distancing and make sure people are wearing masks
Wear a mask and keep my distance
Wear a mask and keeping 6 ft apart.
Wear a mask and maintain 6’ from others.
wear a mask and physical distance
wear a mask and stay 6 feet apart
Wear a mask
Stay at least 6 feet apart
Hand washing
Cleaning of carts, doors etc by business
Plexi distancing at checkout
Wear a mask, gloves if touching something is required, wash hands or hand sanitizer
spit/swab test as you enter office and city buildings.
wear a mask, stay 6 feet apart, and do not directly interact with those outside of your household.
Wear a mask, stay six feet apart where possible, wash hands.
Wear face mask when inside any building.
Wear face masks and stay 6 feet away.
Wear face masks, provide hand sanitizers, practice social distancing as much as possible.
wear mask
Wear mask
Wear mask
Wear mask and gloves as needed. Maintain social distancing
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wear mask and keeping 6 feet apart from others
Wear mask when closer than 6 feet. Be smart
wear mask
Every other table
Hand sanitizer
Paper disposable menus
And pkg condiments
Fresh air is good for us
Seating by appt to avoid crowds
City to allow space for extra outdoor tables
Wear mask, gloves, use hand sanitizer if touching thing. and upon removing gloves.
wear mask, gloves, use hand sanitizer. When near other people or touching things.
wear mask, keep 6 feet from everyone else, use sanitzer
wear mask, limit people in the area, keep 6' apart
wear mask, personal hygene, keeping 5 ft away
Wear mask, sanitize/wash hands before and after, respecting the guidelines to help slow the spread
Wear mask, wash hands, still limit to essential needs only
WEAR MASK,SOCIAL DISTANCING
Wear masks
wear masks
wear masks
wear masks & gloves
wear masks and gloves;
wear masks and observe 6-foot rule
Wear masks and remain 6 feet away
Wear masks and social distance
Wear masks when possible and keep physical distancing habits
wear masks, 6-10 feet distancing, avoid groups
wear masks, at least for a while yet
Wear masks, keep 6 foot social distance as much as possible,
Wear masks, limit number of people entering
Wear masks, temperature check upon entering, sit every other table, not stay for more than 10m at libraries
Wear masks, wash my hands often, use hand sanitizer and distance myself from others
Wear the cloth face mask , stay away from large crowds where close contact may accrue, and stay at least 3 feet away from people, have a
place where I can wash may hands with soap for 20 minutes and dry my hands too. Public outings not to exceed 30 minute
Wear your mask where appropriate, keep 6 ft away, be responsible if you feel ill - stay home and if appropriate get tested.
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Wearing a face covering and respecting others space
Wearing a face covering, keeping hand sanitizer with me when out, staying away from public restrooms, maintaining 6 feet of space from
others, patronizing businesses who are clearly adhering to distancing practices and cleaning protocols, washing hands an
wearing a face covering, maintaining physical distance from others, and having furniture/physical space arranged to maintain distance.
Wearing a face covering, physical distancing
Wearing a face covering. Keeping my distance. Only going to the business to conduct my business and going home.
Wearing a face mask
Wearing a face mask
Wearing a face mask
6 feet rule
wearing a face mask and 6 feet apart.
wearing a face mask and carrying my own food/drinks
Wearing a face mask and keeping my distance from others.
Wearing a face mask and keeping physical distance.
Wearing a face mask and maintaining physical distance of 6 feet or more from other people.
Wearing a face mask and minding the social distance
Wearing a face mask and wash stations to wash hands or sanitizer
Wearing a face mask and/or keeping physical distance
Wearing a face mask if within 6 ft of others for the month of May and then if cases do not spike masks can be deleted, Old at risk people
should continue to avoid large public gatherings and friends and family need to protect the elderly and fragile.
Wearing a face mask or finding a vaccine
Wearing a face mask when appropriate
Washing hands frequently. Coughing / sneezing into my elbow.
hours for seniors, limiting outings unless essential.
Wearing a face mask, having hand sanitizer easily accessible
think others can safely visit them.
wearing a face mask, respecting the limitations of "capacity", waiting outside if need be.
wearing a face mask, staying a distance from someone
Wearing a facemask, keeping 6ft apart.
Wearing a facemask, maintaining reasonable physical distancing.
wearing a mack
Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
wearing a mask
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Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
wearing a mask
wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
Wearing a mask
Social distancing
Wearing a mask
Staying 6 feet away from folks
capacity levels
wearing a mask & keeping 6 feet apart. As long as others do the same. If they don't, I leave.
Wearing a mask & social distancing & NO CASH changing hands
Wearing a mask , using social distancing, and hand sanitizer as needed .
Wearing a mask along with everyone else, limit the size of the gathering/entrance to the event, and social distancing of 6'
Wearing a mask and am assured physical distancing will be practiced
sanitizing before and after.
see a lot of traffic should be able to easily control this.
Wearing a mask and being mindful of staying at least 6 feet away from others. However, since not everyone appears to be able to do this, I
would avoid any parks/beaches/small retail establishments where this was not occurring.
Wearing a mask and being responsible for making sure my hands are clean and that I don't touch my face..
Wearing a mask and being smart.
Wearing a mask and gloves
wearing a mask and gloves
wearing a mask and gloves
Wearing a mask and gloves
Wearing a mask and gloves and by safely distancing from others.
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Wearing a mask and gloves and keeping at least 6 feet apart from others.
Wearing a mask and gloves and staying 4 to 6 ft away from others.
wearing a mask and gloves and with prayers.
only one chair in one room for blow drying, styling, etc.
wearing a mask and gloves, and stay 6 feet away from other people
Wearing a mask and gloves, keeping social distance, wearing gloves
wearing a mask and gloves, washing my hands
wearing a mask and gloves. And physical distancing need to be implied
Wearing a mask and gloves. Washing hands and sanitizing surfaces. Staying 6 ft apart from others who are exercising, spending time
outside or in stores. Plus, it’s warmer now so hopefully that should further curb new cases of the virus if it behaves like
wearing a mask and hand washing/sanitizing
wearing a mask and having access to hand sanitizer at these places.
providers, police, firemen, etc.
Wearing a mask and keeping 6 foot distance.
Wearing a mask and keeping 6ft away.
Wearing a mask and keeping a safe distance and as long as the establishment is also following social distancing rules.
wearing a mask and keeping appropriate distance
Wearing a mask and keeping approx 6 feet between myself and others.
Wearing a mask and keeping at least 6 feet between me and other people. I might not be opposed to some restaurants opening up for
outside dining if they could assure a safe distance between customers and if the wait staff and cooks wear masks and gloves.
Wearing a mask and keeping at least 6’ distance from my fellow golfers.
Wearing a mask and keeping distance
Wearing a mask and keeping distance
Wearing a mask and keeping distance.
wearing a mask and keeping my distance
Wearing a mask and keeping my distance from other customers
Wearing a mask and keeping my distance.
Wearing a mask and keeping my distances, but businesses would need to also regulate their space
Wearing a mask and keeping safe distance
Wearing a mask and keeping safe distances.
wearing a mask and keeping safe social distance
Wearing a mask and keeping safe social distance
Wearing a mask and keeping sanitation top of mind.
wearing a mask and keeping social distance
Wearing a mask and keeping social distance
Wearing a mask and keeping the recommended 6 feet of distance.
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Wearing a mask and keeping the required physical distance from each other.
wearing a mask and maintaining 6 feet separation
Wearing a mask and maintaining 6ft distance from others.
Wearing a mask and maintaining a safe distance from others.
wearing a mask and maintaining social distance
Wearing a mask and maintaining social distance guidelines
Wearing a mask and maintaining social distance guidelines
Wearing a mask and maintaining social distance; washing hands often.
Wearing a mask and maintaining social distancing
Wearing a mask and making sure I’m keeping my distance from others. Also checking to see the capacity.
Wearing a mask and making sure I’m keeping my distance from others. Also checking to see the capacity.
wearing a mask and making sure my child's school follows health dept standards
beaches, but only for walking, not for sunbathing, picnics, etc...
Wearing a mask and not gathering in groups. Keeping at least 6 ft away from everyone and continuing to wash hands as often as possible.
Wearing a mask and patiently waiting in line at a safe distant
Wearing a mask and practicing social distancing
a member of my family feel under weather or ill.
Wearing a mask and respecting the 6-ft social distance..
Wearing a mask and sanitizing
Wearing a mask and six feet apart
Wearing a mask and social distancing
Wearing a mask and social distancing
wearing a mask and social distancing
Wearing a mask and social distancing
else.
Allow only a certain # of people in according to square feet space available.
Add markers for distancing, givin
Wearing a mask and social distancing. There also needs someone at the door watching the number of people entering the building. There
needs to be "no mask, no enter" signs at the door. Masks should not be voluntary inside a public place, they need to b
Wearing a mask and spacing out seating in dine in restaurants. Activities such as bowling, tennis, and golf
should be allowed to resume.
wearing a mask and staying 6' away
Wearing a mask and staying 6 ft apart
Wearing a mask and staying 6ft from anyone else
Wearing a mask and staying at least 6 feet apart.
Wearing a mask and staying at least 7 feet from other people
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Wearing a mask and staying at least six feet or greater away from the person next to me
Wearing a mask and taking temperatures before one enters
Wearing a mask and using personal hand sanitizer.
Wearing a mask and walking at a safe distance. No group gatherings. No picnics. No playground access.
Wearing a mask and washing my
Hands
Wearing a mask and/or gloves
Requiring all to wear masks in close indoor settings. at this point we should have the CHOICE to go where we want. Those who are too
fearful can stay home. We should do everything necessary so vulnerable folks can stay home.
Wearing a mask and/or keeping my distance
Wearing a mask around others .....keeping a distance between strangers
Wearing a mask at all times
Wearing a mask at all times and keep 6 feet of distance
Wearing a mask at ALL times!
wearing a mask if contact is closer than 6 feet, washing hands, limiting trips away from home or neighborhood
Wearing a mask if desired
Wearing a mask if near other people and social distancing
Wearing a mask if needed and keeping a safe distance from others
Wearing a mask if required.
Wearing a mask indoors, washing hands frequently and using common sense
Wearing a mask inside and keeping my distance outside. Also counting on business owners and their employees to sanitize frequently.
Wearing a mask inside of buildings.
Wearing a mask like I do now
Wearing a mask or practicing social distancing m
wearing a mask over nose and mouth, controlling amount of participants to any area, maintaining distance from others.
wearing a mask properly as well as everyone else - except in public out door areas social distancing is important and mask ready to use as
needed. Beaches and parks still need to limit people just hangin around and crowding. Not sure how to reduce crow
Wearing a mask staying 6 feet apart
wearing a mask still, keeping 6 feet away from people, washing my hands often and thoroughly.
wearing a mask until it's safe not to wear one.
Wearing a mask when cannot physical distance, business provides frequent sanitizing and wipes/gel for customers
Wearing a mask when necessary
Wearing a mask when necessary continue to wash hands often and use good judgement. Self isolate if I personally become ill.
Wearing a mask when out not going out if I’m sick
Wearing a mask while doing these things indoors, carrying and using my own hand sanitizer, and washing my hands, face and nostrils at
home. For outdoors, I think it's adequate to wear a mask around one's neck and to raise it to cover the face when other
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Wearing a mask
And gloves
Wearing a mask
Distancing
Wearing a mask
Keep 6 feet apart
wearing a mask
keep senior hours at markets and retail stores
Wearing a mask
Keeping some distance
Limit my own activities, not have the city do it!
Wearing a mask
Observing 6 foot distancing
Limiting my use of these places to necessary excursions
Wearing a mask
Physically distancing 6 ft
Temperature checks
Capacity limits in all businesses
Available Testing and contact tracking
Being vaccinated when available
Wearing a mask
Using hand sanitizer
wearing a mask, #6ftaway, not going at "peak hours" when a lot of people go out
wearing a mask, and distancing
Wearing a mask, and no symptoms.
wearing a mask, continuing social distancing
Wearing a mask, distancing 6 feet apart, refrain from shaking hands and giving hugs
Wearing a mask, following posted rules, respecting new max capacity
wearing a mask, gloves and social distancing
businesses.
Wearing a mask, having good personal hygiene
wearing a mask, if necessary. making reservations for a specific time.
Wearing a mask, keeping 6 ft distance, not staying in one spot for too long
Wearing a mask, keeping 6ft distance, practicing good hygiene, and having people stay home if they feel any symptoms.
Wearing a mask, keeping at least 6ft away from others and frequently washing my hands.
Wearing a mask, keeping distance between myself and others in the area
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wearing a mask, keeping hand sanitizer with me, keeping at least 6 ft away from people. Personal grooming (hair salons) a potential issue.
But if the owner maintains an occupancy limit (or it is a small salon) patrons could maintain social distance. The i
Wearing a mask, keeping my distance and being respectful of new rules put in place to allow businesses to reopen safely
practices.
Wearing a mask, keeping people count low and limited close contact
Wearing a mask, limiting number of people around at any time, hand washing, special hours for seniors and high risk individuasl
Wearing a mask, maintaining social distancing, carrying disinfectant.
Wearing a mask, maintaining social distancing.
Wearing a mask, only so many people inside at once. As we are doing now.
Wearing a mask, others wearing masks, lower occupancy for retail, sterilizing stores and carts, limiting and/or staggering hourS, no crowds.
wearing a mask, physically distancing myself, going out only when really needed.
Wearing a mask, practicing social distancing, and wiping down gum equipment and surfaces
Wearing a mask, respect others, follow guidelines set forth by facility.
wearing a mask, social distancing
wearing a mask, social distancing of 6 feet, hand sanitizing.
Wearing a mask, social distancing, and respecting capacity limits.
wearing a mask, social distancing, hand sanitizer
Wearing a mask, stating 6 feet from others
Wearing a mask, stay 6ft apart & staying home if sick
Wearing a mask, stay distant as is capable
Wearing a mask, staying 6 feeet away from others, not touching my face, and washing/sanitizing my hands.
Wearing a mask, staying 6 feet apart, not touching anyone.
not being a moron.
Wearing a mask, staying far away from all other people, and sanitizing frequently.
Wearing a mask, staying six feet away from others
constantly
Wearing a mask, taking temperatures.
wearing a mask, try to keep a safe distance away
Wearing a mask, using hand sanitizer, having bleach or alcohol wipes for self-sanitization of surfaces or spray bottles with a mix of
disinfectant and disposable towels, staying 6 feet away from people, not spitting in public.
Wearing a mask, using sanitizer when entering and exiting business
wearing a mask, washing hands and staying home if I have symptoms. Also, limiting my public exposure.
Wearing a mask, washing hands frequently
Wearing a mask, washing hands regularly, being aware of/mindful of symptoms and staying home if I experience them.
Wearing a mask, washing hands, clothes.
Wearing a mask, washing hands, maintaining distance
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Wearing a mask, washing hands/sanitizer, making sure the establishment is clearly marking 6ft rules & face guards for all employees
Wearing a mask, washing my hands and only doing activities as long as I’m not sick
wearing a mask, washing my hands often
Wearing a mask, washing my hands with soap, going by appointment and or waiting my turn to enter.
Wearing a mask, washing my hands, keeping social distance from others
recommendations from public health
Wearing a mask, washing my hands, staying home if feeling ill
Wearing a mask, washing/sanitizing my hands before I enter and when I leave, respecting social distancing guidelines.
Wearing a mask, wearing gloves
Wearing a mask, wearing gloves as needed, social distancing, hand washing, hand sanitizer.
wearing a mask, wearing gloves, and washing my hands (assuming hand sanitizer is available for purchase)
time the AIDS epidemic.)
Wearing a mask. Everyone wearing a mask. And social distancing ENFORCED.
Hand sanitizer is available at businesses.
-Wearing a mask.
-6ft social distancing
Wearing a mask. Being given timed entry
Wearing a mask. Continue to keep closed elder care facilities to visitors.
Wearing a mask. Keeping a distance of at least 6 feet. Practicing personal cleanliness such as handwashing.
wearing a mask. Keeping a safe distance
Wearing a mask. Maintaining 6 feet. Avoid going out if I don’t feel well.
Wearing a mask. Maintaining distance from coworkers
Wearing a mask. Observing social distancing. Using facilities during off peak hours and only when necessary.
Wearing a mask. Physical distancing. Being aware of my surroundings. Trusting no one.
Wearing a mask. Should be a prerequisite for going into any establishment.
Wearing a mask. Social distancing.s
Wearing a mask. Using hand sanitizer and/or washing hands often. Keeping a 6 foot distance whenever possible.
wearing a mask.
6 foot rule.
Compromised conditions should NOT go out
wearing a mask.....safe healthy practicing
Wearing a mask...waiting to enter to ensure safe numbers
Wearing a mask; maintaining 6ft apart from others: frequent hand- washing.
Wearing a mask; staying 6 ft. from others, gloves if necessary.
Wearing a masks when possible. Measure off space distance and extending if possible.
Ensure Beach Lifeguards and Park Rangers are on alert.
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equipment, social distancing and group size limitations.
wearing adequate face coverings and practicing social distancing everywhere
Wearing an appropriate face mask, maintaining 6 feet distance between others, frequent handwashing
be able to access the ocean.
wearing appropriate safety masks, etc. Limiting the number of people in one place at a time
wearing cloth face mask
Wearing cloth mask to protect others and keeping 6-10 ft away from others
Wearing face covering, keeping a distance of six feet from others and washing hands frequently.
Wearing face covering, social distancing, limit capacity seating.
Wearing face covering. Making sure I'm keeping physical distance and counting on businesses to be doing their part to limit capacity
Wearing face coverings and still respecting distance.
Wearing face coverings in public, bringing hand sanitizer (and not touching surfaces as much as possible), six feet distancing, only going
with immediate family. If more beaches and parks were open, I don't think the ones that are currently swamped with p
Wearing face coverings in public. Respecting 6ft physical distancing especially with high risk folks. Frequently washing hands.
Wearing face coverings, 6+ feet social distancing, frequent cleaning of high contact areas. Capacity limits/guidelines need to be in place
prior to reopening and should include maintaining 6+ feet social distance.
Wearing face coverings, 6+ feet social distancing, frequent cleaning of high contact areas. Capacity limits/guidelines need to be in place
prior to reopening and should include maintaining 6+ feet social distance.
Wearing face coverings, 6+ feet social distancing, frequent cleaning of high contact areas. Capacity limits/guidelines need to be in place
prior to reopening and should include maintaining 6+ feet social distance.
Wearing face coverings, 6+ feet social distancing, frequent cleaning of high contact areas. Capacity limits/guidelines need to be in place
prior to reopening and should include maintaining 6+ feet social distance.
Wearing face coverings, 6+ feet social distancing, frequent cleaning of high contact areas. Capacity limits/guidelines need to be in place
prior to reopening and should include maintaining 6+ feet social distance.
Wearing face coverings; making appointments
Wearing face mask
Wearing face mask and distancing
Wearing face mask and eye protection.
Wearing face mask and keeping social distancing.
Wearing face mask needs to be mandatory. Distancing needs to be enforced. Regular testing needs to be encouraged and we need to do
thorough contact tracing and quarantining when a person is positive
wearing face mask, allowing for physical distance where ever possible, washing hands frequently, staying home if I feel ill or have a fever.
wearing face mask, and staying 6 feet away from others.
Wearing face mask, keeping distance of 6 ft.
in common areas.
Wearing face masks
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Wearing face masks and avoiding any public contact whenever I am in these environments. Same as I do now.
Wearing face masks and keeping distance of 6 feet. Meeting state health guidelines.
Wearing face masks and keeping my distance from those I do not know, that could possibly be infected
Wearing face masks and limit the amount of people inside at a time.
wearing face masks and limiting crowd size; ensuring there is sufficient testing for COVOD-19
wearing face masks and staying 6ft apart.
Wearing face masks and washing / sanitizing hands frequently. Gloves may also be necessary for some situations.
Wearing face masks and washing hands frequently.
wearing face masks regularly; washing hands
Wearing face masks, convenient access to wash/clean hands.
Wearing face masks, frequent use of hand sanitizer
Taking temperature
Wearing face masks, keeping a safe social distance of 6 feet, wearing gloves.
Wearing face masks, practice social distancing
Wearing face masks, washing hands, not touching face.
Wearing face masks.
Wearing facemasks and only touching what is needed. Using publicly dispensed sanitizer or washing stations.
public if sick.
Wearing facial covering, frequent hand washing/sanitizing
wearing mask
wearing mask
wearing mask
Wearing mask
Wearing mask 😷😷 wash hand and keep6 feet distance
Wearing mask & gloves - staying 6 feet away from other people. Workers & librarians should also wear masks & gloves, too.
Wearing mask always, staying home if I feel sick
areas.
wearing mask and gloves
Wearing mask and gloves
involved.
Wearing mask and gloves, utilizing senior hours, maintaining 6 to 13 foot distance, only frequenting essential businesses and medical
facilities that are doing their utmost to protect their workforce and customers, with other consumers who understand the
Wearing mask and keeping a reasonable distance
Wearing mask and keeping at least 10ft social distancing.
Wearing mask and keeping distance.
Wearing mask and keeping distance. By appointment only. Stager work day and hours at office
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wearing mask and keeping my distance from others
wearing mask and social distancing 6 feet apart
Wearing mask and staying a minimum of 6' from others.
Wearing mask and staying clear of people
wearing mask and taking precautions
wearing mask in public
wearing mask keep distance
Wearing mask spacing 6ft wherever possible
Wearing mask were social distancing is not possible like with personal grooming is concerned and when possible keep 6 ft away
wearing mask
6 ft apart
Wearing mask
Going at off times
Wearing mask, adhering to social distancing policy of the place of business I am at.
wearing mask, business checking temp.
Wearing mask, diligence with hand washing
Wearing mask, following recommendations from health officials
Wearing mask, frequent hand washing, 6 feet social distancing. No hand shaking or hugging.
Wearing mask, hand washing and physical cues onsite to demonstrate and remind about physical distancing!
Wearing mask, keeping 6 foot distance
Wearing mask, keeping distance
Wearing mask, keeping distance, cleaning hands
Wearing mask, sanitize surroundings, limited amount of people access. Personal hygiene
Wearing mask, social distances
Wearing mask, using hand sanitizer, 6ft apart
Wearing mask, using sanitizer upon entry, staying home if not feeling well.
Wearing mask. Maintain physical distance.
Wearing masks
Wearing masks
Wearing masks
wearing masks & keeping 6 feet
Wearing masks & keeping 6ft distance. Having sanitizer on hand, and washing my hands
wearing masks & personal hygiene
paddleboard and swim as long as they social distance.
Wearing masks and adhering to safe distancing
Wearing masks and allowing 6’ distance
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wearing masks and being respectful and patient
Wearing masks and definitely social distancing.
Wearing masks and following limit number of people. Expand sanitation
wearing masks and frequent hand washing, social distancing 6'
wearing masks and gloves
Wearing masks and gloves
Wearing masks and gloves - limit the number of people who attend gatherings
Wearing masks and gloves and properly cleaning
wearing masks and gloves but everything is still risky
Wearing masks and gloves indoors
Wearing masks and gloves when needed to protect myself and others.
wearing masks and gloves, keeping distance. Places should be open only for a limited time period in a day rather than regular hours.
Wearing masks and gloves. Keeping 6’ away from people outside my family.
wearing masks and gloves; limiting access to fewer than 3-5 people
wearing masks and keeping a respectful distance from others. Employees should all wear masks - N95 if available. There should be hand
sanitizing stations readily available. Also - the beaches should be reopened with certain guidelines - perhaps for no mor
Wearing masks and keeping at least 6 feet apart.
wearing masks and keeping distance
Wearing masks and keeping physical distance, limiting customers or workers present at one time
Wearing masks and keeping social distance
Wearing masks and keeping these activities at a minimum. We should only allow a max capacity of people here.
wearing masks and keeping within the social distancing guidelines. The capacity in each establishment should be reduced as already being
done at grocery stores. Hand sanitizers should be available in all establishments.
wearing masks and limited access
Wearing masks and limiting amount of people with at least six feat apart.
wearing masks and maybe gloves, limiting occupancy, hand sanitizer, antibody testing
wearing masks and multiple hand washing stations
Wearing masks and other protective gear; limiting the number of people who can be there at one time; testing and contact tracing
Wearing masks and sanitizing and safe distancing where appropriate
Wearing masks and social distancing
Wearing masks and social distancing
Wearing masks and social distancing
Wearing masks and social distancing.
wearing masks and social distancing. Limited amount of people allowed.
Wearing masks and staying 6 ft. away from others.
Wearing masks and staying distant between people
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remains minimal.
and signs posted.
wearing masks and/or keeping 6 foot distance
Wearing masks and/or social distancing.
Wearing masks as needed
Wearing masks at all times, hand washing stations and disinfection surfaces regularly
temperature taken, if need be, to enter into an activity
Wearing masks in public.
wearing masks initially to see how it goes, Businesses must have the resources to disinfect tables, seats, etc. Gyms are tough because of
the ease of which bacteria can spread without proper disinfection after each person sweating on the equipment just f
and helpful.
Wearing masks when going inside businesses and ensuring hand sanitizer
wearing masks when others around, wearing gloves where appropriate and having hand sanitizer available (like bring your own). We have
to come up with ways of living with this for some time. It will require cooperation more than orders.
Wearing masks when out in the general public.
Wearing masks where appropriate, safety briefing and regulations for employees concerning their own health.
Wearing masks where there is close interaction or crowds.
Wearing masks
Keeping got 6 feet apart
Areas are sanitized between use
Wearing masks,
Wearing masks, adhering to physical distancing. Ensuring service providers wear masks. Washing hands frequently.
all citizens that come in contact with other citizens.
Wearing masks, glove and required 6' social distancing
Wearing masks, gloves, physical distancing
Wearing masks, gloves, six feet apart.
Wearing masks, hand washing, keeping distance
wearing masks, having hand sanitizer available in office buildings, etc., requesting that people who are sick stay home
Wearing masks, keeping my distance, not going out when sick.
Wearing masks, limiting number of trips, maintaining social distance
wearing masks, maintaining 10 feet of social distancing
Wearing masks, maintaining at least 6 feet distance
Wearing masks, maintaining distance and not going out if sick
distance.
Wearing masks, maintaining social distance.
Wearing masks, minimal touching, and by washing my hands if there is a sink present.
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Wearing masks, owners must adhere to the safety standards by cleaning and handling their customers with care
Wearing masks, physical distancing
Wearing masks, physical distancing, shorter operation hours, and employees sanitizing the workplace.
Wearing masks, possibly gloves (as needed)
Wearing masks, provide hand sanitizer, limit people in at one time .. clean frequently
Wearing masks, respecting physical distancing, washing my hands soon after leaving.
Wearing masks, social distance
wearing masks, social distancing
wearing masks, social distancing and having facilities that restrict capacity of people inside.
Wearing masks, social distancing, outdoor activities
Wearing masks, social distancing, outdoor activities
Wearing masks, social distancing, outdoor activities
Wearing masks, social distancing, outdoor activities
Wearing masks, social distancing, outdoor activities
Wearing masks, social distancing, outdoor activities
Wearing masks, social distancing, outdoor activities
Wearing masks, social distancing, outdoor activities
Wearing masks, social distancing, outdoor activities
Wearing masks, social distancing, outdoor activities
Wearing masks, social distancing, outdoor activities
Wearing masks, social distancing, outdoor activities
Wearing masks, social distancing, outdoor activities
Wearing masks, social distancing, outdoor activities
Wearing masks, social distancing, outdoor activities
Wearing masks, social distancing, outdoor activities
Wearing masks, social distancing, outdoor activities
Wearing masks, social distancing, outdoor activities
Wearing masks, social distancing, outdoor activities
Wearing masks, social distancing, outdoor activities
Wearing masks, social distancing, outdoor activities
Wearing masks, social distancing, outdoor activities
Wearing masks, social distancing, outdoor activities
Wearing masks, social distancing, outdoor activities
Wearing masks, social distancing, outdoor activities
Wearing masks, social distancing, outdoor activities
Wearing masks, social distancing, outdoor activities
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Wearing masks, social distancing, outdoor activities
Wearing masks, social distancing, outdoor activities
Wearing masks, social distancing, outdoor activities
wearing masks, staying 5-6 feet away, having hand sanitizer available for customers, sanitizing then place at least 3 times a day
Wearing masks, touching nothing, maximum 10 people inside stores and maintaining 6ft minimum distance
Wearing masks, washing hands
Wearing masks, washing hands and staying away if it gets too crowded.
Wearing masks, washing hands,
sometimes when I get claustrophobic
wearing masks, washing my hands, and keeping a distance.
Wearing masks.
Wearing masks.
members.
Wearing masks. And social Distance
Wearing masks. Limiting numbers and social distancing.
Wearing masks. Marking 6’ spacing for lines. Curbside pickup
Wearing masks. Need better masks. Ready access to handwashing. Frequent disinfecting all areas.
Wearing masks. Not touching stuff. Keeping my distance. Staying home if I’m not feeling my best.
Wearing masks/face coverings, physical distancing, washing/sanitizing hands
Wearing masks; signing up for certain times to go to the gym; staying 6ft away from others; wearing protective gear
Wearing masks; washing hands, etc.
Wearing my face covering. Limiting the time I spend on these activities.
Wearing my mask
wearing my mask
wearing my mask
Wearing my mask and being distance
Wearing my mask and keeping hygiene up to date
Wearing my mask and keeping my distance. I feel salons could use a face shield and everyone wear a mask
Wearing my mask and keeping social distancing
Wearing my mask and social distancing
wearing my mask and washing my hands. I would not be adverse to someone checking my temperature before I entered an establishment.
Wearing my mask in high density areas
Wearing my mask, keep my 6 ft distance, don't go if sick, don't touch face, wash hands after
Wearing my mask, keeping my distance
Wearing my mask, practicing social distancing, excellent hygiene, avoiding large crowds, etc...
Wearing my Personal Protective Equipment, washing may hands a lot, keeping my distance
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certain hours for seniors only, not going with friends or groups
Wearing personal protective gears (mask, glasses, ...)
Wearing PPE and keeping 6 feet from other people enjoying the reopened businesses
wearing PPE if needed and regular sanitizing. Some business could open by appointment only.
Wearing proper PPE, waiting in the car to avoid overcrowding
Wearing protection
wearing protective face wear and gloves
Wearing protective gear at all times
Wearing protective tools. Washing my hand entering and exiting. Limiting interactions.
Wearing the mask and washing hands and familys only to be around
Wearing the necessary masks .
Wearing the proper materials to be out in public
weaving a mask
of infections.
What ever means they can provide to keep us safe. Too early for large groups. Fear we would have to start at square one again.
What has bee outlined with social distancing, wearing masks, washing hands frequently etc.
What I am doing now: washing hands, distancing, wearing mask, minimizing my exposure.
What I chose to do to keep my family safe
What I chose to do to keep my family safe
what I have always done. I am respectful of space and social distancing. I am willing to follow reasonable guidelines. We know so much
more about this virus, it’s time to ignore models that NEVER were accurate and use common sense.
what I know will protect me and my loved ones.
What I need to do to live my life. (Maybe I don’t understand the question?)
What is asked of each placed that is opened.
what is asked of me - getting COVID-tested, staying 6 feet away, respecting capacity limits.
what is asked of me to protect the safety and wellbeing of everyone.
What is asked to be safe.
what is being practiced now, social distancing,
What is in place
what is in place for the health and safety of our community
What is necessary to protect myself and others and by speaking up when I notice it's not being followed by others.
What is recommended by city and state officials.
What is recommended by our Health Department.
what is recommended by the CDC and other health officials.
from the virus OR Prevent the virus
what is recommened by our local officials
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what is requested by the state and recommended by the CDC.
what is required and wearing a face mask and washing my hands.
What is required by the specific venue.
What is the question?
What Ive be been doing even before the pandemic and distancing myself from people by staying away from large crowds, washing my
hands thoroughly and often, using sanitizers and face masks if need be.
What I've been doing, wearing a mask when making infrequent outings to shop & practicing social distancing IF others are required to do
the same and prohibited from entering a facility if they do not comply.
What the CDC guidelines outline.
What the CDC recommends
What the grocery stores are doing. And expect only healthy non symptom clients. Can check temperature at entry.
what the health experts recommend.
What the president has laid out in his plans to open America.
What the scientists require of population to flatten the spread of the virus!
What the staff considers safe.
What we are told to do
What we have always done.
What we have been doing.
what we were taught face covering washing hand if you are not feeling well listen to your body.
what works best for me. I’ll wear my face covering gloves, etc.
What????????
What’s expected as an adult.
Whatever I can to stay healthy and stay clean and make sure to wear a mask when needed
remain closed indefinitely.
whatever is necessary
Whatever is necessary to stay safe. I will most like stay at home since I am over 60 and have health issues.
Whatever is necessary.
whatever is recommended by the health department
Whatever is recommended by the officials
Whatever is required by guidelines to assure social distancing and wearing a face mask if mandated.
Whatever is required of me.
Whatever the city requires for us ie. wear a mask, use sanitary wipes and gels, keep a 6ft distance from other groups/people
When a realistic testing program is in place. Testing should be available 24/7 at no cost and results should be available immediately
When an immunization or antibody test is available
When state criteria are met (downward trajectory, widespread testing, etc)
When the numbers are lower I will still take precautions with distance and a mask for awhile.
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When the time is right, masks, social distancing and no large gatherings will be our family norm
When there is clear protocol for testing tracking and quarantining. A slow reopening to make sure we don’t have a second wave
widely available vaccine.
Whether anything can open depends less on me than on the available testing and tracing regimen made possible by governmental, medical
and technological support. Given the kind of tracing and testing available, we should rely on medical advice (preferably
Why? change isbGoid
Widespread free testing to determine how many people have antibodies due to having had covid-19 either with symptoms or asymptomatic
resulting with the community achieving herd immunity. Relying on scientists and medical experts advice especially in regar
Widespread testing and vaccine are my must haves.
The only information we currently have is that a group of people are tired of staying in and/or believe the economics of the situation are
more important than putting people at risk. We lack t
Will wear mask and gloves
With caution that not too many people are close together
making this a possibility. More on spot testing availability.
With face masks
With mask. & gloves being mandatory.
With masks
With masks and distancing.
With oversight
With proper distancing and safety measure, people can return in waves of volunteering perhaps.
are going to spike up again and then cause a second closure.
With things that are possible to be done without to much of a crows
Without a steady decrease in hospitalizations, ICUs, and deaths from Covid-19 I CANNOT return safely to these activitie.
Working out
Working with owners/operators, we can establish safe protocols for operation
Would like to see the momentum of cases much lower
Yea
Yea, if they limit the number of people on the places and allow safe space.
Yes - Open up the Golf Courses and Beaches
Yes 6 ft apart and wearing a mask if needed
Yes and I think City Hall, the DMV, etc could open if they limit the number of people and the time they need to spend in those locations. If
you wear a mask and can limit the exposure time (to 30-45 minutes for example) by having people make appointments
Yes and possibly time limits per person at the location.
yes but not til 2021
I want there to be a vaccine first.
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Yes even though it’s illegal what your doing
Yes I believe that we need to continue to take precautions such as all wearing masks, limiting the amount of people at a location ( Trader
Joe’s is doing an AMAZING job) and have proper hand sanitizer stations located everywhere. I would prefer to go back
Yes I cam
Yes I can
Yes I can
Yes I can
Yes I can but do not trust that everyone will be as careful.
Yes I can but my priority is to keep the community safe
Yes I can return to the above with guidelines and social distancing ,
We all having been social distancing for so long it comes naturally when in public.
Yes I can return to the above with guidelines and social distancing ,
We all having been social distancing for so long it comes naturally when in public.
Yes I can.
Yes I can. But as we’ve seen with recent places opening up a beach or two, it gets over crowded very quickly. With more of these open it’ll
help people get out a little for their own sanity but make it easier to follow social distancing guidelines rather
Yes I do
Yes- I think with masks and reduced capacity and additional hand sanitizer/washing stations. Even the thermometer
Yes I will respectfully follow guidelines
Yes keep distance
Yes measures must be taken to stop the spread of the disease but activities can be done responsibly
Yes Reopen! Changes are required and different methods to accomplish certain tasks depending on the JOB. some TOOLS or Changes
may be needed and more time involved to get used to new Habits.
Yes with certain activities I believe we can but whatever place open but be a cleanable/sanitary environment. Meaning if a library or retail
opens any person that comes in contact with anything must me sanitized at the stores cost.
Yes with limitations
Yes with restrictions of number of people present, maintaining physical distancing, 100% masks in addition to testing and tracking. I'd like
to see 75-80% of residents tested at least once to obtain so kind of baseline and extent of exposure.
Yes without a doubt!
Yes
Personal groomong with increased testing availability and proper PPE
Yes! 6ft, masks, hand washing and sanitizing. ....also schools in northern europe never closed as it is believed children are not carriers as
much as adults as they are mostly asymptomatic. They were however encouraged to stay away from the elderly.
Yes!!
Yes, as long as EVERYONE is following said safe distance guidelines. Those who can't should be reported and forced to leave.
Yes, but I don’t think it’s nessessary
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asymptomatic.
Yes, but these areas need redesigning in enforce social distancing PLUS everyone needs a mask.
Yes, especially personal grooming and the beach
Yes, everything can be opened.
mandated.
Yes, I can but I choose to stay home
issued prior to entrance, hand sanitizers available, etc.
Yes, I can the family court needs to open the judges are far away from the public the cities should set up hand sanitizers at the security
checks at the court people should social distance and only people involved in a case should go inside when they are
fearful. The warmer weather should help.
mask and gloves at all times.
Yes, I feel I can be responsible to keep myself and other safe while supporting these businesses. I feel we all understand what that takes.
Yes, limit the amount of people in closed public spaces and wear masks
Yes, places should reopen with limited capacity and guidelines that implement social distancing. Large businesses and places of gathering
(i.e. schools) should have policies in place to limit students' exposure to one another.
Yes, wearing masks & 6 feet apart is a must.
No exceptions.
Yes, where masks and social distancing
Yes, with face masks and monitored social distancing I think certain places can re open if possible to do so safely. If able to limit the number
of occupants and keep people 6-8 ft apart as done in grocery stores and hardware stores then it should be fine
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
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Yes. But there should be “bouncers” for capacity limits of public area since people don’t listen.
Yes. Common sense. Keep yourself clean and maintain hygiene
require close contact should not be allowed.
Yes. I chose the above options because it’s easier to maintain physical distance in larger areas like parks and beaches, and less easy in
enclosed buildings that could have issues with airborne illnesses.
businesses that don’t have such an opportunity.
Yes.- parks, restaurants, personal grooming.
bankrupt. You have no idea how hard to open the business.
Sweden without any restrictions register business d
Yes. Things will be different but the public is willing to makes changes so we can move forward responsibly and safely.
Yes.
wearing a mask if necessary.
Yes-I long to get back to those activities
You can’t go back until there’s a vaccine
I am a high risk senior and VERY hesitant to resume any previous activities (exercise classes, trainer, charitable activities, in-person
meetings, civic activities, theate
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QUESTION #18 - Yes: I can safely re-open my business with respect to capacity limits and physical distancing by doing:
- By providing staff with N95 masks and face shields (impossible to purchase right now)
- Access to sanitizer & antibacterial cleansers (impossible or not easy to find right now)
- Reduction in paying clients to allow for distancing
- Reduction in schedule
I can because my business is run from my home.
I own Static Salon in Long Beach, We have a plan in place which will allow my stylists to work 8 ft apart with one guest only per chair. We
will all wear masks, disinfect all tools and stations between guests. No more then one guest per stylist. All glue
I would like to reopen my 2 salons in Long Beach. We would wear masks and so would our clients , We use had sanitizer and Have always
wiped down and cleaned our stations in between clients with sanitizer that is a state board requirement . Salons ar
provide our employees masks
- reducing the dining room capaciry by 70%
- use a "reservation" only system to. Better Manage the flow, creating 2 separate sittings per night.
- sanitize bathrooms regularly.
- sanitize after each use the menus
- dining staff must wear masks and glovws
$1,000 fine for not wearing a mask or violating social distancing for the next 30 days.
1 human client in the business at any given time. Appointments only given after asking questions in regards to having any contact with
others that may have been sick in the last 2 weeks. Disinfect all door handles between clients. Ask clients to remove al
1 staff
1 customer
Providing and Wearing masks
Providing hand sanitizer and hand washing stations
1) Must use face mask. 2) Mark distances - to keep a safe distance. 3) Must limit number of people inside shop (Beauty Salon).
3) Post and keep social distance when engaging with and limit 10 people at a time while reminding customers, who are not together, to keep
their distance throughout the sto
1. Required wearing mask and Temperature check before entering
2. Hand disinfecting before entering
3. Delegate a person (and if it's a large company 2+ persons) to focus in cleansing the facility all throughout the day so customers feel safe.
1. waiting until adequate testing and tracking capabilities have identified all sources of infection or
2. a vaccination is found or
3. sufficient herd immunity has been achieved through recovery.
1..Staggering Start times for small class (10 clients or less).
2. Allowing two clients in at a time to set up then another 2 etc.
3. by providing hospital grade cleaning of equipment (which we have always done) before and after each client. This is d
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100%. There is more issues going on that is being publicized. There is depression, domestic violence, drug/alcohol abuse, child abuse and
increased obesity during these times. We have already implemented drastic cleaning measures at my gym prior to the
100%. Maintaining distance is extremely easy on a hydrobike.
4 person max capacity, scheduling client hand washes during appt, implementing covid-19 questionnaire screening prior to appt, protective
gear requirement (masks) and touch less temperature check. Per usual- thoroughly cleaning the work area with medical
50 % of capacity Limits
50-30% capacity
50-30% capacity
6 feet apart, cannot come in without mask, wash hands
6 feet apart, face mask and extreme sanitation
6 feet spacing tables 6 feet apart, providing hand sanitizer all wear masks
6 ft a parts.
6ft away seating
A variety of advanced protocols - would be an extensive discussion feel free to contact me if you’d like
Abide by current rules
Abiding by current social distancing requirements
Absolutely
Absolutely
We already practice extra sanitary precautions as it is mandated by our state license and state board of cosmetology. Also we are inspected
by the city.
Absolutely! Our movie rental store is able to open following all safety guidelines, including # of people allowed to enter, distancing,
disinfecting DVDS for rent, disinfecting checkout counter, face masks required, and shields.
absolutely.
Absolutely. It's no problem practicing social distancing in the workplace.
Absolutely. We need to get back out there and achieve herd immunity before the Fall.
Absolutely. Our business is already set up for partitioned areas that would inherently minimize extraneous interaction or contact with people,
thus making social distancing easy to implement/enforce.
Absolutely. We have a 1:1 private salon suites concept. This is safe and our tenants use PPE daily.
Actual distance
adding sneeze guards at register, wipeing down counters handing out masks to customers who dont have one. One way in one way out,
tape on floor six feet apart. masks for employees non contact thermometer if needed.
Adequate health and safety rules keeping the public mental health through sports
Adherence to CDC guidelines, face masks, etc.
adhering social distancing requirements, and limiting numbers of those within my space
Adhering the guidelines set out by the health department, as well as have employees be accountable for the requirements as these are not
intended to be grounds for the employee to attack the employer but there as combined effort to slow spread and change
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Adjusting policies and procedures
Adjusting the layout of the office.
Administrative work only. No public events
adopting protocols for personal protection, ie masks and handwashing.
Agree
agree
Agreed
All business should be allowed to open with safe protocols. We were never even given a chance to do this.
all I can to protect myself and others through use of protective gear (masks, gloves, etc)
All of my business activity is online.
pandemic.
All of our staff is working from home and we continue to do this until there is nearly no threat to our staff.
and to have time for disinfecting thoroughly between visits.
allowing me and my staff and my patients to be tested quickly
allowing my customers to use their freedom and common sense.
allowing ONE CLIENT AT A TIME WITH SAFETY GEAR (MASK AND SUCH)
Allowing only 2-3 customers
Customers must wear masks
Keep 6ft distance at all times
ALLOWING ONLY A FEW PEOPLE IN AT A TIME , CHECKING A PERSONS TEMPERATURE AND EACH ONE WEARS A MASK
fully re-open in differet stages.
Allowing people to go back to work.
Almost all my work online and on the phone.
already done...essential business
Already moved workstations 6' or more apart, require face masks and hand washing immediately EVERY time you enter the office, must
wear face mask when up from workstation, frequently touched places disinfected every day i.e. microwave, refrigerator, door
Already Open.
Essential business.
although I would normally meet people in person, my business can be completely handled by phone/email if necessary
And check patrons body temperature upon arrival.
And wearing masks.
a vaccine, antibiotics or solid remedies that work.
Appointment only and have customers follow the guidelines
Appointment only and spaced out appointments.
Appointment only bookings, mandatory facemasks, supplies of gloves and sanitizer.
Appointment only.
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Appointment only.
Appointment only. Disinfecting area of work and giving time before each appointment to sanitize. Each household will have their own cape,
brushes and combs washed and disinfected. One person per barber chair. No waiting inside. Come in get your service do
Appointment/reservation only. Max 50% capacity for now. Temperature screening at all restaurants. Chalkboard menus. Alternate hours
for hair stylist, making every other station unoccupied. Masks mandatory in all public spaces, including while on walk
Appointments only
Are you kidding? you are taking a survey to ask business owners if they can safely reopen? don't you think it is your job to work with cdc
and health department to come up with guidelines to reopen? Yes, I can wear a mask and stay six feet apart, is t
Arranging office to meet physical distance recommendations.
As a bar/restaurant, we had strict cleaning and sanitizing standards to begin with. We added additional cleaning and sanitizing to all
touchable elements before the lockdown. Social distancing in our outdoor space is easy, at the bar counter might be a
As a blue collar working DJ I understand that in all honesty even in the most perfect world it would be an extreme difficulty to get back to
normal for many local bars/restaurants/music venues. The intention of having a good time with our family, friends,
As a business owner of a small data recovery business I know my business can operate appropriately with respects to keeping everyone
healthy, I have masks in my office(per my career I need them to work) i wear gloves and have hand sanitizer at the door.
As a cosmetologist we have been trained prior to this pandemic, on proper disinfection and sterilization of implements, and proper client
protection. Since this pandemic began, we have added more protection for both stylist and client. If anyone is proper
As a dentist I am a prevention professional! I and my team know how to contain and sanitize surfaces and air. We have been doing this
successfully since the 1980's. Dental offices do not have a history of any disease transmission. There is no reason
As a freelance musician i can work from home.
As a hair stylist who is within inches of the general public for at least an hour at a time, I'm not sure how I'm supposed to do this. I am also
high risk, with underlying issues. There are only 2 stylists in my small salon, but I'm still unsure how this
As a musician, I expect to be restricted from working for a very long time.
As a personal trainer, i can easily do one on one sessions wearing a mask and via safe distance training. I do my sessions outside where
covid is killed by direct sunshine and use lysol wipes on all equipment between clients. Also i do laundry daily (if c
are safer than most in-person businesses.
As a professional services firm, most of the time people are far apart regardless of distancing policies.
As a real estate agent, I am an essential business, so I have been doing a small amount of in-person work with clients and we follow safer
practices guidelines: wear masks, use disinfecting wipes on any touched surfaces, wash hands, talk outside rather th
As a real estate broker open houses are not a threat to the city. Neither is anything else we do. To each their own. People that are
concerned or sick should stay home. Otherwise people know how to operate with what is beat for them
As a real estate business owner I am practicing distancing and covering face etc for all meetings and property showings
As a realtor, I can and will conduct the majority of my business virtually. On the occasion I must show a property, I adhere strictly to each
party wearing PPE, no more than 2 people at a time in property, no contact with surfaces, disinfecting door handl
As a sole proprietor, yes.
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as an esthetician at a studio , foot traffic is very limited and clients only come in if they have an appointment, we are also certified and
licensed in proper disinfection and sanitation but ofcourse now it will be more extensive than ever.
safe.
as an online company run out of my home office we remain open.
As long as my small retail stores open i can move forward with my business adhereing to physical distancing
As long as there is 6 feet of distance and everyone is required to wear a face mask.
Barbershop can open and have spacing just like restaurants. Barbers wear masks and disinfect after each customer
our livelihood!!
Being careful. Supplying staff with PPE
being mindful of capacity limits and providing customers mask if they don't have any.
Being smart and taking reasonable precautions, as I have always done in pre-virus life.
our entire futures! Let's get back to work!
Being social distance mindful of my self people and surroundings
Business as usual. I do not see groups.
Business development meetings and presentations to small select groups (investors, city, and federal staff members) while continuing to
perform design and engineering on products: WATERCRAFT (general transportation to Catalina & recreational (inshore), SP
Business is an essential business so has been open with limitations
Business never closed housing provider
Business not in Long Beach
Businesses should be allowed to open with social distance guidelines and rules.
Businesses want to do the right thing. They will figure it out. Government can't make these decisions. If businesses don't appear safe,
customer will not return. People are much smarter than governments.
By Allowing a limited amount of people in designated work spaces. Ensuring sanitary precautions are taken.
By allowing Appointments or only allowing a very limited amount of customers in at a time, with face masks
By allowing only my client in. No guests in the waiting room, temperature for all clients and additional health questions prior to appointment,
mask required by all parties, separate area for clients to place personal belongings, hand sanitizer in room, w
By appointment- no walk-in traffic, offering clients protective masks & gloves, and a check-in process to limit any possible liability. Our focus
is on stress management and exclusive retail. We see one client at a time and have 60 minutes between clien
By appointment only and operating with limited services. We plan to temporarily relocate the check out counter to the front door to operate
as a take out service, even though we supply cleaning and personal care products, we want to avoid having customer
By appointment only business, gloves and face mask required to enter. maintain 6' guide, maintain good cleaning and disinfect routine'
By appointment only with masks and distancing
By appointment only. Using face masks and gloves and requesting clients to bring theirs too to their appointment
By focusing on private and semi-private training
By following all state board of cosmetology safety rules and regulations, as per usual.
guests before they enter an establishment
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by following guidelines we will keep sanitation up and respect all guidlines
By following the cdc guidelines and practicing social distancing
By following the measures already in place at the Long Beach Marina Farmers Market.
By having little time gaps between seeing my clients, providing all the means of disinfection.
By keeping stock of masks. Operating with our usual sanitary practices. Keeping our clients at a safe distance from each other.
by letting us make our own responsible choices
By limiting exposure of my staff to outside contact
By maintaining national,state and local guidelines and protecting myself, my peers and clients.
By monitoring the amount of ppl that come in and spacing the chairs 6fr or more apart also require everyone who enters to wear a mask
By opening outdoor seating and spacing inside seating more sparsely.
By properly using safety measures such as wiping down any piece of equipment before and after jobs if equipment is needed, the proper
use of mask and gloves and most importantly no direct contact such as hugs and/or handshakes upon greeting clients.
By taking appointments only and making sure clients don’t over lap each other,
By taking proper precautions and implementing social distancing and proper sanitation in-between each client.
By waiting until medical professionals and scientists can assess the pandemic without regard for the way businesses or politicians "feel"
about it; how it affects our earning potential or political standing.
By washing my hands and if I’m sick, call in sick and stay home.
By wearing a mask and having clients wear a mask
Only seeing one client at a time
Not allowing more than 6 people in the salon at a time since our salon is small with only 3 workers and we have individual rooms
Screen clients for recent travel or any co
How many personal offices with doors etc.
Can not open
cannot
Cannot physically distance as I am a hairstylist, but we can all wear masks and follow state board rules. Using fresh mask and gloves for
each new client and have only one client at a time per stylist.
Capacity has not been an issue when I’m meeting a client one-on-one. I would wear a mask if it meant getting back out there and working
again. No need to shake hands anymore either. It’s antiquated and spreads germs.
capacity limits
Capacity limits and social distancing. I also plan to sanitize the workplace as appropriate to minimize health risk.
Capacity limits are no problem as I am self employed with no employees. Just me and one client. But 6 feet of distance in a massage is
impossible just like hair salons. You have to be able to touch your client. Chiropractor offices remained essential with
Cdc recommendations
Chairs placed outside, 6 feet apart. Gloves and masks must be worn for each patron. Hand sanitizing stations, at the entrance.
Change the way we serve customers
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Checking temperature before entering any building, shop, facility, etc. Social distancing 6 feet if possible, but alwayys wearing masks for
close contact like personal services. Gloves if indicated, frequent handwashing, disenfecting all areas after eac
Checking temperatures at the door, making sure environment is sanitary at all times.
Checking temperatures before admitting children, minimizing students from our previous capacity of 40 to 12 for 1 to 6 student ratio and
adhere to the 6ft space distance, rigorous disinfecting, masks for our employees, washing hands before starting classe
Clean office and sanitizing options available.
customer's temperature
feet in between personal workout space.
Cleaning properly, treating adults with respect and ejecting those who do not follow the rules.
Clearly posting requirements to patronize the establishment
and gloves if possible
closely following CDC guidelines
Closing off our lounge area, wipe down all areas needed on a regular basis including doorhandles, tables, counters, chairs, light switches,
gate handles on courts and latches, cash register, telephone, office supplies. The staff will wear gloves and masks
Closing the shared lunch room and other shared spaces in the office and keeping employees in their separate offices.
Come to work with my mask on and have disinfectant wipes at all time. Not be close to or touch other people.
Commercial Real estate sales and leasing
common sense distancing and use of PPE
safety better than I can?
Common sense procedures, just like we do every flu season. We are adults and make decisions for ourselves. There is something called the
Bill of Rights! People are not forced to go out if they have compromised immune systems or are afraid. We have to get
Common sense. Note : Newsome gave away Ventilators and now want to keep everything shut down(really)
Mayor Garcia must be a leader and not a Parrot on LA and governor as Our Long Beach Numbers are not worthy of shut down
Contact free payment and extra cleaning surfaces. I’m a therapist and only see one person at a time.
Continue on-line only at this point
Continue safety and sanitation standards already implemented by the board of barbering and cosmetology. In addition limiting the number of
clients in shop and also requiring the use of face mask and gloves for employees and clients.
place.
Continue to enforce social distancing of 6 ft, wear a face mask and have clients wear a face mask. Have a 20 person limit to each physical
space. When required to be within 6 feet of my clients wear gloves and face masks.
Continue using social distancing and masks
Continuing to abide by NAR rules
Continuing to allow employees who are at risk or have those at home who are at risk to work remotely. Continue to encourage healthy habits
such as hand washing. Not meet in close quarters. Maintain workspaces that are a safe distance from others.
Continuing to encourage shopping on our website and "contactless" deliver/ curbside pick ups. Opening by appointment only. A strict
cleaning and disinfecting regimen. Require masks to enter and provide gloves to those that want to handle product. We will
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Continuing to Follow current state guidelines for Real Estate Agents
continuing to keep 6 feet between myself and clients, working in outdoor locations, and otherwise working from home whenever possible.
continuing to practice social distancing, sanitize commonly used areas, provide masks md sanitizer for employees
other distancing rules.
Controlling distancing and wearing a mask.
correct
Count of customers, hand sanitizer and reminder signs of 6' distancing.
Creating a barrier between the restaurant booths using curtains or plexiglas, closing the self-seating barstools, monitoring the lobby and
outside waiting area for social distancing, and limiting tables that do not adhere to 6' distancing or providing a p
Creating distance signs, requiring masks within guidelines
Creating larger separations between dine-ins and not allowing it to be at more than 50% capacity.
changing area use and access.
in. We are very cognizant of cleanliness and hygiene.
Currently, we are practicing “social distance’l at work. I feel that my office can be safe to be re-open.
Cutting capacity in half. Rearranging seating. Taking mandatory safety precautions.
David Ziroli
Decreasing class size.
Having access to sanitation products
Deep cleaning and desk reorganization before restart. We can also pace breaks and schedules to ensure necessary distance.
Definitely!
Depends on clients decisions
Depends on the business, otherwise don't open too soon!!!!
Depends what those limits are.
Disinfecting and wearing masks and keeping safe distance
Distance between work stations, more natural ventilation from outside, option to wear PPE, stagger, and expand hours.
distance, gloves, masks
distancing and common sense
Distancing clear signage and face mask requirements
Do not feel that we can ensure the health and safety of our owners, staff, or customers UNTIL there is access to consistent and broad to
sanitizing supplies, masks, gloves, etc.: access to widespread COVID-19 testing for every resident; a widely available
Do not re open
Do not receiving more than one client at time, using masks, and cleaning after each client.
Do you really think it is appropriate to ask a survey of resident how they feel about a global pandemic as an appropriate response to the
pandemic? Perhaps medical experts would be better to respond as to when a business should or shouldn't reopen.
Does it matter? It seems THE CITY HAS NOT TAKEN TIME TO ASK THOSE IN MY INDUSTRY...
Does not affect my business.
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does not apply
Doesn’t affect my business as no one comes into my office
Doesn't apply
Doing nothing any differently than before. I would not want to impede anyone’s desire to assemble or not to assemble anywhere. If someone
doesn’t feel safe going outside, they should remain safe at home.
Don’t go by my business
Easy to distance while showing rental property.
Easy to social distance Real Estate Activities for vacant houses.
Education and physical distancing and sanitizer and disinfecting with multiple stations and signage and good supervision. Curbside service
and meeting People outdoors most often, as Is possible. Wearing mask isn’t a problem. Screening employees and visit
employees wear masks, use gloves if necessary.
employees/customers wearing masks when appropriate. Distancing when possible. Lower capacities in workplace
Encouraging customers to leave their vehicles and picking them up once finished.
Encouraging sick people to stay at home
Encouraging those at risk (seniors, cardiac, pulmonary) to stay away or proceed with caution and use medical grade face masks. Those at
risk know who they are (generally), and know they must remain cautious.
enforce wearing mask and social distance
Enforcement of face mask and social distancing
Enforcing city ordinances for our staff and guests.
Enforcing clean protocols and social distancing when possible
Enforcing distancing orders in all public spaces and offering city issued signs to be posted at every business clearly outlining what is
required of businesses and citizens in order to be in adherence of said guidelines
ENFORCING FACE MASKS AND DISTANCING. CLEANING AFTER EVERY PERSON
enforcing Masks at my business and hire additional cleaning staff
Enforcing physical distancing, masks and hand washing/ hand sanitizing.
Enforcing Safe Distancing and any required cleaning protocols
Enforcing safety precautions like physical distancing and wearing masks when appropriate
Engaging with other open businesses. Some business are dependent on B2B.
Ensuring people wear masks, use hand sanitizer, keep occupancy low, and disinfect all surfaces regularly
Ensuring social distancing (6-Feet apart), encouraging hand washing, taking temperatures of workers and others entering the building.
Ensuring sufficient infrastructure at home to maximize telecommunting
Essential, never closed.
Establishing guidelines on who can come to work and when, seating protocol to maintain distancing, providing masks and other PPE,
establishing limits on group meetings, maintaining and enforcing best practices on cleaning and hygiene within the office
Every entrance put a sign asking people to wear mask and keeping 6 ft distance,and washing hands constantly
Everybody wearing masks, hand hygiene
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to use.
Everything possible to keep people safe and appropriately distant from each other. Face masks and wipes and constant sanitizing.
exactly that, capacity and distancing allowances.
exactly that. I believe most people would use common sense to stay safe while getting on with their lives. Recent "science" tells us that the
threat is much less than previously thought; we should all respond accordingly.
Excessive cleaning and precautions.
Executive Fitness Long Beach
exercising common sense (e.g., posting signs, monitoring traffic, etc.)
EXISTING DESIGN / OPERATING PLUSES:
- The Stave layout both inside & outside was originally designed to be spacious and roomy:
- long (70 ft) curved bar, almost 3 ft deep bar top, roomy (not cramped) 6 ft deep back bar
- spaced out perimeter booth an
Extensive and constant cleaning, distancing, PPE at all times, PPE for general population.
Extra cleaning and spacing out appointments with clients.
Extra cleaning measures
Extra Disinfection
Extra safety precautions until the risk is minimized.
Face mask and social distance
Face mask, sanitizer, Gloves & Social distancing & checking temperature.
Face masks , social distancing
Face masks and distancing
Face masks and limited customer capacity.
Face masks and social distancing
Face masks, limiting clients per day, sanitizing before and after each client
Face masks, social distancing, increased cleaning protocols
Fewer workers at locations closed to the public. I refinish outdoor furniture for large office buildings, etc.
finding the best way to keep people safe ...even if it means waitting in some lines as people have been doing
First of all - question 11 is quite confusing. Wonder why it couldn't be formed in a simpler way. My business is safe, to begin with. I don't
work in tight spaces with tons of people. I think it's time to end this crazy lockdown, which is nothing but a hu
rules.
Follow common sense hygiene and distances
Follow guidelines like grocery stores.
following all safe protocol from city and state board guidance.
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Following CDC and Health Department guidelines.
stations, etc).
Following cdc guidelines more in places where there is closer contact. Like offices restaurants movie theater.
Following CDC guidelines.
Following current guidelines
following guidelines adopted in other locations to safely open restaurants
Following protocol
sanitizing.
Following rules put in place to keep everyone safe, making my business an appointment only until safe, no more that 10 clients at a time.
Following safety guidelines wearing masks and gloves
social distancing.
Following the 6’x6’=36 square feet guidelines, I will calculate how many customers can safely enter into my retail store. Installed physical
barriers to protect employees from customers. Planned installation of UV-C light air filtration system. Regular sa
Following the Covid guidelines, wearing mask as needed, washing hands, staying home if ill.
currently in place.
Following the rules
Following the Safety guidelines outlined by the city.
Following the State Board standards that I have been certified and licensed by the State of California, wearing masks, sanitizing chairs, door
handles, and equipment used for clientele. Limit customers getting services done and keeping 6ft distance from
period.
Forehead thermometer temperature testing, etc..
Fortunately, I am able to work from home but my clients depend on industries opening up. Ideally, courts and law firms with offices in LA
County should be allowed to re-open while adhering to the expectations of social distancing.
general social distancing and partial remote working
awareness.
Gloves and masks and frequently cleaning
Going broke.
going into any businesses should wear mask face to face conversation. thats all we ask
Going to work and if anyone shows signs of illness, they need to leave immediately.
Hair Salon are already under strict sanitation rules through State Board Of Cosmetology. We can stagger stylists and socially distance. Take
clients temperatures and stylist. Do one client at a time with mask, gloves. Stylist can wear shields if needed. U
Half capacity for Venues.
Special handling of food. All food to be protected and served my masked and gloved staff.
Hand sanitizer and hand washing social distances
Hand sanitizer by the door, face coverings
hand sanitizer often, customer spacing during meetings, face masks when necessary.
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Hand sanitizers, distancing, single use glasses, washing aprons after every use, face masks
Hand washing, 6 ft distance, masks.
hand washing, social distancing, wearing a mask, sanitizing, and being mindful of the spread of disease
Have less children in my program or maybe do Half /day :)) 2 sessions am and pm... and spend more time outside...
Have a plan to limit capacity to 25% and arrange seating to maintain 6-foot personal space.
have clients and myself wear masks, follow the 6ft apart rule. Sanitize the work area after each client.
employees, then 500 square foot per employee.
Have patients come in by appointments only, sanitize before and after every patient.
contact surface is sanitized every hour.
Disinfecting , having hand sanitizer and using a surgical mask
Having all clients with face mask and gloves
Having clientele wait for appointments outside 6ft apart, have clients wear a mask, do the 1 on 1 service and then move onto the next client.
It would be possible to structure everything but the service 6ft apart. The service would be closer, so I would s
Having clients wear protective gear (face masks) and social distancing. Providing an air filter for my office
Having common sense. Wash hands, wear a mask and keep at a distance. If you're sick stay home.
HAVING EVERYONE WEAR MASKS, WASH THEIR HANDS AND SOCIAL DISTANCING.
Having face-to-face meetings with my clients at a safe distance.
Having hand sanitizers on all table in my store, limiting the amount of customers, providing masks to employees and customers.
Having less contact with the dogs owners.
Having my employees wear approved masks, wash their hands often, keep there work areas clean, uncluttered and sanitize their desktop
area, mouse, phone, and other items they touch at the beginning and end of their workshifts. Limit number of clients and o
disenfecting processes enforced.
having signage posted with regulations and reminders.
Having social distancing and ppe for customers and emolyees
Having some training and some help in doing Webinars. Being able to conduct in-house training seminars. That's what I do for a living.
Having spent most of my life abroad, American exceptionalism and the associated behavior is the biggest obstacle. Not enough people have
followed the rules, seeking immediate gratification instead of accepting that a couple of months of inconvenience prev
head counts. Difficult to enforce physical distancing in a bar.
Hello, I run a European Wax Center in Belmont Shore. We already use extreme sanitary methods to maintain the health of our employees
and customers. We have also been creating new safety and sanitary protocols to ensure more safety upon being able to reach
Hold my sessione online.
holding small, pop-up events with am limited amount of people and following face covering/ hand protocol guidelines. Pre-scheduling
appointments for shopping and buying items in person, personal shopping of one brand, online, virtual selling.
Home business
HOME OFFICE, DO NOTHING
Home office. I have not closed. Just my clients have disappeared.
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Protective gear and tools to ensure a safe environment for clients. To be able to adjust the area accessible clients to ensure social
distancing is probabl
Hosting smaller classes with more space in-between students.
Hourly cleaning, everyone use hand sanitizer upon entering, wearing face coverings and no one to enter with fever or flu like symptoms.
How about you enforce the actual stay at home orders by actually closing places like iconix that has been illegally continuing to train their
clients during this lockdown. How fair is it that us other business owners have been following the rules and thes
https://www.modernsalon.com/624340/returning-to-work-in-the-new-normal#.XqnJeRAbvdE.facebook
I a business controlled by State Board I consider that beauty salons can be opene
I agree
I agree with this statement. As long as we have access to the hygiene products, sanitizers, masks etc. we can operate our business safely.
I already have since I’m an essential business
I always work from home--so this isn't affecting me.
it’s safe to do otherwise.
I am a dentist and believe we can abide by physical distancing between patients and if and when a provider is in close proximity he or she
should have proper PPE. I believe we can safely operate IF we have access to PPE.
I am a Esthetician and Massage Therapist,
Taking temperature with touch less thermometer, professional sheet service, medical grade surface cleaners, uv- c light with hepa 5 filtration
system installed for viruses such as TB, Corona Viruses as well as oth
I am a freelance writer working in my home office – sole proprietorship – so my business has not been interrupted.
I am a hairdresser so it’s impossible to keep 6 ft distance
restrictions
I am a landlord and I need my tenants to pay rent.
I am a landlord in LB and own two vacation rental properties in Big Bear. It depends on if people feel safe traveling and staying in my homes.
I am a licensed esthetician and have a skincare facility in Bixby Knolls. Governor Newsom stated last week that my industry will be in Phase
3 of reopening which is “months, not weeks” away. I work in close contact with clients, and while trained and test
I am a licensed Esthetician and have strictly followed sanitation guidelines, and wearing gloves for each individual client. I will get Barbicide
certified, continue further sanitation protocol, temperature checks, switch out my clothes for scrubs, wear f
I am a Long Beach licensed Management Consultant. See Bacchetti Advisory Services
I am a members of the Seal Beach Yacht Club. As a private club we know everyone who enters the building and we can do social tracking if
needed. We will follow all guidelines that are established for social distancing, etc. We can make changes to seating
I am a mental health clinician working with individuals - I would be able to open and practice physical distancing in my office space.
masks a requirement.
I am a one person salon with only my chair and my client's chair in my shop it's one on one private exclusive and clean
I am a partner of a global professional services firm. We have easily transitioned to remote work and shelter at home while still supporting
our clients. We need our clients to reopen, but in a safe and economically sound way.
I am a property manager so can keep the social distancing while taking care of business.
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I am a psychotherapist and can schedule clients with time in between and can socially distance in my office. I won't be returning to my office
to see clients until mid to the end of May as things stand now.
I am a real estate agent. Currently One agent and two other parties can be at a property at the same time. It would be helpful if that was
changed to allow two agents and two other parties at the same time, as this is a very common scenario 8n real estate
doing it right.
I am a realtor, so it is easy to social distance and be strategic with planning to keep my clients safe.
I am a Realtor, so we are still working
I am a Realtor, this can be done maintaining social distancing.
I am a realtor, we will be wearing masks and limiting showings, no open houses
I am a Realtor. My association has placed stringent requirements in place in order for me to do my job.
I am a single person S-Corporation and normally work from home.
I am a small business it typically work with a small number of people at a time
I am a small independent salon of one. I can schedule time in between clients to disinfect. Both of us could wear PPE and only 2 ppl would
be in my space at a time. It would be easy to follow guidelines that are set forth
needed.
I am a therapist. I can safely return now as I can be six feet apart and see no more than one person at a time.
want to go through this again with the second wave.
I am a woodworker that works by himself no other employees. I’ve continued working this whole time observing social distance rules.
I am a Writer and work Remotely
I am already essential and have implemented things to include staggering employees (not all work on same day/some working from home);
social distancing in office; use of masks, frequent hand washing, sanitizing station; office/all common area etc. sanitiz
I am already regulated by the state and held to the highest standard of health and safety by the state board of barbering and cosmetology
I am an 10 unit apt house and have not been affected by the stay at home order.
I am an apartment house owner, so I will continue to keep people wearing masks when showing property to them.
I am an essential service and never closed.
I am an forensic accountant, I already do virtual and remote work.
I am an individual business owner without any employees and can work with ongoing physical distancing.
I am aware of the basic guidelines re: physical distancing and I believe that our small boutique fitness studio we can implement these
requirements. However, it would be helpful if there were clear guidance from the health dept as to what steps we need to
I am based online even without the health orders
with our plexi glass dividers
I am currently an essential business and we have been working with modifications.
I am currently and will continue to conduct the majority of my business online.
changes to how I provide safe, healthy quality childcare!
I am currently working as a home care PT. I wear a mask & gloves, self screen daily, and screen my patients to the best of my ability. I use
hand sanitizer between each visit and wash hands when I am able to do so with low risk of transmission.
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I am director of professional dance company and we teach and perform. We feel that we may be the last to be able to be together so we are
doing Zoom classes together but all our performances are cancelled through the summer.
I am fortunate because I am an essential business. I feel bad for everyone else who is not considered essential.
I am immunity impaired and cannot show my properties that are empty and for rent. I am totally disgusted that cities want to "forgive"
renters for non-payment. Many of these properties are owned by retired people who planned to augment their retirement
I am immunocompromised so no
I am in a one-person office. Although my building at 3711 Long Beach Blvd has been open (there are quite a few medical offices in the
building), I have been working from home. I can wear a mask upon entering the building and in public areas. In my office,
I am in Real Estate and we are practicing distancing, masks, gloves and other guidelines
are safer for conducting events.
I am in the film business and can do smaller projects keeping these limits in mind.
I am more comfortable opening in June to make sure we don’t have to do it again!!!
I am nervous to reopen because I have a 5 year old child. Distancing is helpful though
this virus is more under control.
I am open I have a waiver from the State
I am open on a limited basis with most of staff working from home.
I am prepared to resume performing winning ceremonies based on social distancing requirements.
I am seeing clients on a limit
I am self employed and can work from home
I am self employed and work from home, so "re-opening my business" does not apply to me. However, I think this situation should be taken
incredibly seriously while allowing businesses an opportunity to stay afloat. How do we do this? My suggestion would b
I am self employed and work outside an office. N/A
I am self employed- but I don’t feel comfortable yet w being back to being around a lot of people indoors.
I am self-employed and can work from home.
I am self-employed and have both a music business as well as a private yoga practice. If I have the space to spread out yogis to practice, I
could do that in person, but only with a few people at a time. Even with that I'm not confident it is safe to ga
I am unable to continue with my business in any capacity except online.
I am using telemedicine to run my practice.
I am what many would refer to as an artist. This does not apply to me.
I am willing to make changes to reopen.
I am working remotely, though this is not as effective as in-person meetings.
I believe salon and personal care can open if they are done by appointment with social distancing between clients. Clients and service
providers need to wear masks whenever possible. Clients and salon providers need to be screened they way essential worke
I believe we need a lot more testing and then to follow the science behind it. No. california is sheltering til the end of May and we should also
do this. It will enable us to test and better understand what we are tackling. Then proceed very slowly.
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I believe we need a lot more testing and then to follow the science behind it. No. california is sheltering til the end of May and we should also
do this. It will enable us to test and better understand what we are tackling. Then proceed very slowly.
I believe we need a lot more testing and then to follow the science behind it. No. california is sheltering til the end of May and we should also
do this. It will enable us to test and better understand what we are tackling. Then proceed very slowly.
I believe we need a lot more testing and then to follow the science behind it. No. california is sheltering til the end of May and we should also
do this. It will enable us to test and better understand what we are tackling. Then proceed very slowly.
I believe we should not yet open the economy because cases are still going up
I can do some on-line, but I don't feel my in-home services can be conducted right now
I can enhance safety by avoiding physical contact with clients, cleaning commonly touched surfaces with soap/disinfectant between
sessions, and upholding a comprehensive policy re: cancelling sessions if any party is feeling unwell. But my business requir
I can generally work in a home office.
I can maintain social distancing and use all PPE requiered with high levels of sanitation
I can not
I can not
I can not do that. Prefer to remain closed.
I can not re open all of my business. I am and independent contractor in performance art and massage therapy.
I dont think either of those should open up for a month... yes it would greatly affect me... but still.
Greater goods and all.
I can only open my business (non-profit public charter school) safely if we abide by social distancing, mask-wearing and rigorous sanitizing
practices. This will be the case until a vaccine is developed. Practically, this means I can only operate with 10I can open. I have a non profit to help seniors and families with all aspects of Senior Care. Consults and referrals.
sanitation skills to avoid spreading the virus .
homes/buildings or being around clients is costing jobs.
I can reopen my restaurant and respect capacity limits BUT I won’t have any customers until office workers etc return to work.
I can re-open my restaurant and take all the same precautions that we do normally, washing hands constantly between handling cash and
credit cards, still wearing masks if necessary however I refuse to put plexy glass at the bar. What’s the point if people
I can reopen safely
I can safely open my single studio with one on one interactions and deep sanitize between clients our state board requires us to an almost
medical standard of sanitization. Salons/barber shops of 9 or more may have not qualify for this reopening though?
hand sanitizers and temperature checks.
I can since I work from home as is and I am my only employee.
I can still work from home
I can wear a mask during my services
I can wear mask, wash hands vigorously, and remain social distance (and even remain home) for 75% of my business. But please give us
the freedom to address the safety concerns while also providing services to our customers who are well informed at this po
I can work from home
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I cannot open my hairdressing business due to lack of testing, very close contact with clients.
I cannot reopen without PPE equipment due to the nature of my business (licensed esthetician specializing in acne and corrective skin
conditions). The Governor has also stated my industry will not reopen until Phase 3.
I CANNOT safely re-open my business as it involves large gatherings of people in very close proximity.
I cannot. My business is www.novusmindfullife.com I own and operate a small mental health counseling practice with 6 small offices. Our
office is intimate and SMALL. We often have 4 or 6 people cramped in our tiny waiting room at one time. Our hallway is
I cant reopen my business
I can't. I work at Cypress swap meet. Crowds are too large for safety.
I co own and operate Salon Wire (voted ‘Best Salon in Long Beach’ 2019). We will not be able to social distance, or operate at nearly the
capacity we need to if we open too soon putting us as risk of closure again.
I continue to employ 130 persons by using masks when not at work station and keeping work personalized spaces separated. We
continually remind employees to wash often particularly when using common equipment.
I continue to employ 130 persons by using masks when not at work station and keeping work personalized spaces separated. We
continually remind employees to wash often particularly when using common equipment.
I currently own an essential business (Telecommunications) in Long Beach.
I dint think there should be capacity limits
I do consulting 99% by phone & e mails.
unfortunately.
I do not believe i can reopen my business. We're lucky in that we can work from home and are not dependent upon our office setting.
However, I have yet to see science reporting that has laid out concrete guidelines for how offices can open safely. In fact
I do not feel I can safely reopen my business.
I do not have a storefront. I am an essential worker, an ASL interpreter.
I do not think I could safely open my business yet. I have small scale retail and a bar.
I do not think it is safe to reopen businesses right now. But I do think we need a reopening timeline from our government. Let's make a plan
to responsibly reopen our businesses. I operate a restaurant. I'd like to know what our capacity limits will be, w
I don’t deal with the public.
I don’t feel at this time we can reopen safely - as a hair salon owner, we cannot maintain social distance
I don’t know. As a psychotherapist, I don’t find in person operation with face masks to be preferential to telehealth at this time. While I have
few people in my office at one time, their duration of stay is approximately an hour. An antibody test with co
I don’t think I can safely reopen my psychotherapy office.
I don’t think it’s safe to reopen my business as my business requires me to be in very close distance with clients.
I don't run a retail operations and have a small office with no visitors. We have very little risk.
I don't think I can safely open until there is a vaccine
I dont understand this question. Nothing should reopen based on business owners - only health professionals.
I drive to people’s homes. I do not want to do that until this has passed.
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I feel confident that I can open my business and enforce social distancing by removing some of the tables inside so that is ample space
between tables! The majority of our dining area is outside! We can seat tables separated by another empty table! Our wa
areas
I feel that I can reopen my sports massage practice when the stay at home has lifted. Having said that. I am self employed. Sole
proprietor. I have received no stimulus. No unemployment. And have receive zero in any SBA loans. I closed my p
I feel that we could screen the clients that want to come in and receive massage and facial services. We could screen staff performing those
services and make sure the complete sanitation occurs between clients. We would screen them by taking their temper
I follow required of my professional trade association which are numerous, involving sanitation, distancing.
I go to homes 2 days/week to do business. Yes, I can do it safely.
I guess if we have to. We are better off just doing takeout. We will lose more money if we have to have staff on but not a full business
I had a furniture store. My bussiness is not to many people come, may be between 3-8 group a day, usually a group will be 1 person or 2-3
persons. And my businness easy to maintain the social distancing. So it safely for my bussiness to re-open
conditions. My business is already pick-up or delivery only.
I have a counseling center which would be hard to reopen w 6’ social distancing
I have a home office and will continue to avoid in person meetings.
prepare before the next.
I have a psychotherapy business. I will continue teletherapy.
I have a skin care business where I just have one client at a time. I have always worn gloves & wipe things down between clients. To ensure
my clients safety I have bought a contact free thermometer, face shield, disposable face masks, shoe coverings (if
I have a small business, maintaining social distancing with my small team is doable
I have a small essential hardware store and we have stayed open, we only take orders and bring items out side to one customer at a time
and practice social distances. If any business can practice this why shouldn’t it open?
I have a small hair salon. I’ve always taken only one client at a time. My clients waiting could wait in their cars. I don’t even have a reception.
I have a small mail order business which I have continued during the shut down. However, my business has dropped sharply.
I have a structural and civil engineering firm located on Pine in DTLB that employs 13 people. As much as I have quarantine fatigue and
want to move back in, I have absolutely no idea if I can safely re-open. I know it's hurting and we're all sick of it
I have a two person office so I can operate within social distance guidelines
I have a work from home business, done online, so I am lucky. I feel we are no way near opening businesses, unfortunately. We have to
accept what is. People can not safely congregate beyond the people they live with until there is adequate testing, and a
I have already purchased a laxer forehead thermometer. Everyone who enters is sub just to a temp screen and must were a mask at all
times. Employees including. We will have soap hand sanitizer and wipes after each client. 1 person per employee equating to
I have always had remote employees so my business was not affected by social distancing
I have always maintained a sterile business. Even before the COVID 19 pandemic, my tattoo studio was one of the cleanest in the industry.
We have always followed hospital level protocol for sterility and are in compliance with Public Health.
We would cont
I have always worked from home, so there is no issue with capacity or physical distancing.
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I have an essential business and we are open with social distancing, etc.
I have an essential business that is struggling, but still open. We wear masks and gloves and practice the 6 foot rule. We disinfect often
and wash hands constantly. Hand sanitizer is readily available.
I have been open barely as home licensed daycares are essential. I have been helping my clients who are pharmacists, nurses and other
essential workers. I have been following the strict guidelines from the state and social services, I believe that many b
I have had my studio decontaminated by Safety Clean America and this product lasts for up to 90 days. I have been certified and I can safely
re-open by limiting the number of people per class to adhere to social distancing guidelines and cleaning procedur
I have no employees
I have no idea what the capacity limits are but I am happy to open respecting physical distancing.
I have plenty of space and always wear a mask if around other people
I have PPE for my employees and more than enough work space to maintain proper distancing. Some employees are already working from
home. Other employees already require full-body PPE to do their work (manufacturing), the PPE is always in stock.
I have remained open as an essential business
Residential Behavioral heath
I have taken many suggested precautions .
I have the ability to effectively work from home
I have to decrease my patient capacity by more than 50% and unfortunately will have to raise my prices. Given the size of my business and
the personal interaction required, I cannot hire my employees (3) back for the foreseeable future. It will also remai
I just live in Long Beach my company is in OC
working from home.
I maintain a self contained office and we can also telework.
I manage a short term rental business. We are already taking extra cleaning and sanitizing precautions between each reservation. Re
requires us to be closer than 6ft.
I need the city and state to allow me to service the advertising needs of my clients and help them grow their businesses. The city and state
has forced a work shutdown without providing any type of monetary sublimation to sustain a living and keep the bu
I operate a drive thru car wash. No human interference. Customer drives their car through the automated car wash tunnel. They can choose
to vacuum themselves. We will have an attendant wipe down and sanitize the vacuum nozzle after each use.
loans or Unemployment
I own 7 Arthur Murray Dance Studios all of which are closed at the moment. We would like to be treated like a hair or nail salon where we
need to get close enough to our clients, because some physical contact is involved. We're glad to wear masks, glove
I own a business in the medical administrative field and feel that it is safe to open my business as we do not see outside patients or
customers. I can communicate with my clients and their patients via phone, email or other social media avenues and our w
I own a group psychology practice, and I will continue with 100% online service until this crisis is 100% managed
I own a moving and office furniture company in Rancho Dominguez. It has been operational and has been distributing pandemic supplies.
We have had no cases of co-vid in our 85 person company.
shakes.
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I own a one person (me) business. I work with people one-on-one so my capacity limits and physical distancing measures are already met.
I own a service business that requires one-to-one contact. There is no way at all to safely reopen at this time.
I own a tattoo studio called Breakwater Tattoo in Bixby Knolls. We are a smaller studio and work by appointment only. We are trained in
cross contamination prevention through BBP certification annually. Based on the statistics of contracting Covid-19 when
I own an e-commerce website and have always worked from home alone.
I own an essential business we are working on a scaled down version currently
I own an eyelash extension studio. We normally operate a very clean environment because of what we do, but we have added additional
cleaning regimens. Initially we will operate at half capacity for the next few months. This will limit the number of cli
I own and operate a youth sports volleyball club. By having fewer kids participate at each practice and not allowing spectators. We don’t
participate in any competition events or large events. I can run my business safely by only coaching 4 players at a t
I own apts. So does not apply
I own multiple parcels throughout long Beach and surrounding areas. This is the absolute infringement of basic rights.
I own rental property; it never closed.
pay the mortgage, insurance, property taxes etc.
I plan to run my business online already. I live and shop here and have figured out how to make it without the city being open.
I plan to take everyone’s temperature prior to training, and turning away any client with an abnormal temperature! I plan and will require all
clients to wear a mask while training! I only train one individual at a time, and won’t let the next client ente
I run a one person business. I have been working the entire time.
I run a small freelance business online so I can be open if clients could actually afford my services - which isn’t happening at this point.
I run an online business - no changes needed.
I sell online and don't have a storefront
I sell Real Estate distancing is easy
I teach only private and semi private classes in my small pilates studio.
I can adhere to social distancing, wearing masks, gloves and sanitation between clients.
All of my clients have been sheltering in place and will be interviewed for health conditio
I teach piano lessons in Lakewood. Fortunately, my studio is large enough where I can distance 6 ft during a lesson. I will be requiring masks
for every person who enters my studio. I will be having limits on how many people can be in the waiting room at
I teach vocal performance classes at Orange Coast College. Hoping we will be on campus in the fall, respecting guide lines.
I teach private lessons. Hope to do this in person and soon, keeping a 6' distance
I teach young children , so no!
I think everything is safe to reopen as long as the businesses are set up to do business while social distancing.
people at a time.
I use FaceTime with my clients from outside their homes to make sure they sign the documents correctly. I wear a Chinese kn95 mask,
place the docs on the hood of my car, then they come get the docs after I’m back in my car. We sign via FaceTime, and when
zoom and will continue that way a while longer.
I will continue teaching online
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I will continue to work from home until a vaccine is available. My business will continue to be in operation.
I will decide who I will allow in my office and who I will not allow in my office.
I will do my best. I own a hair salon. We are not surviving but I feel my health and public health take precedence
I will try
I work alone and I can mask when indoors.
until fall.
I work alone, n/a
I work alone. No need for distancing in my business.
I work by myself.
I work for myself and at home so this does not apply to me
I work freelance from home, so this doesn't apply to me directly.
I work from home
I work from home
I work from home
I work from home
I work from home
I work from home
I work from home - via internet and phone based interactions.
I work from home already. No changes needed.
I work from home and am a sole proprietor, so for me this is a moot point.
I work from home and have been taking precautions in the items I ship out.
I work from home but I don't feel it's time to reopen businesses and City Hall yet. We need more testing for those of us who are symptom
free. I think the Mayor and City Council are handling this correctly for now, while considering capacity limited and p
I work from home but unable to go to companies or gov. agencies to conduct my business due to shelter in place orders.
I work from home for the most part but also coach swimming. I can certainly keep swimmers safe if pools are allowed to open.
I work from home no need to re-open.
I work from home so I have no problem with social distancing. But my clients are our of work so they can't afford my services
I work from home so it is no problem.
I work from home so n/a
I work from home, but my industry is shut down.
I work from home, for myself, so this is not an issue for me.
I work from home, so does not apply.
I work from home.
I work from home.
I work from home. No issue.
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I work from my home, so I am continuing to work from home. Other businesses have to put in place social distancing and only open by
appointment or reservation. Restaurants would need to only fill to 25-30 percent capacity
I work in a salon, realistically I cannot be 6ft from my clients. I have always worn a mask, sanitized my hands, tools, and workspace
frequently. I am only usually with 1-3 other people in my workspace.
I work in close office contact with clients
I have been doing teletherapy and see no reason to open up again until a vaccine has been found
I work in my own office with No body around. I still got closed for being non essential
to open yet
I work on people eyelashes and can not maintain social distance
I work one on one with clients already so without any change I would feel moderately safe. I can add cleaning precautions, mask wearing,
and be more cognizant of keeping distance when it's not necessary to be close.
I work remotely so the social distancing impacts my business less.
I work virtual office
social distancing and disinfectant policies implemented.
I work with racional clients that clearly understand limitations and distancing, besides, most businesses don’t hold large amounts of public,
like in my case , my desk separates me from the public, also my office has 2 separate rooms, one works as a recei
I would continue use of PPE and limit the number of customers within the establishment at one time.
I would like to keep distance and fallow the protocol.
I would practice social distancing when working realestate
I would rather continue to implement remote changes before risking community infection
I would require masks and limit the amount of customers in the store to maintain 6 feet distancing between each person in the store. I also
would provide hand sanitizer as they enter the store and as they leave the store. I also would keep door handles, l
I wouldn’t want to open without protocol in place. I want to re-open badly but not at a risk.
3 workers at a time.
I’m a dentist. I’ve been appropriately booking patients so as to never have more than one patient in the waiting room at a time. I wear
appropriate PPE to protect, but not overdoing it to instill fear in my patients. Look, I’m on the front line of exposur
I’m a private printer, so distancing will not be a problem.
I’m a psychotherapist, I can safely see individuals in my office but not yet.
I’m a sales consultant. I travel the whole state.
I’m a sole proprietor so I work from home
I’m a sole proprietor with one part-time assistant. We’ll continue to do what we’re doing now, which is to trade off being in the office. I’m
using zoom to see clients. FYI my business is in Los Alamitos.
I’m a stylist and we are trained in sanitization in the prevention of the spread of disease. We intend to practice social distancing with in the
salon and wearing masks at all times disinfecting between each and every customer. No double booking no sittin
I’m an essential business already operating.
I’m an essential business so I’m still open.
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I’m an independent contractor who provides bookkeeping and accounting services. I work from home.
I’m essential already
I’m in the theatre, so no, I can’t. Not without a vaccine
I’m not sure I can. As a hair stylist I can’t maintain physical distancing
I’m self employed and work from home
I’m self employed and work from home so this doesn’t apply to me.
I’m self employed. But I suggest masks and gloves when required. Let the young healthy people get back to work with distancing as a
priority and remind to distance from the at risk group. Elderly and compromise community.
I’m too afraid.
If food stores are open and Home Depot/Costco and its working - there is absolutely NO REASON everything cannot open
If indoors, limit number of customers allowed inside at a time
If supermarkets can be open with limited guests, so can restaurants.
BUSINESSES BE OPEN???????
If we can all stuff into Target and grocery stores we can go back to life as normal with everything else.
Restaurants cannot reopen at fifty percent, it is not financially feasible.
Children have been traumatized the most through this, they cannot be pu
my income when my expenses will not be any cheaper
Im a Certified Tax Preparer and Realtor both require me to be very huggy and kissy poo poo....
I'm a consultant who works from home, but I need clients and prospects to open so they can afford to hire and pay me.
I'm a consultant. Already doing this.
I'm a financial advisor and feel strongly we're in a position to manage the Healthcare Crisis and Economic Crisis in a responsible manner by
trusting the community and the american people to do the right thing. It's been a tragedy that we've lost so many
I'm a freelancer.
I'm a hairstylist and we have already decided on a schedule for the hairstylists, so only 3 hairstylists are in at a time. Also all sinks and chairs
will be disinfected after each use. We will all wear masks and gloves
Im a landlord. I can continue to maintain my properties with the social distancing practice. Such as having occupants step out of the unit
while work is being done. Having all windows and doors open to maintain air flow and continuing to use PPE to kee
I'm a life coach so I'm able to meet with my clients via Zoom and on the phone. I will most likely continue this for the majority of my clients.
However, if I needed to meet with a local client in-person I would do so with a mask and maintain a distance.
I'm a photographer so small shoots with healthy clients should be allowed.
I'm a real estate agent and I follow the guidelines set by the Association of Realtors, LA county and LB.
I'm a rideshare driver. There is no way to social distance in my occupation.
I'm a therapist and will continue to conduct therapy via telehealth.
I'm a writer and don't have public traffic so will just continue social distancing and wearing my mask and gloves when I go out.
I'm a writer. Doesn't apply.
I'm able to work remotely
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Im an appraiser. I glive and mask up. Owners/occupants should mask OR step outside during interior viewing.
I'm an Essential business already , so no comment
I'm an essential worker and already practice physical distancing in my practice however due to unknown information about virus spread
(since information is changing as scientists interact more with virus) I see all patients remotely because I trust that a
I'm an independent contractor home health occupational therapist who, at this point, would have trouble even with the physical distancing as
I don't feel I could safely and adequately protect myself and my patients. Given that, I plan on not returning to
im assuming we are talking post may 15
plastic cups dedicated sanitizing person reduced capacity
I'm doing all business electronically and telephonically. I'm an insurance agent, so I do not need to meet in person or have a physical space.
facility, so I need to do more that the average retailer.
I'm still open
I'm the Head Golf Professional at Recreation Park 18 in Long Beach.
We will have strict guidelines such as masks, spacing, and limited tee times and lessons..
Implement a plan to ensure safety of clientele and staff
ozone generator that kill virus’s and odors.
Implementing distance restrictions
outdoors do not come within 6 feet of each other.
Improvements in our lobby to accommodate safe distancing. I can also implement a one way enter and exit.
In a 1500 square-foot space we will have no more than four artists working at a time. That is two artists per 500 square-foot room. Each
artist for have up to one client with them, with no other guests allowed. This will be one person per 200 sqft. Each s
In June dependable on our locations
In my particular business , I can safely open with abiding with all safety guidelines because I have a dog business and there’s is not a high
volume or people or staff. In that note, I don’t believe most businesses can or should reopen due to the ongoing
In my shop, I only take one client at a time inside. Next client can wait outside till ready and sanitized.
In so far as my business is massage therapy social distancing is not possible during the treatment. To ensure SOP I will be utilising trade
protocols: face masks for both myself and clients throughtout their visit to the office, hand sanitizing apon arr
Isolation as much as possible, with moderate social interaction. Wear mask, social distancing, and good hygiene.
It is imperative to get back to life as normal no distancing know anything there is no illness floating around waiting to get you I did not check
senior citizens because maybe I believe that they are the only people that need social distancing because the
It is not safe. Don't reopen!
It will be difficult with the age groups we work with 2.6-7 years. DSS LCC will be our lead for this.
It’s difficult to physically distance in my restaurant because of limited space. I’m not sure how I would accommodate distancing when
restaurants are allowed to open for dine in customers and if it would help business that much because the capacity would
It's impossible to do physical distancing in a gym or fitness studio. We can't wear masks. So, I dont exactly know what yall think we are
supposed to do. This is a billion dollar industry that's getting screwed over by these policies.
Joseph Kenyon
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Just have one on one appointment and not allowing people to bring guests and nobody in waiting area!
just me working.
But reopening the City will depend on screening, open testing (for more, like asymptomatic)
App screening / fitbit with business practices will yield protections and successes. Like Singapore. Not everyone has access...yet.
UV light mac
Just reopen us
Keep people informed with accurate statistics, keep high risk populations locked down, let the majority of people back to work informed and
with sterilization guidelines. People can choose how to much exposure they want if they know the risks. The flu d
keep seating at a safe distance, staff to wear masks, and change gloves often when helping diners, using hand sanitizer for the staff and the
diners and sanitizing tables allowing for the appropriate dry time in between guests. Maintaining a healthy staff
Keep social distances and avoid crowded area.
Keeping staff and costumer 6 feet apart
Keeping 6' distance at all times. Wear masks. Disenfecting all touched surfaces.
keeping 6 ft distance
Keeping 6' minimum distance and sending home all sick staff.
Keeping a safe distance
Keeping employees and clients six feet apart, providing masks and hand sanitizer.
Keeping employees spaced apart appropriately.
keeping good distances from people
Keeping it 6-8 distance between each guests, masks. Checking temperatures, washing hands . Washing capes, towels after every guests.
Disinfecting each station and shampoo bowl between gas. Having guest pay before they enter the salon, waiting in their ca
Keeping my attorneys and legal assistants working remotely as much as possible with only essential personnel in the office.
Keeping public areas wiped down, remind patients of personal distancing, use of masks, promote healthy guidelines
Keeping safe distance and wear mask
Keeping safe distancing among staff and customers
Keeping safe distancing among staff and customers
Keeping social distance 6 feet and also open with half capacity limits. Wear mask, gloves, wash hand every 15 minutes , before start shift
checking the temperature for all employees, ask health question etc.
Keeping social distances
Keeping the clients 6 feet apart and limiting our gym to only 8-9 people per hour
Keeping things clean and minimizing contact with others.
large crowds limits over 50 people
Large open outside patio, tables 10 feet apart & 1/3 capacity
Lest than 5 people, and 1:1 interaction.
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Let the very small portion of the population that is actually at risk stay home! Provide all stimulus funds, delivery services, PPE, and
additional resources to them! Force employers to allow time off to those with underlying conditions or over 65 ONLY.
Lighthouse Capital Group
Limit number of people to 10 or less and maintain social distancing.
limit number of persons inside
limit reservations & expand retail footprint by moving tables from the crowed inside to the front sidewalk and parking lot. We would need
temporary approval from the city to do this as it would expand our business licensed footprint.
increased.
Limit student capacity
limited customer count.
Limited customers in the shop at the same time.
Limited entry
Limited gatherings and if guests wear facial coverings.
Limited occupancy in restaurant,
before they come back into the office.
Limited reopen. Smaller capacity. Disinfecting.
Limited showing open houses, one party at a time or continue with visual open house showings.
Limiting amount of customers and keeping proper amount of space
Limiting capacity
Limiting capacity
Limiting capacity, allowing space for distancing and practicing rigorous cleaning
Limiting capacity, spaced tables, masks and gloves for workers, strong sanitary practices.
Limiting class sizes
other until the state is safe
Limiting clients, increased cleaning and hand washing.
limiting contact distance / interaction time
Common sense protocols for any infectious disease
Giving options to my clients
Limiting entrance, and mandating ppe
Limiting face to face contact and continue utilizing technology as much as possible to avoid physical contact.
Limiting how many people can enter a building at any given time, as we are practicing at some of the grocery stores.
Wear face masks and continue to practice social distancing when we are allowed in a building with others.
Limiting how many people in the same space at a time.
Limiting in-person meetings to those that are mandatory, and then implementing physical distancing and masks.
Regular sanitizing and especially before/after in-person meetings.
Limiting lingering. We will request boat reservations keep to 10 or less. We can stagger reservations further apart.
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Limiting my personal training to small groups or 1 on 1 in a small gym setting with increased sanitation practices. Situation awareness for
other exercisers and also employing outdoor training in open spaces.
limiting number of customers served at any given time
Limiting number of customers, cleaning and sanitizing, recommending customers wear masks inside the store
limiting number of guests, removing or roping off some tables to create 6' distancing
Limiting number of patients in waiting room and spacing out patients on schedule
Limiting number of patrons and seating capacity. Change and regularly replace air filters to HVAC
Limiting number of people coming in, practicing infection control including hand hygiene, appropriate use of PPE
Limiting number of people in my business
Require facial coverings
Maintain social distancing
Providing barriers for employees
Providing sanitizers
Limiting number of people inside building at a time. Requiring masks for employees and patients. Having hand sanitizer. Social distance.
Limiting number of staff and guests, instituting extremely strict protocol for hygiene and social distancing. My franchisor, Eurpoean Wax
Center has released a 7 page safety document protocol to us to follow every single minute. I would be more than happy
Limiting occupancy as is being done now at grocery stores and other essential retailers. Allowing expanded outdoor seating at bars and
restaurants without going through all of the bureaucracy and fees that normally come along with that process, even if o
Limiting people in close places so they have as little contact as possible Make wearing a mask mandatory
Limiting physical social contact and keeping 6’ distance
Limiting space between me and clients
Limiting spacing of dental appts and PPE
Limiting staff and customers access by 25% on phase 2 and 50% on phase 3, sanitizing the whole gym every hour and require staff to
sanitize every hour, customer will have designated areas to work out with a 6ft or more space from another person and once t
Limiting the # of people who can enter, with masks, and still maintain a six foot distance from one another. Provide hand sanitizer if the
business requires handling merchandise. Accept no cash or checks. No food or drinks inside and children only if they
Limiting the amount of contact within guests
Limiting the amount of people in a given space.
Limiting the amount of people in my business at a time. Providing the proper cleaning supplies to disinfect. Signage.
Limiting the amount of people inside, staggering appointments. Wearing a mask
Limiting the capacity of guests with proper distancing and certain regulations and limitations enforced
Limiting the customer entry to one customer (one customer plus their one guest) at a time.
distance.
Limiting the number of clients to my practice, making sure no 2 clients are in the office at the same time, maximizing air exchanges using
max AC/Fan settings, wearing masks, having employees spaced far apart and not sharing rooms, disinfection policy, et
Limiting the number of customers at one time and setting up social distances stickers for check out
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limiting the number of customers inside my office at one time.
before and every customer.
limiting the number of customers on premises
Limiting the number of participants with social distancing, face masks, hand sanitizers, and signer waivers
Limiting the number of patrons in the businesses, mandating face coverings, staff temperature testing, ppe.
Limiting the number of people in my facility. Providing facemasks for employees.
limiting the number of people in the space at one time, requiring PPE for employees and customers (assuming PPE is in stock for purchase)
Limiting the number of people we can train at all times. Wear masks, take clients temperatures. and provide wipes, and hand sanitizer. Also,
provide a regular cleaning schedule to wipe down equipment. Make sure clients keep proper distance from each other
Limiting the services we offer and depend on such as classes and group activities.
Limiting those in one location and require mask and hand cleaner
Limiting to less than 12 people at once. Wearing masks and sanitizing area between every client.
Limiting volume of clients, maintaining excellent disinfecting protocols, maintaining social distance.
Limits on personal interactions. No team face to face meetings. Distancing our cubicles. Staggering work hours if we can’t.
Living my life and running a business like NORMAL. Not being fearful. Covid was not as bad as the flu for the majority of the people. Nursing
homes need more rules than normal businesses. I believe that businesses should return to normal, not with social
Maintain social distances and implement disinfection procedures
Maintaince of current standards of distancing and cleaning, mask wearing. No more than 10 people gathered.
Maintaining lower capacity inside.
maintaining sanitary and cleanliness measures, limiting the number of people in my store, requiring customers to wear masks to enter, and
still not hosting any events in my physical space. My store is only 400 square feet, and there is usually only a slow
Maintaining social distance with Clients & contractors.
Making more space available
Wearing a mask
Sanitation often
Taking temps
Washing hands/ hand sanitizer available
Asking sick coworkers to stay home and also clients to reschedule if sick
making sure everyone (clients/employees) have ppe.
Making sure marks are being used when around others. Cleaning thoroughly throughout and at the end of each day
Making sure members of the office wear masks and properly distance. In our case, we have enough space where that is not a problem.
Making sure my customers and employees feel safe, comfortable and everything is extremely clean and sanitized.
of 6 ft. between people, as best as can be implemented.
Mandating a 6-ft distance rule both while ordering and seating between parties.
Mandatory 6 feet distance and masks to be worn until further notice. Also anyone showing symptoms but leave immediate
Mandatory mask
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Marking 6'distancing, serving 1 customer at a time
Marking the floor and wearing and requiring masks
Mask . 10feet apart from others not in my personal group
mask and 6feet distance
Mask and glove shopping, hand sanitizing station, sneeze guard, limiting people per square foot and business times.
Mask gloves and distancing
Mask requirements, social distancing strict enforcement, disinfectant
mask to mask meetings and sanitizing of used areas.
mask wearing sanitizing social distance
Mask wearing, gloves, use of constant hand sanitizer, keeping necessary distance from one another, no shared objects, single use snacks
and drinks and less capacity so a safe distance is possible.
Mask, gloves, sanitation
Masking indoor areas where I would be in close proximity of other people. Show homes one on one basis only.
masks
Masks
Masks
Masks and 6ft distancing
Masks and gloves and taking extra precautions
Masks and hand sanitizing and limiting class size
masks and not overcrowding AND. common sense.
Masks and spacing out from others.
masks, distancing etc..
Masks, social distancing, outdoor location, regular sanitizing of tools, changing gloves.
Masks, tape areas off
masks, wipes, distance, etc
Maybe
Maybe, based on employee comfort levels as well.
comfortable that they are safe and so is the staff.
Meeting with potential clients at a safe distance and wear a mask
Mine is a start up venture which won't be operational until late this year, but when it is launched and operating, most of my employees will be
remote from home or will be providing service by mobile sales and service personnel.
Minimize people for appointment for given time and protective uniforms and sanitation protocols per client.
thermostat testing upon entry, appts only (no walk ins)
Mirla Urzua
Mobile hand wash station in front door , already added 2 extra air filtration units , limiting to 10 people per class to keep distancing .
Modify our tables to allow the physical distancing recommondations
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Monitor capacity closely and mitigate exposures.
Monitor number of customers in my store. Space chairs in waiting area.
Monitor number of people coming in. Hand sanitizer before they come and go. Cleaning.
Monitor the amount of patrons inside shop
ask them to be wearing a mask to enter
Rearranging store layout to accommodate safety practices
Monitoring the number of people who enter the building. Checking temperatures and giving out hand sanitizer and masks as needed when
they enter. Sanitizing and cleaning in between each customer. Spacing out workstations for adequate social distancing. Fol
Monitoring the traffic flow and keeping our distance
More analysis supported by scientific data is necessary to evaluate the risks of reopening businesses in the city is necessary before such a
decision can be made safely and responsibly. While as a small business owner, my priorities are to advance my busi
science, fake news, fearmongering and a totalitarian state.
More remote work with limited face to face interactions.
More testing
most definelty
Most transactions online.
my business and any business where temperature and any visible symptoms of illness would be a reason to deny access, where hand
sanitizers would be available when people gather in indoor places and use common items. Bike trails and walking paths should b
My business can operate remotely.
My business cannot operate safely as it does not allow for the continued social distancing required. I work in Catering and Event Planning.
Not only did I lose my job, but my industry is out of work. I believe it would be HIGHLY irresponsible to reopen ga
My business does not deal directly with people.
My business does not have a physical space, so I never closed.
My business does not have people visiting so this doesn’t apply
My business falls under office work that can be performed from home and I do not think businesses like mine should reopen just yet.
My business focuses on small private events which have been obliterated. We can accommodate social distancing as much as possible as
well as vendor meetings, walkthroughs, etc. on an intimate scale but the businesses that I work with are not open for me t
from home for some employees
My business has been open
My business has been open and we have spend hundreds of dollars on sanitizing/PPE. We are also all using masks, physical distancing and
creating a touch-free experience for our customers. Our sales are down by 50%.
client.
My business has been open. It is a medical practice.
My business has enough square footage to reopen with limiting the amount of guests
My business has no employees, and there is minimal contact with people unless I am teaching a class.
My business has remained opened, but closed to the public.
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My business I can do curbside pickup and delivery
and licensing board and adjust as needed
My business is a home-based business, primarily, so this is not relevant.
My business is a lice removal salon. Set up like a hair salon. I have direct contact with my customer for 1.5 to 2 hours. I do not feel safe
doing that. I would also have to bring my son to work with me since he is out of school. And I feel that would be
observing physical distancing and wearing PPE.
My business is a physical therapist, it is an essential business. Wear masks and gloves. Frequent hand washing. I am a small business and
only treat one patient at a time, so capacity limitation. Physical distancing when possible. Take my temperature and
My business is a service business so it would have to be up to peoples desires and comfort for me to reopen my business
My business is a small family business that my husband and I run out of our home.
place...etc.
My business is an essential business and therefore has remained opened,
My business is an office setting with over 500 sq. feet per person if in the office and several can work from home at any time (always the
case; not COVID related). We sanitize daily and each person has a container of wipes to sanitize their own space as
My business is at home and I didn’t have to close.
developed for COVID-19.
lighting.
my business is considered essential
My business is consulting which I do by phone
My business is dependent on manufacturing operations being open. I can not open without that.
My business is entertainment, so I’m sure it will be the longest affected. I don’t see how theaters and cruises lines open again until there is a
vaccine or herd immunity. I also feel that the entertainment industry is one of the most overlooked when it
My business is entirely remote anyway with employees all over the world. It makes no difference to my business what opens or stays shut.
- Having lanes to separate traffic flow. Limiting capacity and controlling the flow of people moving around is key. Also signage everywhere
about s
My business is essential and still open although we have lost orders and are looking at closing.
My business is essential it is OPEN all the time
It is Medical office distancing safetly
My business is essential so we've remained open with cleaning and distance protocols.
My business is essential, so we have been open the whole time.
My business is fine. I'm a marketing consultant so my business hasn't been directly affected, but my client's have.
My business is home-based and does not receive customers.
My business is in non-profit health care and is an essential service. I am open and utilize PPE, hygiene protocols, and safe distancing
practices. I didn't mark small retail above, because I don't think most business will be diligent in these practices
My business is multi-family residential housing so it has remained open, practicing safe distancing, and masks/gloves for work people doing
necessary work. Work that can be delayed has been delayed.
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my business is not a storefront and requires working with kids in person and for the safety of kids I don't think it should be starting soon. the
consulting work I do can be done online but due to a economic concerns I don't have new work. I am for lunate
my business is not affected
My business is not brick and mortar/ wholesale importing.
my business is not generally open to the public but what I think would work:
- just follow Billings Hardware protocols
Also:
- 1 patron allowed per X sq feet at a time.
- city reimburses business to pay employee(s) whose job is to just sanitize afte
My business is not in Long Beach I live in Long Beach
My business is not in Long Beach.
My business is on line, food blogging, so I use the delivery services. I won't take a chance on my health and dying. However, I need
medication from Costco and my hubs from the VA, so we are stuck without unless we venture out and we both are high risk.
My business is online. I work from home.
My business is open and delivering services virtually, although business is down just over 50%
My business is open because we are food. But do i want more people to risk getting sick? Risk my
Employees getting sick? No i don’t think we’re ready to reopen the city
My business is open but for any business that is not, I feel taking temperature before allowing anyone in to a public place they need to be
wearing masks, making employees sign a questionaire asking if they are sick, and telling them they will be fired i
My business is open online. But when things start to reopen face coverings should be mandatory.
my business is open. we are an essential workforce (healthcare)
My business is open. Open others with limited number of patrons at a time. Specific cleaning schedule should be mandated.
My business is open. We are working remotely for the most part.
my business is order and pick up only. no sit in. i have a couple of tables with 4 chairs each. i will make sure that the tables are 6 feet apart.
customers can also sit on benches all over Shoreline Village and they do have ample separations.
are safe!
My business is primary one to one meetings or small groups less than 10 participants
My business is providing 24 hour residential care. We never closed. We stopped allowing people to visit before executive state mandate
was issued. Only way we could protect our vulnerable population. (ie, Young Adults with Autism who have behavioral chal
My business is remote, so it's not relevant
priority.
My business isn’t open to the public so it doesn’t affect me personally in that same regard as other business owners.
My business isn't closed; it's just very slow
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My business never closed because it is mail order.
My business never closed, I’m a housing provider.
My business never stopped I am an essential worker.
My business never stopped! And I'm picking up new contracts.
and counties School campus
My business relays on others opening up! When you shut down Restuarants, schools, and sporting events you closed all of my clients.
My business remains open but at reduced consulting hours. I already work remotely.
My business requires close personal contact as we fit people in rental clothing. Would be very hard to physical distance. But we are more
unique than other businesses in this regard and other businesses with less personal contact should be able to re-op
My business requires fittings on customers so we cannot keep social Distance and function normally as a business
My business was considered essential (Construction) so I have continued to work.
distancing.
We also cleaned surfaces each hour.
My business will continue to function remotely, although this has significantly reduced my clientele.
My business with my husband is writing/entertainment marketing and while we have been avail this entire time to work from home, most
TV/entertainment production is shut down creating a large loss of work for us.
My classes are small. I have never put anyone at risk. And my clients are mindful people that also wouldn't put people at risk.
We are intelligent community minded individuals that practice healthy behavior, common sense, and respect. Let us make our own
My concern is that there Will be always one person that can be infected. Only the p
pick up only
My main business is essentialI Supported Living. We still must see our clients with disabilities who live in the community. We are bringing
them food and essentials so they can shelter in place. All 90 clients and 15 staff are well. We have other business
My new guidelines are as follows and should be respected by all salons .. 1)no waiting areas in lobby 2)people need to wait in their cars until
stylist is ready for them 3) discard all magazines 4)no coffee or snacks .5) no changing area.as a client walks
my office is currently in compliance, since we all have separate offices. My jobsites are affected by reduced retail activity
My office is in a ten story building with a shared elevator so I do not feel it is safe to resume business
My office is small with 3 people, all in separate offices. We are in 2800 square feet and can easily social distance.
Occasionally, clients come in. We would ask them to wear masks as we would also. Also, we would keep 6 feet apart.
My priority is the health and wellness of my community, my family, and me. I'm trying to figure out how better to run my business solely on
line because I don't want to risk other people's health or my own.
My staff already sits 6 feet apart
My staffing business is an essential business servicing other essential businesses, many of which have laid off several employees and
others have closed. In addition we have filled hundreds of convention and event positions at the LB Convention Center.
My wholesale business is essential, so we have been operating with office workers mostly from home and staggered shifts for those who
must go to the warehouse. Not ideal but we can make this work for a long time.
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My wife and I own a boutique Pilates studio and would limit the number of clients able to attend classes and stagger class times so that
equipment is able to be cleaned and we are able to keep the number of people in the studio very low.
My work is mostly in an office environment and has adjusted to operating remotely. It will likely remain this way.
NA
N/a
n/a
N/A
n/a
N/A
N/A
n/a
N/a
N/a
N/A
N/a
N/A
n/a
N/A
N/a
N/A - I work out of home.
N/A - single person business conducted on line from my home.
N/A - we’re able to operate currently with all staff working remotely.
N/A - we’re able to operate currently with all staff working remotely.
N/A (my business is online)
N/A online business. As for concrete businesses, I feel each need to submit to the city a formal plan of action/operation that details how they
will address COVID, related to the well being and safety of the staff and or customers.
N/A. My business is 99% virtual.
N/A. Our business is run out of our home - only 2 employees.
NA
NA
Na- digital business
Never closed. Essential business.
New training implementations, constant sanitation practices
No
No
No
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no
no
No
NO
no
No
no
No
No
No
no
No
no
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
no - salon
No as a Realtor I can work but entering other people's homes is still a risk unless they are vacant.
No change
No change
Just to maintain the use of face masks and social distancing among the city’s residents.
No change; I am a freelance writer who works from home.
public.
no changes. self-employed & work at home. :-)
to wash our hands!
No I can not open my business safely at this time. I am a local photographer with a studio in Belmont Shore. My studio is small and on
location I document celebrations, gatherings and weddings, none of which have a safe way to be completely socially dista
No I can not. I own a brow and lash studio and there is no way I can do my job and keep physical distance. I am literally 12 inches from
peoples faces and it is not safe. Specially without PPE which we need to gather AND pay for. Our industry needs a bail
No I can’t
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no I cannot
No I cannot ...I still believe it is not safe. Not just for my customers but for my employees.
hour in close proximity to patients.
no I can't
No I can't conduct business until public gatherings are allowed.
No I don’t think we should reopen. Too much risk for myself and clients. I am a barber.
no open houses but conducting Real Estate business online and only 2 people total in a property at once.
No problem at all
No restrictions. High risk people should avoid sitting down
NO small fitness centers are still to Congested, for breathing, sweating, touching equipment. Even in a small space there is no way to be 6
feet apart safely. Gyms Should be phase 4 ! In a small cycling cardio room no way to not spread virus. The smalle
No way! Not safe!!!!
No! How is this a question if you open saying YES?
No, I will have to reduce capacity more than 50%
No, because people are not respecting physical distancing; LBC has never seemed to take this seriously. I see all the regular beach lovers
spreading their spittle everywhere while recreating about with no masks on; the "bras" are walking about with their
No, I am a tattoo artist and we are not able to keep a safe distance from our clients. Tattooing is not an essential service, we would have a
hard time getting the proper PPE and if we can find it, we are taking that out of the market for health professio
No, I can not physical distant as a hairstylist but I can protect myself and have clients t wear protective gear as well.
No, I can not safely have open houses. I can safely show with only 2 people within same house hold if property is vacant.
No, I cannot safely reopen my business at this time. I am self-employed. The space I rent is shared by other groups and I cannot control who
else uses the space or what cleaning measures would be in place. As for the outdoor spaces I feel can be opened as
No, I cannot. I am seeing clients online.
No, I cannot. We do beauty services requiring us to touch the client and be directly in their face. I do not see us being able to open until
social distancing is no longer required and would recommend other beauticians do the same.
No, I can't. I plan events.
No, I have no access to large supplies of face masks, face shields & paper gowns. There is no way to do hair and keep a 6 ft distance.
No, I work in the film industry and will rely on some sort of herd immunity to get back to work.
No, I work with people sometimes in close proximity. I believe in the science and I practice similar science every day in my job. I understand
the Dr. Fauci's of the world and am fully behind keeping things closed a bit longer to make sure the spread is
No, I’m a hairstylist and it would be impossible to adhere to physical distancing requirements to do my job.
NO, I'm a massage therapist
No, I'm unable to and will remain closed until our government and health officials say it's safe to do so.
No, it is unsafe to practice barbering are this time.
No, my business is largely office based and I do not have the capacity to distance my employees. Not to mention the use of shared
matierials in small spaces (printing, mail room). If there is a long term social distance order in place, then I can work wit
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No, not until Covid19 cases go dramatically down throughout the whole country
No, we know next to nothing.
No.
Until there is universal masks, free widespread accurate testing (some current tests are only 85% accurate), easy access to hand washing
stations.
No. I do not believe it is time to re-open business.
We should listen to health professionals.
No. I can not. We will remain working remotely.
No. I don’t think re-opening my business would be beneficial to the health of the majority.
No. My business is an indoor children's playground. It would not be conducive to the nature of the business to enforce social distancing for
children while they are playing. Nor do I believe that parents will feel comfortable bringing their children into
No. My priority is to stay safe and healthy, and not contribute to the spread of the virus.
No: I cannot do my work without being physically close. I am a Certified Massage Therapist.
In the early opening of my massage business, I WILL:
- Wear a mask
- Have clients wash their hands before treatment, and initially use a hot towel on their ha
None of the above
None of this makes any sense. It is artificial manipulation and interferes with our freedom and quality of life. Sick People should stay home
and take care of themselves based on their decision. If they want to eat unhealthy processed food, be obese, sm
None. I’m a massage therapist and esthetician and there is no way to practice social distancing with my line of practice.
Nope
Normally see 1 client at a time.
not
Not a store front business. Event business
Not allowing anyone in my salon other than guests being serviced, we will text the next guest when it’s appropriate for them to start their hair
service, we will implement curbside retail purchases via phone orders.
sanitization process in between patients.
Not allowing people to come in groups.
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable - - I own and operate several apartment buildings in Long Beach. Tenants are adhering to social distancing.
Not applicable, business is online only.
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Not fully
No open houses
Currently cannot legally show homes
Cannot hold events, go door knocking, etc.
Not necessary. We are fine, We are not scared.
not needed. The City/State needs to follow other states and open everything back up.
Not opening
Not possible for my business at this time.
Not really. I sit next to kids at their dining room tables and work closely with them. Masks, and maybe gloves, would help, but we tend to
touch the same papers, pencils, screens, and such. I am able to teach via FaceTime and Skype, and once schools open
Not relevant to my virtual business.
Not sure
not sure depends on my patients and accurate covid testing, as well as my practive gudielines
Not without government assistance. If my capacity is cut in half so is my revenue. I won’t be able to afford staff or rent. If I reopen, even with
government mandated restricted capacity, my landlord will expect full rent. I won’t be able to do it.
Not worth the risk of a resurgence of cases and more death
Not yet
not yet
not yet, I am a self contractor
Not yet, too early.
Note that all my answers on the previous form would be qualified by what responsible measures were taken. You can open a gym safely or
irresponsibly. It's not as simple as this questionnaire presents it.
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing additional. Just distancing, masks, and hygiene.
Nothing different. I need my vendors to open to supply my online store.
Nothing necessary. Just keeping 6 feet between customer and provider.
Nothing new, my business is a one to two man operation
have 1/3 of the worlds cases.
nothing since we are in a high-rise building and I would not feel safe using the elevator or lobby at this point.
Nothing.
Nothing. Susceptible people should stay home
Nothing. The city needs to wait longer until our hospitals can handle it.
they should use their best judgement.
Number of customers, social distancing and mandatory masks
observing capacity limit and physical distancing
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Observing reasonable physical distancing and using face masks.
I am feeling sick.
Offer appointments + contactless pickup with online pay
Limit customers entering to allow for social distancing
Create fresh airflow and air circulation
Customers sanitize hands upon entering
Hand sanitizer available throughout business for both employe
Offering customers safe options
Office employees continue working at home. Warehouse employees return to work with masks, goggles and sufficient supplies of gloves
and sanitizer. Cleaning crew is scheduled extra hours to maintain a sanitized workspace.
Office work w/respect to Covid 19 guidelines distancing/masks/sanitizing, etc.
Offices and indoor facilities must be sanitized prior to each work day, and most especially air ducts. Every worker and customer should wear
a mask and a face shield if you are a groomer. Hand sanitizers should be distributed throughout each office locati
One client at a time and follow proper sanitizing protocol and mask and gloves mandatory
One client at a time
Always wearing a mask
One family at a time, everyone wears masks, rotate equipment out so that it is only used once every 3 days.
one on one . Appointment Only , masks and gloves worn by both
all surfaces between each client.
One person at a time
One service One Client at a time. No friends or children waiting. Removed waiting room.
tables.
on-line conferencing.
Online networking
ONLINE, WORK FROM HOME
Only 10 people in the office per testing.
Only allowing 1 or 2 clients in the office at the same time using masks to cover nose/mouth
Only allowing 1-2 customers with masks to enter the shop , creating a line that follows social distance rules, disabling signature when
checking out so no one needs to sign, providing hand sanitizer, disinfecting high traffic surfaces/items, keeping door
Only allowing half of our seating capacity Installing a hand sanitizer for public use workers to continue to wear masks and gloves.
Only allowing one person in our waiting room at a time.
Only client allowed in; no guests w the client; appt only; hand sanitizer through shop; continue already strict health laws; wear a mask; client
wears a mask; PPE; increase sanitation standards even higher; 6 ft spacing between stations
Only me, so yes.
Only one client at a time with mask and proper sanitation!
only one client at any given time in the treatment room
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Only one client per day, no air travel.
Only taking dogs into my grooming trailer with my own leads. Not entering peoples homes. Only taking payment by credit/debit cards and
Zelle. I will also be wearing face masks, gloves and eye shields when in contact with customers, and when grooming th
Open D’Aversa Salon
Open doors; use air purifiers, hand sanitizers, spray alcohol; ask clients and staff to wash hands prior to each service; maintain a safe six
foot distance and manage space to not exceed ten people at a time.
Open it up because all business is needed
Opening up all businesses. Period.
Opening with limited services and limited amount of persons in the space at one time that allow physical distancing.
Our business is not closed as it is deemed essential
Our business is one on one with pets and virtual no human contact. No issues.
OPEN!
construction teams.
Our work for the most part is not public-facing. Physical distancing is pretty much inherent and doesn't really apply to what we do.
Outdoor photoshoot sessions and limit props or no props at all
Outdoor vendor event venues are difficult because people have to try on jewelry, or clothes, and we normally disinfect our jewey with rubbing
alcohol, always have, but cannot find any in stores. Otherwise, we could do it if customers showed up and could
Patient appointments are spread out with less people and time spent in waiting room.
People can wear masks. Keep 6 feet apart. This can be done and our city can continue to work. Let me and others make our own
decisions about what places we will go to so long as we practice social distancing and wear masks.
People is a free society need to follow their own rules in compliance with local government. These should be temporary.
People must be tested
Photographing people from a safe distance
Physical distancing
physical distancing & covid testing
Physical Distancing and limit capacity
Physical distancing and open areas of parks in order to keep from spreading the virus. The use of face coverings
Physical distancing tables. Limiting number of people allowed in. Taking reservations.
Physical distancing, checking temperatures daily, requiring face masks.
Physical distancing, mask wearing and disinfecting
physical distancing, masks and gloves
Physical distancing, masks and Purell
Physical distancing, masks, sanitizing, zoom and phone conferences with follow up emails, fax, mail...
Playing online gigs and small gatherings
Please call me... I have ideas
Please require face masks for all people entering any kind of business.
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Possibly. I am a hairstylist and feel I could begin working again as long as there are new safety guidelines in place.
posting multiple notices in clear areas and providing masks and gloves when necessary
Posting signs and a continued education
customers and employees.
be worn in public.
Posting signs, closing off tables, limit seats, wish I could get sanitizer, I would have it all around. Promote washing hands prior to eating.
Posting social distance protocols.
PPE & 6 feet distance
PPE for workers; disposable masks &capes for clients; control access;; strict sanitation requiem with logging requirement
the same if allowed to do so.
the same if allowed to do so.
Practicing common sense hygiene. I already have these standards in place.
practicing precautious measures
Practicing safe and responsible monitoring
Of patrons and staff
practicing sanitation and distancing
workplace to be SAFE.
Practicing social distancing & making hand sanitizer available
practicing social distancing, wearing masks if closer than 6 ft
Preventing elected officials, bureaucrats and busybodies from entering.
Professional office - staged re-opening. Max 50% capacity first week with 10% weekly increases provided no issues detected.
Proper distancing of patients. All employees and patients to wear face masks. Employee's must wear googles, masks, gloves and protective
gowns. Installation of air filtration. Eliminating all non essential people in office.
proper planning and providing employees with clear instructions on how to Safely Return to Work.
Proper sanitation andprotective gear.
Proper sanitation/ ppe ,, masks and gloves same as we have been doing since we have opened for 30 years!!!
Via online and in store inventory integration.
Proper training with employees for their safety as well as clientele. Would encourage city of Long Beach to provide access to antibody
testing. We would like to see bars/nighclubs band together in a uniform policy regarding face masks, gloves, sanitatio
property showings
propery social distancing, continual sanitizing of office.
Protective mask covering and proper sanitation
providing PPE (N95 masks) to employees for close interactions while encouraging them to bring their own masks for normal work. We will
also provide cleaning materials and disinfectants for employees to use. We will also limit office capacity to 25% (4 peo
providing sanitary stations in locations where shared space is utilized, post signs that remind folks with pictures the simple procedures
needed to help all stay sanitary, cultivate an environment from management leadership that values taking the time to
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Providing some work from home options and providing safe distancing within our office for both employees and customers.
purchased sneeze guards for the front of register at counter. Lysol wipes to wipe down the counter etc. Purchased gloves and masks for
employees as well as masks to sell. Purchased red tape for floor to show 6 feet apart waiting in line. Purchased non con
Putting up screens to keep things contained, cleaning my desk and phone with a disinfect wipe on sitting down and frequently during the
day. Wearing a mask in an enclosed space when in close proximity with others, using appropriate greetings during this t
Rather wait till its safe
real estate sales
Realtor
Rearranging the restaurant. Everyone in masks gloves. Limiting the amount of people
reasonable distancing
Redesigning floor layout to maximize experience and flow with respect to distancing requirements
Reducing capacity by half. Requiring workers and patrons to wear masks. Scheduled sanitation.
Reducing capacity, using technology to limit crowding, infection control measures, systems to check temperatures and PPE
reducing seating capacity and eliminating in-person events - all of which will drastically impact our revenue
Reducing sitting areas
and staff wearing protective gear (masks).
Reducing the number of people inside at one time. Continuing to wear a mask and gloves.
Regular cleaning of surfaces, wearing masks, limiting numbers of people entering office, social distancing
Regulating production shifts, wearing PPE and offering delivery to clients so they don't have to travel to our facility to minimize exposure.
remained open deemed essential -lawyers
breathing). Offering sanitizing options
Remote access to staff for phone calls & meetings via Webex, Zoom, etc.
Remote client meetings. Facilities with limited human occupancy
removing bar tables and stools and cutting down on occupancy levels within the building
Removing seating and control open spaces with floor signs. Instruct employees on physical distancing
Removing seats, staff following health procedures i.e. masks, gloves, etc..., keeping distancing, and hand sanitizer around the business.
DO NOT JUSTIFY SUCH A LOCK DOWN. YOU ARE INFRINGING ON OUR CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS. THESE LIMITS ON PEOPLE'S
RIGHTS TO RUN THEIR BUSINESSES AND PROVIDE
Require all employees to wear masks, provide hand sanitizer to customers, limit the number of customers in my store at any time, require
customers to wear masks, posting signs reminding customers to social distance up to 6ft, marking areas on the ground s
Requiring everyone entering to wear a mask, use provided hand sanitizer upon entering, maintain social distancing.
Requiring everyone, employees and customers, to wear protective wear. Mask, gloves, glasses and gowns or drapes. Also putting up
dividers between stations and keeping them six feet apart. Limiting the number of people inside based on overall square footag
requiring face coverings and limiting capacity for an undetermined period of time
Requiring face mask and marking spaces every 6 feet
requiring face masks
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Requiring face masks
Optional mask wearing should not even be an option.
registration.
Reset of store and how products are offered. 6' counter to protect workers. Placing one of each item offered in a NON TOUCH presentation.
Customer chooses items and staff pulls from back stock and packages. Staff will remain behind counter. Limited amount
Respect to capacity, yes. Physical distancing is difficult because my business is in the spa/ beauty realm. Once we re-open and start
accepting appointments again, we will be touching our guests and being within close proximity. My shop is small though an
Respecting a distance of 6 feet between everyone at all times
responsible measures to ensure reasonable distancing between workers and masking to prevent virus spread.
restaurant tables and bar seats are 6 feet apart, customers can place order and pay electronically if they choose, capacity limits are fine for
short time but won't be able to remain open and pay our staff if we can't sit all the tables. tables can re
Restaurants are suffering so greatly through This and they are trained in sanitation procedures through their professions more than some
other businesses. Same with hair/nail salons. We can limit occupancy in businesses like these more than concerts.
Restricting capacity checking the physical condition of employees and guests.
Rigorous sanitizing practices between clients; increased use of PPE; increased time between clients to allow for cleaning and physical
distancing; following CDC and American Massage Therapy Association (AMTA) best practices guidelines
rotate a remote work schedule
Rules
Running my business as I did before. These scare tactics to take our freedom and gain more control over the people are not going to work
much longer. You are ruining lives, killing the economy, bankrupting hard working people, and taking everything we hav
Safe distance
SAFE PRACTICES
* Temperature checks at the door before entering.
* Mask requirement for all visitors before entering.
* Remove shoes at the door. Clients will be given foam slippers to wear during their visit.
* Immediate hand washing, with a timer, upo
safe procedures, washing my hands and keeping an appropriate distance from customers.
Safe protocols such as frequent sanitizing practices, gloves, masks & shoe covers for my Real Estate business
Safely RE-open, yes. Successfully RE-open with capacity limits, doubtful
Safely with many questions, like what about our patrons and distancing when it cvomes to Restroom use? Eating with Masks on? My Sales
Staff Wearing Masks? "Super Mex Restaurant & Cantina" On Spring, East Long Beach!
Safety and social distancing. Wearing masks in public.
Safety for all involved is our number one concern. Enforcing a zero tolerance policy for any clients who are ill (they will be be contacted in
advanced and asked to reschedule). New deep cleaning policies before and after recording sessions. Limits as far
Same as any of the other stores that are open like Walmart
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Same as now
Sanitation stations
Spread out appointments to sanitize in-between clients
Have a designated space for clients' belongings and masks that can be sanitized
Sanitize space at the end of every day
Sanitize hands upon entry, take temperature with infrared thermometer for every employee before shift, clean often, staff continues to wear
masks. Long Beach has done a great job flattening the curve to allow our medical system time to prepare. However, a
Sanitizer available, offering masks, safe business practices, distancing within reason including customer input
Sanitizing
Sanitizing and cleaning extra and washing hands every 30 minutes
Sanitizing and masks
sanitizing between customers.
Sanitizing common surfaces
Sanitizing counters and tables every 30 minutes or after being touch by customer, measure every employees temperature with a
thermometer daily and send them home if they show the slightest symptoms of the flue, provide gloves and face mask for employees a
everyone is distant they are not required.
Sanitizing my equipment and space after every client. Wearing gloves and a mask and having clients do the same. Provide hand sanitizer
and hand washing facilities for clients and workers. Only allowing one client in at a time and allow time after each cli
Sanitizing POS, fitting rooms and store floor after each client leaves the store (typically no more than 2 are in a time). Limiting the number of
customers and staff. Requiring face masks and offering hand sanitizer at the entrance for customers.
sanitizing regularly, wear masks, wear gloves if touching clients, asking screening questions (symptoms, exposure), taking temperature
Sanitizing surfaces and eliminating contact with things like menus, credit cards, pens.
Sanitizing, mask wearing for clients and workers
Scheduling appointments, checking clients temperature, using disposable capes, washing clients hair before service, no blow drying
services, limiting the number in the business, having clients wait in car, minimize touchpoints, cover myself as a doc
sanitize chairs between clients.
Screening questionaire, Masks and temperature checks, handwashing at entrance if possible or hand sanitizer
See more testing with quicker results for all citizens
Seeing clients by appointments only on an individual basis.
Seeing only one customer at a time
self employed already -work from home regularly
Self employed consultant; work from home
Self employed Realtor. Not limited now.
Self employed, N/A
Self-Employed owner/operator, my "essential" business is still operating.
Selling art
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Separate the employees and give them safe distance
separating desks to six feet apart, provide hand sanitizer and masks, only have people in the office if necessary to do things that can't do
from home (large scale copying/printing/mailing/scanning/filing)
Separating desks, requiring masks in public parts of the shared office space, providing hand sanitizing, seeing visitors virtually
Sessions involve usually two individuals (myself plus one client) working together; occasionally up to total of five individuals working together
at maximum. Client seating is 6' behind my working position for mixing sessions, or separate rooms for record
set up an appointment
Setting appointments only. No walk-ins.
Setting different schedules for employees to minimize contact, physical distancing
Shop by appointment only at my clothing store
Solo person or housemates only
I wait outside and you bag and Venmo or PayPal payments
masks,
showing 1 at a time
Showings by appointment only. Limiting number of people at appointment.
Signage, handwashing stations, extra and frequent cleaning, limiting numbers of people gathering at one time.
Since my business is essential category, I try to give servive to those who are suffering from most pain, those whose daily activities are
impaired because of serious health issues, not to come in if they have any signs of fever,cough, wearing safety bar
Since school closures, I have been operating my family child care outside when the weather permits.
Sitting alone in my office
Six feet apart, masks and sanitizer
Small business with 6 employees. Stagger in-office work hours, no in office client meetings, limited job site visits with protective masks.
Small consulting firm. We always work from home
Sneeze guard and social distancing
So, No. 10 is not really a question but I will answer it this way: I think most, if not all, businesses should be allowed to reopen. Leave it to
the business owner, not the government, to decide about whether or not to open. So many businesses have tri
social dist and masks, and sanitizing
social distance and having sanitizer available using masks
Social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing
Social distancing ,good hygiene ,good information and responsable management
Social distancing and disinfecting
wiping down surfaces.
Social distancing and face mask
Social distancing and hand sanitizing
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Social distancing and masks.
social distancing and sanitizing
conference room, requiring masks
Social distancing is very important
Social distancing is very important
Social distancing is very important
Social distancing may or may not have had an effect. Sweden's numbers are similar to ours. Have we really had any social distancing? I'm
in long lines at Costco and Ralphs. More Kabuki theater than health science.
Social distancing my employees, closing off the communal kitchen, providing personal small fridges in each office, providing personal
printers in each office, closing all doors to private offices, not allowing clients into the office.
Social distancing with those I am in business with.
Social distancing, clean work area and masks
Social distancing, hand washing
Social distancing, keeping everything sanitary
Social distancing, masks, gloves, sanitized surfaces and common sense.
Social distancing, restricting physical contact and wearing a mask inside public/private facilities.
Social distancing, small groups and proper PPE
Social distancing, wearing masks, having them use their own pens and accessories.
Social distancing, wearing masks, staggering office hours, providing disinfectants, gloves, etc.
Social distancing, with sneeze guards and other sanitary conditions.
Social Distancing. Schedule extensions to make sure there is no employee overlap hat is unsafe and reduces real time volume
sole proprietorship, no employees, working from home
Some concern
and only with spacing of 48 hrs between each client.
Space all seated areas 6 ft, face shields and masks on everyone. No waiting area clients wait in cars and are text for entry
Sanitize every thing after each client. No drinks maybe bottled water, no magazines, temperatures taken upon entry and clients was
Spacing desk and routinely cleaning common area surfaces
Spacing out customers
Spacing out my appointments and clean after each person leaves.
Spacing tables out, allowing for social distancing, employees following distancing and increased sanitization procedures/protocols
Spacious salon with a TON of air flow. More then 6 ft apart. Masks and gloves. Further sanitation
stagger employees and work times
Staggered in-office scheduling, protection when needed for closer engagement
Staggered shipping and receiving days
Staggering appointment times and limiting the office to patients only
Staggering appointments.
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Staggering my work force attendance by alternating work from home and office work. Staff would be broken into groups with designated
office work days tor each group. Would also make work from home a personal daily option in phase 1 of the overall reopen,
Staggering private client appointments throughout the day. Providing masks and gloves for employees. Increased cleaning schedule. We
are a small private studio and need to help our community stay active and mentally sound. They desire to return to our com
Staggering schedules, limiting number of people in space, wearing face masks, changing hours
stay 6 feet from everyone, wearing PPE,
Stay home
Staying 6 feet or more apart, wearing a mask, not shaking hands, lots of hand washing, touching as fews items as possible.
staying closed
Still following distance guidelines
Still open as essential business
Still working but with minimal employee's
Stop trying to control us!
strict guidelines for PPE, hygiene, disinfecting, social distancing
never supposed to stop infections - only delay them.
stringent social distancing measures - posted requirements for entering business, acrylic barrier, no touch transactions (purchases, delivery,
pickup) self monitoring symptoms, frequent sanitizing of anything touched by visitors or staff.
Subject to stringentimit of number of people, separation, use of face masks
Until a vaccine is perfected
Sure
Tables at least 6 ft apart, only 25% capacity to start, employees wear gloves and masks, check each guest with laser thermometer before
entry, and clean and sanitize daily including regular 30 minute restroom cleaning and deep table cleaning after guests
Take customers by appointment
-take out orders
-practice social distancing in the shop
Taking 1-2 clients at a time.
Taking all the necessary precautions wearing a mask, not Congregating not having a waiting areaCongregating, asking every client and
every operator in my hair salon if they feel sick or ill not to come in.
Taking tempetures , 6feet distance
Taking temps, wearing masks and gloves
taking the temperature of customers
wearing a mask and gloves
customer must wear a mask if not I can provide them one
disinfect any areas where customers come into contact before and after visits
Teachers and student wearing protective gear. Groups of 10 or less. Where possible maintaining social distancing.
Telecommute
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Telecounseling
Telephonic and internet conferences, reconfiguring conference room to physically separate clients and office staff, only seeing clients who
have appointments and are willing to comply with social distancing.
Temperature check in on every school every class
Temperature checks, sanitizer stations, and distancing
Testing everyone in America repeatedly
That is if I have any clients left. I represent restaurants, hotels and destinations - the hospitality industry has been hit the hardest. I also am
the founder and organizer of Dine Out Long Beach, Restaurant & Cocktail Week which takes place the last w
The city needs to establish rules on how business can operate safely, while still being able to make a profit and serve the community
The gov’t allowing me to do so.
the majority of my work virtually
The measures it takes to ensure limits, distancing, disinfect, and minimize the amount of people in our office.
The obvious things. Masks, social distancing, etc.
The proper sanitization procedures, social distancing, hand washing, and mask wearing
The recommendations of the medical experts. Perhaps having a temperature taker available to read customers temps. Having clear legible
signs discouraging people from entering if they are sick. Inundate the facility with regular sanitation reminders. And m
the same protocol as essential businesses.
The same thing I’ve always done which is use common sense and keep a healthy immune system.
the same thing I'm doing. I am a dog walker, so I don't have much interaction with my human clients. For those who are home, I just meet
them at the door, momentarily, as they hand off their dog to me. Otherwise, I let myself in the house, per the usual,
The things that are asked: maintaining social distancing, washing hands frequently, not touching my face, wearing face masks, sterilizing
surfaces hourly that are handled often, getting tested immediately.
There is absolutely no way my type of business can social distance. There is too much person-to-person contact in jiu-jitsu.
it might be
maintained entrances and elevators are
These are my rules put in place once the quarantine is lifted:
Top My Workout Post Quarantine Rules
1.) Barbell Club is limited to 4 athletes at a time
2.) Barbell Club times are limited to 1.5 hour time slots
3.) Time slots will be strictly enforced
This does not apply as I run my business from home
This does not apply. I am an investor/landlord.
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This has been the most nauseating overreach of governmental tyranny. I am ashamed to live in this city and this state. You have crushed so
many amazing small business for something that is no more of a real threat than typical influenza outbreaks. I will
This has gone on long enough stop restrictions we all know this is a huge coverup for so many other thgs !!!!!
facilities it should begin by testing out its own.
This is ridiculous. We can not stay inside until there is a vaccine. We should all be exposed and get it. Same principle as sending our
children to preschool and they build up their immunity. People evolve viruses evolve. We need to be come a healthi
Thoroughly sanitize the workplace and respect social distancing and COMMON SENSE
To require employees and customers to wear mask
too late, i’m already out of business
Training employees to make sure customers are social distancing
Training, social distancing, temperature monitoring, hand sanitizers and masks.
True
spaces.
Turning out center into a large one way obstacle course.
Two stylists allowed at a time with one client at a time on separate corners. Masks and hand sanitizer. Wash between each client. Book a
few a day not a full day. Clients are only allowed to bring in their phones and cards to pay to minimize spread. Conti
Unfortunately I work in the entertainment industry. Even were we to re-open the industry will be shattered for years to come.
Unfortunately my business (weddings and events) does not function with social distancing.
Unknown. I need help with ideas. I’m a massage therapist so that changes everything in protocol. I need the Long Beach health department
to give massage therapists guidelines along with salons and hair stylist. Why are we not included in any of these issu
Unless the business/industry appears little to no opportunity to make adjustments based on the social distancing guidelines and safe work
place practices, they should be open. It is not the government's job to decide who opens but rather who should *not*
updates to to ensure we continue to produce the safest events possible. As we have all come to learn, COVID-19 information evolves
quickly; our team will be in constant communication with and adhere to the recommendations set forth by federal, local and s
Upping cleaning measures and 6 feet distance
Use common sense protection, PPE for customers, visitors and employees.
Use mask when in close proximity
Wash hands, use gloves if required
Using all precautionary measures
Using Both clients and stylist mask and gloves, limited clients and disinfecting before client arrival
using common sense
using common sense and following the rules
Using common sense.
Using common sense. More distance between tables in restaurants and limit persons per elevator or one direction stairways and isles etc..
Using logic and common sense
Using masks, gloves, and practicing 6ft of social distancing.
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Using PPE and coordinating with my customers in advance on their PPE
protocol.
using proper disinfecting protocols.
no businesses to re-open. Literally gasping for breath.
Very little at this point. Real Estate is governed by the California Association of Realtors. I'd like them to allow more discretion by Realtors
to conduct their business since it is normally done in very small groups
video-conferencing
virtual meetings, but the occasional in-person meetings for physical wet signatures
waiting until the governor gives the all-clear for businesses to open
Waiting until we have a vaccine.
Wash hands
Washing hands, equiment and distancing
washing hands, wiping down surfaces, providing sanitizer spray for customers.
washing my hands
Watson's
We all would need continue safety standards
We are a an essential business operating in a limited capacity with employees WFH (where possible), social distancing with masks and
gloves for employees who can't WFH. Our retail shop is closed and will remain closed until we can guarantee our workers ar
We are a ministry and are investigating ways to safely meet for worship services and meetings.
We are a private movement training center. Each private client is seen in a private room and safety and social distancing protocols will be
easy to maintain and enforce. Sadly, we are lumped into the gym category, but we are not a gym.
We are a Real Estate company so we are open .
We are a real estate office which can be done by appt. only.
We are a small architectural firm with limited client access. We would continue to maintain physical distancing, continue top promote working
from home, and limit in-person meetings preferring online meetings and electronic communication.
We are a small boutique fitness studio and can very easily adhere to social distancing and sanitizing our facility.
We are a small fitness facility with individual practice rooms. We can be very safe
We are a small fitness facility with individual practice rooms. We can be very safe
We are a small fitness facility with individual practice rooms. We can be very safe
phone.
we are Airbnb hosts so a lot of whether our business will return has to do with whether restrictions are lifted from locations from which people
are planning to travel. We do not feel too nervous about dealing with this hospitality/home sharing business a
We are already open
We are an "essential" manufacturing business and have remained open with social distancing, mandatory face masks even before they were
required by government, paid time off, selective working from home, and other measures.
We are an essential business and are open with limits and distancing.
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We are an essential business and are still open and working.
business for the safety of lives.
our office to maintain support.
We are an essential business and use all guidelines currently in place.
We are an essential business in healthcare and have remained opened the entire duration.
We are an essential healthcare business and have not closed during this pandemic
We are an essential service.
from home (if feasible) is encouraged.
safe to allow clients back into the building.
We are Freight forwarder, we won’t have many walk in that would make us worried
We are in LA and are essential. 60%are at work, 40% remote due to virus. No one laid off.
We are in the parking business and can provide the service by having our personnel wear masks and gloves
We are litigators and the Court has no way of social distancing
We are open , we have washstand outside entrance, limit occupancy, sterilize hourly, check temperatures
we are open and complying with all rules
We are ready to open.
difficulty getting people to come to work to open doors.
We are working with a printing company to produce decals and signage for the office to promote distances, one-way traffic, remind workers
of the safety protocols, etc. We will likely return to work in shifts to keep staff levels fractional. MWF for some
We can open now.
We can open our businesses with major changes for social distancing.
We can see one client at a time and have them sit 6 feet apart.
We do construction work so we have workers still working at job site under strict guidelines
We each have separate offices, and nobody is ever closer than 6 feet apart. There is no reason that we can't repopen.
We have 6 feet between all of our workout stations. Our workout area is approximately 1000 square feet so we are able to clean in between
classes. We would require masks for all employees and members and have
We have a small business with limited employees and sufficient office space to maintain safe working distancing
chiropractic and acupuncture.
We have already ordered Plexiglas for our front desk, we are moving desks and cubicles around to give 8-10' spacing, we are stopping entry
to the office from all but the front door, we are setting up a mandatory log-in feature for every person that enters
we have an essential business and operate according to outbreak safety guidelines
We have an open air environment with mostly patio seating. Customers can order from our online ordering even if they're inside the
restaurant and it will send to our kitchen, they can even close their own tab online without having to provide server with a
trained safely to the protocols with less customers.
We have been open in gardena and we have been maintaining 10 ft distances and constant wearing of masks for since March 16
We have developed a comprehensive plan
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We have entirely revamped our SOP to assure cleanliness and safe distancing.
We have over 5,000 sq.ft. Of office space, with normally no more than 10 people there at a time. We have signs everywhere, showing no
more than one person at a time in the kitchen or work rooms. There is 8-10 feet of spacing everywhere.
we have some workers at home; we have gloves and marks; we have flex schedules for min at one time in work area; need more sanitizer
We have very few in person interactions with customers. Employees all have their own office and are being provided sanitizing options.
We need to be at little to none new cases for a certain amount of time (e.g. 1 month free of cases locally and nationwide) to reach maybe
phase 3. I do not think we should open phase 4 (officially returning to normal every day life with concerts, etc.) un
We need to reopen now
We NEED to re-open with NO change to capacity limits.
We never closed. My business has been operating remotely (software engineering).
We operate a national franchise (European Wax Center) ON 2ND ST and incorporate numerous safety features in our operations: private
rooms, waxers wear gloves, masks and face shields. Receptionists are protected behind a screen and wear masks. We have hand
employees to wear masks if they will be in the same room.
We operate three child care centers and two offices in the City of Long Beach. I feel that we are safely operating our business and strictly
following California Department of Education and Los Angeles County Public Health guidelines. All personnel, ch
We own a fairly large bus transportation company (about 60 buses). We have installed safety guards between all of the seats. We have
also installed hand sanitizers stations on each vehicle. Furthermore, we have invested heavily in self-expelling viruci
We own The Breakfast Bar and I’m not sure that we could reopen and ensure social distancing
We produce academic tournaments and have already been working diligently with LBUSD in regards to finding a way to still conduct the
remaining 2020 tournaments. They will be conducted semi-remotely, respecting social distancing for the safety of the crew,
We provide in client's home pet care (dog walking and pet sitting) I've created a 16 page policy and procedures manual for my staff (they are
currently on furlough) that also includes client policies all related to covid-19. This includes hand washing, s
We r all adults. Trust me.
We recognize the need to be safe and limit the spread of the virus and believe we can do so within a multitude of executional business
strategies. There are many different facets of business where this can be achieved within the scope of safety. Obviously
We run a small bed & breakfast hotel and can safely open up!
We will be doing temperature checks and health checks. We will adding sanitizing wipes and sanitizer by all public stations.
equipment for their own personal use during classes.
We will continue our social distancing protocol.
We will have capacity limits, new cleaning measures, and require masks to be worn inside business
WILL ONLY ALLOW A LIMITED AMOUNT OF CUSTOMERS TO ENTER AT ONE TIME, AND WE WILL MAKE SURE CUSTOMERS STAY
AT A COMFORTABLE DISTANCE AND PROVIDE THE DISTANCE
We will maintain 1:1 ratio of clients to staff with no more then 10 people at all times in our 2500 square foot space. We will have an infrared
thermometer, intake questionnaire for clients prior to coming to our business, as well as keep our door locked
We work entirely remotely so it does not affect us.
and 1/2 the tables.
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We would like all small retail to be done over the phone and then walked out to the customers car, nobody allowed in the stores. disinfectant
product is difficult to get right now so it would be a lie for most small businesses to say they are regularly pr
We would require curb service for our customers. We meet at the car to get the dog. Dog goes straight to the tub. All communication is on
the phone and customer is invoiced so they can pay online at home. We have gloves, mask and wash our hands all day. D
Wear a mask
Wear a mask, and keep a distance.
Wear barber smock/mask /gloves/xtra desinfection/one client per barber/ each barber 6feet apart /and appointments only.
Wear mask, reduce capacity, use disposable plate, self serve.
wear masks, and high risk people avoid large crowd settings
guidelines.
Wearing a mask and distancing.N/
Wearing a mask and gloves when in areas where there are crowds of people, and where food is present
wearing a mask and having masks worn by patrons, going out doors to circulate air flow every 20-30 minutes
Wearing a mask, and gloves like I always did before the pandemic, and I only have 4-6 people in my place of business at all times
wearing a mask, gloves and limiting contact with clients
Wearing a mask, keeping sub contractors apart, reducing site visits.
Wearing a mask, sanitizer
Wearing a mask.
Wearing a mask.
Wearing a mask. Taking temp of clients before enter room
Wearing a medical mask and applying hand sanitizer between visiting homes
Wearing a
Mask and gloves- I work in people’s home one on one
surfaces every 30-45min.
Wearing face masks while in the business, limiting the number of people inside, having hand sanitizer readily available at check out
counters. Restaurants will need to operate at 60% capacity, movie theaters will need to monitor reusing of seats and clean
Wearing face masks, sanitize hands, wearing shoe coverings.
payment machines or in house atm between each customer
Wearing gloves, mask, serving 1 customer at a time, washing hand, sanity equipment and station after each customer.
Wearing mask
Wearing Mask
Gloves in certain circumstances
Wearing mask & gloves when needed with vulnerable population
Wearing mask, doing as much as I can outdoors and away from other people
Wearing mask, one client at a time, Appointment only, constantly sanitizing (we do anyways and in many ways). I am an Independent
contractor and at the shop I work. I am in another room away from the main space with the most chairs. I am more isolated in
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Wearing mask, physical distancing and doing as much business as possible virtually and online.
Wearing masks and cleaning up after each client while maintaining social distance
Wearing masks and gloves
Wearing masks and gloves. Marking flooring for social distancing
times.
wearing masks and having hand sanitizer on me at all times as well as washing hands before and after work, showing houses to only clients
who wear masks and having them use hand sanitizer before and after entering homes, doing virtual tours, going in and
Wearing masks and practicing social distancing
wearing masks and sanitizing all surfaces touched. limiting capacity and personal contact
Wearing masks and staying 6 feet apart
Wearing masks in close proximity
Wearing masks in public facilities. Social distancing. Properly washing hands and being mindful of others and space. Limitations to capacity.
Wearing masks, continue my daily sterilization and sanitization process, that I practice everyday while working in my hair salon.
Wearing masks, distancing of 6 feet...I would say beaches but nobody listens....I know people love to surf...surf at a distance. Maybe Hair
salons can do hair outside, with masks and 6 feet apart. I really do not know....this is overwhelming. But I do
Wearing masks, extra cleaning protocols in place
Wearing masks, Hand washing, disinfecting common areas, and social distancing
Wearing masks, limiting the number of customers inside, maintaining proper distance, cleaning surfaces
Wearing masks, making our clients wear masks and keeping social distancing.
Wearing masks, social distancing.
Wearing masks, taking temps and practicing social distancing during meetings.
Wearing PPE and distancing.
Wearing PPE, respecting the 6 feet distancing rule, sanitizing anything that has been touched.
We're already operating as an essential business.
We're an essential business, so never closed.
We're open as an essential business (trucking)
What ever is needed to remain safe.
What ever is required
what federal and state health experts recommend to ensure public health and safety
What I am doing currently - screening those who may be currently experiencing immune response, spacing out patients without
congregation in the waiting room; diligent cleaning between patients and all high touch surfaces, advocating good hygiene.
what I currently do - nuisance bird abatement - with no public contact, but I need the businesses that use my services to re-open.
What is in guidelines dictated by city
What is required.
What the city requires. All customers/employees must wear masks. Since I own a salon I will only allow a few clients in at a time. Service
will be refused if the customer has symptoms of the flu. The salon would be thoroughly cleaned everyday. My clients
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whatever individuals feel is needed for their saftey
Whatever is necessary to reopen.
We cannot last much longer.
Why is it that massive companies like Walmart can open with social distancing and we cannot?!
whatever is required
Whatever is required by law and is always safe for all employees.
When private events under 200 people are able to occur.
rushed!

I am a server at a restaurant in addition my husband and I have a small printing services business.
I
Why aren’t you seeking input from scientists? This is yet another example of poor leadership.
Why?
With new procedures and social distancing, it can be accomplished.
guests
With respect to capacity I can open, but physical distancing is impossible when styling hair
Without anything additional
Work from home
offering masks and sanitizer.
Work in a hospital
Work out of home—no changes required
Work smart with PPE, limit population, alternate shift ours, continue to sanitize public common areas
Work-at-home business -- no public exposure
Working from home only.
Working on an appointment only basis, not allow clients to wait in the waiting area, sanitizing stations after every service, enforcing the
clients and operators wear masks upon entry, operators will also wear gloves, installing a hand sanitizer station.
Working one on one with clients and spacing out appointments.
working remotely
having as few employees as possible in the office while remaining 6 ft plus apart
not permitting customers or salespeople to enter the office--outer door is locked with "no entry" sign
continue to clean, wipe, spray the office sever
working remotely and will continue to do so.
Working remotely on computers and servers
Working remotely online.
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Working remotely, communicating with clients by phone or email.
Working remotely. We did not shut down.
the county
would need all ppe provided with n95 masks and gloves for many people
Also require certification with pic ID for all people who have had the virus and can no longer be contagious if that is intfact proven
y
Yes .... opening safe and smart.
Yes 100% open back up
Yes absolutely
yes absolutely, no problem
Yes and no
Yes because as a lab we do not have contact with the patient but the dentist does and they would have to provide as much as they can to
disinfect the work provided to the lab because the patient could be a non showing symptoms person.
Yes because I do deliveries
Yes because my business is primarily done from home and client meetings (now virtually done)
Yes I am a photographer and I believe I can open safely - photographing small groups and families.
Yes I can
Yes I can
yes i can
Yes I can - with regard to the limits and social distancing
Yes I can do this easily
Yes I can modify to do my work outdoors with protection
Yes I can open my business with distancing
Yes I can open my small salon back for business
Yes I can open safely
ensure staff and patient safety.
Yes I can
Yes I can.
Yes I can.
Yes I feel that every company can open with capacity limits.
Yes I go to peoples residences and practice /use of safety measures ie mask, gloves.
Yes I operate a mobile car wash and don’t need to have physical contact with my customers.
Yes I’d rather do a little business with doc distancing then zero and go bankrupt and want to die !!
Yes I’m a sole proprietor. I can work with my clients individually by appointments. And get my business running again.
Yes Ican
yes in real estate self employed and already trying to work carefully
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Yes it can be done with intelligent guidelines
yes let’s open
Yes my business is a salon suite and I can see one client at a time.
Yes same as supermarkets.
Yes since I do have space in my salon that can manage the flow of people..
Yes to re-open. No limits
Yes we are by appt only
Yes- we are mostly remote work with a staff of under 10, so we are fine.
YES WE CAN LIMIT OUR CUSTOMERS WITHIN THE STORE AND PROVIDE SANITIZER AND NO ADMITTANCE WITHOUT MASKS.
Yes we can, deal mostly with the animals
Yes we hairstylist’s are licensed in sanitation, if I can’t open my new business I will lose my house. Because I’m responsible for my 3 year
lease even if I file for bankruptcy. And will owe $50,000 at least in deferred rent, I’ll never be able to come ba
Yes we plan to this week
Yes we work from home anyway.
Yes with respect to physical distancing
Yes with some changes already put into place by my company
Yes yes.
business actually assist in keeping people healthy.
Yes! Outdoor fitness can be performed with physical distancing and other safety measures put in place
Yes!!
Yes!!
Yes,
Yes, i sell real estate and have been following the current LB guidelines for realtors.
yes, the general mood amongst many is that of defiance because of the one brush 'paints all.'
We must monitor but allow some autonomy within social distancing guidelines.
Yes, already doing that by spacing out appointments, every patient must come in wearing a mask. I also wear a mask and use gloves to
adjust chiropractic patients. I thoroughly sanitize my office in between patients.
Yes, although any employees that can work from home will continue to.
Yes, as long as we comply safe distance
Yes, as we have no contact with the public and a very small staff
Yes, but I do not have a storefront business (Real Estate Property Management)
Yes, but not to the safety of my business bank account.
yes, but only of other office tenants abide be maintaining capacity limits and physical distancing.
Yes, but the conditions to meet social distancing and capacity limits are not easy by any means. I don't know how to pay staff for extra hours
involved to clean and sanitize and monitor social distancing. Rumor has it we need to take temperatures? Do we h
Yes, coaching small business owners over Zoom.
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Yes, for certain aspects of the business.
Yes, for sure.
yes, I am a small business within 90803 the most people in my business at one time is 3. social distancing is easy to implement and
maintain. I am a Medical spa I will require staff and patients to wear masks I can provide masks to those without,
Yes, I am a sole practitioner
Yes, I am able to bc I do online telehealth.
Yes, I can.
Yes, I can. I’m former hazmat technician so I’m extremely confident
Yes, I do home consultations
Yes, I manage properties, which requires no close contact on a daily basis. If the economy isn't allowed to start functioning we will have a
complete economic catastrophe to deal with, and that won't be anything pretty!
Yes, I own a women’s boutique on 2nd st. and we can limit how many shoppers can come in and sanitize after each customer.
Yes, I was doing so even before the stay-in-place orders.
Yes, most of my business is conducted online right now and will likely stay that way for a few more months.
Yes, my property management company can operate within limits and distancing.
Yes, my salon can safely reopen. I can change schedules, wear masks and keep distance between each workstation
Yes, short term rentals, I rent to families and sanitize/clean meticulously
Yes, social distance along with clean mask and handsantizer
Yes, the restaurants with widespread dining rooms of 30 tables or more can spread their customers out safely, but no parties larger than 5.
times.
Yes, though my business is mostly in the city of LA.
Yes, we are already 6+ feet apart while in the studio, never more than 14 people in the classroom at a time all 6 feet apart with their own
workstation. We have the means (supplies) and manpower to clean in between each use of the reformers. We are prepar
social order could very well collapse. Do not delay!
Yes, we are fortunate to have an expansive dining room (restaurant) that allows us to reopen safely and maintain more than required social
distancing measures. Personally, I would not feel safe in a smaller restaurant, perhaps of the fast food variety.
Yes, we are prepared to do this immediately.
yes, we can open as long as we do this by June
Yes, we have an abundance of space.
Yes, we were already doing most of the recommended safety procedures BEFORE the Covid-19 shutdown. We have been using the
shutdown time to improve on all other recommendations. We will be wearing masks and face shields while working. We have prepared a
Yes, with physical distancing.
Yes, with safety guidelines of masks, gloves, distancing. I am a Realtor.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
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Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes. 23rd Floor, Landmark Square.
Yes. As an small Airbnb host with a separate structure with an electronic lock and the entrance 20 feet from my back door, I am able to
safely host guests. At present time I do so only for persons with a defined need to be in LB who agree in writing to
Yes. I am an attorney and require all persons coming to my office to wear a mask as is required by protocol at the WTC.
Yes. We already operate in a safe clean environment that has not put any of our workers at risk. We have zero cases. We are however,
about to go bankrupt if the city continues these draconian measures. It has put all of our customers out of business. We
Yes. We have a small construction business with a small office. Physical distancing is easy.
Yes. We have a tutoring center and plenty of room to maintain social distancing and capacity limits. We also have protocols we will
implement to sanitize tables Hourly and enforce mandatory mask use and hand washing for kids we tutor (and their tutors).
Yes. An office of 5
table, pay their rent and their mortgage.
yes. But it wouldn't matter because if you get it and you aren't 80. You'll be fine
Yes. I am a dogwalker and can safely operate with good social distancing
Yes. I am a freelance photographer and purchased the gear I need to stay safe
Yes. I am a photographer. It is possible to safely and effectively do my job while social distancing.
Yes. I am still working. I work in Real Estate.
Yes. I feel strongly that the salon I work in can easily maintain strict disinfectant, safety precautions, and capacity limiting
Yes. I operate in an office environment and have been an essential financial institution. And have been socially distancing.
Yes. I own a small gym that would be able to operate abiding by the sanitation station ordinance as well as keeping 6ft from others. We
operate on a closed membership basis so we know who our members are and can easily stay on top of sanitizing as well.
Yes. I sell real estate
Yes. I’m a real estate agent. I’m able to do virtual showings whenever possible and limit in person showings to no more then 2 people at a
time in a house and a mask and other precautions is mandatory.
Yes. Need more guidelines but can abide
Yes. Open in shifts. 6 feet away. Half staff.
Yes. Real estate open houses
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Yes. Social distancing is no longer needed. The virus does not show any data or science to prowl each social distancing is needed. This is
about a bigger agenda of the governors power. Our rights have been taken away from us. He has broke the laws of the
Yes. We all go to essential businesses everyday. Please allow us small businesses to open up as well.
Yes. We all go to essential businesses everyday. Please allow us small businesses to open up as well.
Yes. We have already put a Safe Assembly Service policy together.
We would respect the distancing because I want everyone to be safe. Of course, I want us to open our businesses at full capacity in the near
future (months)
Yes:
As the Chairman and founding member of the Long Beach Community Choice Energy Working Group, I urge the LB Business community
and Chairperson Foster to educate themselves on the City's Community Choice Aggregation Feasibility Study (Dec. 2019). Lon
Youth Sport Club - Comprehensive plan to mitigate risks by keeping a minimal number of athletes and coaches in a gym, provide safeguards
resources and processes to keep training at a physical distance.
Yrs

